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PREFACE.
I orrer this volume to the public as a contribution
to the general stock of information relating to India

and her affairs—information which, in the present
iuneture, it is very desirable to possess. It contains
nuch that is scattered over a great number of printed
‘ooks, and much. besides that is not to be found in any
minted books. It will be seen that it is written almost
cntively in 6 narrative form—that there is little of the
Hequisttional and controversial in it—and that I have

sot attempied to elucidate the great question of the
uture government of India, except by throwing on. it
such light as is derived from illustrations of the past.
_ Perhaps, indeed, the volume may best be describe?
as a series of historical illustrations of Indian government, arranged with some regard to completeness and
“wwilormity of design, but not at all pretending to the dignity cither of a perfect history of the internal administration of India, or a finished picture of Indian Institutions. The exigencies of time and space have compelled
ne to pass hastily over the consideration of many maters, of the interest and importance of which fam fully
aasible, and in one or two instances I have been neces-

utated to throw into an Appendix papers illustrative

of certain topics of inquiry of which I had intended to

treat in the body of the work. The subject of Indian
Administration, indeed, is so vast; it branches out into

so many different channels; and the materials at my
disposal fov its Dlustration have been so ample, that the

vi
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more I have drawn upon them the further off I have
scemed from their exhaustion.
In dealing with a subject of such magnitude, the
writer has the choice of two courses which lie before him.
He may either so compress his materials into a narrow
compass as to divest his fasciculus of facts of all living
interest and external grace. Ov he may select certain
prominent topics of discourse, and illustrate them with
that copiousness of detail which, by limiting its range
of inquiry, necessarily subtracts from the encyclopedic
value of the work, but imparts a vitality to it which
{cannot help thinking extends its utility by increasing
its attractions. I have followed the latter course,
T believe that the reading public is less instructed
than it should be on Indian subjects, because
it has
been less interested than it might have been, if
writers
had taken more pains to appeal to the common
sympathies of mankind. I am not insensible of
the value
of

statistics,

largely
men in
hope to
14 iS

and,

indeed,

I have

dealt

somewhat

in them; but it is principally by representing
action that the writer on Indian affairs
must
fix the attention of the public,
;
Inainly to anticipate any objections which
may

be yaised on the score of omissions,
that T make these
remarks

regarding what may he called the machinery

of my work.

Of the purpose and tendency

of the
work itself I have spoken elsewhere; and
shall
now
only add the expression of a hope that,
in considera.
tion

of what I have done, I shall he forgiven
for what
oe hecessarily left undone in such
a volume as

this,

London, April, 1853,
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CHAPTER

I.

The claims of the Governed on the ‘Governing—How they have been discharged
England's Opportanities in India—Impediments to Domestic Improvement
~Administrave Difficulties in England and India—Crime and Poverty in the
two Countries—-Encouragements to Exertion.

nen Mr. Barlow, then Secretary to the Indian, Government,

drew up the elaborate

minute,

on which

the Bengal Regulations of 1793 were based, Sir WilHam Jones, to whom this important document was

‘submitted, struck his pen across the three first words.
- The correction which he made was a significant one.

Barlow

had written:

“The

two

principal objects

which the Government ought to have in view in all

its arrangements, are to insure its political safety, and

to render the possession of the country as advantageous as possible to the East India Company and the
British Nation.’

Sir William

crased the three first
principal objects,” he
objects ;” and then he
“T have presumed to

Jones,

I have

said,

words. Instead of .“ the. two
wrote: “two of the primary
appended this marginal note:
alter the first words.
Surely

the principal object of every Government is the hap-

—

2

்
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pimess of the governed.”*
Sixty years have passed
away since that significant correction was made, and
it is now a moot question, whether the practice of the
British Government in India, throughout that time,
has been in accordance with the words of Mr, Barlow,
or those of Sir William Jones.
Not, however, that Barlow, who may be supposed,

im this case, to represent the general body of the Company’s servants in India, had overlooked the “ happiness of the governed.”
In the next paragraph he
wrote: “It is a source of pleasing reflection to know,

that in proportion as we contribute to the happiness

of the people and the prosperity of the country, the
nearer we approach to the attainment of these objects.
If the people are satisfied with our government, we
shall be certain that they wish for its continuance ;

and as the country increases in wealth, the greater

will be the advantages which we shall derive from the

possession of it.”

‘The “ happiness of the governed?’

was +0 be considered as a means to an end—not as the
end itself. But in those early days of Anglo-Indian
rule, it was something to think of the people at all,
It was

no small matter, indced, to recognise the great

truth, that the prosperity of the governing and the
governed are mutually dependent upon each other;

that,

to

secure

the

promote the latter.

former,

we

must,

at

all events,

The servants of the Company had

been for nearly two centuries regarding the natives of
India only as so many dark-faced and dark-souled
Gentiles, whom

it was

their mission

* MS. Records——I have copied this
from the original note in Sir W. Jones's
handwriting.
The draft, which contains the autograph corrections of Lord
Cornwallis, as well as the marginal
notes of Sir W. Jones, is thus endorsed

by Sir George Barlow:

“This is the

minute which‘led to the formation of
the constitution of the government of
our possessions in India, in 1793,
It

to over-reach

in

was drawn up by me, and containcd
my suggestions to Lord Cornwallis.

The notes in the margin

are by Sir

W. Jones, for whose opinion if was
submitted, The corrections in the body
are those made by Lord Cornwallis.”
I need not say that the document is
an extremely interesting one.
I pur-

pose to make larger references to if .
another work.

:
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business, and to overcome in war.

©

3

But out of these

hucksters and spoliators had now arisen a race of
embryo statesmen with dawning perceptions of the
duties and responsibilities of governments and the
rightful claims of the people. Barlow, who sate at the
feet of Cornwallis, was far in advance of his predeces-

sors—far in advance of the great mass of his cotemporaries. There may be expressions in his suggestive
minute to jar upon the sensitive chords of modern
philanthropy; but we must read it, not with the eyes
of meridian enlightenment, but with the hazy vision of
men just awakening, as it were, from dreams of conquest, and only then ceasing to look upon the inhabi-

tants of India as a race of men to be defrauded and
subdued.
* A

spirit

of industry,”

continued

Barlow,

“ has

oeen implanted in man, that in seeking his own good
he may contribute to the public prosperity. The husbandman

and

manufacturer will toil incessantly,

if

they are permitted to reap the profit of their labours.”
But a question arose in practice, and one which has

not yet received any very satisfactory solution, as to

the extent to which, regard being had to the prosperity of the State, the people might be suffered to

veap the profit of their labours.” If the question
had been satisfactorily solved, that would have been
achieved by Indian administrators, which, as far as the
.ange of my own knowledge extends, has yet been
This,
achieved by no administrators under Heaven.
. humanly speaking, indeed, is the greatest problem in
the world. It is nothing, therefore, to say, that in
India the rights of labour have not been determined—

that its claims have not been acknowledged—in a
manner to give entire satisfaction to every benevolent
Under the most favourable circumstances, we
mind.
can

,

only arrive

க

at something

உ 2

of an

approximation.

.

க்
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And what ought now properly to be considered is, not
whether India has been governed by its European
conquerors after any imagined model of abstract perfection, but whether, all circumstances duly consi-

dered, all obstacles and hindrances fairly weighed, as
much has been

done, within a certain time, and with

certain appliances and means at our disposal, as reasonable men might rightfully expect.
All government is, more or less, an experiment. In
India, it is, especially, au experiment; and it is one on
a gigantic scale. We have been compelled to exper’
mentalise upon a foreign people not easy to unde
stand—upon a people whose character and institution
are not only extremely dissimilar to our own, but ;

fenced in with exclusiveness, so bristling with all kinc
of discouragements

and

denials,

that

it

is difficul

above all things, to acquire that comprehensive knoy
ledge of their feelings and opinions which alone ca
enable us to adapt ow legislation to their moral and
physical requirements.
It is the great evil of English |
legislation, that it is based upon an imperfect know.’

ledgc of the wants and wishes of the people.

But an

English legislator may converse with whomsoever he
will, on any subject, in his own Janguage.
He may
walk into the poor man’s cottage, and ascertain for
himself what are the poor man’s wants. He has some-

thing in common with the poorest.

He was born on

the same soil—he speaks the same tongue—he
to the same God.

prays

The two classes, to a certain extent,

may be severed by imperfect sympathies;

but there is _

some bond of sympathy to unite them. They are not
utterly strangers and aliens to each other. They do not ர்.
regard each other as infidels and blasphemers. They ‘
cross the threshold

of the same temple together,

and

they may eat, without contamination, from the same
dish.

There is a vast difference, I repeat, between St.

8
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James’ and St. Giles’. The aristocrat of Belgravia
but imperfectly comprebends the feelings of the inhabitants of the clanging rookeries. The great territorial lord has little in. common with the wretched laGourer who poaches by night on his overgrown estate.
And hence the blunders of English legislation. But
these privileged classes cannot help knowing more
about the natural history of their own countrymen,

however wide the distinction of rank, than the pri-

vileged classes of British India—the English con-

querors—know about the dark-faced inhabitants of the

country which they have subdued.

F It is little more than sixty years since we began to

getern India at all.

Lord Cornwallis is the first In-

dian ruler who can be properly regarded
nistrator. Up to the time of his arrival,
in India had been engaged in a great
existence. Clive conquered the richest

as an admithe English
struggle for
province of

Hindostan. Hastings reduced it to something like
order. But it was not until Cornwallis carried to

India the large-minded liberality of a benevolent Eng-

lish statesman, that our administrative efforts took

shape and consistency, and the entire internal manage-

ment of the country under our rule was regulated by
a code of written laws,* intended to confer upon the

natives of India the benefits of as much European

wisdom and benevolence as was compatible with a due
regard for the character of native institutions.|

During

any prothose sixty years, India has never enjoyed
been
continually
have
We
rest:
of
tracted season

engaged in wars and contentions, which have resulted

in the extension of our empire, until it has reached
the confines of the Afghan dominions; and many who
* Barlow,

க் the minute of which I

bly erased it, and substituted the word

have spoken above, always used the “regulations.”
word “laws ;” but Corawallis invaria

6
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fain have been peaceful administrators,

haye

been conquerors in spite of themselves.
During the
sixty years of which I speak, we have been building up
our present enormous empire.
When, therefore, we
come to consider the time at our disposal, and the
opportunities at our command, with reference to the
ameliorative measures which have emanated from the
British Government, we must not take account of the
result, as though we had been for sixty years in possession of our present territory, and those sixty years
had been years of settled tranquillity; but as though
we had all that time to do with an empire inchoate
and imperfect, calling for measures—in the first instance, of defence, then of aggression—which have left

neither
means
For
during
ehief

leisure to consider, nor money to provide the
of domestic hbnprovement,
let us only just glance at the history of India
the last century—at the reigns of our different

Governors,

from

Clive

to

Dalhousie,

and

see

how they have been consecutively engaged, with but
two exceptions, in great and engulphing wars.
Think
of the wars in Madras and Bengal—the Rohilla wars
—the Mysore wars—the Mahratta wars—the Java war
—the

Pindarree war—the

Burmese

war—the

Afghan

war—the Sindh war—the Sikh war—with all kinds of
minor wars occupying smaller space in the great his.
tory of Indian conquest. Of all our Governors-General,
either reared in India, or despatched thither from our
English bureaux, Shore and Bentinck alone contrived
to surround themselves with an atmosphere of peace
during the entire period of theiy administration.
And
yet all these warriors and statesmen, who were continually pouring their battalions into the field, were
not

all of

them

men,

“out

of measure

addicted

to

fighting’’—men of large ambition, greedy of conquest,

OUR CAREER OF CONQUEST.
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unmindful of the blessings of peace and the claim of
an industrial people. Cornwallis—Minto—Ambherst—
Auckland—Hardinge—Dalhousie—were all by nature

peace-Governors.
Neither Hastings—commoner nor
peer—can be justly accused of unscrupulous ageressiveness.

And yet, somehow

or other, all these rulers

have been arrested in their career of internal improvement, or utterly prevented from giving a thought to
it, by the necessity of concentrating their efforts on
great schemes of military organisation, for the subjection of enemies who have threatened the security of
our frontier, and compelled us to possess ourselves of
new territory to enable us to retain. possession of the
old.
Tt is not for me

now to consider in detail, whether

this or that war ‘might. have been avoided.”

The

more thoughtful reader of Indian history will, perhaps,
arrive at the general conclusion, that although some

of our wars with our immediate neighbours might have
been

delayed,

few,

if any,

could have been avoided.*

It is enough for my present purpose, that the English

in India, though not fairly chargeable with that Inst
of conquest which is often said to have marked our
whole

career

in the East,

have been,

for a century,

engaged in. an almost continued struggle, which has

paralysed the humane

efforts of men, the desire of

whose hearts. has ever turned towards the domestic imIf it had been possible for
provement of the country.
us to have

held possession of a single

province—say

the rich province of Bengal—never to have gone beyond its limits—never. to. have been disturbed by fears
of invasion—never to have been. engaged in warlike
operations, offensive or defensive—we might, peradimmediate neigh* Isay «with our
qe have crossed the
for wher
5
ther country, sefrontier to attack ano

bours,”

parated from us by an extensive tract
of intervening territory, this necessi
is not to be pleaded.
,
y

8
venture,
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have

established

a model

empire

on the

banks of the Hooghly. An overflowing treasury, at the
command of an enlightened statesman, never arrested
by any threatenings from without, in his quiet career
of beneficence, never, indeed, looking. beyond the
limits of his own narrow territory, might, in the
course of a century, have enabled us to build up an
Eastern principality, so compact in itself, and complete in all its internal arrangements, as to leave little
or nothing for the philanthropist to desire. But Providence has not willed that such should be our Eastern
Empire.
If one of the little handful of European
officers, who, a century ago, in gaiters and perukes,
followed the fortunes of Lawrence in the Carnatic,
were now to stand again on Indian soil, and in one of
our North-Western cantonments, to spread out before
him a map of our Eastern Empire as now established, .
he would be overwhelmed with astonishment and. incredulity. He would declare, that not one of his cotemporaries, in the wildest flight of imagination,

ever

contemplated the possibility of the erection of such an
empire as we have now built up in the East. But, in
these times, it is equally difficult to imagine the existence of. such an empire—limited, unexpansive, compact—as

the Anglo-Indian

of 1750,

regarded

extreme result of our conquests in the East.

as the

Grown

wise by experience, we now declare that it is in accordance with

a law of nature,

universal

and immu-

table, that our empire should have so expanded.
Be
this as it may, the history of India has been hitherto
a history of expansion—of acquisition; and it is only .

by so considering the fact, that we can rightly estimate
the much or the little which the British conquerors of

the Indian world have done to promote the happiness
of the people who inhabit it.

. PROGRESSIVE

IMPROVEMENT.

9

Many great political problems are yet unsolved—
many great social evils are yet unremedied.
Much,
doubtless, has yet to be done before the voice of com~

plaint can be authoritatively called upon, in the name
of reason, to be still. Unqualified commendation in
such a case would be as unreasonable as unqualified
censure—not because it is unqualified commendation

of the Indian Government, but because it is unqualified
commendation of a terrestrial government, and, therefore, of one prone to all sorts of short-comings, and

liable to all kinds of error. If there were nothing
more to be complained of there would be nothing
more to be done.

Now,

in India, it must be acknow-

ledged that there is much to be done. But in England,
also, there is much

to be done.

The

Government

—

of

England has been, and is, a Government of Progress.
We are astonished at the evils which our fathers per-

mitted, and our sons will be astonished at those which
we in our turn are permitting,
And yet generations
of Englishmen have boasted, and will boast, of the
blessings of the British Constitution. We have not to
consider. whether this or that Government has attained

perfection, but whether it is making reasonable efforts

to approximate to it; we have not to consider whether
the mass of the people are positively happy under any

particular Government, but whether they are happier

than they were fifty or twenty years ago under
that
Government.
Progressive improvement is all that we
have a right to expect, or a vocation to cousider,

The history of Civilisation is the obituary of
Error,

We are continually burying defunct fallacies,
and
making Suttees of huge practical mistakes,
1 am not

an old

man. I have seen litle more than half of the
years allotted to humanity, and yet I have
lived in
times
which,

compared

with the present, were years

_
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‘of barbarism and darkness.
I have witnessed the
cremation of social and political evils, the existence of
which, in such recent times,.my children will scarcely
credit. When I was a boy, the green slopes of Old
Sarum were my habitual play-ground.

There was a

little inn on the white chalk-road which sent two
members to Parliament, whilst Manchester and Birmingham sent none. A Roman Catholic could not
sit in our Legislative Assemblies, or in our Municipal

-Corporations, or lead a regiment or command

a ship.

Slaves were held as property by English gentlemen in

the colonies, and bought and sold like sheep. A man
might be transported for seven years for knocking
down a partridge or a hare. Such was the general
effects of the game-laws, that it was said of them that
“for every ten pheasants fluttering in a wood, one
English peasant was rotting in gaol.”* The Court of
Chancery, with its agonising delays and its desolating
voracity, made playthings of human
reason, and wrote its fearful annals

life and buman
on the walls. of

the lunatic’s cell and the grave of the
state of our prisons was so detestable,
and modest girl thrown into gaol for
offence, or perhaps wrongfully accused,
abandoned criminal.

suicide. The
that a young
some trifling
came out an

The gibbet was in such repute,

that a man might be hanged for stealing a yard of
silk from a shop-counter, for destroying a tree, or
breaking down the embankment of a river. And it
was no uncommon thing for men to be lured on to
the gallows by a detective police, who made it their
business to associate in flash houses with thieves and
prostitutes, and incite them to the commission of
—
which it should have been their duty to prevent.
* Sydney Smith.

ர
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These are a few of the social and political evils

which I have lived to see abolished by the intervention of a humane legislature. Perhaps I may be
spared to see many more great changes; for many
more great changes are needed, and this is an age of
progressive amelioration. But although I see clearly

around me many things which I know cannot be

right, and I hope earnestly that some day they may

be remedied, I know how difficult it is to devise a fit

remedial application, and how the best efforts of beneVolent statesmen may be baffled by the magnitude
and obstinacy of the disease. There are clamorous
social evils crying ont for redress almost under the
walls of the Palace at Westminster. From the windows of the committee-rooms of that great costly

Senate-house, our legislators may look owt upon hundreds of miserable dwellings, overcrowded with
squalid
and hungry tenants, whose sufferings far surpass any

endured by the inhabitants of a vill
age in Bengal.
It
mh
long since it was stated in Parl
iament by a
the Lond. who has made the misery and
the crime of
30,000 ah Poor his peculiar study, that “ there were

filthy, th deserted, » Yoaming,
roaming.
1 lawless chil-்
dren, who ed,formed
crime which desolat

The Plot

peated at a public me
crime out of every ting
hundred

honest occupation.”
is things. I wo J
uld
etore we indienantly

of 19-20ths of the

ee
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a

omnes
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a doors ; and
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this the greatest of social evils—the physical necessity
of crime.
The most enthusiastic advocate of the Government of the East India Company would not claim
for it the merit of abolishing poverty and wretchedness,

and annihilating crime’; but the people of India are
not driven to crime by want of honest occupation. It
is easy to conceive what would be said on tite subject

if they were.

7

I would say something, too, regarding material
wants.
A well-informed practical man, writing in
1822, says, “ The fertile plains of [
dei,
i
and [
], are separated from each other by a deserted country, hitherto nearly an impassable barrier.
This large district comprehends upwards of 900 square
railes; in many places it is very populous.
As might
be expected under

such circumstances, the people are

turbulent, and their houses, being inaccessible for want
of roads, it is not surprising that during the disturbances of 1821-22, this district was the asylum for
smugglers and robbers, and that stolen cattle were
drawn into it as to a safe and impenetrable retreat.”
The blank spaces which I have left at the commencement of this extract the reader will, doubtless, feel dis-

posed to fill with the names of some Indian cities or districts. But the fertile plains, separated from each other
by a deserted country, the populous places rendered
inaccessible, and the people turbulent and lawless by
want of roads, are not in any part of the mighty Indian
peninsula, but in a little island upon the other side of

the Irish Channel.

The places whose names I have

omitted are Limerick,

Cork, and Kerry.*

‘* Notwith-

standing,” adds the writer, “its present desolate state,
* The
ort by

extract
Mr.

is taken from

Griffith,

quoted

a rein

Mr.

Porter's admirable work on the “Progress ofthe Nation.” I grieve to think
that during the passege of this volume

through the press, this esteemed writer
and

valuable

public

servant

has paid

the ordinary penalty of a life of unceasing intellectual labour, and that his
career of usefulness is at an end.

14
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this country. contains within itself the seeds of future

improvement and industry.”
.
It would be easy to multiply instances of tracts of
country in Ireland, containing within themselves the
seeds of improvement and industry, which, even atthe
present time, are little better than howling wildernesses.
’ But I have no wish to enlarge upon the failures of our

domestic administration. I merely desire to express my
conviction that such failures, though deeply to be
lamented, furnish no proof of the general incompetency —
‘of the Government which has unwillingly permitted
them; I would not argue that because Ireland has:
been and is misgoverned—that, because there are large
tracts of desolate country, and thousands of inhabitants

in an extreme state of physical and moral destitution,

the repeal of the Union is an event to be desired as an
act of justice to the Irish people. I would give the
British Government credit for the best intentions—I
would

believe that it has laboured, and not laboured

in vain, for the benefit of the people, though it has left
much to be done for their amelioration before we can
congratulate ourselves on the general result. I willingly believe that it is no easy thing to govern Ireland,

although it is a small island within a few hours’

journey, by land and sea, from the senate-house of
Great Britain, and contains less than eight millions of

souls, all speaking the same language, and worshipping
the same God.
.

But believing as I do that it is no easy thing to
govern
no easy
human
wish it
India,

Ireland—no easy thing to govern England—
thing in one island or the other, to abolish
misery and eradicate human crime, I would
also to be believed that the Government of
a country whose

area

it is difficult to

com-

pute, and whose population it is difficult to number,
whose people present almost as many varieties of cha-

|
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racter and language as the entire continent of Europe,
and the whole of which are utterly dissimilar to our

own, may be also difficult to govern.
I would wish it to be believed that in the government

of such a country some credit is due for what is

done well,

and

some

allowance

to be made

both

what is done amiss and what is not done at all.

for

I am

afraid that too many amongst us are prone to make a
severe reckoning of the errors and short-comings, and
of the good deeds and successful results to take no sort
of account.
Tt is because I believe that, under the Government

of the East India Company much has been done for
the benefit of the people of India of which little is
known in this country, or if known, purposely ignored,
that I now desire to throw together, in an historical
form,

some

information,

devived

from

a

variety

of

sources, relative to the administrative results of British

connexion with the East..

In aword, I desire to show

what

India,

we

attempted

have

to do.

done

for

and

what

we

have

The review may not at all points

present matter for congratulation, for our efforts in
India, as elsewhere, have not always been crowned
with suceess.
But I believe that, viewed in a ealm,

candid, judicial spirit, without passion and without
prejudice, the aggregate result reflects no little honor
on the Company and their servants, and may be honestly

applauded by men jealous of the interests of mankind.
And assuming that there is much yet to be done—
that much has been left undone which ought to have been
done—that those to whom the administration of India

is entrusted, require at times to be roused and stimulated by the consideration that there is a great tribunal
at home—the tribunal of the British public, which takes
cognizance of all their doings—I cannot help thinking

that the great object of securing the zealous activity. of ©
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our Indian administrators is best to be attained by
recording and commending their good deeds, than by
an indiscriminate condemnation of what are presumed
to be their bad.

I doubt, indeed, whether the effect

of all the vague general censure which is lavished upon.
British administration in the East, has not a tendency
rather to cramp and repress than to foster and develop
_ the beneficence of our exiled countrymen who constitute the executive Government of our Indian Empire.
But I am certain, on the other hand, that nothing is
more likely to develop all their best feclings, and stimulate all their energics and activities, than the knowledge
that their exertions are not overlooked by their bre-

thren at home—that their good deeds are duly reported
to the British public, and by the British public read
with interest, and commented on with applause. If
there be full warrant for the belief that the British
public will not be left in profound ignorance of all the
good

that is done in our

far-off Indian

possessions,

nothing is so animating, so invigorating as the re-

flection, “* What will be thought of this at home?”

But

if the only response that can be given to the stirring
question is “ Nothing”—#f a general conviction is left
to impress itself on the minds of Englishmen in India,
that, let them do what they may, and suffer what they

may for the people, scorning delight and living laborious days, still one general sentence of condemnation
will be passed on our Indian administration—still

ignorance and malevolence will be obstreperous in their

denunciations——it is easy to conceive how all warmth

may be chilled, and all activity paralysed;

how in time

they may be made to conform to the erring judgment.

prone to become

what the world

are very
.
them to be.
eves
beli
as these—rooted
Influenced. by such cousiderations
in the faith that I shall best subserve the interests of
People
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India and her teeming millions of inhabitants, by encouraging the zealous and stimulating the active, than

by writing what can only dishearten and repress, I
purpose, in the following chapters, to show what our
countrymen have done, and what they have attempted

to do, for the better government

of India, and the

amelioration of the condition of the people—as evidenced in the development of the industrial resources
of the country, the purification of justice, the civilisation of savage tribes, the suppression of unholy rites
and cruel abominations, and the general diffusion of

enlightenment and truth.

It will be my privilege, in

the course of this attempt, to record some incidents of

our Indian rule, little known beyond the area that has
been the scene

of them,

but

which

are

not

to be

chronicled without the strongest emotions of national |
pride. And if ever such chronicle of good deeds done
by English gentlemen, under the fiery skies of the
East, isolated from their kind, far removed from all
the ordinary incentives to exertion, amidst dangers
and difficulties more than sufficient to repel the brave

and

deter the resolute, should stimulate one other

Indian exile to go and do likewise, I shall not haye

written in vain, and I shall not be without my reward.

|
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CHAPTER

V7

II.

India under the Moguls—The Arab and Tartar Conquests—The House’ of
Toghlak—¥Feroz Shah—The first-Indian Canal—The House of Timour—The
Emperor Akbar—His internal Administratiua—Shah Jehan—Pubtic Works
—Decline of the Mogul Empire—Comparison of Mogul and British Rule—
Their General Effects on the Happiness of ihe People.

T no not know that it is of much real importance to
inquire whether

the people of India would have been

more or less happy and prosperous if they had been
left to the government of their old Mahomedan con-

The inquiry must, at best, be unguerors and rulers.
But, from the days of
satisfactory and inconclusive.

Burke to the days of Ellenborough, the insatiable
benevolence, the magnificent philanthropy, of these
Mussulman despots

as axeproach
not persuade
pages to the
The rulers

has been so often vaunted, cither

or an encouragement to us, that T eanmyself to pass on without devoting a few
subject.
whom we supplanted were, like ourselves,

We found the Hindoos a conaliens and usurpers.
by little, we substituted one
little
and,
people,
quered

The tide of conquest had hitherto

yoke for another.

It was rolled

set in from the inland northern counties.

back by a power whose

the sonthern sea-board.
Jaxartes,

from

the

approaches

From

borders

the Oxus

of the

from the snowy yoountains, had

commenced
Aral

from

and the

lake,

and

come the overwhelm-

The
ine desolating stream of northern conquest.
Tartar
the
preceded
had
who
Arabs,
Gross and
hordes, scarcely passed the limits of the countr, y which
modern

history

knows

ee

British

arms
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have now again extended the Indian Empire to the

banks of the Indus, and our legions have encamped
themselves, permanently and securely, wpon the seat
of the old Macedonian conquests.
But of neither
Greeks nor Arabs can it be said that they conquered
India.
A race of men, in whom the shepherd and
the soldier were strangely blended, streamed from the
countries watered by the Oxus and Jaxartes, and es.
tablished themselves in Afghanistan; looking down
from which, as from a platform of observation, upon
India, they sighed for its legendary treasures, and
meditated the invasion of the coveted land.
How at the dawn of the present millenium, before
the Norman William, on the southern coast of England, had stricken down the last of the Saxon kings,

Mahmoud of Ghuznee, the son of a Toorkhee slave,
crossed the waters

of the Jumna,

and with

a multi-

tudinous army, appeared. before the stately walls of
Canoorj—how he attacked, plundered, and destroyed
Muttra;

glittering

and

how he returned to Ghuznee laden with

spoil, and attended by a train of five thou-

sand captives ;—how,
great

desert,

he

at another

poured

his

time,

battalions

crossing
into

the

Goozrat,

and made the walls of the far-famed idol-temple echo
with the cry of Allah Akhber—how he deseerated that

beloved

Pagan

shrine

and

carried

off its hoarded

wealth; and how, on its backward march to Afghanistan, his army perished miserably on the burning

sands ;—are great historical events, not less interesting
for their remoteness, at which it is scarcely necessary

to glance.

For although Mahmoud entered Iidia—

fought and conquered—he never there established an
empire.
He coveted the fabulous treasures which, it
was believed, were hidden in its gorgeous palaces and
rich idol-shrines;

and

his

lust was

satisfied with the

gold and jewels, which he bore away from this ro-

ர்க்
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But he was a spoliator, rather than a

conqueror; and his victories left upon India little more

than the impress of transient calamities.
It was by a prince of less note in the page of history—by Shahab-oo-deen, of the house of Ghor, that

India was first really conquered. It is hard to say why
the life of one who reduced to subjection almost the
entire country from Ajmere to Bengal, and left at his
death the conquered provinces under his own officers,
or under tributary princes, should stand out with so
little individual distinetness from the great level of
the Mahomedan chronicles.

Little, however, is popu-

larly recorded of his personal history and character.
On his death, about the time when

the great Charter

of English privileges was signed at Runnymede, India
became an independent Mabomedan kingdom. under
the rule of the

conqueror’s

favorite slave;

and the

dynasty of the Slave-Kings was commenced. Then
the Empire of Delhi was established. Hindostan was
nominally subject to one sovereign, the extent of whose

real influence was mainly dependent on the energy of

his personal character, and the vigor with which he
held his satraps in control.* Much of his time was
consumed in efforts to suppress the rising power of his
provincial governors; and those governors, instead of
concerning themselves about the welfare of the people,
were continually striving to advance what they believed to be their own.
Some splendid architectural
which is the Kootab
among
remains, conspicuous

Minar of Delhi, still bear pleasing testimony to the

tA
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magnificent tastes of the Slave-Kings; but, as peaceful
administrators, and guardians of the public weal, they

ean lay little claim to the approbation of posterity.
Indeed, the judgment is not over harsh which would
pronounce them, for the most part, either wiscrupulous

tyrants or indolent debauchees.
successors of a higher class.

Nor were the Ghilji

Their efforts at internal

administration often took the shape of arbitrary interference of the most

irritating

censed the people when
domestic affairs.

kind, and they most in-

they interfered most in their
;

Of the succeeding dynasty—the house of Toghlak—
one of the greatest monarchs was a madman.”
His
successor——Feroz

Shah—left behind

him, perhaps, the

brightest name of all the early Mahomedan

princes.

Considering the age in which he lived, and the circum-

stances by which he was surrounded, he was really an
enlightened prince.

Greatly in advance of his prede-

csssors, he initiated many important public works; and
though

the

accounts of them

to us are somewhat

vague

which

have

come

down

and general, and perhaps

fairly open to some suspicion of their accuracy, it is
not to be doubted

that

he

did much

to promote

the

prosperity and to advance the civilisation of the country
which he governed.+

By Feroz Shah was constructed,

in the middle of the fourteenth century, the first Indian
* Malunoud Toghlak.
+ “His reign, though not brillant in
other

respects,

was

distinguished

for

the enlightened spirit of his reculations, and the extent and utility of his
public works. He limited the number
of capital punishments, and put a stop
to the use of torture and the practice
of mutilation, which last prohibition
was

the

more

meritorious,

as

it was

at variance with the Mahomedan law.
He xbolished a great number of vexatious taxes and‘fees, put an end to all
fluctuating and precarions imposts, and
fixed the revenues in such a manner
as to leave as little as possible to the
collectors, and to give precision and

publicity to the demands of the state.
உட.
The following list is given of his
public works, for the maintenance of
which,
aeross

lands were assigned:—50 dams
rivers, to promote navigation;

40 mosques;

30 colleges;

serais; 30 reservoirs for
100 hospitals; 100 public

100 caravan-

irrigation;
baths; 7150

bridges; besides many other edifices
for pleasure or ornament.”
Elphinstone, from whom this account is taken,
adds—* The round numbers, as well as

the amount of some of the items, suggest doubts of the aceuracy

of the list;

but the works of Feroz which still re-

main,

afford

sufficient

evidence

magnitude of his undertakings.”

of the

1b
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canal.

OF

FEROZ

SHAH,
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The water seems to have been drawn from the

Chetang

vaullah,

at

the

foot

of

the

lower

range

of

Himalayahs west of the Jumna, and the line extended
thence to Hissar, where were the favourite huntinggrounds of the enrperor.
Whatever may have been
the purposes for which it was constructed—and I see
no reason to question that it was designed for the

irrigation of the country, and the benefit of the people

—it was but a little time in full fertilising operation.

Not very long after the death of Feroz Shah, it seems
to have been dried up; and it is believed that it never

drew a permanent flow of water, until, two bundred

years

afterwards, the Emperor Akbar

issued an order

for its restoration.*
In 1889, full of years and trouble, Feroz Shah was

gathered to his fathers. It was during the reign of his
grandson, only a few years later, that India was laid
prostrate by that stupendous calamity, the invasion of
Girt with the strange legend of miracu‘famervlane.
lous conception, the lame shepherd-prince, with a frame
of iron, and a heart of stone, came with a mighty Tartar

army, bristling with pikes and javelins, from the country
beyond the Oxus, and over-ran the provinces of Hindostan. Lust of conquest—nothing else—brought him

to Delhi.

He had no wrongs to redress—no insults

But be had conquered the countries of
to wipe away.
Central Asia lying nearer to his home. Persia, Georgia,
Mesopotamia,
had captured

He
Syria, had fallen before his arms.
Herat—thus made himself master of

Khorassan—and
* Elphinstone

used,

“perhaps,

thence crossing the Punjab,

says that it was dis-

since

the

death

of

from
Feroz” (iu 1359); but it seems, docu-

the following passage ina curious

ment discovered in Khytul, by Lientenaut S.A. Abbot:, to have been in
operation at a Inter date. The doctiment is an edict of the Emperor Akbar,

relative to the restoration of the canal.

“The Chetang Nuddi, by which Feroz

Shah

years

Badshah,

ago, brought

|

nullahs and drains 3
Sudhourah,

moved

at the foot 0:

nich,

for

Hansi and Hissar, and by
eae
four or five months of the year, W ose
was there available, has 10 the eae
of time, and from numerous © ர்
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down with irresistible force on the beautiful capital of
the Indian Empire.
No language can exaggerate the
horrors of that invaSion—horrors which have rendered

the name of “Timour, the Tartar” familiar to every
school-boy in Western Europe, as the type of an insatiable tyrant and a scouree of the human race.
It is certain, indeed, that these Mahomedan

con-

quests were achieved at an enormous cost of human
life—that the misery which the conquerors diffused in
their desolating careers, makes by comparison the vietorious progress of British arms in the East a mild and
merciful

migration.

The-Arabs

and the Tartars were

equally xemorseless.
Hach in’ turn wirdered and pil.
laged with as little pity and compunction as the others.
In the first, the spirit of proselytism was the strongest.
They went forth as children of the Prophet, and fought
and conquered in his name.
A genuine religious enthusiasm stirred the hearts of those carly Mahomedan
invaders. But the Tartar hordes were little better than
lukewarm neophytes.
They over-ran a new country;
they made its treasures their own; but they rather
merged themselves into the general population, and
took shape from the surrounding mass, than stamped
their own conformation upon it. It was in no spirit of
toleration

and

forbearance,

however,

that they spared

the idols of the Hindoos.* Their enthusiasm found
vent through other channels than those of religious
zeal. They murdered the idolaters, and plundered
their temples, only because they delighted in cruelty,
and were greedy of spoil.t
௬ This is only metaphorically and
spiritually true,
Literally and substantially, it is incorrect.
The Mahomedan conquerors often did net sparc
the Hindoo idols; but their iconoclasm was very different from that of
the Spanish conquerors of South Ame-

rica.

The

down

at

the

latter,

when

they

the idols of the Mexicans,

false

gods

which

the

g¢truck

struck

images

represented.
When the former broke
the graven deities of the Hindoos into
pieces, they did go to see whiat they
contained.

+ The

history

of the Mahomedan

dynasties in India is full of lamentable instances of the cruelty and rapacity of the early conquerors.
Take,
as illustrative of Arab cruelty, the
following from Elphinstone’s account

ad
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and desolation behind him. The great cities were depopulated.
The country was without a government.
The empire had heen graduaily falling to pieces since
the early years of the reign of Mahomed Toghlak, and
when

now,

after

the

withdrawal

of Tamerlane,

an

attempt was made to re-establish imperial power in
Hindostan, it was found that the sceptre of the new
dynasty was waved over only a remnant of the extensive kingdom which had owned the sovereignty of the
princes of Delhi. Everywhere independent monarchies
had risen up, and it was not until a descendant of
Tamerlane—known to the present generation by one of
the pleasantest autobiographies ever written by sovereign or subject, a memoir as instructive as Xenophon’s,
and as amusing as Pepys’,—came from the countries
which bad poured forth the teeming multitudes with
which his great ancestor had conquered India, followed in his footsteps, and re-conquered Delhi, that
any attempt was made to consolidate these distracted
provinces.
Baber found the empire broken up into a
number of small principalities. Rebellion after rehellion in distant provinces had shorn the throne of Delhi
of its strength, and reduced it almost to a pageant,
In some of the principalities there was a sort of nominal dependence, in others

there was

not eyen that.

But the successor of Tamerlane, having established
himself in the imperial city, had uo thought of halting
there, or of returning to his royal home.
He had not
come merely as a conqueror and a spoliator.
He nad
What follows is so constant a concomitant of Tamerlane's promises of
protection, that we are at a loss whether to ascribe it to systematic perfidy,
or to the habitual ferocity and insubOn this ocordination of the troops.
casion, the most credible accounts attribute the commencement to the latter
Plunder and violence brought
cause.
on resistance; ‘this led to a general
massacre;

some

streets were

rendered

impassable by heaps of dead; and the
gates being foreed, the whole Mogul
army gained admittance, and ascene of
horror

cosned,

easier

to

be

imagined

than described?
— Briyy’s Ferishia.”
We fear that the insatiable cruclty of
the Mahomedan congucrors stands recorded upon more undeniable authority
than the insatiable benevolence of the
Mahomedan rulers.

©
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the banks

of the

Hindoo rivers; and he realised, in. the fulness of time,
the pregnant dreams of his imaginative boyhood.
Baber was sixth in descent from Tamerlane.
A
space of time, exceeding a century and « quarter, intervened between the invasion of the latter and the
And again, after the
accession of the former prince.*
death of Baber, was the succession interrupted by the
house

of the

of a noble

revolt

of Ghor, who wrested

the sceptre from the hand of the descendant of Tamerlane, and established himself

on the

Shir Shah reigned only nine years;

of Delhi.

No prince had, up to this time, done so

a lustrous one.

for the improvement

auch

throne

but his reign was

of the

conquered

country.

THe devoted himself, when not actually in the field, to

the better ordering of the civil administration, and the
construction of great public works.

He improved both

the fiscal and judicial systems of the empire. And the
native annalists head the list of great works which he
accomplished, with an account of a broad road, which
in. those days it took four months to traverse, stretching from Bengal to the banks of the Indus at Rhotas,
along which noble rows of trees, and wells of good
water at short intervals, shaded and refreshed the tra-

veller; and caravanserais, at every stage, supplied with
food for the poor, and attendants, alike for Mahomedan and Hindoo, invited the weary and the hungry to
enter.}
* India, during. that interval (from
to

1399

Sayuds

was

a

motion,

1596),

and

pericd

and

the

by

governed

was

of

house

Lodi.

of great intestine

little

to

appears

improvement

been done for the
country.
ர் It is noi, however,

that
gave

to

be

the

It

com-

have

of the

supposed

he was the first monarch who
his attention to these things.

“the roads,” says Elphinstone, “may

have been improved by Shir Shah; but
Tbn Batuta, 200 years before his time,

found

the highways

shaded by

seat

with resting-houscs and wells Lge

intervals alonga great part of Toads:

of Malabar,

then under

a

Pare a

ப பம் Ge

and in an inseription lately

which there is every Treason to i, there
of the third century Sefore ப் ப் for
is an especial order by ப தன்ம

digging wells and eae
the public highways. ,

Batuta,
|” of the ex-

however, makes no mention a gs

these in

=
istence of any such
eater part
‘Northern India, where the er
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The revolts which interrupted the reigns of. Shiv
Shah’s successors paved the way for the restoration of
the house of Timour.
About the middle of the six-

teenth century, the expelled son of Baber recovered a
portion of his lost dominions; but
few months his return to the capital
of ignominious exile. An accident
denly of life; and history would, in

only survived by a
after sixteen years
deprived him sudall prebability, set

down against him that he had done nothing to earn
the gratitude of posterity, if he had not forgotten the

greatest monarch who ever sat on the throne of Hindostan.

Akbar

was thirteen years old when he began to

reign.
Our English Mary was then lighting up the
fires of Smithfield in honor of the Pope of Rome.
The Portuguese had rounded the Cape of Storms, and
established themselves in Southern and Western, India ;

but the British merchant had not yet begun to freight
his argosies with the rich silks and fine muslins of the

Indian world. India itself was then broken up into
many principalities. The empire of the young king,
on his accession, extended httle beyond the government

of the Punjab and the country about Delhi and Agra.
A series of revolutions had destroyed, not only the integrity of the empire itself, but the regularity of civil
administration and the contimuance of social order and
prosperity.
But the young king, as he entered on
of his time was
other

land,

spent, but says, onthe

that

the

highways

were

infested by robbers.
According to this
traveller, the South was in a mere advaneed state of civilisation, for he says
that theft was unknown in Malabar.
« Should anything fall from a tree, none
except its proper owner would attempt
to touch it.’ This was supposed to be
the result of the extreme severity of the

laws.

‘The account of tho great Mala-

bar road, alluded to by Elphinstone, is

worth quoting. ‘ We next came into
the country of Malabar, which is the

country of black pepper.

Its length ig

a journey

of two

shore from

Sindahur

months,

along

to Kanlam.

the
‘The

whole of the way by land lies under
the shade of trees, and ut the distanee
of every half mile there is a house made

of wood, in which
fitted up for the
and goers, whether
infidels. To each

there are chambers
reception of comers
they be. Muslems or
of these there is a

well, out of which they drink, and over

each

is

an

infidel

appointed

to

give

drink. ”"—f The

Travels of Ibe Batnta,

translated from

the Arabic,

Samuel Lee.)

்

by the Rex,
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manhood, soon began to perceive the true character of
the work which then lay before him. He determined
to restore the integrity of the old empire of Hindostan,
and to place its internal administration upon a secwre
and permanent basis. Year by year he extended his
conquests, until the rich country of Bengal lay at his
feet, and Cashmere became a province of the empire.
He again reduced to subjection his hereditary kingdom
beyond the Indus, and then, turning his eyes towards
the southern countries, meditated the conquest of the
He was, indeed, continually engaged in war,
Deccan.

up to the time of his death; but in spite of these extemal distractions, he found time to fix his thoughts,
as his heart was ever fixed, upon schemes of domestic

improvement. He was at once a conqueror and an
administrator. He had no delight in conquest. He
fought when it was necessary to fight—and he fought
with courage and vigor seldom surpassed. But he
was happiest when engaged in the work of civil admiuistration; and history delights to contemplate him
rather

as a philanthropic

statesman,

whose

internal

policy has placed him in the first rank of the great
kings of all ages and all countries, than as a warrior
whose victories have secured him the applause of more

vulgar and unreflecting minds.

I wish briefly and fairly to state what the Emperor
Akbar did for the improvement of the country and the

people of Hindostan.

He improved the system of land-

assessment, or rather he improved

upon the improve-

Shir Shah. He adopted an uniinstituted
- ments
form and:
improvedby system
of land-measurement, and

computed the average value of the land, by dividing it

into three classes, according to the productiveness of
each. This computation being made, one-third of the
an produ
duce was fixed as the amount of tax to be
average
But as this was ordinarily to be
paid to the state.

-
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paid in money, it was necessary to ascertain the
value

of the produce, and this was done upon an average of

the nineteen preceding years, according to local cir.
cumstances ; and if the estimate was conceived to be
too high, the tax-payer was privileged to pay the assess.
ment in kind. These settlements were at first made

annually, but afterwards were fixed for a period of ten
years, The regulations for the collection of the ve.

venue enforced by Akbar, were well calculated to pre-

vent fraud and oppression, and, on the whole, they

worked well for the benefit of the people; but it has
been said of them, and with truth, that “they con-

tained no principle of progressive improvement, and
held out no hopes to the rural population, by opening

paths by which it might spread into other occupations,

or rise by individual exertions within its own.’’*
The judicial regulations of Akbar were liberal and
humane.
Justice, on the whole, was fairly adminis.
tered.
All unnecessary severity—all cruel personal
punishments, as torture and mutilation, were pro-

hibited, except in peculiar cases, and capital punish.

ments were considerably restricted.

The police ap.

pears to have been well organised, and subject to
specific instructions, involving perhaps a little more

interference than it was expedient to entrust to such
hands,

but,

on the whole, not ill suited to the temper

of the people and the character of the government.
1179 enactments were, on the whole, of a humanising
He prohibited those trials by ordeal, of
tendency.

which it is difficult to say whether they are more cruel
or more absurd; he suppressed the barbarous custom
of condemning to slavery prisoners taken in. war; and
he authoritatively forbade the burning of Hindoo

widows, except with their own free and uninfluenced
consent. He even interfered in person to suppress the
* Elphinstone.
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horrid rite, when he believed that an unwilling victim

was about to proceed to the funeral-pile.
corded in the Akbar-Nameh,

It is re-

that when the Rajah of

Joudpore was about to force his son’s widow into this
horrible self-immolation, the Emperor mounted his
horse, rode to the scene of the intended sacrifice, and
prevented its consummation.*
That something of the historical lustre which sur-

rounds the name of the Emperor Akbar was derived

rather from the personal character of the man than
from the great things that he accomplished, is, 1
not

think,

to be

His

denied.

actual

performances,

when they come to be computed, fall short of his re-

But his merits are to be judged not so
putation.
much by the standard of what he did, as of what he

did with the opportunities allowed
the circumstances by which he was
built up the Mogul Empire, and
allowed him to perfect its internal

this water was distributed is but faintly
The Mir-ab was to deterindicated.
for
mine the number of cuts necessary
each pengunnah, and ina spirit of equal
that
careful
justice, he is directed to be

* No mention is made, by the historians of his reign, of Akbar’s efforts
to extend the system of canal irrigation
initiated by Feroz Shah.
But from
the edict discovered by Lieut. Abbott
some information may be gleaned.
It
is thus epitomised by the writer already
quoted, in

the

or weak,
ali parties, rich or poor, strong

share alike.
information,

Calcutta Review : “ The

revenue and police details connected
with the canal. The worke would appear to have been constructed by forced
labor,

since

all

local

officers

are

en-

ing to the time the heads

of the cuts,

ned
probably of fixed dimensions, remai

While the necessities of the Zeopen.
mindars were thus ministered to, the
ten;
comfort of travellers was not forgotsides
and it is directed, ‘that on both
of the canal, down to Ifissar, trees of

and
every description, both for shade
planted, so as to make it
blossom,
Para-.
in
tree
the
like the canal under
dise, and that the aweet flavor of the
rare

fruits

may

reach

the

mouth of

luxuries
every one, and that from these
@ voice may go forth to travellers callwhere
ing them to rest in the cities,

joined to furnish laborers, &e., withTo those, however, who
out delay.
complied with this requisition, water
of cultiis promised during the Beason
vation, and for the entire year. How

From other sources of
it is supposed that the

amount of water-rent Was rated accord

indications given of his canal system
are faint and feeble, and may be condensed into few words,
A superintendent of canala was nominated, under
the title of Mir-ab (chief of the waters),
with absolute authority throughout his
jurisdiction. In his hands were vested
the charge of the works, the distribution of the water, im short, all executive

to him, and under
surrounded. Akbar
had little leisux'e
economy. He was

|

their every want will be supplied.”
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so much in the stirrup, that the wonder is his portfolio
sent forth what it did. But he was a man of a large
and plastic mind, and so readily adapted himself to
external

camp

circumstances, that the transitions from the

to the council-chamber

but rarely disquieted

and unhinged him.
The successor of this great and wise king was a
monarch of a very different stamp.
Jehanguire inherited the vast possessions of his father, but none of his
father’s greatness of soul. There was no clement of
greatness in his character. He was, indeed, a very little
man.
Inconstant and self-indulgent, easily pleased

with trifles so that there was some stamp of novelty
upon them, he lived a careless, sensual life; now ex-

cited by wine, now stupified by opium, oblivious of
the responsibilities of his station, and regardless of the
welfare of his people. But he made éreat progresses to
Cashmere, and the way was made pleasant for him,
His public works were such only as benefited himself,
Around the elegant licentiousness of the voluptuous
monarch the genius of the poet may throw a halo of ro.

maunee, but all that the historian can say of hin is, that

he was a marvellously poor creature and a singularly

bad king.

It is true that there was one not unlike him,

who wrote letters from “ our palace of Westminster,”
beseeching him to cherish and support our English
traders, by the continuance of his favorable assistance
and protection;

but I am

not sure that the character

of Jehanguire will gain much by the admission that
he was not, either as a monarch or a man, worse than
our first James.

The

most interesting personage to be met with in

all the annals of Mahomedan

Emperor Akbar;

India is, doubtless,

but it was durmg the reign

the

of his

grandson, Shah Jehan, that the Mogul Empire reached
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its highest state of prosperity.*
Old travellers, who
found their way from Europe to the Empire of the
Great Mogul, speak with rapture of the paternal
government of Shah Jehan, and of the grandeur of
the cities which dotted his vast empire.
It was the
good fortune of this prince to reap the benefit of his
predecessor’s conquests.
He was not free from the
distractions

of war,

but

the wars

in which

he was

engaged were for the most part carried on beyond the
limits of his own dominions, so that they were not
torn and desolated by the fierce conquests which, both

before and after his reign, had rent and convulsed the
provinces of Hindostan.
If great public works were
ever executed in India under the sway of the Moeuls,

it was whilst Shah Jehan ruled over the country from

the Peacock throne of Delhi.
த
Shah Jehan was the cotemporary of our first Charles.
Like that prince, he reigned for more than thirty years,
The Company of
and was then yviolently- deposed.
English

who,

merchants,

under

the

sanction

of his

prédecessor, had established factories at Surat and on
the coast of Coromandel and Malabar, were struggling
for a precarious existence against their powerful rivals,
It would be difficult to exaggerate the
the Dutch.
idea which in those days was entertained by our
countrymen. of -the power, wealth, and grandeur of the :
Far above ali kings and emperors, in.
Great Mogul.

the imaginations
potentate ; and
Great

Mogul

of men, ranked this mighty Eastern
centuries

two
capped,

with

its

later, the name of the.
traditionary

magnifi-

cence, those of all the potentates of the earth, in the

Nor did the connursery-sports of English children.
ception 0 we much to the prodigality of the imaginaa ட்

4

ள்
Run

se

he best

historian

his opinion, that

a ட் ce
ae be na preeminent as @
although Akbar
wa veiver, yet,¢, for for the

omer onal

ழமக

of his territory

and finances,

and the good administra-

tion of every department of the state,

no prince ever reigned’in India that
could / be compared to Shah Jehan.”

[#lphinstone.}
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tion.
The prince who covered acres of land with carpets of silk and gold, who reared above them stately
pavilions glitterme with diamonds and pearls, whose
elephants and horses were lustrous with trappings of
jewels and gold, whose crimson tents stretched out
over long miles of level country, and whose throne the
practised eyes of European lapidaries valucd at six
millions of English money, might well be regarded as
the most magnificent sovereign of the earth.
But
magnificence is not benevolence. It must be admitted
that the most lavish of our English viceroys has never
been more than partially sulfanised.*
Our splendor
is at best but tinsel and tawdriness beside the lustrous
magnificence of the Mogul Courts.
We have never
attempted to compete with them im this direction.
Let credit be allowed them for their royal progresses
—their stately palaces—their gorgeous tombs.
The
genius of our country does not display itself tn de-_
moustrations

of this

kind.

But we

have

far

greater

wonders to show—far grander spectacles to exhibit.
When we have got millions to spend, we do not lock
them up in peacock-thrones.
T
Did these royal progresses benefit the people?
certain

Very

am

they

that

did

approach,

The

not.

indeed, of the Mogul camp was something
dreaded descent of a great flight of locusts.
habitants of the

country through which

like the
The in-

the Emperor

progressed shrunk from the contact of the royal traThe honor may have been great, but the
ஏல.
injury was

greater.

Even if the personal character OF

to dethe monarch himself was such as to cause him

sire the full indemnity of the people, his influence was

If his benevolence dictated

not sufficient to secure it.
i
ree

ie

es
ey

vernor-General.”

Mackini tosh
as

a

spoke

“sultanised

of
Go-

Lord Wellesley had

as ood au idea of yice-regal pomp

as

ever wen t out
3
any man who
but

ab best

he

“ Great Mogul.”

was

only a

idia,
to India.
very

little
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payment to the uttermost pice of every one who sup-

plied the royal camp, it may not uncharitably be
doubted whether his satraps were equally scrupulous
and equally honest. My impression is that the people

paid heavily for the honor of these royal visits.’ There

is one legend, at least, which favors the idea that the
coming of the Great Mogul was looked upon almost
with as much horror as English people anticipate the
approach of the cholera in these days. The Emperor
had constructed a sort of regal hunting-box, at a place
called, in his honor,

Badshah-mehal.

The waters

of

the Doab canal van past it, and supplied its sporting
fountains and its marble baths. Thither went Shah
Jehan, with his courtiers and his servants, his wives
Brief, however, was their rustiand his coneubines.

cation.

From this pleasant retreat the Court, as tra-

dition asserts, was

soon scared away in fluttering con-

fusion.
At the foot of the hills, that disfiguring disease go well known among Alpine residents, the goitre,

happened to be very common.
people in the neighbourhood

There were some clever
of Badshah-mehal, who

tuned it to good account. Assembling a number of
women so afflicted, they sent them into the Zenana
with supplies. At the sight of the unseemly facial
decoappendages with which these poor women were
and
horror
with
filled
Court,
the
of
vated, the ladies
pity, eagerly asked what

formities.
answered,

Well

that

had produced

instructed

the

air

and

caused these ailments—that

such

beforehand,
water

of the

cruel de-—

the women
place

no one ever escaped

affliction who resided long in these parts—and

the ladies would soon discover this unhappy truth

themselves.

had

the

that
for

Such alarming intelligence as this burst

like a loaded shell among the inmates of the @enana,
They soon appealed to the Emperor. Would he leave
them in such a pestiferous country, to be so afflicted
D
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entreaties are said to hare

prevailed.
THe sent them away from Badshah-mehal,
spent a weelc or two im the surrounding forests, enjoying the pleasures of the chase, and then followed
the ladies into a part of the country more fayorable
to the retention of their charms.*
He never made
his appearance in so dangerous a locality again.
Whether,

after this

mischance,

the

waters

of the

eanal continued to flow im the direction of the regal

hunting-box,

does

not very

clearly

appear.

The

ஜயம் upon which we here tread is rough with conThey who, desiring to produce
troversial asperities.
strong contrasts unfavorable to the British-Indian Go-

vernment, greatly extol and exaggerate the beneficence

of the Mogul Emperors, are ever pointing to the remains of the great aqueducts and reservoirs, which the
traveller

in

India

stumbles

upon

and

pauses

over;

the

roads

whilst another party, perhaps, with equal want of
candor, declares that the Mogul princes were nothing
better

than

selfish tyrants,

and

that

all

which were made, all the trees that were planted, all
the wells that were dug, all the caravanserais that
were

erected, and

all the

canals

that were

excavated

by them, owed their origin to nothing more ennobling
than a desire to render their jommeys more agreeable

Imperial
and their residences more habitable to their
truth is
the
probability,
all
In
Majesties themselves.
To

extremes.
to be found midway between these two
Mogul
a certain extent, both

parties are right.

The

of the
Emperors may not have been wholly unmindful
unnindnever
were
They
interests of their subjects.
Fortunately for the former, the
ful of their own.
If
claims of the two were not wholly antagonistic.
‘
e; and itis
here;
iti elsewher
ith
from never met with
and a
the க
that
*J have borrowedalsthisi of story
able
prob
ation
Irrig
if from rocs
the article on “Can
in the perienced writer derived
jn the North-West Provinecs,”
n.
itio
trad
have
I
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the Emperor had shut himself up in a single palace, it
is possible that the fine causeways and the noble aqueducts,

over the remains

of which

we

now

shed

our

archeological tears, would not exist to agitate the
sources of our regret. But as the Great Mogul was,
by nature, of the peripatetic class—as he delighted in
change of scene and change of residence—it was neeessary that there should be roads over which to move

the material mass of his leviathan camp, and it was
desirable that the sultriness of his regal halting-places
should be mitigated by baths and fountains, supplied
with a constant flow of the refreshing element. The
roads were made, and they benefited the people. The
canals were dug, and they benefited the people.

But

when the Emperor ordered the construction of a road,
_oy the excavation of a canal, and determined the di-

rection which either should take, it may be doubted
whether the line that was taken was always that which

most promoted the internal traffic or the agricultural

irrigation of the country.

The personal convenience

of the Emperor himself was of more account than the
happiness and prosperity of the people. But the happiness and prosperity of the people were not wholly
forgotten. The Mogul Emperors somewhat reversed the
sentiment contained in Barlow’s

initiatory minute on

* It is a source of pleasing
the Regulations of 1793.*
know that in proportion
“to
reflection,” they thought,
as we contribute to the happiness of owrselves and the
prosperity of the Court, the nearer we approach to
these objects”—#. ¢., the welfare of the people. The

“ principal object” of the Mogul

Government

was

certainly not the happmess of the governed.
That Shah Jehan did much which in effect pro.

moted the prosperity of the country, is not to be denied.

He was

aided by the greatest executive officer
* See anie, page 2.
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who ever served a Mogul prince. Ali Murdan Khan,
an architect and engineer, who would have been conspieuous in any age in any country, was at the Emperor's

right hand.

The Delhi canal was his work.*

Eastern Jumma,

work.

or Doab

canal, is also

The
said to be his

The former appears to have been more or less

in operation

up

the latter was

to the year 1753.

more

short-lived.

° The efficacy of

Indeed, it has been

questioned whether it very long survived the panic of
the Court ladies at the sight of the disfigured throats
of the poor women who entered the Zenana with their
* I give the following account of the

direction it took, and the countries it
traversed,

from

quoted in the

an

article,

already

Calcutta Review, by the

best historiographer
canals:

of

our

Indian

neath which the drainage-water of the
country found eseape.
Clearing the
low land, the canal wound for some
distance along the base of the Aravulli
hills, and, nt a favorable point, boldly
crossed this ridge by a channel cut

22 Ali Murdan Khan’s first line parted
from Feroze’s canal at a place called

through the solid rock, no less than

and committing fearful devastation, de-

‘out

sixty feet decp at the crest. It then
flowed through the city in x maronry
Madlsnda, and pursuing a southerly
course to Korana, it there entered an bed, throwing off to the right and left
extensive natural hollow, the head of a innumerable minor streams, by which
the residences of the nobles, and the
great drainage line, and following that,
in a highly embanked channel, as far as various divisions of the city, were
abundantly supplied.
Throughout the
Gohana, it turned thence to the southgreat halls, and courts, and private
east by Intoula, and, nearly on the exOn the first apartments of the imperial palace, the
isting line, entered Delhi.
plentiful stream was catricd
படு
opeuing of the new canal, it was found
merous channels, both above ground
that the embankments near Gehana
founand below, supplying the graceful
‘The water, entering
were inadequate,
filling the marble baths, watering
the great hollow there, found no effi- tains,
fruits and flowers ef the adcient line of escape: if gradually rose the rich gardens,
and adorning, throughjoining
over, and ultimately burst, the banks,
its

entire

extent,

that

truly

regal

stroycd the town of Lalpur, the extengive ruins of which are still to be seen

abode in a manner worthy of the magnificent taste of its great architect.

ciency of the linc having been thus
fatally demonstrated, an entirely new
channel was excarated from Rehr to
Intoula, traversing the auticlinal ridge,
or natural water-shed of the country,

The immense
Jabors was complete.
number of old watcr-courses along the
to
whole line of the Delhi canal show
how great an extent the agriculture of
the country benefited by its existence.
Traditions of incredible amounts of

in a hollow near Rolituk.

The ineffi-

until it reached the vicinity of Bowana. ¢
Between this point and the city 0!
Delhi, very low Jand intervenes; and
to carry the canal successfully across
skill
this hollow much caution and
To give command over
were required.
was
the supply, an escape or outlet

constructed at the upper extremity of
the line of embankment, by opening
which the surface-level of the canal
Over the
could be greatly reduced.
lowest part of the hollow the canal was
carried by a masonry aqueduct, be-

“ The success of Ali Murdan Khan’s

vilrevenue having been realised fromg the
amon
r
linge
still
s
bank
its
on
lages
alisw, cur-

people there; and a proverbi the clear
rent at Dethi, intimates that sufficient
were
returns from the caual
0 horsemen.
for the maintenance of 12,00 t, mainhmen
The permanent establis
e and repair,
tained for purposes of polic
rs (diggers),
consisted of numerous pildaé
sta~-

500 horse,
1000 armed peons, and rs, at poimts
tioned, under theirapaoffice
rt.”
three or four miles

-
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supplies.
But if the goifre had not destroyed it,
there were engineering difficulties of too formidable a
character

Khan;

to

be

surmounted

even

by

Ali

Murdan

and though an attempt was made long after-

wards to re-open it, it seems wholly to have failed.*

The reign of Shah Jehan may be regarded as the
golden age of Mogul rule. Soon after his deposition,
it was

evident that the seeds of decay had been sown

in that vast empire. Aurungzebe was a prince of
greater energy of character; but it was not permitted
to him to enjoy the blessings of repose, and to turn its
opportunities to the advantage of the people.

His reign

was a long and troublous one.
He lived ia an atmosphere of strife. And what were the effects of these
civil wars may be gathered from the letters of our own
people.

stil.

Industry was paralysed;

trade was at a stand-

People buried their money in the ground:

“ It

does not a little trouble us,” wrote one of the Company’s

chief servants, ‘to
money we shall be
towards providing
- that rate little te

*
ing 2
nt of the Eastமிக்கக்
ன் isஆ from the
or Doab canal,
ern Jumna,
same source as the preceding note:
“In common

with

the Delhi branch,

the construction of this canal is ordinarily attributed to Ali Murdan Khan,
Its head was established immediately
under the sub-FHimalayan, or Sowalik
hilis; possession baving been taken of
an old bed of the river, bearing at this
day

the

name

of the *Budha

Jumna.

Passing by the hunting-palace of Shah
Jehan, called Badshah-mehal, it entered

the hed of the Raipur-nala, and, carried

thence in an excavated channel across
the Intunwala aud Nowgong mountain
torrents, it was thrown into 2 low

which
ravine near the town of Behut,
of
it followed until it reached the head
of
village
the
ncar
river,
the Muskurra

Entering there upen the high
Kulsia.
land, the canal was carried past Bon
Tranpur, Rampur,
and other large

scended

Junna,

again

Jeliniabad, Sham ம்,
towns, until it de-

into the valley

and, passing

another

per cent. interest for what
take up for your account
for the next year, and at
every one rather burying

pay nine
forced to
of goods
be bad,

of tha

imperial

palace

at

Ranup,

fell
ம

into

the1

river

nearly opposite the city of Delhi...
..

« The great difficulties at the head of
the canal were doubtiess beyond the
skill of the Mogul engineers: and, ag
there are no signs of irrigation in the
southern

part,

and

no masonry

works

of any kind, it may be concluded that,
after the first opening, which is said to
have been followed by great injuries to
the towns of Behut and Saharunopur,
the attempt to maintain the supply wag
abandoned.

“ About

is

1780, Zabita Khan, Rohilig

said to have re-opened the

channel.

and to have brought a stream of water,

through the

bed of the Kirsunni river,

to the site of the great city projected
by him in the neighbourhood of Jeiia-

labad, Thana Bhown,

and Lohari,

in

the district of Mazuffernuggur.
But
his canal could have been open only for
atew months; and with the first
rai

ய் was doubtless scen that she
were to
i
.
© formidable to be

ubcuities

overcome.”
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their money than

time of war.”*

adventuring to trust it out in this

And with good yeason, too, was the

treasure buried deep in the ground, for another of the

old Company’s servants writes, about the same tine,
that “upon any occasion of war the king will either
have the purses, or else purse and head.”+

Nothing

was more dangerous, in those days, than to be the possessor of a little available coin. The Mogul princes
opened. their loans at the edge of the scimetar.
in the eyes of the general body of Mahomedans,

Aurungzebe stands upon a higher pinnacle

tion than any one of his predecessors.

of reputn-

He

was the

most magnificent of potentates, and the most arbitrary

of despots.

He was every inch a king, according to

No

the Mussulman standard of consummate royalty.

man was more prodigal of money, or more prodigal of
life. The gorgeousness of his Court, and the unserupu-

lousness of his acts, reached a height that had not been
attained during the reign of his predecessors.

By this

time European intercourse with the countries of the
East had greatly increased; and we have, therefore,
more vivid and more faithful pictures of the splendor of

Aurungzebe’s Court, and more detailed accounts of the
general state of the empire during his reign, than the
Mahomedan historians have handed down to us. And
it must be acknowledged that no traveller, before or

since, has dazzled the world with such a glitter of

signifying gorgeous realities,
French physiciant who accompanied

‘words,

as the pleasant
the royal se

from Delhi to Cashmere, and has told us in rapturous
language, of the stately spectacle of Rowshe aL oa

on her Pegue elephant, “glittering with
azure, followed by five or six other elephants
stately as her own,”

and “a troop of

Company,
the Record
a Nathaniel Wyche to ouse
s.
te

9 fad
nat1
F eb. 14, 1653 = 59,

ti

a

Lartarian

ene
oe ப
&

and others tods the
+ Henry Revington
dnudiai House p Records.

Com, pe 04147, 7 16539.
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Cashmerian maids of honor around her person, all fan-

tastically dressed.”
But the only question to be considered

is, what

effect had all this upon the happiness of the people ?
It is certain that regal magnificence is no test of
national prosperity.
The wealth which was lavished
upon all the sumptuous palaces and the panoramic
camps of these restless Emperors, must have been
How the imprimarily extracted from the people.
perial coffers were filled it is not difficult to conjecture.
Some of the early Mogul conquerors enriched themselves by a series of stupendous burglaries.
Hf we
ruby
or
emerald
particular
airy
of
could trace the eareer
Shah
of
these
to
from the days of Mahmoud of Ghuznee
Jehan, there are few who would not rather think of
the costly jewel in the blaze of the peacock’s tail, than
in the deep obscurity of the bowels of a hideous idol.
But we have no means, amidst so many broken dynastic
chains, of establishing any imperial succession of this
kind; and we might fairly assume, even if we had
no positive evidence to rest upon, that,

directly or in-

directly, the people paid the price ‘of all the gorgeous

magnificence which rendered the Court of the Great

Mogul a type of regal splendor throughout the whole
It is stated that the progresses
of the civilised world.

of Shah Jehan had no perceptible effect upon his cof
fers—that all his vast undertakings, indced, were managed with so much economy that he left an overflowing treasury, and a jewel-house groaning with wealth.*

may gather from this significant fact some idea of

We

what it was that caused the people to regard with

un-

Tt
mingled horror the approach of the Mogul Court.
of
amount
would be curious to ascertain what was the
.
tor computesthe
ர அணிக்குள் பலனை
6,000,0008.
amount at some
ட
ல்
௩
at 24,000,0007.,

oy

a

> any
Bi

பணக

tore,

jn a note,

“he is not
he
1418௦௧
23,000,000L,

likely to exaggerate, for
Shah
Jehan’s
revenue
whilst
it
is generally

reckoned to have been 82,000,0007.
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forced labor extracted from the people, and to what
extent they were paid for their supplies. It is easy to

“manage vast undertakings with economy,” if little or

nothing is to be paid for work or materials, And I
hardly think that with such data before us—as costly ex-

peditions undertaken at little cost, and the popular dread

of the Emperor's approach—it is very unfair to assume
that the rights of the people inhabiting the country
through which the despot dragged the cumbrous length
of his gorgeous camp, were very slenderly regarded
either by the sovereign himself, or the officers who at.
tended his Court.*

That the Mogul Emperors left behind them some mag-

nificent works, rests not merely on the authority of the
Mahomedan historians. There are many picturesque
evidences of the fact still patent to the senses of all who
journey through the provinces of Hindostan. But ouly
a small portion of these works cver conferred any substantial benefit on the people, and a still smaller portion
were intended, primarily, to promote their happiness.
If they did, it was more by accident than by design.
Many of the works

of which

traces are still to be seen,

were in active operation for any one’s benefit but for
an extremely short space

of time.

Many

of them had

served their purpose when a particular king ceased to
migrate in a particular direction. ‘There is nothing more
remarkable, indeed, in this florid picture of Mahomedan
beneficence, than the fact that there is nothing of a sustained character about it. The beneficence of the Mogul
It was never the
Emperors was personal and accidental.
growth of any fixed principle inherent in the Govern-

ment, and, as such, handed down from one representative
of monarchical power to another; but was dependent
entirely on individual character, which was often only

at is evident from Akbar’s Canal in his time, were excavat
ed by forced
Noted ante, page 29, that canals, labor.
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another name for individual caprice. Fortunately, these
individual changes were then of occurrence unusually rare
in Mahomedan countries. The epoch of which I am now
writing extended over a period of about a century and a
half, and embraced only four reigns. Akbar ascended

the throne in 1556, and Aurungzebe was carried to the
tomb in 1707. The evil, therefore, of that capricious
exercise of power, of those frequent mutations in the
system of government, which are inseparable from all
despotisms, was not experienced to that extent which is
entailed upon a people when they have not merely to con-

tend against the caprices of an individual, but against the
caprices of
that I have
under such
Neither

a series of capricious individuals.
I confess
little faith in the happiness of the people
a despotism as that of the Great Moguls.*
life nor property was secure under their rule.

The Mahomedan conquerors took what they wanted, and

If a merchant possessed
executed whom they would.
hide his wealth. Han
to
gold or jewels, he was careful
artisan was more than commonly ingenious in his craft,
* IT am speaking here of the flower

of the Mogul princes.
It is almost
superfluous to allude to the cruelties of
the earlier Mahomedan rulers.
Ibn
Batuta says that owing to the tyranny

of the Emperor, Delhi, when be entered

it, was almost a desert.

“The greateat

city in the world had the fewest inhabitants.”

The

particular

instances

of the prince’s cruelty which are given,

are too numerous for citation—one or
two instances will suffice: “ One of the
Emirs of Fargana came to pay him a
temporary visit.
‘The Emperor ree

ceived him very kindly, and beans

on him gome rich presents. After this
the Emir had « wish fo return, but
not
waa afraid the Emperor eo

allow him to do so; he began, das a
fore, to think of flight. Upon i en
whisperer gave intimation of his ie

and the Emir was put to death;

on

on

whole of his wealth was then
a
the informer. For this is the ee
that when any one gives Ph ன் am d

mation of the designs of anol i ‘ae,
hig information turns out to De
,

the person so informed of is put to
death, and his property is given to the
informer.” Again: “Upon a certaia
day, when I myself was present, some
men were brought out who had been

accused of having attempted the life of

the Vizier. They were ordered accordingly to be thrown to the elephants,
which had been taught to cut their victims to pieces, Their hoofs were cased
with sharp iron instruments, and the
extremities of these were like Knives.
On such occasions the elephant-driver
rode upon them; and when a man was
thrown to them, they would wrap their
trunk about him and toss him up, then
take him with the teeth and throw him
between their fore feet upon the breast.

If the order was to cut him to pieces,
the elephant would do so with his irons,

and

then

assembled

throws

the

multitude;

piece among the

but if the order

was to leave him, he would be left lying

before the Emperor, until the skin
should be taken off and stuffed withhay,
and the flesh given to the dogs.”
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he concealed the extent of his skill. It was dangerous
to be rich.
It was dangerous to be clever.
It was
dangerous in any way to be a marked man. If the sovereign was accessible

tioner.

to his subjects, so was the exccn-

Justice was administered with such

nary promptitude,

that

extraordi-

offenders were hurried

into the

presence of their Maker almost before they knew that
they had committed any offence. Nor was the personal
clemency of the sovereign himself any defence against
such gross abuse of arbitrary power. He had no means
of communicating his own mild nature to the provincial
viceroys and governors who ruled over remote parts of
his empire,

or even

to

the

ministers

of his

own imme-

diate cabinet.* His delegated authority was often cruelly
abused. Old travellers tell of barbarous acts committed
even in the presence of European gentlemen, at the recital of which humanity shudders, and credulity is welljThere is hardly a native of India in

nigh staggered.f

* Behram, Akbar’s prime winister,
was a great man, and, on the whole,
not a bad one, But it is recorded of
him, that “he took advantage of
Akbar's absence on 8 hawking-party,
to put to death Tarli Beg, the former
governor of Delhi, without even the
ceremony of taking the king’s orders on
so solemn an ocension. One day, while
Akbar was amusing himself with. an
elephant-fight, one of these animals
ran off the fielt pursued by its antagonist, and followed by a promiscuous
crowd of spectators; it rushed through
the tents of Behram, some of which
were thrown down; thus exposing the
minister himself to danger, whilst it
threw all around him into the utmost
confusion and alarm. Irritated by this
seeming affront, and, perhaps, suspecting a design against his life, Behram
ordered the elephant-driver to be put
CO

CONE,

oe xe

ewe
ee ve

A

nobleman,

of consequence
enough
to oppose
Behram, was put to death on some
slicht charge by that minister,
The
king’s own tutor, Pir Mahomed
Batrowly
esenped
the
same

and

was

banished

on

pretence

Khan,
fate,

of a

tice, if is litile likely that the cummonalty escaped.
+ Take, for example,

the following

from the travels of Jolm Maundelsio,
written in
1640.
The
governor of

Ablmedabad had invited the principal
directors of the Fuglish and Dutch
trades ta an entertainent, of which.
as usual, displays of the dancing-girls
were among tho chic’ features. One
party having danced themselves ont,
another was sent for; bus they refused
to come, for a reason which need not be

given, and were then forcibly dragged
into the presence of the governor.
ite
listened to their excuse, “laaghed at
it, but immediately commanded out a
party of bis guard, and ordered their
heads to be struck off They begged
their lives with horrid cries and Jamcntations; but he would be obeyed, and
caused the execution te he doue in the
room

before all

the

conrpany—net one

of the lords then present daring to make
the least intercession fur those wretcltes,
who were eiglit in number.

The

stran-

gers were startled at the horror of the

spectacle, and inhumanity of the action,
which the governor taking notice of,

Pilgrimage to Mecca.”
If men of fell a laughing, and asked them what
tank were treated to this wild jus- they were so much startled at.”
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the present day, who does not hug to himself the precious
thought that there is no longer any power in the state
that can order, undertheinfluence of a gust of passion, or a
spasm of caprice, even the meanest laborer to be trampled.

to death

knife.

by elephants,

or disembowelled

with a sharp

The poorest Cooley is entitled to all the solemn

formalities of a judicial trial, and the punishment of
death, by whomsoever administered, and on whomsoever
inflicted, without the express decree of the law, is a murder for which the highest functionary in the Com any’s
territories isas much accountable as a sweeper world be
for the assassination of the Governor-General in Durbar.
It must be admitted that the later Mogul Emperors
were not intolerant—that they seldom or never gave
way to the littleness of religious persecution.
It would
seem that the earlier Tartar monarchs filled all the chief
offices

of the

the Hindoos

state

were

princes of whom

with strangers

almost

I am

now

and aliens,

wholly set

aside.

writing were

more

and

that

But

the

tolerant

and more liberal.
The claims of the Hindoos were not
disregarded.
Men were appointed to offices of high trust
and emolument, without reference to the religion which
they professed, or the country from which they drew
their origin.
.
Jit is not easy to arrive at a clear conception of the
general condition of the great mass of the people during '
Materials are greatly
the reign of the Mogul princes.
Early travellers and historians tell us much ot
wanting.

the Court—little or nothing of the people.

Ibn Batuta, the

Arab traveller, whom Mahomed Toghlak made J udge of
Delhi, tells us nothing of the condition of the inhabitants
of Northern India, but leaves us to infer that the country

Was considerably over-run with robbers and wild beasts.
Of the country on the coast of Malabar, however, he
‘In : all this space,” he says,
i
ஸா
Gives
a flourishing
accou nt.

“of two months’ journey, there is not a span free from

Ave
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cultivation.
For everybody has here a garden, and his
house is placed in the middle of it, and round the whole
of this there is a fence of wood, up to which the ground
of cach inhabitant comes.” The Italian travellers, who
visited India about the same time, speak with rapture of
the flourishing state of Guzerat and Cambay; and de- scribe

the populous

towns,

the rich

orchards,

and

the -

beautiful gardens which everywhere decorated the banks
of the Ganges, and indicated the prosperity of the people.

But fhe knowledge possessed by these travellers was
su-

perfisial in the extreme; what they saw they but
im. perf.ctly comprehended, and of what they heard they
had but scanty means of estimating the truth.
One fact
was, always related to them, and always carefully set
down in their tablets.
In every city that they passed
were stored up immense heaps of jewels and gold. That
there were, in those days, vast accumulations of this
kind
of unproductive capital is not to be doubted.
But the
many profited little by the hoarded wealth of the few,

The indications of national prosperity were, I believe,
local and accidental ; and I have no faith in the general

result.

The

wealth of India

may

have been

great, but it

did not circulate.
It is now diffused over a larger space
—is more reproductive.
That, to some extent, those
ouce

stored-up

treasures

have,

by

a gradual

process

of extraction, been drained out of the country, is not to
be denied.
But the residue is of more service to the
people than the gross amount secretly garnered up in the
mosi affluent days of the old Mahomcdan kings.*
Of this gorgeous display of imperial wealth our own
” A very experienced and intelligent

friend, to whom this work is indebted
for some of its most valuable details,
Writes,

with

reference

to

this

and

the

passage at p.24: “Phe question here
Suggested is a vory enrious ene, and
ode Yegarding which I once had
a talk

atte James Skinner.

Even so late as

of the days of his youth, the exhibition
Wealth

at the great

gatherings

of

native chiefs,
was

Mabrattas,

dazzling—what

has

and others,
become

of

it?

least,

not

to

Has it, I asked—has it not spread
among the people, and so raised the
general level, though the eminences
may have been lowered?
= Skinner
would not admit this—at

‘the extent I desired—and maintained,
with the Shroffs and Bunneahs, that

we drain the land.”-—(a4S. Notes]
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same exalted strains, but they

i 1 with the general poverty of the people.
vuching the wealth of the king,” wrote one of the
oldest, of the Company’s servants, in the reign of Je-

hanguire, * though I cannot be otherwise persuaded
than that it is very great, yet I cannot believe it to
amount to that exceeding height that Captain Hawkins
it is
hath அன்றி fabulously written of it; but howsoever,
two
raiseth
he
this
and
great;,
certainly marvellously

vent ct his lands, and

principal ways, by the

by the

goods of his noble subjects, for almost the whole estate

of all the greater persons of his kingdom

returneth to

The main sum of his wealth
bim after their decease.
consisteth partly in ready money in his coffers, whereol
he is said to possess wonderful store;

for there is still an

importation of all sorts of money into his country, but
rich stones, pearls,
never an exportation; and partly in
to be better furand jewels, wherewith he 1s reported the earth.” And
nished than any prince on the face of
the same writer adds, that though some of the courtiers
so poor, that the
are very wealthy, “the plebeian sort js
in their whole bodies,
greatest part of them go naked
saving

linen

about

their

[middle]

ecoverture ;’* a state of

which

they

beatitude

cover

a

with

in respect

of

people of the
which they, in no degree, differ from the

ட்
;
present day.
time,
this
at
ways
the public
Of the dangerous state of
statements
the
be gained from
a clear conception may
he
“On my passage from Surat,” was
of the same writer.
I
Agra,
as
as far
says, “ over a large tract of country
way, 1 being well
the
on
subject to a world of dangers
in
e dangerous to travel is
Enown that no country mor
nds
usa
tho
by reason of many
ihe whole world than this,
as one of their
that for so much
of blood-suckingம villains,
22, 1617. Jadia
ny, Nov,

the Compa
* Joseph Salbank to

House Records.
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brass pieces of money that countervaileth the third part of

a penny sterling will cut a man’s throat, which doth appear
by the example of one of our poor conntrymen, travelling
about a year past betwixt Surat and Aera, over certain

woody and desolate parts of the country, was so often
assaulted by thieves on the way, whereof some stripped.

him of ail his little money about him; yet when charitable people did offer him

money to buy him victuals,

he would take none of them, knowing he should quickly
be deprived of it, besides the fear of his life, but con.
tented himself only with such poor food as people presented to him.”

“ Howhbeit,” adds the writer, in a spirit

of grateful veneration, “I for my part passed through all
those

hellish weapons

that these cannibal villains used

to kill men withal, securely enough, through

mercies of my gracious God."*

the tender

This dees not bring out

in very favorable colors the internal administration
the Moguls.

of

Some stress has been laid upon the amount of revenue
raised under the Mahomedan dynasties ; but Ido not re.

gard this as any real test of the prosperity of the coun.
try. Ibn Batuta says that the revenue raised from the
district of Dowlatabad, in “taxes and fines,” amounted
to seventeen crores of rupees, or seventeen millions of
our money.
What the extent of country subject to the
lieutenantey of Dowlatabad may have been, is only to

be vagucly gathered from the assertion that “it extends
through a distance of three months,” 7%. e., a three months’
journey.
During the reigns of the later Mogul Emperors,
from Akbar to Aurungzebe, the revenue seems to have
‘averaged from twenty-six to twenty millions of our money.
During these reigns, varying according to the personal
character of the monarch, a considerable amount was

realised from the questionable sources of fines and pre* Joseph Salbank to the Company, November, 1617.
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Besides these, there was little else than the land-

tax to recruit the royal treasury.* It would scem that
in Akbai’s reion, Upper India yielded more, and Lower —
India less, than at the present period. A comparison of
the wealth of the different districts will be in some respects to our advantage; in others, to our disadvantage.
Bui, on the whole, rightly estimated, the balance is not

against us.}
There have necessarily been great changes, and of those
changes advantage has been taken by writers eager to
elevaie the Mahomedan rule at the expense of that of
the British Government in India. Doubtless, some onceprosperous places exhibit now no sign of prosperity —~

doubtless, there is nothing but waste and ruin visible in
spots which were once smiling with cultivation, or stately

with the evidences of mercantile wealth.

state of Eugland at the present time.
oni

ற அவம் be borne in mind that,

But look at the

Ifa traveller were

two with us, in opposition to seren with

the Mogul. We have selected the above
almost at a venture, and on the other
hand it would be unfair not fo mention
several districts where the balance
seems in favor of the old scheme.
ae ths of land to remain fallow for These, it may be augured, are mostly
hat: yan aud when they were again in Upper India, nor were the mighty
ட ght under cultivation, the yield resources of Bengal ever brought into
full play by the Mahomedan sovereign
“85 Decessarily great,
Keeee very able writer in the Culcutia or by the ablest of his viceroys.
ee (Article, The Life and Times of maon, twoder the great Bnencier andof
least,
at
lakhs
ten
in
t hoary has given some: interesting de- Akbar, paid
only two.
‘tails of the relative amounts of revenue it ig now set down as givinglakhs,
and
raised from different districts in Akbar’s Bahar showed twenty-one
probably
is
time and in our own:—“ We will take its actual land-revenue
and Agra, which is
at random the revenue of different about the same,
now thought rich at fifteen, is set down
zillahs in various parts of the kingdom,
return and the balance-sheet will be struck in as giving the almost jneredible [This,
of fifty-one lakhs of rupees.
cur fayor, Chittagong or Chatgaon,
In
in Abul Vazl’s scheme, paid three lakhs however, may be explained away.
the Subah were probably comprehended
2 year. Now, though over-run with several smaller Sircars or zillahs, as
jungle, and burdened with an extre- Mattra, Furrmkabad, Etawah, &c.] But
ordinary revenue and judicial estalies in the
Dlishment, it yields almost six. Purnea our present great strength
dan Dee
ey the Mahomesoil vr
» the pro uctiveness of the
oil was More uncertain and accidental
ல under our own,
The disturbed
foe the country often cansed large

gave

barely two:

if now

yields

sbove

twelve. ‘Tirhut gave hardly five lakhs,
and it now produces fourteen: Budaon

nine lakhs, and
shows us a balance of time
of Akbar:
it gave eight in thea score
of tweutyAllahabad presents

revenues

of Bengal

and Behar.

Here

we surpass the best days of the Mus-

sulmans, and to this alone we trust for
a corps de reserce when war or the expenses of & province unable to pay itself

have drained the coffers of the state.”
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now to undertake a journcy into the interior by road, he
would stumble upon many signs of what, with equal
candour and truth, might be declared to be evidences of

the decadence of Great Britain.

He would pass through

many once-flourishing country towns, now ina state of
visible desertion and prostration. He would enter oncemagnificent caravanserais (posting-houses and hotels),
on the spacious court-yards of which the erass is now
growing. If the windows are not broken, and the house
and the stables empty, the probability is that the traveller
will find the many-roomed edifice inhabited by the ancicut landlord, now a needy farmer, and the parish curate,
who finds there permanent accommodation at a lower
rent than is demanded by any other inhabitant of the
place.
The little town, which once was in a continual

state of bustle and excitement, is now like a city of the
silent.

Little

children

play securely in the streets, un-

scared by the clanging hoofs of post-horses, or the sniacking of post-boys’ whips. But, for all this, England is not
ina state of decay. The tide of traffic and the course of
our pleasure-progresses run in a different direction. But
if old towns are falling into decay, new ones are
up.
As it isin England, so is it in India.
Jt
as reasonable to declare that the prosperity
Britain is declining, because there are evidences

springing
would be
of Great
of decay

along the Great North Road, as to comment upon the decrepitude

of the Indian Empire,

because about the grand

imperial highway from Delhi to Cashmere there are
indications of a state of bygone road-side grandeur,
in the shape of ruined caravanserais and wells. The
similitude

is not

a perfect

one,

but

its imperfections

are decidedly to the disadvantage of my argument,
The change is, in the one case, from a state of things in

accordance with the interests of the people, to another

state of things, under altered circumstances, advantageous

to the interests of the people.

In the other case, the
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change is from a state of things advantageous to the
Emperor and his immediate followers, to a state of things
advantageous to the general mass of the people.

The

evidences of decline which we see around us in India, are
evidences, in reality, of little more than the decline of the
paramount power of imperial selfishness. We need not
much concern ourselves about such a decadence as this.

I have touched upon the subject of the relative amount
of revenue raised under the Mogul dynasties and under.
the British-Indian Government.
But of far more importance and interest than the question of the amount

of revenue raised, is the question of the manner of its
expenditure.

J doubt whether the revenue actually col-

lected under the most prosperous Mogul Government
ever exceeded that now raised by our own. Iam certain
that, whatever the amount may have been, it was less

beneficially expended.
Now it is paid into what is
emphatically called the public treasury. It is held in
trust, and expended for the benefit of the people. But
in the old times, much of the money collected from the
people by legitimate, and much besides that was extorted
from them by illegitimate means, was poured into the
coffers of the Emperor and his dependents.
Save in
Tate exceptional cases, there was a lavish waste of money

on the costly accompaniments of a licentious Court—
.on dancing girls and fighting animals, and pleasure-proThe contributions
Gresses aud great panoramic camps.
of the people were not sown,

soil, to spring up speedily

as it were, in the national

again

multiplied into a rich

That which was taken from the husbandman
harvest.
did not return to him, but went, perhaps, to decorate

the tail of a jewelled peacock, or to beautify the costly
mosaic on the tomb of a Mussulman dame. It is very
true that the English in India have erected no Taj-

Mehals. If a Governor-General were to attempt to spend
a tithe of the hundreds of thousands of pounds which
E
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the Taj is said to have cost, on the tomb of a defunct
wife, he would be recalled long before the work could
be completed, and impeached soon after his recall.
_ I have no wish to blacken the character of the Mahomedan Emperors.
I am anxious to give them credit
for all that they have done. But I am almost ashamed
of myself for having spent so much time in showing:
what is so patent to the unaided comprehension of all who
have not contented themselves with ignorance or abandoned themselves to prejudice—the manifest inferiority
im the scale of benevolence

and beneficence,

of even hve

best of these Mahomedan despots, as rulers of Hindostan

to the most indolent and selfish of our own
a,
General.
It is enough, indeed, to write that they were

despots. Under such a despotism, the people could not
have been prosperous or happy. There was no security
for life or property. The luxurious selfishness of the
Emperors depressed and enfeebled the people. It could
not be otherwise, The country, indeed, is still prostrated
by that great curse of Mogul tyranny. It has never recovered

from the

fear which

corrupting

influences

of the slavish

that great domimation engendered.

India

owes the confirmed debasement of her morals, no less
It
than her mosques and cenotaphs, to the Moguls.

may be that a conquered people are always, more or
less, a false people—that it is not in the nature of men
to be truthful with the yoke on their necks. But the
form of government observed, and the character of
the religion professed by the conquerors, must always
regulate the degree to which political prostration is
Falsehood is the
accompanied by moral debasement.
child of fear. And who can estimate the tremendous
amount of falsehood. against which the English legislator has now to contend ?—falsechood which baffles the
wisdom of the enlightened, and sets at nought the best
The state of things which exefforts of the humane.

CORRUPTING

isted under
surely

INFLUENCE

OF MOGUL DESPOTIsSM,

the rule of the

calculated

to

corrupt
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Mogul despots was too
both

Mahomedans

and

Hindoos—to perpetuate among both classes the selfishness and faithlessness which years of milder rule and
more ennobling example have yet scarcely even begun
to eradicate.

We found the people of India abject, degraded, false
to the very core. Mussulman domination had called
into full activity all the bad qualities which Hindooism
has in itself a fatal tendency to generate. ‘To the esoteric
vices inseparable from such a religion were added the
exoteric vices born of circumstances, injurious to any

people, but to such a people fatal in the extreme. The
faithlessness, if not engendered, aggravated, and perpetuated by Mussulman despotism, is now the grand
stumbling-block of British legislation. There is hardly
an hour of his official existence in which it does not
present itself in the path of the Christian functionary, to
impede his advance and embarrass his movements. It is

“as patent to him as the Taj-Mchal, or the Kootab-Minar;
and, go where he will, it is sure to stare him in the face.
It has not been my object in this chapter to draw any
regular comparison between the general features of Mahomedan rule and those of our own dominion in the East.
There is one point of difference, which will readily
present itself to the mind of even the most inexperienced
reader.

man

It will at once occur to him, that the Mussul-

conqueror, though differing in religion, and to a

certain extent in manners, from the Hindoo, was still
a member of the same great Oriental family, and exhibited, in his ordinary intercourse with the inhabitants

of the conquered land, as many points of resemblance as

of difference, and even in the latter very often assimilated

his own customs to those of the country of his adoption.
He sat on the ground ; he ate his dinner with his fingers;

he covered his head and uncovered his feet in-doors; he
E2
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secluded his women, and if he did not bring with him the
same amount of regard for ceremonial observances, and.

the same rigid ideas on the subject of the cleanliness and
uncleanliness of external things, he was very soon impregnated with them. The Mahomedan conqueror rapidly

became Hindooised.
mass of the people.

We fused himself into the general
He was not a Tartar, or an Afghan,

but a Mahomedan Indian.

India was his country; he

was not merely in it, but of it.
more remote

ancestor, had

He, or his father, orsome
emigrated

thither,

and had

forgotten the country he had left behind. But between
the English conqueror and his Hindoo subject there is
an impassable gulf. There is nothing in common between them.
‘The British gentlemen, who fill all the
principal offices of the state, are not Christian Indiang,
but Christian Englishmen. They have brought their own
costume and their own customs with them, and they keep

them on the banks of the Ganges as they would on the
banks

of the Thames.

They

live

alone—utterly sepa-

rated from the mass of the people—and

are surrounded

with a prestige of superior wisdom and superior strenoth த

but still, in many respects, an astonishment and a reproach
in the eyes of our benighted brethren.
It is within the scope of this inquiry only to consider
the very obvious difference of which I speak in relation

to the happiness and prosperity of the people. And,
oa this point, it needs not that much should he said.
The more” you know of a man’s circumstances—the

more

clearly you

understand his character,

and are

acquainted with his feelings and opinions—the more
familiar you are with his domestic habits, and the more
unrestrained is your intercourse with him—the more good

you may do him, if you will. But the greater, at the same

time, is the injury which these advantages enable you

to inflict upon him. Doubtless the orientalism of our
Mahomedan predecessors might have wrought mightily
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for the benefit of the people of India, but it may be fairly

doubted that it did.

It was used rather as an engine of

oppression than of protection. It manifested itself rather
in arbitrary imterference than in kindly concernment. It
was insolent and magisterial, rather than tender and

paternal in its demonstrations.

If the familiarity of the

Mahomedans with the language, the usages, the feelings,
and opinions of the people of India had been associated
with our own earnest and sustained desire to turn these
advantages to account, great, doubtless, would have been

the gain. But it was the study of the Mahomedans to
turn them only to their own account, and they were
rarely used as anything else than as instruments of extortion and oppression.
Apart from these considerations, itis probable thatthe
points of resemblance between the conquerors and the conquered rendered the yoke more irritating and oppressive.
The greater the difference between the master and the
servant, the less intolerable is the state of servitude.

But

not merely upon this account is the latier less restless
beneath it. Jt is certain that under the Mahomedan
Governments the people were continually breaking out
into revolt.

Under the British Government

bellion is a thing almost unknown.

internal re-

I believe that this is

in no small measure attributable to the approximation in
the one case, and the divergence in the other, of which

I have been speaking. When the difference betwcen the
master and the servant is slight, the latter is little able to
understand why the relationship

should

exist,

and little

willing to suffer its continued existence, He does not
recognise either the physical or the moral superiority
which should place one im subjection to the other,

And,

therefore, he-is restless under the yoke, and endeavors
to cast it off.

But when the master comes from a distance

—from some far-off fabulous country—when he speaks

another language, has another complexion, wears another
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dress, and comes with all the environments of wealth,

and wisdom, and physical power, great alike in activity

and endurance—the servant recognises tlic necessity of
submission;

his self-love is less wounded,

he is more

patient under the yoke. Now, if the yoke is to be bome
at all, it cannot be borne too paticntly, Every effort to
cast it off increases the cost of the subjugation.

LT have one more argument to notice in this chapter,

which has swollen to a length which I did not contem-

plate at its commencement.

It is said that if the

people of India were happier under our rule than under

that of their Asiatic conquerors, they would emigrate
largely into the British provinces from those states, as
Oude and Hyderabad, which are still under Asiatie

domination.

And it has been urged by a very high

authority that this circumstance is to be attributed to
the

fact that,

although

under

British rule

there is

more security and move tranquillity, our monopoly of
all the chief offices of the state more than counter.
balances these advantages, and deters men from seek.
ing our protection. But it appears to me that we need
not look fwther than the known character of the
people of India for the cause of their immoveability and

quiescence. The natives of India are not a migratory
people. They are not an enterprising people. Apathy
is onc thing; content is another. Of the misgovemment of the Oude and Hyderabad provinces I need not

speak in this place. It is argued that this misgovernment is submitied to, because the natives under native
rule may rise to offices of dignity and emolwnent. But
how little, after all, does this affect the happmess of

the great mass of the people.

It is small consolation

to the husbandman whose crops are destroyed, or to

the artisan whose house is burnt to the ground, that

there is no law against his sitting as 4 judge, or commanding a regiment of horse. It is of far more im-
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portance to him that they who command regiments of

horse should protect instead of oppressing, and that
they who sit as judges should conscientiously administer justice to the people. It appears to me that the
view taken of this matter by the Court of Directors
of the East India Company is pre-eminently sound.
“Facilities of official intercourse,” they wrote in an

admirable letter to the Supreme Government of India,
enunciating their opinions respecting the interpretation
of the Charter Act of 1834, “can little affect the bulk

of the people under any government, and least under
a good government,

It is not by holding out incen-

tives to official ambition, but by repressing crime, by
securing and guarding property, by creating confidence,
by ensuring to industry the fruit of its labors, by pro-

tecting men in the undisturbed enjoyment of their
vights, and in the unfettered exercise of their faculties,
that government best ministers to the public wealth
In effect, the free access to office 3s
and happiness.

chiefly valuable when it is a part of general freedom.
But it is time that this inquiry should cease. The
paper upon which I have written these last pages has
rested upon a folio “ Blue Book,” contaimng a re

have been a
“of all public works which
pany within ae as
India by the East India Com
ள்
canals, and =
years; including embankments,
s,
ock
|
e
e
s,
ding
irrigation, roads and bridges, buil
=
ட்
ar
க
a
o,
—* Als
and all other public works.”
t 5

progress in India (with
of all public works now in
ways), showing mm eac
addition of any proposed rail date of ats commence: .
object of the work, the

case the
6
ee as
ated) its
ment, and (where termin
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completion, and the probab
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-

India ta Council, December
jrectors to the Governor- General of
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unfinished works ; with such statements or documents as

may be deemed necessary to explain or
above returns.”—(Ordered by the House
to be printed, August 1, 1851.) I shall
to refer to this, in less general terms, in
portion of this work.

In the mean

illustrate the
of Commons
have occasion
a subsequent

while, there it is,

as a solid argument in itself, against which little can
be said by those who vaunt the superior beneficence

of the Mahomedan Emperors, and discourse upon the
short-comings of our British rule in the East. It may
not be all that I could desire; but, even as it is, could
Akbar and his famous minister, Abul Fazul, have

brought out such a “ Blue Book” as this ?
Note—~Iilustrative of what I have any favorite design, rendercd it possible
remarked, at page 89, on the subject of “for a very feeble state to leave very
forced labor employed inthe construction bulky vestiges to excite the admiration
of the great public works of the native and curiosity of succeeding generations.
princes of India, I find a passage in What ancient Egypt suffered that the
Mr. Robertson's very interesting work, Pyramids might rise no one can tall;
* Political Incidents of the First Bur- and who thinks now of the 30,000 men,
mese War,” which I should bare quoted women, and children, said to have
in the right place had the volume been perished, since this century commenced,
in existence when I was writing on the to accelerate the excavation of the
subject. Speaking of the remains of a canal connecting the Nile with Alex.
great wall in Arracan, Mr. Robertson andria 2” It was observed, too, by
says: “It is always to be borne in Lord Aberdeen, in the House of Lords,
mind, in drawing conclusions from the with reference to the “humiliating”
fact of the “ great works of the Mogut
great doings of ancient rulers, of whom
no other record remains, that the power Emperors,” that we “might as well
unsctupulously exercised by the mo- draw an inference from the Pyramids
narchs of those early days, at least in of Egypt, and conclude that their
Asia and Africa, of compelling the builders were superior to us In moral
Prowhole masa of their subjects to devote qualifications.” — (Parliamentary
their Ixbors to the accomplishment of

ceedings, March 11, 1853.
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There

is

no

need

in

that,

Indian Administration,

I

pursuing

should

the

history

of

treat in detail of the

on the great field
measures of our European predecessors
; they were
traders
They were
of Eastern adventure.
ors ; they were proseconquerors; they were spoliat
.
But they were not administrators
lytisers,
them in so far as their doings
. I would only speak of
progress of our own power in the

influenced the rise and
sixteenth century the
On the last day of ‘re
East.
me a substantial fact.
London East India Company beca
the great pathways
Lhe Portuguese had preceded us on

of the Eastern

seas, and had

2 yen

claimed a sort of ex-

Indies. They had.
clusive right to the traffic of the far
coveries, by which other
led the way to the great dis
n our
r to pro fit, and looked upo

eage
They had navias piratical ‘nterlopers.
ght and conquered ; they
gated and traded; ¢ hey had fou
before the traders of
d,
se
had intrigued and 10‘osclyti
Londen had met at Alderman Goddard’s house or

countries were
merchant-ships

Founders’

Hall,

and

vessels of their own
The ommercial

taken

“upon

enterprise

measures

to

equip

certain

a pure mercantile bottom.”

of the substantial Flemings,
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too, had been roused into
they sent out their heavy
before we had done more
therefore, we fairly started

activity before our own, and
vessels to the spice-islands
than talk about it When,
as adventurers in the Faster

seas, we had rivals to cope with, whose aniagonism cannot

be estimated by those who would measure it in accord.
ance with the relative powers of the three nations in the
middle of the present century.
The progress of the Portuguese on the Continent of
India had been rapid and dazzling. But the seeds of
decay had been planted deep in the constitution of the
Indo-Lusitanian power from its birth. Encouraged by
the first successes of their countrymen, all kinds of

adventurers,

bound

by

no

laws,

and restrained by no.

scruples, fluoded into the country, and made a deluge of
licentiousness wherever they went.

and. priests crept about the seaports.

rose up at their bidding.

Soldicrs swagoered,

Forts and churches

Strong in numbers,

with all

the munimenis and equipments of war by sea and by
land, they had no need to crouch to the native princes
and humbly solicit’ their protection.
Insolence and
violence were the characteristics of the “braggard
Portugals,” and for a little while they carried ev erything

before them,
It is not

easy

9

to arrive at a just conception of the

exteut of Portuguese immigration in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries.

Some, at least, of the statements

lustrative of this subject should be received with exfreme

caution.

It is related, for example,

that

when

the Moguls attacked Hooghly, where the Portuguese
were garrisoned, in 1632, ten thousand of the latter fell
in the course of the siege.
be safely discarded.
The

Such statements as these may
stamp of exaggeration is too

plainly upon them to suffer us to hesitate

about their re-

jection, But when every allowance is made for these
°ver-charged traditions, it still remains to be accredited
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that Portugal poured her thousands into India in the
sixteenth and
proportion of

seventeenth centuries, and that a large
them were desperate and unscrupulous

adventurers, who loved neither God nor Man.
The evil influence of the Portuguese was, in those
early days, recited as the main hindrance to our advancement in the East.
But it only kept us in check for a
time to contribute to our ultimate greatness. At first, if
would seem that the native powers, already alarmed and

irritated by the fortifying of the Portuguese,

had done

their best to restrain a like evil habit in the new tribe of
Feringhees; but they began, after a while, to understand
that the counirymen

and Roe could fight as

of Hawkins

well by sea and land as the descendants of Albuquerque ;

and it was conjectured that we might expel the lawless
intruders,
‘Phese

had

who

people,

their

and

things

were

plundered
their

broken

in

our

remorse.

without

idols

re-

whatever

And

favor.

massacred

towns,

their

proaches we may rightfully heap on the iniquitous career
be
of the Lusitanian conquerors, this much at least must
to breast the
first
the
were
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that
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to
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of the
i
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்
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that we were compelled to avoid the excesses into which
they had hurried themselves, and those very excesses
tended to facilitate our gradual progress. We have
established ourselves in India, because our progress has
been gradual. Whilst we were slowly advancing step by
step, the Portuguese Empire in India was rapidly falling
to pieces. We need not look to any foreign sources for
the cause of its decline and fall. The enmity of the
Dutch may have precipitated the event, but sooner or
later it must have fallen to pieces by the innate force of
ifs own

corruption.

Outwardly these Flemish adventurers, who were so
eager to grapple with the Portuguese, were our allies.
But they were false friends, and, as such, morg dangerous
than open enemies.
Our own seamen and factors had

from the first been suspicious of the designs of these
“honest Dutch,” and had written one to anbther, from

our insular establishments, warning them that they were
“our enemies to the utter ruin of our trade, so far ag

their power will give them leave.”* And this was very
soon apparent.
‘They obstructed us, and dictated to
us.

They compelled

us to do what we did not wish, and

prevented us from doing what we did. They committed
excesses, and we paid the penalty of them in vicarious
forfeitures and imprisonments.
They wronged us, and
lorded it over us; and we were perpetually secking
redress at home and abroad,
in obtaining an instalment of
to all human caiculations at
about to establish a great

but never succeeded. even
tardy justice.
According
this time, the Dutch were
empire im India, and the

English were about to be driven ignominiously into new
fields of enterprise in another quarter of the globe.

All

that the Company could do at this time was to maintain
& gasping existence against the threatened danger of
total destruction.
But the very obstructions which
* Letter of George Ball, from Afacassar, to Bantam.

India House Records.
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seemed to menace the life of the
clements of its permanent success.

Company

1

were the

For these very discouragements, which beset the
Company at the commencement of their career, averted
envy and compelled caution, and were therefore their
If India had really embraced
protectién and support.
svithin its limits the “arva beata divites et insulas,” which
the imaginations of our countrymen pictured to them so
luxuriantly at the dawn of the seventeenth century—if
ihe traffic had been as profitable, if the fields of adven-

ture had been as alluring in reality as in expectation—if
the young men of good family who went out in our early
fleets had met with brave entertainment from the native
princes, and had sent home dazzling accounts of their
marvellous success, there would soon have been an end

A little cluster of London merchants
of the Company.
could never have kept in their own hands the privilege
not been
of exclusive trade with the far Indies, if it had
that this privilege appeared to be little worth a
iug.

home.

at
The Company were opposed abroad and viline

low. Their
Their dividends were unexpectedly wrote
home
Their factors
at a discount.

shares were

the Gentiles;
that English goods “ would not vent among J பககம் out
King
whom
and the Lord Ambassador,
ர
ப
to the Mogul, protested that “ the country ve
the digni y ௦
This embassy

seemed

for a time to raise

to the ignorant
Indian adventure, and to give an impetus
But they
ambition of the unprofitable classes at home.
soon discovered the error they had committed, and returned home to report that there

tainment for them im the kingdom

was no hopeful enter-

of the Great Mogul.

prospect of
The war in the Low Countries gave better
mF poe
inthis
80,
And
sons.
younger
employment to our

ing hopelessness of Indian enterprise, lay strong and deep
been
all our hope. If the Company's monopoly had not

preserved we should have established no Indian Empire.
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Not that the Company ever thought of empire. The
London merchants, who looked anxiously for the return
.of their rich argosies, when the Stuarts sat in Whitehall, and the Moguls ruled the empire of Hindostan from
the Peacock throne of Delhi, were no more than adven-

turous traders. They were never stirred by dreams of conquest, or perplexed by projects of government.
Their
wildest speculations were bounded. by the vision of a few
factories within sight of the white surf of the southern and
western coasts, or washed by the dark waters of the
Ganges.
They were settlers only by sufferance of the
native princes, of whom they stood in continual awe; and
it would have seemed as impossible to them to reduce the

“Great Mogul” to a pensioner and a suppliant, as to
float the continent of MWindostan into the British Channel,
and. annex it materially to the British Isles.
In all their counsels at home—in all their instructions
to their servanis abroad—the trader was everywhere
dominant.

It was their policy to retain the slightest pos-

sible hold of the soil—to encumber themselves with ag
little as possible

that

moment’s notice.

They hated the thought ofan increase

of “dead

stock.”

odious to them;

The

they

could

not

multiplication

carry

of

at a

of factories was

and a fort was an abomination.

They

looked only for a brisk trade and a good dividend. And
although for “neglecting to establish fortified factories”*

they were nearly losing their monopoly altogether, they
reprehended their servants abroad for thinkmmg of terri-

‘torial acquisition and military defence.

Indeed, so little

did it seem to them that there was any chance of ever

fighting with the natives of India, that, during
of succession at the end of Shah Jehan’s reign,
ported ordnance and ordnance-stores “ on a pure
tile bottom,” calculating that there would be »
* This was one of the
grounds assigned for
Courten’s Association,
ள்
நு

the

grant

of the

the war
they exmercandemand
charter

to
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for such articles of merchandise, and that the royal
princes would pay highly for goods which they could
turn to such profitable account. But the disposal of
events was far beyond the reach of that little handful
of London merchants. All things were working quictly,
but powerfully, when least they thought it, towards
the establishment of that great empire of the Merchant
Princes which now stretches from Peshawur to Peau.
Eager as the Company were, and earnestly as they tried,
to mit the number

of their factories,

the number con-

tinued to increase. Expansion seemed to be the natural
law which governed our posilion in the East. From the
Bombay coast, where the Company's factors first settled
themselves, they made their way by land to Agra, then
rounded Cape Cormorin, settled themselves on the
coast of Madras, and soon stretched up the Bay of
Bengal, to establish themselves in that rich province.*

This was not the result either of commercial cupidity or
territorial ambition. Naturally disposed towards slow and
cautious movement,

the Company were hurried onward.

by an irresistible power, which made them, in spite of
themselves, Merchant Princes and great territorial Lords.
Wonderful, indeed, was the manner in which the road

was cleared for the advance of the Company.

Everything

was falling to pieces and decaying around them. The
Mogul power was crumbling at their feet. ‘The Portuguese Empire was rotting away, devoured by worms and

mageots—a filthy mass of corruption.

Nothing had any

vitality and progressiveness in it, except that little body
of London merchants, which seemed beyond the reach of
human accident to damage or to repress, Heavy blows and
great discouragements
ha Tt was not,
rc
enn

gave

idered ofa
rk ay days
Our factors Jooked

askance at it. “ Bengalla,” they SEE:

them

பெப்

பெல்டை

னு
வெள்கி

and

“is a hot
most of(275
the
people
very country—-the
poor Gentiles.”
Records of the East India Company.]
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new streneth. He whose ways are not our ways wrought
for them deliverance out of peril—power out of weakness
—victory out of defeat.

There is no more instructive

lesson in all history than this.

The great structure of

our Indian Empire has been reared as no human imtcllect

would have designed, and no human hands would have
fashioned it.

It has been reared for us as for a chosen

people, and mighty is the responsibility which a trust so
imposed upon us entails. The more we consider all the
circumstances of the Rise and Progress of the British
power in the East, the more palpable and obstinate appears the scepticism which would attribute so stupendous
and mysterious a movement to anything but the special

interference of an almighty Providence for a purpose
commensurate with the grandeur of the design.

It is not the object of this work to trace the triumphs

of British arms and the extension of our territorial
dominion. I have here to do only with matters of
internal administration,

and J assume the possession by

the reader of a general knowledge of the salient events
of Anglo-Indian history, from the day on which Captain
Best wrote to the Company, “we have settled in
Surat,” to the time when Lord Dalhousie announced the

annexation of Pegu.*

governed,

We

traded;

we conquered;

It was long before this matter

we

of govern-

nient came very palpably before us. At first, all that we
had to do was to govern ourselves, and this we did in a
very loose manner—rather according to laws of power
and impulses of passion, than to principles of justice ancl

reason.
At the outset of our career the Companys
factors were under the immediate orders of their own

chiefs Syrat hating she seas or the central authority—

but the “General,” or commander of the Fleet, seems to
* Wehada factory of old in Pe
gu-but iti was econ abandoned. Our traders

hat
the country w
was
country
tue
need to report that
full of rubies-
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have had a controlling power.
The factors complained
that he regulated their promotion,* and that the captains
of his

ships

sat in their councils

and interfered

with

their affairs. As the British population of Surat consisted, in no small measure, of the people of the Fleet,
perhaps this fusion of the two

authorities was

not alto-

The consultations
gether unreasonable or inexpedient.
were often held on board the ships in the Roads; and
the chief of the factory signed his name after that of the
principal naval officer.
The laws under which our people lived at this time
In regard to all our transwere necessarily two-sided,
actions with the native inhabitants of the place, we were

On the
subject to the judicial tribunals of the country.
first establishment of our factory at Surat, Captain Best,

in his treaty with the Viceroy, had stipulated that “ in
all questions, wrongs and injuries that shall be offered to
us and to our nation, we do receive from the judges and
those that be in authority speedy justice, according to
the quality of our complaints and wrongs done us, and

that by delays we be not put off or wearied by time or
charge.”{ But our people had no great liking for these
native courts, and when

it could

be done

without ma-

nifest danger, took the law mto their own hands. Among
themselves justice was administered in criminal cases by
virtue of a King’s commission under the Great Seal,
which empowered the Commissioners to punish and
* Joseph Salbank, one of the oldest
of our factors, wrote home to the Company in 1617, complaining “that your
proud Captain Keeling, towards whem
T have ever carried myself very genI
teelly, or rather more humbly:than
ought to have done, should offer me

indignity as to place. me under

that
for my
punies and younglings t0 whom, grandears’ sake, [ might be esteemed
he
father—yea, this he did, though pregave
never saw them to whom he
House
cedence above me.” —LALS. India
Records.}

{ * Wherchy the way your worships
may be pleased

to take

netice,

thatit

may be & thing of ill consequence, when
you make commanders of ships te be
of your Council of India, though to be
consulted withont by your President
and Council in some things, especially
Buch as concerns sta-affairs, hath been
their continual practice, and is also very
necessary."—[F’.

G.

pany, January, G49.
Reeords.}

Mlerry

to the Com-

AES. India House

i ALS. India House Records.

.
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offenders by martial

law.*

In

civil cases the

will of the President or Chief of the Factory seems to

have been absolute.
As our factories increased in number, there became a
divided authority and control.
The establishments on

the western coast and in the interior of the peninsula

were subordinate to Surat, whilst those on the Coromandel coast were off-shoots from, and subject to, the

factory at Bantam.

But the Company’s servants in India

recommended a system of greater centralisation.

are told,” they wrote,

“to declare our

your

of other nations which

affaus, like those

“ We

opinions

that

are far

greater, would be best managed if they were submitted

under one government, which you might place at your
pleasure either at Bantam or here (Surat), as you shall

find to stand with your most conveniency.”"f

It could

hardly be questicned whether the central authority could
be fixed more expediently at Surat or Bantam.
The
importance of our insular establishments had been great,
when it was doubtful whether we should be able to
* And this power was exercised too.

Tfind among the Surat consultations,
as far back as Febrnary,
1615, the
following record of criminal Proceedmgs:
.
“ Consultations held on board the
ahip Charles, dated Swally Road, Feb.

28,

1616.

Present, Captain

well, Chief Commander

H.

Pep-

of the fleet, &c.

“Whereas Gregory Lellington hadon

Sunday, the 16th of February last past,
in oF near the town of Surat in the
dominions of the Mogul. killed Henry

Barton, Englishman, and belonging to

loweth.”

[Here

follow

the

crimes

with which he wascharged.]
‘ Wherefore the said Gregory Lellington being
convicted by his own confession, it was
generally resolved on, that as well in
respect of the offence itself as for example and prevention of others in the

like,

death

that he

whereof

should
he

suffer

reecived

pains of

judgment

by the mouth of the Chict Commander,

which
was
(according to his own
desire), that he should the next day be
conveyed ashore, and by the musketcers

of the guard

be shot to death—and

so

the company of the good ship the the Lord have merey upon his
James, then riding in or near the Roa Signed Hexry Perwevt (Chief soul.—
வோ
of Swally,
it was

concluded

by

the

rouncil aforesaid, that the said Lel-

mander

lington should be called

Indie House

to answer for
the King’s Majesty's Commission, under
the Great Seal, in point of methority and
Yower to punish and execute by marwal law, where need required, was read
டல் icly before the prisoner, and that

the said murder ; which being effected,

@ it was

laid to his charge

as

fol-

of the fieet)—

Tomas nie
pincer, Chief of the Factory,
&e.”—| AES.
Reeurds.}

I have
Soeஎ
this at length, as the earliest
account
our judicial proceedings in Js
whieh I am acquainted.

+ WiliamJan,Trenden
gad
Company,
4, 1688.
House Records.

atts

th

were
MIS. 3 Indie
dic
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establish a trade with ‘the continent of India, but it had
continued gradually to decline as our factories took root

on the great Indian peninsula, and we had become more
willing to leave the island trade to the Dutch.
Surat
was therefore erected ito a presidency.
As time advanced, the control of the naval authorities was shaken
off; and the President at Surat became the chief representative of the Company in the East.
The power which this officer possessed was

it was

often fearfully abused.

Everything

great; and

depatided

upon the personal character of the man; and the Company were not always fortunate in their representatives.*
But great local changes were now impending.
In 1653
officially
now
the settlement of Madras, or, as it was
known, of Fort St. George, was erected into a presidency.

In 1668 the island of Bombay, which had formed a portion of the dowry of the Infanta on her marriage to our
second Charles, was granted to the Company, and placed
under the government of the Company’s servants.
It
soon began to rise into importance.
But at this time
Bengal, which has now dwarfed the other Indian presidencies, held the lowest place im the scale, and was sub-

ordinate to the Presidency of Madras.
It was not until
the year 1715 that it was created an independent presidency, under the name

liam.}

of the Presidency

of Fort Wil-

Our first efforts at improved administration were

made upon the western coast.
On the first grant of Bombay to the

Company, a Go-

yernor was appointed, with a Council, from among the
members of which a Deputy-Governor was to be selected
by the chiefs. But this Council was held subordinate to
* Jt appears to me that us time ad-

vanced, the character of the chiefs, or
presidents, rather deteriorated than imThe earliest were among tne
proved.

best~Mr.

Thomas Kerridge, for ex-

aurple, the first chief of Surat, seems to
have been a man of great integrity and
ability.

f In 1699 the villages of Chuttanut-

tee (or Caleutta) and Govindpore were
granted] to the Company.
Sir Charles

Eyre was sent out as chief agent in
which, in honor of the reigning ™mo-

Bengal, with instructions to builda fort.
narch, was called Fort William,

F 2a
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the Presidents and Council of Surat, and in the followin 2
year an effort was made by the Court of Directors to
place upon some better and more substantial footing
the general administrative agency of their several scttlements. It was then determined that the central authority
should consist of a President at Surat, with a Council of
eight members, five of whom were to reside permanently
at the Presidency.* In this year, 1669-70, two Courts of

Judicature were

established

at Bombay.

The

lower

Court was presided over by one of the Company’s civil
officers ; and the other, which was a Court of Appeal,
was composed of the Deputy-Governor and members of
The Deputy-Governor and three military
Council.t
officers were to coustitute a Court for the administration
of martial law. The Court of Directors took this matter
of the legal tribunals into their serious consideration at
this time ; and were anxious, whenever

it was

that trial by jury should be the practice in force.

possible,

At the

same time they recommended the establishment of amint. But they were extremely jealous of the growth
of military influence at their settlements, and turned
their soldiers into civilians and their civilians into soldiers

at discretion; that the pure military element might not
anywhere assert itself in dangerous predominance.
There

was

another

advantage,

peared to the Company

in this.

too,

It ap-

that indifferent book-keepers

and accountants might make very decent soldiers ; and
that if their civilians were trained to arms, an occasional
hard. bargain might be got rid of by the gift of a military
Three-quarters of a century afterwards
commission.
the force of this reasoning met with the most remarkable
* Bruee,
The writer adds
Particular notice, : “This i plan merits
6
from being the first
hie

ட்

ce

ee

கா

ony
ர்
க்
dencies.”
கை பல்லு
1 1672-78 the President and Coun-

cil recommended

_the es fa blishment of

force at Bombay.
a police
por
‘ace
relates that one Captain |

ae

கை vee ‘sent to Bombay in

Bain a
a
of

troops, Was made
&
Me

« factor

z
i
i
forthwith, “that he might combine
his
military with his civil duties.
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illustration

to be found

in the history

There was

a young man

at Madras, who had gone out

of the

world,

as a writer on the establishment, but who made no
great progress with accounts, and exhibited no very

warm passion for the ledger. But he had been described, when a boy, as one “out of measure addicted
to fighting,” and no sooner were our settlements on the
coast threatened by the enmity of our French rivals than

he pushed aside the ledger,

a military com-

accepted

the foundation

mission—and laid, broad and deep,
our British Empire im the East.

of

The only recognised substantive service at the close of
the seventeenth ceutury, was what is now known as the
Civil Service; and that the Court of Directors were

eager, in those early days, to organise after a fashion of
their own—-a

fashion,

long after the English

of the

Indian world.

preserved

which was
had

The

unchanged

the

lords-paramount

gradations

of Writers, Fac-

become

tors, Merchants, and Senior Merchants were then established, and the names of the Company’s servants enrvolied in a regular seniority list.* They passed, however,
from one presidency to another; and, it sometimes happened, that when any emergency arose—when the Company’s servants were at strife among themselves, or the
trade of any particular agency was embarrassed—that
the Directors sent out one of their own body, or a rela-

tive of one of their chief members, to bing matters to a
favorable

adjustment.

It appears,

* ‘Phe following are the service regulations as contained in the Court's
letters:—* For the advancement of our
apprentices we direct that, after they

have served the first five years, they
shall have

two years;

10), per annum

for the last

and having served

those

two yezrs, to be entertained ene year
Jonger as writers, snd have writers’
salary; and having served that year,
to enter into the degree of factors,

which otherwise would have been ten

years.

too, to

have been.

And knowing

that a distine-

tion of titles is, in many respects,

ne-

cessary,

the

we

do

order

that

when

apprentices have served their times,
they be styled writers; and when the

writers have sorved their times, they
be styled factors;

and

factors,

having

served their times, to be styled merchants; and merchants having served

their

times,

chants.”

to be styled

senor

mer-
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very much the custom, even in those early days when
the mercantile affairs of the Company were in a bad
way-——when trade was slack and money Was scarce,
or
when their dead stock was consuming their revenue,
to
send out instructions to reduce the pay of their servants,
aud so to save a few hundreds a year.* This was
not
the way to obtain good service, and to keep the Factor
s
and Merchants from trading on their own accounts
at
a greater loss to the Company than would have
been
entailed upon them if they had doubled, instead
of re-

duced, the salaries of their servants.

It is in the records of the year 1679-80 that
I trace,

for the first time, auything like a scheme of genera
l
administration, embracing the whole question of Inland
Revenue.

In that year instructions were sent out to the

Local Government to make Bombay discharge its
own
civil and military expenses,

on the houses in the island;

surveyed

and

A

duty was to be

levied

and the land was to be

assessed —or rather

let out

here was a dim idea, too, even in those
development of the resources of the country
artificial works, and a system of drainage
mended, by which the low marshy grounds

on lease.

days, of the
by means of
was recom
of the Bom-

bay island inight be rendered fit for cultiv
ation.

In 1681-82, Bengal was
agency, with instructions to
with the Court of Directors.
did not last long. ‘The chief

established as a distinct
communicate immediately
This arrangement, however,
Agent, who had been sent

out directly by the Court, mismanaged

affairs and mis-

conducted himself 3; and Bengal was accordingl
y brought

back again to its old subordination to Madras.
* For example,

.

in 1678-79,

orders

About

Sat and milit
expenses of Bowbay, civil
ilitar
ar y,

Went
reductoe 3002.
the pay
of theandPre,to = reaul
ware t Timit
rident outof to
Surat
ed to ERN
70001.E oe ல ட்டை
a year,
ம்
of these
nge

his title to that of Agent. The
Papa Taem
ber of Council was to have
ஈட
ழு wets and the Deputy-Gonor of Bomb
ay

120),

The

entire

lion,

by th h le =
officer, head
whicedh well
-nigh J os
the Company altogether.

Bombay
ப் to

Al
CORPORATION OF MADRAS.
the same time Bombay was

constituted

val
an

independent

settlement, and in 1685-86 it was erected into the

chief

seat of the British power in the East Indies, whilst Surat,
with a subordinate Agent and Council, was reduced to a
Factory. In April, 1686, a new charter was granted to
the Company, confirming all their former privi.eges, and
farther empowering them to erect

to exercise martial law, and
their own.

courts

of judicature,

coin money at a mint of

The establishment of a mint

had

long

be-

fore been recommended to the Company by their servants abroad; and it had been much considered and
discussed, but had never before taken practical shape.

It

was now, howeve1, actually to pass into a fact by the ex-

The Company regarded
press permission of the Crown.
it simply as an instrument of trade, but their servants,
five-and-twenty years before, had been looking at the
matter of a Tankshall in the Deccan, in connexion with
the question of war.*
In 1687, Bombay, im imitation of the more ambitious
style of the Portuguese and the Dutch, was elevated to
the dignity of « Regency, and the Governor was created
General-in-Chief of all our Indian settlements.
This was

a matter, however, merely of outward titles and dignities. It is of more importance fo record, that at this time
Madras was formed into a corporation, with a Mayor
* The

factors at

Rajapore—Henry

Revington and others—wrote, in

1659,

during the war of succession, recommending the Company to take advantnge of the weakness engendered by
this internecine strife, fo coin moncy
and make war on the Mogul.
“ For
your

worships

may

please

they said, “that all these
mines of money which were
time

of

peace,

are

now

to

know,”

artificial
made in
exhausted

througha civil war; and what better
time than now to make them sensible
of the benefit they have for many years
received from you, and likewise of the
injuries, oppreseions, and wrongs, that
you

have

received

from

them, which

would be @ good time to call them to

account for, when your worships

shalt

think fit to call the Persian to account

for his (and both together must be, if
ever you cail the latter to account)?
Will it not be necessary
Tankshall in the Decean,

to have a
and a coin

that will be current to carry on a trade

here,

as

large

as

you

please,

your war with India, which

during

will con-

tinue no longer than you please?

,....

Then judge if you would not make the
Tankshall cry as mournful to the King
of India’s ears as

tain

of blood,

the

should

liver,

the foun-

complain

in a

natural body, and then what conditions

you may bring him io, is cusy to fore.

tel."—[.MS. India House Records. }
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and Aldermen on the English model.
But the charter
of incorporation came not from the King himself, under

the Great Seal, but under the seal of the Company.
Already had it been seen, in the case of legal no less

than of military officers bearing commissions direct from
the Cyown, that, in the words of the Court, “ the
wind of extraordinary honor in their heads made them
haughty and overbearing.”
The Company, jealous of
such interference, argued against the use of the Great
Seal, and maintained their ground with such good effect,
that they carried the point in Council, and the Charter,
under their own seal, was duly engrossed, and sent out to

Madras.*
I set these things down in a fragmentary insequential

manner, because there is nothing of a sustained character
>No evidences of any comprehensive design—in these
carly efforts of the Company at civil administration.

But it was about the period which I have now reached

that they began to think seriously of their position in
India—not merely as traders, but as representatives of a

great nation.

The power

of the Mogul had sensibly

diminished as their own power had increased. They had
become more conscious of their strength, and had begun
to weary of subservience to the native princes.
Indeed,
it had become apparent that these proud Mussulmans,
were no such formidable enemies after all. The enemies
whom they most dreaded at this time were much nearer
at home.
A rival Company was starting up. The seas
were

bristling

with

interlopers.

The

Company’s

Servants were conniving at the piratical trade.

own

The mer-

மடி வ்வின அம மகளி விடல் GT noe fotty
the aro
and

ten

aldermen

(three to be Com-

pany’s Servants and seven to be natives),

pall

ol

anlar ce,

be Justices of the peace,
ae

2? Beas தகா,
© Aundred
and
twenty bur%, to wear black silk gowns; a

avn
clerk andand alla the
recorder
were
‘PPeinted,
subordinateto be

of-

tion

mace

of the

mayor,

president.

A

sword ap

were to be carried pate

and S were

=

me லக்க

Judge-ad vor proceedings, and regularly
kept of
the
transmitted to the Court.”—[ ms Bruce's

Annals of the East Indic Company}
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cantile prosperity of the old corporation was threatened,
and with their increased establishments
dead

stock

they were

and accumulated

naturally alarmed by the

thought

Thus situated,
of the loss of their commercial profits.
they turned their thoughts with imereased anxiety to the
matter of revenue, the importance of which had been
“ The
ercatly enhanced by the jeopardy of the trade.
increase of our revenue,” they wrote out to Bombay, “is
the subject of our care as much as cur trade; ‘tis that
must make us a nation in India—-without that we are but
as a great number of interlopers, united by his Majesty’s
Royal Charter, fit only to trade where nobody of power
thinks it their interest to prevent us—and upon this
account it is that the wise Dutch, in all their general
advices which we have seen, write ten paragraphs concerning their government, their civil and mulitary policy,
warfare, and the increase of their revenue, for one para-

graph

they write

concerning trade.”*

The

drift

of this

is not that the Company had become ambitious, but that
the trade had become precarious.
It appeared to be a
necessity to think of revenue, if they were to maintain

their position at all. But the national phase of the question would not have forced itself upon them with this
urgency if there had been more hopefuluess in the aspect=
of their commercial life.
Indeed, all this talk about the wise Dutch, their
military establishments and their warfare, seems to have
been little more than a spasmodic outbreak

of bitterness

incited by the evil circumstances of the trade, for instead
of increasing their armaments, we find the Company at
They were wise enough,
this time reducing them.
* Mr.
says:

“Tt

Mill,

quoting

this

thus appears at how

passage,
carly a

period, when trade and sovereignty
were blended, the trade, as was abundantly natural, but no less unfortunate,
became an object of contempt, and from
an object of contempt by necessary

consequence an object of neglect.” But,
at appears to me, that it had become
not an object of contempt, or an object
of neglect, but an object of uncertainty.
Tf the trade had not been in jeopardy,
these paragraphs would never have
been written.
்
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however, to look after their revenue and exert themselves to improve the intcrnal condition of their settlements—they kept a steady eye on the municipal institutions of Madras—approved of the erection of a new
Town-hall, “recommended that a Post-oflice and an
Insuance-office should be established, aud repeated
thei instructions to offer encouragement to artists who

were eminent for ornamenting cloths, to settle at the
Fort."*

To

accomplish these

was to be mereased.”

objects,

the

‘ revenue

But the Company’s servants do

not appear to have been very successful in this department, and circumstances were greatly against them, for
we are told that, at this time, the revenuc of Bombay
had fallen down to less than a third of its previous
amount. External cnemies and internal disputes had
embarrassed their fiscal proceedings; and the Company's
debt continued to increase.

Those were cloudy days for the Company at the end
of the seventeenth century. They had made their way,
for a hundred years, against all kinds of impediments
and obstructions, foreign and domestic, and now a

greater peril than any stared them obtrusively in the
face, The interlopers, under shelier of a needy Government, glad to sell any privileges or patents for which
they could obtam purchasers, were consolidated into a
chartered company, which was intended to supplant the
centenarian association which had planted its settlements
along the whole coast of the Indian peninsula.

But the

old Company did not lose heart. Allowed by their constitution three years of grace, they determined to make

the best use of their time, and to battle it out manfully
with the intruders, still hopeful of driving them from
the fieldt

In the

discreditable

* Bruce’s Annals .
ont to their servants
wrote“two
weet
ndia that
East India Com- °
fara

Panieg England could no more subsist

contest

which

then

time owreg-2
i
than two kings
attthe same
ப்
nant in the two kingdoms that n
civil battle was to be fought
between
an
i tw
the old and new Company,

d that

two
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ensued, all thought of the improvement of. the internal
administration of our settlements was swallowed up.

The two Companies obstructed each other; injured each
other;

maligned each other.

the

And

character of the

nation suffered in the eyes of the princes and people of
But the old Company had wisely predicted that
India.
such a contest could not last long, although they did not
foresee the manner in which it would be brought to a
I need not add that a compromise was cffected;
close.
that the two Companies, sinking their animosities and
making arrangements about their stocks, were consolidated into one; and that in the year 1702 the “ United
Company of Merchants trading to the East India” was
prospectively incorporated uncer the Great Seal.*
The evil that this unseemly strife had engendered ,
The violence of the Companies’ ser“lived after it.”
Whilst the affairs
vants in India did not casily subside.
of the two associations were being wound up, preparatory to their practical corporation as one jomt stock, all
sorts of

There

outrages were committed.

there was no decency.

The

revenue

ministration was at a stand-still,

They

was

off

fell

no

The

law,

ad-

were evil days

But when, in 1709,

for the dignity of Indian adventure.

the United Company were fairly in operation, a brighter
day began to dawn. The trade of the Company revived;
their adniinistrative affairs recovered something

and regularity.

of a very notorious kind.
or three years must end this war, as
the ald or the new must give way—that
being veterans, if their servants abroad
would do their duty, they did not doubt

of the victory —that if the world
laughed at the pains the two Companies
too

te ruin each other, they could not

help it, as

they were

of order

Az all events, there was no open scandal

on

good ground

and had acharter—that when the three

years expired, still they had revennes
and possessions, and had 2 share in the
new Company's stock, to the amount of

Of government,

as we under-

ச

$15,000/, and were therefore entitled
fo trade annually to that amount.2—
[Phe Courtof Directors to the Council of
Bengal, August 26, 1698.
Bruce's Anaals.]
* The union was not completed until
1709.
The intervening years were deveted to the winding up of the concerns

of the two Companies, under a committee of management at home, composed

of equal numbers of members belonging
to the two associations.
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stand it, in these days there was little. We did not get
much beyond temporary shifts and expedients. There
was no system; no uniformity. During the first quarter
of the eighteenth century there was a Court of Justice
at Bombay, and one at Madras, known as the Mayor’s
Court; but in Bengal there was none.
The records of
these courts contain some curious illustrations of the

morals and manners of the early settlers, and of the
natives, Portuguese and Indian, who

them at the presidencies.

clustered round

The people in whose cases

they adjudicated were for the most part the public or
pulvate servants of the settlers themselves, or people
connected with the shippimg in the ports.
The Court
earried on all kinds of business. It was at once a civil,
a criminal, a military, and a prerogative court.
It

proceeded with remarkable promptitude and despatch,
from the proving of a will to the trial of a
from the settlement of a dispute regarding
a slave-girl to the punishment of a drunken
an extortionate witch,
Flogging was the

medy prescribed.

murderer;
the sale of
trooper or
usual re-

It was one of general application,

and fell with the greatest impartiality on all offenders,

old and young, male and female alike.*
But it was not on the southern or western coasts,
but on the banks of the Hooghly, on those low lands
of which our first settlers spoke contemptuously as of

» hot country inhabited by very poor Gentiles, that in
the early part of the eighteenth century there was
made the

greatest

administrative

progress.

In

the

year 1715, as I have said, the English settlements im
Bengal were erected into an. independent Presidency;

and some ten years afterwards a Mayor’s Court was
established in Calcutta, which

had become

the chbict

Place of our trade in that part of the world.

But we

* MS.
IFES

Indiaத House Records of the Mayor's

ustice of Bomt, ரர,

்

Court of Ma dras and Court of
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had become by this time Zemimdars, or landed-proprictors, under the Soubahdar of Bengal, and, in this

capacity, with the consent of the native Government,
we had erected a criminal court,

a civil court, anda

revenue court in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, for
the management of our affairs with the people located
upon,

Curcumnry,

The

estates.

our

indeed, was

fast

The Company’s
becoming an English institution.
Importance as
administrative
into
rising
were
servants

They

and territorial financiers.

heaven-born judges

constituted themselves tribunals for the trial of their
own causes; they had power without responsibility, and

dealt in judgments without law. They had liberty to
fine, to imprison, to sentence to labor on the reads,
but they could not hang the subjects of the Mogul.
lash, howerer, took the place of the gibbet, and

The

malefactors were whipped into another world by the
manual skill of the native flagellants.

From this time, up to the eventfal day when Robert
Clive, in the heavy turban and loose trousers of a
Mogul, escaped from Madras to Pondicherry, and
tumed his back for ever on the drudgery of the desk,

no very noticeable events, bearing upon the progress
of English

for

in India,

government

specific

But

mention.

great

present

themselves

events.were

now

hurrying the English into an open manifestation of
ational power,

obseure

lities.

and their

farms, were

territorial possessions, from

fast swelling into rich principa-

Clive and bis little army appeared before Fort

William, and the power of the Soubahdar

of Bengal

was broken by a handful of English strangers.
Freuch,

who

had

been

contending

with

us

The

for the

European mastery of the southern coast of India, had

taught us how to discipline the natives of the country,

and we had learnt that these hiveling troops would
be true to the hand that gave them their salt. The
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first great battle ever fought by the English in India
placed Bengal

at our feet.

In a little while, the De-

wannee, or administration of the provinces of Bengal,

Behar, and Orissa, with all their wealth, was placed

at our disposal by a power no longer able to stem the
irresistible tide of European domination; and territorial revenne now began to take a substantial place
in the considerations of the East India Company, and
to attract the delicate regards of the Crown.
But although, in 1765, the revenues of these pro-

vinces became our own, motives of policy, natural but

short-sighted, impelled Clive to leave the actual administration in the hands of the old native functionaries
to be carried on in the name of the Soubahdar.
It
seemed expedient that we should be content with the

tmambitious

part

of gorging

revenues of the Dewannee,

and

ourselves

upon

the

leaving all the re-

sponsibility, and all the danger of its internal manage-

ment and its external defence, in the hands of the
native power.
“The first point in politics which I
offer to your consideration,” he wrote to the Select

Committee in 1767, “is the form of government.
We are sensible that since the acquisition of the

Dewannee,

the

power

formerly

belonging

to

the

Soubah of these provinces is totally, in fact, vested in
the Hast India Company.
Nothing remains to him

but the name and shadow of authority.
however; this shadow,

it is indispensably

This name,
necessary

that we should yenerate. Under the sanction of a
Soubah, every encroachment that may be attempted
by foreign powers can effectually be crushed, without
any apparent interposition of our own authority, and

ப் real grievances complained of by them can, throug’
and

oe

always remembered that there is 2 Soubah

;

at though the revenues belong to the Company,

THE SOUBAUDARRY

MASK.

709

the territorial jurisdiction must still rest in the chiefs
of the country, acting under him, and thus presiding

To appoint the Company’s servants

-in conjunction.

to the offices of collectors, or, indeed, to do any act by
power, which can equally

any exertion of the English

be

by

done

off the mask,

throwing

instance,

our

at

nabob

the

would

would

be

declaring the Com-

be

Foreign nations would
pany Soubah of the Province.
complaints preferred
and
umbrage,
immediately take
to the British Court might

be

attended with very em-

It seemed, indeed, inconbarrassing consequences.”
but swallow the
anything
do
venient at this time to

emoluments

its risks and responsibilities

of power;

We were to remember
rere to be studiously ignored.
that there was a
cy,
emergen
whenever there was an
%
Soubahdar.
it
But the mask had its pains and penalties, too;
be
to
soon.
now
was
it
and
us,
did not sit easily upon
discarded.
Old Mr. Holwell, who had escaped the destroying horrors

< tracts’?

of the Black Hole,

in England, which

now,

to write

after the

pleasant

lapse

of

nearly a century, are still to be vead with interest, had
protested strongly against this “‘ ringing changes on

Soubahs,”

from the first.

‘* Let us boldly

dare,” he

exclaimed, “to be Soubahs ourselves.”
“ We have
nibbled at these provinces,’ he added, “ for cight
years, and notwithstanding an immense acquisition—
an immense acquisition of territory and révenue—
svhat bencfit has resulted from our suceesses, to the

Company ? Shall we then go on nibbling and nibbling
He
at the bait, until the trap falls and crushes us?”
wrote

this,

and

much

more,

* Clive had been appointed in 1764
President and Governor in Bengal, with
a Select Committee of four gentlemen.

They

were

empowered

to

act

npon

in

the

same

strain,

in

their own. authority, independently of
the existing Council.
The Council endeavoured to resist their authority; but

Clive beat down all opposition.
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1765, just as Clive was receiving the Dewannee from
the Soubahdar and the Emperor; but we still continued “‘ to ring changes on Soubahs,” and to nibble at
the administration of the country. The collection of
the revenue, and the administration of justice, were
at first left uncontrolledly in the hands of the native
officers. It was found that, in every vespect but the
promotion of their own interests, they were utterly
inefficient. It would be difficult, indeed, to exaggerate
the vices of such a system.
Natiyes and Europeans
alike took advantage of it. There was no responsibility and no control.
The strong preyed upon the
weak—and the weak had none to look wp to for pro-

tection.
Misgovernment brought its wonted bitter
fruit, and the revenue soon began to decline.
So, in

1769, European supervisors were appointed as a check
to the native functionaries. The most elaborate in-

structions were issued to them. It is hard to say what
they were not expected to do;—but still the double
government continued to work grievously.
And there
were those wha thought that the supervisors only made

confusion worse confounded and corruption
rupt.*

After all due abatement

made

exaggerations of florid writers

more corA

for the rhetorical

and speakers, it is not

to be denied that our administrative agency was at

this time exceedingly vicious and corrupt.

The temp-

tation to excess was very great, and the power of re-

sistance was of the slenderest order, The Company’s
Servants in Bengal did very much what they liked,
and grew rich on unhallowed gains without compunc-

* Mv. Verelst sa ys that
was imPossible at that time for the it ர
ை

peeve taken the management

of the

enc
e  into
its own
hands, for that
டத்
of civil
servants
was barely
te to the due performa
nce of the

ial business; tH oop!
ரம் of the geni
us of the peopl and
ote

totally unfit for the work
tration.—{ View of ie
ment in Bengal, p- 62+)
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not to be supposed in those

days, it is not to be supposed in these, that men would
leave their homes, to rot lke sheep, among strangers,
in a destroying climate, without some adequate reward.

The Company’s service, in all its open recognised conditions, presented nothing that could be regarded as a
moderate compensation for all the pains and penalties
of Eastern exile. The pay was so miserably smail that
the whole of it would, not cover the house-rent of a
civilian, and the

young writer was

sometimes

obliged

to go to bed soon after the early day-close of the tro-

pics, because he could not afford to supply himself
with

the

luxury of a candle or a supper.*
Yet in
often
has
those days large fortunes were made—how,

been told before.

The evil was

and

them

one which necessarily

increased with the progress of the administration, for
the more determined the administrative character of
the Company’s servants, the more important it was to
divest them of the prestige of dishonesty and rapacity,

to

crimes.

withdvaw

from

the

practice

of such

Nothing coud be more clear than this to the

soldier-statesman Clive, who declared that the Company’s servants should cease altogether to touch the

profits of trade, and never handle native money.

On his

return to India in 1765, he had taken the resolution, to
use his own words, ‘to cleanse the Augzean stable ;”
and it is hard to say how much the purity of the civil

service at the present time is assignable to the efforts
of the President and the Select Committee,

But it was not until some time after the final departure of Clive that the principle for which he con.
tended became the rule of the Company, and the administrative business of our empire in the East was
performed by men receiving fixed salaries, proportionate to the respectability of their position and the
* Forbes’ Oriental Memoirs.

G
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services which they rendered to the State. There was a
season of shifts and expedients—of devices and experiments—during which the character of the Company’s
service continued to improve,

because there was more

rigorous supervision, but did not reach a high standard
of integrity of efficiency.
Affairs, indeed, at this time
were in a transition state.
The Company, unaccustomed to their new character of great territorial

lords and incipient administrators, seemed to stagger
under the responsibility which

had

been

thrust

upon

them, and to wonder what would come next.
They
were eager to confine their territorial possessions to
Bengal, and fearful of expansion on the side of Madras.*
Great questions of government ‘were new to them.
They were suddenly called upon to administer the
affairs, not any longer of a few factories, but of an
empire of the internal

concerns

of which,

except

in

their commercial relations, they had the most limited
knowledge, and could hardly in reason be expected to
have more. In this conjuncture, they did the best thing
that could be done,

though it grievously miscarried In

the issue. They sent out a Commission, consisting of
three gentlement of high character and extensive experience, with large powers of superintendence and con-

trol over all the Company’s

settlements, with instruc-

tions to inquire into and remedy all abuses, and to
dismiss without seruple any of the Company’s servants

convicted of incapacity

or

corruption,

What

they

ambitious and absurd, ப்பன்

reser

would have done it is impossible to say. They sailed
for Bengal in 1769, and nothing was ever heard of
them again.
or
ம ப Even Clive shrunk

from

the

idea

further extension of dominion,
¥ Feeolution
was, and my hopes

always be," he wrote in 1765, “to
t Assistance,
our

Bnd
பகOr

Possessions

oe
» &

conquests,

to Bengal, ‘Bohan

To go further is, in my
scheme so extravagantly

und
their,senses
adopt council
it, unlessin the
whole schemeCanன் tthe
ot

Company’s

interest he first entirely
7

new-modelled.”
= Messrs.

Forde.

Vansittart,

Scrafton,

and
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No noticeable changes in the internal administration

of Bengal took place under the governments of Mr.
Verelst and Mr. Cartier; but in 1772 there suceeeded
to the chief seat at the Presidency a man destined, in
the

fulness

of time,

to

take

the

very

highest

place

Warren Tastings, one
among our Indian statesmen,
was appointed
Company,
the
of
servants
civil
of the
had by
government
double
The
Bengal.
of
President
an
introduced
had
It
mission.
its
this time fulfilled

incredible amount of disorder and corruption into the
state, aid of poverty and wretchedness among the

people ; it bad embarrassed our finances and soiled our

character, and was now to be openly recognised AS a

failare.®
that

the

Onthe llth of May, 17 72, 1 was proclaimed

Company

had

determined

to

“stand

forth

of Dewan ;” and the whole

publicly in the character

&scal administration of the country now passed avewinto

our hands.

ony ee waa the greatest step in the progress of AngloIndian administration ever made by the Company—the
ereatest administrative revolution, perhaps, to which
Bengal bad ever been subjected.
But although the
Directors at home clearly enunciated the evils of the

old dowhle government, and ordered that a new system
should be introduced directly in the name of the Company, they did not instruct their servants in India what

the nature of the new government was to be.
# The appointment of the supervisors,

give relief to the industrious

intended to remedy some of the defects
of the system, wrought more harm than

wood.

to improve and enlarge our investments,
to destroy monopolies, and to retreuch

‘Ehe Court ef Directors, who

seem to have heen at this time consider-

ably in advance of their servants, wrote
We wish
to My. Hastings, in 1773,
that we could refute the observatiobyn
made
that almost every attempt

your
ள்
us and our administration
ab eee
Presideney, for the reiorming
aude

They
tenants,

ane
has rather increased them,
ae on
to the miseries of the cou
Pt
anxious to protect and cherish. fully
truth of this observation appears
s
supper
of
in the late appointment
were
and chiefs, instructed ag they

expenses, the end has by no means
been answerable to the institution. Are
not the tenants more than ever oppressed and wretched? Are our investments improved ? Have not the raw
silk and cocoons been raised upon us
30 per cent. in price ? We can hardly
say what has not been made a monopoly.
And as to the expenses of your
, Presidency, they are at length settled to a
degree we are no longer able to support."
Minutes of Evidence on Haste

ags’ Trial, quoted a Mills History.]
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left to their own servants the great work
ing

out

the

system

and

filling

in

the

of sketch-

details;

and

fortunate was it that, at that time, the administration
was in the ablest hands to which it had ever heen
entrusted.

to subsequent chapters on the Revenue and Judicial
systems of India, some account will be given of the
changes introduced on the first standing forth of the
Company as Dewan.
For a few days there seems to
have been an administrative hiatus.
We had not yet
come very clearly to understand the duties and responsibilities of government, or to take those clear consti-

tmtional views of the relations subsisting between. the
rulers

and

definition

the

ruled,

of authority,

and

the

which

necessity of a precise

are

from even the erudest ideas of Indian

now

inseparable

administration.

The working of one machine was stopped, before another was

ready to be set in motion.

It is instructive

to contemplate a state of things, which in these days
could have no existence, and mark what progress we

have made since we first stood forth as Dewan.
But the new Resulations were hot apon the anvil, and
Hastings soon hegan to set the administrative machinery

again at work.

I will only heve state that he wisely de-

termined not to wicld the besom of destvuction at the
outset in too fierce and uncompromising amanner.
He

knew that the first step towards the reform of the admi-

nistration. of Bengal was the acquisition of information

relating to the institutions of the country.
He kuew
that the most experienced servants of the Company
Were groping in the dark, amidst errors and delusions,

கலி3 எ el, Totem
(the nested
fo
errors andOF delusions,
UNOSsU

the character and the usages of the people, would be
os
Sane ae injury upon them than had

om. te es le government which. had grown
எ
e dust. All that he did was of a proba
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He was

the first to

come face to face with the inhabitants of the country
as their immediate ruler and protector, and he was the

first to acquire extensive information velating to the
people who bowed to his rule and looked up to him for

protection.
But other great changes were now impending.
this time the British
had begun to bestir
There have been ever
periodical spasms of

By

Parliament and the British public
themselves about Indian affairs,
since that important year, 1772,
intense ‘intercst in the details of

Indian. administration, which come and go like the
cramp or the colic, and are very formidable whilst they
the
last, but do not seem to have any abiding effect upon

the
constitution which they assail. The year 1772 was
opened
It
one.
great
a
was
it
first spasm-year—but
and
with an Indian paragraph in the King’s Specch,
closed with a report from a Select Committee of Secrecy
India was
which had been intermediately appointed.
The
not so large a subject in those days as in these.

following year produced the Regulating Act.

{ shall speak of this move fully in the next chapter.

I have only now to do with its effects on the constituAnd those effects
tion of the Indian Government.

were prodigious.

A Governor and Council, vonsisting

of four members, was to be appointed to Bengal, with
supreme authority over all the presidencies of India;
and

a Supreme

Court

of Judicature was

to be

~

esta-

plished in Caleutta, with civil, criminal, and ecclesias-

tical jurisdiction over all persons except the GovernorThe appointment of the
General and the Councillors.
Councillors, as of the Judges, was to be vested in the
One member of the Indian service, My. BarCyown,
well, was selected, and three strangers—-General Clayering, Colonel Monson, and My, Philip Francis—were
sent out to Bengal. The Government of this new body

©
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was declared by Act of Parliament to commence on the
Ist of August, 1774, but the Councillors did not reach

Calcutta before the 19th of October. On the day following the old Government was formally dissolved,
and the Governor-General and Council entered upon

their administrative duties.

By the Act of 1778 (18th Geo. IL, cap. 68) the

Presidency of Fort William,

or Bengal,

into the seat of the chief power in India;

was erected
and the Pre.

sidencies of Madras and Bombay were rendered subordinate to it. The Bengal Council was to consist of a

Governor-General

and

four

members,

one

of whom

was Commander-in-chicf. The salaries of these officers
were fixed at 25,0002. for the Governor-General,
and
10,0007. for each member or Council—a tarif
which
has existed without alteration up to the present
time.*
The Governor-General had a casting vote in Council
,
but no power

There was

to act independently of his colleagues,

a general authority vested in them “ from

time to time to make and issue such rules,
ordinances,

and regulations, for the good: order and
civil government of the scttlement of Fort William,
and other fac-

tories and places

subordinate

or

to

be

subordi

thereto, as shall be deemed Just and reasonab nate
le—such

Tules, ordinances, and regulations not
being repugnant
to the laws
of the realm.”

They were empowered also-

to act as Justices of the Peace, and to hold quarter

sessions four times ayear within the settlement
of Fort

William.

Such were

the powers

of

the Governor-

~ General and Council under the Regulating Act. For
any offence against this Act, or for any “crimes, misdemeanors, oy offences

cormitted by them against
any of his Majesty's subjects, or any of the inhabitants
of India within their respective jurisdictions, they were
ந்
eat

5

Sat Lor Cv salt

hae. =e

50002, a year for
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rendered amenable to the Court of King’s Bench, and
liable, on conviction, to “such fine or corporal punishment as the said Court shall think fit to inflict.”
Thus, for the first time, was the administrative cha-

racter of the Company’s government fixed and deterUp to this period there
mined by Act of Parliament.
had been nothing more than a gencral recognition of
the Company’s right to “have the ordering, rule, and
government of all their forts, factories, and plantations;” and to “appoint governors and officers for
But the
the said forts, factories, and plantations.”*
system of government and the powers of the governors

had been left entirely to the discretion of the Company
to define and limit. The administration of these dis-

tant settlements had been matter of little concernment
to the Crown; but now that the Company had be-

come great territorial lords, and the possessors of a
large territorial revenue, it became necessary for the
Parliament of Great Britain to fix and regulate the

administrative agencies and authorities to be established in the British possessions in the East, and to
exercise, through the ministers of the Crown, a direct

control over the Directors of the Company themselves. The administration of the East India Company had now become a great recognised fact.
The Act of 1773 continued in force up to the year 1781,
throughout the whole of which time Warren Hastings
presided over the Supreme Council of India.
It was,
in spite of the intestine strife which so embarrassed
the administrative efforts of the Governor-General, a
period of progressive improvement.
The Company’s

servants had everything
* Sec the charter granted by William IIE. to the English Company, and
subsequently confirmed to the United
A. subsequent Act was
Company.

passed, 11 and 12 William IIL, cap. 12,

to learn
“to punish

as administrators,
governors

of plantations

in this kingdom for crimes by "Itthem
was
committed in the plantations.”
general application to governors,
of
2

&c., of any colony beyond the sea.

|
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and those great lessons were not to be learnt in a day.
But considering the strangeness of the duties which
then devolved upon them—the magnitude of the labor
imposed and the extreme difficulty of acquiring a competent knowledge of the language, the institutions, the
usages, and the character of the people, in all their
- wnutiform social aspects, a people whom before they
had only known in the one relation of trader, the
wonder is not that they advanced so little towards
good government, but that they advanced so much.
During this great experimental period of British rule
there was gradually springing up a race of trained
administrators, around whom the old commercial tra-

ditions did not cling—who had not graduated in
chicanery, or grown grey in fraud and corruption, and
who brought to their work not only a sounder intel-

ligence but purer moral perceptions, and a higher sense

of what they owed to the people of the soil. When,
therefore, in 1786, it seemed to the authorities at
home

expedient to appoint to the

council of India, not one of the
servants,

but

an

English

nobleman

chief scat in the

Company’s
of

good

own
parts,

unsullicd character, and extensive influence, the Governor-General so selected trom the aristocracy of
Great Britain, found himself on his arrival surrounded

by a class of men with little resemblance to the old
denizens of the Augean stable which, twenty years
before, Clive had so courageously ventured to cleanse.

The Shores

and the Bavlows were at his elbow—men

Whose talents attracted admiration, and whose integrity
Commanded respect.

:

Under the rule of Lord Cormwallis the progress made
ne internal administration was great and aniking,
Sathered up the scattered fragments of governmen
A spi
and reduced them to on¢ கா்

m.

He gave substance and permanency

ன
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what had before been light and transient.) Hoe laid the
foundation of the present Indian கன
-— not
hastily and wnadvisedly, as has been often said, but
after much profound thought and earnest consideration,

with the advice and instruction of some of the ablest
and most experienced of the Company’s servants. A
peculiar merit of the system which he introduced was
that, broadly enunciating the principles of the Government, it created a code of written laws or regulations,
to which publicity was to be given; it made legislation
thenceforth proceed in the presence of the people; it .
| taught the Company’s servants, clearly and distinctly,
the laws or regulations which they were to administer,

and opened the Indian statute-book to every man in the
country who had the will and the power to peruse it.
But its leading feature was the recognition of the great,
constitutional truth that the legislative, the executive,

and the judicial powers of the State ought to be in
separate hands. It is true that no despotic Government ever submits to the fetters imposed by this great

protective principle.

But in no other way was Corn-

wallis’s system an arbitrary setting aside of existing

usages, in disregard of native prejudices and predilections; it recognised those usages, it respected those
prejudices and predilections, and was most honestly
and humanely devised for the protection of the people.

Of the changes which, during this great adminis.
tration, were introduced in the Revenue

and Judicial

systems, I shall speak in detail when I come specially
to consider these important subjects. But this would
seem to be the right place in which to speak of the
legislative powers and functions of the Indian Govern-

ment, as they existed at that time. It has been seen
that the Charter of 1778 gave the Governor-General
and Council authority to frame from time to time
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rules, ordinances, and regulations for the good order
and civil government of the Company’s settlements.
There was something rather vague and indeterminate

in this; but the-Company’s servants thought that
they discerned in it the indication of general legislative
power, and Barlow, who drew up the minute containing the first rough draft of the new constitution, freely
used the word “laws,” instead of “regulations,” in all

parts of the document.
Clearly setting forth the principles by which the
Government were actuated, and establishing such a
system of checks as would

leave it “for the Govern-

ment only in its collective capacity to have the power
to commit oppression.” It proposed that every law
thenceforth to be passed by Government should be
printed and published, so that if it be unwise it may
stand in evidence

against the framers

of it, and then

went on to say—* It may be urged that these ideas of
Justice are incompatible with our political situation—

that as the people become rich they will feel their
power, and combine to subvert our Government. But
there appears to me to be no ground for such a supposition, for although we hope to render our subjects the

happiest people in India, I showld by no means propose to admit the natives to any participation in the
legislative power?
‘The dvatt of this famous minute was submitted by the

Governor-General to Sir William Jones, Sir Robert

Chambers, and others, and was by them diligently nel

mined.

Their verdict was all in its favor.

“I return,

Wrote Sir William Jones to Mr. Barlow, “Lord Corn-

wallis’s incomparable minut e, with which I have been. so

charmed, that L have read it attentively five or six times,
and I have
‘serve.

scribbled

a few

marginal

notes without

‘The plan is so perfect that T could suggest no

S35
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“Hig lord: ship’s first step was to make it = fundamental
law
Gothe
by
framed
17 93), that all laws
(see
tions XLUT,
vernmeRegula
nt shisuld
be printed and published in the form prescribed
by that Re;

ilation, and that the Courts of Judicature should be

guided by

the laws so printed and published, and no other. . It

had before

Peen the practice to carry on the affairs of the Govern-

Ef

this Barlow repeated what

he had often em-

phatically insisted upon at the time.
to declare that improvement

was

It was his wont

one thing—innova-

tion another; and that he had only improved upon the
laws of the Moguls.+

Lord

powers.

Cornwallis

governed

India

with

enlarged

The “ Regulating Act” had invested the Go-

vernor-General with no power independent of his Council; and Pitt’s India Bill, which passed into law in
1784, though

it had

given

to the Court

of Directors

the power‘of nominating and recalling the GovernorGeneralt and Councillors, had introduced no further
change into the constitution of the supreme Govern* MS. Memoranda.
purpose. The distribution of the three
t “By improvement,” he wrote, *I
powers (which constitutes one of the
understand the gradual correction of essential differences between the present
defects in the existing Laws or Regulaand past arrangements) is calculated to
tions, aud the providing by new regulaensure to our subjects what they never
tions for cases which have never before
enjoyed before, the full benefit of all
occurred. The new is thus ina manner
laws and regulations; and from the
the offtpring of the oid, always arising
mode in which i¢ operates retders the
introduction of any principles or meaout of it, and preserving a close relation;
sures, which. would afford ground for
but innovation proceeds In a different
way.
It sets ofit with rejecting all the objections urged by the favorers of
the Mogul system, next to impracticonnexion with the past, and adopts
.
principles and measures that can never cable.”——[ AfS. Correspondence.]
+ The recall clause in Pitt’s India
assimilate with it.”-—— [November 26,
1795.] And in the same letter he says: “Bil runs thus—* And be it further
“The Regulations of 1793-4-5 are filled

with injunctions for the observance of
the Hindoo and Mahomedan law in all
matters to which they have invariably

been applied, and contain ali the specific

அயி affecting Private righta and property, about which alone the people cat
bea immediately interested, that have
x
during the last twenty years,
With alterations and amendments. te

render them better fitted to the intended

enacted, that it shall and may be lawful

te and for the King’s Majesty, his heirs
and

successors,

by any writing

or in-

under his or their sign
strument
manual, countersigned by the Secretary
of State, or for the Court

of Directors

of the United Company, for the time
being, by writing under their bands, to
rerfove or recall the present, or any
fature Governor-General,” %&c.—[dct

24 George ILT., chap. 25.)

-
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ment than that of the reduction of the; number of
Councillors from four to three, on the occurtence of the
first vacancy. But two years afterwards, }a Bill was

introduced to “explain and amend certain

‘of this Act.

jprovisions”

It enacted that no person (excapt the Go-

vernors or Commanders-in-Chief) should.ba appointed
“been twelve years at the least, in the whole, resident
in India, in the civil line of the Company’s service SY
" and it empowered the Governor-General and minor.
Governors in. extraordinary cases to act without. the
concurrence

of the Council,

inasmuch as

_

to the supreme or subordinate Councils who\had not

such

that

power would tend greatly to the strength and security
of the British possessions in India, and give. energy,
vigor, and despatch to the measures and “proceedings
of the executive Government.” This was in effect a

public recognition of the utter failure of the system

under which Francis* and his colleagues had been sent

out to India to “regulate,” by their ignorance and

impetuosity, the proceedings

of a really capable Go-

vernor-General, who had graduated in the Indian service; and though the restraint of Council has sitice the.

of this Act been sometimes a little too loosely
‘passing
regarded, the new provision was @ salutary one. Under

' this Act (26th George IIT, chap. 16) it was decreed
that all acts of the supreme or minor Councils shonld

~ be * expressed to be made” by the Governor-General, or‘by the Governor or President ‘ 6௫ Council” —a nomen__Glature, expressive of the supremacy of the Governdr,
‘which has been maintained to the present day.t

‘It was under this Act that Lord Cornwallis governed

our Indian possessions. In 1798

pele

a new Charter Act

Sth eee Bed genes eee

© Francis, who bad been by this time Court of Directors should have the

பன்ற
ரை

னன
படSe
ந்
பவதல

‘ehap- 96.] “Thy was vee

st

es

Act மீ நந்த.
+ Act “of thewams year firmed by the Charter
expinised. thas the | [Sard George 112) chap. $8.3"
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was passed, continuing the Company’s privileges for

twenty years; and in this the powers and responsibilities of the Governor-General and minor Governors
were more clearly defined.

If was then provided that

they should have no power to act without the concurrence of their Councils in matters of purely civil go-

vernment—that is, in the words of the Act, in any
maiter which shall come under their consideration “in
. their judicial capacity”—“
or to make, repeal, or sus-

pend any general rule, order, or regulation, for the
good order and civil government of the United Company’s settlements, or to impose of his own authority
any tax or duty within the said respective Governments
or Presidencies.”* By this Act the Governor-General
was empowered, during his absence from the Presi-

dency, to appoint one of the members of his Council
Vice-President, and Deputy-Governor

of Bengal, with

authority coincidental with that exercised, in Council,

by the Governor of one of the mmor Presidencies.
Those minor Presidencies, under the Act of 1773,

had been left very unuch in the same constitutional
state as they were prior to the passing of the Bill. They

were at this time three in number—“ the Presidencies.

of Madras, Bombay, and Bencoolen ;” their chief officer
was designated President; the number of their Councillors was arbitrary, not limited by Act of Parliament; and they were directed and required to pay
due obedience to the Governor-Gencral and Council,
who had the power of suspending them from office.
But the Act of 1784 had decreed that “ the Government of the several Presidencies and settlements of Fort
St, George and Bombay shall, after the commencement

of this Act, consist of a Governor or President, and

ட கா கப த பப்பட்
chap.

4
Ca

52,

Commissioners,

rectors ar
ton, oF the Board of

.
sole authority.”

H

“to suspend all or

an;

.
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three Councillors only” —of whom the Commander-inChief was to be one.

And this is the constitution of the

minor Governments as established in the present day.

At the same
General and

“power
direct the

such

and

time it was enacted that the GovernorCouncil of Fort William should have

authority to superintend,

control,

and

as relate to any transactions with

the

several Presidencies and Governments in all

points

country powers, or to war or peace, or to the
application of the revenues or forces of such Presidencies
and
settlements in time of war pre

and that this subordina-

tion to the supreme Government might
be complete,
another change was introduced, which compel
led the

minor Governments to obey the orders of the suprem
e

authority, notwithstanding any doubts that they
might

entertain of such instructions coming within the limits
assigned by the wording of the statute.

By the sub-

sequent Charter Acts of 1798, this subjection to the

chief Presidency was confirmed;

and the Act of 1833

more distinctly and minutely defined it.
authority

one

of the

clauset—and

supreme
in

Government

another

it

that “ no Governor or Governor

the power of making ors

is

The general
is declared

expressly

in

enacted

in Council shall haye

ending any regulations” Or

laws in any
never, unless in cases of wigeith
~Hecessity (the burden of the proof whercof ‘shall be ‘on
such Governor or Governor in Couneil), and then only
until the decision of the Governor-General in Council
shall be signified thereon; and provided also that no

Governor or Governors in Council shall have the
power of creating any new office or gr anting any salary,
gratuity, or allowance, without the previous Sanction
of the Governor-General of India in Council.”¢
The Governments of the minor Presidencies had be* Act24 Geo, IIT. chap. 25, clause 31.
t Act 3 and 4 Will IV., chap. 85,
clause 65,

t Act 3 and 4
clause 59.

Wil,

IV.

chap. 85,

ss
PRESENT GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.

—

இறு

fore this possessed the power of framing laws or regula
tions for themselves, but this clause of the Charter Act
of 1883 deprived them wholly of this power, and
rendered

their humiliation

this Act is one of the most
whole

history

of

Indian

complete.

'The passing of

important events in the

administration.

The

com-

mercial privileges of the Company were uno longer
recognised, and the new Bill related, therefore, entirely
to matters of government.
Under the Acts existing
previous to this date, it has been seen that there were

three Governments, each similarly constituted, with a
Governor (or Governor-General) and three Councillors,
of whom the Commander-in-Chief was one.
The new
Act left. the minor Governments with their old con-

- stitutions,* but remodelled the supreme Government,
and erected two other subordinate

Governments of Agra and Bengal.
Under this Act the Supreme

consist, and does now consist,

Governments—the

Council of India was to

of a Governor-General,

appointed by the Court of Dire
with
the or
appros
bact

tion of the Crown, and four ordinary members of
Council, three of whom were to be servan
of ts
the
Company,

civil or military,

of ten years’ service, ap-

pointed by the Cowt of Directors, and the fourth, a,
member not of the Company’s service, to be appointed
by the Court with the approbation of his Majesty, and
“not to be entitled to sit or vote in Council, except in

meetings thereof for making laws and regulations.”+
The Commander-in-Chief might also be, and always
has been, an extraordinary member of this Council—
that is, he has always drawn the salary, and sometimes

he has taken his seat.

The effect of the new law was

to constitute the Supreme

மடதத
த

Council

of two members

of

கங்க oe! nag wf, eave mente

consent of the Board, to reduce or
to abolish the Councils of the minor
Governments,

the legal profession at home.

H 2
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the Bengal civil service—one member of the Indian
‘army, and a member of the legal profession from home.
Sometimes the Governor-General presided over it—
sometimes the Commander-in-Chief bestowed himself

upon it; but these functionaries were move frequently
at a frontier station superintending an unhappy war,
or refreshing mind and body under the bracing influ. ©
exce of the cool breezes of the northern hills.

Under this Act I have said two new Governments
were erected, that is, the old Presidency of Fort Wil-

liam in Bengal was “ divided into two distinct Presidencies,

one of such Presidencies

in which

shall be

included Fort William, to be styled the Presidency of
Fort William, in Bengal, and the other of such Pre-

sidencies to be styled the Presidency of Agra.”

The

administration of the Lower Provinces of the Bengal
Presidency was entrusted to what is called the Bengal
Government, and its precise limits were to be defined
by the Court of Directors. The Governor-General was

to be ea-officio Governor of Bengal, with power to
appoitit
one of his Councillors to act for him, in the
capacity of Deputy-Governor,

with three_members

of

Council, The
Presidency
of Agra was to consist of
the Upper Provinces of the old Bengal Presidency;
and its affairs were to be administered by a Governor

and Council of three.*

The Court of Directors, how-

ever, had the power of determining, with the sanction
of the Board, whether there should or should not be.

Councils in the subordinate Presidencies;t and the
original design of the Bengal and Agra Governments

Was revised.

It was deemed expedient that these new

- Presidencies should have no separate armies—nO separate civil establishments; and therefore it was COnceived that Councils were unnecessary.

ghey latte 58, Act Sand 4 Wilh IV,
“Pe RS,

+ Clause 575

chap. 85.

By & subse-

Act 3 and 4 Will, IV.
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a
quent Act,* “to authorise the Court of Directors of
the East India Company to suspend the execution of
the provisions of the Act of 1833, so far as they relate
to the creation of the Government of Agra, the Go.
vernor-General was smupowered fo sppomt any member

OF the Cornet ube,

of

ten

years’

standing,”

ieutenant-Governor of the North-Western Provinces

of India. And such has been the system pursued up
to the present time. The two Governments of Bengal
and the North-Western

Provinces

administer, without

a Council, but with a separate Secretariat, the civil
affairs, and have the general domestic superintendence
of, all that tract of country, which previously constituted, and in respect of military arrangements does
But they
still constitute, the Presidency of Bengal.
have no military or political authority, and no financial control except in subordination to the supreme
In fact, the system is one of extreme
Government.
centralisation, and the Governor of Bombay or Madras,
or the Goyernor of Bengal, being also Governor-

General of India,
tional Cooley,

cannot

lawfully entertain

on a salary of seven shillings

without the recorded

an addi-

a month,

assent of the Governor-Genéral

in Council.
But that which most of all imparted a distinctive
character to the new Act, was the carnestness with
which it addressed itself to the great matter of Indian
Tt recognised the necessity of constructing
legislation.
a comprehensive code of laws for the protection and

yestraint of our Anglo-Indian subjects, of all colors
and all crecds;+ it vested, as I have ‘shown, the sole

common to all classes ofthe inhabitants
of the said territories, due regard being
rights, feelings, and peculiar
such special arrangements as local cir- had to the the
people, should be enacted,
_,28ag0a.of
genogal’
a
cumstances may require,
haying
system of judicial establishments aad “and that all laws and customs
téheitosaitie
* 5 andG Will. IV., chap. 25.
& Tt is expedient that, subject to

police, to which all persons whatsoever,

4s well Europeans as natives, may.be
subject, should he established in the...
said territorics at an early period, abd
that such laws as may be applicable in.

theforce of law within the

ries should be ascertained and consolidated, and as occasion may require
[Preamble to clause 158, 8
amended.”
aadஸ் 4 4 1 illiam LY, chapter 85.]7
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power of legislating for all parts of India in the
Supreme Council, and it not only imparted to that
Council a distinctive legislative character and a pre-

sumed

legislative

efficiency such

as

it had

never

known before, but it afforded, by the establishment of
a body of Law Commissioners,

certain

external legis-

lative aids which were calculated to contribute largely
to the success of its codifications.
This Law Commission, of which the legislative mem-.

ber of Council was generally Prosident;“was
10 Consist

rof not more than live wembers,sélected
by the Court
“ef Directors-with
the approbation of te Board of Control.

It was to be their care “ fully to inquire into the

jurisdiction, powers, and rules of the existing courts of

justice and police establishments, and all existing forms
of judicial procedure, and into the nature and operation of all laws, whether civil or military, written or
customary, prevailing and in force in any part of our

territories ;’ and “from time to time to make reports,
in which they shall fully set forth the result of their
said inquiries, and shall from time to time suggest
such alterations as may in their opinion be beneficially

made in the said courts of justice and police establish-

ments, forms of judicial procedure and laws, due regard being had to the distinction of castes, difference
of religion, and the manners and opinions prevailing
said
among different races and in different parts of the
supply
to
duty
their
was
it
territories.” . In a word,
the extent
- the materials of legislation ; and considering
it
inhabitants,
its
of
of the country, and the diversity

would be difficult to over-rate the magnitude of the
task.

Excellent as was the intention, and apparently sound
in theory as was this provision of the Legislature, there
* This was
vate

a matter,

nominated in’ the me ae

I believe, of
5

"The

ot

“so

Com-

mission
the

was principally canter

Company's

dwindled down at last to one member.
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were many grave reasons to doubt, if not to despair, of
its practical success.

And some of the ablest members

of the Court of Directors looked upon the experiment
as one from which

it would

They questioned the wisdom

be expedient to abstain.

of this centralisation of

the legislative power; and contemplating the many
varieties of our Indian subjects—of a people with
different languages, different creeds, different social
institutions, different social usages, different tempers, .
and different intelligences they could not bring themselves to think that an uniform code of laws, applicable to all these varieties of mankind, could be framed

by any number of men with the head of 2 Bentham or
a Romilly, and the heart of a Wilberforce or a Howard.

But, as a body, the Court of Directors, howing to the
behests of the Legislature, accepted the scheme, for
better or worse, and wrote out to the Supreme Council,

exhorting them to do their best to give it beneficial
effect. Nothing could be more liberal than the spirit
exhorted

of their instructions.

They

belong,

as the

the Legislative

Council to legislate for the people; and urged them to
spare no pains to obtain for themselves the aid of all
the wisdom and experieuce of the country, to whomsoever it might

basis

of their legislative

enactments.*
* The following extracts from this
letter will indieate the tenor of their
instructions:—* We

shall

say no more

of the necessity of dcliberation among
yourselves. Auother point not less important, is to provide that in the work
of Iegislation you shail, as far as may

exbe practicabie, avail yourselves of
Persons who are not memternal aid.

bers of your body may afford you valuable

assistance,

either

by

suggesting

laws that are required, or by pointing
out what is improvable or objectionof laws
able, in the drafts or projects
With respect to
under consideration.
the Act,
the suggestion of new lasws,
you to
by clause 66, expressly requires
drafts or
take into consideration the

projects of laws,

or

regulations, which

any of the subordinate Governments
may propose to you ; but on this ‘point
we shall afterwards have occasion to
observe more particularly. The Act
also, we need not say, contemplates
constant communications from the Law
Commissioners, which communications

are intended to furnish the grounds or
the materials for legislation.
seful
intimations may also-be derived from
the Public Boards,

from

the Judges of

the Supreme Court, from all persons,
whether native or European, invested
with a judicial character, or holding
official stations

of eminence;

from: all

colleges and other constituted bodies,
perhaps from the. native heads of
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u is possible that this scheme of uniform codification
would soon be forgotten—buried in that « Limbo
of
Vanity,”
errors and rotten fallacies
i
Seta GE’ where all decayed
yed
errors
ith it. edIt away—b
will b ut for one circumst
mstance connected
with
i
Wwul
be remembered by futur
rati
whereve
the
English
Ogee
ae
dene
r
ish
language
tavd. the fis oo
noguage is spoken or under=

ப்

e

great

historian

of

England,

whose

captivating pages charm the young and fascinate the
old

nae

equa’ power,

was

sent

out to Tndia,

in the

year ee 4, to take his place in the Council to which
sixty years before another great writer had imparted

an evil reputation.
That Macaulay was for some
years an Indian legislator will be held in popular
remembrance long after the duties of the legislative
member of the Supreme Council of India, and the
labors

of the Law

Commissioners,

have

ceased to be

matters known to any but the laborious student of remote Indian chronologies, who perhaps, in those days
when the “ New Zealander stands on the ruined arch
of London Bridge,” and the Anglo-Saxon races of

America and Australia are contending for the empires

of India, China, and Japan, or are amicably partition-

ing these vast territories among them, more as missionaries than as conquerors, may be writing, after the

manner of Gibbon, a history of the “ Decline and Fall
of the British Empire in the East.”*
T would speak tenderly of the labors of the Commis-

Some able English lawyers, and some of the

sion.

connected
ablest of the Company’s servants, have been

with it.

They carried to their work as much zeal and

of
villages, or even private individuals
We do
personal weight and influence.
by
not mean that these parties should

law be entitled to call on the Legislature
to discuss such suggestions, or to come
No
to any decision respecting them.

such right belongs to those who petition
the Houses of Parliament in this coun-

try.

We

mean only that their sug-

gestions should he received, and should

—[ The Court ¢f Direeeven be invited.”

dnlia,
tors to the Supreme Council of
்
s.)
‘December 18, 1834. ALS. Record time a
* It was, I believe, for some

question whether

Robert

Grant

or

legislative
Macaulay should be the first

member of Council.
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industry, as ability and experience. Such men as Amos
and Cameron, Macleod, Eliott, and Millett, were not

likely to address

themselves

carelessly to their new

duties, or to toil on without profitable results.

They

have at least brought together an immense mass of ser-

viceable information—the raw materials of legislation ;
and what they have done will go far to lighten, as indeed
it has

already lightened,

the

labors

of those whose

‘duty it is to send out the fabric, full fashioned, from
the legislative loom,

The mistake that was made, was

made by the British Legislature. It prescribed duties,
the adequate performance of which, according to the

intent signified In the Act of Parliament, was simply
an impossibility.

The Law Commission were expected

to prepare a comprehensive code of laws—to suit men
of all denominations living in the territories of the East
India Company——Englishmen, Eurasians, Portuguese,
Armenians, Parsees, and every variety of Mahomedan
and Hindoo.
But it was felt after a time that the
work entrusted to the Commissioners could not be
performed in all the integrity and completeness of the

original design.
People looked impatiently for results
before results were forthcoming.
‘The Court of Directors had written out to the supreme Government, that
with respect to this matter of codification “no time
should he lost by delay—none should be worse than
lost by precipitation.”
Doubtless, there was some

precipitation at the outset; and afterwards there were
apparent dclays, the result of an earnest desire on the
part of the Commissioners to sift all subjects of inquiry

to the bottom. The Commissioners did their duty,
but it was only in the nature of things that the Commission should bave disappointed public expectation,
and left the design of the Legislature unfulfilled.
It
syas suffered therefore, little by little, to die a natural

death;

and it must

be acknowledged that it has left

RESULTS OF THE LAW COMMISSION,
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which the legislative member of council was appointed,
and the Law Commission established, found the laws
of India in a very confused and anomalous state, and
that now, after twenty years, it still leaves much anoBut there is little room
maly and confusion bebindit.
to doubt that, since the passing of that Act, there has
been a great improvement in the character of Indian
The labors of the Law Commission may
legislation.
not have resulted in any very large number of substantial acts, but they have had a sensible effect upon the
working of the legislative forge ; and much of what the
Commissioners have done has been infused into the Acts

which, from time to time, have passed the Legislative
And I am certain that all future Indian
Council.
legislators will derive extensive benefit from the mateNor must it be forvials which they have amassed.

gotten, when speaking of the general progress of legis-

lation, that since the establishment
the people

Council,

of the Legislative

of India, Europeans

and

natives,

haye had a larger share in the manipulation of the law.
A draft of every new Act is now published; the com-

munity are thus invited to comment on its provisions,
of these

result

often the

and

cernible in the

modification,

of the proposed law, when
obnoxious to the people.

or

commentaries

is dis-

the withdrawal,

even

to be

it has been found

Looking now to general results, it would appear that
this system of extreme concentration of power

hands

* With regard
Mr.

supreme

of the

fulfilled the
Prinsep.

no

intentions

to the criminal code,
great

admirer

has imperfectly

Government
of

of the

ty,
Law Commission, but a great authori of
said in his evidence before the House al
Commons, in 1851, “A eode of criminnot
laws has been prepared, but has
Itis, no doubt, frequently
been passed.

the

in the

Legislature.

It

has

referred to, and extracts are made from
it in any cases of importance that arise
where a law is required for the purpose;
and several of its chapters have so bean

incorporated, I believe,
that have been passed
time.”

்

into the Jaws
from time to
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borne, indeed, the accustomed fruits of centralisation.*
Tt has dispirited and enervated the local governments,

Tt has thrown upon the central authority an accumu-

lated burden, under which it has not made much progress in the work of provincial improvement. . I speak
especially with reference to the governments of Madras
and Bombay. The Bengal and Agra governments are
immediately

under

the

eye of the Governor-General.

He passes from one to the other,
tract of country from Peshawur
kindly paternal interest in the
provinces, which, in spite of the

traverses the whole
to Peen, and has a
welfare of all those
divided administra-

tion, still integrally constitute the one great Presidency of Bengal.
The vast progress, therefore, which
has been

made, under

Western

Provinces,

argument

in

We

look

must

favor

the

government

of the North-

can hardly be admitted
of

this

excessive

for arguments
on the

as an

centralisation.

southern

and

western coasts; and I fear that we shall not gather,
from the apparent results, any very satisfactory proofs
that the tendeney of the system is to kindle much
administrative zeal, or to develop much internal improvement.
* I think that Mr. Helps has so fairly
stated the advantages and disadvantages
of centralisation in the following passage, that

I am

tempted

to quote

it.

Tt is written with especial reference to

a “free Government,” but it equally
applies to such a Government as that

of India:—“ How much depends upon
the happy admixture

tral authority.

of local and cen-

If there be too much

completely the imperial ideas are likely
to be sacrificed to petty privileges and
near-sighted interests,
On the other
hand, if the central power prevails too
much, the minds and energies of the
suvall communities dependent on it are
weakened by disuse; at the centre itself
too much influence falls into the hands
of faction, so that sullenness becomes

the arbitress of national affairs; and,

local power, how much time will elapse

moreover, there is danger of everything
being sacrificed to any one idea or fancy

and the experience of the shrewdest
men in public affairs will be earricd

prevailing at the seat of Government..—
[Friends in Council, Book IL]

before the results of collected wisdom

into the local administration . ... how
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IV.

India Company—Larly Management of its Affairs—
Company—lIts successive Charters—Progress of the
Company—Union of the two Companies—Territorial
Act—Pitt’s India Bill—The Charter Acts of 1793,
State of the Company.

Havine rudely traced in the preceding chapter the
progress of British administration in India up to the
present time, I proceed to give some account of the

agencies

the authorities and

Home

Government—of

trators

are responsible—the

which direct the movements of the foreign Governments, and to which the whole body of Indian adminisAuthorities

and Agencies

which are now known as the Court of Directors of the

Fast India Company and the Board of Control,

but

which for more than a century and three-quarters were
all included in the former.
The bells which rang out the year 1600 rang in the
1+ was incorporated, by first East India Company.
a charter

from

Queen

Elizabeth,

under.

the

of

name

«the Governor and Company of Merchants of London
It was a very small
trading into the East Indies.”
beginning.

A few English traders—ironmongers,

clo-

thiers, and other substantial people of that kind—
headed by the Lord Mayor, subscribed 30,000/.,* and,

as soon as théy obtained their charter, began to or* The

precise amount

—subseribed

was 30,1332,

by 101 different parties.

The highest subscription was 30001,

set

down

opposite

to

the

name

of

Messrs. Corkain and Co.—[Fndia House

Fecords.}
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ganise their system of management, and to adopt mea-

sures for the equipment of their fleets.

First seventeen

—then twenty-four—directors, or, as they were called,
“committees,” were chosen, and from among them a

Governor was elected—the first being Sir 'Thomas
Smith, Alderman of London—to serve for a single
year.
The Company in the first instance had not even

the dignity of a Joint-Stock. The adventures were
promoted by. private subseription, and the profits divided in the proportions of the sums subscribed by
individual shareholders.
The business of the Committees at this time consisted
mainly in the equipment of their ships, the purchase of
goods likely to have a ready “ vent”? among the Indians,
and the supply of bullion wherewith to procure the rich

produce of the Eastern world.
intervals,

came

in

a

letter

Occasionally,

from

the

at long

commander,

or

“gencral” of one of their expeditions, setting forth the
doubts which perplexed his mind, and the difficultics
which beset his career—how their efforts, in one quarter, to establish a factory had proved fruitless, and that

there was “no way but to remove and go;’’ how, in
another direction, “the bloodthirsty Turks”? had come
down upon them, “murdered their distrustless naked
men, and seized their goods ;’”’ how the Portugals had
obstructed their trade until they had turned round and

“checked

one

their insufferable

of their bragging

saucy insolence by taking

frigates;

how

the

drunken

Flemings had hindered them less openly in another
place, and how our own people had been drinking with
the said Flemings, and trusting them over-much 3; how

their goods would not vent among the Gentiles; how
the Gentiles, in their dealings, contrived to overreach
them, and how they were compelled to submit to heavy

losses, or else to carry back their damaged goods.* The
* India House Records.

ILS.
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record of these things still survives in quaint homely
English, and in spite of some obscuvities of style and
penmanship, render the Indian correspondence
beginning of the scyenteenth century as patent

of the —
to the

historian as the effusions of ‘* our Governor-General in
Council” at the beemning of last month.
There were

other anxieties than these to disturb

the

Committees in the infancy of the Company’s existence
—-anxicties generated by popular complaints at the very
doors

of their

briskly enough

council-chamber.

in one

very flatly in another.

The

trade

went

on

department of commerce,

but

Tt was nearly all buying—little

or no selling. English produce did not “ vent’? among
It was necessary, therefore, to export
the Gentiles.
This was nearly proving
large quantities of bullion.
fatal to the Company at the very outset of their career.*
There arose a cry in London that the India Company

was

draining the country of its wealth.

spoke

Men

loudly against the system in places of public resort, and

wrote wordy pamphlets against it.

It is curious, now

that the English traders have well-nigh absorbed the
whole of India, whilst the prescient exclusiveness of
Japan has preserved its integrity inviolate, to read that,

two centuries and a half ago, the Company were seriously meditating the abandonment of their trade with
the former country, aud confining their efforts to the
establishment of commercial intercourse with the latter.

For nearly a century this London Company continued.
nominally to enjoy the exclusive privilege of trading

with all parts of Asia, Africa, and America, beyond the

Cape of Good Hope eastward of the Straits of Magellan.
During that century eight successive charters were
granted

by

different monarchs

to the

London

Com-

as they

ping away so much

money yearly

pe eet of continuing
: wee
Eastos India Trade, being daily
Die
murmured st and scandalised for ship-

hopeful intimations

now

ie

Company,

for

India, Bantam, &c., and their large and
them of the Japan trade.”

lately

given
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pany.* The second of these charters, granted under the
reign of the first James, conferred upon them exclusive
privileges in perpetuity—or at least as long as they
could be. continued without prejudice to the interests of
the nation.
Under this second charter, in the year
1612, the Company became, by a resolution of its
members, a joint-stock; money was no longer subseribed arbitrarily for the promotion of a particular
adventure,

but was thrown into

a

general

fund, to

be

managed according to the discretion of the Governor
and the Committees.
In 1617-18 there were nearly a
thousand proprietors of India Stock, who in that year
had

subseribed

1,600,0002.

towards

was hopeful assurance in this.

a new

But

fund.

increase

There

of trade

did not bring increase of profit; and in 1626-27 they
had a debt of 200,0002., and their shares were selling

at a discount of 20 per cent. -”
The charter of 1609 continued in force for more
than half a century.
But those were not days when
kingly faith stood on a very lofty emimence.
The
needy Stuarts and their profligate courtiers made what
they

could

out

of the

Indian

trade,

and

many

were

the injuries inflicted wpon the Corporation by the
hands of the denizens of Whitehall.
Just at the close
of the first James’s reign that dissolute ** Steenie,” the
Duke of Buckingham, in his capacity of Lord High
Admiral,
douceur,

fleet.

extorted 30,0008. from the Company,
to obtain his sanction to the despatch

as a
of a

Some years afterwards, Charles, in one of those

‘pecuniary straits which always drove all sense of justice
out of hirn, bought up all the Company’s pepper on
credit, sold it for cash, and never paid for it after all.
These,

however,

hindrances.
_..

December

* That is, under

date

stober

August

Foon) May 81, 1609;
5,

1677;

mere

were

temporary,

A heavier blow was
April

9,

31,

3, 1661;

1683;

aimed

April 12, 1686;

April 13, 1692.

accidental

at the Com-

October 7, 1693;

and

24.
COURTEN

pany,

when

back-stairs
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induced

the

needy

Stuart to strike at the monopoly which had been granted
by his predecessors, and to issue a license authorisin
a private association to embark on those fields of com-

ymercial enterprise which had hitherto been deemed, in
_ their relations to English trade, the exclusive domains

of the Company.
.
It has.been observed, in the preceding chapter, with
_ no love of paradox, that the enmity of the Portuguese,
and the treachery of the Dutch, were long the defences of
the London Company.
If any further proof of this be
needed, it may be found in the fact that, when the
English and Portuguese patched up a sort of covenant,
which promised to shield the former against the outrivals,

unscrupulous

of their

rages

them,

gave

and

moreover, access to theix ports, competitors for a share
of the Indian trade rose wp in London, and haunted

‘ The Indian trade was

the back lobbies of Whitehall.

now likely to become more profitable, and less danSo it seemed to the gentlemen of London that
gerous.
They had left the
a share of it was worth grasping.
to

Company

breast

the

storm

but

alone;

now

that

there was a glimpse of finc weather and smooth seas,
the West-end people began to sound the depths of
Charles’s fidelity, and to bait their

mise

of a

share

of the

hooks

contemplated

with the pro-

spoil.

A

con-

venient gentleman of the bed-chamber, named EndySir William
mion Porter, acted as the go-between.
Courten and others obtained a license for a new Association, and the King

“Poy

London

this ‘violation

received a share in the venture.

of

the

charter,

granted

to the

Company, it was necessary to find an excuse.

Tt was alleged, therefore, and

duly set forth in the pre-

amble to the grant, that “ the East India Company had

neglected to establish fortified factories, or seats of trade

to which the King’s subjects could resort with safety—
I
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that they had consulted their own interests only, without
any regard to the King’s revenue—and, in general, that

they had broken the conditions upon which their charter

and exclusive privileges had been granted to them.”

10 has always been the fate of the Company to be
subjected

to charges of the most:

opposite

incon-

and

One day they are charged with
sistent character.
The
doing too little—another, with doing too much.
out
sent
had
James
King
whom
“ Lord Ambassador,”
Comthe
recommended
to the Court of the Mogul, had
pany to establish as few factories as possible, and not

to fortify them at all; and now, ina public document,

the
presumedly expressing the sentiments of the King,
“neglecting
of
offence
the
Company were charged with
to establish fortified factories.” The Company, indeed,
Sir Thomas Roe had told
were in no hurry to fortify.
them that the Portuguese had “never made advantage
of the

Indies

“the

Dutch,

since they

who

had

defended

sought

them 3?

plantations

and

by

that

the

sword,” had found that “their dead pays consumed
Profiting by these cogent hints,
all their gain.”

position
the Company had never forgotten that thei
princes.
of
not
and
- in India was that of traders,

formed no
Territorial acquisition and military defence
And as it was at the outset of
policy.
part of their
their carcer, so has it been

from generation to genera-

empire as the:
tion. It is nothing to say that no such
been built up
British Empire in the East has ever
aggression, but
by the exercise of so little deliberate
it is to be found
that nothing even remotely resembling
in the history of the world.
brought Courten’s
But although the sun of royal favor
party of
Association into life, that great chartered
They
Interlopers achieved no very brilliant success.
endeavoured to carry everything pefore them—nore

Lusitenorum—by a series of rapid coups de main.

55
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But the aggressive hostility of the Dutch, who treated
them as pirates, cramped their energies, and contracted _

their efforts.
They encountered many difficulties, and
were assailed by many disasters.
But more than all
the malice of their enemies, did their own unscrupulous

conduct hasten their undoing; and when an arrange.
ment was made by which they were swamped into the
legitimate body of the London Company, they were
nearly at their last gasp. A failuve such as this had
a natural tendency to discourage private adventure in
the Indian seas.
Domestic dissensions, too, which
‘filled men’s minds,

and

evoked their bodily activities,

shut out all thought of foreign speculation; and when
new homes beyond the seas were dreamt of by men.
weary of intestine strife and oppression, their imaginations turned to the gentie clime and the green sayannahs
of the western world, where, with their wives and little

ones around them, they might live and pray in quietude
and peace.
The civil wars did not promote the Company’s trade,*
but their tendency was to keep down competition, and

But when

so far they benefited the Company.

King’s

head had

been brought

* Mr. Bruce, a staunch Royalist,
gays, under the year 1644-45, that the

King of Persia refused the usual jirman

to the Company

because our agents did

not take off the wonted quantity of silk.
“ of
« Jt is a memorable proof,” he adds,
the effects of the political distractions
in

England

at

this

period, that

the

to the
agent was compelled to explain
change
Kine of Persia the reason of this
Gothe
of
to he, the distracted state
in which the
yernment in England,
of the Rerigid and austere manners
(an article
publicans had rendered silks article in
of former luxury) less an ed ஸர
polish
demand than under the
example
ners of a Court—a melancholy
l anarchy on
politica
of the effect of
It is not very
commercial prosperity.”
in Mr. ப்ப
clear from this whether,
anarchy ” o
estimation, the “ political

to the block,

the

and the

the times, or the “austere manners of
the Republicans,” had this disastrous
effect upon

the

commercial

prosperity

of the country.
The passage is not
yery logical as it stands.
It would
seem, however, that Mr. Bruce intended.
to build up an argument in fayor of
absolutism, for he goes on to say, “If
the convulsed and austere manners of
England thus struck at the prosperity
of the Company’s trade in Persia, it is
aremarkable contrast. to find, at the
same juncture, that the settled, though
absolute Government of Turkey, was
favorable to the introduction of the
Company's trade ; because, wader such
a Government, articles of foreign import found a ready sale for the luxuries of the great, whilst this luxury faones the exports of Turkish pro106.
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monarchy for a time suspended, it was natural that the
general vindication of liberty should embrace liberty of
trade, and that the Company’s monopoly should be in

danger.

During the first years of the Commonwealth,

however, the war with the Dutch kept this experiment
in abeyance, and it was uot until the peace had been
completed that the Company found that their exclusive
privileges were again threatened. Jt was not even. then
that their chaxter was endangered by a general demand
for Hicense to trade with the continent and islands of
Tndia, but that some of the members of their own proprietary body urged their right to be emancipated from
the trammels of the

Joint-Stock,

and under the name

of Merchant-Adventurers, set forth their grounds for
desiving to substitute for the existing system “‘a free
An eager controversy then ensued;
regulated trade.”
argumentative petitions from both sides were laid at
for a time it seemed that

the feet of the Protector, and

the chances of the contending parties were pretty equally

Certainly, as we regard with the eyes of
balanced.
modern enlightenment the arguments which were thus
paraded by the two

the Merchant-Adren-

disputants,

Freeturers have the best of the contreversy. But the
fore.
tvade arguments of 1813-38, which are here
great
the
to
force
equal
shadowed, do not apply with

The reasoning
commercial question paised in 1654-55.
Was
oint-Stock
J
of the Company in favor of the United
not unsound

in its

application

things, and when the question

to

the

existing state of

at issne was referred in

1656 to a committee of the Council of State, that hody,
after hearing evidence,

delivered

@ private opimon

mm

but left it to the Council to
favor of the Joint-Stock,
:
BO
et
ar

pronounce

an

authoritative

* My, Mill says: “These contending

pretensions wero referred to a com-

decision.

The

Council

Council, as bo dificult and ae

பது

for the judgment ot as cernible some-

mittee of the Council of State, and nal”
There is bee கல். றம நக.
thing of the suppresste a ‘a that the
they, withont coming toa decision, re-

mitted the aubject to the Protector aud

torian ought to have பு
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declared in favor of the “ United Joint-Stock, exclusive
of all others,’? and Cromwell ratified the decision.
But in the mean while—pendente lite—the MerchantAdventurers

had

subscribed

46,0002., fitted

out a fleet

of three ships, appointed a committee of management,

and obtained a commission from Cromwell to trade
Courten’s Association had been
with the East Indies.

broken up, but it had left a trail of pivatical spawn.
behind it. The troubles of the Company and their
servants had been great ever since the evil “ Khutput”

of Mx. Endymion Porter had covered the Indian seas

with

these reckless

corsairs, and

now

of

a new tribe

chartered Interlopers were pouring in, seemingly with a
fair chance of superseding the Company altogether.
the
But the decision of the Council of State brought
;
Merchant-Adventurers back to their old allegiance
they fused
Stock, and

themselves again into the general Jointthe only interlopers left on the seas were

pirates without charter or commission.
But the

days of the Commonwealth,

adverse, doubt-

less, to corporations and monopolies, were numbered.
The people of England, though erring and straying,
for a little space, from their monarchical ways, like lost
sheep, were eager to return to their old allegiance to a
They
royal master ; and the Restoration was at hand.
and
Stuarts,
false
were willing to try another of the

Charles the Second was proclaimed.

It
To the Company this seemed a propitious event.
should have
was natural that the restored monarch
of legitikinds
all
on
eye
looke'd with a benignant

and
macies, real or supposed—upon all vested interests
had
which
those
especially
and
corporate privileges,

தர்க்க
கவல
ட ட்ட

டடம

was one
6
ல கான்
னிவ
as th உ mbject
ட்ப
that,
Stock, but
end importance,
of 80 ‘much difficulty

பறட?

amas mith

Mill refers in the margin.

,

பூ
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been violated by the sacrilegious hand of the lawless
Protectorate. The opportunity was a good one-~not
to ke neglected by the Company;
and they sought
renewed protection from the Crown. They sought
for
such a recognition and confirmation of their privileges:
as would secure them against all intrusion,
chartered
or unchartered; and they obtained for themselves a
new charter, which promised at least all
that they
desired.
Tt promised them “ for ever, hereafter,” ‘ the whole

entire and only trade and traffic to and from the East

Indies.” It established them as a body politic and
corporate in perpetual succession. It gave them the
power to change and alter whatever might be for the

common interest and weal of the Company;
to hold
general courts, to make by-laws, and to establi
constituency, each adventurer voting according tosh hisa
stock. It gave them full control over all
their plaatations, forts, factories, and. colonies in the East indies.
It empowered them to make peace and war wath. any

prince or people not being Christians, to
build =
tions,
and to send out soldiers
military ae
further gave them the power toand seize
and ship c
Englan

d

t

°

all unlicensed persops invading
thg Gort.
pany’s privileges; in fact, it conferred upon
ட் ப் 1
pany a strict monopoly with very large
powers inns
acknowledged what in the time of
the ae
oa
sainted father had been authoritatively denied,
that the

Company had for a long series of years been
sel te
the liberties

and exercising the
ges grante
ர்
them by Elizabeth and James privile
“ for the honor an
profit of the nation,’?#

ச
This was the Company’s third charter. It வ ;
Without alteration or infringement until October, 1677.

:

ட்ப paten
King Char
Wei. geet Indiat from
Company, Aprilles3,
>i what, by

a Pleasant conati-

.

tutional ficti
teenth year ofon,hie eereign

“tho thir-
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It had been granted, as I have said, under letters
patent from the second Charles; but about this time

the legality of such charters began to he questioned,

and people openly declared that nothing but an Act of
Parliament could legalise the monopoly which the
Company sought to enjoy.
It was urged, moreover,
that they had forfeited their privileges, by divers acts
of omission and commission; but the popular clamor
seems to have had little effect either on the fortunes of
the Company, or the favor of the King; for letters

patent were again issued, under date October 5, 1667,

confirming to the Company “all rights, liberties, and

franchises’ granted by former charters. It gave them
also the further power of establishing mints im any
of the Company’s settlements, and to issue money of
any kind, so long as it was not called by the name

of the current coin in other parts of his Majesty’s
.
dominions.
charter
fifth
their
received
In 1688, the Company
The “ Interlopers” had, by this
from the Crown.”

time, risen to a height of daring

powers

were

which the Company’s

to repress.

insufficient

They

applied,

therefore, for additional powers to seize on the ships
and the merchandise of these lawless intruders, to try

them, as pirates, by martial law, and to execute them
It. emwpon conviction. The charter was granted.
powered them

to seize the

ships and goods of Inter.

Jopers, within the limits of their exclusive trade—to
hold forts, factories, and plantations—to male war—to
* Mr. Wissett, in his “ Compendium
of Bast Indian Afinirs, collected and

The Charter of 1633 was the
yolume.
fifth charter granted to the Company

the reign
arranged for the use of the Court of since its Brst establishment inwere
three
of Queen Elizabeth. There

Directors,” says, under this year (1698):
“The Company's trade having been

matoriaily injured by the proceedings

of the Interlopers, Charles Tl. granted
(the fifth
Company
the
en
hie
roien),” ake,new &e.charter
KC Ibisfortunate
in his reign),” &e., more trustworthy
t there

ponte

is much

*

:

than this in Mr. Wissett's

charters

granted

by

Charles

IL,

the

last of which was little more than an

act for the suppression of the Interlopers, There were besides these the
gi
grants
of the Yslands of Bombay and
St. Helena; } but they are not properly
aa charters.
Gescribed
be
to
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muster forces—to execute martial law—to erect Courts

of Judicature, and to appoint J udges thereof, who were
“to determine according to eqnity and good conscience
and the Laws and Customs of Merchants.”
But this
charter was not sufficient; and three years adterwards

another was

granted

to

the

Company,

giving them

further power “ to make war on such Indian princes as

‘may hurt the Company,” if satisfaction for
injuries
should not be obtained in a peaceable way, and authoris-

ing to use their ships in a martial manner, to appoint
Adnirals, Vice-Admirals, Rear-Admirals, Captains, &c.,
who may raise and muster seamen and soldiers on
board their ships. All the wrongs which the Company
had sustained at the hands of the native princes were
attributed to the Interlopers, who were recited to have
instigated the Mogul’s

people

to make

war

npon

the

lawful traders,
These charters granted by the Stuarts related almost
entirely to the foreign management

of the

Company

affairs, but the next, which was conferred on them. mm

$

1693 (rd and 4th of William and Mary, chapter 15),
related to their domestic arrangements.
Various rules
aud

orders

for

the

scribed by the Crown.
Stock was

Company’s

observance were

preEwery subscriber to the Joint-

to be & member

of the

Company:

Drietor of 10002. stock was to have one

A Po

vote in the

No proprietor was to hold move than.
General Court.
Each Di10,0002, or to have more than teu votes.

“ector or Committee-man was to be possessed of LO00/.
stock, and

|

the

Governor

and

Deputy-Governor

of the

Smpany were to possess 40002. stock, The Grovemor
(and in his absence the Deputy-Governor) was to have
¢ vasting vote in all Courts, And the Company were
to be required

| 82d

to export

to India

goods

* the growth

produce of England,” every year, of the minimum

Value of 100,0007,

.

RISE

But

these

OF

THE

regulations

NEW

were

COMPANY.
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not altogether pleasing

‘to the Company, so they besought the King to modify
them.
Letters patent were accordingly issued, on the
15th of April, 1698 (this was the eighth charter), by
which the qualification of voters, in General Courts,
was materially altered.

‘The possession

of 5007.

stock

was to confer one vote—1000/. was to give two votes—
30002.

four

votes—40002.

five

votes—a

much

lower

qualification than exists at the present time—and it
became necessary for a Director to possess 20002. stock
at the lowest.
This was the last charter

granted

to the old London

Company, which, for the space of nearly a century,
amidst all sorts of difficulties and discouragements,
had maintained itself, with singular courage and constancy;

but

whose

existence

was

now

threatened

the promise of a charter to a new Company,
in no small measure,

corporation
- vigorous

of the

the

Interlopers whom

had resisted and assailed

severity, and against whom,

with

by

made up,

so

old

much

it has been seen,

the principal provisions of more than one of their receut charters had been directed.
The London Company were at the mercy of the King.
In 1793 they
had subjected themselves, by the non-fulfilment of their
engagement to pay a 5 per cent. duty on their capital
stock, to the entire loss of then charter; and though

it had been confirmed to them by an act of grace, a
condition had been attached to its renewal, that the
Company’s privileges should be terminable at any time,
The King wanted money.
after three years’ notice.
The Government, indeed, of that period was in a

chronic

state of financial

embarrassment;

and

some

instructive chapters of English history might be written

from existing materials, im the shape of the correspon-

dence of those whose chief business it was to provide
money for the requirements, of the State and the eyi-
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gencies of the Court. It
that now the temptation
India Company, willing
privileges, should have

GOVERNMENT.

is no strange thing, therefore,
offered by the project of.a new
to bid high for its comercial
been unresisted by th? King.

The new Company offered to lend 2,000,0002., # 8 per
cent. interest, to the Government—and the old. Com-

pany’s charter was terminable upon three years’ notice.

The time seemed now to have arrived, therefore, for
the suppression of the London Company, and the elevation of the new English Company upon the ruins of

its venerable predecessor.
Brief mention has been made in the preceding
chapter of the struggle which then ensued. The
reader is acquainted with the result. The United
Company of Merchants trading to the East Indies then
entered on an existence which endured for a century

and

a quarter.

The

charter of 1698, under letters

patent of William III., granted to the English Company, and subsequently transferred to the “ United
Company,” supplies some of the materials of the present
constitution of the Courts of Directors and Proprietors.* Twenty-four Directors were to be chosen, between the 25th of March and the 25th of April, every
year, by the members of the Company—or, as they are
now denominated, Proprietors of East India Stock.
The qualification for the Direction was the possession of
20004.
Every proprietor of 5002. stock was entitled to
one vote, and no proprietor had more than one. The
Directors were chosen only for one year. Thirteen were
sufficient to constitute a Court.
It was incumbent
upon them toa convene

four times

powered to make
the Company.
fii

a General Court

in the year, and

eualeon ee

by-laws,

of Proprietors

these Courts

were em-

for the better regulation

மடடம oo இப

should

“for

of

ever hereafter freely
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The Directors of the United Company, as it has been
_ shown, were, at. first, elected every year.

Every week,

on proceeding to discuss the busmess before them, they
appointed a new chairman. In 1714, this practice
passed into desuetude.

the effect that
should be elected

tire year.

A’ resolution was adopted,

a chairman

and

to

a deputy-chairman

annually, and sit throughout the

en-

And on the 14th of April, being the first

Court-day after the election of Directors, Chairs were
This arrangement has remained
appointed by ballot.

unchanged up to the present time. The chaizman and
deputy-chaizman are elected every year; but the general body of Directors are
In 1773, an Act
election.
ILL., chapter 63) for the
Affairs of the East India

no longer subject to annual
was passed (18th of George
better management of the
Company, which contained

some important provisions affecting

the constitution

both of the Court of Directors and the Court of Proprictors.

It

was

enacted

that,

at the

next

eéneral

election, instead of twenty-four Directors being chosen

for one year, six should be elected for one year; six for
two years; six for three years; and six for four; and

that at the expiration of every year, six new Directors,

The effect of this
and no more, showld be chosen.
provision has been to constitute a body of thirty Di-

rectors, of whom six, forming a sort of non-effective
For although it is
list, go out every year by rotation.
competent upon the proprietors, at such annual elections, to choose six new members, the power is never
The Court of Directors, as thus established
exercised.

by the Act of 1773,* the well-known

“ Regulating

Ac .” of which some mention has been made in the
preceding chapter, has survived to the present day.
of the
* The Act recited the reason
that the annual election
the
red
answe
not
of Directors “had
by, but on
good purposes intended there
ion
the contrary, by limiting the durat
change~-viz.,

of their office to so short a time, eridently tended to weaken the authority

of the Court of Directors, and to produce instability in the councils and
measures of the said Company.”
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The last eighty years have seen no change in its constitution.
By the same Act, the qualification of proprietors
underwent a revision, which has seen no subsequent

change.

The possession of 500/. stock had qualified a

proprietor to vote; but this system, as the Act recited,

had “been productive of much

inconvenience,”

as

tending “ to promote the mischievous practice of making
collusive transfers,” and was, therefore, to be amended.

No member was to be thenceforth qualified to vote,
unless the proprietor of 1000J. stock.

conferred by the possession of 8000.

Two votes were

stock; three

votes by 60002. ; and four votes by 10,0007. These, as
I have said, are the qualifications in force at the present time.
At this time, the East India Company continued to

enjoy the privilege of exclusive traffic with the East
Indies,

wonder

the

charter

of 1698, which conferred

these privileges upon them in perpetuity—or for as
much as perpetuity is worth in letters patent. ‘But,
in 1781, when Indian affairs were pressing impetuously
upon the attention of the Legislature, an Act (21st of

George ITI. , chapter 65) was passed, confirming these
privileges for a fixed period of ten years, at the end of
which the Company were entitled to three years’ notice
of an intention to resume them.
Up to this date, it has been seen that the Home
Government of India was vested entirely in the East

India Company.

The control which Parliament had

hitherto sought to establish was a control over the

Indian Governments.
land new men—men

They had sent out from Eng.
without Indian antecedents, and

unconnected with Indian interests—to regulate the
proceedings of the local administration, by a fusion
of the English or Parliamentary element into the au-

thorities and agencies in opetation at the seat of the

66
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Supreme,
failure.

CONTROL
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Government. ; But the experiment was
The

control

was

at

once

too

great

a

and too

little—too great in evil, too little in good.
It clogged
the wheels of Government ; it threw the affairs of the
administration into confusion; and really regulated

nothing except the continual supply of internal strife.
It was evident that this was not the kind of check to

be advantageously interposed between India and bad
government.
So Parliament began seriously to think
of some new scheme for the better ordering—not so
much of our Indian possessions, as of the Government

to which the welfare of those Indian possessions was
entrusted.
- The idea of the Board

3
of Control took shape slowly

and gradually in the minds of our English legislators.
In this year, however,

the small end of the wedge was

introduced by Parliament.
1781

a

clause

was

In the

inserted

which

Charter Act
gave

one

of

of
the

Secretaries of State:a controlling authority over the
Company’s

affairs.

It was enacted “that the Court of

Directors should deliver
to the Lords of the Treasury
copies of all letters and orders relating to the Revenues
of the Company, and to one of his Majesty’s Secretaries
of State copies of all letters and orders relating
to the

civil and military government and affairs of the Company, or of their servants im India; and that the Court
should be bound by such instructions as they might receive from his Majesty, through one of the Secretaries

of State, so far as related to the conduct

and trans-

actions of the Company and their servants with the
country powers in India, as well to the levying war as
to making peace.’”’*
The following year was a year of inguiry.

A Select

Committee of the House of Commons was appointed to
i
mene

+g Analysis of the Constitution of
பணத் கன்ம படட பிலை of

Charters and Statutes relating to the East
"9
India Company, 1817,

—
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investigate the subject of Indian administration, and
to consider how the British possessions in the East

could be governed with most advantage to Great
Britain and to the native population. And in the sueceeding year (1783) leave was given to bring in a bill,
by which the Company’s affairs were vested in the
hands of Commissioners, for the better government of
our Indian possessions.
,
T should like to dwell upon the events that ensued,

but I can only speak of the actual results, Charles
James Fox was then one of the chiefs of the British Ad-

ministration.

-The Bill which was then introduced is

known in history as Fox’s India Bill.*

adverse to the Company.

Tt was very

It proceeded on the assump-

tion that they had betrayed their trust—mismanaged

their affairs—oppressed the natives of the country, and

brought themselves to the verge of bankruptcy.

It

proposed to place the entire territorial government of
India, for four years, in the hands of seven Directors,

to be nominated by Parliament, whilst its commercial
_ affairs were to be left in the hands of nine “ Assistant

Directors,” elected by the Proprietors, but acting under
the instruction of the Directors nominated in the Act,
and removable by them. It entirely degraded the
Directors of the Company to the character and con-

dition of mercantile clerks.

The humilieting proposal

threw the Company into a ferment of indignation,
The Court of Directors appealed against it. The Court
of Proprietors appealed against it.

Pitt, with the old

head on the young shoulders, then only a youth of fiveand-twenty, éarnestly and eloquently denounced it. He

declared that the promoters of the Bill were’ proceed.
ing to the protection of the oppressed abroad by an act
* Originally there were

two

Bills,

One relating to domestic, the other to
orelgn administration—one for vesting

‘the government of India in the handy

of Commissioners or Parliamentary Di-

rectors, and the other for the revision

of the local authorities, and the better

government

The

two

genetally of the country,

bills

merged into one.

were

subsequently

*

64
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of unparalleled oppression at home.’’

But the House

of Commons were with the Minister; and on the 8th ;
of December his Bill was carried by a majority of two |

to one.

’ But the Company in the hour of their need had one
friend;

and that friend lived in a palace, and

ness was stamped on the coin of the realm.

lis like.

The India

Bill was obnoxious in the extreme to George; he con. _
ceived it to be an unconstitutional and dangerous move.
ment, and it was soon noised abroad how the King had
declared that no friend of his would support so oppressive
a measure. The Bill was carried up to the Lords, and
thrown out on the second reading. The Ministry was dissolved. The country, now about to subside into a chronic state of Pittism, received the youngest of her statesmen asthe chief of her councils. Early in the following
year, 1784, the new Minister moved for leave to bring
"in a Bill for the better government and management of
the affairs of the Fast India Company.. But the new
Minister and the old Parliament could not carry on the

Pitt was outvoted
business of the country together.
Bill, and PavrliaIndian
an
in
bring
in his attempt to
The new Parliament brought
ment was dissolved.
with them a new temper; and the young Minister
carried them with him.

On the 6th of July, 1784, he

introduced his India Bill. It did not seek to destroy
It
the East India Company, but to control them.
privileges,
commercial
their
of
them
stripped
neither
nor divested them of their territorial rights.
It left
the constitution of the Court of Directors untouched,
but deereed that

a Board of Commissioners, composed

of six Privy Councillors, of whom one of the Secretaries of State and the Chancellor of the Exchequer
were to be members, should be appointed by the
Crown,

with

authority to

scrutinise

the proceedings of the Company.

and

to

control

They were to have

.
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aceess to all the Company’s papers. Drafts" of all despatches to be sent out to India were to be submitted
for their inspection and revision.
They were empowered to call upon the Court of Directors to prepare
despatches on any subject, and on their failure within
fourteen days, to do the required work themselves. The
Directors were at the same time required to nominate
from among the members of their own body a Committee of Secrecy, not exceeding three innumber; and
it was enacted, that if the Board of Commissioners
should be of opinion “that the subject-matter of any
of their deliberations concerning the levying. of war, or
making. of peace, or treating or negotiating with any
of the native princes or states in India, should require
secrecy, instructions should be sent to the said Secret
Committee, who should thereupon, without disclosing
the same, transmit their orders and despatches.”

Thus

was the constitution of the Secret Committee established. Two years afterwards, it was enacted that
the members of the Secret Committee should be sworn,

and the words of the oath were prescribed.*
The famous Bill embodying these provisions—(Act

24th George III., chapter 25)—was carried triumphantly through both Houses, and the meperium in
imperio was established. These provisions remain substantially in force up to the present time; but the
personal composition of the Board of Commissioners

has been materially changed.

By the Charter Act of

1793+ (88rd George ILI. cap. 52), which confirmed
the Company in their privileges for twenty years, the
, ;
ghall not be lawful for the Governor* Act 26th Geo. ILL, cap. 16.
I may mention here, that this General in Council, without the express
Act of 1793 contains the important commands and authority of the Court
Directors, or of the Secret ComClauses prohibitory of war-making—
by the authority of the Board
orasmuch as to pursue schemes of ot
India
conquest and extension of dominion in
of Commissioners for the affairs of
ndia are measures repugnant to the (except where hostilities have actually
deto
either
Wish, the honor, and the policy of this heen commenced, &c., &e.),
Ration ; be it further enacted, that it clare war, or commence hostilities, &e.
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Board was made to consist of certain members of the
Privy Council (of whom the two principal Secretaries
of State and the Chancellor of the Exchequer were
to be three) and two other members. The first named
in the letters patent constituting the Board, was to be
its President.

The

Commissioners were authorised to

appoint secretaries, and enjoined to “enter their proceedings in proper books.” Under this Act the Secret
Committee was

constituted, as under the Act of 1784,

with the further power of receiving, as well as forwarding, certain despatches in the Secret Department.
Such is the constitution of the Home

Government,

as it is represented by Acts of Parliament. But how,
in its infancy, the conjoint authorities worked together,
and to what extent the Board of Commissioners

was

a really living operative power, is nowhere represented.
Something, however, of the secret history of the work-

ing of the Board

may be gathered

from

the following

extract of a letter, written by Mr. Beaufoy,

one of its

first secretaries, in 1795:

“ Having mentioned that the Revenue despatch of the 30th of
April, 1794, was written by myself, you may, perhaps, be
desirous of knowing in what manner the correspondence to India

is conducted. In general, the business of preparing all despatches,
those in the commercial department excepted, is assigned by the
Directors to Mr. Johnson, a gentleman of very considerable talents,
and of great experience in their service. Two assistants are allowed
him, whose principal duty, when a letter is to be answered, consists
in examining the consultations of Government, together with the
proceedings of the subordinate Boards, and in marking all such
passages a8 furnish in detail the information which that letter
professes to convey. These passages arc afterwards extracted by
the numerous writers at the India House, and enable Mr. Johnson to form his own opinion on the facts related and the sentiments

expressed, in the letter to which he replies.

© The process is laborious, but, on the whole, is the easicst and

the best.

As soon as the Directors have read and approved the in-

tended despatch, their secretary sends it to the office of the ComE
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missioners for India affairs, and care is taken that the private copy

for my own use shall be accompanied by the volume of extracts
(often amounting to many thousand pages) on the authority of
which the despatch was formed.
If doubts arise Hpon any point
as to the fairness of the extract, recourse is had to the oriiual

record; but no instance in my time of intentional
டர hag
ever yet occurred.
‘The labor of reading these extracts falls, of

course, upon the secretary, but this is the lightest of his employments;

for as Mr.

afterwards

requites

Dundas

is seldom present

at very uncertain

at the Board,

times, and

and

often at the

shortest notice, complete information on such points in the despatch as engage his particular attention, it becomes
necessary to
form a written abridgment of these bulky materials.
This the

custom of writing short-band cnables me to do.
“ Before the Act of 1793, the Board of Commissioners for
India affairs was little more than nominal, except as the ierm
applics to the principal Commissioner; for as the papers, which
required their signature, were usually sent in circulation, they

seldom were convened, and I, who had been invited to the office,
as to a situation in which my services were particularly wanted,

was surprised to find that it not only had been a sinccure in the
hands of my predecessors, but that no active duties (the labor'of
writing reports on points of extensive discussion excepted) ap-

peared to belong to the appointment.

“ Fortunately, however, the Act of 1793 relieved me from the
embarrassment by declaring that the sentiments of the Board of
Commissioners for India affairs, upon any proposed despatch
tranamitted to them by the Directors, shall be certified nnder the
hand of their chief Secretary by order of the Board. ‘The conse-

quence of the Regulation is, that no public despatch can be trans-

mitted to India without a previous meeting of the Commissioners;
that information is expected from the secretary on all the principal

points of every such letter; and that his office has become efficient
and important.”*

The

Charter

Act

of 1813

introduced

no material

change into the constitution of the India Board.
The
alterations were merely those of detail management ;

but the Act of 1888 determined that in addition to the

principal Secretaries of State and the Chancelior of the
* MS. Correspondence.
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Exchequer, the Lord President of the Council, the Lord
Privy Seal, and the First Lord of the Treasury, should
be ex-officio Commissioners, and that such other Com-

missioners as the Crown might please to appoint should
also be members

of the Board—the

first named being

its President. The Act of 1703 had specified that theve
should be two Commissioners—not of the Privy Coun-

cil; and these two junior Commissioners had reccived
salaries, but had attended the mectings of the Board
or not, according to their conscience or convenience.
Under the Act of 1833, no jumior salaried member has

been appointed.

But an alteration has been introduced

|

into the constitution of the Secretariat; for instead of

a chief secretary and an assistant sccretary, as in Mr.
Beaufoy’s

time, two jomt

secretaries are appointed—

“ each of the said secretaries to have the same powers,
rights, and

privileges,

as by any Act

or Acts, now in

force, are vested in the chief secretary of the Commissioners for the affairs of India.’
The President and
the Secretaries are the paid working members of the
Board.
All the rest is a mere fiction.
In fact, the Board

of Commissioners

of India is now one man—a

for the affairs

fourth Secretary of State,

He may, or may not, have any knowledge of India;
acquired from actual experience or the study of books;
but his power to control the proceedings of the Court
of Directors

is absolute and

complete.

He

has con-

stitutionally, in respect of all matters of internal
administration, only a controlling power; that is, he
is empowered to correct the despatches of the Court
on

all subjects that come

under

their

consideration.

But this unlimited power of correction is in effect coextensive with the power of initiation, and it would be

easy to name cases in which

despatches,

relating to

matters of internal administration, have lost under the
hands

of the Minister

all traces
K2

of their

original

_
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significance, and have been made to convey sentiments
the very opposite to those entertained by the members
of the Court.

in respect of all transactions with foreign powers—
all matters bearing upon questions of Peace and War

—the President of the Board of Contyol has authority
to origimate such measures as he and his colleagues in
the Ministry may consider expedient.
In such cases,
he acts, presumedly, in concert with the Secret Com-

mittee of the Court of Directors—a body composed of

the Chairman, Deputy-Chairman, and the Senior Member of the Court.
The Seeret Committee sign the despatches which emanate from the Board—but they
have no power to withhold or to alter them.
They
have not even the power to record their dissents.
Tn
fact, the functions of the Committee are only those

which,

to use the words

of a distinguished member

of

the Court,* who deplored the mystery and the mockery
of a system which obscures responsibility and‘deludes
public opinion, could as well be performed « by a Secretary or a seal.’’+

_

It should ever, therefore, be uppermost in the minds

of those who, considering the coustitution of the Indian

Government, and its effects upon the happiness of the

people, would judge rightly of the responsibility of its
different

Agencies

and

Authorities,

* The late Mr. Tucker.
+

How

little, until very

recently, the

that

the

terms, complained of the

whole

Secret

mittee: the letter which
to him being signed by

by Lord Hardinge, in his evidence

(1852).

President of the Board
of Control.
When [heard of it, I wrote to him:
‘J hope you hare not sent the letter,

by the public,” he went

for, though the order was signed by the
Chairman and Deputy-Chairman, it in
fact came from. .the President -of the

ment had become known even te intelligent men, living immediately under it,
may be gathered from an anecdote told
fore

the

House

of

Commons

be-

After stating that the constitution of
the Secret Committee was “a mystery
not understood

on to illustrate his position.
“I recollect,” he said, “an instance,
in which

an

officer

of very

high

position

and

the Been inal, uaa written a letter to
ட

ent

of

the Board

of Control,

Muwhich he had, in somewhat indignant

and Deputy Chairman:
amazed,

Board

and

of

wrote

Control,’

had
the

Com-

real constitution of the Indian Govern-

come out
Chairman

this offiecr felt

his

with

letter

whom

to

the

this

officer was on friendly terms.
This
officer did not understand the mystery
of the President of the Board of Control

being in fact the Secret Committee; it
is, however, a convenient arrangement,”
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foreign policy of the Hast India Company is regulated

by the Board of Control—that in the solution of the

_ most vital questions—questions of peace and war—
aifecting the finances of the country, and, therefore,
the means of internal improvement, the Court of

Divectors have no more’ power than the Mayor and
Aldermen of any Corporation Town. The happiness of

the people of India is dependent less wpon the will of
a deliberative body of four-and-twenty English genile-

men, a large majority of whom have studied India
under an Indian sky— who are experienced in the

languages and the usages of the people, and to whom
the system of administration in all its details is as
familiar as household words—who have, as a body, no
connexion with Party, no dependence on the fate of

ministries, whose official lives do not hang upon an adverse yote, and who can, therefore, pursue from year’s

_end to year’s end a consistent course of administrative
_ conduct—than upon the caprice of a single man, who
may

be

gone

to-morrow,

who

may

preside

over

the

India Board and govern India for a fortnight, and
then be suddenly deposed by some gust of Parlia-

mentary uncertainty, by the mistaken tactics of an
inexperienced Party leader, or the neglect of an in-

efficient “ Whipper-in.”

The Acts of 1818 and 1883 affected, in a very
important manner, the character of the Board of Con-

trol, and rendered its controlling powers more absolnte
and entire. The authority of the Board had not extended to the trade of the Company.
But now the
Company were about to be deprived of their trade, and so
of nearly all their remaining Independence. The “ United

Company of Merchants trading to the Hast Indies”
were fast ceasing to be a Merchant

Company

at all.

Ever since the British flag had first waved over the
Soubahdarry of Bengal, it had been said that a trading
Ln

Badin

Clans nan

wren

onda wna
மி அம்மி ட
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with the other, and that in course of time the greater

would swallow up the less.* But it took nearly half a
century of inereasing empire to absorb even the first

moiety of the Company’s trading privileges.

And then,

I fear it must be said of them, that they had lived their

time. At all events, they had outlived the patience
and forbearance of the people. The temper of the age
was growing less and less attuned to the conservation
of exclusive

vights

and

corporate

monopolies;

and

now, in 1813, the gigantic preserve, the legal hounda-

ries of which had been maintained for move than two
centuries, was about to be thrown open to the ineur-

I do not

sions of all the vulgar traders of the land.

know what I might bave thought of the matter had T
been alive at that time. I bave great respect for the
Company’s trade. I believe that, under Providence,
preservation

the

to

of the

Company’s

monopoly

we

But long before 1818, .
owe our Empire in the East.
it had fulfilled its mission; and I can not look back

upon its extinction with regret.
For this much at least is certain—that when the
Company began to think less of trade, they began to
think more of government.
1813,

which

them

deprived

Under the Charter Act of
of the

of the monopoly

Indian trade, their administrative efficiency consider-

ably increased,

But it was under the Act of 1883,

which left them without the compromise of the China
monopoly—which deprived them of the last remnant

of their trading privileges, and took from them even the
name of a Merchant Company, that greater progress
* Old Zephanish Holwell wrote,

im

1765, # A trading and a fislting comPany is a two-headed monster iu nature

defend them, and thus we shall go

on
grasping and expending, until we
cram our hands so full that they be-

exist tong,
andat cannot
inexperience
of theas the
latterexpense
must

come becramped
and we
shall
obliged and
to quitnumbed,
and rlinguish

exceed,

even

Profit

confound,

or

and

Advantage

former—new

temporary

destroy

gained

every

by

victories

the

sti-

Wulate and-push us on to grasp at new
- Cuisitions of territory ; these call for
ப

“MTEG. increase of military force to

that

part, which

we

might have

held fast, if bounds had been set to our
progress,

which,

upon

the

present

system, we now sec is utterly impossible, therefore a total change in our po-

litics becomes indispensably necessary.’
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has been made towards good government, than throughout all the long years—the long centuries—when trade
was uppermost in their thoughts.
I helieve that the

Directors of the East India Company, since they
ceased to be the managers of a leviathan mercantile
firm, have

their

taken

duties

and

more

serious and enlarged views of

responsibilities

as

guardians

of a

country inhabited by a hundred millions of fellow.
men.

[ believe that there has been more wisdom

in

their councils—more nobility in their aims—more beneficence in their measures. They haye now become a
purely administrative body; and it is impossible for
any one,

tracing,

step

by

step,

as I have

done,

the

growth of that close connexion which now exists
between them and the people of India, not to mark a
progressive enlargement in the scope of their views,
and a progressive improvement in the character of their
measures.

There have been more good things done for

India—there has been more earnest, serious, enlightened legislation for the benefit of the people, under the
Act of 1883, than during the previous two centuries
and a quarter of British connexion with the East. And

yet never has a benevolent Government, recognising the

great truth that Peace is the mother of Improvement,

ever been confronted, in its career of internal amelioration, by so many impediments to success.

That Act was a most important one in other respects

than in the total abolition of the Company’s commercial privileges.
Of some of its provisions I have
already spoken. Indeed, the changes which it introI
duced affected principally the local Governments.

sneak of it here mainly because I date from it the dawn

of a brighter era—because I believe that under that

Act the administrative machinery of the Home Government, divested of all commercial clogs and incumbyances, began to perform its appointed functions
as if
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had never performed them before.

It would have been

difficult for any Government, invested, by an Act of the

supreme Legislature, with new powers and responsibilities, to have taken a more enlarged statesman-like

view of its position, or to have recorded its sentiments
in a more humane and enlightened spirit, than did the

East India Company in this great conjuncture.
Re.
viewing the whole question of Indian Government, as

affected by the provisions of the new Act, they wrote
out to the supreme Government of India a comprehen-

sive letter,* in which they earnestly exhorted the
local authorities to give, in all respects, the most liberal
interpretation to its enactments, and to make it the
instrument of conferring the greatest possible benefit

upon the people under their rule.

It can never, with

truth, be said that they had not a due sense of the

mighty responsibility entailed upon them as the rulers

of a hundred millions of their fellow-creatures, when it
is seen how reverently they bethought themselves of

their own obligations, and how earnestly they exhorted
the Indian Government

thens.

to the

due performanee

of

Speaking of their extended powers of legisla-

tion, they wrote in December, 1834:

* Inu contemplating the extent of legislative power
“ thus conferred immediately on our supreme Govern* ment,

and

in the second

instance

on

ourselves, in

* considering that on the use of this power the diffor“ence between the worst and. the best of Governments

* mainly depends—in reflecting how many millions of
“men may, by the manner in which if shall in the
present instance be exercised, be rendered happy or

* miserable—in adverting to the countless variety of
“ interests to be studied and of difficulties to be over“come, in the execution of this mighty trust, we own
_ * i have already quoted this letter with reference to the subject of legislation

in the preceding chapter.
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that we feel oppressed by the weight of responsibility
“under which we are conjointly laid. Whatever
‘means or efforts can be employed on the occasion—
“‘ whatever can be effected by free and active discussion,
or by profound and conscientious deliberation—what-

“ever aids can be derived from extrinsic counsel or
intelligence, all at the utmost will be barely com“ mensurate with the magnitude of the sphere to be
“occupied and of the service to be performed. We
“ feel confident that to this undertaking your best
“ thoughts and care will be immediately and persever“ inely applied; and we invite the full, the constant,
« and the early communication of your sentiments in
« yelation to it.

On ow: part, we can venture to affirm

« that no endeavour shall be wanting in promoting your

“ views and perfecting your plans.

Others, also, who

* ave in a situation, by advice or exertion, to assist in
“ the work, will contribute to it, we hope, to the extent

«¢ of their power.

And we trust that by the blessing of

‘* Divine Providence on our united labors, the just and
heneficent intentions of this country, in delegating
“to our hands the legislative as well as the executive

« administration of the mightiest, the most important,
“ and the most interesting

of its transmarine

posses-

« sions, will be happily accomplished.”
Since this admirable letter was written,* the general
principles which if enunciated have been repeatedly
illustrated, from time to time, in the correspondence

of the Court of Directors;

and I believe that nothing

would so much redound to their honor-—nothing would
so clearly exhibit the progressive improvement in the
administrative earnestness and efficiency of the East
* Mr. Tucker
time,

and

his

was chairman at this
is,

therefore,

the

first

the historian of India, then at the head
of the

Examiner’s

Department

in the

much of India House, and that Mr. Robert Grant
name appended. It breathes
was concerned in its revision.
nal
his spirit. I believe that the origiMil,
draft was written by Mr. James
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India Company, as a selection from their own despatches. Shackled by debt—embarrassed by exhausting and distracting wars, of which they have been not
the authors, but the victims*—they have not been able

to give full effect to those measures of internal amelioration which demand the material support of an overflowing treasury. But I do not see any reason to
suppose that, under such circumstances, any other administrative body would have done more; and, if it
can be shown by a recital of what they have done,
that the progress of good government, all obstacles
and impediments fairly weighed and considered, has
been relatively commensurate with that in our own
country, I think that it would be more just and more

reasonable to commend

them

for their good

than to censure them for their omissions.
deeds are assuredly theirs.
growth of Circumstance.
*In
that

tains

a note at page 198, it is stated
the

the

making.

Charter

clause

I should

Act

of

1793

con-

written

“re-

prohibitory of warhave

peats,” for the clause is contained in
the Act of 1784. It is based upon
certain Resolutions of the House of
Commons (April 9, 1782), commencing,
“That the order of the Court of Directors of the East India Company,

which have conveyed to thelr servants

The omissions

deeds

The good
may

be the

abroad a prohibitory condemnation of
all schemes of conquest and enlargement of dominion, by preseribing certain rules and boundaries for the operation of their military force, and enjoining a strict adherence to a systom of
defence, upon the principle
of the treaty
of Tlihabad, were founded no less in
wisdom and policy than in justice and
moderation,” &c., &e.
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IL

CHAPTUR L
‘The Revenues System of the East Iniia Company—t.2lish and ladisu Systems
of fnagtion—The

Land Hevanas+-The

Salb-tax-—The u, mt Revenne—The

Custerns-—The Avkeret-State of the East India Commpanty’s Jactwes-—-Eelis
af War-making.

ட has been seen how, i tine, évith sore reluctance
the gperehants of London trading to the East Tndies

came fo he great

பப்பில் lords}

It has been seen,

in brief outline, how/th€¥"cameto establish revenue
and judicial systems, mud-to tunf their ledger-keepers
and Hrvestment.makers into tax-collectors and judges.
From thet thue the welfare of raillions of Hindoos

and Mahomeilans became dependent upon the wisdom

ond integrity of a little handful of Eusopean strangers) }
The

Revenue

ani

Judicial

Systems

of the Hast

India Company ove two extensive and important sub-

jects. ஆ ஜெம் hope, in a such a work as this, to do
more than vender an wisatisfactory account of them.

In giving precedence to the former, I only follow
wisely or unwisely, the prevailing custom.

I think '

is 400 muuch a characteristic of modern Indian admin

tration to exalt the Reverme branch of the pu’
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service at the expense of the Judicial.

And T believe

that this opinion is shared by many of our ablest
Indjan administrators.
Revenue System maintained by the English
conquerors in India differs but little in its main
features from that which was before enforced by the
Moguls. The people of India being, for the most part,
a people wanting little and consuming little, the taxes

were necessarily few and comprehensive. They were
fitted to a state of society simple and primitive, and

were little affected by the mutations of time or the ad-

It was, doubtless, an uncom.
vances of civilisation.
itself to us, but it
presented
that
fortable necessity
of goverr:purposes
for
revenue
raise
to
was necessary

ment.

And

it was necessary

that

in so doing we

should subtract from the scanty means of subsistence

enjoyed by. the great mass of the people. Tk was,
doubtless, a painful and deplorable fact; but benevolence could suggest no remedy for the evil—wisdom
could find no

deplored.

substitute

for the thing so grievously

a

Taxation,

in all countries,

at best, is bad.

difficult to hit upon a good tax—a
open to some very grave objection.

It is

tax that is not
It may be ad.

mitted, therefore, that all the taxes which feed the
treasury of the Anglo-Indian Empire, are inherently

bad; that something reasonably is to be said against
them; that solid arguments may be adduced in demon.
stration of the fact that they are loaded with pernicious

results.

I do not know any tax of general application

in this country of which the same may not truthfully

be said. But there is this difference between the fiscal
histories of the two countries—that whereas in England we are continually throwing out new expedients
and fashioning new modes of taxation, in India we go

on from generation to generation without introducing
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any substantial changes.
In England, every new
Chancellor of the Exchequer has some new financial

scheme to propound.

The taxation of the country is

' the battle-field of party.
taxed or untaxed in one
seems sufficiently easy and
of taxation is not found

We are continually being
direction or another.
It
reasonable, if one scheme
to answer, to try another:

The Finance Minister of the day stakes his reputation and his place upon some pet project of his own which
is publicly enunciated in Parliament, and in the
course of twenty-four hours disseminated by the press
throughout all the remote places of the empire. If the
project be unpopular, it is abandoned. The scheme

fails to the ground, and perhaps the Minister falls
with it. There is a little excitement for a few weeks,
but the popular indignation is soon appeased, and the
triumph is not that of the péople over the Government, as the representative of constitutional authority,

’ but over Government as the representative of a party.
Constitutional

authority

is not

weakened

by

these

miscarriages. A new phalanx of administrators take
their place on the Government benches, and a new
experiment is made. The people of England have no
horror of change. Indeed, they do not think that
justice is done them if financial novelties of one kind
or another are not from time to time presented to the
country. They must have something for their money,
even though it be a change for the worse.

But nothing of this is applicable to India. In every
single respect the case is precisely

the reverse.

The

people of India will bear a great deal so long as they
are used to it.

They are very intolerant

of change.

They do not understand it. They are timid and suspicious. Benevolence and wisdom may go hand and
hand in our measures, but the people are not easily
persuaded that what we are doing is for their good.
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There is for them no Parliament and no Press.
They
have the vaguest, possible idea of the intentions of
their rulers.
They do not think—they do not inquire
—but with child-like haste and impetuosity resent the
innovations which are intended to confer benefits upon
them.
Fiscal changes are especially dangerous.
We
cannot experimentalise without peril on such a people.

We

may relieve them

of old burdens,

and

impose

lighter ones upon them; but the probability is, that
the open disaffection of the ignorant masses would
compel us to abandon our benevolent projects, with a
loss of dignity and an injury to the prestige of our
authority not easily to be computed.
The failure in
such a case is not the failure of a party or the failure

of aman, but the failure of the paramount governing
power in its abstract constitutional integrity.
it is necessary, to a right understanding of the subject of indian taxation, that these considerations should

have reasonable weight.
If the Government could be
administered without money, or if money could be
raised without taxation—one or both of which beatitudes some writers would seem to consider attainable—
we might leave the land unassessed, the salt untaxed,
and cease to cultivate the poppy. But we must assume
in this case not only the necessity of taxation, but the

necessity of maintaining such taxes as will embrace in
their network the largest possible

area

of population,

In such a country, and with such a people, there is
little choice left to the fmancier.
Where the millions
live almost entirely on the produce of their rice-fields,

with only a rag about their middle, and a few brass
pots for their household goods, there is no very extensive field for the display of financial ingenuity. There
are

fifty

different

ways

in

which

the

English

tax-

gatherer may get atthe poor man,
But in India the
approaches to the mud hut of the laborer are few;

யா்
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and the tax-gatherer must advance by them or keep
away altogether.
He has been going for a long time
along the same beaten roads. The people have learnt
to look for him in certain directions, and even if better

paths to their domiciles could be found, they would
resent his approach by them. A tax on cultivation is
not a good thing—a tax on salt is not a good thing.
But the people cultivate the lands, and they cat salt;
it would be difficult to find a substitute for these imposts, and if a substitute were found, it is probable
that the people would reject it.
The taxes of which I have spoken—the Land-tax
and the Salt-tas—are those which most immediately
affect the bulk of the people, and they are those which
yield the largest revenue.* Next in importance are
the Customs,

the Opium

sales, and the Abkarree,

tax on spirituous liquors.

or

Besides these, there are the

Post-office, the Stamp-duties,

the Mint, the Tobacco-

monopoly, and other smaller sources of income entered
.

in the Government returns.

Of the entire revenue of our Indian possessions the

\ Land-tax yields

considerably

more

than half.

It is

‘yaised in different ways, and from different classes of
men, but in all cases it is in effect a rent paid to Government for the use of the land:] On the disputed
question of the rightful ownership’ of the soil I do not
intend to enter. A vast amount of learning has been
brought to bear upon its elucidation, but it has been
left in all its original obscurity, and I cannot hope to
throw light upon it. It is sufficient that when the
Bast India Company, as stewards of the Crown, became, by right of conquest or cession, the disposers
first of one tract of country, then of another, they
* Th 8a) “ine this, I inclade also the
duty on faerie salt, which is entered

inthe Government returns under the
head of Customs.

-
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began to lease it ont to different tenants, upon no uni-

form system, but according to local circumstances and
personal convictions. Upon the different modes of
. land assessment, which we have recognised in practice,

{ shall presently come to speak in detail.

I would here

only generally set down that there are three principal |

systems now in force, besides other modes, of limited
extent and partial application, which do not belong
either to one system or another. These three principal
systems are known as the Zemindarry, or great land-

lord system, the chief seat of which is in the lower
provinces of Bengal;

the Ryotwar, or petty cultivator

system, which is enthroned in certain parts of Madras;
and a mixed system, which aims at a less partial recognition of rights, and is neither as permanent as the
one nor as fluctuating as the other—-a system which
is principally represented by the “Settlement of the
North-Western Provinces,”

*The Zemindarry settlement of Bengal is a fixed

agsessment, made with

a certain class of landholders,

whom the Government of 1793 recognised, rightly or
wrongly, as the legitimate owners of the soil. The
amount payable to Government on each estate is fixed .

in perpetuity. we

productiveness of the land may

increase a hundred per cent., but still the Zemindar
carries the same amount of revenue to the office of the
collector.

Fe may lease it out as he pleases, in large

of
or in small holdings; may make what amount
money he can, directly or indirectly, from the imme-

diate cultivators—but so long as he pays the fixed

amount

he
of assessment punctually to the Company,

and his descendants remain, at this fixed rate, continually in possession. The chief seat of this Permanent

the
Settlement is the lower part of what is known as al,
Beng
of
nces
provi
the
cing
mbra
Bengal presidency—e
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Behar, Orissa, and Benares,
There are also some
tracts of land settled in perpetuity in some parts
of
the Madras and Bombay presidencies

The Ryotwar system recognise’ the proprietary
right of the sovereign to the lordship of the soil, and

brings hin into immediate communication with the
actual cultivator.
No intermediate agency is employed. The Government let the land to the cultivator®

generally on an annual lease.

The amount of rentis”

increased or diminished each year according to the
ascertained value of the holding. The assessor fixes

the amount to be paid, and the Ryot takes it or not,
as suits his convenience, |
The third system, now in force, in the North-Western

Provinces of India, is neither that of a permanent
settlement nor of a fluctuating annual assessment.
It
is a system of long settlements, or leases—settlements
'

made for twenty or thirty years, with different descrip-

tions of tenants.

The village conummunities have been

recognised wherever they existed in a perfect state, and

each village, whether the proprietary right was claimed
by an individual or by a community, was made the
limit of a sepaxate settlement.
Such, described in a few words, are the principal
arrangements entered into with different classes of
native tenants, for the supply of the territorial revenue

of India. The amount levied varies considerably, but
on the aggregate the assessment cannot be said to-

be heavy.

In the North-Western Provinces, of which

detailed statistics have been supplied by Government,.
it is set down at 1 rupee 12 annas, or 3s. 6d. the acre.

This average refers to the land actually under cultiva-.
tion; and, perhaps, does not differ greatly from the
general average of the whole country.
* In some parts

of Bombay

there

are Ryotwar

years.
L

settlements

made for thirty

-
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The next source of Revenue which I have set down
is Salt. The article is one of universal consumption,

and contributes to the Revenue in three different ways.

Firstly, there ave the profits on the home-manufacture,
which is retained in the hands of Government. Secondly, there is the inland duty, levied in that part of
the country where the manufacture is not restricted;
and thirdly, there is the Customs duty on imported
salt, The salt manufactured by Government, principally at the mouths of the Ganges, is sold for between
three and four rupees the maund (or 82lbs.). The prices,
generally “wholesale on account

are

of Government,

fixed with reference to the principle that they shall not
fall short of the cost of production, plus the duty on
The tax, whatever form it may take,
imported salt.”

may be estimated at about 24 xupees, or 5s. for the
82lbs., being less than a penny a pound. It is calenlated that each consumer pays on an average about
12 annas, or 1s. 6d. a year, to the Treasury on account

of the article.*
The

next item

regarding

which

of Revenue

little

need

is the Customs

be said

in

duties,

this

place.

The amount is principally derived from import duties,

of which the duty on imported salt constitutes a con- siderable portion.
With this exception, there is no
local peculiarity worthy of especial mention.
The next source of income, however, is one of a

peculiar and exceptional character.

It is known as

The Government reserves to
the Opium-monopoly.t
the poppy, or rather the
cultivating
of
itself the right
right

of purchasing,

such cultivation.
auspices

of the

at

fixed

rates,

the produce

of

Opiwn is manufactured under the

Company’s

servants,

and

sold by

auction to traders, who export it for the consumption

of the Chinese.

It is, to a very limited extent, a tax

* See Appendix A.

{ See Appendix B.
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upon our own subjects, and the objections which may
be raised against it have little bearing upon the question of the happiness. of the people of
cannot allege against

on

Humanity

it that we sell opium, as we sell

salt, at a high price, but that we sell it at all.
two

“monopolies,”

to use the current word,

The
are in

almost every respect the very reverse of each other.
' Tt only remains that I should bestow particular
notice upon one other source of Revenue.
The
Abkarry,

or spirit-tax.

It is, in fact,

upon spirit-licenses.

a tax levied

Government farms out a par-

ticular district to the highest bidder, who under certain restrictions sells dhe privilege of spirit-vending,
at a profitable rate, to a number of small dealers.

I would now proceed to give some account of the
productiveness of these several taxes.
The gross
receipts from the Land-assessment of the several. presidencies now amounts to about fourteen millions and
a quarter of our money.

it is thus derived, according

to the latest detailed statements yet published :*
Bengal.

-

«+

Rupees.

3,56,25,000

North-Western Provinces

3

«

ஆ

“ 3,59,89,900

Bontbay

6

.

+

2,21,65,480

-.

.

« 14,28,29,680

Madra:

த்

Total

.

ல

4,97,50,000

The estimated receipts under the head of Customs

for the same financial year amount to nearly two
millions sterling, in the following divisions :
Rupees.

Bengal .
North- Western Provinces
Madras

.

Bombay

க

o

oe

Total

.
-

+ — 1,02,73,500
«+
| §2,22,000

.

க

11,36,460

.

ச

31,13,600

.

.

—-1,97,45,560

°

Both in Bengal snd the North-Western Provinces
the principal item in the Customs receipts i is the duty
* Finance Leiter of the Court of Directors ட் the eee cuit of India in

Council, June 3, 1852. Appendix to Com-mons’ Report on Indian Territories,
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on salt. In the former alone, it amounts fo more
than 61 lakhs of rupees.
This it will be understood is the duty on imported

salt.

The gross receipts from the sale of the Sanur

manufactured

by

Government,

amounts

to nearly

million and three-quarters of English money.

a

It is

thus derived:
Bengal

.

Madras

ம்

ழ்

ச்

ழ்

«

ள்

.

ல

ட

ல

Rupees,
4,02,59,300
46,76,120°

Bombay

29,79,560
Total

.

.

.

.

1,72,44,980

But from this is to be deducted for “ advances
and charges” 48,31,139 rupees, leaving a balance of
1,24,18,841 rupees, or a million and a quarter.
The last estimate of the amount realisable for the

Ortum sales—~that for the year 1851-52—is between three and four millions sterling; thus divided
between Bengal and Bombay:
Bengal
Bombay

Rupees.
=2,99,71,184
72,70,600

ட
ச

i
2

ல்

ழ்
oe

.

Total

.«

.

+

6 «= 872,412,784

From this, however, a deduction of something more
than a million sterling is to be made for “advances

and charges,” and the net-receipts are thus reduced to
‘a sum little exceeding two millions and a half of our
money; or 2,68,78,184 rupees.*
Thus it will be seen that these four principal items

of Revenue yield, in round numbers, twenty millions
of money :
ட

"நற்

Customs.

Salt

Opium

»

.

ச

ட டட ப
‘

a

.

.-

ச

ப்

ட
.

Millions.

MIE

ள்

ம

x

ட

.

௩

ee

Total

* In calculating the Indian Revenue,
Learry to account only the net-receipts
of salt and opium, because under the

ட்ட

-

gross receipts

are

2
சி

1

20

calculated

actual

money advances, which when recovered
cannot properly be called Revenue.
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There then remain six millions to be accounted for.
Of these the Savun and ABKARREE yield one million ;
thus:

.
i

Bengal.

o.

0k,

North-Westore Provinces
Madras
க
டி

Bombay

Ropees.

+

81,52,100

.

.

+

29,50,000
83,44,430

.

.

»

Total

.

«4

10,23,310

3,94,69,860

Then come the following various items of receipt:
Stamps
Post, பிட

*
.

@

6
ட்

ம்

Marine .

.

ன

ம

ம

Rupees,
46,37,490
20,44,170

.
ச்

18,00,000

Subsidies from Native Princes.
Tobacco monopoly
.
.
Calcutta~Mint (net receipts}
—.
i tt

ட...

65,10,181
6,04,980
114,162
157,108,933

To these net receipts, now swollen by these last
additions to more than twenty-two millions and a half,

are to be added the revenues of Lahore, Sindh, the
Eastern Settlements, and the territories acquired from
the Burmese, Arracan, and the Tenasserim Provinces :
Lahore...
«
Sindh
ட
வடட.
Eastern Settlements
Burmese Lerritory

«
«

ன்
படட

Total

+

«
»
்

Rupees.
1,80,00,000
28,00,000
13,900,000
20,00,009

+

1,91,09,006

°

This amount added to the preceding, raises the net.
receipts to about twenty-four millions and a half,*
which according to the last published accounts may be
set down, in ound numbers, as the correct amount.
Having thus briefly given an account, in a rough
general mamner, of the Revenues of India, I proceed
to make some statements relative to the expenditure

of the country.

The principal heads under which this

expenditure may he ranged, are Revenue

_

Charges,

Judicial Charges, Customs

Charges, Marine Charges,

* Or twenty-six millions with the
addition of the million and a half, which
¥ have subtracted for advances, ௦,

when

caloulating the receipts for the

salt and opium.
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Military Charges, Home Charges, and interest on the
Company's Debt.
The Revenue Cuarens, according to the estimate
for the fmancial year 1850-51, amount to two millions
sterling.
is this :

The distribution, in the several presidencies
Bengal.

9

8

ச

4

z

Rupees.
40,37,376

ட்

ல

28,74,460

.

2,00,13,066

North-Western Provinces
Madras.
ரர ஓ
Bombay

.

i

Total

i

.

.

‘

.

75,85,000
55,16,230

In these charges are. included the expenditure
account of the revenue surveys; of canal irrigation
the North-Western Provinces, and on the repair
tanks in the Madvas Presidency.
The first item

on
in
of
is

estimated at an amount somewhat exceeding 8 lakhs

of rupees (80,0002.) ; the second at 30 lakhs of rupees

(800,000/.); and the last, at 9 lakhs (90,0002.)—thus

reducing the cost of actual revenue
million and a half of English money.

collection to a

The JupiclaAL Cuanezs are estimated at a sum
equal to about two millions sterling :
Rupees.
Bengal

.

4

ல்

ல

ம்

த

.

59,88,000

Madras .
Bombay .

்
i

ச
i

‘
‘i

4
்

ச
‘

34,74,155
26,21,717

.

.

.

.

1,95,82,604

North-Western Provinces

Total

.

74,98,722

The Customs Cuarces do not much exceed 200,0001.
Bengal
த
ட
க
North-Western Provinces
Madras
Bombay

.

i
6

Total

ம
.

.

ல்
ம்

ம
.

ட்

ல்
.

க

உட...

ல

Rupees.

517,759
8,80,000
214,010
4,15,970

20,27,789

Tt will be gathered from these statements that the
purely civil charges of the Indian Government do not
exceed four millions and a quarter annually—less than

one-sixth of the Indian revenue.

CHARGES.
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The Marrng Caarncrs—belonging both to the War
and the Peace department—including, as they do, the
expenses of the Indian navy, the pilot establishment,
harbor duties, lighthouses,
than half a million:
Bengal

«

-

Madras .
Bombay .«

&c., are estimated at less
Rupees.

wt

ல
க

Total

19, 41,200

ல
.

.
ச

ல
.

க

1,86,613
26,35,660

.

ன்

.

=

47,13,473

To this amount is to be added, however, the cost of

Europe stores and coals, supplied to the Marine department and the Indian navy, amounting to upwards
of nine lakhs of rupees, and raising the entire amount
of Marine expenditure for the last estimated year
to 56,382,853 rupees.
Thus we see that the ordinary expenses of the Civil
amount

do not

establishments, including the Marine,

to five millions of money:
Revenue charges, iacluding Canals, Tanks, and Surveys.
Judicial charges
Customs charges

.«

Marine charges.

2

‘i

ச

ல்
a

4
ல

2
த

wm

#

‘

ல

ம

.

«

ச

ச

உட...

ட்

ழ்
.

2
ட

.
ர

Total

Rupees.
2,00,13,066
1,95,82,604
20,27,739

3
z

56,382,853

43,72,56,262

The ordinary Murrrary charges 000060. 2௪/2 நாப்ப11005
a year:
Bengal

பகு

Bombay

»

Madras

ச

.

ட

Total

.°

+

.

.

Rupees.
5,57,57,700

+

+

2,79,37,800

ச

க்

»

+

-

.
«+

2,72,60,540

10,09,56,040

This is exclusive of the cost of Europe stores sent
out from England, and charged to the Home accounts.
Under the head of military expenditure, also, are to be

charges,” in-

accounted the “extraordinary military

cluding the cost of “ additional commissariat supplies,
extra allowances to the troops, donation batta, com-

pensation for loss of baggage,

twelve

years, the aggregate

&c., &e.”

amount

In

of these

the last

extra-
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ordinary military charges (a deduction being made for
extraordinary military receipts) has reached a sum of
seven millions, making an average of nearly sixty
lakhs, or 600,000/. a year.
These heavy military charges could not be met without increasing the Indian debt. The treasury being
exhausted, the Government were compelled to borrow

money where they could.
more in detail.

I shall speak of this presently

In this place, itis sufficient to mention

that the interest on the debt charged in the Bengal
accounts, reaches nearly to two millions and a quarter
sterling—that is, in Indian currency:
Rupees.

2,22,58,918
To which is to be added the Interest on the Home Bond

Total

2

Debt

47,45,685

++

2,69,84,608

Thus far [have accounted for about eighteen millions
sterling :
Rupees.
Civil charges (including Revenue, Judicial, Customs, and

Marine) .
ee
Ordinary Military charges
ப

et
ட
மட
ட

Extraordinary Military charges, on at average of 12 years

Interest on Debt

உ

ட

©

&

The

next

58,861,372

&

Total

2,69,84,603

«

considerable

items

of

4,72,56,262
10,09,56,040
பவப்
——

18,10,78,277

expenditure

ave

those which are comprehended under the head of
General Charges, and which include the stipends and
allowances made

to the native princes and chiefy who

have suffered by the assertion of our supremacy, the
expenditure upon public works, upon education, upon

the ecclesiastical establishments, and other component
parts of the great administrative machine. These general charges amounted, according to estimate, in the
year under review, to nearly four millions and a half:
Rupees.
Bengal

க

ச

ப்

.

North-Western Provinces

woe

Madras

Bombay

க

Total

ந

.

த

.

.

«4

72,44,000

93,18,008

ele
ழ்

,

1,28,52,640

க

1,54,97,440

y#8,52,088
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The charges, as we have seen, have now reached the

amount of twenty-two and a half millions.
are to be added

the Home

charges,

To these

amounting to two

oillions and a half more, raising the total charges to

twenty-five millions, and leaving a deficit of half a
million.*
These statements are extracted from the last general
review of the Company’s finances, taken by the Court of

Directors. But they are intended here rather to convey
a general idea of the revenues ef India, and the charges

ineurred in the government of the country, than to determine the financial results of a particular year with

any degree of precision.

Indeed, nothing is more diffi.

cult than to secure, in-any such statement, an amount of

accuracy that will satisfy all financiers.

The accounts

are made up, by different authorities so differently, ©
that the inquirer is often staggered by the discrepancies
which look him in the face, and bewilder the understanding.
As a general rule, it may, I think, be laid

down that the Indian financiers make
favorable

balance-sheet for

out a more .

the Company

than those

who make their calculations in Leadenhall-street.

I

have shown, for example, that the estimated deficit for

the year

1850-51,

according

to the Company’s

last

general financial letter, was about half a million of .

money.

But since the body of this chapter was written,

the Government

of India have announced

Finance Letter of December

in their

16, 1852, that the actual

ultimate result in 1850-51 was a surplus of half a mil-

lion.t

Estimates are generally more

actual results.

favorable

than

But here we see that the actual results

of the Indian Government
* The amount of deficit, according to

estimate in the Home calculations for
கட்ட
(the last year inthe Company’s

‘inance Letter of June last), is 678,7091.

Wishing to make the balauce-sheet as

are

better

by

clear as possible to the
I have dealt
numhers.

ge

வனப் வன் அடல்
ue

t Or 50,85,107 rupe

we

a million

—
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than the estimates

of the Court of Di-

rectors.

The estimate of the last financial year 1852-58, is almost equally favorable. The surplus is again set down at
half a million. I givethe statement as contained in the
Finance Letter of the Indian Government.
It will be
understood that it represents the gross revenues of the
country.
Shetch Estimates of the Revenues and Charges of India, or 1852-53.

The results are as follow:

cluding

Punjab

emlogy

Bombay

*

and
%
ட

Charges.

Rupees.

Rupees,

11,44,71,845 — 12,95,81,137

Bengal.
North-Western Provinces,
Tadus
Madras

Revenues.

in-

Transட்

௨.
+

ன

«@

ம

௨.

.

Probable Indian Surplus .
Home Charges Estimated

76621,000
5,26,22,820

3 18,25,500
4,97 68,660

29,29,89,585

26,31,75,261

&,85,50,060

se
oe

we
*

5,22,00, 164

.

-#

Rupees.

Estimated Ultimate Surplus in 1852-53...

The Debt

ee

2, 91,07,264
2,41,57,854

‘
'

49,49,410
எவ்வம்

to be inereased in 1852-58

agerega

é

Ditto to be ப் nid offinditte
Net amount to be paid of

:
.

.
ட

ட

ட்

்

=

8,35,96,021

..

_ 8,64,24,364

3

++

28,283,343

eel
கை வைகை

The Cash Balances on ஸ் அறம் 1851, some, ன்அ
to

On 30th April, “1952
‘
On 30th April, 1853, they are estimated at

'
.

12,98,21,744

14, 83,888,750
15,23,96,044

These results are regarded as in every respect ‘most highly satisfactory, and indicative of a very favorable condition of the
It is hoped that the improvement now grafinances of India.
dually developing itself in the resources of India, may not only

கர
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prove to be permanent, but progressive hereafter, as general
tran-

quillity is restored to the country,

(Signed)
December 16, 1852.

நிக்கா,
F. Currin.
J. Lows.

These assurances are most cheering at a time when
people had begun almost to fear that the deficit had
become chronic.
It is easy to trace the causes of this continued deficit.
In the financial year 1835-36 the Indian revenues
yielded a surplus of nearly a million and a half, In
the following year, the surplus was a million and a
In
quarter; in the next, three-quarters of a million,
the next year (1838-39) the surplus had altogether -

disappeared, and the awkward word “ deficit ”
Then came the Afghan
in the accounts.
British army was pushed across the Indus;
deficit for the year 1839-40 reached the

appeared
war. A
and the
alarming

amount of more than two millions sterling. From
this time to the year 1848-49 there has been an
average deficiency of a million and a half a year.

How these extraordinary expenses swelled the InIn 1836, the debt
dian debt may easily be seen.
amounted to less than thirty nullions; in 1850, it had

nearly reached forty-seven millions.

The debt had

been reduced in the former year by the application

to

that purpose of a portion of the Company’s commercial
assets, realised on the cessation of their commercial

privileges. At the outset of the war in Afghanistan
there was an abundance of money fiushing the public
Treasury.

There was the happy surplus of three good

years to indent upon.

Jt was not, therefore,

until the

beginning of the year 1841, that the fmancial embarvassments of the Indian Government gathered so
oppressively around them, that they could only look
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for extrication to the opening of a new loan. Then
they began to borrow money at five per cent. interest ;
and as affairs beyond the frontier grew worse and
worse, and a new war was undertaken to repair the
disasters of the old, it was not

until the

commence-

ment of 1848 that the subscription was closed. During
that interval five millions of money had been received
into the Treasury of India.

The

debt

then

in 1848

amounted to thirty-six millions sterling. A new four
per cent, loan was then opencd; but money came in
slowly at this rate of interest, and from February, 1843,
to October, 1846, only two millions and a half were

attracted to the hands of the Government

financiers.

By this time the Sikh war had commenced, and more

money was required. It was necessary, therefore, to
stimulate the cupidity of the money-holders by the
offer of a higher rate of interest. The five per cent.
loan was therefore re-opened in October, 1846, and from

that time to April, 1851, during a portion of which the
second Sikh war was in full operation, eight millions
and a half were subscribed. The debt had then been
swollen by these additions to nearly forty-seven millions.
The increase of interest, since 1839, payable on this
debt, is ninety lakhs of rupees, or nearly a million

sterling per annum.*
But the full extent of the evil is not here adequately

represented. But for these exhausting wars we should
have had a continued surplus, and been able to reduce
the original debt. The cost of our military operations far

exceeded the amount subscribed to the loan. The aggregate excess of ordinary military charges from the year
1838-39 to 1850-51 amounts to more than twenty
millions and a half; and the excess of extraordinary

military charges to upwards of seven millions.
* Interest on debt in 1839-40.
Ditto
in 1850-51.

.

2. +
«

2

4
«

+
+

Rupecs.
1,31,99,549
2,22,38,918

The
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estimate

the

cost

of

these wars at thirty millions. ‘We have already,”
they write, “explained the grounds on which we have
come to the conclusion that 30 crores had been expended in increased military charges since 1838-39, and
we have now shown

that

52 ereres

more have been

paid for interest on the money borrowed in India,”*
And when these wars, beyond our north-western
frontier, commenced, the country was only beginning
to recover from the exhausting effects of another great

war beyond our south eastern boundary. The Burmese
.
war in 1824-26 cost fifteen millions of money.
Having briefly shown the present state of the Indian
Revenue, f must say something about its antecedents.
Under the administration of Lord Cornwallis in
1792-93, the Indian Revenue amounted to eight mil-

lions of English money.

Under Lord Wellesley’s ad-

ministration in 1804-03, it had risen to nearly fourteen

At the close of Lord Minto’s period of
millions.
government in 1813-14, it was set down at seventeen
Under his successor, Lord Hastings, in
millions.
And now,
1821-22, it exceeded ¢wenty-one millions.|

at the present time, the gross Revenue is estimated
at twenty-nine millions.
Bat with all this increase of territory, and increase’
of Revenue, we are poorer than we were.

In the year

1792-093, when our gross Revenue was only eight millions, we had a surplus of a million and a half.

In

1804-05, the dvrainings of the Mahratta war had
brought about a deficit of more than two millicns and
During Lord Minto’s peaceful reign, our
a half.
financial position continued

steadily to improve, and

at the close of it, there was a surplus of a million and
4 Company's Finance Letter, June 3,

eT weher's Review

of the Financial

Sarin of the East India Company in

-
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Ia the course of Lord Hastings’ long adminis.

tration, there were two bad years;

but at the close of

it, in 1821-22, there was again a surplus of more than a
million and a half.* In 1835-36, at the close of Lord
William Bentinck’s admiristration, the disturbance in

the Exchequer occasioned b,t the Burmese war had been
allayed, and there was again a surplus of a million
and a half; but in 1839-40 the Afghan war having
been commenced, there was a deficit of two millions.t

Since that time the deficit, with some slight fluctua. —
tions, has diminished; and it has now been seen that
the Indian financiers are gratifying us by the unaccustomed exhibition of a surplus.

These facts are worthy to be held in remembrance,

briefly indicating as they do the effect of all our great
But
Indian wars upon the finances of the country.

although in India we would seem to live in a chronic
state of warfare, there is nothing discouraging in
them.
They are, as it were, the
tion
— external hindrances and
there is real vitality within. All
of revenue have been continually
35 the Land-assessment, Sayer,

accidents of our posiencumbrances
— but
our principal sources
increasing, In 183:t-.
and Abkarree, é&c.,

yielded

revenue ; in 1850-51

thirteex

millions

gross

they yielded nearly seventeen millions,

In 1884-35

the Customs yielded a million and a half; in 1850-51

they yielded more than a million and a half, although

in the interval the transit-duties had been abolished in:

all the three presidencies.

The Bengal Customs re-

ceipts, principally owing to the large importations மீ:

salt, have increased nearly a hundred per cent. since
1842-43.

In 1834.35

the Salt revenue yielded

two

millions; in 1849-50 8௦௦ and « half millions; im
1850-51 to millions, besides 610,000/. derived from
* Tucher’s Review.
+ India House Returns.

t The increase is 41,000/, upon the
years mentioned.

es”
AND

WAR

the duty on imported salt.
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In 1834-35

the Opium

revenue reached only to a million and a quarter; in
1850-51 it exceeded three millions and a half.*

In

350,0002.;

in

1834-85

the

Stamp-duties

produced

1850-51 they had risen to 443,0007,

branch
Lord
reason
should

In fact, every

of the Revenue has considerably increased.
Hastings, in 1822, declared that he saw no
why in time of peace the Revenues of India
not yield an annual surplus of four millions.

Mr. Tucker, one of the ablest financiers who has ever

addressed himself to the illustration of Indian affairs,
wrote, in 1826, that a surplus of two millions might

be fairly looked for, but that from this sum must be
deducted a million and a half for Home charges. I
see no reason why, after a few years of peace, we
should not have a clear surplus of a million.
This subject of Indian finance is not an attractive
one, and I do not wish to dwell wearisomely upon it.

But it is absolutely necessary to the right understand-

ing of our position in India that the financial status of

the Company should be clearly ascertaimed.

What I

wish to be gathered from these statements is this—
that the welfare of the people of India mainly depends
upon the preservation of peace. The finances of India
have continually been in an embarrassed condition,
because the Company bave continually been, in spite
of themselves, engaged im great and engulphing wars.

The policy which they have avowed and honestly en-

deavoured to maintain has been pacific to the very core.

But they have seldom been permitted to see the dis.

turbance of their Exchequer more than readjusted be-

fore they have heen again called upon to-find money to

prosecute a new war.

Under these repeated pressures.

they have been compelled from time to time to borrow
as that
* Some may soy that this is a bad rather than a good sign, inasmuch

. —
this source of income is precarious
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at a high rate

of interest,

and

by so dceing

have created a permanent embarrassment which has
kept them, and still keeps them, poor. So cireumstanced, so impoverished, they cannot be generous—
they can barely afford to be just. They are compelled

to take a financial view of almost every question that
is presented to them.
They are compelled to repress

humane instincts and kindly impulses—to narrow enlarged schemes of policy, and to give themselves up to
petty shifts and temporary expedients. They are condemned on the one hand for exacting so much from
the Revenue-payers, though they exact barely enough
to keep themselves from bankruptcy.
And they are
condemned, on the other, for not spending more of the
Revenue which it is said to be shameful to collect,
Indeed,

as far as I understood

it, the whole drift of

the popular clamor which in some quarters is
raised

against the existing Government of India, is that they

ought to have less money, and ought to spend more.

There are many things in the Government of Tndia
which I would fain see amended —there are many

things to be done, and many things to be left undone
before any man of enlarged views and humane desire
can look on with complacency and content.
But it

were well that it should be clearly
the bottom of all our misdoings and
is this miserable want of money.
ing treasury impure taxes might be
public works might be completed.

understood how, at
our short-comings,
With an overflow.
remitted, and great
The interest alone

of the

accumulated

increased

debt,

which

1839, would have sufficed for
great material work, which
have increased our revenue
people, or for the extensive

has

since

the construction of some
at the same time would
and benefited millions of
diffusion among then of

the blessings of intellectual enlightenment and practical education.

86
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The past history of India is a history of revenue
wasted, and domestic improvement obstructed by War.

But I see no’ reason why we should not be hopeful
of the future. Already, as I have shown, is there a

marked improvement in the financial returns; and
there is every reason to believe that the Company will
soon be enabled to reduce their outstanding obligations. The reduction of the debt will release year ‘by
year, for. purposes of national improvement, ‘sums of
money hitherto disappearing, under the name of * in-

terest,” without a sign.

The good or bad government

of Indie isi mainly a “question of money, and, பன். ்
a question of War or Peace.
T have shown in this chapter what the Revenues of
India are—what the moneyed resources of the Indian
Govermnent.

these revenues

I purpose now to write more in detail of

and resources, and especially of the

great tax, which,

in different parts of India,

under

different systems, is levied upon the Land. I have
briefly stated what these systems are. I am anxious
now to show how they took shape under our rule, and
what have been their effects upon the happiness of the
people.
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Tur land-revenue of India is a very large subject.

A

man of more than ordinary intelligence. may confess,
without discredit, that after thirty years’ study he but
imperfectly comprehends it, in all its bearings and relations. I know very few men who have attained to anything beyond this imperfect comprehension.
It is a

subject on which

volumes

might be written without

exhausting it, and on which volumes, indeed, have been

written, only to leave it as obscure as before. As for
myself, I purpose only in this volume to give a very
slight account

of the systems of land-assessment intro-

duced into different parts

of India under the British

Government, and the influence which they seem to have

had upon the happiness of the people.
Tt was in the year 1765 that this great question of
‘land-revenue first opened out before us. Up to this time
the English in India had been buyers and sellers of produce—compelled at last to buy and sell under the protection of ships of war and battalions of Sepoys, but still

no more than traders, trading with military escorts at

their backs.\ With the taxation of the people for pur-

poses of gdvernment we had had little to do; for

Wwe

had owned no territory, and lorded it over no subjects.
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But in 1765 the reigning prince conferred on the East
India Company a grant in perpetuity of the provinces of
Bengal,

Behar,

and

Orissa;

and the whole

civil and

military government of this fine tract of country fell under

our sovereign control.

The country became our own,

and with it the revenue. So the matter of taxation from
that time became one in which we were vitally concerned.

But it appeared at this time, no less to Clive and his
associates in the local Government than to the Directors
at home, that it would not be expedient to interfere,
hastily and ignorantly, in the collection of the revenue.
The Company’s servants at this time were dead hands at
investments; but they knew nothing of landed tenures.
How could they be expected to know anything of them?
They had other things to do than to study either the
patriarchalities of the Hindoos, the oligarchisms-of the

Mussulman

supplanters, or the bastardising effects of

Mahratta intrusion. The philosophy of the question of
right-in-the-soil was quite out of their reach, and its
practicalities were equally beyond them. It was enough
that somehow or other the revenue had been collected
by the native officers of the Newab, from whom we
received the territory, and it was thought expedient that

the collection should remain, for a while at least, in their

hands.

But it was soon found that these native officers required.
vigilant supervision and active control. So, in 1769,
supervisors were appointed from among the covenanted
servants of the Company to every district or province in

the new territory.*

What these European officers were

த்ரி
nimously,thatinevery
cries ட்
ணா a yentleman in the
service be appointed, with or without

dent of the Durbar, and managed as is
expressly set forth and defined in the
ad
letter of instructions,” &e.—

assistance, in proportion to the extent [Proceedings of the President and Select
of the district, whose office or depart- Committee, Aug. 16, 1769.)
_ ment ig to be subordinate
to the Hesi-M 2

10%
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now instructed to do was no slight thing, considering that
they had had little or no training for business of this
description. . They were ordered to collect and to report
information regarding “the form of the ancient constitu-

tion of the province compared with the present ;” to give

‘‘an account of its possessors or rulers, the order of their
succession, the revolutions in their families, and their
connexions; the peculiar customs and privileges which

they or their people have established and enjoyed ; and,
in short, every transaction which can serve to trace their
origin and progress, or has produced any material change
in the affairs of the province.” They were to report on
the state, produce, and capacity of the lands; on “the

amount of revenues, the cesses, or arbitrary taxes, and

all demands whatsoever which are made on the Ryots,
either by Government, Zemindar, or collector, with the

manner of collecting them ; and the gradual rise of every
new impost.” These might have been considered duties
sufficiently onerous for men not much accustomed to the
work of drawing up elaborate reports of this kind. But
their studies were not to be limited to the nature of
landed tenures and the system of territorial assessment.
They were instructed also to report on the best means of

regulating the commerce of the country, with especial
reference to the development of its internal resources,
and the best means of removing all internal obstructions,

in the shape of unauthorised exactions between the pro-

ducer and the market, foreign or domestic. And having

dismissed the great agricultural and commercial questions,
they were required to report on the judicial system, or

no system, of the ceded country. Ido not know சடல
-any of the reports 80: elicited are’extant; but the Paper
of instructions is a very curious and important pa for
they

are the first w

ich assume & real =

character, and in them the foundation of the Indian eivi

Bs
*
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future geneservice seems to be laid, broad and deep, to

rations.
in another
But I have spoken of this more generally
place.

My

immediate

concern now

is with

the land-

asAnd, in connexion with the question of
administration,
sessment and collection, under British
is
reventc.

visors of 1769
this paper of instructions to the super
y sets forth the
clearl
It
very interesting and suggestive.
at the outset,
nd
conte
difficulties with which we had to
which we
tion,
and shows that the revenue administra

nt of
found in force on first assuming the Governme
In
me.
extre
‘Bengal, was vicious and corrupt in. the
unt the great
fact, we had then, as we still have, to surmo

require
stumbling-block of native corruption. “It will
, ‘to
the greatest care,” so ran the paper of instructions
abood,’
enable you to form a gene ral and particular ‘hust
what
or rent-rol, of the districts; you may perhaps find

principal cutis called a ‘hustabood’ in the suddur or
late your
stimu
must
ying
satisf
cherry, but this, instead of

adapted to
curiosity; for the contents of it are merely
olders),
landh
(or
dars
the private interests of the Zemin
e

ised to ignor
filled with representations designedly disgu

, loosely,
with their offers and accounts to Government
In
ce.
instan
unfaithfully, and partially formed in every
proa
than
fact, they can supply you with little more

ents, and only
gressive history of the present dismemberm
which the multisuggest to you the degree of oppression

that account,
plication of collectors and changes has, on
cultivators

Ryots” (or
feom time to time brought on the
more certain than that
is
,
of the soil). Nothing, indeed

matters, we
when first we began to dabble in revenue
m of landsyste
the
been
found that, whatever may have

bitter fruits of
assessinent im force, i Was pearing only the

turn to
extortion and oppression, Evéry man tried in his
bour
neigh
his
pay as little to, and exact as much from,
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as fraud and falsehood could compass. The revenue-collector over-reached the landholders, and the landholders
over-reached the cultivators. Cruelty and chicanery had

full sway.

All this was plain enough. But the Indian revenue
system, or systems, so varied and unstable, were not
very readibly intelligible to our merchants and factors.
This much, however, was clear—that, although the cultivation of the soil was the main source of revenue, the
cultivators were one class of people, and the revenuepayers were another. The Company's servants may have
_heard something of village communities, which had once,
perhaps, existed in the very districts over which they

had obtained a delegated sovereignty, and were still
flourishing inviolate in other parts of the country; but
they found that the actual payment of the revenue to the
collecting officers of Government was in the hands of a
few responsible parties, known as “ Zemindars,” or landholders, who looked to the actual cultivators for the means

of meeting the Government demands.* The titles of these
often extremely doubtful.

In many

cases they had been fraudulently obtained.

In all it

landholders

were

seemed. that the landowners were a class who had very

little claim upon the sympathy and forbearance of the
governing body, whether native or foreign. The good
old. rule, the simple plan was theirs, to take what they
could from the cultivators, and to keep all that they could
from Government.

Often this was best accomplished by

means of collusion between the payers and the collectors
of the revenue.

The strong tyrannised over the weak,

and authority was on the side of the former.

டட

This was a state of things not to be upheld; and it is
pleasant to see, that in the very first revenue-paper of
* Ido not mean to say that the Ze- that it was principally, in operation
mindarry system was exclusively, but . throughout the Dewanee.
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any importance emanating from the British-Indian Government, on record, the claims of the cultivators to
our sympathy and protection were distinctly enunciated.
“The Ryot,” it said, “ should be impressed in the most

forcible and convincing manner, that the tendency of
your measures is to his ease and relief; that every opposition to them is riveting his own chains, and confirming
his

servitude

and

dependence

on

his oppressors;

that

our object is not increase of rents, or the accumulation of

demands, but solely by fixing such as are legal, explaining and abolishing such as are fraudulent and unautho-

rised, not only to redress his present grievances, but to
secure him from all further invasions of his property.”
And the supervisors were, in conclusion, earnestly exhorted. to do everything that could conduce “to the improvement of the lands, the content of the Ryot, the
extension and relief of trade, the increase and enconrage-

ment of any useful manufacture or production of the soil,

_ and the general benefit and happiness of the province in
every consideration and point of view.”* _
‘ But
to the
to the
ment,

enlightened as were the instructions thus issued
supervisors, the supervision was wholly inadequate
requirements of the case. The double Governas I have shown, did not work well.f It was al-

together a sham, and an imposture.

It was soon

to be

demolished at a blow; and on the 11th of May, 1772,
2 proclamation was issued, setting forth that the Honorable the Court of Directors had been pleased to divest
the Nabob Mahomed Reza Khan of his station of Naib
Dewan, and had determined to stand forth publicly
themselves in the character of Dewan. Three days afterwards certain “regulations for the settlement and collection of the revenue” were passed; and from that time

the collection of the revenue became one of the

most

* Proceedings of the President and Select Committee, 16th August, 1769.—

[Colebrooke's Digest —Supplement.]
°

T See ante, page 83,
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important duties of the civil servants of the Company,
and the European “collector” started into life.*
The management of the revenue having now passed
into our own hands, a new system of landed tenures was

to be introduced. The Court of Directors had instructed
the local Government not to introduce any very violent

changes into the existing system—not suddenly “to de-

prive the Zemindars, &c., of their ancient privileges and
immunities.” What those ancient privileges and immnunities were was not very clearly understood.
Indeed, it
had puzzled the servants of the Company from the first
to satisfy themselves regarding the rightful ownership of
the land. There it was, so many square miles of noble
couniry, yielding all sorts of produce, and a revenue of
two millions;

but, in whom the rightful ownership of all

these broad éeegahs were vested, we knew no more
than we did of the landed proprietorship of the moon.
Whether we have yet arrived at any very satisfactory
solution of the great question, may yet admit of a doubt;
but in those early days, even the information,

on which

the profound discussions of the present enlightened period

are based, was wanting to our English officials. Whatever
they did in those days could be regarded only as an
experiment. The first experiment was not a successful
one. The land was let to the highest bidder, for a fixed
term of five years. The country was at this time in an
impoverished condition, for there had been a miglity
famine in the land, and the farmers not sufficiently con-

sidering the results of this great calamity, and eager to
obtain the benefits of the five years’ proprietorship, were
A large
too liberal in their offers, and they failed.
The machinery of
number of defaulters appeared.t
*One of the regulations was, that
“as the Company have determined to
stand forth as Dewan, the servants

‘mployed in the
collections

shall

management of the

he

henceforth

styled

“collectors,” inatead of the present appeliation of “ supervisors.
,
+The remissions, on the five yee

leases, amounted to more than 1 18lakhs,

and the balances, mostly, irrecoverable
°

HASTINGS

collection, too, was

been auticipated.
nerienced

in

AND

not found
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to work

as well as had

The European collectors were inex-

business

of this kind;

and

it was found

necessary to replace them by a staff of native revenueofficers,
manent

known as aumils, to be controlled by
Committee of Revénue, meeting daily

a perat the

Presidency, and by occasional Commissioners, selected
from the Company's covenanted servants, and “ deputed

to visit such of the districts as may require a local inves-

tigation.”

At the same time, other subsidiary regulations

were passed tending to facilitate the collections by a
new distribution of the collectorates, and a better system
of subordination to central control.

2

The settlement had been made for five years, commencing on the 10th of April, 1772. As the period of its
expiration approached,

management

the future

arrangements

for the

of the land-revenue became a subject of

It was a
warm discussion in the Council-chamber.
period of sharp intestine strife. The Governor-General,
He had merely
in those days, had no absolute power.
a vote in council, like his colleagues, and was not
It is not to be denied that, on all
seldom out-voted.
questions of internal administration, Hastings knew more
But Francis
than all the other counsellors together.
He was a man of
was in hot and heady opposition.

energy and ability, with an uncommon opinion of his
own. importance, a weak judement, and a bad heart. On
the great question of landed tenures in India, he knew
What could a clerk fresh from the
little or nothing.
But
War-office be expected to know on such asubject?
experience,
men’s
he knew how to avail himself of other
In the unhappy
and Jobn Shore was at his elbow.
Shore had
settlement,
the
agitated
then
dissensions which

taken part against the Governor-General, and was not

the
i
hed
aoa,
De: re ached
at the end of the time,
still larger figure of 129 lakh:

nearly two
ஹத

millions and

a half of our
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unwilling
might be
the best
country,

to supply his enemies with mformation which
turned to profitable account. He was one of
authorities on questions of revenue in the
and he wrote with fluency and precision.

Francis’ revenue minutes were mainly the work of Shore.
The counsellor seasoned.them when necessary with the

due amount of acrimony, and then served them up as
his own. When Shore fell sick, Francis, it is said, was
silent, and Hastings smiled grimly at the ludicrous dis-

.comfiture of his foe.
_ , There were two points to which Hastings had espe\elally directed his attention, two objects which he was
eager fo carry out in furtherance of his plans for*an

improved system of revenue collection.

He desired to

get together the largest possible amount of information

on the subject of landed tenures, and the actual capabilities of the lands, before committing himself to a settlement with any class of men, or fixing the rates of assess-

ment for any protracted period of time.* And he was
anxious, in any future arrangement, fairly to recognise
and protect the claims of the actual cultivators of the
soil.t The Ryots under the existing system, not having
their contracts with the landholders clearly defined, were

subject to all kinds of arbitrary exactions. “ It is the
Zemindar’s interest,” wrote Hastings, in his minute of
November 1, 1776,

“to exact the greatest rent he can

* «Jn whatever manner it may be
hereaftcr determined to form the new
settlement of the provinces after the
expiration of the present leases, it will
be equally necessary to be previously
furnished with the accurate states of
the real value of the lands, as the
grounds on which

it is constructed.’”—

{Afinute of Mr. Hastings’ Revenue Consultations, Nov. 1, 1776.
—- Colebrooke’s
Digest.)
; “Many other points of inquiry
will

also

be

useful,

to

secure

to

the

Ryots the perpetual and undisturbed
Possession of their lands, and to guard

them agaiust arbitrary exactions. This
is not to be done by prociamations or
edicts, nor by indulgences to the Ze-

inindars and farmers.

‘The form€r will

not be obeyed, unless enforced by reguJations so framed as to produce their °
own effect without requiring the hand
of Government to interpose its support;
and

the latter,

though

it may feel the.

luxury of the Zemindars, or the rapacity of the farmers, will prove no relief ,
to the cultivator, whose welfare ought
to be the immediate and primary care
of Government.”—[Idid.}

7]
=
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from the Ryots; and it is as much against his interest to
fix the deeds by which the Ryots hold their lands and
pay their rents, to certain bounds and defences against

his own

authority.

must

laid by Government

be

The foundation of such a work
itself;

all that

I would

propose is to collect materials for it.” Nothing could
have been more reasonable than this; but the office
which he proposed to establish for the collection of this

information was to be under his immediate control, and
this was in itself sufficient to secure the opposition of the
imported counsellors to any measure, wise and beneficent
in itself, though signed by a Prophet, and sealed by an
Angel of light.*

But the ink with which this important minute was
written was hardly dry, before Colonel Monson fell a
Hastings was now
victim to the climate of Bengal.
side, to preserve
his
by
was
Governor, indeed. Barwell
had
Governor-General
the
and
numbers,
the balance of
therefore
was
office
proposed
The
vote.
the casting
established. ‘Three experienced covenanted servants of
the Company, Anderson, Croftes, and Bogle, were ap-

pointed to superintend it, and a bevy of native officers

were sent into the country, “ for the sole and express pur-

pose of collecting such accounts and information as have
reference to the business of the office.”

The establishment was formed at the end of 1776.

In

the April of the following year the old leases expired7
Directors
of
but the expected instructions from the Court
relative

arrived.

to the new settlement had

not,

at that time,

When they came at last, in duly, it was found

that they extended no further than to a temporary
arrangement

for the collection of the current revenue.

the plan, in detail,
fell upon
* Prancia
ine
it with
a string of frivolous
Clavering ‘Tenounced itin
oa
sweeping

language

a3

an

attempt

to

wrest from the Council the ordering,
management, and government of the
7
territorial acquisitions.
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The lands were to be let for a year on the best terms
procurable from the Zemindars, or others, the preference
being given to the Zemindars; if on the terms of the old
contract so much the better, if not, at any rent “judged
adequate to their real worth.”* An important change was
introduced at this time into the mode of obtaining sccurity for the payment of the Government dues. The
security was henceforth to consist in the right of selling
the estates of defaulting holders, for the realisation of the
arrears. “In case of their falling in arrears,” said the
terms of the settlement, “ they shall be liable to be dispossessed, and their Zemindarees, or portions of them,
shall be sold to make up the deficiency.”+ Here we have
the germ of the Sale law, which has since been produc-

tive of such mighty results.
The same plan of annual settlements was adopted for
the thred following years. It was a season merely of
experiment and preparation. The system was deelaredly
inslituted “for the temporary purpose of introducing
another more permanent mode by an easy and gradual
change, by which the effects of too sudden an innovation

might be evaded.”= It was now determined to place the
revenue administration of the provinces upon & more
permanent footing. So, at the commencement of 1781,
certain “regulations,” relating to the machinery of collection, were proposed in the Supreme Council. By
these regulations the provisional councils were abolished,
and a metropolitan Board of Revenue was appointed.
The Board was to consist of four members, all experienced
revenue-officers, Anderson, Shore, Charters, and. Croftes.
* ‘They were let eventually, on an
average of the collections

preceding

years,

It wags

of

the three

uot to be

the amount agreed upon in the original
lease.

.

t+ Plan of Scitlement, in Revenue Con-

doubted tHat the assessment, under
the quinquenniai settlement, had been

sultations, July 16,4777.
{ Introduction to Resolutions for

too high. Indeed, at the end of it
there was scarcely an estate paying

சீதனம் Administration,
Uruary 20, 1781.

Sty Fey

the

fe
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It was left to them to propose a new plan for the settlement of the revenne. . In little more than a month after
The

their report.*

their appointment they made

two

principal objects,” it stated, “for consideration are, the
amount of the settlement, and the form of it.” “The
amount of the assessment,” it continued, ‘ must depend
In some, the
on the capacity of the different districts.
assessment will be found already too great; others again,
The
and the greatest part, will admit of an increase.”
country had by this time recovered from. the effects of

the great famine of 1770; and the natural fertility of
the soil had begun to proclaim itself The four expeiimental years of annual assessment had sufficed to restore
the

balance which

drought.

had

been

disturbed

by

the great

And the measures, of which I have spoken,

seem to have brought together a sufficiency of accurate
information to enable the Board to fix the amounts of
assessment, without any very signal violation of justice
Having thus sufficient materials
in subordinate cases.

for the ascertainment of the proper amount of settlement,

“The
they proceeded “ to consider the mode of it.”
the
Committee
the
to
appears
which
“
said,
they
mode,”

most convenient and secure for the Government, and the
best for the Ryots and country, is, in general, to leave
the lands with the Zemindars, making the settlement with
‘The preference was, as in former instances, to
them.”
be given to th é Zemindars, and only in the event of their
unwillingness, or disability, were the contracts to be concluded with others. “The considerations,” it was added,

« which ought to preclude the Zemindars, are their gross

mismanagement,

oppression,

or incapacity.”

The leases

were to be for one year, renewable by all who had pune-

- tually paid their rents. The proposed plan was adopted
slight modificawith someiS Bu!
HEE
by the sur sreme Government,
tion not affecting the principles upon which it was based,
* March 2°, 1781.
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and it was duly carried into effect, and remained in force,
but with no very brilliant results, until the arrival of
Lord Cornwallis. The Zemindars proved to be no better
paymasters than the Adventurers under the settlement of

1772; the revenue fell off, and the home Government

were alarmed and discouraged by the unfavorable outturn of events.
- That full success did not crown our initial efforts in
the department of Land-Revenue, must he truthfully
admitted.
But the work was altogether new to the
Company's servants at this time, and they may be for.
given if they only carried to it the amount of experience

which, in the ordinary course of events, had gathered
round

such barren

antecedents.

It would

seem, how-

ever, that they addressed themselves to their new labors
swith a sincere desire to respect the rights both of the

Zemindar and the Ryot, and to develop the industrial
energies of the country.

want

at this time,

What their efforts seemed to

was a sustained and systematic cha.

racter ; and this was now to be imparted to them, and
in such a manner as to excite a controversy which sixty
years of continued discussion have not sufficed to allay.

Lord Cornwallis arrived in India in the autumn of

1786.
Mr. Shore, then appointed—in no small mea.
sure through the instrumentality of Warren Hastings—a
member of the Supreme Council,* sailed from Eneland
in
the same vessel with the new Governor-General,
and
soon cemented a close friendship with him,
Hitherto

India had been governed by men who had entered the
country in early youth, and risen to high place, through
all the gradations of service, military or civil. Cornwallis
was an English nobleman, who had commanded
armies
in America, and sat in English Parliaments, but who

Pas Shore had originally been a par- been
mistaken in the man, and to
tisan of Francis, but he lived to Tepent cement
a close friendship with Hast.
of this, to acknowledge that he had ings.

|
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knew little or nothing of India, the nature of its institutions, and the character of its people. But he was neither .

a hasty, nor a self-willed man. Equally willing to obey
the instructions of his superiors and to profit by the
advice of his inferiors, he formed no visionary projects
of his own. He did not rush into authoritative execution
of ill-digested measures, in defiance of the remonstrances
of the experienced men by whom he was surrounded.
Judged by the remarks which have been passed. upon his

civil administration by very opposite writers, he would
appear to have been a presumptuous and self-opinionated

man; but he was the very reverse of this.

He adopted

a measure only when it was his deliberate conviction that
the balance of evidence was in its favor, and that it was

his duty to carry it into effect.
As far as all predilections or prejudices for or against
any particular system of revenue administration are con-cerned, it may be safely said, that when Cornwallis
quitted England, his mifid was a blank.
It is not to his
the landabout
nothing
knew
he
that
discredit to affirm,
revenuebest
the
But
Behar.
and
revenue of Bengal
the
board
on
fellow-passenger
his
officer in India was
conhis
from
that,
presumed
be
may
Swallow ; and it
versation with Shore, he derived at least some general
His first
ideas of a subject of such pressing importance.

lessons in Indian revenue were, doubtless, learnt during
his passage to Bengal. But specific instructions had
been sent to him by the Court of Directors, and he was
not a man to toss them aside with haughty unconcern.

The Court of Directors had regarded with disapproba-

tion the recent proceedings of the Indian Government in

the Revenue department.
sures adopted

had not been

They had seen that the measuccessful;

that

the annual

settlement had left the contractors, whether Zemindars or

farmers, heavily in arrears, and that whilst the Govern-

ment

had been great losers by the system, it had bene-
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fited no class of the community.
They therefore laid
down as a fixed principle, for the future guidance of their

executive, that a moderate permanent assessment would
be more beneficial, both to the State and to the people,
than a heavy fluctuating one. ‘tA moderate assessment,

regularly and punctually collected,” they wrote, “unites

the considerations of our interests with the
the natives, and security of the landholders,
ally than any imperfect collection of an
jumma (assessment), to be enforced with
vexation.”

The

amount

of the

happiness of
more rationexaggerated
severity and

assessment. was

to be

determined by the experience of the four preceding
years, but not to be fixed without reference to the home

Government; and, although it was intended by the
Directors that the assessment so determined should be
fixed in perpetuity, it was deemed expedient, at this

time, for special reasons, to introduce it by a settlement
instituted,

in the first instance, for ten years.

They

expressly declared their intentféns, that the contract
should be made with the Zemindar—that “the humane

intention of the

Legislature

towards

the native land-

holder should be strictly fulfilled.”
Such was the tenor of the instructions written to the
Neither
Governor-General in Council, in April, 1786.
perthe
nor
such,
as
simply
the Zemindaree settlement,

petual Zemindaree settlement, was the growth of his
own imagination. He found that the idea had taken
root in Leadenhall-street, and when he arrived in India

and expehe found that some of the most intelligent
of
favor
rienced revenue-officers in the country were in All men
er.
form
the
y all im favor of

the Jatter—nearl
s that the claims of
seemed to have made up their mind
y

should be ampl
s
the soil,
the Zemindars, as proprietors of the
that no effectual
recognised ; aud many were of opinion
the State, to
to
eous
settlement—a settlement advantag

d be
the landholder, and to the actual cultivator—coul

thy
MR, LAY.

சத்

completed without embracing @ permanency of tenure,
But so little disposed was Lord Cornwallis to complete
such a settlement “at once,” that he hesitated ever to

enter upon the decennial seitlement recommended by the
Court as an initial measure. He did not think that the
information before the Government warranted such a
measure; and he began his career as a civil administrator with a recurrence to the system of annual leases.

And whilst these annual leases were in operation, no
“effort to increase the store of available information was
spared by the Governor-General and his colleagues. All
the

most

experienced revenue-officers were

encouraged

to give their opinions, and other sources of information
were resoried to without stint.
A vast body of information was thus collected—*“ information” declared in the celebrated ‘Fifth Report” to

be “too voluminous to lay before the House.”

Foremost

amongst those who advocated a perpetual settlement to
be made with the Zemindars, was Mr. Thomas Law,*
Collector of Behar, and afterwards a member of the
He had the strongest possible
Council of Revenue.
faith in the virtue of a permanent Zemiudarree settle-

- ment, and he did not hesitate to lay his plans before the
Government, through the ordinary channel of the Board
of Revenue, with an overwhelming array of argument

in their support, Vigovously contrasting, in a series ot
juxta-posed paragraphs, the farming and the permanent
system, he made out a strong case mn favor of the latter.

“very year (under the permanent system),” he wrote,
‘tincreases confidence by length of possession. Every
- man will lay out money in permanent structures, as such

works enhance the value of his estate, and promise future benefit,

Ifa scarcity happens, the landholders will

forego demands, and encourage cultivation to preserve
* Mr, Law was a brother of tie late, and uncle of the present Lord Ellen.
borough.
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their tenants, who become a part of their necessary property. The increasing independence will raise a class of
native gentlemen proprietors, who will gradually have. established themselves in good houses, with the various
comforts of life.” In short, he wrote, after a long array
of detailed blessings, “The mocurrery (permanent)
system founds on a permanent basis the future security, prosperity, and happiness of the natives, and ensures
stability.

A long

and painful observation,” he added,

“of the evils of the farming system, which have dwindled
great families into the commonalty, diminished rich cultivation, and exhausted the country; and a subsequent
war, which has not only drained the resources of public
credit, but the hoards of individuals, have induced me to
reflect upon the subject.”*
Nor was it only the expression of speculative opinions
forwarded to Government.

which Mr. Law

He declared

that already, in the districts of which he had the fiscal
management, the expectation of the permanent settlement
had produced the happiest results. He declared that

these results were developing themselves in an increase
of general confidence, and a corresponding increase of
revenuc. Men of ancient family, who had been ruined
by our assumption of the Dewanee, who had mortgaged"
all their available property, aud were pining under the
ageravating contrast of their present penury with their

now began again to breathe an atmo-

past splendor,

of hopet

sphere

Other

« Mr. Law to the President and Members of the Revenue Board, Oct. 4, 1778.
“T cannot refrain,” said Mr. Law,
in a letter to the Board of Revenue,
“from communicating the pathetic expressions of the descendant of a great
family.
‘Our fathers,’ said he, ‘for adhering to the Company's arms, obtained
pensions and jagheers; and they fondly

imagined they had benefited their posterity, by introducing
tration in Heu of

foresaw

not

that

a mild adminis-

feudal anarchy;

they

offices of state and

classes of the

community, de-

command of treops would Bae iy te
nder
excluded from us by conquerors.
adventuring farmers they could not submit to extortion and insult, or expose
themselves to caprice for temporary
tenures. Loak, sir, into our houses;
reduced to
mothers,
our widowed
who
penary, in vain call upon us
ehave mortgaged almost every valuabl
in their support; our sisters pine in
celibacy for want of portions, and men. . *~
of property equal to their rank; wlren
y adds,”. a
wo look forward, future miser
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pressed and impoverished by our previous operations,
were, he represented, eager for the introduction of the
permanent system, which was to restore them to their
lost property.
‘The bankers were petitioning for it.
Under the old system, they said, they had no security

for the recovery of their advances to the agriculturists,
but that if the permanent system were introduced, they
%* would be greatly encouraged, and could confidently

advance loans of money to the under-renters and Ryots,”

and “by this means,” they added, “two advantages are
apparent ; first, the Ryots will daily exert themselves in
improving the cultivation, and will become more capable
and responsible, while the bankers will have an eye to
the produce; and secondly, if any mocurreydar (permanent landholder) should happen to die, the accounts may
be kept open with his successor, and the debts will be
recovered without any risk whatever.” All these things
were duly pressed upon the Revenue Board by Mr.
Law, until at last, overwhelmed by the formidable array
of facts and arguments poured forth by the worthy collector of Behar, the President of the Board (Mr. Shore)

requested him to afford certain specific information required at the time, “without reverting to the compara-

tive advantages of the plan over any other system, as Z

see no reason to doubt them.”*
But although Thomas Law was of all the servants

of

the Company at this time the stoutest advocate of the
permanent system, he was by no means the only one.
poignancy

to present want, and the

retrospect of past splendor aggravates
tho
atl. But we have now 2 hope upon
some
mocarrery (permanent) plan, that
may be favored with grants, aud those
who have jewels or plate remaiuing
nay
from the wrecks of their funily
purchase villages and at length settle,

by degrees to become affluent—our hgratitude daily increasing to the Britis
ernment, who at onee grant us
places of tranquillity, and secure us

from invasion, thus making the euperior policy.and discipline which subdued us the sources of our happiness.’
The look, the manner of the speaker,”
added Mr, Law, “cannot be conveyed;
much,

therefore,is Jost;

yet I trust that

eyen this faint participation will be
grateful to sonsibility and reason.”——
{3f. Law to the Board of Revenue, Nov.
26, 1788.]
« Mr. Shore to Mr. Law, Jan. 23,
1789,
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Among
forward,
phatic,
earnest’

others, Mr. Brook, collector of Shahabad, came
with his unsought testimony, earnest and emin support of the proposed measure.
“ My
desire,” he wrote to the Board of Revenue,

**to see so beneficial a measure as a permanent quitrent carried into execution, has induced me to trouble

you with

this

public

expression of my

sentiments of

Mr. Law’s benevolent plan—a plan which, with a few
subsidiary emendations, will ensure the relief of anxious

millions, diffuse universal satisfaction through every subordination of landholders, and extend the fame of our
justice through the remotest kingdoms

of the East.”

Of all the information which flowed in from the provincial revenue-oflicers, John Shore was the recipient.
Ee was in immediate communication with the Governor.
General,

as member

of the Revenue

of the

Board,

Supreme

Council

and chief

and to him had been entrusted

the work of preparing the details of the new settlement.

He

labored

slave.”

And

at it, m

his own words, ‘like a galley.

in the summer

of 1789 he was enabled to

report that the arduous

task which

to him, was complete.

A masterly minute,

18th of June, recorded his views

had been

assigned

dated the

on the subject of the

proprietary rights of the Zemindars, and took a comprehensive

survey of the whole

civil administration

Company’s territories in Bengal.
carried into

ment.

effect was

a

decennial

of the

The plan now to be
Zemindarree

setile-

This had been suggested to the Governor-General,

on his departure from England, three years before.

But

the measure had, as has been seen, been delayed for
want of sufficient information to enable the Government

to give it detailed effect. During the interval, information had been diligently sought and carefully collected.
The home authorities had rebuked Hastings nearly ten
years before for hesitating to mature a system of landrevenue on the ground of insufficient information. And
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now the ablest revenue-oflicer in the country reported
that the subject was exhausted, and that it was useless
further to discuss 2 matter which: had been removed
beyond the regions of doubt.
From all quarters came
assurances that the interests of the country could only be
promoted by a Zemindarree settlement. A remarkable
unanimity prevailed, upon this point, among all the civil
servants of the Company; and the opinion which was so
generally expressed in Inca was shared by the Directors
at home.
I have never been able to understand how, in the

knowledge of such simple facts as these, it could ever be
asserted that the Zemindarree

settlement

was an idea

hastily conceived by Lord Cornwallis—the aristocratic
plan of an aristocratic statesman*—an ignorant Lnglishism,

in short,

utterly unsuited to

the country in

which it was designed to make it strike root.
measure,

cratic

whether good or bad, was

conception,

importation,

or precipitate

It was emphatically the work of the Com-

execution.
pany’s

English

The

not one of aristo-

civil servants-—-members

of the

middle

classes,

who had. come out to India in their boyhood—and they

had been incubating it for a quarter of a century.

It

had nothing whatever to do with the personal character

of Lord Cornwallis. If Mr. Macpherson, who had been
a ship’s husband, had. remained at the head of the Go-vernment, the settlement would still have been com-

pleted with the aristocratic Zemindars.
The terms of the decennial settlement were announced at the close of 1789; and it was then notified

to the proprietors, with whom the settlement had been
made, that at the expiration of the ten years the assess-

ment would be continued, and “remain unalterable for
ன்

«Pull of the aristo
isto-

the Government
avowed
ern
his intention
intenti
770

of modern
Tae peraon
ae
the head theof
007 atEurope,
aristocratical

an aristocracy upon the
ofestablishing
European model.
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ever,” provided that such continuance should meet with
the approbation of the Court of Directors, It is contended that this was a mistake.
the framer of the Zemindarree

against its hasty perpetuation.

Shore, who had been
settlement, protested

He did not urge that it

might not be rendered permanent;
measure would be premature under

then existing.

but that such a
the circumstances

Law, on the other hand, had from the

first declared in favor of its permanency, arguing tha‘,

under a perpetual settlement, every year increased the

interest of the holder in the prosperity of his estate,

- whereas, under an arrangement for a term of years, as

every year brought him nearer to the close of it, and
therefore nearer to a chance of being dispossessed, his
interest naturally declined,

and his efforts diminished.

Cornwallis recognised the force of this argument.

But

other motives than these impelled him to recommend the

perpetuation of the settlement. He would have yielded
to Shore's weighty reasoning, but he feared that such a
concession would be fatal to the entire project. Ifhe or
his colleague could have continued to watch the opera.

tion of the settlement during the ten years of probation,

and been supreme «ai their close, he would have been

contented to give a merely experimental character to the
new settlement.
But he had no guarantee that the pre-

judices of his successor might not reverse the entire
scheme.
He was thoroughly in carnest about it himself.
He believed that a great boon had been conferred on the
people of Bengal, and that every year would see an in-

crease in the prosperity of the country and the happiness
of the people. Anxious to secure to them what he re-

garded as so mighty a blessing, he recommended to the
Court of Directors that the settlement should be fixed

beyond the reach of reversal.

And it was so fixed.

But if, in the month of September,

1789, Cornwallis

hastily announced his intention, with the permission of
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the Court of Directors, to render the settlement irreIt
versible, that permission was not hastily accorded.
was not until September, 1792, three years after the first

promulgation of the terms of the decennial settlement,
with the conditional promise of its perpetual continuance,

that the Court of Directors completed their reply to the
The answer, when
reference of the Governor-General.
. It had
approbation
and
concurrence
of
it came, was one
dismuch
and
on
considerati
been drawn up, after long
King’s
the
of
work
the
cussion, and was mainly, I believe,
Ministers—Pitt and Dundas, aided by Mr. Charles Grant.
In the spring of the following year these instructions
reached Bengal, and on the 22nd of March a proclamation was issued, setting forth that ‘the Marquis Cornwallis, Knight of the most Noble Order of the Garter,
Governor-General

in

Council,

now

notifies to

all Ze-

mindars, independent Talookdars, and other actual proprietors of land in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and
Orissa, that he has been empowered by the Honorable
Court of Directors for the affairs of the East India Com- pany, to declare the jumma, which has been or may be
assessed. upon their lands under the regulations above
mentioned, fixed for ever. The Governor-General in
Council accordingly declares to the Zemindars, independent Talookdars, and other-aciual proprietors of land,
qwith or on behalf of whom a settlement has been completed, that at the expiration of the term of the seitlement, no alteration will be made in the assessment which
they have respectively engaged to pay, but that they

and their heirs and lawful successors will be allowed to
hold their estates at such assessment for ever.”
* T gather this from ௧ letter written

by Mr. Beaufoy, secretary to the Board
of Control,

to Sir G. Barlow.

“Tha

revenue letter. of the last year,” he
the sequel

the plan of a report, prepared by the

secretary, from

the original records.”

And he adds ina marginal note:

“ Pars

ticular parts of the letter are said andto
have been written by Mr. Dundas,

as
some by Mr. C. Grant.’—[0S. Correof that which confirmed the decennial
spondence, |
settlement, and which was written
(principally, I believe, by Mr. Pitt) om

writes, “was considered
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Such is the history of the permanent Zemindarree
settlement.
It passed into law nearly’ seven years after
Lord Cormwallis descended from the quarter-deck of the
Swallow.
Yt was sanctioned by the Court of Directors
and the Board of Control after at least two years of consideration.
It was approved, as a Zemindarree settlement, by all the first revenue-oificers in the country, and
as a permanent settlement by many of them. It was _
based upon information acquired during twenty-eight
years of diligent inquiry. And yet it has been said that
Lord Cornwallis, an aristocratic personage, saturated with aristocratic English ideas, hastily and unadvisedly
completed in perpetuity a settlement with the wrong
people.
;
I come now to speak of the results of this Bengal
settlement. Jt is a large subject fearfully overloaded
with controversy, and it is my desire in this work rather
to state facts than to deliver opinions.

No measure that

ever emanated from the Anglo-Indian Government has
been so warmly extolled on the one side, and so fiercely
assailed on the other. Clouds of witnesses to be gathered
from among the ablest revenue-officers of the Company,
may be cited on either side of the controversy; and
there is nothing in history to which a one-sided writer,
not unwilling to make foul use of the materials within
his reach, may so easily color according to the comThus it has been asserted
_ plexion of his own mind.
that the utter failure of the experiment was palpable
But it was in the cold
within ten years of its initiation.
weather of 1801-1802 that Sir John (then Captain)

Malcolm, who, in the capacity of Private Secretary, was

in attendance upon Lord
through Bengal, wrote to

Wellesley, then travelling
Mr. Barlow : “We have,

since you left us, passed through one of the finest and
most highly eultivated tracts of country inthe world.
What adds to my pleasure in contemplating these scenes,
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is to hear every man I ask tell how jungles have been
cleared, and waste lands brought under. cultivation.

I

cannot but envy your feelings on this subject. I confess,
before I travelled through these provinces, I was not
perfectly

reconciled

to your

system.

I have

now

ob-

served its effects, and must ever think it one of the most
wise and benevolent plans

that ever was conceived by a

Government to render its subjects rich and comfortable.

We can only hope that a sense of gratitude will be the
primary feeling in the breasts of those who benefit by
this admirable system, and that they will repay the State
for the care it takes of their mterests by a firm and last.
ing attachment.”*
It was one of the main objects of the Permanent Settlement to give the landholder such a beneficial interest in
the improvements of the land as would induce him to

venture upon this reclamation of the jungle. The theory

was excellent,

and so, up

to a certain point, was the

result. But there were errors of detail which threatened
The Go-to vitiate the broad and beneficent principle.

vernment reserved to itself the right of selling the estates
of defaulting Zemindars for arrears of revenue, and it is
not to be doub ted that, in the first instance, whilst the

authority of the Zemindar over the Ryot was insufficient
of the State
to enable him to‘obtain his dues, the power
The

a manner. over him was exercised in too summary
the
landholders
was too brief.
period of grace allowed to
time in the
any
at
The revenue-oflicers were empowered
Zedefaulting
of
course of the year to bring the lands

were not
mindars to auction if the monthly instalment
a large
law
paid. And under the operation of this
of the
Some
number of estates were pul up to sale.

were, it is
oldest and most respectable families in Bengal
said, to be found in the list of defaulters.

It seemed,

quoted by me in the Calcutta Review.
* MS, Corresponde ace,
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indeed, that the old aristocracy of the country was about
to be speedily extinguished.*
The grievance was a palpable one, and Government

was not unwilling to redress it.

Accordingly, in 1799, a

resulation}t was passed, decreeing that sales of land for

arrears of tevenue should not take place until the end of

each year.

As the Zemindar was invested, at the same

time, with the power of summary distraint over the goods
of the defaulting Ryot, he was thus enabled to realise his
own dues before he was called upon.to give strict account
to the Government; and it was the opinion of the larger
number of experienced revenue-officers that he was now
The Zemindars had alleged that
sufficiently protected.
the dilatory payments, or the actual nou-payments of the
cultivators, had been the occasion of ther default ; but
under the new regulation they could not any longer
put forward this extenuating plea. The whole question
was sifted by Government.
A series of interrogatories
were circulated among the collectors, and their collective
answers exhibit the result of the Zemindarree settlement

during the first ten years of its operation.
most

important

questions

submitted

to

Among
the

the

revenue.

officers was this: “ Are the existing regulations caleulated to enable Zemindars to obtain payments from the
Ryots without affording them ready means of oppression ?”}

Several collectors stated in reply, without quali

fication, that the regulations answered every purpose
* T give this as the received version
of the story; but it is my belief thag

“the old aristocracy” had nearly disappeared before 1793.
¥ Act VIL, 1799.

t{ A few of these answers

may be

briefly given.
Mr, Ricketts of Tirhoot
replies, that “the regulations are well
adapted for the purposes intended.”
Mr. Elphinstone of Sarun says: “The
regulations are perfectly well-caleulated
for the purposes intended.” My, Cowell

of Birbhim makes answer, that
“ the
existing regulations are most
favorable for realising the rents from
the
under-farmers and yots, and in general
are acknowledged to ba so by the Zomindars, and ofler description of landholders.”
Mr, Smith of Dinagepore
curtly answers: “T conceive that
they
are”
Mr. Wright of Ttungpore says:
“The
regulations which have been

issued for the benefit of the landholders

have answered the purposes intended,”

*
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that the Zemindars had the power of obtaining punctual
payment of his rents, and had not the power of oppressing the Ryots.
Several: stated that the Zemindar had

the power of obtaining his rents, but that the system did
tend to the oppression of the Ryots. A few stated, on
the other hand,

that the Regulations

to cheat the Zemindar;

enabled the Ryot

and Sir Henry

Strachey stated

outright that there was not a Zemindar left in Bengal.
Now, the truth appears to have been this.
Ryots

do

Immaculate

not grow in Bengal any more than immaculate

Zemindars.
As there was tyranny on the one hand,
there was fraud on the other. But the balance of wrong-

doing must have been greatly on the side of the Zemindar.
The ignorant husbandman was no match for the
landed proprietor—still less was he a match for the

middleman

or agent.

Cunning he may have been—

dishonest he may have been; but he was weak and
cowardly too, and had little heart to systematise fraud,
He paid
and to fight is out boldly with his superiors.
He
generally
paid
them,
could.
his rents when he
attempt
to
overreach
him;
indeed, when there was no
‘Mr. Seton of Kishnaghur replies: “ The

the
powers vested by the regulations in

am of opinion
tion Vil.

of

that, sirice the Regula3799

has

becn

generally

known and enforced in the Mofussi,
Zemindars, and other proprietors and the Zemindars have been very well able
farmers, holding lands immediately of to realise their rents.” ‘ Lands,” says
enGovernment, are fully adequate to
Mr. Grant, collector of Midnapore,
able them to collect their rents from
“being now exempted from sale for ihe
Mr.
Ryots.”
their under-farmers and
38 recovery of arrears of revenue till the
Le Gros of Mymensing answers
end
of the year, it appears to me much
existing
almost the same words: “The
d jess necessary to expedite the sale of
regulations axe perfectly well calculate
other pro- distrained property than it was before
for enabling Zemindars and
of land Regulation VIT. of 1799 was issued,
prietors of land, and farmers of Go- when they were liable to be sold every
ely
immediat
farms
their
holding
mouth. .
” I have frequently had
their rents from
vernment, to realise
Mr. occasion to state to the Board that, as
their under-farmers and Ryots.’
far
as
my
experience
goes, I have found
emphatically
Hayes of Mirshedabad
that the common Ryots, or the Jowcst
ant
declares

other

that

the

descriptions

unanimous

in

“ Zersindars,

of landholders, are

acknowledging that the

ie
existing regulations, for enabling
the un a
to realise their rents from
calcula
well
farmers and Ryots, are
;” and t
for the purposes intended
Collector of Midnapore scam
Jong

able

minute

with

the wores:

tenants, who are the cultivators of the

soil, ‘pay their revenucs with great
punctuality.
They are much
more apt to submit tamely to exaction,
than

to hazard

a contest

with

a

Ze-

mindar; and they pay a kist or two in
advance much oftener than they fall in
arrear.”
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but when he fell into arrears, and the war began, he did
all that he could, in his weakness, with fraud and lying
and. the collusion of his friends, to outwit his antagonist.
He got the start, when

he

could, of his

enemy, carried

off all his moveables to a neighbour’s house, cut his
standing crops in the night time, concealed them by the
connivance of his friends, and met the distraining party

with no worldly goods in his possession, but the rag
about his middle, and a few earthenware pots in his
house. The Zemindars certainly did complain that in
this way the weapon of distraint became a telwm imbelle
in their hands; that they had great difficulty in obtaining
the assistance of the police—that, if a small party went
to distrain, they were beaten; and that, if a large party
went, the expense was so heavy, that is was better not
to distrain at all; and that, as to suing the defaulter
in
our law courts, the process was so tedious, and
the cost

of maintaining the defendant in prison so onerous,
that
they seldom gained anything but a heavy loss by
the
proceeding. ©
Such was the plaint of the Zemindars.
I do not
doubt that such things happened,
But the power of the
Zemindar to oppress the Ryot must have been
far greater
than that of the

Ryot

to

outwit

the

Zemindar.

The

husbandman was generally better disposed to submit
to
imposition than to battle it out with the proprietor,
or
the agent, who was sure to be a preater tyrant
than his
master.

The Ryot had not inuch to lose, it is true; and

it is argued that the constitutional indolence of
the native
character made him look upon mere loss of liberty as
no
evil, and that he was content to exist in gaol at
the expense of his oppressor. But indolent and debased as
he

may have been, he was not utterly hardened

less.

and reck-

He could not meet with indifference a calamity

that severed all family ties, and left wife and children at

the mercy of the spoiler, and exposed to all the accidents
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of life. He had, too, whatever he may have thought of
the immunities of gaol-life, a horror of the police—a
horror of the long journey to the justice-seat—and of a
thousand vaguely apprehended evils, to which even the
natural litigiousness of his character could not fortify
him to look forward with complacency.
The balance,

indeed, was greatly against him, and he had sense enough
to know

it.

He

seldom

invited

a contest,

which

he

knew must end in his ruin. It was better, he. thought,
to compromise with fate, and bear the lesser evil of the
two. So he acceded in patience to the extortionate demands made upon him, when he could; when he could
not, the Regulations took their course. And how destructive that course was, may be gathered from the evidence of Mr. Rees, the collector of Purneah, who speaks

of “repeated instances of families, nay whole villages,
reduced to penury and distress by their (the middle-men’s
and agents’) oppressive use of that power of distraint,
which is vested in them with equal

actual proprictor of the soil.”

authority as in the

It was not till ten years

afterwards that the Zemindar was prohibited from seizing

even the agricultural implements and farm cattle of the

Ryot:

it was not till ten years afterwards that he was

compelled to give due notice of his tention to distrain
before coming down, with one fell swoop, upon all the
;
property of his debtor.*
SettlePermanent
the
under
If, then, the large estates,
Zeminmept, continued to fall to pieces, and the wealthy

dars were still stripped of their lands, it would hardly _
appear that th e cause of this decadence of the old aristocracy is to be found in the fact that “Government

had given to themselves the benefit of summary process
- with regard to the

Zemindars,

but had left the Zemin-

technical
dars to the tedious progress through all thet from the
men
pay
ng
acti
extr
forms of the courts in
Revice.
@ Author in the Caleutta
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Nor

was it that the assessment

itself was

excessive. Under able and economical management the
estates yielded readily the required revenue. But the
management,
economical.
extravagant;

in most instances, was neither able nor
The Zemindars were often indolent and
they mismanaged their estates, left them

to the superintendence of undelings; and were fatally
given to ruinous litigation.

These

causes combined to

stimulate the Sale Act into unhealth y excited action; and

many of the families (old or new) whom we found in possession of the land, were doubtless brought to ruin by
them.t Property has undergone a great revolution,
since the Regulations of 1793 brought the Zemindary’of
Bengal directly into the hands of the English collector, .
Mr. Law was of opinion that the Permanent Settlement
would “raise a class of native gentlemen proprietdfs,
who would establish themselves in good houses, with
the various comforts of life ;t and it certainly did raise
a class Of native proprietors—of mushroom gentlemen—
who built tp their prosperity upon the ruins
of others

more unfortunate or improvident than themselves,
The Bengal officials admitted. this—but they doubted
whether the change was to be greatly deplored. 1
think

that they treated the matter of this great revolution
in a

very cool and off-hand manner, and I by no
means share

in the satisfaction expressed by some of them at
the
* Alill's History of India.
4A very able writer on Indian
affairs, speaking of the revolution of
property in India, states the causesvery
truthfully and forcibly, in the following
passage: “A minute inquiry into the
causes which lad transferred Iunded
property from the older families to the
traders and merchants, who owe their
riseto the Company, might in a very
few instances ccrtainly prove that the
transfer had been occasioned by causes
heyond the control of the proprietor;
by famine, by drought, by inundation,

hy the over-assessment of a zealous

Yerenue-officer, by the absence or the

delay of an adequate remedy to hastiness. But,
in a far greater number of
instances, the change of cir cumsta;
would be owing to the culpable indiffer:
ence, or the reckless extortion of the
landlords; to the tack-rent of cyil ad.
yisers or agen‘s; to a spirit of litiga..
tion which is untiralled in the forensic
annals of Europe, and to a forgetfulness
of the memorable aphorism that the
immutable laws of Providence haye de.
crocd vexation to violence, and Poverty
40 rapine.”—[ Letters on the Government
of India. — Morning Chronicle, Marek

1853.]

f See ante, page 178,

:
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thought that. the extinction of the large Zemindarries;
however much to be regretted as affecting the individual

proprietor, would probably be beneficial to the country
at large, from the estate fallmg into the possession of
more able and economic management.
But I am inclined to believe that the evils of this revolution have

been considerably over-stated.
that

the

Permanent

Indeed, it is remarkable

Settlement

is charged

with

two

offences of an antagonistic and wholly irreconcileable
character.

It is said, on the one hand, that the settle.

ment was completed with men who had no title to the
privileges it accorded to them; and on the other, that it
has stripped the ancient gentry of Bengal of privileges

inherited from remote ancestral generations.
One of
these may be the rule; the other, the exception. They

cannot both be the rule.

It is not, however, to be denied, even by those who

recognise nothing but evil in the Regulations of 1793,
that the cruel operation of the Sale Law is rather an accident of the Past than of the Present.*

In spite of the

publicity given to the new Regulations, the Zemindars
were at first but imperfectly acquainted with them,
They had been accustomed to personal coercion, but not

to the sale of their lands; and they may, in the first instance, have believed that the threat would not be car.
* Mr. Campbell, one of the most
strenuous as he is one of the ablest

smissions.are occasionally made

general
working of the Permanent Settlement,

of 90 percent. was realised within ¢

on

the

ground of natural calamities, but they

are small in amount.
The reculari
settied estates of 1848-49 borea reek
makes candid admission of this. “The * of
8,45,98,603 rupees, of which
present
the
upwards
“of
says,
he
view,”
opponents of the Permanent Settlement,

year, along with 87 per cent, of then
shown by tho last reports, proves that year’s
balance, showing that the greater
the Bengalees now understanding our portion
of the 10 per cent, current
system, nnd the bad estates having18 balance is the
portion
at the end of
fallen to Government, the revenuety. the year, and collected due
in the next year
realised with considerable punctuali
A

arrears still take

little more than 1 per cent. wag

re.
‘A good many sales for
I mitted or transferred to defuulters’
place, but they are principally areot smal
per- register. . . Of the total dem

estates.

Some,

probably,

mitted to go to the hammer by those
wishing to dispose of them, and to give
a good title to the purchasers. Re-

account of land-revenue, the
eventually

realised within

1 to

hate “8
ந் ண

cent.”-—[Campbel?s Modern India, 1852 |

:
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It was often the interest of the agent to

keep the Zemindar himself in ignorance

of the

danger

which threatened his estate, and he awoke perhaps, from

the false security in which he had been lulled, only to
find himself stripped of his lands, and his agent, under
cover of some man of straw, in actual possession of a
large portion of the dismembered estate.
But when
the proceedings of the collector’s office became better
understood, and the larger and more unmanageable
estates fell to pieces, the operation of the Sale Law lost
all its severity. The assessment, originally licht, has become lighter by the improvement of the land, and the
cases of default are few.

‘The unrealised balance

every

year does not exceed one and a half per cent. on the en-

tire revenue of the land under assessment,
But there are still more important considerations than
the transfer of these proprietary nights. It is time that I
should say something of the effect of. the measure on
the general happiness of the people. When, in 1802,
Malcolm wrote that the visible results of the settlement
were of the most satisfactory description, he only wrote
what now, fifty years afterwards, every traveller through

Bengal would cheerfully endorse.

The aspect of the

country, under the operation of the Perpetual Settlement, seems to give the lie to the assertion that the
people are ground down and depressed. There is hardly
a rood of land not under cultivation. The jungle has

entirely disappeared.

‘(A man,” says a recent writer,

“may go for miles in any direction, east and north of
the metropolis, and see plains succeeding to plains,
where there is not one bigah of unproductive sou, and
where many thousands of bigahs give their return of two

crops in the
careful labor
Provinces, to
will be found

year, without irrigation, and அய்ராம் that
which seems indispensable, in the Upper
successful agriculture. More new bazaars
to have been established within the last

for
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thirty years than old bazaars to have decayed.
The
circulation of money in the interior of such districts is
very

considerable.

The

number

of men

who

derive

competence and consequence from the soil, is large. Is
it fair to say that all these results are independent of the

Perpetual Settlement ?”*
Tt would seem then, that if the old aristocracy have been

ruined, the country has not been ruined with them. The
provinces under the Perpetual Settlement are the most

It is a great thing I know

thriving proviaces in India.

that they have enjoyed, under British rule, nearly a
century of unbroken peace. Nature, doubtless, too, has
done much for them.
Their natural fertility is great.
They are independent of artificial irrigation. But it is
only since the Permanent Settlement was introduced

that the country has been exempted from the curse of
periodical famine; and some of the ablest men who have
ever given themselves to the study of Indian affairs, fore-

most among whom were Edmonstone and Tucker, have

of this system have all been brought up

* Caleutta Review.
+ Sir Henry Russell says in his published Letters:
“Tn one of my last conversations on

the subject with Mr. Edmonstone, to
whose guidance and instruction I owe
anything that I may have learned in
Jndia, and whom I have looked up to
all my life with reverence and affection,
he ascribed the present exemption of
Bengal from

those

famines,

periodical

to which it was formerly subject, and

by which other tracts are oceasionally

uniform

protection,

Mr.

Edmonstone,

have

as far as Lam aware, the whole of those,
who have witnessed the working of the

two, are in favor of the native machinery of the Ryotwar system.”
The testimony of Mr. Tucker may be.
Reenlations of 1793 were not framed
on sound and just
person will contend
Settlement was not
due haste, and upon

and

shelter behind a wide and secure boundary. Unquestionably many able men,
besides

tems, gives the preference to that of
Bengal.
With this single exception,

added: “Inever,” he wrote to a brother:
Director, “can be persuaded that the

visited, to the influence of the permanent system. In this I cannot concur,
without depreciating the value of good
government,

in Bengal, where they have seen no
other in action. Among the eminent
authorities on this subject, Mr. Hodgson
is the only one I remember, who, having
made himself conversant with both sys-

been

principles—but no
that the Permancnt
concluded with un~
defective materials;

from the first, and still are, the adyocates of the Zemindarry system. The

put if the measure had not been pro-

doctrine of the school we have been
brought up in, Independently of the

country and the people would have re~

fact is, that we all of us lean

secuted at the time, it would probably
never have been undertaken, and the

to the

mained

The

the

wretched

condition

reduced

to

under

short and corrupt settlements,
If this
இ reat measure had no other merié, I

have spent our lives in learning, is of
no 911081810௦ ௦2 6604.

in

which they had been

force of habit, we cannot easily bring
ourselves to think that that, which we

would say that (under Providence) the

adyocates

0
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declared their opinion that it mainly is to the settlement
that this exemption

(under

Providence)

is to be attri-

buted.
This in itself is no small thing. It is no small
thing to know that the peasantry of Bengal are never
starving. ‘‘uAs to the poverty and misery of the actual
Ryot,” says the writer I have quoted above—one of the
ablest men now in India—“so much insisted on by
several writers at the present day, we deny that matters
are as bad as represented. What strikes the eye most in
any vulage, or set of villages, in a Bengal district, is the
exuberant fertility of the soil, the sluttish plenty surrounding the Grihasta’s (cultivator’s) abode, the rich
foliage, the fruit and timber-trees, and the palpable evi.
dence against anything like penury. Did any man ever go
through a Bengallee village and find himself assailed by

the cry of want or famine?

Was he ever told that the

Ryot and his family did not know where to turn for a
meal; that they had no shade to shelter them, no tank to

bathe in, no employment for their active limbs? That
villages are not neatly laid out like a model village in an
English county, that things seem to go on, year by year,
in the same slovenly fashion, that there are no local improvements, and no advances in civilisation, is all vey
true.
But considering the wretched condition of some

of the Irish peasantry, or even the Scotch, and the
misery experienced by hundreds in the purlicus
of our

great cities at home, compared

with the condition of the

Ryots, who know neither cold nor hunger, it is hi gh time
that the outcry about the extreme unhappiness of the
Bengal Ryot should cease.”
I quote this, imstead of putting forward the came
truths on my

own

authority, because it was written in

Bengal, only a few months ago, by one whose epinions
are supported by the evidence of his own senses, and
absence of that frightful scourge, famine, with which the country had been

periodically visited, is mainly to be attributed to it." ~—f 288, Correspondence.)
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the

Ryot

Bengal

I know that

hin.

he sees around

who speaks of what

state of sans-

lives in an enviable

I kuow that he enjoys the inestimable
culotteism.
privilege of living with only a rag about his middle—
sua si bona noriné!

O fortunati agricole!

T know that the abode in which he dwells is one of very
I know that he does not drink
prnnitive construction.
beer, or eat beef, or read the newspaper by a sea-coal
fire.*

I know

that he

does

not

trouble

himself much

about Government paper, or other public securities, and
that he lives from hand to mouth, in a rude, simple
manner,

well

can

if he

content

himself

feed

the

and

other inmates of his clay-built cottage. But all thatI
gather from my knowledge of these facts is, that Bengal
is very much unlike England, and that what is a hardship in England is not a hardship in Bengal.
The peasantry of Bengal are unquestionably poor. “1
“Riches,”
do not know any peasantry who are rich.
however, is, after all, only a comparative term, and the
‘question is whether, according to their wants and requirements, the peasantry of Bengal are poorer than the

I do not
peasantry of any other part of the world.
evils insome
are
think that they are. Doubtless, there

herent in

the system

under

which

they

In

live.

some

parts of the Lower Provinces there is a system of underto the cultivator.

letting which is very injurious

There.

ig a middle-man, or more than one middle-man, between

him and the Zemindars,

and a profit. must be made by

* This may appear to be trifling, but
I ean assure the most_solemn of my
readers that it is not. Tt is a fact that
many people who have never visited
india look upon the condition of the
Bengal peasantry with English eyes,
and bring all their ideas of English
poverty and destitution to hear upon
Thus it is related that Sir
the subject.
Elijah Impey, oa his first arrival off
Caleutta, told “brother Hyde” to look
at the nakedness of the people, and as-

sured him that it would not bel
fore the beneficial action of the oe
Courts would clothe them all in shoes
and stockings.
‘Chis is an
i
India—bué it may not be Ee
known in England,
I may add to it
that Lord George Bentinek was. reported by the London papers to hare

aliuded,

in

a

famous

speech

on

the

Sugar Question, to the necessity of 4] 2
hundred millions of the people of I dis
having to go without sugar t1 their tea.

௦02
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each. But is this peculiar to Bengal—is it peculiar to
India ?* It is the commonest thing possible in England.
A tradesman in a country village, or a little townlet, will

take a“lease of a stack of cottages, each with a little
garden behind it. He will let these cottages severally,
without the gardens—vealise from his tenants collectively
much more than the entire rent of the estate—then
throw all the gardens into one and let them, at a high
rent, to some well-to-do person whose grounds are contiguous to them, and who is anxious to increase his domain.
In this manner the middle-man will, perhaps, double the
rent that he pays to the actual landlord; and all at the
expense of the peasants who are compelled to submit to
his terms. In the towns, too, this system of under-letting
is carried to a still more abominable extent. Think
what are the profits derived by the middle-man from a
London

lodging-house,

aud

what

those

lodging-houses

are. ‘The tenants pay from 200 to 400 per cent. above
the actual value of the accommodation as estimated by

the veal owner of the house, which is parcelled out
among a number of families, or let to a promiscuous

crowd of nightly occupants veeking with fever and

filth,

ம்

There is nothing in any part of India, except in famine

times—and

famine times have ceased in Bengal—to in-

dicate the misery and degradation of which these London
lodging-houses are the visible signs. I am speaking now
of them, however, only in connexion with the subject of

middle-men, simply as respects the matter of rent.

It

aea a Borguanall 3th, Dio

itt ioe Ee
thus described the intermediate agency:

farmer of a Pergunnali pays ee

“The Ryots who cultivate
the soil pay windar.
(head Ryot) or ries his

Andto 6th.
tbe
rent

Theடட ie
ட னாம்
er

eee

ne init

to the very large

இதம் rent to a Mundet

(agent), of which each village

nt

2nd. The Meri a conting to SENT es

eames bur with more or less modifica-

renter of two or three villages. rd.
us Tenter pays to the farmer of a divi-

tion it may be said fo 060095
general system.

mdel

pays

his

rent

hon comprehending many villages.

to a
4th.

estates,

represent

the
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may be said that with the Indian cultivator rent means
The land
something more than house accommodation.

which is let to him by the middle-man is the arena of
his industry—the source of his subsistence—in fact, that
the middle-man stands between him and the very wellBut this, too, is the commonest thing pos-

spring of life.

sible in England. We have heard a great deal lately
about the “sweating system,” and other. vile systems,
which intercept and diminish the rightful earnings of
the working-man, and enrich the intermediate agent.
These are great evils. It were weil that we should
- think

about

them

sometimes, when

we

are volubly dis-

coursing of the sufferings endured by the unhappy Bengal
Ryot.
It were well that we should think, too, whether
we may not lay them at the door of Free-trade, or the Income-tax, or the new Police, or the Great Exhibition, as
reasonably as we may attribute the poverty and misery
of the Bengal Ryot to the Permanent Zemindarry Seitlement.

5

Again, it is unquestionable that the Ryot suffers much

under the burden of that great calamity, debt. He borrows money at an exorbitant rate of interest, and the
“ Mahajun,” who lends it to him, compels him to purchase
everything he requires from people in whom the usurer '
But is
is interested, and in whose gains he participates.
It
England?
in
understood
well
again
system
not this a
little matters
diminishes the
it reduces the
wages paid to

in what manner this payment! of interest
daily comforts of the poor man—whether
profits of his own little cultivation or the
him as the cultivator of other men’s lands.

There is nothing from which our own people suffer more
than from this slavery of debt. I do not believe that the
Ryots in any part of India suffer as much from the avarice of the Mahajuns as our own workmen have suffered, ©

and do suffer, from the “ truck” and the “tally” systems,
and. other schemes by which advantage is taken of the im-
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providence of the poor. Our tradesmen prey as greedily
“upon the peasantry who once get on then books, and
intercept their earnings with as ruimous a gripe, as the
most wily Mahajun in Jessore.

Tt may be alleged that the Ryot is driven into debt by
the exactions of the Zemindar, and that the great inherent vice of the Permanent Settlement is, that whilst

the amount leviable from the landed proprietor is defi-

nitely and permanently fixed, there is no definition of the
claim to be made by him upon the under-tenant. It has
been said, indeed, that ‘tin the permanently settled diswicts of Bengal, nothing is settled, and little is known,
except the Government assessment.”* And there is no
doubt that this is the great blot of the Permanent Settlement. The Zemindars, except in a few special cases,
exact from the Ryots as much as they can be made

to

pay; and there is no doubt that what is left to the actual

cultivator, after all these exactions, is little more than
suffices to keep the souls and bodies of the peasantry together, Hastings, it has been seen, was especially anxious
to “secure to the Ryots the perpetual and undisturbed

possession of their lands, and to guard them against arbi-

trary exactions,” and he maintained that it was the duty
of Government “to fix the deeds by which they hold
their lands and pay their renis, to ceriain bounds and
defences against the authority of the Zemindar.
But the
ablest yevenue-officers in the country admitted

that

ik

was difficult, if not impossible, to reduce such a fixation.

to anything like system ; and the attempt was abandoned

in despair. It was decreed, indeed, that the Ryot had
ho rights, and he was left to fight it out with the Zemin-

dar.

The vesult is, that the assessment levied upon the

actual cultivator is extremely variable, bub that 1 seldom

falls far short of the amount which, with extreme diffire hortof the Calcutta Finance Com=

mittee, July 12, 1890,

+ See ante, pp- 155, 156.
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culty, he can conirive to pay.*
He is, im fact, left with
what is sufficient only to supply the bare necessities of
life.
But there is nothing in this peculiar to the state of
ihe rural population of Bengal.
“In every country,”
says Sismondi, ‘‘ the share assigned to the laborer is
most frequently only just what is sufficient to support his
existence.”
Eixistence is easily supported in Bengal;
and I believe that, in proportion to his wants, the peasant is as well supplied in that flourishing province as in

any part of the world.
It is readily admitted that, if the advantages derivable
from the increased

productiveness

of

the settled

districts

could have been shared between the Zemindar and the
Ryot, instead of passing entirely into the exchequer of
the former, the arrangement would have afforded greater
matter for congratulation.
Under the existing system,
the increased value of the land directly benefits neither
the

Government

nor

the

people.

But

the

men,

who

stand between the Government and the people, are
greatly the gainers by it. The residuary produce is
The effect has been to raise up a body of modetheirs.
rate capitalists, whose existence is decidedly advantageous

to the State;+ and, though I fear much cannot be
said in favor of their enlightenment and liberality—of
their practical recognition of the duties and responsihilities which property entails, it may be hoped that they

~vill learn in time the great truth that, by serving others,
* “The standard,” said Mr. Shore,
“was so indeterminate, that the Ryots

neither

knew

what

they

had

to pay,

nor could the officers of Government,

without the most difficult investigation,
ascertain

imposed

whether

the

Ryots had been

on, or not ;” and

again the

same authority declared, that “of ali
subjects relating to the Revenue,

this,

though the most important, was, at the

same time, the most difficult to explain,” and that “ he distrusted his own
knowledge, and still more his ability, to

render it intelligible.”
+ Mr. Tucker, in his very able “Re-

view
Hast

of the Financial
India Company

Situation of the
in 1824,” Says:

“ There are persons who, witnessing the

flourishing condition of the Bengal pro-

‘vinces, and knowing that the rents and
income of the Zemindars

have, in many

instances, been immoderately increased,

seem disposed to impute to Lord Corn-

wallis

an

improvident

public revenue.

The

sacrifice

inference

of the

is ag

gratuitous as the inyputation is unjust.
The prosperity of the country and the
growing opulence of the Zemindara ara

the happy effects
Settlement.

of

the Permanent
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they serve themselves—that nothing contributes sv
largely to the wealth of the landlord.as the prosperity of

his tenantry, and that nothing so surely hastens his ruin

as grinding the faces of the poor.
I cannot afford to pursue the subject further in this
place.
JTadeed, I had intended to confine myself evtively to the record of events ; and having briefly given
the history of the incubation of the Permanent Settlement, to speak of its present results only so far as they
are exemplified by ascertained facts.
What I have
shown, or proposed to show, is this:
i. That the Revenue System, which we found in operation on the assumption

of the

Dewanee,

was

not con-

duacive to the happiness of the people.
2. That our initial experiments of brief leases and fluctuating

assessments

were

advantageous

Government nor to the people.
8. That all the ablest revenue-officers

were

in favor of a Zemindaree

neither

to

the

in the country

Settlement,

and

that

the Court of Directors held the same opinion.
4. That these officers had been for a great number of
years collecting information whereupon to base this

settlement—and

that the

Court

of Directors were

of

opinion that sufficient information had been collected.

5. That Lord Cornwallis came out to India instructed
to complete this settlement—that he was not, mm any
way, the anthor or originator of it—and that he sought

for further information before carrying it into effect.
6. That three years after his arrival in India he promulgated

the

mindaree

settlement—with an intimation,

terms of the settlement—a

decennial

Ze-

that with the

consent of the Court of Directors, it would be rendered a
permanent one.
7. That three years after this promulgation the Court
of Directors and the King’s Ministers consented to the

Petpetuation of the settlement ; and that nearly seven

.
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ers,

Macleod,

Graham, and Munro~4a

‘name

become inextricably associated with all ‘Sur ide:
land-revenue

of Madras.

“Onur

ayo, ‘is plain hard labor."

the Ryots

from

revenue forus.”,

be nwritten

oppression,
But

about

in

only system,” sa.

“We have only to guard
create

the

these days, when so much

has

different

and

they

systems

will

of Land-revenue,

the working of all of which jnvolyes

no

inconsiderable

amount of “ plain hard labor,” it is necessary to adopt a
more
which

specific style of description,
is now

(under fuller

“Ryotwar

system.”

proprietor

of the

The

system is that

development) known

18 recognised

soil, and

as the

the Government

undertook

to

as

determine the

rights of every man who paid a single rupee to the Sivear,
31 was a settlement to be made directly with the Ryots
themselves ; and its object was to protect the interests of
the actual cultivators of the soil.

It was, however, in the first instance only an experiment.
What Read and his associates did, at this time,
was not to determine a system, or to settle the future
mode of assessment, but to collect information and to
asceriain rights, with a view to ulterior measures.
How

they

proceeded

has

been

detailed

by

Munro

himself.

‘Captain Read,” he wrote in 1794, “in order to be en“xbled to turn his attention to general arrangements,
“has divided the ceded countries, among his assistants,
These, and wniwearied
piblic interest.
zeal i whatever he undertakes, constitute the great features of his character,

in the pursuit of
The enthnsiasm
national objects, whieh seizes others by
fits and starts, is in him constant and
These qualities, joined to an
uniform.

intimate knowledge of the language and

manners of the people, and a happy
talent for the investigation of everything connected with revenue, enuinently
qualify him for the station which he

now fills with

so much

credit to மீரட்

selfand benotit to the people."——[ Glei’s
Life of Six Thomas Muara] The writer
inthe Calcutte Feuice, quoted above,

:
says; “If any farthor
testimony were
necessary to the indefatigable zeal and
pure aneffected philanthropy of this
execllent inan, the whole of the public
records and the traditions of the district
afford it in ample abundance; and there
is something peculiarly interesting in
compating

speculative

in

these

views,

local

the

records,

imperfect

the

sen

tencea, and even the imperfect spelling
of this pioneer in Indian Revenue, with
the clear and decisive views, the trans-

parent style, and the strong practical
ae
of the pupil then rising into
Ae,
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3706 divisions.*
_ Tehsildarrees,’

OF

These

MADRAS,

ave again sul’. pris

few of which

ve thirty thousand paegedas.t
uo

have

charge

of

them,

are end:

ten

The Veh ‘Id

ave mere

receiv.

9!

ne Revenue, for they cannot either vaise ov low
the rent of a single individual.
They are not per.
“ niitted to give any decision, unless on matters of the
“most trifling nature—to refer all disputes respecting
“property

to a Court

of

Arbitration,

to

order

the

the village

ac.

“members of such Courts to assemble, to receive the
“kists (instalments) from the head farmers of the

“villages,

and

the

accounts

from

“ countants, and to transmit them to the collector of
“the division, is the whole of their duty.
Every

“ Tehsildarree is farmed out in villages to the ‘ gours,’
“or head farmers, who, having the management of
“the details of cultivation, may be considered as
“renters

of

“answerable
“ticular

the

country,

only for the

lands,

for the

though

amount

whole

“answerable for the Revenue

“seldom

less than ten

* thousand.

“Government,

they

are

in

fact

of their own par-

inhabitants

are jointly

of the village, which is

pagodas,

Every man, who

pays

or more than ono

a single rupec to

has the rent of his land fixed by the

“ division collector, for which he has a roll, signed
by
* him, specifying the natiwre and quantity of it, and the

“periods of payment.

As the gow can demand no

“more than the stipulated rent, he can, of course,

“gain nothing by the Ryots, and as every mon enjoys

“the profits of his own lands, it is for these reasons
“ that the whole are made jointly respo
nsible for the

“ deficiency,”+

Such, as described by Munro, were some of the main

features of the system

ல் Munro, Macicod, and Gratian.

as our Government found it,§

t That is to say, the amount of the
revenue
raised from cach was seldum
Under 16, or above 30,000 pagodas.

t

Captaia

Munro

to Cuptain

Alten,

June 8, 1794.-—Gleig’s Life af Munro,
§ “Tlyders system of

filmance was
much the same as under all other native

(67
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now

and

as it was

But

the young

vital defect

experimentally

be

to

P11
continued.

officer clearly saw that there was a

in it, which

it was incumbent on the new

Government to remedy.
‘“‘ The exertions of industry,’?
he wrote, “have always been restrained by the demands of Government keeping pace with their profits,
It was in obviation
and often outrunning them.’*
of this very evil that the Bengal administrators had.
introduced the Permanent System into the Soubahdarry; and Munyo gave his evidence, indiveetly but emphatically, in favor of that system, when he wrote:
“Phe ceded countries have, however, many natural
“ advantages, and are capable of great improvements.

* The first step for the attamment

of this object must

“ be the settlement of the lease at a moderate rent, for
* all attempts

to

better

their situation will be

in vain

“as long as the land-tax is not only high, but arbi“trary.”
It would have been well if, a few years
afterwards, this truth had been held more distinctly in
remembrance.

This, indeed, was the principle that Read enunciated,
and on which he desized that the settlement should be
based.
“Correspondent with my original design,’ he

wrote,

The

“you

will find my

securing the Revenue

grand

objects

its dues,

to

are these:

the industrious

their faix advantages, and to all the inhabitants every
accommodation consistent with good policy.”
There

was obviously at that time some leaning in his mind
towards
governments;

the Permanent

System.

he rented the country in

large districts to Aumildars,

who

were

pretty regular in thelr payments, hbecause ihe terms were favorable; but,
besides collecting the public revenues,
they amassed large sums for themselves
began his reign with
... Tippoo
changing every civil and military ard
rangement of his father, and he change

his almost every year, and always on
these vecasions framed new codes of
Regulations to send to different pro-

so

much

farored

vinees. His last was much the
as we have now in the Ceded

in
same
Pro-

vinces."—[ Capt. Munro to Cupt. Alten

June 8, 1794.—Gleig's Life வரி பசில] ்
* «<The tanks are few,” he added
and having been neglected ever since
Hydcr made himself master of Mysore.
are in soTuinous 2 condition, that
it will

require a considerable sum to save the
present produce of the land beneath
[oat
them from being
eether?
ing lost : altogether
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high places, both in India and in England; but he
was a man much given to speculation, and he was
little disposed to pronounce a decisive judgment in
emphatic support of one kind of assessment or another.

He called upon his assistants to expound their views,
and they all responded to the call. Munro sent in a
lenethy and elaborate paper, which has never yet been
given to the world, reviewing the whole question of
Ryotwaree Settlement, and pronouncing a strong
opinion in its favor.
The plan—he wrote in conclusion, summing up the practical suggestion, each one

of which is powerfully elaborated in the body of the
letter—*The plan,” he wrote, ‘ which it appears to
“me would be best calculated

“the fruits of their industry,

to secure to the people

and to Government a

_ peymanent Revenue, is comprised under the following

“heads :—1. A reduction of 15 per cent. to be made

“on

the

lease

settlement.

2. The

country

to

be

‘rented immediately of Government by small farms
“as at present, every one receiving just as much land
8. Settlements to be annual; that
“ashe demands.
“is to say, every man to be permitted to give up or
4, Tevery
_ “take whatever land he pleases every year.
lands on
his
of
whole
the
or
part,
- “man to have a

“ lease who wishes it: and in order to encourage the
“ application for leases, all lands held under annual

tenures to be taken from the occupants and given to

“such other farmers as may demand them in lease, or

“ their paying to Government, as purchase-money, one

“year’s rent for any particular field, or one half
5. Villages and districts
‘ year’s for the whole farm.
6. All.
“ to be responsible for all individual failures.
“lands included in the lease should remain invariably

“at the rent then fixed after the proposed reduction of
“15 per cent.

7, All lands, not included in the lease,

“should be vented at the average of the village to

foe
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8. Lands included in the lease,

which they belong.

சூ
ஸ்

PLAN.

na

ஸூ

«being given up and allowed to Jay waste, for any
‘number of years, should, when again occupied, vay,

9. Ail

as before.

very first year, the full vent

‘the

சூ

« castes, whether natives or aliens, to pay the same
10. No additional rent ever to be
‘ pent for theland.
«demanded for improvements—the farmer, who by
« digging a well, or building a tank, converts dry land

* into garden

to pay no more

or rice-fields,

11. No

« original rent of the ground.
« where

the

except

allowed,

be

to

ever

rent

established

“the

the

than

reduction of

cochineal plant, mulberry, &ec., are culti-

* vated.’’*

This was the plan conceived by Munro, when

an

Read, in the Baramahl—but
assistant to Colonel
although, in those days as now, there was a good deal
of lengthy writing, there was no lack of working too;
and the materials for the settlement were being col-

apace.

lected

“ The

and

pletely surveyed,
Munro,

now

has

Baramahl

wrote

of it fixed,’

the rents

com-

been

* They are on an average

in September, 1798.

nearly what they were under Tippoo.

The inhabitants

paid the same then as now ; but the deficiency of his
receipts arose from the pectlations of a host of revenueofficers.

The

vent

here,

m

I believe,

as

part of India, is too high.”+
too bigh in Madras, for Colonel

other

every

The rent was certainly
Read

ascertained and

veported, that whilst in Bengal the rent paid to Government amounted to forty-seven pagodas the square
mile, in

Madras it was not less than

increase

to

his chief,
vernment
*

ட.

wrote

the public revenues,”’

“The

Graham

to

“ has been obtained in consequence of Go.
having added thereto that portion of the

ALS. Records,

ண்ட

seventy.

quoted

in

the

Cu’-

Teds ல் be regretted thatg

estin
the author of this able and inter
given
paper has not, in all instances,

dates

of

the

original

docu

the
ments
=
which he squotes.
.
+ Gleiy’ Life of Sir Thomas Munro
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produce which is the life of future

exertions in hus-

bandry, and, as a compensation for a variety of disasters

peculiar to the country, ought undoubtedly to go to
Upon this view of the subject, although
the former.

it may

be deemed

unusual

official language, yet £

hesitate not to regret every pagoda that has been
thus added to the jumma, because T am sensible of its.
evil tendency, and because I have ever been tanght to

believe that the affairs of Government flourish in pro-

portion to the prosperity of its servants.’’* The assessment, too, varied greatly in the different divisions.
The average assessment per acre was, on the dry lands,
in the Southern

one and

a half;

Division, two rupees;

in the Centre,

and in the Northern, onc.

Gn the

wet lands, it was in the Southern Division, eleven; in
the Centre, six and a half; and in the Northern,

five and a half rupees,¢
The average rent may be
set down at little more than three shillings an acre on.

the common soils ; and the average contribution of each
farmer was about seventy shillings a year.}

Whilst the revenue settlement of the lands ceded to
the British, after the war of 1792, was still in on experimental state, the field of investigation was greatly
enlarged by the results of the second war with Tippoo.
Our possessions in Southern India were extended by
Read and Munro
the conquest of Mysore in 1799.

both joined the grand army.
ringapatam,

the

former

After the fall of Se-

resigned

collector of the Baramahl;

his

office,

as

chief

and Munro, who ought to

have succeeded him, was sent to settle the revenue 04

1 Cotes et Celotta evi,

Te

விட்ல ம்

deatCe
ae

,. 1. Lhe averagerentofeuitivatedland
in this country is not more than three

fourths of the lands in cultivation
oe
capable | of producing

anes an aere.
Waste lands pay
g «. . . ‘The average rent ofthe
Tole body of farmers is not more

and indigo; but though டு ட suffer
contre of
little money, I imag
less real distress tha the peasantry of

Toe

ten pagodas

ench,....

This

‘iteme poverty is the principal cause

Europe."—[Munro

89 his Father, Alay,

1796.— Gleiy’s Life]

[ஒப
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Canara.
The appointment was unwelcome—the duties
were irksome to him—but he was soon removed to

another and more extended sphere of action.
In
1800, the country, which on the partition of Tippoo’s
domains had been made over to the Nizam, was ceded
by him to the British ; and on the districts passing
into our hands, Munro was made chief collector, or
superintendent, with a staff of civil assistants to con.
duct the detail duties under his eye.*
It was during the seven years that

followed

the

cession. of these districts that Munro perfected himself

in the service, in which he had graduated under Read.
And whatever may be thought of the theories which
he advocated, all men will admit that, in practice, he
was the model of an Indian administrator.
THe was
one of the first who, in that part of the country, carried

to the

work

of revenue-setilement

a

thorough

ae-

quaintance with the language and manners of the
people.
Ee was, in the happy language of Mr.
Webbe, an uadubashed officer—one who moved about
familiarly among the

an inter-

villagers without

rude

preter at his elbow, and whe not only knew and understood

with

all

them.

classes,
They

but

had

looked up

selled hin their father;
condition,

knew

that

scormmg

to

sympathise

him with veneration ;

and whatever might

he

would

Erom year’s end to year’s
tingly,

a heart
to

respect

be their

their

rights.

end he toiled on unyemit-

delight and living laborious

days, but,

in the weariness and waste of a life of continued labor
and

isolation,

in

an

all his early freshness

unhealthy

climate,

and warmth,

*“ That exectlent man, Mr. Webbe,
ihe chief seerctary of Madras, of whom
Wellington said that he was onc of the
ablest men lic ever knew, wrote to
Munro, “The assistants may be Mr.
Cochrane, Clive’s
head-assistant, who
‘ds- master of Persian and Hindostance

;

preserved

by the good

in

home

Mr. Thackeray, who has received the
reward for the Gentoo language ; Mr,
Stodart, who has heen for a long time
assistant to one of our northern eollectors; and some other andabashed
Yersian ifI can find him.”
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feeling which was perpetually bubbling up within him.
His strong natural sagacity was remarkable.
THe
read character at a glanec. But he had more valnable

qualities even than these.

It was the conscientious-

ness of the man which raised him to high station.

man—not

even the sreat

No

captain, who was the friend

and correspondent of “ dear Munro,” and who wrote
hin pleasant letters about his first victory at Assye—
had a stronger sense of the paramount claims of duty.

The character and career of such a man should be held

in affectionate remembrance by every young soldier in

the Indian

army.

There

is not one

of them whose

unaided talent, industry, and integrity, may not raise
him to the same bich eminence as was attaimed by
the young Scot, who began his career without a pagoda,

in his pocket, a blanket to cover him at night, or a
pillow whereon to Iay his head.
His schoolfellows
said of him that, as a boy, he carried everything be-

fore him, by “his

coolness,

equalled endurance.”

his

and his uu

courage,

The same characteristics, in the

moral, no less than in the physical signification of the

words,

made

the fortune

of the man.

And

there is

not a cadet who joins in the general salute, on the

examination day at Addiscombe, for whom the due
exercise

of the same

high

qualities

may not win

the

same high reward.

For seven years Munro labored: diligently and uns
ceasingly in the Ceded Districts. He has given us, in

his own

cleay, forcible words, an account of the Jahors

of a collector, and of the general system of collection
in the Ryotwaree country, which sparkles up, fresh
and bright, amidst a somewhat

venue Selections,” and makes

dreary waste of “ Re-

the whole

assessment intelligible to the dullest
ட colector,’”? he wrote, “sets out on
ட்

process of.

Eee
his eae
fe

+,

2

eptember or October, when the early erops begin to be

[ரப்
SYSTEM

OF

ASSESSMENT.

oF

* reaped, and the late ones tobe down. On arriving in a
* district he assembles all the Ryots of the fvur or five
“ nearest villages.
The first business is, to learn how

* far the cultivation of the present year is more or less
“ than that of the last.

This is soon done, by the help

« of the Tehsildars’ and Curnums’ accounts, compared,
‘‘ with

it is commonly

‘“ there is a decrease

“ emigrations,

or

Where

of the Potails and Reyots.

the reports

there is an

Where

loss of cattle.

deaths,

to

owing

« increase, it is usually derived from new settlers, or
« additional lands being occupied by the old ones, In
* the case of decrease, the rent of the lands thrown up
“4g deducted from the settlement. of last vear ; in that

“ of increase, the rent of the land newly occupied is
and in both cases the rent of the remaining

“added;

same as before.

“* Jands remains the

of the

The rent

“land newly oecupied is determined by the accounts
« of what it was in former times;

or, if such accounts

* cannot be procured, by the opinions

of the most in-

“ telligent Ryots: but the full rent of waste land is
« not exacted until it has been in cultivation from two
The number of years, and the gra“to seven years.
* dational

rise in each year,

depend

upon the nature

They are
« of the land and the custom of the village.
“ known to all parties; and all doubts are removed by
* their

being

in

detailed

cowle

or

a proclamation,

சூ

‘ namah, under the collector’s seal, circulated to every

‘ village.
a

உ

சூ

கூ

“ Tf the cultivation

is the same as last year’s, and
*

de

a

’

‘no failures occur among the Ryots, the rents remain
Ifthe crops are bad, and it appears that
‘unaltered.

12 some of the poor Ryots must have a remission, the
* Joss, or a part of it, is assessed upon the lands of the
vest, where it can be done without causing any ma« terial inconvenience.

This assessment never exceeds

“ ten or twelve per cent., and is much

oftener

relin-

TNE

பம்

bo
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** guished than. carried into effect.

In cases where tt

“ ean be easily borne, ib is frequently agreed to with.
“ out difficulty; and if opposition is made, it is gene-

“rally soon got over, by the mediation of the Ryots

“of the neighbouring villages present.
These discuss
“the point in question with the Ryots of the objecting
“ village, tell them that it is the custom of the coun“try, use such other arguments as may be applicable
“to the subject, and never fail in persuading them to

* accede to the demand, woless it is really too high, in
‘“‘ which event it is lowered,

“ Wherever

individuals

or villages

object to their

“vent, it is always the most expeditious and satisfac-

“tory way of scitling the dispute, to refer it to the
Ryots of other villages, who do more on such ocea-

“sions in half an

hour

than

a collector and his cut-

“ cherry in a whole year.”
All this,

however,

was

merely

experimental.

The

question of the eventual settlement of these districts
remained still in abeyance.
But experience had
strengthened Munro’s convictions; and .the plan
which he had recommended, as the disciple of Read,
in the BaramahJ, was now, with some modifications,
more authoritatively enunciated by the chief collector

of the Ceded Districts.

Writing, in August, 1807, to

the Board of Revenue, Munro thus particularised the
terms of his proposed Ryotwarec Settlement—‘* The

85 folowing articles contain the principles on which
“the settlement should he formed. :—1st. The settle-

“mont should be Ryotwareo.
2nd. The amount of
the settlement shall increase and decrease annually,
“according

to the

extent of the

land

in ealeyation.

“8rd. A reduction of 25 per cent. on all land shall
“be made in the survey vate of assessment.

4th.

An

“ additional reduction inthe assessment of 8 per cent.,
* or 33 per cent.

in all, shall be allowed on all lands

71]
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“watered
* from

219

by wells, or by water raised by machinery

vivers

and

nullahs,

provided

the

cultivators

“ keep the wells or cmbankments (dirroas) in repair
“at their own expense.
<A similar reduction shall
* be allowed on the lands watered
12 wherever the cultivators agree to
“of repairs,
Sth. Every Ryot shall
“the end of every year, either to

“of his Iand.

or to oceupy

more,

by small tanks,
hear the expense
be at tiberty, at
throw up a part

aceording to his

* circumstances ; but whether he throw wp or occupy,

“ shall not be permitted to select, but shall take or
reject proportional shares of the good and bad toge“ther. Gth. Every Ryot, as long as he pays the rent
“of his land, shall be considered as the complete
owner of the soil, and shall be at liberty to let it to
* a tenant, without any hesitation as to rent, and to
“sell it as he pleases.
7th. No remission shall be
“made, on ordinary occasions, for bad crops or cther
“ secidents.
Should failures occur, which cannot be
*made good from the property or land of the de« faniters, the village in which they happen, snail be
« liable for them, to the extent of 10 per cont. addi“ {jonal on the vent of the remaining Ryots, but no

“ further,

Sth, All unoccupied land shall remain

“the bands of Government,

in

and the rent of whatever

wart of it may be hereaiter ctltivated, shall he added
9th, AN taxes on honses,
“to the public revenuc.
‘ shops, and professions,

all duties, licences, &c., seat

1 னான் exclusively to Governraent.
The Ryot on
“© whose land houses or shops may be built, shall not
‘be entitled to receive a higher vent from them than
*the equivalent of the ம் rent of the ground
“which they occupy. LOth. ‘the repairs of all tanks,
“ sphich ave not rendered private property by an extra

& yemission, or duswrndeuiy enam, shall he made at the

* axpense of Government.

11th. Tuckavy (advances)
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** shall be gradually discontinued.

12th.

Potails, Cur-

** nums, and all other village servants, shall remain ag
** heretofore, under the collector.
18th, Private eredi-

“tors, Who may distrain the property of Ryots,

shall,

* discharge the rent which may be due frem such Ryots

“to

Government,

and

shall

give security for it before

* they begin the distraint.”
But this Ryotwaree system, to which Munro chine

with the tenacity of a man of strong convictions, was
doomed to see many remarkable vicissitudes before it
achieved an ultimate triumph.
In the first instance,

he who had graduated as a vevenue-officer in the
Barahmal, and there first propounded his scheme of
assessment, was condemned to see that tract of country
given up

to

the

Permanent

Zemindarry

system,

Im-

perative orders were forwarded from the higher autho.
rities to carry out the Bengal plan of perpetual assess.
In the years 1803-4-5 these lands were divided
ment.
inte Zemindarries, or allotments, of different sizes, and

‘sold upon terms fixed in accordance with the original
‘The extent of the available resources of
settlanent.
each Zemindaree was shown from the original surveys,

wader the heads of cultivated, fallow, and cultivable
lands.”’* But these surveys had been somewhat loosely
conducted.
were more

an

There was

in them, except

in one

entire want

of uniformity

particular;—that all the lands

over-assessed. Lo Upon the introduc.

or less

tion of the Permanent Zemindarry system this became

The new settlement,

miserably apparent.

was a failure—-not because the
itself, but because it was applied

It failed, indeed, because the

pared for its reception.
early

Ryotwaree

of course,

system was bad in
to districts not pre-

had

men

sreatly

ovyer-assessed

the

lands, and no system could have borne up against such
an. exorbitant valuation.
*

ட

பிரம்மப் Review.
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In 1807, Munro returned to England.
Whatever
may be thought of Ryotwaree or Zemindaree settlement, it is certain that during his long residence in

the Ceded Districts he conferred substantial advantages on the people.
It was said of him by the head
of the Madras Government, that “under his administration the inhabitants, from disunited hordes of [து
less freebooters, had become “as far advanced in civilisation, submission to the laws, and obedience to the
magistrates,

as any of the

subjects under

the Madras

Government ; that every one seemed satisfied with his

situation, and that the regret of the people was universal on the department of the principal collector.?’*.
He had been thinking of Cleveland, who had “ estaplished the Company’s Raj in the hearts of the hillpeople of Bhaugulpore’+—whose name, after the

lapse of half a century, is still held in affectionate remembrance

by the people

of that

country,

and

to

whom even uow the Court of Directors often refer,
with approbation, in encouragement of others of their.

servants whom they desire “to do likewise.”f

ர் Of the general results of Munro’s Ryotwaree setticment two or three years after his departure from
India, the Committee of the House of Commons, in
expressed a most favorable
Report,
their Filth

opinion.§ \ But he had scarcely turned his back upon
* Minute
George,

of

President

of Fort

SL
/

Oct. 26, 1807-

+ Writing from Canara of the distrust of the villagers, he said: “ Perseverance on my part, however, brought

over some deserters, and by talking to
them as your friend Cleveland would
probably have done, they, brought ener
more, and I am now getting on a3 well
as I can expect.”—[funro to Cockburn.
— Gleig’s Lift.)
t See letters of the Cour t, quoted in
snbsequent chapters, on the Civilisation
the Bheeis and the Hill Tribes of

of

Orissa—Part

IV.

.

§ “It appears te the Committee, from.

the examinations which they have made
into the effects of the Ryotwar principle
of settlement,

throughout

possessions of the Company

the

modern

under the

Madras Presidency, that it has greatly
improved the situation of the cultivator

by limiting the bounds of the public
assessment and adjusting the actual
demand on each person according to his
ability to satisfy it......... So favorable
a change in their condition has necessarily excited a confidence rmong the
Ryots in the

equity and

justice

of

the

Company’s government,” யூ கடட
ae dteport of the House of Commons
1810.
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Madras, when instructions were received by the Government of that presidency, which compelled them
to abandon the principle for which Munro had contended. The system of individual responsibility, which
brought cach separate cultivator into immediate communication with Government, was now to be given
up; and the old system of joint responsibility, or the
assessment of villages, was, under certain modified
rules, to be restored.

This was a system of leases granted, for a certain
number of years,* to the chief cultivator of each village, who was to farm the revenue, “or wherever it
was practicable to the whole body of the Ryots collectively.
“It differed from the Ryotwar chiefly in
the

assessment

bemg

fixed

on

the

entire

aggregate

lands of the village, not on each distinct and separate
field; in its being concluded with all the Ryots collectively, not with cach individually ; and in its giving
up

to the Ryots

not

only the

revenue

to

he

derived

from the arable lands, lat that also to be obtained by

after exertion from the waste also. In fact, in leaving,
in consideration of a contract to pay a given stim as
public vevenue,

the

entire

internal

administration of

affairs to the village community.”t
“The object in view,” continue the same high ii
was to adapt the revenue administration
thorities,
to the ancient

institutions

country, to which

and ancient usages

the Hindoos

of ae

are proverbially at-

tached’; to suit the system to the people, and oa os
tempt to bend the people to the system.
aot
aan
were practically many

advantages

ment, not the least of which was

such

an arrange-

that stated by Mr.

Place, that « no difficulty occurs in. fixing the value of
all the lands
$e ns
+ at

together

of

one

for three, then for ten years,

MMnulsef Madras Board of Revenue,

village, but

January 5,

Selections.

1818. —

it

would

Madras

be

Revenue
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nearly impossible to assign to every small allotment
its portion so exactly, and with such due regard to
fertility of soil, and other circumstances, that some

should not benefit and others suffer.” At all events, it

did not to the same degree, if at all, place the people
bound: hand and feet at the merey of unscrupulous
Tehsildars.

T cannot afford to dwell, as T could wish, npon the
discussions which arose respecting the advantages and
IT am eyreatly
disadvantages of this village system.

disposed to think that the Madras Board of Revenue,

who contended strongly in its favor, had the best of
the areument. But they had not the best ofthe struggle
which then ensued.
The higher authorities were
against them.
‘Munro's visit to England had pro-

bably not been without its effect upon the opinions of
the Court of Directors and the Board of Control; and
towards the close of 1817 instructions were received at

Madyas for the abolition of the village system, and the

confirmation in all practicable cases of the, plan of
Ryotwar Settlement, with individual holders.) It was
wleged that the village system had been tried ‘and had
failed. The highest revenue authorities declared that
it hadvot been subjected to a fair trial, and that it
hey alleged, too, that the home
had not failed.
authorities had decided hastily on insufficient eri“The judgment,” they wrote, “which has
-dence.

been pronounced in England against the village system,
is founded on a very partial and unfavorable view of

its

vesults;

for

it

does not

appear

that the autho.

yities at home had, at the time when that judgment

was passed, any information before them vespecting
any other portion of it than its commencement,

triennial settlement.”*

the

And they urged that the result

* Minute of சிற்றி Board of Revenue, Taneccry 5, 1818,
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of that settlement was no test of the success
of the system, inasmuch as that the lands
subjected to an over-assessment, ‘founded
fallacious data of the Ryotwar collections.”
it was nearly everywhere,”
vent,”’

fBut

the

Ryotwar

they said,

or failure
had been
upon the
“In feet,

‘‘a mere
;

rack-

system was in favor at home,

and orders were sent out for its reintroduction, in all
possible cases, under certain modifications prescribed

by the Courty At this period, the different districts of
the Madras Presidency were subject to three different
systems.

In

Ganjam,

Vizigapatam,

Rajahinundry,

Masulapatam, Guntoor, Salem, Chingleput, the Cuddalore district, and the Western, Southern, and Chit-

toor Pollams, the Permanent Zemindarry system prevailed.
In Malabar, Canara, Coimbatore, Madura,
and Dindigul, the Ryotwar system was in force. into
the

Ceded

Districts,

the

Nellore,

two

of

விலக

Arcot, Palnaud, Trichinopoly, Tinivelly, and ‘Tanjore,
the village system had been. introduced’ For a quarter

of a century now

under

the

Madras

ஐ

Government

series of experiments in land-revenue had been going

on.

One

system. had been displaced to make way for

another; each had been tried in turn, and it was
alleged that in turn each system had failed.
all failed, more

over-assessed.

or

less, because

the

lands

They had

had

been

They had none of them been fairly tried

under a light assessment/

-

« But there were evils peculiar to the old Ryotwar
system, which its own advocates acknowledged, and

which now, from the new modified system, were to be
erased.
Ladeed, under the force of circumstance and
the mutations of time, they had pretty well erased
themselves y Tue introduction, in 1802, to the Madras
பெ

Presidency, of the Cornwallis regwiations, which “en-

4
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evafied on the Indian codes the principles of British
justice,” rendered the arbitrary and Megal acts* which

were perpetrated for the enforcement of the Ryotwar
system no longer practicable.“ The new Regulations,” it was well said, “ declaved yevenne to be subordinate to justice, while the Ryotwar system had
rendered justice entirely subordinate to revenue.”
“The new laws,” it was added, “by their general

principles, and not by any specific enactment, took

fficers the power to ‘ punish
exercised to coerce the
had
and confine,’ which they
Ryot to\cultivate, and annually to take from him all
that he was able to pay.’tT i Under the improved
revenue-o

from the uative

_* What
acts were,
following,
daclare to

these arbitrary and illegal
may be gathered from the
which the Madras Board
be “no exaggerated descrip-

tion:”-—“ Tenorant of the true resources

of the newly-acquired
the

precise

nature

countrics
of

body (the Grama manium), and confetring ia lieu of ib a stipend in money
on one individual; professing ie limit
their demand on each field, but ip-Tact,
by establishing for such limit in un-

as of

attainable maximum, assessing the Ryot

at discretion; and, like the Mussulman
Government which
preceded them,
binding the Ryaet by furee ta the
plough, compelling lim to till land
acknowledged
to be
over-asscssed,
dragging him back ta it if he abseonded,
deferring their dewand ypon him until
his ctop etme to maturity, then taking
from him ell that could be obtaied,

landed

their

tenures, we find a small band of forcign
conquerors no sooner obtaining possession

of

a

vast

extent

of

territory,

peopled by various nations, differing
from each other in language, enspoms,
and habits, than they attempt what
would be deemed a hereukenn task, or
prther a visionary project, even in the
most civilised countries of Europe, of
which every statistical information is
possessed, and of which the Government are one with the people—viz., to
fix aland-rent, not ox cach province,
district, or country, Rat

aul

an each estate

or farm, but on every separate field
svithin their dominions. In pursuit of
this supposc@ intprovemient, we find
them unintentionally dissolving the
ancient ties, “the ancient usages”

ர் Madras

how

resuming what belonged to ® public

to

Lim

nothing

but

his

this

waS

Board

done

of Revenue~And

may

be gathered

from the continuation of the passage

describing the good effects of the Cornwallis Regulations :—-“ The Telsildar
was stripped of the fetticole or hand tor-

which

united the republic of each Hindoo yillaw,
lage, and by a kind of agrarian
newly assessing and parcelling out the
had
lands which from time immerorial
belonged to the village community: colleetively, not only among the individual members of the privileged order
but
(the Meerassidars and Cadeoms),
even among their inferior tonantry
(the Pyavarries); we obserre them
ignorantly denying, and by their denial
abolishing private property 4 the land;

leaving

bullocks and hig seed grain—nay, perhaps obliged to supply him even with
these in order to renew his melancholy
task of cultivating, not for himself, but
for them.”
்

ture, the stone placed on the head under
a butning sun, the stoeks, and other of

his former insignia of office, by the dig.
play

and

occasional

use

of

which

he

had been enabled ta saddle the Ryots
with the rents of such lands ag he
decmed proper.
The lictor deprived of
his fasces was no longer terrible to the
people.”
This is a worthy illustration

of ihe தனா

of British justice.

We

wonder now how anyrbi
ர்
could.ever have ital,” oP aie Heat

Q

.
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Ryotwar system this mighty oppression was now to be
formally repudiated and renounced.
All compulsion
or restraint on the free labor of the Ryot was to cease
under the new system, and the native revenue-officers

were to he especially warned against the assumption
and exercise of improper power.
Freedom of labor
was declared by the Court of Directors to be the basis
of the new settlement, and the Madras Board of
Revenue enforced upon the collectors the paramount
duty of restraining their native wilerlings, and proUnder the new
tecting the Hberties of the people:
system, too, proprietary rights were to be recognised,
which had not been recognised before; and, above all,
the heavy assessment, which had pressed so severcly

on the industrial energies of the Ryots, was to be conThe orders of Government were
siderably reduced.
“to fix such a vate of assessment” as was calculated
to “sive encouragement to agricultural industry, and

therehy promote

the general

prosperity of the coun-

try.”

All the

necessary preliminaries having been gon 0

theough—the village leases having expired—many of
the new Zemindaryies, or “ Mootaha,”* having lapsed,
or been bought in, ithe improved Ryotwar system was
declared to be established in Madras, and Ataunro
himself, who had been appointed to the chief place af
the Government, took his seat just in time to give the

In the

fishing stroke to the act of final restoration.
spring of 1820, the Ryotwar

throned at Madyvas. »
it would appear,

system was

formally en-

,

on an impartial review of all the

circumstances I have here bricfly recited, that many

system, as
by Colonel

of the defects of the original Ryotwar
founded at the close of the last century
*

the

உ

is, the allotments inlowhich
hat
4ramahl lands were divided, on the

=

ந்

ட்ர்கர

introduction of the Permanent
ment.—See anfe, page 220.
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Read, and since developed and maintamed by Sir
Thomas Munro, have been to a great extent remedied
or removed under the system which is now in foree,

The old system was
we found
districts.

generally better than that which

on assuming the government of the
TRead and his assistants may have

ceded
made

many mistakes, and the subordinate revenuc-officers,
doubtless, committed many excesses.
But, compared
with the oppression to which the people had been sui.

princes,

jected under the Mysore

the defective admi-

nistration which resulted from our infant experiments
must

have

sat

experiments,
with the

most

lightly

though

on

the

carried on

benevolent

people. 4 Thet

in good

intentions,

by

these

faith,
very

and

honest

and very able men, were extremely faulty in principle
and nnsuccessful in vesult, is not to be denied.”

It was

wholly impossible, not merely for a Little knot of soldiers,

fresh from

their military duties, but

for thrice

the number of experienced revenue-officers — the
“ evack collectors” of the present day—to have adequately superintended the assessment of the immense
number of small holdings into which each village was
pareelled. ச் Eyery field was to be assessed ; and these
multiplied assessments were necessaruy left to the
“«Pehsildars,” or native revenue-oflicers—an. extremely
corrupt and licentious set of men, who-plundered the
people without stint, and oppressed them without vemorse,
The assessments made, under the cirewnstances, were ,extremely unequal; but excessiveness
was their eeneral eharacter.
These excessive assegs-

ments were the curse of the country.
everything to yuin.

another.

They brought

First one system was tried—then

But over-assessment brought them all to the

grounds

It has never been said, that under the Per-

manent

Zemindarry

sessed.

settlement, Bengal
Q 2

is over-as.
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*Such would seem fo have been the causes of the
foilare of al our initial efforts during the first quarter
of a century of experiment# But it is only just that
we should separate what may be called accidental
circumstances of this kind from the Inherent defects of
the system,

Over-assessment,

it may be said, is one

thing—the Ryotwar system is another. But I am
not sure that it may not be fairly answered, that although over-assessment is not au inherent defect of
the system, it is the result of one of its defects. If
the land is not fairly assessed, it is pretty certain to be
-over-assessed.
There is little fear of the valuation
falling short of the mark. #Now, the princtpal featuye
of the BRyotwar system is the multiplication of hold-

ings; and the greater the number of rights to be adjusted, the greater the chance of their not, being fately
adjusted.
In this point of view, the over-assessment,
from which so much eyil arose, was a result of the
system. § But it was so fay accidental, that it vas

remediable.

It was

not necessarily inseparable from

the system.
1I¢ might be eradicated by an equitable
vevision\, The assessments may be rendered less burdensome,' and it is to be hoped that the people will

soon reap the benefit of the change.

The grievance of enforced tenancy—of the compulsory occupation’ of undesired lands—under which
the Ryots were for some time compelled to suffer, was
The practice was never openly
a pure abomination.

recognised, and it is to be hoped that the European
officers were never cognisant

of i.

Tk arose out. of 2

state of things peculiar to the Ryotwar settlement;
for the great division. of responsibilities—ihe minute

parcelling of the territory—necessarily caused a run
upon the good lands, and exposed Government to the
tisk of having all the indifferent soil thrown upon their

honds|

When it was resolved that this cruel, most
?
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suppressed, the
outrageous system abould be openly
chicf yvevenue authorities, though eager for its sup-

pression, could not help admitting this practical evil,
d
and acknowledging that the result of the reform woul
But they declared that
be injusions to our finances.

it was thenceforth “to be dearly understood that the
snboritinate to
revenue is to conturtis, 38 at presept,

Tt neetled that nothing more should he said
justice.’
to give the death-blow to every argument in favor of the
old

Byotwar settlement,

than that it could not exist

cotermporansously with ax. improved system of Justice,
Another inherent defect in the system of annual
settlements was, that ib gave the tenant no proprictary
interest in his daprovements—that wader such an ar-

stey or
rangement every man, who by his own Indu
ss
the soil
of
vene
ucti
prod
d
the
exterprvice had inevease
at the end of the year
undor bis cultivation, was Yable

4o pay the penalty

of P is exertions in the Mmereased

once so unjust
assessment of Lis lands.” But an ern, at
to the great
ons
tage
dvan
to the eultivater, and so disa
perpetuated
he
to
Ukely
Goverment landlord, was not
took pro,
nced
by administrators who, as ime adva
views alike of

Uberal
ovessively more sownd and move
I believe that nader
s.
their interests and their dutie
of 1820, some efforts
the modified Ryotwar system
to give the

this evil, and
hare been made to remedy
tn
his uiprorements.
cinervator & proper ynterest im
Lord
by
osed
prop
was
1834, a series of questions of the principal revenuesome
to
Willian Bentinck

working of the Ryotofficers of Madras, relative ta the
was the followsvar systera. Among these questions
has abvays been
g, Reyot improves 2 field thatox by other extra.
ing: ஈர
Q well,
in his occupancy, bY making
ssment in-

asse
ordinary application of capital, 15 his
ase either tot iaycreased, and if jnereased, is the Tacre
to give him an
as
rate
mode
mediately taken, OF 50
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ample return for his expenditure?’

To this question

the principal collector of Coimbatore replied:

If a

Ryot makes a well on his ‘punjah’ land that has
always been in his occupancy, in order to convert it
inte garden Jand, he receives a cowle or lease, on favorable terms, to give him ample retwn for his expenditure; this cowle extends to a period of five years;
punjah rent is paid for the first two years; half garden

vent for the third year; three-quarters rent for the
fourth; aud in the fifth year be pays a full garden
rent, being about quadruple of the original rent of
So
the punjab field, of whatever class it may be.”
it would secm from this, that if a man. improved his
holding so as to convert it from a ficld into a garden, his
rent was quadrupled at the end of five years. ‘This

was the practice in Coimbatore,
collector

said:

of

Salem,

in

answer

But the principal

to the

question,

samo

“Inthe Salem district no increase of assessment

follows improvement effected at the expense of the
cultivator.”* I believe it may be generally state d,
that although the cultivator has more interest in ன்
improvement of his lands than he had under the ole
Ryotwar settlement, it would be far better if he had
s{ill more.
ன

Tm reply to a question, put by Lord Williaa, Ber
tinck, relative to the amount of land not TBE வ
tivation, the Salem collector replied that in his district \ .
one half of the eulturable land was uncultivated.
The reply of the Coimbatore collector was much more
favorable: ~He repeated that there was about 22 per
Glovernar-Generad—
Wilian Bentincl’s yueries respectLord
on in்the syste
of Reve
Mikistrati
Presim dency
of nue
Fort AdSi..
 அதமம
என்ட்
% Feplies

to_the
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பர்த்தா

of Co-

the princ
a
ஜனைதாகு
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use - papers were
Printed for official எக்க
ey Te ae oe
publ, Whether
shed,

.
oe r
+ The write
Ls
ee
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2

ee aeslew
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paily some
that
Jying
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OF THE

REVENUE.

cent. of waste land in his district.
tions

may sometimes be accounted

2௦1

These local variafor by a reference

to the state of the country when it first passed under
our rule, but they are commonly regulated hy the
And looking at the
amount of the assessment.
general state of the districts under the Ryotwar
settlement, it would seem not to have been favorable
In 1821, Munro acto the progress of cultivation.

knowledged that there was no means of bringing more

land under cultivation, and so increasing the reveAnd twenty
nue, except by reducing the assessment.

years afterwards Lord Elphinstone enunciated the
same truth. . But although in all parts of the Bengal
Presideney under the Zemindarry and Village Settlements cultivation has greatly increased, the most
recent authorities on the subject of the Ryotwar
settlements

admit

that

we

are

“ still collecting

the

yevenue inherited from the most oppressive of native
govermments.’’*
Still, in spite of the over-assessment, the revenue
The unis collected with considerable punctuality.

realised amounts are not large, though much larger
* The Ryotwar system,” wrote the
than they were.
opera- —
Salem collector, in 1634, “ having now been in
Hon here for many years, and the Ryots being aware

of the exact sum they have each to pay, and of the
time in which it must be paid, ave in general pretty
This authority gives a
regular in their jnstatments.”
tabular statement of ten years, from which it appears
that the net-scttlement in the first was 1,690,240

yupees, and in the last, 1,410,624

rupees, but that

balance in
whereas the per-centage of irrecoverable
the first year was 7 annas, 6 pie (or less than 3) per

cont,, in the last it was 2 rupecs,8 annas (or 2 =) per
cent.

In Coimbatore we have a similar
* Caleutia Review, June, 1852.

account

of
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diminished receipts

and increased balances.

The net-

revenue had diminished in the last ten years ; and the
per-centage of the balance has risen from 2 annas,
6 pie (or about +) per cent., to 2 rupees, 10 annas (or

more than 24) per cent. To what extent this may be
attributable to the increased forbearance of the ve-

venue-officers, I do not know; but it would be just to
take it into reasonable account. The legitimate means
of coercion are principally distraint and attachment,
But sometimes

the native revenue-officers resorted to

illegitimate means of extracting blood from a stone.
The heads of the villages, too, are said to have “oc.
casional recourse privately to various unauthorised
modes of stimulating the tardy payer; such as con-

fining, placing him in the sun, obliging him fo stand
on one leg, or to sit with his head confined between

his knees, till the constrained position becomes painfal.”
But all such violent modes of coercion are
merely the remains of native barbarism—relics of old

customs favored by the mild Hindoo under the native
governments.
The Buropean functionary has ever sot
his face steadfastly against them, and has not been slow

. to punish, on conviction, such cruelties as these.
‘imprisonment

days.

is seldom or never

Even

resorted to in these

“No defaulters have been confined in gaol of

late years,” said the collector of Coimbatore in 1834,
* in cases of mere default this measure is not deemed

essential.”
Looking impartially at all these things, I think it
must be admitted that, although the Ryotwar settle.
ment was undertaken, not hastily or heedlessly, but

after due consideration, and with a sincere desire to
benefit the people, the results do not indicate the success of the experiment.
But unsuccessful experiments
are no uncommon things in the history of human administrations.
There is nothing more remarkable, as

118
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there is nothing

more

mortifying

933
than the fact, that

many of the best efforts which have been made for the
advancement of the happiness of mankind have re-

sulted only in the extension and perpetuation of human
suffering. It would be casy fo multiply instances
illustrative of this. But I conceive it to be one of
those admitted facts which need only to be asserted.*
I

the

turn

results

now

to

another

of which,

great

as far

as

revenue

experiment,

they have yet been

ascertained, are only cheering evidences of the forethought and wisdom which have designed and fashioned
it—I turn to that great experiment known as the
settlement of the North-Western
* «Tt ig mortifying to the pride of
human wisdom to consider how much
evil has resulted from the best and
least cxceptionable of its boasted in-

stitutions—and

how

those establish-

ments which have been most carefully
deviscd for the repression of guilt or
the relief of misery, have become themselves the fruitful and pestilent sources
both of guilt and misery in a frightful
and disgusting degree. Laws, without
which society could not exist, become,
by their very multiplication and refinemient, a snare und a burden to those
they were intended to protect, and let
in upon us the hateful and most in-

Provinces.

tolerable plagues of pettifogging chicanery and legal persecution. Institutions
for the relief and prevention of poverty
have the effect of multiplying it tenfold
—hospitals for the cure of diseases become centres of infection. The very
police which is necessary to make our
cities habitable, give birth to the odious

vermin of informers, thief-catchers, and
suborners of treachery—and our prisons, which are meant chiefly to reform
the guilty and secure the suspected, are
converted into schools of the most atro-

cious corruption, and dens of the mos¢

inhuman torture.”—[ Lord Jefery.]
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The Settlement of the North-West Provinces—Tirst Acquisition of the Country
—Primai Measures of our Revenue-Officers—Their Insufficiency—Injustice to
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When the armies of Lake and Wellesley broke the
Mahratta power on the banks of the Jumna and the
plains of Berar, and the north-western provinces of Hindostan became subject to the white men, who ruled in
the Carnatic, the Deccan, and Bengal, and had established
themselves in the priestly city of Benares, the settlement
ofthe revenue of the ceded and conquered districts became
a matter of praval concernment,
Somehow or other the

thing was to be done; and it was to be done quickly.
The country was conquered, and now it was to be forced
‘Those treasures
‘to give wp its treasures to the conqueror.
condenglittering
of
state
a
were no longer to be found in

sation, hidden in the bowels of grotesque idols, in gorgeons

Pagan fanes, or buried in the palaces of prostrate princes.
The wealth

vast surface.
being

so

of our

new

possessions

“It was to be found

found,

there

arose

a

was

spread

over

a

only in the soil; and

question

regarding

the

mode of acquisition and appropriation—a question not
quite so easy as that presented for the solution of Mahmoud of Ghuznee, when the treasures of the conquered
country dazzled the eyes and stirred the heart of the
invader.

The territory first ceded was a portion of the great
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Lord Wellesley was Governor-Ge-

neral of India.
His two brothers, Arthur and Henry
Wellesley, had followed the fortunes of their vice-regal
relative,

and

were

now

within

reach

of his

directing

hand.

The soldier was laying broad and deep the foun-

dation

of his military renown.

be made for the
amore equivocal
was about to lead
the Mahrattas of

But

provision

had

to

civilian. Mr. Henry Wellesley was in
position than the major-general, who
a division of the British army against
Berar. He was not a Company’s ser-

vant. He had not eracduated as an Indian administrator.
He was simply what in the case of common men would

Lord Wellesley
be called an adventurer—a hanger-on.
ceded districts
the
of
now made him lieutenant-governor
wm Oude.*
Tt would

more

be difficult

delicate

conceive

to

a more

was

that which

duty than

onerous

entrusted

and

to

Itwas his to superintend the entire adiministrahim.
tion, fiscal and judicial, of a new and extensive tract of
country, inhabited by a race of people officially declared

to be “ unaccustomed to any regular system of order or
law, and

habituated

violence

and

to

commit

oppression.”

the

utmost

It demanded

excesses

of

a thorough

which
knowledge of the country and the people, but that

was not possessed at all by Mr. Wellesley, was possessed
to some

small

exteat

by

his coadjutors.

commissioners was associated with him;

A

board of

and under them

judges, and
were sect to work the required array of
Regulations in
magistrates, and collectors, with their
The misrule, which preceded our assumptheir hands.

tion of dominion, and the disorder which

we found in

every department, were so vast, that it would have been
a miracle if any great amount of success had attended

convey the imகர do not wish toWag merely 2 job,
pression that this
sound policy,
for there may have b aon
e@ the prother of
at that time, in placin at the head of
:
the Governor-General
r ation of the
the provisional administ

new provinces.
may have given

Such an arrangement
something of cllaracter

and dignity to the new movement not
to be derived from any other personal
source.
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our initial operations. A triennial settlement was undertaken, mainly with the landholders, on the expiration

of the

current

financial year;

and

a Permanent

Settlement was promised, after two more experiments
similar to the first, of three and four years’ duration,
But soon to these ceded Oude districts were added
those which we had gained, by right of conquest, from
the Mahratta chieftains—a large and noble tract of country between the.Jumna and the Ganges. The Bengal
Regulations, already apphed to the Oude districts, were
now to be presented to our newly-acquired North.
Western Provinces. There was, after the current year,

to be a three years’ settlement, and then a four years’
settlement,

and

then a settlement

in perpetuity.

So

strongly impressed was Lord Wellesley with a conviction
of the advantages of the Permanent System, and so eager
was he to promise those advantages to the NorthWestern Zemindars, that he omitted in the Regulations,

which he promulgated to make the permanency of the
settlement, conditional on the confirmation of the Cowt
of Directors.* The omission was subsequently repaired.
by his

successor.

A new Regulation announced

to the

landholders that the permanency of the settlement was
to depend upon the will of the authorities at home.
The system of land-revenue which obtained at this
time was based upon the old establishment of village
communities.
These institutions existed but in an mmperfect, fragmentary state; and when the officers of the

British Government began hastily and loosely to esta-

blish some intelligible system of revenue collection, or at
all events to make out clearly the partics to whom the
State were

to look

venue, they groped
sorts

for the apportioned

of claimants arose, with titles good,

* In 1803 and 1805,

The provisional

Government was dissolved
Binns of the former year.

amount of re-

about painfully in the dark.

at the beMr. Wel-

bad,

and

All
in-

lesley settled his accounts and returned
to England.
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different, and flockcd to the Collector’s Court at the
chief station, urging their proprictary rights. Embarrassed by these

himself

conflicting claims, the Collector placed

in the hands

of the “‘ Canoongo,”

or native

Notary, and decided according to his dictum upon the
There was little or
claims that were laid before him.
The amount
wrong.
was
no inquiry, and the decision
had then to be fixed;

of revenue

and

authority of the village functionary was

here

again

the

generally fol-

lowed, and the valuation was generally wrong.

The difficulty of the task was very great, and it would

have been strange if our first efforts had been more
One thing alone was certain at this time
successful.

--that the amount of information possessed by the
revenue-officers in the Ceded and Conquered Provinces
was not sufficient to enable the Government, with any

hope

of doing justice to its subjects, to introduce a

permanent system of assessment in that country.
When, therefore, under the government of Lord
Minto, who had taken up the revenue opinions with

and
the high office held by Cornwallis and Wellesley,
proprietors
other
had notified to the Zemindars and
(by Regulation X., 1807) that the assessment under
the existing settlement yould remain fixed for ever, if
the
the arrangement should xeceive the sanction of
deputed
Court of Directors, a Special Commission was

to the Ceded and Conquered

Country to give effect to

should
this declaration, it is not strange that they
to a
irrevocably
State
the
have hesitated to econunit

meastro which its executive officers were not prepared
to recommend, and the country was not prepared to
receive,

A

time, could

settlement,

fixed

in

perpetuity

at

that

only be based upon. error, the results of

State and inwhich would be laden with injury to the

justice to the people.
The Commissioners of whom

I speak were Mr.

H.
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St.George Tucker and Mr. R. W. Cox.

Setting out on

a tour of inquiry early in the cold season of 1807, they
visited

all

the

different

collectorates,

and

diligently

sought the opinions of all the different collectors. They
had the strongest possible faith in the principles of the
Permanent System, but the farther they proceeded the
more obvious

it became,

that

such

a measure

as the

declaration of a perpetual assessment would then be
premature and dangerous.*
The collectors were nearly all of this opinion.

They

recommended short settlements, further inquiries, and
It was clear to them, and it was
detailed surveys.
clear to the Commissioners, that the Ceded and Conquered Provinces did not at all resemble Bengal.
“ When we reflect,” wrote the latter, “that the mise.

vies of famine have perhaps been averted in Bengal by
the lamented patriot who gave the Permanent Seitlement to that

country, we feel the utmost

repugnance

at the idea of opposing its extension to our new pos-

But Bengal is different in many particulars. *
sessions.
The land is more easily cultivated, and is fertilised by

a periodical inundation; water is easily proenred;
wells, reservoirs, and aqueducts are unnecessary5 and
pura large capital is seldom required for agricultural peathe
even
and
ers,
hold
poses. The inferior land
their lands
‘santry, can carry“7 op. the eultivation of
without

mus + be furnished. to secure

those aids which

* Mr, Tucker, in after years, often
IT am
spoke of this Commission; and
enabled,

therefore, clearly

pointed

in

to

state,

on

he
his own authority, the course which
pursued at this time, and the opinions
up“I was
which he entertained.
1807,” he

wrote,

“ to carry

into cxecution a measure which இம
cessive administrations had considered

to be essential to the prosperity of the
Although concurring most
country,
unreservedly in the opinion that it was
wise and salutary, and that it contained

4 vital principle which must in due
season work out all the good anticipated,

the
I ventured to counsel delay, upon
nt
ound that we were not at the mome
to consummate
in a state of preparation
nndertuking ; but it uever

so great an
the principle
cecurred to my mind that
abandoned, or
of the measure was to be
who had ceceived
that the landholders
n piedge given
from us the most solem
were to be
jn the most authentic form,
benefit,
sed
promi
the
ever
for
denied
they were to be
and that in the end
tbrance upon
cast aside as 4 mere incun

the earth.

That. pledge can never be

ns unfulfilled.
effaced, although it remai

[aes

Records.)
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OF THE

COURT
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OF DIRECTORS.

the prosperity of the Western Provinces.

But, above

all, we were in every xespect better prepared in Bengal
to undertake a measure, which, at a future period, we

shall gladly see extended to the vest of our posses-

sions.’’*
The reltictance of the

Commissioners,

not

though

in
altogether aceeptable 11. Caleutta,} found favor
approved
Directors
of
Court
The
Leadenhall-strect.
letters
of these recommendations, and wrote out earnest
against
t
Governmen
local
to Bengal, cautioning the

assess-

committing them to any system of unalterable

ment.

“ Before undertaking so arduous a task as that

of irrevocably settling in perpetuity the lands of a proyince, and fixing the demand of Government upon
those lands in perpetuity, we

have always considered a

patient and laborious semitiny of individual rights, a
careful investigation of local peculiaritics, together with
detailed

2 minute

and

pensable.

....

survey of the extent,

eultiva-

tion, and productive powers of the territory, as indisSupposing

that

in

Bengal

ex-

owr

pectations

had been realised to their full extent,

succeeded

in

it

would not follow that a plan of settlement which had
a country,

of

which we

had

been

from

aptwenty ov thirty years in possession, was equally
under
devolved
lately
have
plicable to provinces which
they wrote still
authority.” 2 And a few months later

more

decidedly ©n the subject—* The object of this

present despatch is to caution. you in the most pointed
manner against pledging us to the extension of the

territoBengal fixed assessment to our newly-acquired
* Report of Messi's. Coa and Tucker,
s.—
April 13th, 1808—Revenue Seleclionwas

அ There is room for regret that the
the
gentlemen. to whom the execution ofhave
was

committed

should

meastire
putinto deliberation not the besttheபாகாக
excarrying it into effect, but
for
coa~
it
but
full of valuable information,
itself which
measure
the
of
pedieney
states.
sound
of
tains the expression
were selected to execute.”
manlike views on many questions of they௩ pens Letier to Bonyal, February
policy.
general
1181.
¢ Mr. Colebrooke yegorded a Tong
report
This elaborate and very able

written by Mr. Tucker.

It 18 not only

said
rainute on the subject, in witich he
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are aware of your

settlement

resolution

permanent

sanction and approbation.

PROVINCES.

not to declare |

fill it has

obtained

our

It isnot, however, without

anxiety that we have learned from your late despatches
that a triennial lease has been concluded in the Upper
Provinces, which

expires, we believe, in the

course of

April, 1812, whereby the assessment io the third year
of the lease has been declared by you to be permanent,

provided that we shall confirm the terms of settlement,
because this arrangement may have exerted an expecta-

tion on the part

of the natives which we are not by

any means prepared to satisfy.’’*
Thus was the question of the permanent assessment
of the Ceded and Conquered Provinces settled, at all

events

for a time.t

In the

mean while

short

Jeases

were granted, from three to five years, to proprietors,
or pseudo-proprietors of different kinds; to Zemindars,

to independent Talookdars, and other claimants; but
even during those short periods it was often necessary
to

re-adjust

ereated much

thetr

the

amount

discontent.

proprietary

of

assessment.

Many,

rights,

All

this

unjustly deprived of

clamored

for

redress,

and

were told to appeal to the civil courts.
This, in effect,
was a mockery and a delusion.
The perplexity was
only increased.
The errors of the revenue were often

perpetuated hy the judicial department; and the
suitor mvolved in new embarrassments more painful
than the old.

‘‘ Decrees,” it is said,

“‘ were constantly

passed so irveconcileable with truth and justice, that it
was absolutcly impossible to execute them.”
The mode of collecting the revenue tended

to the perpetuation of injustice.
* Court's Letter, Nov. ஊர, 1811.
+ Vhe

question

was

from

time

equally

The collectors en-

Tucker, advocated the introduction of
to

time revived uf the India Ifouwse, and

some very able members of the Court,
including Mr. Edmonstone and Mr.

the

Permanent

Setilement

North-West Provinces;

jority of the
the project.

Court

into

the

bul the ma-

did not entertain
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deavoured

to guard

against default by placing watch-

If, in spite of this precaumen over the standing crops.
tion, there was a deficiency of revenue, the property of
ihe registered landholder was distrained, and he himself
Then the estate was put up to
thrown into prison.

sale, and perhaps purchased, at a nominal sum, by some
astute native official—often a stranger from the lower
provinces.* Butas these large estates, although standing
on the Government records in the name of some one
recognised proprietor, were in reality often held in co-

parcenery among & number of sharers, of whom Government had no knowledge, it happened often that the deAll
fault of a few caused the punishment of many.
hereThe
ruin.
nate
indiscrimi
were immersed in one
ditary cultivators were deprived, hastily and absolutely,
of their rights, and compelled to sue for leases under

some fortunate, perhaps
they hated and despised.

fraudulent,

purchaser,

whom

were
Th® processes by which the old landholders
more or
defrauded of their proprietary rights varied,

but
less, according to circumstances and to character,
many
had
and
family,
common
one
they all belonged to

Many personal sketches
features of general resemblance.
the trickery practised
of
might be given in ilustration

upon unsuspecting proprietors by astute native officials.
it is a striking
One, however, will suffice for the purpose;
one;

and I give

it almost in the

story was related to me.

During

words

in

which

the prevalence

the

of the

intelligent civil officer
not winds of 1818, a zealous andabroad
in his district, on
in the judicial department was
policeduty. He was fixing the position of a line of
he
when
stations for the protectoD. of the highways,

came wpon & sequestered village, near

the banks

of the

abad districts passed into the
e-half of the Cawnpore Rand Allah
‘enrly one-lis
* Nearl
ials.
hands of native offic
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Jumna,

and halting upon one

of those artificial mounds

which in that part of the country mark the sites of
ancient villages, was quietly enjoying the noble sunset
and the fine prospect around him. Whilst thus engaged,
an old aud respectable-looking Hindoo crawled

neighbouring hut, and approached him.

out of a

The European

official and the native villager soon fell into conversation,
There was something in the language of the latter which
fixed the attention and excited the interest of the English
gentleman, and after a while he asked the native who he
was.
“Who I am, do you ask?” answered the man.
“Tam the owner of that hat which you have just seen
me leave.
Who Iwas, would you know?
I was the
chief of all that your eye can take in from this height.”*

The English gentleman asked how this had happened.
“Oh!”

said the

neclam”

old man,

(auction).

“in

the usual manner,

by a

And when the sahib pushed his

inquiries further, told his story nearly in these words:—
“When your rule was first established in these parts, I

had never seen an European, and naturally sought for
some

native

proaches

authority through

towards

whom

the personage

to make

my

ap-

of this new race, who

was henceforth to be the ruler of my native province.

“I was advised to apply to a certain Nusser Ali, then
the Dewan,

and reported to possess great influence with

the European collector. To him, accordingly, I repaired.
His story was, that the collector was like a tiger, and
that-I ought, for my own safety, to shun his fearful pre-

sence.

To

enable

me

to

pay

my

revenue

without

incurring this risk, he advised me to send every instalment as it became due to him, and promised that he
would pay the amount faithfully to the collector.
* Whether

the Hindostanee

was malih, semindar,

word

or what other, my

informant docs not remember;

put the

meaning
been

the

conveyed was, that
he had
chief landed

that part of the country.

proprietor

in
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“Tnan evil hour [ took bis advice, and sent my money
regularly to Nusser Ali,
Aud so things went on very
well for a year or two, when suddenly I was alarmed by

the announcement that a stranger had appeared on my
domain, and was enjoining all the cultivators to pay
their several dues to him.
I sought the stranger out,
and asked him how he came to exercise such authority
‘Oh! said he, ‘T have
within the limits of my estate.
this

bought

never

heard

the

auction;

at

estate

world

knew what it meant.
there discovered
the Government
mitted, so as to
then obtained an
early information,

and

(neelam)

if is mine.’

T had

and I hardly

before,

But I hastened to Cawnpore, and

that the Dewan, to whom I had paid
dues, had kept back the amount rethrow the estate Into arrears ; he had
order for its sale, which, possessed of
he had easily managed to prevent, and

had finally got 1t purchased for himself, under a fictitious
name.

“The

2

fictitious name

stood

on the records until the

Dewan retired from official life, when his own name was

inserted as purchaser by private sale from the man of
straw, and thenceforth the estate was openly held as his

own.”
This is one of many instances which might be cited in
illustration of the evils attending our frst hasty efforts to

மட்டு” the revenue of the North-Western Provinces.
But perhaps the largest amount (of injustice inflicted
of a
upon the landed. proprietors at this time arose out
Many
a
man
found
that
he
had
lost
confusion of terms.
h
lis
Eng
w
ne
e
the
aus
bec
his old territorial rights simply a certain word, the dire
by
vulers had described him
arly underno means cle
import of which he himself by
The revenue-contractors under the first settle
stood.

ment were set down

m

ules Government
RQ

records, with
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few exceptions, as Moostajirs, or Farmers.
There was
another column, headed with the word Malif., signifying

Proprietor, which was generally a blank in the original

books.

The contractor little knew the relative importance

of the two words—little dreamt that, in the course of a
few

the ominous title under which

years,

he was regis.

tered would prove fatal to his claims to the continued

But when the period for which
occupancy of the land.
he had first contracted was at an end, he found how
The astute native functionaries,
“the letter killeth.”
British revenue-officers from the
the
who had followed
They saw
Lower Provinces, hit the blot ina moment.
how they could turn it to account, and devised a scheme
sag aay their
whereby a large portion. of the land was
When

own possession.
recorded

the original lease granted to the

‘“ Moostajirs” was at an end, the native function.

aries reported that the first contractors were only farmers
that
__that they had no proprietary rights at all—but
(prineicertain other men, whose names

they mentioned

pall

Mussulman names), were the legitimate proprietors,

The

collectors

so entered

and ought to be

placed

specious stories,

too

in

the

much

Government books.

confidence

in

these

and the names of some men of’ straw—

some relatives or dependents of the native olficials—crept
into the columns of the register, headed with the word
Malik.
The man of straw made way in due time for the
real Jacob.

supplanters,

And

such was the wholesale work of these

that one man

(a Dewan,

or chief native

functionary under the collector) contrived to possess
himself of ninety large villages, “whilst another had

become sole proprietor of the whole pergunuah, or subdivision, which at first constituted his official jurisdiction

as Tuhseeldar.”*

No wonder that it was said, with asto-

* fr. Robertson’s “ Remarks.”
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nishment, by the people of the Upper Provinces—“ Y,

லை
is a strange rule. You flog ® man for stealing a
aes
pom
pereunnah
pot, and reward bn for stealing a
Thus were all the estates in the country passing awa
one by one, from the hands of the ancient proptistor:
who stood, bewildered, confused, dismayed, ணப
knowing by what strange juggle they were suddenly, bin
Many
almost imperceptibly, deprived of their rights.
hears,
broken
a
of
died:
related,
descendants
as their

Others, less capable of silent endurance—high-caste and
high-spirited Rajpoots—siung by this authoritative in.

justice, took the law into their own hands, and boldly as-

serted their rights—the rights of centuries of possession—
in the teeth of the upstart claimant who had been yester-

day installed by the fall of the Government hammer, or
Acts of open violence
the juggle of a fraudulent Dewan.

——~even midnight murders—were committed under a
The eyes of Governsense of this intolerable wrong.

ment were then opened.

It had become clear that some-

thing must be done.
that the civil
Tt must not be supposed, however,
ant of, or inignor
y
servants of the Company were wholl

ing upon
different to, the wrongs which were thus press
eyes, at
The
s.
the very existence of the old proprietor
s introu
mons
to this
least of some of them, were opened.
the
ss
redre
to
made
ice, and strenuous efforts were

just
so obtrusively in the face.
orievances which stared them
d the names of
Foremost among these may be mentione

Campbell RobertMe. Henry Newnham and Mr. Thomas charge of the colpham took
In 1813, Mr. New examined into many of these
son.
He
lectorate of Caswnpore2 , “மட
ண்

்
ட.

sioden
tlemen
setrs’
postssesma
yea

(from
stern Provinces
f the North-We In the first book, the
3).
181
to
3
180
(Proprietor) was
headed ப
column
In the second,
nk.
bla
a
ி
oF
எடம் வண்ட
d Roostum,
me
ho
Ma
of
dhe name

aa
newly-disrealDian
sser Ali, ex-,
Nu
of
t
tha
iE Hl ase
1D the third,
cbtie® of HIeani
Dewan, or certs
rchaser from the
pu
as
d
ere
ist
was reg
homed Roostum.
said fictitious Ma
r, was
equally
proprieto
ered other
some
cov
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cases of fraudulent transfer of property, and reported
upon them to the Revenue Board at Furruckabad.
The
Board, howevef, had no power to interfere, and the
sufferers were referred, for their remedy, to the civil

courts.
Many suits were then instituted, but the zord,
again, was More potential than the fact. Our judges read
the unhappy word “ Moostajir,” and could not possess
themselves

of the idea that a Moostajir

could be any-

thing but a temporary leaseholder, in the English sense
of the term, and so either the case was dismissed, or the
plamtiff was nonsuited.

Matters were in this state when, in the early part of
1817,

Mr.

Cawnpore.

Robertson

He

had

assumed

heard

the

little

office

of Judge

or nothing

at

of the

peculiar cases of which I am now writing, and took up
the first on the file without any idea of its especial im-

portance.
Ile saw at once the hideous injustice of ousting @ man in actual possession, sclely on the strength of
the word under which his name had been entered in the
Government books, and he called for proof of the title

under which the supplanting Meer Roostum, who had
crept in so insidiously as “ Malik,” held the litigated estate.
No proof, of course, was forthcoming; so the English
judge ignored his claims, and decided in favor of the
original “ Moostajir,” who was shown at the same time to
have been, from time immemorial, the head man of the

village, and as such, the legitimate contractor.

When

this decision was pronounced, an excited buzz ran through

the court-house, and the excitement was caught up by
the natives outside the walls.
The triumph of the
village landholders was great ; bué unfortunately it was
short-lived.

The

case was

referred

to

the

Court

of

Appeal at Bareilly, and the court cancelled the decision,
Te was held that any man’s title was better than that of
the unfortunate contractor who had once been registered
‘as a Moostajiz.

igi
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Fortunately,

Mr.

Robertson

was

not

a

man

to

be

checked, when on the right path, by such obstructions as
this.

The court continued to reverse his decisions;

but

on a special appeal to the Sudder Court of Calcutta, of
which Mr. Courtenay Smith was a member, there was
some inclination in that highest quarter to side with

the

Cawnpore judge.
The process, however, was too dilatory for Mr. Robertson’s eager sense of justice, and he
took the irregular course of translating some of the
awards of the Court of Appeal, and forwarding them
with a letter to Government.

This

mode of procedure,

though unusual, was not unsuccessful.
In 1821, 2 Regulation was passed recognising the injustice which,
under cover of the Sale Law, had been done to “poor
and ignorant men,” and appointing a Commission to inquire into all the transfers of property which had taken
place during the first eight or ten years of our government of
state of
Little
chinery

the North-Western Provinces, and the general
the landed tenures.
permanent benefit resulted from this.
The mawas not suited to the purpose.
It was too stately

An immense quantity of work was thrown
and formal.
upon it; some inquiries were instituted; some unjust
decisions were reversed, anc Many compromises were

effected.

A. partial remedy

was

applied

to individual

cases ; but the root of the evil was not touched,

Tndeed,

these judicial tribunals weve not suited to such a purpose
They who had
as the adjustment of territorial claims.*
thought most on the subject were of opinicn that the
required settlement was best to be effected by revenue

ofticers,

moving

among

the

people,

conversing

with them, and altogether extricatmmg themselves
the formal incumbrances of official state.
* The first commissioners

xppointed

were Mr. W. W. Bird and Mr. H. G.
Christian, and as leng as the special
powers, so created, were In the hands
of such mex, the regulation worked

frecly
from

advantageously; but when they were
conferred on al! the commissioners of
ல் பல without regard to their cspecial fitsfitness, the 2 consequ
SCQucnc
e es SWC
Wore Most
:
pernicious.
=
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Foremost

among

these was

Mr.

Holt Mackenzie,

man of large and liberal views, and of a
nature, who told the collectors to shoulder
to go out among the people, and bring
mation with their game.
Views of this
the framing of a regulation—very famous
tory of Indian Land-Revenue—known as
VIi.

of 1892,

which was,

doubtless,

a

thoughtful
their guns,
back inforkind led to.
in the hisReeulation

an advance upon.

anything that had been before promulgated, but which
was not without inherent defects.
It was stuffed too
full of vequirements. It imposed upon a limited agency
almost

unlimited

deed, who

had

duties.

It emanated from

not graduated

one,

in-

in the revenue depart-

ment, and who had over-estimated the amount of detail

work whick our revenue-officers could adequately perform.
‘The principle was sound—the proposed system
was excellent—but for want of sufficient means to
carry it into effect, it was one of difficult accomplishmont.
So if happencd that the work of revision went

on so slowly, that when ten years had elapsed from the

Hime of its initiation, it was calculated that it would
take sixty more years to render the work complete.
From all that I have written

up

to this point

the

veader will gain no very clear conception of what is
the nature of the revenue settlement existing in the
North-Western Provinces of India.

Up to this point,

in
indecd, there is little but confusion and alsSEaEy
obcat
my pages, as there was little Pe

seurity in the revenue administration of t ltt part of

the country. We found that a great variety of tenures
prior
had been recognised by the native governments,

to the vession of the provinces; and we tovk what we

found without considering whether we were adopting
indigenous institutions, or merely the comp an

of usurpation and abuse.

for

the

fruits

We

of disorganisation

were no! ale wt ப
and

misrule, which

Ly

came

ripe

necessary

to

Ok

one

evils

ANEW

hands;

of that

SETTLEMENT.

nor

couid

worst

“2

we

obviate

the

of all trausition-stotes

—the transition of a people from one government to
another.
It would have been strange if, at such a
time, there had

not beon

a seramnble;

been

temporarily

hare

it would

been strange if some impostors had not stepped in, if
just

rights

had

not

Our British

fraudulent claims erroneously recognised.
administrators, in this

epoch,

and

obscured

as

just as mutch

knew

they could yeasonably be expected to know.

They had

a clear conception of a Fomindar, and some idea of a
All the proclamations and regulations issued
Ryot.
at this time, were addressed. to “ Zemindars, independent Talookdars,

proprictors.”

other

and

‘Doubt-

less, there were such personages in the Ceded and
Conquered Countries, but the ‘other proprietors”’ in-

cluded a far more important class. The collectors,
who were pushed. up damp from Bengal, knew little ov
nothing

of

the village

communities, which, from

ve.

mote generations, had flourished in Upper India. But
from. year to year, as time advauced, knowledge dawned
more clearly upon

appear.
greater

Our

them.

revenue-olficers

distinctness

facts

began

The darkness

greater and

saw with

instead

of

to dis-

fictions

before

‘They had peopled the provinces in the first
them.
instance with the latter, carrying their own preconosived notions of landed tenures and agriculinral systems to a country which knew little or nothing of the
things which their new rulers had stercotyped in their
But in time, the ancient institutions which
minds.

only saw
had been shrouded from them, or which they
in a glass darkly, they now saw face to face; and with
this knowledge came the conviction of the burden of

wrone which our ighorance must
fae)

the land.
The settlement

have brought

upon

.

.
.
of the North-Western Provinces

is
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now officially descxibed as a © Purteedaice” Settle.
qient™—that is, a settlement mace with the “ Putteedays,”

or sharers of estates.

But in our earlier

revenue

transactions in the Upper India little or ne account

was taken of suck people as “Putteedars.”y

They were

the proprietors

of estates

beld under

of the

several

allotments

the old village system—that system which

our administrators in the early part of the present
century trod down so remorselessly in their chase of
Zeniindars and Talookdars, and other great tudividual
proprictors or contractors cf the same class.
We
had, indeed, contrived almost to crush these village
coramunities, and had committed the ereat cardinal
error of woverning the people after any other fashion
their

own.

But

knowledge

then

came

a progressive

adrainistration

of our

with
new

a progressive

imercase of

improvement
and

provinces,

we

in tho
began

more and more to shape our system in accordance
It
with the institutions and usages of the people.
svould be easy to trace through the Regulations of the
first quarier of the present century growing indications
of this expansion of knowledge—of this ever-increasing
desize to lessen the gulf between the vulers and the

wuled, and to adapt our forms of government to the
Bat it was long
real requirements of the country.

hefore so difficult a subject—one so intricate tn itself,

* Tand-Revenue definitions are no
easy things to write, 801 gladly borrow
a, description of the Putteedaree Settlement from the “ Statistical Papers relaring to India,” recentiy prepared at
the India House:—* Under the Putteedaree tenure the same estate 1s parcelled out into allotments, and thenceforward the shares in the net profits
are commuted for equivaiont portions
offand. Iach proprietor or sharcholder
undertakes the agricultural management of his separate allotment, paying
through the representative of the proprietary

body

(the

lumkerdar,

or, pet-

haps, the head man of the village) such
instalment of the Government revenue

ay

may

have

themselves,

gate

in

been

agreed

te

among

distributing

the

aggre-

assessment.

Im

the

event

of

jndividual default, a joint responsibility
attaches to the whole proprictary body;

but any

proceedings

instituted by the

Government for the realisation of the
deficiency, would be directed, in the
g
fireé instance, against _the defaultin
Phe ebaracteristic of the
allotment.
tenure is cultivation in
Putteedarce
severalty with joint respousibility.”
+ The first Regulation which IT can
like ay
anything
manifesting
find,
Puttecdaree
the
with
uequaintance

system, is Regulation EX. of 1811.

/க7
VILLAGE
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and to the eye of a foreigner rendered doubly indistinct and mysterious by the social exclusiveness of
the people—was fully mastered, in all its bearings.
The more we learnt, the more clear it became that we

had committed a grievous mistake in overiooking the
village communities, and the more cager we became
to make atonement for the evil we had done.
The new Regulation, of which I have spoken, was a

' prodigious advance wpon all its predecessors.

It indi-

it
cated a lareer knowledge and a purer benevolence.
pledged the Government to ascertain, and when ascertained, to recognise, the territorial rights of all classes,

Tt was its object “to intro duce a general and scientific
of the country, to mark

survey

carefully and to record

the boundaries of every village, to register the separate possessions, rights, privileges, and responsibilities

of those communities who hold their lands in severalty,

of the several interests of those who hold land in

and

aus

common.

The sum pay able to Government by every individual

shareholder was to be record ed; but every individual
shareholder

with

not

was

h ave immediate transactions
The payments of the share-

to

Government.

holders were to be made

co Hectively, by the head

representative; and a
ised.
“1+ was intended,”
.
ogm
rec
was
ity
joint vespo nsibil
advantages of the
the
ne
mbi
co
to
+ says Mr. Campbell“
It
s.’7
system with th at of village lease

wan

of the village, or 9 ther

Ryotwar

North- aati
உ Rathes’ * Notes on thevery
interests ர

Provinces of India.” ~~

i wo de.
work, which all should n consul
matio regarding the
sire farther jnforgreat
a
ment,
sctile
history of this
the

nature

of landed

temares

13 ane

r concepuen ர்
North-West, A cleave
ர்
s is to be அ
the village commumitie
work WE
other
from it, than from any

which I am acquainted.
{ Modern Init, page

most

common

tenure

of

303," The
ali

1in

the

In this case the great proportion of ihe
land is cultivated by tenants; and the
sharers have’ not their shares separately divided ofthe tenants are tha
tenants of all in common.
‘The pro
prictors generally live ia the village,
and their own cultivation is taken into
account af lower rates.
The whole calJections are brought together, the reyernume paid, and the surplus divided
nmoug the proprietors, according to
the tractional share possessed by each.
When there are many proprietors, ouc

Camphe 11, G8 or {wo are chosen
North-West,” says Mr.
BY 4 to 2
that where a village belonzs
family. managers.”
single individual, but toae

representatives

and
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le Nip
aflorded ample protection to individuals
the wheels of the administrative machinery with a mass
of individual coniracts.
Such, briefly stated, was the intent of the on 8 ன்
of revenue

administration

which was

to be “ Pirat tha
into the North-Western Provinces of mele
ereat reform, a s Lhave said, did not நவ் ete
want of an efficient agency to reduce 1 to eee
tice.

Ten years passed away and

t thorough
twas

ன் 5
eed

pale

eRe

plain,

the ea

felts ema

f the scttlement was painfully small.

விமா

that the machimmery must be im.

taerelore,

k was at this time Governor.
ன்
William
of India, Bentinc
and
he was on a tour through 1 the

.

6Ffe saw ab once that it was neccs-

eeemeis

give more effective operation
sary to saea6 we ae the tofamous
Regulation VIL. of 1829.

Upper

அ

where a Board of Revenue for the

et Adishalad

=

had been recently established,

ட எனனை Provinces

க ண்ட்

counsel with all the best authorities on the spot,

and the result was another famous regulation, known as
Regulation TX. of 1838, under which the present settlement

has been

completion.
regulation,

prosecuted,

with 50

much vigor, to its

It embraced all the objects of the previous
with

other

collateral aims,

and

it

greatly

improved the machinery of revision, and enlarged the
personal agency to be employed.
Special settlement
officers were to be appointed, not burdened with other
duties; civilians, with all their time and all their enc 2165
to bestow upon the

great

work

that opened

out

betore

them.

The

objects which it was now proposed to embrace

were these:

1. The revision of the assessment.
2. ‘The beiter division of the instalments of revenue
payable to Government,

[த
OBJECTS

8. The

OF TIE SETTLEMENT.

demarcation

of the exterior

253

boundaries

of

estates and villages.
4, The correction of the system of accounts at the
Tehsildar’s offices, and the arrangement of their records.
5. The formation of a fund for the construction of
roads.
-§. The establishment of a provision for the support of

the village police.

rent-free

4%, The resumption of all hidden
brought to light by the surveys.

tenures

tenures.
8, The recasting or retention of the large

of
9. The demarcation of the component portions
comrights
every village ; the recording of the several
;
prised therein, and providing for their maintenance
up
may spring
and the registering of all rights which
;

hereafter.

The

;

these . operations

to

subject

tract of country

le of En ngland and of Scotland.
equalled in extent the who
th-east, to Hissar

on the sou
It stretched from Gorackpore of 700 miles, for the most
on the north-west, across @ line s and the J umna.* நீடி
part along the valleys of the Gange
* The
i

North-West

Provinces
st

con-

accurate

"ptatate miles,

ae Tage ee

63 5°”
23,199,6
on of dema
lati
popu-rev
a Jand
with
from
nded
enue,
The
in

them

1846-7;

4.05,29,921;

paid

in

amounted
addition

in the same

to rupees

to which they

year a nett sum

of

ctions
16,60,901 Gncluding colle
), on account of
due for former of years
for
,963
$2,33
rupees
4
Abkari,

rupees,

ப
stamps.

ட
The
;

ட்
eustons
fi

ககன
greater
far the
ர

pee

வட்டக்
stனை pore1

of which must

5௦ prop
ரு rupees
ம்.
eel
வ
with other
96.00,000- thus making Up: & total Te
minor sources of income,
erores of
five
yenue of more than

ர்
(by

The whole territory ig di-h
rupees.
districts, whic
vided into thirty-two divis
The
ions.
classed in six

are
come 2 under surha
whole 0: of theseese have
been no
of course,
vey; but there has,

gener al

revision of the yevenue in
of the Benares division,

par ts

those

and was
of which the Government dem
year 1795.

pect 7 the

permanently

as there remained un‘The revenue
, where an
altered, except in | cases farmed, and
been
estate had ae
never been
the demand had @ herefore
or where
in perpen
determined
d had broken
the permanentired eman
reduction. ர.
down, and requ

of

extent

In

territory,

the : provinces A which,
artial

exceptions,

with

have

therefore,

the
come

above

under

settlement, are about equal to EngIn
Wales.
jand and Scotland, without
ee about equal
ee
point of

oe ’ he
while

t

them, a
jan

ட

a

தவர் and Sardinia;

enue, realised from

B tel one-half that of the
the
sotto
es eit
, the

ange. ae J umna
er o Hit
Goruckpore on
distance, from
0 reme h-ea
st,
to Hissar on the norththe sout
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this country was

embraced

2 large variety of soils and

climates, and numerous races of people, differing from
each other in language at +4 character and m the institu-

Between the

tions which they favored and developed.

and that which lies
country to the cast of the Ganges,
rence is peculiarly
diffe
westward of the Jumna, the
On one side noble
striking.
fields righ svith an abundant

forests and mango-groves,
harvest, sparkling streams

landscape, whilst
and pools of water vary and refresh the
rmity of

than a dull unifo
on the other there is little more

the Doah,
Between these two extremes lies
Here there are
between the two rivers.

arid plain.
the country

on —of a fuller developsigns of a more advanced civilisati
Here are the large
and skill.
ment of industrial energy
and here His

ges,
and the more important villa

towns

te
labor of man has striven to compensa

for the deficien-

cies of nature, and to make the soil yield abundant
roduce without the aid of the heavenly nourishment.

which is seldom wanting in the country to the எர
Mainly upon artificial irrigation isthe country dependent
for the security of the crops. Within the boundaries of the
North-West Provinces there are soils of all kinds, from

wet clays to light sands, adapted to the growth of various
descriptions of produce—of sugar, of wheat, of rice, of
as many

cotton—and

varictics of cultivators as there are

soils under cultivation —Rajpoots and Brahmins, Jats and

Goojurs, with different manners, different characters,
and different descriptions of landed tenures, different
methods of measurement and modes of assessment, differ-

ent distributions of property, different laws of inheritance.
In this wide
west, is nearly 700 miles.
expanse of country, much diversity of
race, language, and character, is naturally met with amoug the occupants
of the soil. ‘Che Rajput of Azimghur,
the Brahmin of Cawnpore, the Abir
of

the

Gujur

ravines

of

of

Meerut,

the

and

Jumna,

the

Jat

the

of

Delhi, have all peculiarities which distinguish thera, not only from other
tribes,

but

tribe in
view,

No.

also from

other

flement of
yinees.”"]

xxiv.

the

men

of the

places.—-[Coleutte
Article:

“he

North-Western

same

Re-

Set.

Pro-

oo

a
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‘There were, of course, generic resemblances establishing a
certain unity of descent ; but the varietics were so distinet
as to

render

it necessary that nothing should

be done

without a close study of the local peculiarities which. dis-

tinguish the different wembers ol’ the great family.*
Scitlement
writer of the
* The
article in the Calcutta Review, above
quoted, gives the most graphic pieture
of the general ontsyand characteristics
of the Norti-West Provinces with
which I arm acquainted.
Lrovinces,” he
“The North-West

“are situated almost entirely in

writes,

the yalleys of the Ganges aud Jumma;
the principal part of them lying between
those rivers.

‘There is ttle variety in

the fai alluvial soil to attract the admia

of

ration

passing

tyavelicr,

ncens-

fo the interchange of hill and

fomed

dale in other

Nevertheless,

countries.

39 he leaves the high road, and penc-of
trates into the more secluded parts

that,
the country, he will ackuowledge all
even here, the hand, ‘whichas makes
not been
beauty to his Gye,

nature

wanting.
the east

Tf he visita the districts to
of the Ganges, which border

bills, he wil
on the Sub-Himalayan
of tropical
find much of the luxuriance a brisk aur
with
vegetation, together
winter
and healthy climate in the

,

such as few tropleal reson’

months
the groves,
can hoast. ‘Chere he will see

of which Virgil had heard,

பட்டது
Axhovis baud uli jacta potucre

né still dwell
The tiger and the theclepha
primeval forests,
த

topes

ed for
large tracts not yet requir
‘There the fielda are Ticit lobe
plough.

§ ie 1
abundant harvests, produced with
ar
to a few withgt theit
labor, aud subject hamlet
s,
The little
ties,
closely ப்ட்
stand
roofs,
ed
low thatch
contain a rion
gether, bub do not yet
னை
lation adequate to the full மெய
of the land. Patches of push aud eine

jungle are thus interspersed) i»

oe

nor have the palm காக் அவ

ட்

cultivation, and relieve ils வண்

scribed

as

intruders.

Srreams

of

pools abound on every side, and Sst
in varying the landscape.

risen above

they have

ages,

yrith which they are often enclosed; the
mud fort, perhaps, at the foot of whieh
they are built; the distance which the

people hive to go to their daily labor;
all point to those former treabied times,
when a defenceless cottage in the open
fields was

most

a

insecure habitation.

Yet the face of the country is by no
means bare or uupleasing so long as the
These are
props are on the gronnd.

raised with gréate? toil thanin tha mare
humid districts, but are generally plenof pecaliar
ia seasons
titil, except
Wheat, sugar, and rice, are
drought.

a
jess extensively raised; but cotton, as
area gupplics

whi aéra vincere Su

panian and the poepul, yet been T

course

the plain, give them an imposing ap‘The walls,
pearance froma distance.

valuable article of produce,

¢ Quos gerit: India hueos 5

in the remains of
and magnificent mango

“Tf the traveller now crosses into the
Dutib, he will perceive a considerable
change. There is no longer the same
moisture in the soil er climate, nor
the same speataneous fertility,
The
industry of man has succeeded to the
[பமக
now
He
profusion of nature.
with more towns of note from their size
sre larger,
villages
‘Yhe
antiquity.
or
and stand further apart; while thetr flat
roofs, and the height to whieh, in the

in some de-

trees,

The

their place.

disapwhich love the water side, have
peared, but many remain; and some of
these, as the mhowa, the tamarind, and
Ti
te jam, still ablain a noble size.

ja not til the visitor reaches the arid
plains to the west of the Jumna, from
Jtiawah to Hissar, on the extreme verge

of the British territory, that vegetation

realiy languishes.
stone

hills

level surface.
spots

where

rise

"here the red sand-

Jixcept in those favored

wells

can

formed,

be

Canal,

down the line of the Delhi
husbandman

seasomable

hitherto

the

through

trusis

rains.

almost

‘Che

entirely

hardy

or

the
to

இவ்வர

and ferash alone break the line af the
horizon, and everything betokens the

nearer approach to the deserts of Mar-

qvar and Bikanir6To common
with

most

parts

of
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Tt was a great work, assuredly, which now had to be
doue, and if required all the energies of @ great man to
carry lb out.
Tt was not to be done by one man—
not by a score of men—but it was necessary that over
the extensive agency now to be employed should be cast
the equal light of one directing mind. There was fortu.

ல

.

.

=

a

nately aman at hand fitted for the work, and cager to
accomplish it,
Mr. Robert Mertins Bird was a member

of the chief Board of Revenue at Allahabad.

He had

been reared in the judicial department; but during a
connexion of some twenty years with 1 the law courts he
had brooded over the grea t question of Indian revenne,

and had, perhaps, as large a knowledge of the subject as
Southern and Central Asis, the fertility

of the soil in this part of India depends
mainly upon artificial irrigation.

When

the means for this are available, not
only will a sandy soil yield a good erep,
but the nature of the soil itself is often
gradually improved. Vegetable matter
accumulates in the course of yeara from
the remains of former harvests, and from
the manure, which it is worth the while

of the cultivator to expend upon the
land. 78 on the other hand, water be
wanting,
tain;

the

the produce is always uncercultivation

is

less cared for;

and the usually light soil dxifts about
with the fierce winds of May and June

till pure silex alone is left in it, or 0
the barren under stratura of kunkur,

of

of red indurated clay, appears.
The
lands nearest the villages are naturally
those which receive most attention, an!

are worked up to the greatest produc:

tiveness. These lands often bear twe
erops in the year, and pay rents of 501.
rupees, or more, the acre. Their extent
varies according to the populousncss
and prosperity of the village, and to the
classes who inhabit it, but seldom ¢Xceeds six or cight per cent. of the total
area of the estate, Next to these come
the second-rate lands, varying up
%0
twelve per cent, of the whole; while the
great bulk of the area is thrown into
the third or lowest class. This thireefold division, with the additional distinction of irrigated and non-irrigated,
is prevalent under different names in

local
most parts of the country. Other
where
peculiarities are of course everyof
the
to

be

found.

In

the

yicinity

nguish berivers it is necessary to distithe
borders
on
teen the low Rhadir land
land on
r
daugu
the
of the stream, aud
other
the evel of the high bank. In
of the surplaces the gentle undulations
ws
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ey
face cause a sniccession Ofclay
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and sandy ridges, each
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its peculiar products and is often much
Syen in level tracts, there
ess and strength
difference in ihe stiffa
asthe sand, which
ding
aceor
soil,
the
of
is mixed with
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dients. Some
more productive ingretheir suitability
local soils are noted for 2 certain wet
ag
to peculiar articles, parts of Goruckpur
clay in the eastern
soil of Bundelfor sugar, and the black
quantily of

‘The
t.
cund for the Alroo
carth and water is
saline matter jn the
the value

affecting
another point, deeply
is
Where the water
of the land.
ist is much, rebrackish, the agricultur
of crops; Many
stricted in his choice
such cirat all under
an
refusing to grow
others requiring
cumstances, and
counof rain-water to
y
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ant
abund
that drawn from

teract the quality of
nt
much soda is preseenthe wells. Where plains
are found
in the soil, large vegetation from this
ti rely destitute of
remedy yet been disoo A not has any
ced.”
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had been

trained in that

The measures which he was now

summoned to carry out “ had been many years previously
planned and elaborated by him, as measures of a purely
judicial character when he was holding a judicial office,
and hac no prospect of ever being connected with the
His experience in the discharge
revenne department,

of bis functions as a judicial officer led to the conviction

in his mind

that the

existing

tribunals were

insuflicient

for the ascertainment of rights or their protection, ancl
டிவில

உ

ப

ல

a

+

aon

ன

er

that the combined effect of the revenue and judicial systems would be injurious and oppressive, unless those

sys-

relation to the
teas could be made ல to bear a more exact
tos
சரா
ப
டா
:
The பவியின்
tastitutions and habits of the people.

had taken further
thus formed in the judicial department
mmissioner of Goan,
amacedhvdon
1
Dries

shape and consistency, when, as Com

தணக

concerne
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7
Gomme
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3
ம்
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and
country;
o
jin the revenue management of the country; Reece Hive

me
ர
on his subsequent elevation 10 thie சிக்க
passec into his
operations
chief contro! of the settlement

of rare
to the work ® in combination
he brought
*the entire range
oO” hont 2 parallelal el In
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| men,qualities almost witnout *

hands,
eee

ae i

names

¢he

“1

்

a service bright with the

™
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es ajons, for he

pushed

ட்All acAll men do not concur 12 his opinions,
imowledgeன his merits.
;
.
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கரத்
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ack
all
bué
far,
: ihe had a large ssp of mind, great energy
:them too

knowledge tha ர
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of chayacter

1

anc

த

் esty of purpose, catholic sympathies,
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They who served under him regard

98 with the faith of
ot ie anc a ¢@affectionately,
—
him, revyerently
of a SOD, and seldom mention his
disciple and the love
d
naine without an imware

vanuflexion.
He selected his
ர
nd when
when heh
selected them well, And
ஹி
மனைத
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211114.
‘thhold his confidence.
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Hie was a man of too genial a temperament and too kindly
a nature to wrap closely arcund

him

a cloak

of official

reserve.
He kept up a familiar iutercourse with his
subordinates, encouraged and upheld them. fi was sot
to be expected that among so large a nmpber of agenis
there should noi have been some who disappointed hum.

It is said that he was uot very tolerant of carclessness, or
very patient of dulness, but examples of these irritating
qualities were few; it fell to the lot of Robert Bird ts
commend far more frequently than to censure; and whils
he made few enemies he drew around him many friends,
The duty of revising the settlement cf the North.
to a rumber of youny
Western Provinces was entrusted

civilians, who went out into the country, pitched. the tents
vil.

summoned the
in the neighbourhood of the villages,
lagers around them, and instituted their ம்பு mice uito the
The Court of Directors of
state of the different tenures.
the whole

ihe East India Company, last yer, reviewing
North-West Proquestion of revenue settlement in the

as
vinces, declared that the review had left on then
the civil

reflected on
an impression “ of the high honor
good feeling
service by the zeal, industry, ability, andl mah Cea
the several officers employed, necessarily

௦
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general
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ample
thus
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not

undeserved.

were * differences of degree.”

there
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fair-haired Saxon youth opposing his well-trained intel.
lect to

new difficulties which

the

We look back, as

varied enjoyment.
the

through

vista

of many years, and

goo the white camp rising in the long

aisles of the ancient mango tope. We
opsen the tait-haired Saxon youth
x iis well-trained intelicct to the
difficulties that crowd upon him.
with
We sec him exerting daily, and
no vain ur fruitless result, all his faculpenetics of observation, of research, of
It is a strange
tration, of judgement.
sicht—a

of fnielleetual

ao waich

proof of the power

wonderful

moral

and

cducation—

the respeet and confidence

evinced by grey-headed men towards22
We see ing,
i beardless youth,
at
rly morming mist, atretching
fields.
nising gallop over the dewy
aumiinilful is uc of the hare, which

from

feet ; 0

his b«

&

soads awuy
ர
bu
the call of the partridge from the
ne
.
ov of the wild-fowl on the muirsh, when
will arrive
wolleearned holiday
or pet
le wil! Le able to follow these,
> but at present he
haps acbler
on his
is
He
ப் on band.
has other work
point, where meant
dista
some
to
sway
tested, doubis Fe~
surements are to be
investigated. This
solved, or objactions
50 his solitary breakdlowe, he returns

companionship oF
fast, cheered by tae letters from a fae
book, or perlaps by
weleame wee

Fustapt land —denbly
circumstances.

The

forenoon

75

reports from the
spent in xeceiving
wider hin;
oved
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rs
ollice
native
operations; i pale
in dirceting their
aualysing. a oT
such

miniag, comparing,
singing the various
all
comes in from
advances, the
day

jpformation ” ae
45 ae
quarters.
wide-spread, shade

withdiving: figures
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roup after group of
eae
st dr
theje best and whiteeds to the த ட
Inu of yoiecs succeby the coving 0 a

n
before oply broke

me
m of the yar 1 pe
dove, and the serea
the
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spreat
they.
The carpet.ie
க
321004
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=

the chair
i
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tators take theiryanks; silenec ©
is
=
ad in orderly
court
rural
ndட் tbe
proclaimed,
ர
a is pronght
opened. 4 As
after eee
ayor of the pat =
forward, the very demeaue! nd, scons
ties, and of the crowt ப் atiec jes.
to point out on which side J"

air:

crowd

around

No need here of ev
claims lost through
free to come and go,
and at no expense,
ened pleadings.
A
tions bring

him.”3

parte decisions,
or
defanit.
A tee
trouble.
little
with
No need of lengthfew simple ques.

out the matter

of the suit,

and the grounds on which it rests, No
need of lists of witnesses.
Scores of
witnesses are ready on the spot, alike
unsummoned and untutored.
No need
of the Koran, or Ganges water.
The
Jove of truth is song, even in an In
dian breast, when preserved from coun-

toraeting influcuces; still mere so, then,
when the sanction of pablic opinion
assisis and protects the righéfal cause.
Tn sueh a court Abraham sat, when

arhitrating among hig simple-minded
Jn such a court was justice
herdsmen.
every where administered in the childhood of the human race; before wealth

sneveased, and with wealth complicated
and

interests,

law

became

4 science

re-

guiring a life’s study to understand.
« Strange nmust that man's

character

pe, and dull his sympathies, who, in the
t
midst
oF oceupatiuns like these, Coes
pot find his bearé accompanying aud
lightening his labors. Tie sces the peo.
ple in their

fairest

light ; he witnesses

and

cifte?

with

their cctseless indusiry, their contented
noverty, their few aud simple pleasures,
general
their plain sense of justice, their
He
faithfulness’ to their engagements.
finds them, 2a a uation, sober, chaste,

frugal,

much

of

that

notaughs politeness in whieh the rastic
classes of colder climes are so often deuses
ficient. For mouths together he
no Inngasge, enjoys 10 society, but
theirs. ‘Lo these causes of attachment
jg added that powerful tie which unites
long
புத tu those whom we have Inborcd

to henefit.

The knowledge und feelings,

thas acquired under the greenwood tree,
when
will jot be forgotien in after days,
the dark side of the picture will alone
he has
be presented io his view; when
and selfish
+o deal with roused passions

desires, uneontrolicd by a true Fuith ;
ychen bis intereourse with the people is
confined to the prisoner at the bar, or
to the vakils of a grasping plaintit,
of a fraudulent (perhaps kecanse

pressed)
உலாப்

defendaut.” — [Culeutia

and
op-
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and see him compared with the patriarch “ Abraham
arbitvating ameng his simple herdsmen,” and. ‘ administering justice in the childhood of the human race ;” and
on the other we are told

of ignorant

upstaris, slenderly

acquainted

with the native languages, and

acquainted

with

native

feelings, laying

not

down

at all

the law,

according io the most approved principles
of generalisation, and committing errors of the most srritating Kind
1
with an incredible amount of assurance and conceit.
ig very possible

that

found; bui,

taking

officers went

about

and

tiously,

examples

them

of both

kinds

as a whole,

the

zealously and

their work

conscicnof suis

amount

to it a remarkable

carried

might be

settlement
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viceable intelligence.
disregard of judicial principles, and were அன
cid i as

of jul be
restraints imposed by laws of evidence and rules

cial practice.

Perhaps they did not always mae
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If sometimes

system of checks.

cable
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settlement

offivers went wrong, there were the Commissioners
vectify their

Board;

errors;

above

them

there

was

to

the Sudder

and supreme over all was the Lieutenant-Gover-

nor of the North-Western Provinces.
authorities
Tt was not to be expected that all these

The
should entertain similar opinions ‘and convictions.
acwas
most important p ortion. of the settlement work
proceedings
complished when Mr. Robertson (of whose
was Lieuas Judge of Cawnpore I have already spoken)
This
Provinces.
ern
orth-West
tenant-Govemor of the

most distinguished civil
eentleman—one of the ablest and
new school
of the Company——was not one of the

servants
of revenue-officers.

He

a
had seen in Bengal, perhaps,

in which landed
little too much of the off-hand manner
dealt with by young civitenures of old standing were
of
lians, and he was rather suspicious of the tooperations
this
whom
the

clever

important

but

inexperienced.

work was

youngsters

entrusted.

LHe

thought

that

they

that they started with cer
were too fond. of generalising,
believed to be of unitain fixed principles which theypredilecti
ons, for example,
their
versal application * chat
into
‘
led them
often
m unities
im favor of the village comess to create an extensive suberror; that in their cagern
nitted ட் many acts ் of injusdivision of property they comr
ently
umption ope rations were frequ
tice; and that their res
dehe
r,”
«The settlement office
2
harsh and ill-advised.ள்
eunr
of
=. “swept up W? hout inquiry every patch
clared,
exempted
se undez ten beegahs,
aistered land; even tho
out until

ich did not come
by a subsequent order, wh
stuned ;” and added,
 of the tenures had been re
எடவிவ்

set

nimcd
;
* The Spider Board diselt

& all

1615to
அவுக - ல்கcate
sympathy wah பமல genes
Lieu
the
they
that
:
and declared
‘pon this
disccurage ticm.
அப்்
நத
ஒழ
s
க
tenant-Governor oxpres

faction

at finding
:

“the

sentiments
5

of

opposed to what
the ட் Board so directly
்

be imagined tuat he had seeasionally
Aetected In the writings of their cubordinates.”
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that “in one district—that of Furruckabad—the obligations of a treaty and the direct orders of Government
were

but

lightly

dealt

with,

and

in

all a total

dis-

regard was evinced for the acts even of such men as
Warren Hastings and Lord Lake.” And this opinion
was afterwards confirmed by the Court of Directors, who
declared that it was always their desire that the resumpmeasures

and

forbearance.

out with great lenity

be carried

should

tion

‘In

many instances,”

Jn others,
“it has been so.
attended with much hardship.

added,

they

the results have been
But the solieitude of the

several Lieutenant-Governors has been carefully directed
to remedying the evil in question, by money provisions of
We think this is the best method

more or less duration.

of disposing of such cases.

It provides for the incuin-

bents and their families, and secures the ultimate rights

of Government.”
Still, when we come to consider the ageregate results

of the settlement, how, much food is thexe oa hearty
coneratulation.

‘The

first

settlement,”

1

said, and truly said, “ruined the persons for a

“as

fue
ote

The last settlement saved ரிம் ட

fit it was devised.

much-enduring men from ruin and misery.’ = க க
diency of the measure, too, was a8 clear as a eal ச
The revenue progressively increased mp “2 1 stendit ‘oro:
sales for default of payment diminished with _
ness.

In the

course
்

ம
amount
the by
of six years”spreased
moreo tuan

y e whith 3s
perty sold on this account had decrease
five-sixths.¢ The lightness of ite
a, . alone procomputed to average less than @ third of the rath ட of the
duce, has tended to increase alike the prospe" found in
Over-assessment oa tie other
people and the State.

practice to be as injurious to the one 9° ம
* From

inclusive.

1849-43 to 1847-48, MOU

+ ‘That is, from 259,636 repers £0 4°

ae ag,

கு
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al deviations, was one
The principle, in spite of occatsionof Dhivectors, reviewing
of moderation; and the Cour
nt officers, lost no oppor~
the proceedings of the settleme
tunity

of

declaring

of moderate

in favor

assessments.

a district had been
Where the result showed that
a revision of the setover-assessed, they recommended
டட
tlement.
this light assessment are
of
The happy effects, indeed,
of
f
y. There As is nono lack
visible upo. n the face of th ecomir
The க indications of
cheeringoO evidence of good government.
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t | crops have failed
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ee
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without
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‘This is the effect
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sequence,is;.that land which

before was worthless now

bears a high value, and a people who were before
lawless now yield implicit obedience to the laws. It is
a cheap Government of which the strength consists in
ச
low taxation.” *
The secondary advantages sought to be obtained by

the settlement were not all so clearly established..

The

division of the revenue payments into four instalments,
falling due after full time has been allowed for the sale

of the produce, was unquestionably a boon to the culiivators.
But the creation of the road-fund met
considerable opposition; and the establishment of a
village police was still more generally unpopular.
people were slow to appreciate the advantages of
roads, and were very unwilling to pay for them.

with
paid
The
good
But

they came in time to be satisfied with the arrangement,

and, perhaps, to understand that the trifling per-centage
devoted to this purpose was in reality not an addition to
the assessment, but a deduction from it. The advantages, however, of the salaried village police dawned more
slowly on their comprehension; and writing im August,
1851, the Court of Directors could say nothing more
than that they were “ disposed to hope that, with carefull
supervision, it may be found satisfactory to the people."f
1 have
Of the resumption of the rent-free tenures
There ave one or two other points of
already spoken.

to be mentioned.
considerable importance which require

The tendency of the settlement operations was towards
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the disruption of the large estates.
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‘There was a class

of large landed proprietors, known as ‘Talookdars—the
The settlement

territorial aristocracy of the country.
treaicd

to have

seem

officers

these

usurpers

as

men

and monopolists, and to have sought every opporTt was not denied
tunity of reducing their tenures.
that such veduction was, on the whole, desirable, inasmuch as that thes e large tenures interfered with the
rights of the village pro} prietors. But the reduction was
undertaken

in too precipliate and arbitrary க manner;

had
the Court of Directors acknowledged that it

and

caused great 1 practical embarrassment to Government,
instituted in the civil
against whom numerous suits W ere
aud many decided in
courts by the ousted Talookcars,
|

si

;

their favor.*
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he says, “has not em mae he lower separale responsibility prevails.

1

only
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be adverse to those passed at

some districts if is

universal;

the instances are numerous;
ap
few; in others none.’

in

some

in some
of the

Court of Precis: | . Mr. In‘Thomason
practice,
(September, 1848) ஈ rote:

ik is customary to attempt to realise
the individual, then to offer
hia property to any coparcener who

frst from

will pay up

the arrears, and if no one

accepts the offer, then
oe

to hold the

body jointly responsible for the

0111121006.
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ணை

narcelled out and recorded, and each separate

distinctly 095 2
rticular default
a ண் by 2 the
defaulter suffered for his own pa ன
sale of his individual share. But as Lo 1012 : ee த
tendency

to

introduce

strangers mto

the

coparceneries,

and destroy the integrity of the village communities, the
wight of pre-emption was given to the other shareholders;
so that, to a certain extent, the remedy lay in their own

hands.

The

excellent one,

provision, indeed,
but

would

have

been

an

that it was set aside by the custom of

granting fictitious mortgages,

‘against which,” says the

Court, “there appears to be no remedy but a valuation
on fixed principles, at which the right of pre-emption

shall be given to the community.” A nd some of the best
quthorities—as Lord Metcalfe, Mr. Robertson, and Mp.
Thomason—were of opinion that the system of joint re.
sponsibility on the whole is எர்த் to the village
communities.“
No alteration of the existing law is proosed ; but every effort is made by the Gaver rnment of
the North
estern Provinces to induce then to adopt

voluntarily the sysiem of joint vesponsibility ; and in this
view the Court fully concurs.
Viewed as a whole, it is difieult not to
settlement of the North. Western Provinces
work. It is not free from errors of design and
Its originators do net claim for it the eredit
perfect conception carried out to perfection

regard the
as a great,
execution.
of being a
in ail its

parts. The truth is, that every large scheme with the
stampof thorough upon it involves more or less error of
detail. No one will ever achieve any thing great who js
haunted by the fear of exceptional cases and small
mistakes.
Mr, Bird was, at least, in earnest. His disciples were in earnest, "They did not falter; they did

not hesitate.

They went

intrepidly to their work, with

a firm faith in the excellence of the design, and an —

* The question is very fairly argued by Mr. Thomason,
in his Minute of ost),
September, 1848.
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intention to carry it out worthily and well. And in spite
of errors——errors not many and large in proportion to
the magnitude of the undertaking—resulting from original
defects or inefficient agency, they may, without any large
amount of selfglorification, look back on what they have
done, and proudly compare the present state of the agricultural population with what it was before their labors
commenced.
The North-Western Provinces of India have now been,

for half a century, under British rule. The great experi
ment of Indian government has there been pushed forward with remarkable energy and uncommon success. in
no part of India are the signs of progress 80 grent and so
Thereis a freshness, a vigor, a healt] iy robust
cheering.
youth, as it were, apparent every where in the acministta-

tion of these provinces, The physical iprovement uf
the country, and the moral improvement of the poaplss ane

w _
advancing, under our eyes, with a rapidity which
ணை ௫ i 1 ட்
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civil functionaries than those who, under one of the best
men

and

ablest administrators who

have ever

devoted

their lives to the service of the people of Tndia, are now
pearing the burden and heat

some

of the day, in serious toil-

efforts to make the yoke

lightly on

the

native

of foreign conquest sit

subjects of

the British

Crown.

Earnestness and energy are contagious; and in the NorthWestera Provinces of India the heavy-paced are soon
roused into activity—the phlegmatic into tingling life.
What Thomason and his associates have done for Upper

India can only be fairly appreciated by those who know
what was the state of the Ceded and Conquered Provinces
of India fifty, or even twenty, years ago. It is not easy to
represent the true character of these great achievements
to those who, in Westminsteor
r Belgravia, sit in judgment
upon British rule in the East, and decide that our admiuistrators have done nothing, because they do not know
what they have done.

But the servants of the Fast India

Company may find abundant consolation in the fact that
the

happiness

of the

people

of the East

is not to be

gauged by the knowledge of the people of the West.
There is one characteristic of the present Government
of the North-Western Provinces of whichI would further

speak in this place, though perhaps it might more fitly be
introduced into another chapter. There is a communi.
wutiveness about the system, which is a peculiar feature
of the administrative progress now making in India. The
representatives of the paramount power have there shaken
of their secrecy and reserve. They no longer live with
# cordon of official exclusiveness around them; they no
longer move about with sealed lips and veiled faces. The

doors of their palanquins are thrown back; the sides of
their tents are drawn

up;

and the people

are invited ty

come freely to them. The Lieutenant-Governor, who is
continually moving about from one district fo another
and watching the results of the great measures with which
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GOVERNMENT,

OF

he is so honorably associated, is one of the most accag
eu

ட்

ற

7

sible of men;

ad

(8.

and. his subordinates emulate the courtesy

and openness of his demeanor.

But it is not so much of

this personal diffusiveness of which I would speak, as of
the great efforts which are being made, principally through
the agency of the pr ess, to render the people familiar with
the acts and principles of Governament—to help them
the manner ள் In which we are
thoroughly to pnderstand
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liar tenure by which the British Government hold their
power 2”

There was nothing startling, at the time when

they were asked, in such questions as these—but we lool:
at them now as we would ata thumb-screw, or any other

relic of a barbarous age. The principle of modern Indian Government is thoroughly to illuminate the people,
and to render them as familiar as they can possibly be
with all the tenures by which they are conuected with
their foreign rulers.
It is not concealed that this enlightenment may have the effect of breaking all these

tenures; but when the people of India are ripe for self.
government, England will have fulfilled her mission, as a
ruler, in the East; and she must be prepared to abide
the result.
I cannot conclude this chapter without remarking that

the instructions sent by the Court of Directors to theip
servants in India, and

the

opinions

expressed

regarding

the settlement operatious, have been uniformly con.
ceived in a liberal and enlightened spirit. It has beop
their leading desire so to carry ont the work, with
leniency and moderation, and with a due regard to the
feelings of the people, as to render it a blessing to them
and their successors.
I can trace no signs of covetousness and rapacity in their recommendations ; but rathoy

a sincere desire to allow the cultivators to till the fields
mainly for their own benefit, and to reap the reward of
their own ameliorative efforts.
The settlements, as ]
have said, were made some for twenty and some for
thirty years.

One of the

principal

arguments

in

favor

of the permanent settlement is, that it holds out the
strongest inducement to landholders to improve their

estates.
There is not an Englishman who does not
shrink from expending money on property, whether
house or land, of which

he

increases

the

the

value

of

landlord raises his rent.

holds but 4 brief lease.
estate,

aud

in

retum

The Court of Directors

Te
his

haye
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an agriculturist on

“whether

the renewal of asettlement shall be allowed the full benefit

of his improvements, or whether the Government shall
be held entitled to a share of the additional value which
his capital and industry, aided by other circumstances,

have added to the land.” And they have expressed their
opimion, that “the only satisfactory principle upon which
will be
all future renewels of settlements can be made,
land at
the
of
value
that reference must be had to the
imthe
the time, a liberal eousideration being given for
of the tenant
provements ‘attr butable ovly to the efforts
as are of a
such
to
regard
himself, and especially with
comparatively recent date, and with regard to which he
has reaped the advantage only for a short period under
the old settlement.”
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it is made to bear that particular pro-

And when it was suggested by
duct, obviously does.”
such liberal
one of their chief servants in India that
of revenue,
loss
measures would occasion a considerable
aware that
are
they replied, with happy irony: “ We
it yielded
when a tax is abolished the revenues which
They scouted, indeed, this narceases to be received.”
to the
row view of a great cestion, and trusted rather

individual
ceneral results of a liberal policy than to such

details.
tration of the
Of. the general results of the adminis
ment, it is
Govern
British
the
Indian land-revenue by

almost unnecessary to write,

as they will be gathered

As far
three chapters.
from the details of these last
an ela.
d
recorde
Hastings
back as 1815, the Marquis of
through Upper India,
borate minute, the result of a tour
of the Presidency of
on the Revenue Administration
section, a condense
one
Fort William, which takes, in
ile
our system.
of
view of the general advantages

phs :
sums them up thus in a few paragra
The advantages of our system

over those

of former Govern-

The former systems
ments may be summed up in a fow words.
the lives and proAumils
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There
ions.
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and
state,
the
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uadey which every one may know his rights, and be secure of
haying them respected. ‘The system is eertainly not yet snffelently perfect for its ministerial officers to know of themselves

the exact amount

of revenue which is demandable from all; but
ascertain

that is only because they cannot

the

actual

of

amount

produce, the requisite information being suppressed from interested
motives. -All that is wanting, however, to give perfection on this
point, is a fixed eritemon, from which the amount of produce may
be known or fairly estimated, so that settlements may be formed
on uniform principles and date, known to be correct, instead of
only believed to be so, as at present.

Tt is this very desideratum which the new settlement
has 80 beneficially supplied.
Tt were worth while to quote further ;
of by

The advantage to the country is, however, best judged

its effects. ‘There is, at present, little or no emigration of the
agricultural class; indeed, it is found that proprietors, before
deiven, into exile, or into the search of other means of livelihood,
such

ag military service, daily return

to reclaim

the lands they

jrnd been. obliged to abandon, in the certainty that they must now

have ceased to be unprofitable.

The wages of agricultural labor are much higher than they
demand
used to be, which is solely attributable to the inereased
of
articles
valuable
more
The
description.
this
for labor of
produce are also cultivated with much more spirit; and the most

astonishing efforts are daily made

to conquer natural defects of

goil, as well as to preclude the evils of casual calamity of season.

There can be no doubt, indeed, that the produce and the profits

of agriculture have

been inereased in a very surprising

since the country fell under our administration.

degree,

The comparative

prosperity of the several cities may form a good eriterion of this;
and the rapidity with which they are increasing, both in size and
population, is scarcely credible.
The abolition of those arbitrary sayer imposts which each
Zevindar conceived himself entitled
entered his domain, has now left open

market for all his produce, to which

to

levy on

all goods

to every proprictor

it may be

that
a free

carried, withont

the fear of violence or exaction in the transport.

The beneficial system on which the customs and town-duties
are now Collected here, at the sdame time, left the rates of that
ழ்

Q74

RESULTS OF OUR RHVENUE ADMINISTRATION,
su ul de

ts

commercial interes 5 ௦ ன் ப்

ட ்

market free from the operation of any local

solely regulated by the broad
consequence

In

of India.

of these

facilities,

ணவ

மனு

டடம

and enterprise have been turned towards the fond, and an ACEI.
has been infused, of which every class begins to feel the benefits,

The display of wealth is no longer avoided as dangerous; but
perhaps

the most

direct and

positive

advantage

interest which has resulted from our oceupation

to the landed

of the country

18,

the discontinuance of the arbitrary practice of quartering troops
on districts, from which they were to be provided gratis, in addition to the public dues of Government, as well as the requisition
of free gifts of several descriptions, besides the obligation gratuitously

to

furnish

supplies, laborers, artificers, and carriage of
every sort, whenever circumstances might bring a man in power

or a body of troops to the neighbourhood ofa village.

Phe oeca-

sions for demands of this deseription were unlimited, and payment
never was offered, nor could it be asked with safety, .
i
The above advantages are amongst those which have partion.
larly attended our revenue-administration, and are in addition to

thoge incalculable benefits resulting from the comparative total
absence of external or internal violence, induced

by the strength

of qur political Government and the authority of the law.

More than thirty-five years
passages were written ; antl the
the North-Western Provinces
vance of what it was under the
Hastings,

have passed since these
presperous condition of
is now as much in ad.
administration of Lord

as, at that time, it excelled the old state under

the Mahrattas.
The abolition of the Transit-duties, and
the new Settlement, have ripened and perfected. the
blessings which Dastines saw only nnmature and unde
veloped; and there are others, of which he had but a

dum conception, now spreading themselves over the land,
undex the saving influence of a great remedial agent, of
whose power he was not wholly uneonscious, though it
was left io his successor to give it free scope and per.
manent expression.*
* J fecl that in this chapter T ought
to jaye suade more particalar mention

of the operatious

yey.

of the Revenue Sur-

IT must refer the reader to a brief

peper in the Appendix (D), and tu the
excellent work of Captains 6, Suoith

and Thuillier, of the Artillery.
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Famines in Upper India—Importance of Irrigation—Eanly Mahomedan Works—
Our frst Canal Efforts—The Western Jumna Cansl—The Eastern Jumna
Canal—The

great

Ganges

Canal—The

Baree Doab

Canal—The

Great Trunk

Roag—Orber Pablic Works—Their Coat—General Vinancial Results,

்

Typ chapter which I have just wriften on the Revenue
Settlement

of the

North-Western Provinces is a testi-

mony, however toxperfect its execution, to the industry
ard ability of the men

employed

on this

great work.

‘a4 there was one thing which might at any time mar

If the
the vesults of all this industry and ability.
triwonted
their
ecuntry
heavens should deny to the
mitigate
might
it
though
hate of rain, the Settlement,
the evils of a famine, could not wholly prevent it.
Over a large portion

of these

fine

provinces ali the

staple products of the land are at the merey of the
The effects of a drought are more terrible
seasous.

Upper India has been
than language can describe.
visited by periodical famines, the terrors of which all
the wisdom and ail the resources of the best and
The
strongest Government have not even mitigated.
famine of 1637-1838 is still fresh in the recollection of
many Huropean gentlemen, who saw then what they
yi] remember

to their dying day, and yet were power-

less to alleviate the suffering which gathered around
r 2
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Parents sold their children. for a fow shillings,

them.

and were glad not merely to fil themselves with “ the

husks that the swine did it eat,” but to dispute with
the ravenous crows for the filthy refuse of the grain
which had already fed the horses of the troops on the
line of march.
There could

Government
a

manner

than the prevention,

gigantic
of

more worthy cf « humane

nothing

can prevent

wisdom

such

be

providential

these

evil

meeting it,

as

There

this.

and

this

was

huma

as

as far

calamitios,

was
an

by

but

of

one

extensive

system of canal irrigation. The Mogul Emperors had.in
lves
their uncertain, spasmodic way, addressed themseerent
from time

of this

to time to the consideration

prophylactic measure.

Tho extreme value of water in

resuch a country is dwelt upon, by many incidental and

Kings
ferences, in the oldest writings extant.
Sages combined to punish the waste of the precious
clement, aud to reward the profitable disposal of it.

In the code of Menu the breaker of a dam is sentenced

to long immersion under water, and in the Institutes
of Timour it is ordained that ** whoscerer undertakes
the cultivation of waste lands, or builds an aqueduct,

or

makes a canal, or plants

a grove,

or restores to

culture a deserted district, nothing shall be takes from.

him in the first year; in the second year what the sub.
ject voluntarily tenders; and in the third year the
Goverument

word

which

But the

dues according to regulation.”

is here

translated

“canal,”

bas

bat a

limited signification, and by no means represents those
E:nsveat works which some of the later Mahomedan

perors designed and executed, and which the British.
fndian Government is now carrying out on @ scale for
beyond the speculations of the most large-minded of
;
the Mogul princes.
to feed
rivers
meant
“God
that
Tt has been said
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The
Wpper India abounds in canal-food.
vivers which flov from their mountain

eanais.”*
numerous

on the great Himalaya range supply volumes

homes

commerce has little need; whilst
would not suffer a single foot to

of water, of which
thirsty agriculture

Whe conversion of this water to agricultural

escayic.

purposes is now the main object of the great engineering

operations,

with

years,

many

for

which

some

in the
temporary interruptions, have been progressing
Ceded and Conguered Provinces of Hindostan.

after these terrilories passed into our hands
tho subject of £ canal izvigation attracted the attention
of some of the " imost earnest of ovr British officers.
t to
seemed
works seemed.
old Bfahomedan
BMahomedan works
The vorsxins of 41 ix» old
Soon

3௨ eneouregingly ml

our ideas

4

hen

the

were

of internal administration were

yiat ovnde, and the development of the resources

per26% no conntty in the world, n oF
haps, doos the emphatic declaratiomeant
* God
the famous Brindley, thas
more emle
riers to feed canals,’ apply
fertile and
those
to
phatically than
away
populous plains whieh stretch ireமே
southward from the Himalayasand 34th
gular forms between

the 70th

the 34th and
parallels of longitude, and trave
rsed by
9ath of latitude, and are
numerous

rivers which flow from

the
These rivers, 10 the
the great range.
are comupper portion of their courses,ally they
mercially useless; agricultur be, made
ave, or with a little skill might w, vol. V1.
inyaluable.’—f[ Caleuéte Feevie
in the
‘Article: “Canals of Irrigation s esWestern Provinces.” ]—Thi
North.
eeHlent 6

ise—a very mince of informa-

fion relating to Indian canals, has been
Lieuso often publicly attributed to l Entonant Baird Smith of the Benga
of the
cineers, the accomplished author
that I
Svork on “ Sialian Irrigation,” opriety
inypr
no
believe Lam guilty of
naming him

as

™y

chief

cumstance,

very

interesting

« When deseribing the excayations of
Feroze, Ferishta mentions incidentally
that the workpeople employed upon
them found near the lower hills quantities of ‘giants’ bones” For nearly two
centuries and a half this seemingly fapulous statement passed unnoticed. To

minds familiar with discoveries in fossil
geology the old chronicle had, however,
a

faint

gleam

of

significance;

and,

guided by its feeble light, English officers of the canal department re-examincd the localities indicated, and found,
associated with others of different dimeusions, not ‘giants’
bones,’
but
pones most gigantic, from which, in
evurse of time, they were able to add
to the system of nature many new and
strange

Pursuing

animals

their

before

labors

unheard

at remote

of.

sta-

tions in Upper India, drawing their
materials for comparison from the 10.
rests and rivers around them, denied.

authority

many of the facilities for research which
happier local positions would have afforded, they yet won for themsclres

to geole-

among the highest which the courts of
science ia their own land had it in their
power to bestow.”—[ Caleutta Review.]

in
chapter.
for the statements in this
MaIn connexion with these old
us cirhomedan works there 13% curio

gists:

those

But

face.t

European

fame,

and

rowards

ranked
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of the country was little studied by its rulers. My.
Mercer is said to have offered to open, at his own
expense, the old Delhi Canal, which lay before him a
lifeless excavation, if he were suffeved to receive the
proceeds for twenty years.
The olfer id not meet
with aceeptance, and it was not until 110 that, wader

the administration of Lord Minto, any steps were
taken to inquire hito the state of the old eanale, and

the expediency

of restorimg them to cliiciency,

Commitee of Survey was

A

thon apneintcd fe 2000

the lines, both east and west of during,
Fat nothing
~
The iligher scientific authoxtt
came of the offort.

aa the Chief inemeer and the Survceyor-C
called upon

for their cpinions,

yey report

such

a flood

por

of contradic

and seemed to fake onch sntagonistic
great question, that the Government, so
pe
and bewildered, and utterly wnable ic device

tom.

from the multitude of councillors, seora to have aban.

doned the worthy project in despair.
But under the subsequent administration of Lord
Hastings, the vast importance of these works was re.

cognised.
time

up

A begining was made.
to the

present

And from thas

period, the work

has

pyo.

gressed with more or less constancy and vigor, accord.
ing to the state of the public finances, and the tempor

of the local Government.
time,

with

temporary

Jt has met, from time i

hindrances

and

obstructions,

Tt has fallen on evil days under one ruler, and basked

in vice-regal sunshine under

another.

But it has

gone on through evil report and good report, and there

is satisfaction in the aggregate result.
i must

speak

more in detail.

of these measures

and

their results

The line of the Western JFomnn, ox

Delhi Canal, was first surveyed by Lieutenant Bloine, ©

of the Engineers, an officer of rare promise, which he

ட

்

LORD HASTINGS’

ட்

6
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-d to falfil. He had been directed to report
djeability of re-opening the canal, and on the
that would attend the operation, before the
The engineer was
. out of the Nepaul war.

is

co the field, and for a time the work was sushut Lord Hastings, in his famous minute of

bev 21, 1815, the result; of his tour to the Upper
laces,

dwelt

emphatically

upon

the

advantages

‘To the
i would attend iis completion.
wrote, “
he
the opposite side of the dumna,”’
“*
or Ali
Delhi,
the
of
name
the
by
known
* Gonal, ib is necessary for me to cali your
“§ Weasuves were,

[ believe, taken,

and were

canal on
generally
Murdan’s
attention.
already in

“ « train of execution, with a view to ascertain the ex-

‘ pense and practicability of re-opening it; and though
hese measures were interrupted for a time only by

“ he military operations incident to the Goorkha war,
“hich required the services of Hiewtenant Blaine in
field, T presume your Honorable Board will be
Lheo
Aisnosed to resume them, now that the more impor-

“: deat ealls forthe services of the engineer officers have
coased,

« [ will aly say,” he adds, “that my own inspection

of
‘das filly convinced me of the facility and the policy

:
nediately vestoring this noble work. Setting aside
~ ¢he consideration of its certain effect, in bringing into
re muttivation vast tracts of country now deserted,
neveby

augmenting importantly

and

the landed revenue

* of the Tlonorable Company, the dues to be collected
' fox thee: distribution of the water from it would make
This is held so sure, that
உழ most lucrative return.

« tydividuals (for propositions were made to me) would
- soy undertake the business, were it fitting that

the

“s spedtt ofawork so dignified, so popular, and so bene-.
“©
Seict, should fall to the share of any but the Govern-

“ pent.

Were a lakh of rupees to be laid out yearly for
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* three years

on this object (and I believe 4

« spuch more than would be actually vequived

é« facting the canal), it would be money Ind

hr

oe

86 profitably for the Company than it evuld
« other mode of application.”
Lieutenant Blain.
The work was sanctioned.

menced operations.
at the outset.

But his efforts were very \

There was altogether a want of is”

The work seemesi : .
the success of the experiment.
AU sorts of shifts and eto proceed by suiferance.
dicuts were resorted to that money might be ces
mised.
‘ Earthen bunds were used for carrying பா
canal across the beds of the intersecting mountera
Few if any bridges were considered veces.
streams.
sary, the canal being fordable throughout; and natures:
channels were invariably taken possession of in spite af
their defective levels and tortuous courses.” But wheiever could he done, with such scanty means andin faeo
of such difficulties, Blaine’s skill and energy acon.

plished.

He lived to see the canal re-enter Dethi, att

a suspension of half a century; but not further ic
tend the good work of which he was the pioncev.
«vas succeeded by Captain Tickle, of the Bonunl Fp.
eincers, and subsequenily by Colonel

Johr

Colvin.

the same corps—vhose name is still held in affect
yemembrance by the people, for whom, brinuin«
his professional skili to bear upon the labor of le

toiled with so much energy and such beariy
will.
In 1823 he was appointed to the general e.
intendence of the works of irvigation in the 17.11
ritory, and from that time they continued io ady

to maturity with the steadiness which commands
manent

success.

There were many engince:

culties to he overcome, but they were overcoine 1
resolute cuginecrs; and there were financial

diffien

—the growth of a false economy, which neither sci:

of

14d
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SYSTEM.

nor enthusiasm could easily overleap.

all hindrances and impediments,

But, in spite of

the Western Jumna

Canal was brought into effective operation throughout

the country it was intended to fertilise, and is now
agricultural
conferring incalculable benefits upon its
.
population.
The canal extends
Delhi and to Ifissar.

from the foot of the Hills toe
Its total length is 425 miles.

Tt is spanned by 159 masonry bridges, 54 of woodwork,

700
and one suspension-bridge ; and there are nearly
l.
channe
irrigation outlets from the main
system %
OF some of the results of the Irrigation

would

now speak.

It would appear,

from statistical

tables prepared by the Government of the North
in
Western. Provinces, that the extent of irrigated land
rn
Weste
the
of
nce
influe
the
different districts, within
of the
Sumna Ca ral, vavies from one-half to one-tenth
of
area
total
the
n
fn this computatio
entire area.

Butit is
the inrigating villages is taken into account. these lands
of
extent
not to be inferred that the whole
It is estimated that
is actually watered by the canal.
average of land
from one-half to one-third is the
ivigating
brought under immediate invigation—those
to the entire
villages, which are fewer in proportion
district of
the
Thus
freely.
area, using the water most
vil-

by irrigating
Pamiput, one-half of which is covered

area of those
lages, seems only to bring a third of the

, which
villages actually under invigation, whilst Hissar

to consist of
only shows one-tenth of its entire area
of the avea
lf
one-ha
irrigated villages, actually waters
it is said, all,”
‘* The best watered of
of these lands.

sterile
«in proportion to its invigable area, is the once
which were found,
district of Elissar, the chief towns of
The
on inhabitant.
in 1807, to be literally without
conactive,
an
called into being

canal here has almost

try.””*
tented, and prosperous peasan
* Baird Smith, in the Culeulta Review.
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extent to which the people have

availed themselves of this artificial water-supply may
now be shown by a reference to tables of receipts on
A small rent-charge, ranging
account of water-rents.

between one shilling and ten shillings an acre, according to the nature of the ground and the value of the
produce, is made for the water supplied; and, in the

course of twenty-seven years, from 1820-21 to மம்ம,
the amount received has not much fallen shert of

3855,0001,
The annual receipts have progressively increased.
In 1820-21 the amount ececived on account
of irrigation was about 1450/.; in 1846-47 it wag

26,2500.
yeax

‘Phe last returns before me show for one half

in 1851

a water-rent

the entire year.

“The

exceedingly

of 13,3414, ; ov

unsettled

the agricultural population,
of the summary settlement

26,6814.

on

state,” it is said, “of

the constant Tuctnations
of the Government land.

revenue, and the novelty in many localities of continas
irrigation, were the chief’ causes of this slow progress,
The permanent settlement of the land-reventte Lare a
great impetus to the extension of canal mrigation
;

and

1837-88, the year of the great famine, firtal
as it was
to districts not protected by canals, exhibits a remark:
able increase—a fact pregnant with meaning.”
It is calculated that in that grievous feinine-year the
gross value of the crops grown on jand nVigated fom
the Western Jumua Canal, the greater part of which
land would have becu totally unproductive without
the use of canal-water,

half of English money.
or 150,0002.,
water

amounted

to a million and a

Of this sm about one-fenth,

was paid to Government,

vent, whilst the vemainder

as land and

“ supported in com.

fort, during a period of devastating fumine, the in.
habitants of nearly 500 villages.”

But the water-rents, paid on account of irrigation,
do not constitute the sole profits of the canal.
Some

[45
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by the pro.
revenue is raised from the rents paid
prietors of flour-mills* in the neighbourhood of Kup.

naul, Delhi, and Hissar.
the

1846-47,

and

ceeded 31,1007.

sum

Between the years 1829.93
derived from

this source

ex-

In the first of these years the re-

ceipts amounted to only 8027; in the last they had
risen to nearly 1500/,; and m 1850 had exceeded that
There are also smaller sums receivable from
amount.

certain pastoral villages, which depend entirely upon
and

cattle;
the canal for the means of watering their
others paid, in the shape of transit-duties, principally

upon timbers floated down. by the canal.
The Eastern Jumna Canal is a work of inferior
The entire length of it is estimated at
proportions.
It runs for the most part along a beau155 miles.

tiful country between the Ganges and the Jumna.
says the
«Most beautiful in all parts it truly is,”
as an
smooth
canal-historian, “with its broad road
over
English lawn, its double rows of trees drooping
the stream, its long graceful sweeps, its rich bordering
station-houses,
of the most luxuriant crops, its neat
its works are
all
which
and the peculiar care with

It is certainly one of the most interestmaintained.
The gem of the
ing and attractive of Indian sights:
whole

is the southern division, where,

for nearly sixty

which is
miles, the visitor passes through a country constant
finds
and
the garden of the North-West,
scenes,
cause to admire the beautiful, although limited

him.”+
which every turn of the canal brings before
*

The

following

account

of

these

the authority
from
mills is taken
It affords an apt ilalready quoted,
sa of
justration of the unprogressivene con- .
mills
the natives of India: * These masonry,
of
sist of substantial buildings of Warnaul,
located near the Jarge towns
nery is of
machi
The
Delhi, and Hissar.
being ௨ amall
the most primitive kind,
e horizontal
yertical wheel, with obliqu
spokes, slightly hollowed, on which the
Although these mawater impinges.

chines do not economise more than
thirty per cent. of the effective power
of the water, and are liable to be interfered with during the rainy season by
back water, yet

they are. so much

pre-

ferred by the native community to any
more complicated arrangement, that
every attempt to supersede them by
0! European form has sigary
of
machinery
nally failed.” —
+ Baird Smith.
.
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Towards

the close of the year 1809, the Board of

Commissioners called the attention

of Government

to

the canal, “ generally known as Zabita Khan’s, from
an attempt which he made to re-establish it, and which,
previous to its being suffered

to fall into decay, must

have fertilised in its windings an extent of country of
not much Jess than 200 miles.’’*
The senior Comniissioner had visited the head of the canal, and faken
counsel with the chief engincer, who had reported

favorably upon the expediency of restormg the great
said the Com-

“On the important advantages,”

work.

missioners,

** which

may

be expected

the measure, if feasible, there can

to result

be no

opinion.
Several Pergunnahs, now
desolate, will be rapidly restored to

froma

difference of

almost _ entirely
cultivation, and

plenty will soon be diffused over @ part of the country
where wild animals now usurp the dominion oyer
The recommendations of the Commismankind.’+

sioners were not without

effect.

Captain Tod, of the

25th Native Infantry, was ordered to survey the ne
of canal, and to report upon the feasibility and the

cost of its restoration.

He

sent in a rough estimate

of the probable expenditure, which was

lakh and a half or two

lakhs

the same cause which had

the Western

part of Government

ture,

deferred

Jumma Canal,

postponed

this

down at a

But

the

either

the restoration

or unwillingness

to incur

also

set

of rupees.

estimated

experiment,

years nothing was done.

and

on

of

the

expendi-~

for some

But in 1822 the line was surveyed by Lieutenant
Debude, of the Engineers, and active operations were
* Geport

of the Board

of Commis-

sioners, October

7, 1809-—quoted in Lord

canal was

in

Afoira’s Afinute, September 21, 1815,
Revenue Selections. —it is doubtful, howover, whether in Zabita Khan’s time the
1788,”

long

operation,

says the canal-historian

“ About

Culeutia Review, already quoted,

bita Khan

Rohilla

in the

*Zg-

is said to have

re-

opened the channel, and to have brought

a stream

of

water

threugh

the

bel

of

the Kursaunt river to the site of the
great city projected by him. ... But
his canat could haye been open onl p fox
a few months; and with the first rainfloads it was, doubtless, seen that the
diffeulties were too formidable to overcome.”
ர் மம்
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commenced,
On his removal to other duties, he was
succeeded by Colonel Robert Smith, under whose
superintendence it was prosecuted to the completion of
the original design in 1880.

But much still remained

to be done.
There were serious defects in the execcution of the plan, which threatened the destruction of
many of the works almost as soon as the canal was
opened ;* and Captain Cantley was appointed to rectify
The professional skill of this eminent ea-

these errors.

He carried out many

gineer overcame every difficulty.

great improvements, and recommended others, which,
on his removal to the higher appointment of chief
superintendent of canals in the North-Western Provinces, were carried into effect by Lieutenant Baird
Smith, who succeeded him in charge of the eastern
line of works, and has since won for himself so high

a reputation.
Deducing from statistical tables the same results
as in the case of the Western Jumna Canal, it would
seem that the proportion of irrigated to unirrigated
lands ranges from a fourth to a ninth of the entire
different

in

area

a third

from

districts;

in the conswnption
increasing

ovressively

derived

from

of water,

and,

year,

the

10,7702.

rents were

by

the

gross

amount

the years

1830-31

only 6002.

In 1837-38,
than

a pro-

In the first year of

realised was

more

therefore,

The

revenue.

and 1846-47, inclusive, is 109,500/.

last it was

watered

same progressive increase

water-rent between

the serics the amount

lands

of these

that

to a fifth is actually

There has been the

canal.

and

the

doubled.

In

great

the

famine

They

rose

* « On the 3rd of January, 1830, the
eanal was opened for the first time,and
by the 20th of the same month nearly

on the steep slopes between the bridges
and working back, as such rapids in
variably do, they exposed the founda-

every

tions, and in course of time would have
completely undermined the works,”

south

bridge north of Scharunpore, and
of Surrowli, was in imminent

neril of total destruction.

Rapids es-

tablished themselves at different points

[Caleutta Review.)

்
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at once from 44.002, to 91002.
In that calamitous year
it is estimated that the value of the crops grown on
irrigated land, “the greater part of which land would
have been totally unproductive but for the canalwater,’ fell very little short of 500,0007.; of this a
tithe, or 50,0001., went into the Government treasury,

and the remainder

was bestowed upon the people by

the agency of the canal.

Of the other sources of re-

venue from the water-supply, it may be stated, that
the mills have furnished to the smount of about

83002.

within

the years

above

mentioned;

that the

cattle-supplies have yielded only about 1908. the
transit-duties 4502.; and the plantations about 22001.*
combine

To

in

view

one

financial

the

results

of

and to exhibit the progressive

these canal operations,

demand that’ has been made upon the Government
water-supply, the following facts, gathered from more

detailed tables, may be stated:
WESTERN

JUMNA

Gross receipts from 1821 to 1846-47
Gross expenditure.
க
ச

EASTERN

CANAL.
.
3

JUMNA

.

‘

WESTERN
_ Income in 1821-29
Income in 1846-47.

ன

‘

* “In addition to the plantations of
forest trees, grafted mango gardens have

lately been

established with

the view

of introducing a superior fruit into the
country adjoining the canal.
Of these
gardens five are in existence, contain-

ing

about

300 trees cach,

and

being

from three to five acres in extent. The
result of their establishment has been
very satisfactory; and, although only

one of the number bas yet arrived at

.

2

JUMNA
a

- 420,000
௨85000

.

CANAL.

Gross receipts from 1830 to 1846-47 ,

Gross expenditure

£

2
ச

ல

cs
:

-

ஃ
125,000

198,000

CANAL.
7
க

5

ச
‘

£

-

2,700
89,000

maturity, they have proved very successful—the demand for gratts and fruit
being much in excess of the menus of
supply.
The native community, for
whom they were chi: {ly intended, have
shown their appreciation hy purchasing
a large number of grafts; and there ig

every probability that the intention of

Government

in sanctioning

the project

will be fully realised.”-[Caleutta Review.|

125.
ORIGIN

OF

THE

GREAT

TASTERN
Tncome in 1830-81.
Income in 1846-47.

In both

cases

GANGES

JUMNA
4
ச

உழ

ல

the highest

CANAL,
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CANAL.
ல
=

க
ம

ச

£
800

2

12,000

amount is to be found

opposite the last year of the series, and with slight,
deviations only the imerease has been regularly pro-

The surplus revenue derived from the two
gressive.
canals amounted in the vear 1846-47 to 15,000/.

T come now to speak of the great Ganges Canal-—a

work still in progress of execution, which,
_ plete, will scarcely bow to a rival in any
It is one of comparatively recent
world.
for it took birth only since the passing
The originator of this great
charter.

when conpart of the
conception,
of the last
design was

Colonel Colvin, who did so much to bring to perfection

It seems to have taken
the Western Juwuna Canal.
shape in his mind about the year 1836, at which period

he held the office of Superintendent-General of Canals.
But although he met with Httle encouragement

at the

time, he had full faith in the success of the experiment
_—_he believed that the waters

of the great river might

be made to contribute abundantly to the wants of the
thirsty soil of the Doab, to fertilise the land, and to
The subject, though replete with
enrich the people.
of
interest alike to the philanthropist and the man
be,
to
d
continue
science, was then, and might still have
But the winter
one only of speculation and discourse.

of 1837-38 witnessed a grievous famine in Upper India.

The whole staff of bread was broken. The heavens had
not yielded their rain in due season, and the earth had
The calamity came suddenly
not yielded her increase.
upon the people, and in this mortal extremity their

rulers could do little for them.

But it set such men as

Colvin and Cantley thinking over the great project of
the Ganges Canal, and it prepared Lord Auckland—a
man of a humane nature, and, when left to himself, of

BSS

sound
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times—to

give it favorable

Governor-General

sanctioned a full

practical inquiry.
Major Cantley was entrusted to
examine the country through which the proposed
eanal-would pass, and to send im a report on the subject.
His first report was completed in May, 1840.
Jt fully

established the practicability of the great design.
t was now left to the Government to determine the
seale upon which they would give effect to the project
—the nature and the extent of the works of which they
would sanction the execution.
The times were not
propitious.
The war in Afghanistan, and the miserable
encumbrance of the Douranee Empire, which only
British money could sustain, was causing a chronic
derangement of our Indian finances.
But the Court
of Directors saw clearly the immense benefits which

such an extensive system of irrigation would confer
upon the people of Upper India, and they worthily determined to sanction the proposed undertaking on such
a scale as would secure an adequate water-supply to
the whole of the country lying between the Ganges,
the Hindun, and the Jumna.

But ordinary prudence dictated that so great a work

should be cautiously approached—that the fullest examination should precede the final setting of the seal of

authority upon this costly undertaking—so

a Commit-

tee, composed of three of the ablest engineer officers in
the country, Frederick Abbott, Baker, aud Cautley, was

appointed to ascertain and to report upon the best method of giving effect to the liberal views of the Court.

Tn
In February, 1842, they submitted their report.
India.
February, 1842, Lord Ellenborough arrived in

to emulate
Lord Ellenborough went out to India
the magnificent philanthropy of the Mahomedan Em-

perors.

He returned

to

England

to

speak of the

humiliation he had experienced on witnessing the

Ike
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them with

contrastin
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first

of his

one
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own.

our
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and

rulers,

native

of those

great works

_

of
as Governor-General of India, was the suspension
the great undertaking of the Ganges Canal, which his
of the work had been
arrested its progress.
There

Ellenborough

Lord

ordered.

been State

have

may

A vigorous prosecution

sanctioned.

had

predecessor

for

measures

this with

which Iam not acquainted. I think that publie writers
secret
are too hasty in condemning measures with the
tance.
history of which they have but imperfect acquain
progress of
Lord Elienborough may have arrested the
l crisis
the great Ganges Canal, because the politica
which had

arisen

him to devote
equipment

seemed to render it imperative upon

of the

armies

which

treasury to

public

in the

every rupee

retiring

were

from

for more warAfghanistan—or he may have required
command—or
his
like uses all the engineer officers at
d that the
ehen
appr
he may have ha d good reason to
people from famine,
projected work, if it rescued the
ase—or he may have bewould destroy th em by dise
important than irrilieved that navigation was more
they were antagonistic
gation, and that in this case
by one, or all, of
He may have been moved
objects.
that no one
All I would say is,

these considerations.

‘knows

so well

with which,

im

as & Governor-General
such

cases,

the difficulties:

Government

tend, and that no one should be
the omissions which paramount

have

to

con-.

so slow to condemn
circumstances may

have enforced.

A season
again there

which

was

of dreary stagnation ensued, anc when
were symptoms of revival, the activity

manifested

was

almost

worse

thu

the

hts
quiescence 5 Lord Ellenborough turned his thoug
d
shoul
it
that
ted
towards the Ganges Canal, and direc
projectors of
டத் primarily a canal

of navigation.
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the

great

enterprise

aghast

stood

decision.

this

at

trrigation was the great object of the contemplated
works, and now it was proposed that only the surplus

water, after securing the navigation of the canal, should

The Colvins and
be devoted to its original purpose.
the Cautleys—the Abbotts and the Bakers—who
knew well what were the real wants of that part of
the country, had regarded the great question not in its

commercial,

but

bearings.

in its agricultural

They

and they were

remembered the great famine of 1838;

It was

eager to prevent the recurrence of its horrors.

not for this that Cautley had been bringing all his
science to bear upon the survey of the line.* Buta
new Governor-General soon came to preside over the
Councils of India; and the whole question was re.
considered, . Another difficulty had started up in the

way of the great project, and had come to arrest the
progress of the work.

It was suggested that the canal

would have a fatal effect upon the climate of the sur.
rounding district —that the miasma which it would enely
Court of Directors entir
d in the views of the engincer
pepreme
officers, a7 d wrote out to a
their
enunciating
ut, clearly

*

Th

concurre
ae

rigation:—* Major
a favor of
oe
a canal
Cauticy’s original plan was for
could be
of irrigation, adapted, ag far as

in
done consistently with its. efficiency
that respect, for navigation also; in
1944, the Government determined that
the canal should be constructed with a

view to navigation in the first instance,
and that irrigation should be made a
secondary object. We altogether digapprove பரி this project; and we are

i
7
lyon;adaptspecial
ed ofby navi
impair
possibl
the
gati
oses
it y tobe purp
ing
expense of its construction will cor.
tainly be very much inereased; the in-

jury oceasioned
passing

of boats

the costs of the

to the banks
will

annual

by

probably

the

add

repairs;

and

to
it

must not be left out of view, that the
canal, as a means of transit, may be
hereafter superseded by the consiruetion of a railway, ‘T
considerations
niust be borne in m4
in deterninin

on the expediency 4!

to

purposes

would

of

desire you

7

adapting the Cant
On;

we

and

ider whether

as a
satisfic? fat its employment
be
navigeble canal should in any ease
use
its
made altogether subordinate to

the sum which would
be saved ont of
its cust by making it 2 canal of irriga.
tion exclusively, might not be better
applied
in improving the
ordinary
means of communteation through thet

especially
Doak is undoubted, more
the navigetiou of the Ganges above

rivers of existing obstructions, by ingproving the roads, and eventually to the
construction of a ralway2’—f Courd of
Direvturs to the Governor-General, JilyF

as a nears of irrigation; the advantage
jug a good line of water மயா.
of TK
pimicniion through the centre of theif
alt be rendered impracCawn pox
,
its water
ticable from ihe abstractofion
the

ency of
On the other heud, the effici
canal for purposcs of Irrigation may

tract of country, cither by clearing the

1947]

nO?

fat
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ive to the health of the people ச;
gender would be destruct
ட

and that, therefore, if would be prudent to pause until

the medical question had been fully examined.
Committee,

of which Major Baker

So a

and Dr. Dempster

were the chief members, was appointed, and, after a
n
temporary interruption, caused by the Sikh invasio
and

the military operations which

followed,

they

for-

mally reported the result of their labors.

The report was satisfactory, and so were the results.
the
Lord Hardinge fully recognised the merits of
clearly

scheme,

He

had been

entrusted;

the

saw

bility of the work in such hands
and he

engincering

practica-

the

immense

as those to which. it

saw,

too,

prosperity
effect which it would have in promoting the
He
of the country and the happiness of the people.
l.
approva
and
n
sanctio
entire
his
gave li, therefore,
Court
The
ming.
Moen and money were freely forthco
of
of Directors readily consented to the expenditure
the prosecution of
more than a million of money Upon
was pushed

this gigantic enterprise.* And
forward with becoming vigor.

the work
It is now

in rapid

One-half of the money
rageess towards completion.
if the predictions of
and
d,
granted has heen expende
{851 be verified, the present year will see the admis-

wai. lines.
sion of water to the

most magnificent
The great Ganges Canal is the one of the most
work ever undertaken in India—

It traverses with its
magnificent works io the world.
several branches more than S00 miles. The reader

will da well te place the map of India before him and
He must start
trace the course of this gigantic work.
from Waxdwar, t which

jhe

#
« ‘Phe firsb revised estimates were
qiiiion ond & quarter—but_ they were

equently raised lo a million anda
gnig
Tale

of Hurd¢ Ap shout 23 miles north
ght bank of
s leaves the ¥

wat, 2 pranch

will

find by following the

past the
the river Ganges, and, flowing
sacred gkeats, and wader the picturesga

follows a cotirsy
ings of theicltown,
buildally
to that of the parg:
paral
gener

stream, whieh 16 rejoins at a puint 30
40 wiles to the southward.

u Z
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till it intersects

the

78th

of

and from Hurdwar he must proceed south-

longitude;

east in a slightly circular direction to Alighur.
Here

miles.

distance is 180

the canal follows

This
two

different lines—one towards the Ganges at Cawnpore,
a distance of 170 miles—the other towards the Jumna

at Fuumeerpore, which may be computed at about the
same amount.* These are the main lines; but, having
traced them, the reader must go back to the great
trunk which he followed from Hurdwar to Alighur,
off
and between these points three lesser: canals branch
170
—one to Futtehghur, on the Ganges, a distance of
miles—another

of GO miles;

a distance

stretching to Bolundshahur,

and

a third to Coel, the length of which
The total length is officially

is estimated at 50 miles.

computed to be S10 miles-—thus :
Burdwaz to Alighur

Alighur te Cawnpore
Alighur to Humeerpore

6
-

Branch to Futtehghur
to Bolundshahur
Ditto
ம
க
Ditto to Cock

=

ல

ன

=

2

ற்

ச
ச
ட

க
ட
4

த
.
2

A

Miles,
180

்
.
ட

170
60
5a

150
180

810

As the work is still only a work in progress, no
from the
complete account of it can yet be given; but

many interesting details before me, one or two may be
selected in illustration of its nature and extent. “fhe
grand, indeed the only, obstacles to the eonstruction of
“Possession

fins been

taken

of the

upper portion of this branch for the
head of the canal; aud through if the

of 6750 cubic feet per second
supply
wil, be broughé te Myapix a point
about
where

24 mules
south of Murdwar,
the artificial channel commences.

“The first masonry works are eonstructed at Myapar. They consist—2 st,
of a dam aeross the branch of the
Ganges, having 38 openings of 10 feet

each, fitted with gatce or sluices and
by which a clear waters
frank aeeriallz,
way of 517 feet is accured for the passage

of foods from the Ganges during the

Tainy
season; and 2nd, of 2a reculati
i
reg
in
bridge xcrose the canal hed, having
206 feet of water-way in 10 openings
ef 90 feet each,

chinery

fitted with all the ma~

necessary

for

regulating

the

admission of water mto the cana). The

dam

and

bridge are

connected

loug line of masonry revetement;

on the opposite bank,
of revetement

with

by

ந

and

the similar line

bathing ghats, &e.

complete the worke at the head of tha
artificial channel.”-—[ Culeutta சிக்க
* In the India House Statistics it is
eet: down at 180 miles. I see that some
other writers say 165 mies, -
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the canal,” says Captain Baird Smith, “are met with

on the first twenty miles from the head, or between
the
TWurdwar and Roorkhi. These difficulties arise from the

angles
course of the canal intersecting at right

of which
whole of the drainage of the Sub-Himalayas,
the western valley of the Ganges is the receptacle.minor
«This drainage,

channels,

which

of numerous

independently

are

unimportant,

is

collected

into

Puthri, the
three great lines, being the valleys of the
about

ly
Ruthmu, and Solani rivers, draining respective

six, eleven, and eight miles in length of the hill
The Puthri drainage, being divided amon,
country.
a number of minor channels,

put the Ruthmu

and

is not difficult to control -

Solani are impediments

of the

highest class.

“The artificial channel of the canal leaves Myapur
width at
with a transverse section, having a constantat top, dewidth
bottom of 140 feet, and a variable
which may be
but
pendent on the depth of excavation,
The depth of
stated

generally

to be about

feet.

200

and the slope
water provided fox is 10 feet,

about 18 inches per mile.

of the bed

After pursuing its course

several lines of drainfor about 6} miles, and crossing
inlets
either by dams, or

of
age, which are disposed
lowered.
and outlets, the canal is

into the valley of the

Falls, which
Puthri river by means of the Bahadurabad
8 feet each,
two descents in masonry of

consists of
on a very much larger
fas]
exactly similar to, although
These
scale than, those of the Eastern Jumna Canal.
and when the canal is
will be very massiv re works;
is poured over
opened, and its huge volume of water
Even
one.
ng
them, the sight will be a most striki
the
Canal,
with the small supply of the Bastern Jumna

, which are 15
tumoil at the base of the Belka Falls
What
ld.
feet in height,

is most formidable

to beho

294:
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then will it be, when ten times the quantity of water —
is thrown over falls 16 feet ?”

Engineering

difficulties

difficulties are of one kind;

are

of another.

Where

there

financial’
is

a suiti-

ciency of skill the magnitude of the work is nothing,
if the labor and materials can be supplied.
The great
trunk line of the Ganges Canal has to be brought
across the Solani

river.

“The

river

itself,” says

the

same high authority, “is crossed by a masonry aqueduct,

which

will be not

merely

the largest

work

of

the kind in India, but one of the most remarkable for

its dimensions in the world.

The total length of the

Solani aqueduct is 920 feet. Its clear water-way is 750
feet, in 15 arches of 50 feet span each.
The breadth
arch

of each

is 5 feet; its

ts thickness

is 192 feet.

form is that of a segment of a circle, with
feet deep
the

26

in the bed of the river, and being cubes of
and undersunk

20 feet side, pierced with 4 wells each,
in

a rise of 8

The piers rest upon blocks of masonry, sunk

feet.

manner

practised

structing their wells.

by

natives

These

of India in

foundations,

con.

throughout

the whole

structure, are secured by every device
, that

lmowledge

or experience could suggest;

tity

of masonry

sunk

beneath

the

searcely less than that visible above
10. feet thick

at the

springing

and the quan.

surface

it.

of the

will

he

The piers are
arches,

and

122

fect in height. The total height of the structure abocs

the valley

of the

therefore,

be

an

river will be

imposing

38 feet.

work,

Ié will not,

when viewed

fate

below, in consequence of this deficiency of elevationbut when viewed from above, and when its immense
breadth is observed, with its line of masonry channel
which, when

completed

both

north

and

south of des

river, will be nearly 3 miles in length, the effect must
be most striking,

ho
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« The water-way of the canal is formed in two sepaThe

85 feet in width.

vate channels, each

are 8 feet thick, and 12 deep, the expected
water being 16 feet.
ments

are

and many minor arrange.
be

it would

which

wearisome

of the earthen

A continuation

describe here:

depth of

Various buildings are provided at

the flanks of the aqueduct,
made,

side walls

to

aque-

duct, about 2 of a mile in length, connects the masonry

work with the high bank at Roorkhi, and brings the
canal to the termination of the difficult portion of its
Such details convey but a very imperfect idea
course.

They are, however, the only substitutes
of the work.
for plans, or other evaphic representations ; and it may

be hoped that they are intelligible enough to give some

couception of the magnitude of the structures.
« Tt will perhaps give

clearness

additional

to what

has now been stated, if some details of the amount of
labor, and the quantity of materials, which will be
are
required to complete the work within six years,
calculaexhibited; and with this view the following

tions made by Major Baker, late director of the canal,
are given:
to comple te the Solant Aqueduct in six years.
Calculation of means required

onry in aqueducts
“ Por 8,749,524 cubic fect of mas
ed :
and revetements will be req.uir
fee

Bricks (12”
Surkhi
Lime

B.

6" X23

x

ன்

+ 69,996,199

+

18,474,258
83,470,450
962,447 cubic feet.

.

ன்
.
ச்

(1,924,394 eubic feet) .
Total of Bricks .
ச்
ச

Or say eighty-four millions of bricks, and one million
cubic feet of lime.
«The work people Yequired in preparing and using
the materials are as follow :
ng)
in Lrickmaking Gnclusive of wood cutti

்
ம
:
2
in building Masonry and laying Floors
ர
In pounding

Surkhi

.»

:

3

Blocks
Ip undersinking the foundation

ழு

.

:
ர

.

makerg.
Brick
141,666
306,233..
. Masona
:

781,946
641 888

ட்டர்

.

In earthwork of Aqueduct cexciusive of draught cattle)

Labor
,333
3,143ers.

்

1,9 72, 750
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total labor required is therefore—

Brickmakers
Masons .
Laborers
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.
z
ச

ல்
ன
.

ட

2

brickmaking,

௪

ன்

to

3

.

7

+

i

ட்

be completed

141 56 6
806,283
. . 6,850,701
௪

in five years,

allowing 190 days each year (deducting Sundays and
would

seasons),

rainy

require

moulders and 3309 laborers.
completed

be

per

diem

brick.

149

The remaining work, to

in six years, allowing 250 working

days

per annum, would require per diem 204 masons for five

years, and for the sixth year 2471 laborers.

The work-

shops will require 50 smiths, and 80 to 100 carpenters
An establishment of about 1600 bullocks
per diem.
(exclusive of contract, carriage) will be required for the
டட
other
and
அ்
raggons, camidihin
தன்
g’ topurposes.
டரா behind us, in those
future days
of custom
Empire in
something
too, that

when we shall no longer sit at the receipt
among Mussulmans and Hindoos, and our
It will a
India is a dream of the past.*
to leave behind us; and it will be something,
it should be said that every laborer em.
Wages

on

on this gigantic work received his
ployed
the
appointed
day, and that for every beast of burden

.

the lawful hire was duly paid.+
* «Rive

centuries,” says Baird Smith,

sufficient to obliterate the
as Sean
- canals of Feroze, and these, as com-

pared

to the works of the British Go-

vernment, were limited in extent, temin construction, and feeble in
Pee pewers of resistance to the de.
.
stroying hand of time.’
+ A passage in a little book by Sir
Digby Neave
(“ Three Days in Connemare”) haa attracted my attention
whilst this sheet is passing through the
Writing primarily on the sub.
press.

ject of Irish famines, and the measures
Which

have

been

taken,

in case

of their

recurrence, to mitigate their severity,
the tourist allades to Indian famines,

and

them,

what

and

has

been

comments

done

on

to

the

prevent

money-

wages paid for the people's work,

«The country,” he saya, “is being
opened up, for the civilising process ig

now begun, coupled, as I trust it will

be, with a boon never before extended
to India under any dynasty—a blessin
g,
I really believe it May be fairly
termed
a Christian
one, a ‘lever which has
never been applied except in the Chrigtian ora to the elevation of the masses—
money-wages.
“We have been slow enough in marking our career with great works of
utility ; thank
God ~ these. modern
triumphs
of civilisation,
which
are
striking through the jungles, will be
unspotted with blood.
They will no:
be made as the tanks, the pyramids, and,
in our days, as the Mabmoody Canal,
with

men’s,

women’s,

and

children’s

dives, and a vilanous calculation of the
powers of human endurance, but Ly a
fair day’s wages fora fair day’s work,
Then will thé Christian be had in
honor among the heathen, and his creed
in reverence

உ க

among

the

றரிழாரும்முரும 11நியுட

nations,

ன்

sur Ip morale,

75௦
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Of the ‘estimated agricultural results of this great
enterprise it is time to speak.
I continue to quote the
same authority, because I know the evidence to be-the
‘best :
« The first point to determine is the extent to which

the Doab will be irrigated by the canal and its
branches; and fortunately, by means of the invaluable

statistical tables prepared by the Agra Government,
this can be done with a degree of accuracy not before
The districts to which the inftuence of the
attainable.
Ganges Canal and its branches will extend, together
with details of their. assessed areas, are given below.

From the areas of Saharunpur, Muzuffernuggur, and
Meerut, we have deducted the portions already pro-

vided with means of irrigation from the Eastern Jumna

from the tables only the culti-

We have taken

Canal.

vated and culturable areas, because it is for these alone

that irrigation has to be provided.
.
z

Saharunpur .
eae
Bath

8. Mynputi

.
.»

9, Etawah
io. Cawnpore

613,538

ee
-

«ss
க

.

305,095

652,075

-

‘

‘

Totals

ம

ன

.

Allahabad

559,715
129,710
106,129

476,427

972,218

ட

.

iL. Futtehpur
i2,

.

657,071
901,405
676,323

.
.

.

4. Bolundshahur
ட
5, Alighur
i
6 Muttra

¥, Furruckabad

Culturable area in acres.
392,508
236,216

ன்

ச

3. Meerut.

Cultivated area in acres.
. 501,606
‘
. 505,830
ல

182,000

139,850
163,565

477,901
781,178

123,985

528,822

231,597

997,508

2,846,795

:

« 9,255,255

.

<The total area, cultivated and culturable, of the
above twelve districts, is therefore 11,102,048 acres.

« Now, supposing that the full supply of the canal,

being 6750 cubic feet per

second, is rendered available

for irrigation, as wtimately we have
be, we

know,

from

et la morale sur le physique.’

experience
I donot

it
the truism
recite the remark for
attention to the
containg, but to call

just order in which

this reciprocating

action
mands

on

no
the

doubt

it will

canals

of the

is placed, as"the imperious deof the ‘physique’ must take

precedence
of the requirements of the
a
‘morale.
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foot

of this discharge

is suffi-

cient for the irrigation during the year of 218 acres.
The total area which would be actually watered during
the

year

would

consequently amount

to

6750+218—

1,471,500 acres, or, for facility of calculation, say
1,500,000 aeres.
* Assuming, as a standard of comparison for the
whole of the Doab, the best irrigated districts on the

Eastern Jumna Canal, namely,

the western portion of

Meerut, we find, by reference to the statistical tables,
that irrigating villages actually water one-third of their

total areas.
Consequently the supply of the Ganges
Canal would furnish abundant irrigation for an area of
1,500,000 x 34,500,000 acres.
In districts benefiting by

canal

irrigation,

it is

found that for such localities as, from position, difficul.
ties of level, or other causes, cannot be provided with
water, irrigation from wells is extensively employed.

From data given

in the Special Committce’s report, it

would appear that, in the best irrigated district on the
Western Jumna Canal, the proportion of canal to wel}
irrigation is as five to one ; assuming this for the Doah

we should have an area, irrigated from wells, amount.
ing to 900,000 acres.
“The total area for which irvigation would be pro-

vided

would accordingly amount

to 5,400,000

acres

But the whole irrigable area of the Doab is, as formerly

shown, 11,102,048 acres.

This tract of country would

therefore be irrigated to the extent of very nearly one.
half its surface—a, proportion equal to that

of the hest

district west, and nearly double that of the best district
east, of the Jumna.
In making this comparison, it
should not be overlooked that the best districts on

existing canals have been selected as standards for the
whole

Doab—a

measure

which

tends

to give

a more

limited range to the influence of the Ganges Canal than

fst
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inferior tracts

would have been the case had

been

But we ave anxious to avoid all appearance
selected.
of exaggeration in estimating the benefits to be anticipated from this great work, and, as a rule, will select
such data as give minimum results, believing these to
be abundantly convincing.”
to be
Having shown the actual amonnt of the land

to exhibit its
brought under irrigation, it remains only

value, and to indicate the increased produce which the
canal system will secure to the producer.
Calculation of the grose value of craps whch 22227 de secured from
seasons Oy the grand Ganges Carel.

KAURIF

CROPS.
ல
2

250,000 acres of Sugar and Indige, at Rs. 80 per acre ச
ச
of Cotton, at Rs. 48 per acre .
,,
325,000
4,

375,000

of Rice and Sundries, at Rs, 38} peracre.

RUBBI

Total

1,500,000

Rupees.
2,00,00,000
60,608,000 .
3,44,37,500

CROPS.

3,60,00,000

of Wheat, Barley, &c., at Rs, 43 per acre

750,000,

injury in famine

ல

:

ச

7,64,37,500

* OF this sum (upwards of 7§ millions sterling per
annum) about one-tenth will return to Government in
the form

of land and

property,

equal

water-rent, while

the remainder

will be the property of the agricultural community.
Tt is needless to dwell on the importance of placing
the value of the

to between

one-fifth

agricaltural

Presidency of Agra,

beyond

the

and one-sixth of

of the

produce

infinenee

of the

entire
sea.

sons, and of imsuring to the cultivators, under all
The
circumstances, a certain return for their labor.

influence of the cana) on the improvement

must necessarily be immense.
become

the

garden of the

This

of the Doab

great tract will

North-Western

Provinces;

and we shall hear no more of those devastating famines,
which have hitherto swept across it, bringing physical
wretchedness and moral degradation in their train,
«Tn addition to the certainty of returns, the actual
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produce of irrigated land exceeds materially that of
From data collected during the
land unirrigated.
progress of the Revenne Survey, it appears that the
excess on irrigated over unirrigated land may be taken
for the Rubbi, or cold weather crops, as being about
550lbs. per acre for wheat, and about 730tbs. for
barley.

Assuming the average of these for the general

excess, we have the following estimate of the increase
of produce due to the existence of the canal:

acres under Rubbi crops will amount,
at 6401bs. per acre, to

ல

க

ல

ன

750,000

480,900,000lbs,

The value of this increase, allowing the market rate
to be one maund,

or 8Olbs.

per

rupee,

would amount

to rupees 60,00,000, or 600,0007, per annum.
«We have not data sufficient to enable us to est}.
mate in detail the increase on the Khurif erops; but

considering that this season, inchiding as it docs sugar,

indigo, and cotton, is by far the most

cultivator,

and

that irrigation

profitable to the

exercises an

equally

beneficial effect upon it, as upon the produce of the
Rubbi, we may with great safety conclude that the
increase during the Khurif will be at least equal to

that during the Rubbi.
Hence the total Increase. of
the value of the produce would amount to 1,200,0002.
per annum, a sum nearly equal to the total capital
invested in the canal.’’*

Leaving the line of the Ganges, let us now cross the

Sutlej and

see what

the thirsty land.

is doing in the Punjab

The development

to fertilise

of the resonrees

of the country by means of improved methods of
irrigation and channels of communication, was from

the very first one of the leading ideas in Lawrence's

mind.

He

was

continually

* It may be mentioned here that the
writer very clearly demonstrates that

the great

Ganges Canal, after paying

for repairs aud increaged establishment,

pressing upon

the

su-

will yield an anndal surplus of 350,060!,
—-more than twenty per cent. on the

capital invested.

joer
THE

preme

Government

of public

sums

BAREE

the

money

DOAB

CANAL.

of

expediency
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large

devoting

of roads

construction

the

to

.

and canals, and urging that such an expenditure would
soon return itself tenfold, in mereased revenue, to the

treasury of the State.

such

“If the Punjab,”

was the

language of the Lahore Board,

‘‘is to be made to pay its

can do so we assuredly cannot

expect

military and
expenses; if we can hope to keep up efficient
civil establishments, while taxing the people less than
we
they have been taxed by previous rulers (and unless
to win their good

will) ; if we wish to feed the thousands of human beings
whom the change of rule must necessarily throw out of
employment, we cannot more readily do so than by
cutting new canals, and improving the beds of the old
ones.”*

To no one could an earnest appeal of this kind
eliciting
have been addressed with greater certainty of
DalLord
from
than
word
an echo responsive to every

“Since I first addressed the Court of Directors
housie.
6,
on this subject,” he wrote in a minute dated December

of
1850, “I have personally visited the several districts
Baree
the
of
portion
the Manjhir, as well as the southern portion
of the Sindh
Doab, near Mooltan, and the lower
LEveryprovince.
s
e Trans-Indu
|
Saugur Doab, and of the
duced.
pro
ect
eff
derful
where I found evidence of the won
by

intigation,

wherever

the

be

could

means

obtained;

extent, fertile properties
everywhere I found lands of vast
water

now

to convert

wanting

but

lying comparatively waste,

only

and

est cultivation;
t hem into plains of the rich

people the keenest anxiety
everywhere I found among the
e-they.could be

h alon
to be supplied with that by whic
good: aoathit.. Hig imenabled to turn their labor to
hokd-

nce Sf:
possible to exaggerate the political ‘importa
e
ing out to the people of this Dash an early prospect. ofth
* Secretary of Lahore Board to Secretary of supreme Gevernment, Nov. 29, 185

_ «MS. Records.
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h,
formation of canals throughout its length and breadt
and
been,
whilst the statements which have recently
which now are, submitted to the Court, appear to afford
satisfactory proof that the revenue of the new province
will fairly warrant this large expenditure, and that the
undertaking itself will be richly profitable to the treasury of the State.’’*
As freely and as earnestly as the Governor-General
responded to the Lahore Board, the Court of Directors

“We have alresponded to the Governor-General.
ch
of the 5th Dedespat
our
ready,” they wrote, “in
cember,

1849,

shown

importance which we attach

the

to the extension and improvement of public works
in the Punjab, and concurring entirely in the views

taken

by

the

Governor-General

of the

advantages,

social, political, and financial, likely to result from the
construction of the canal in question, we readily give
our cordial assent to the undertaking, in the full con-

fidence that the utmost care will be exercised in selecting officers competent in every respect for designing
and carrying into execution, with efficiency and a due
regard to economy, a work involving so large an expen,
diture of the public money.’
as the
d
known
is
mende
recom
here
The great work
from
hes
stretc
line
ted
projec
The
Baree Doab Canal.

the Ravee river, some miles below the fort of Shalipoor,

across the Baree Doab, west of the town of Butteecala,
and falls again into the Ravee sixty miles above Mooltan,

The entire length of the canal, with its several branches,

It will be available for nav ization

will be 450 miles.
ns:
3t+ தத
Court Beki
of
Direetors
General,

Aprii

25,

1851,

a
eae

$ The course of the canal, with its
branches, is thus described by Colonel
Napier, of the Engincers, under whose

superintendence the work is proceeding:
he Baree Doab Canai will leave the
Ravee some miles below
Shalipoor, and followings

the
the

fort of
highest

1110 1100௨5)
land between the Ravee ௭1௭
branch ai tho

will throw off a large
below
village of Tibbree, eight miles supyi
y
will
Deena-nuggur. This branch
j
two channels terminating in the Suti: «at
other
_-the one at Sobraon, the el passes
main chann
The
Kussoora, nearly
Butteeal
west of the town of
throws
parallel with which it again

of

the country
a, branch, which will water

ISB
THE

as well

BAREE

as irrigation.

DOAB

CANAL.
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Its estimated cost is 500,0002;
within

completed

be

and it is calculated that is may

tive years from the date of its commencement.
Of the

of such a work—

productiveness

immediate

apart from the after-results of increased cultivation—-there

seems to be little doubt. An equitable water-rate would
yield, after deducting all expenses of establishment and
6 Suprepairs, 24 per cent. annually on the outlay.
posing,” says Colonel Napier, ‘‘that 2500 cubie feet of

water

and

adopting

data for the Ganges Canal,

that one

for irrigation,

be available

will

Cautley’s

Colonel

cubic foot of water per second wili irrigate 350 beegahs,
or 2182 English acres, 2500 cubic feet of water, at the
rate of 1 rupee per Punjab beegah, or R. 2 6 10 per
acre, will yield a return of
Water Rent.

i

Water Milla...

:

2

et

க

‘

ச

2

-

ச

ல

Hl

‘Transit-duties and sale of canal produce

.

.

.

ட்

40,000

30,000

15,97,341

—1,90,000

.

Deduct annual expense of establishment and repairs
Balance

Rupees.
13,97,344

ட்

+

19,07,000”

But 1 have written
or 24 per cent. upon the outlay.
too much already on the advantages of canal irrigation,
to render it necessary for me to say, in this place, that
but a
the direct money return for the sale of the water is
small clement in the financial consideration of the question, and has no bearing upon the moral aspects of the
case. *

what

shown

Ihave

already realised

the

India.
in

is now

How

the neighbourhood

it

are

the

anticipated,

of canal

system

vernment

or

irrigation,

carrying

will
of Lahore,

out

change
and

will fall into the Kavee about thirty
miles below that city. The main line

continues its course down the centre of
the high land, and falls into the Raree

sixty

grand
on

the

which
so

material
securest

British

the

vigorously

the
niles

whole
above

results
data,

in

face

of

Go.

Upper

of

the

Mooltan."—lAfemo-

randum by Colonel Napier. MS. Records
* See for fovvuer details of the Barea

Doab Canal, Appendix BE,
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and what will be the magnificent effect, when

the
scheme,
Sutle}entire
Canal,*

including

that of the proposed

is perfected in all its parts, 1 ல it ©
the imagination of the reader to conjecture.
T have
heard

a man,

advanced

in years, who

had

retired to

this country after years of honorable service, declare
that the completion of the great Ganges Canal would

take bim back to India on a pleasure tour,

Of the moral results of these great reproductive
works E need not particularly speak, for they are those

which

ever

attend increased

security and prosperity,

the accumulation of capital, and the diffusion of wealth,
To fertilise the land is to civilise the peaple,
It is impossible to conceive anything that will have a greater
effect upon the civilisation of the inhabitants of Upper

India than the great remedial measure which

guards

them collectively against all the barbarising and demo.
yalising effects of famine, and secures to every
man

individually his daily bread.+
endix E.

ள்

வ ப

this attractive sub-

canal irrigation,
I mayduring
mention
jeject } ofCaptain
Baird Smith,
his
tha

t furlough

ST a

தரமான!

to Europe,

the preat

visited, Italy,
canal works of

Lombardy anda similar
Viedmont,
aud object,
afterscientific

" -warda, with

the United States of America, at the
expense of the Kast India Company.
He has now returned to India, and has
peep appointed, I believe, to superin~
tend the execution of the great Ganges
Canal.
The results of the Italian tour
have been given in a very important

work

on Italian

irrigation,

in

which

the writer thus coniprehensively states
his impression of the relative merits
of the Italian and Indian works:— Aa
regards the works themselves, whether
reference is had to their designs or
modes of execution, I do not think that
the Italians are inferjor to ourselves;
and in regard {o the manner
jin which
the efficiency of the work ig
maintained, I must frankly say decidedly
inferior.”
There ig another passage

in his

work whieh I am

tempted

to

quote; for the lesson + conve
ys
important one:—" T have thoug is an
ht
right to say these few words on thei¢
comparative dimensions of Ttalian
and
Anglo-Indian canals, because
I found
that nothing whatever was
known of
the latter among
the intelligen
gineers of Lombardy and Pied t on.
mont,
Nor do I wonder at this, for
in
there is nearly equal ignorance;England
and ¥
cannot refrain from saying that
1 think
the Government of India docs itself

the most grievous injustice by taking
whatever to convey to the
public authentic information Tegardno measures

ing these great works, which With
equal advantage to its subjects
itself, i¢ has been occupied in and
developing vigorously during the Inst
thirty years.
The impressions of the
character of the British Government
in (India, among intelligent foreiguers,
I found to be of a very unsutisfactory
kind, and it was gratifying
neither
national nor my personal feelings, to
have to rectify the idea that we had
done

little

condition

or

of

nothing

the

to

people.

improve

As

the

men’s

75,
கம்ம

10% சோறு,
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space to these

T have devoted so much

of ireigation in the North-Western Provinee at Mie

that T ecamnot afford to write much in detail of the
lesser public works which everywhere dat the countr ௫
Some
A list of these works occupies a folio volume.
of them, of cowrse, are Of limited extent; but they
the

indicate

continued, quiet, beneficial

action

of an

enlightened Government, eager ia small things as in
1
great, to contribute to the happiness of the people.
am necessarily obliged, in such a work as this, to pass
d in iustration
be adduce
over very much that might ian
gress, fay wy space
Pro
Ind
of
t
jec
snd
of the great
d, and even at a period
tricte
and my time are both res
af unusual

excitement,

patience of the public, in

the

administration, has சிந்uoது
respect of matters of Indian
might be கர் கம்
ch
Mu
ensive limits.
very ext
does
hem India, differiig as it
irrigation system of Sont
the North; but sfill most benefi-

greatly frous that of

the

offecting

cially

prodactiveness

of

soll

and

rivars,

ix

the

The works known as
the prosperity of the couiry. rks intended to se—two
the “ Convery Aunicwt”the waters of the Canvery
a,
nt
mi
ambank
ர
rposes of மெடம்.
Southern. Peninsula. for pu
the
river in
Similax
s aoxapletion.
g toward
gation, ate approackin
ani
the Godavery
fox

KMistnah

y, have
the Madeas Presidencexe
cution.
the northern ports of are
of
ss
Ut progre
and
d,
one
efi
heen san
002 was sanctioned
works

of 82,0
Ta 2849, an expenditure
ie 1850, 150,000%
for the former work; and

latter.®.
in
ang

India
Northern
Sieg with the

inflmences ef works

:

ratt ,

evan

a
- gentary

ave no accounty
was, however, ‘ Wisy
icatede itfo mathe
un
mm
co
ks
y
of gach wor ம் carnestis
hop

were
nacure

workl?

af ierigation,

tte

et
மம்மர்

beperiect

]
counts Tha
y
in Yndia had alread
ஹ்ம் ehe English
e
Fa
e
Sel
os
as
rs
e
pa
ated. i thie de *Phe constant oy
vae
auctive of goed.
r

op op tsthe iaferestion
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for the
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Whilst these great works of Irrigation were in progress, the improvement of the means of internal land.
communication, in all parts of the country, was engaging
the attention of the Indian Government, and evoking the
energies

of

their

executive

officers.

And

steaclily

effectually has the good work been prosecuted.

and

Fore-

most among recent achievements is the great Trunk
Road.
It stretches from Caleutta to Delhi, and thence
to Lahore

and

Peshawur.

Its total

length is estimated

at 1423 miles, and is thus divided:

Mules,

Calcutta to Delhi
Delhi to Kurnaul

+

Kurnaul to Loodhianab

.

:

Loodhianah to Ferozepore
Ferozepore te Lahore
Lahore to Peshawur

887
7B
*1ச்
ரக்
50
216

ட

ட

ல்

ம்

Yotol

This

fine

road

under which
tion.
tance

with

India

was

commenced

1,423

soon

is now governed,

after

came

the Act.

into

opera.

or macadamised

road

Jt has been completed as far as Kurnaul, a dis
of 960 miles, and is now being pushed
forward:

vigor.

It

is

a

metalled

‘¢ smooth as a bowling-green,”

10002. per mile.

ject has been submitted

It is estimated that the cost of keeping

to ithe exami-

nation of those whose scientific acquirements, general experience, and
Jocal knowledge

render

competent to form

and has hitherto cost absent

them the most

an opinion as to its

merits, and has received the strongest
recommendation from those authorities

under whose consideration it has passed.
We have carefully examined the papers
submittcd to us, and have satisfied ourselves that every possible means have
been adopted to obtain the fullest assur.
ance of the practicability of the proposed undertaking, and that the greatest
eare has been faken to prevent future
disappointment in respect to the astimiutes, both of costs and returns. Wunder
these circumstances, and concurring
fally in the observation of Sir Reury

Pottinger,
undoubted

that independently
benefit which
டர்

time accrue to the
increase of revenue,

State
it is

by
‘a

;
a i
a great
Positive

duty which the British Government
owes to the inhabitants of the districts
which the Annicut is meant to fertilise
to adept a measure which, under God’s

blessing, will for ever avert the horrors

of famine under which they have before
so deplorably suffered,’ we readily
க
our cordial sanction to the undertaking,
and

trust

that

matters

will

be

so ar-

ranged, that the esta bishmeucemployed
on the Godarery Adnicut may not be
brekeu up and dispersed, but mar be

made

fully available for the works ou

the Kistnah.”

Iss

THE GRUAT TRUNK ROAD :
the entire line in repair will not fi
:

annum.

_ 807

of

all short of 50,0001, per

some idea ma

Of the amount of ixalfic on this road,
from the following statement,

be gathered
statistical

published

tables

the

by

derived f

Government

of

aa

“ During the year r1846.47
North-Western Provinces.
mae.,
a party of five individuals, with one oversee
The men re.
stationed at the two principal bridges.
following figures

The

lieved each other night and day.

may convey some idea of the importance of this oneal
artery in the body politic, of the traffic which annuall
passes along this great channel of communication ; and
of the advantages which might be anticipated from a
During the year 1846-47, there passed along
railway.
the road at the Paudu-bridge, as transport—
Laden.

Maunds.

969,780

of goods at 20 maunds each,

Sec

Hackeries

44,417

‘Laden.
| we

Camels

si
ல

at 6 maunds

3,

ல

58,692

cach,

3,766
Laden.
46,261

Bullocks

ஸ்

at 4maunds

each

65,044

...

1,098,516

Unladen.

and

(“43.912

Buffaloes,

Total weight of Goods

velling,—
Besides these, there passed tra
Foot Passengers

---

Coolies and Banghis

563,547
7,883

... Sheep and Goats...
Elephants

the

measures

we

... Horses and Ponies

21,738
287

40,504

... Buggies
...

Behiis

... Palkis

which

have

been

617
...9,950

...1,7938

19,365"

62,329

"otal 573,230
—
Of

.s6

taken

to

give

public way,
security to the traveller along this great
very recent
A
place.
this
in
something may be said
elevated
and
ter
charac
writer—a இ entleman of high
utta Review.
* Statistics of Cawnpore, quoted in Calc

x 2
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immediately

official position—speaking

with reference to

the state of the country about Cawnpore, which do
not unfairly represent the general condition of the Upper
.

Provinces of India, says:—

been

measures have

‘© Since the year 1848, numerous

adopted for the comfort and protection of travellers.
Resides the halting-grounds for troops, serais have been

at convenient

erected

have been

and

intervals,

provision

depéts

stations its

established by Government, which

own contractors there, and compels them to conform to
rules framed for the prevention of extortion or exorSo that the traveller finds board and lodging,
bitance.
and accommodation for man and beast, at road-side inns

provided

by the State.

For the protection of the road,

there are fixed, at intervals of not less than two miles,
either guard-houses with two watchmen each, or policestations of greater or smaller calibre, according as the

Taking the number of the watchlocality may require.
men, and of the regular police employed upon the road,
jnto consideration, there cannot be much legs, upon an
average, than one officer, of one kind or othér, to every
half mile of road.”*
Article: “Sta* Caleutia Review.
add in contistics of Cawnpore.” IT may
statement, the

firmation of the above
following bY another writer, who speaks
க

f the

county:

ல்

வட்டக் எற வர்பேக for watching the
Grand Trunk Road in the district with

which we happen to be best acquainted,
are ag follow: Every two miles along

the road there is ௧ police-station, with
three policemen. ‘These men are drafted
from the body of the district police,
are well armed, and weara becoming
uniform.
The hours of their respective

night-watches are fixed, and each man,
on joining a road police-station, hag a
written notice given him, specifying
the precise duties of his office
10 p.m. to 4.a.m.
two of the

From
three

night guards

patrol

Horse

patrols

stationed

are

the roads.

at

convenient

distances, and to keep them on the
alert, a written and verbal parole is

sent from the magistrates court to each

end of his district.
is returned

by the

The written parole

district

Post,

so that

the authorities have proof that once, at
all events, each night, the horsemen
patrol their portion of the road.
To

keep
forty

all up to this work, along: the
niles of road, three mounted

jemadars
written

are

stationed,

reports

every

who

morning

send
of

in
the

exact spot where
they passed
each
horse or foot patrol during the night.

In the district to which we allude,

in

addition to the forty miles of Grand
Trunk Road, there is, at least, an equal

length of Branch Trank Road leading
towards Agra, which is watehed and
patrolled in the same manner.
the past year, mo One single

During
ease of

highway robbery has taken place ; and
though the traffic has been great, the
amount of property stolen at night

from travellers at halting-places, so far
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Let these statements be compared with what I have
shown to be the security of the highways in the time
of the Emperor Jehanguire, and let us strike the
balance with an honest hand.*
Two other trunk roads, of lesser proportions, but
have also been comtowards completion.

still of very considerable extent,
menced and carried some way

The Bombay and Agra Trunk Road was commenced
in 1840, under the government of Lord Auckland.

The expense of con-.
Its total extent is 784 miles.
struction has amounted to 243,676/.—about 3302. per

It is not metalled, except in parts.t

mile.

is

of repair

calculated

The

about

50002.

mail

Government

home

the

annum.

per

Bombay

and

Calcutta
by

sanctioned

was

yoad

at

of the

formation

cost

The

in

A. portion of the distance —that is, from Bom1840.
miles, had been prebay to Ahmednuggur—158

The
viously completed.
tta
Calcu
to
gur
dnug
Abme

distance from
of 1000 miles.

remaining
is upwards

million.{
‘The estimated expense is about half a
as can be ascertained, does not exceed
4200 rupees (900 of which are the value
of a bale of silk cut off a cart under

the

a_

of

nose

sicepy

it is considered

When

watchman).

in this dis-

that

trict there are no restraints put upon
travellers as to where they shall halt,
ts
and that parties of srearied merchan

the road
are spending the night all along when
the
under

the canopy

of heaven;

table of traffic, too is taken
follpwing
it wil be ’ acknowledged
ee ceca
tect the
that due care is taken to: proOf loaded
commerce of the country
s
each)
carts (of one to eight pullock

by S271
there were aedeg மன்டி
‘Che beasts of burden, camels,
g loads,
carryin
&c,
pullocks, horses,
bullocks.

is the account
amounted to 34,820. This Grand
Trunk

of what passed on the
Read alone, in the year
ie, to the

Agra

west

Branch

of the

Road

Above,

1851,
pot

meets

where

the

the

Grand

Trunk Road, from and to Agra along
almost equal
the branch road, an
amount of traffic passed. Now, allowing

of burden
that each bullock and beast
average prodrew or carried on an

perty worth ten rupees, the losses of
merchants by theft, in the two roads,
than
at more
cannot be set down

two pie per hundred rupees, and by robof
vi.

And

as ‘no single

instance

bery
cattle theft occurred during the year
on the road, either of loaded or not
d
loaded cattle, the ten pie per hundre

rupees,

pounds

cr

fourpence

sterling.”

—

per

[Ratkes’

hundred
North-

Hestern Pravinces.}
* See ante, pages 45, 46.
t Whether the highly metalled roads
are acceptable to the people, is somewhat doubtful—admirable as, in many

Beepects they are, and greatly asof they
imcontribute to the furtherance
proved means of communication. We

not, at ali events, look at the sub-

must
ject with our English eyes, for the
natives of India seldom shoe their cattle,
and

they

complain

that

the

metalled

roads wear out the hoofs of their beasts

‘They are often to be seen travelling by
the sides of the trunk roads — any5
where rather than on them.
t India House Statistics.
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Of the cross-roads which
country,

it would

intersect

be impossible

to

all parts of the
give

any detailed

account. These roads are made and repaired by means
of funds raised, in some places from the tolls on public.
ferries,

in

others,

from

a rate

of one

per

cent.

paid

by the landholders on the Government Revenue,
and which in reality is a remission to that amount.*
One local example will. illustrate both the extent of
these
* The

roads,

and

district,’

of Cawnpore,

unmetalled
year.

the
says

manner

of their

a recent writer on

‘fis intersected

road,

passable

These roads

management.

are

in

for nine

repaired

the Statistics

every direction

months

every year

by

in the
after the

yains.
Exclusive of the trunk road (which is under
the superintendence of an engineer officer), the agere.

gate length of road under
amounts

to

500

miles.

charge

The

of the committee

members

of

the

com.

mittee are composed partly of European and partly of
native gentlemen.”

T have spoken of what has been dohe in the Punjab
for the irrigation of the country by means of the Bares.
Doab Canal. Imay add here that smaller canals of irriga~
tion have been opened ont, or old ones have been repaired,
Good roads, too, are starting up everywhere.
In legs
than two years the great trunk road—one of the finest in
the world—-will

be extended

to

Peshawur,

and so link

the capital of British India with the frontier of Afohan-

istan.

Cross-roads

are

being

made

in

every

direction,

Already eight hundred miles of new road have been laid
down in the Lahore district alone.

At every stage along

the new main roads serais have been constructed,

and

police posts established at an interval of every two or
three miles. Thousands of trees have been planted by our

English administrators; and soon, from one end of the
country to the other, the reproach of want of verdure

will be wiped away.

* See preceding chapter, page 264,
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The state of the roads in the Madras Presidency would
An exseem to vary according to local circumstances.
trunk
the
upon
penditare of four lakhs of rupees a yeat
roads has been authorised by the Court of Directors;
combut it does not seem that progress has been made
the district re.
of
Some
.
liberality
this
with
meusurate
a state

ports represent the roads in the interivr to bein

cation
of decay, whilst others show that internal communi
.
condition
excellent
their
has been greatly facilitated by

very favorable.
From Salem, for example, the reports are

ரர த roads in this district,” it is said, “are
air without

remark,
of road
seasons,
bridges
amount

expense

to

that in 1847, there were no less than 400
traversed by carriages without obstruction
besides branch roads, which only require
to place them in equally good condition.
expended by Government from 1821 to

was large, but the results were also very preat.

the

kept in re.

number

of carts employed

of

It is worthy

Government.

miles
at all
some
‘The
1840,

In 1848,

by the community

ex-

is atcecded that of the previous year by eighty, which

of the
tributed to extended trade from the improved state
the
A more recent writer, who brings down
roads.*
shows
beginning of 1852,
statistics of this district to the
progressively increasing.
been
has
that the improvement
he says, “ we would
,”
of commerce
“Next to freedom
of public roads;
state
the
n,
tio
Jace the facility of locomo
ac-

mixed saiisf
on this subject we can speak with un
and
tion.
From one end of the district to the other, jtom:
south, and from cast to west, excellent roads,
to
north

bordered
and

by

Sourishing

perseverance

avenues,

of several

the

district,

honor to the geal

collectors,

cessively turned their attention
above all, the Jute Mr. John Orr.

roads within

do

which

have

stc-

to this subject; and,
The whole extent of

has been

* Offiele:d Returns— Report on Public. Works,
௯

who

1851.

completed,

—
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planted, guarded by ditches, and with few exceptions
marked by mile-stones, amounts to 726 miles. They are
traversed, night and day, by hundreds of country
carts,
without let or hindrance, and may be traversed by
any English traveller in his own carriage.”*
From
Tanjore, too, it is reported that “ considerable
improvement has recently been effected throughout the
province. in the formation and opening out of roads,
and

the

bridging

greatly

of streams.

benefited

by

the

The

public

completion

have

of

the

been

repairs

sanctioned in 1847 for the lines between the towns of
Tanjore and Tivady, Tanjore and Combaconum,
and
the chain of communication is thus rendered perfect.”+
One more illustration of the progress that has becn
made, In some parts of the Madras Presidency, may

here

the

be

advantageously

number

of

adduced.

bridges

built

amounts to eighty-four.

It is stated

in

the

Salem

that

district

In connexion with this fact, a

curious circumstance is stated by a local writer.
«When the district was first handed over
to ow
Government, an application was made to Colonel
Read, by the officer commanding, for
bricklayers to

assist

in

building

the

officers’

bungalows.

Colonel

Read’s answer is on record, and states that no such
person as a
bricklayer

existed in the district.

In the
last two seasons a bridge has been built
over the river
Cauvery of twenty-six arches, each of sixty
feet span,
chiefly by bricklayers and artificers of
the Salem

district.77¢

Under the Bombay Presidency considerable progre
ss
has been made, especially in the improvement of
in-

ternal

communication.

hefore

the Act

*

Caleutia

Review,

under
June,

Something

which
1859,

Article: * Land Revenue of Madras.”
¢ feturn from

the Presidency of Kort

Tndia

had

been

done

is now governed

St. George. —-eport on Kast India Public Works, Augast 1, 1651.
t Caleutta feview,

758
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passed into law. The administration of Sir John Malcolm saw the construction of the Bhore Ghat road,
which opened the communications along a lne of
country upon which even military stores had been pre-

viously carried on the backs of bullocks, or on coolies’
There has been for some years an excellent
heads.

Bombay
road from Bombay to Poonab, and another from
railway,
the
by
d
to Thannah, now soon to be supersede
the
Clerk,
George
Under the administration of Sir
and
Kolapore
to
Phonda Gbat road from Vizier-droog
Mahratta
Southern
the
open
Belgaum has thrown
has been
Sattarah
to
Bombay
The road from.
country.
uired
newly-acq
latter
the
greatly improved; and within
public
the
on
outlay
ge
lar
e has been a

country ther

has heen made

progress

Considerable

thoroughfares.

in the execution of the Thull Ghat

road under Major

road from SholaPeat of the Engineers ;* and a good
a season of famine, with
pore to Nassick commenced in
to the starving people,
the object of supplyimg work
has

conferred

country.

not

of the

substantial benefits on that part

I can-

unication
Of the lesser Lnes of comm

exT believe, too, that the only

afford to speak.

the Bombay Presidencyt
tensive irvigation works under
the ‘ bundarahs,”’ by
are those in Kandeish, where
was formerly watered,’
means of which the country ay, as elsewhete, the
not
have been restored. In Bomb
rely felt; and I am

seve
want of money has been

sure that more syould not have been

done, if there had

in our system.
been less of centralisation
entirely,

I have

confined

subject

chapter, to the
»* This

Bombay

is part

of the

and Agra,

myself

line
ae

of roads

between

continuation

of

road,
of the
The principal irrigation of wells
means
by
d
effecte
148
country

the Thama

almost

and

and

tanks.

canals.
The

in

this

Of

revenue-officers

the
are

agriculturistsof
supply the
empowered to for
the improvement
with

money

these works.
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construction. of railways and their effects on the
prosperity of the country it is too early a day to speaks
In each of the three Presidencies of India
in detail.
the construction of a line of railway has been sanctioned.
by the home Government, and commenced under the
auspices of a private company.
The East India Company have guaranteed the payment of interest on the
subseribed capital to the extent of from 4} to5 per
cent.* . The

duced into
and

Electric

India.

Kedgeree,

flashes

the

Telegraph

A

near

message

line
the

mouth

from

has

also

been

of wives between
the

intro-

Calentta

of the Hooghly,

ship

to

the

now

counting.

house.
The success of this experiment, conducted by
a member of that service to which science in varions
branches is so much indebted——-the medical service of
the East India Company—convinced the Court of Directors of the practicability of a vast extension of the

system,

and,

under

the

an

entire

O’Shaughnessy,

nication,

of Dr.

of telegraphie

W.

commu.

extending to 3150 miles, and connecting Cal-

cutta, Madras, Bombay,
now

superintendence
line

Agra, Simlah,

speedily to be established.

The

and Lahore, is
estimated cost is

352. per mile, or 110,2502. for the entire distance.+
The

amount,

according

the official returns, ex.
pended on “ Public Works into India,
comprising Roads,
Bridges, Embankments, Canals, Tanks, and Wells,”
is shown to be, on the average of the last fifteen years,

about 300,000/. a year.[ But averages of this kind, as
I have said, are not worth much; and it is my object

to

show not: the

diture

average,

on these works.

but

In

the

progressive

1887-38,

expen-

the first year of

the series, the total expenditure was little above s even* That is, in Bengal, 5 per cent. on
the first million; 43 on the second. In
Madras, 4}. In Bombay, 5 per cent.

{ To this,

and other scientific ope-

trations,
as the Trigouometrical Survey, &¢,, I may, perhaps, allude in another place.

t In exact figures, 299,749/7.
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teen lakhs of rupees (170,0002.) ; in 1851-52, the estimated expenditure was nearly seventy lakhs of rupees
(700,0002.)* Of this latter sum, nearly fifty lakhs of
rupees (500,000/.) are debited to the expenditure of

the North-Western Provinces, including the Punjab,
and are appropriated mainly to the great works of
irrigation, of which

I have

given

this

hasty account.

Tn these estimates of expenditure no account is taken

of the salaries or allowances of the civil and military
servants employed in the superintendence of the con-

Neither is any
struction and repair of the works.
credit given for the cost of convict labor, which, for the
five years between 1833 and 18388, is estimated at
It is to

156,0002,

be

borne

in mind,

Bengal, the Zemindars are under
repair the roads and embankments

also,

that,

in

an obligation to
of rivers in their

in reality
several estates, and as these disbursements are
the payrevenue,
of
met by proportionate remissions
are
They
ments are in fact made by Government.

a year.
estimated at not less than 100,0004.

Therefore,

works,

public

on

diture

although the total amount of the expenset down

state-

in figured

four millions and a
ments, amounts to no more than
does
half} during the last fifteen years, this amount and
construction
not fairly represent the cost of their
state-

repair.

ments

be remembered, too,

only relate to Roads,

;

ont

It is to

military,

nd

and that
so far as they

Wells,

iexcept

that

these

Bridges, _Embankments,
“all

buildings,

civil

or

0
with such
are connected

ds, are excluded.” {
works, as bridges or roa
, Roads,
ted expenditure on Canals

&e.,
e estima
,—
07
been shown. to be 700,00
for the year 1850-51, has
precisely quadruple the amount expended on similar
é,
ன்
17,835,913 ru1837-38,
* That
pees;
and is,
in in1851-52,
69,35,29 0 rupees.

t 4,49,59,921 rupees,
t India House Statistics.
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works in 1837-88. But even this amount imadequately
represents the annual expenditure at the present
time. “ There can beno doubt,” we are told, on official

authority, “that the disbursements in the two or three
years following 1850-51, will be greatly in excess of
the expenditure of that year, inasmuch as in addition
to the ordinary outlay they must include the larger
proportion of the swim of two millions sterling, which
has

been

specially sanctioned for the construction of

the Ganges and

Punjab canals, the former of which is

fast approaching to completien.”’*
On the whole, it would appear from these statements
that there has been a progressive tendency, on the

part of the Indian Government, both in its local and
its home relations, to promote great qorks of public
atility.
That the amount of money expended on such
works is miserably small in comparison with the
im.
mense sums lavished on unproductive wars, is a fact
which cannot be too deeply deplored.
But there is no
single truth which ought to stand out so prominentl

from every picture of Indian Progress as this—that the
exhausting wars, which have swallowed up the re.
sources of India, have obstructed and limited
this
progress;
and that roads have not been made,
canalg

have not heen dug, bridges have not been built, in the
numaber and to the extent which the interests
of the
country demanded, and the benevolence of its
rulers
desired, solely because the money, which was necessary
to the construction of such works, has been
abstracted

from the public treasury to meet the expenditure
in.
curred by the ruinous

wars in which

* India House Statistics
ii ig stated
by the same authority, that “Tn 1944
sanct
ion
was given for au annual expena
diture of 40,0001. for a system of
roads in Madras. No great progresstronk
appears tohave been made by the local Go.

-Vetnment in this work; butasa system
of railroads is

nowaboutte be established

we have een

in India, it appears most desirable to
determine the direction in which these

lines

shall traverse the country,

before

ineurring any great outlay on ordinary

roads, which for the most part must be
altered in their directions so ag to be.
come subsidiary to the great arteries of
communication.”

[22
GENERAL RESULTS,
engaged.
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It is a truth to be wept over by every friend

of humanity, that, within the last fifteen years, whilst
some five millions of money have been spent on great

national works,

tending

resources

of the country,

happiness

of the people,

spent on War.

to the

development

and the promotion

thirty millions

of theof the

have been

And, inevery consideration by Parlia-

ment or Press, by communities or individuals, of the

good or bad government of our Indian possessions,

this should be the foremost fact of all.

It is right

that, when account is taken of what has been done,
and what has been left undone by the rulers of our
Indian possessions, we should measure not only the
progress that has been made, but what, judging by
actual results under the most unfavorable civeumstances, would have been made, if, throughout the last
fifteen years of which I have been speaking, Peace had
smiled down upon the land.
It is right that, in every

investigation of the working of the administrative
machinery of what is called the ast India Company,
an inquiry into the causes of the melancholy retardation of domestic improvement should be prominently
instituted; and that the responsibility of all this: lamentable waste of public money, which, properly expended, might have conferred incalculable benefits on
millions of our fellow-subjects,

legitimate source.

should be traced to its
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PART

ITI.

CHAPTER ர
The first Judicial Tribunals—The Mayor’s Courts—Efforts of Warren Hastings—
The

Supreme

Court

of

Calcutta—Cornwallis

and

the

Regulations—The

vincial Courts—Reforms
of Lord William Bentinck—Increase
Agency-—Present State of the Company’s Courts.

1 woutp

proceed

now

to

speak

of the

of

W

Pro

ably

administratiye

efforts which have been made by the British Government
in India

for

the protection of life and

property, and the

suppression of crime; and to inquire into the effort
which these efforts have had upon the general happiness

3
of the people.
In ihe early chapters of this work it has heen briefly

shown in what manner the first settlers provided for the
eceurrence of those mischances of lawlessness which

are

inseparable

from

all conditions

of

society,* and,

most of all, from such a condition of society as obtained amongst us when we first planted our factories in
the East.

Collisions, whether civil or criminal; with the

natives of the country, subjected our people to the decisions of the native tribunals; and when we fell out
among

ourselves, in matters affecting property or person,

our disputes, if of the former character, were settled by
the President, or if of the latter, a Court-was held, under
* See ante, pages 65, 66.

க
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the

King’s

Commission,

probably

on

vessels in the roads, and the offender

319
board

one

of the

was dealt with as

its members, consisting of the chief naval and mercantile
ட
functionaries, might determine and decree.
As time advanced, and the number of British

sub-

jects on the eastern shores steadily increased, and with
the increase necessarily arose more complicated relations .

both with the natives of the country and among ourselves, it became necessary to establish in our settle-

— The

ments judicial tribunals with more defined powers.
Charter

of 1661

Governors

and

empowered
other

officers

the
in

Company
their

to appoint

several

factories,

and decreed that “such Governor and his Council may
exercise civil and criminal jurisdiction in the said
factories, &c., according to the laws of England;” “and
if the offence,”

continued

committed

a

offender

in

may

be

place
sent

the Letters

where
to

it

such

other

where there is a Governor

and

justice may be done.”

further

‘the King’s

A

Patent,

cannot

be

‘shall be

tried,

plantation

Council to try him,
clause

the

or fort,

set forth,

that
that

subjects, employed by the Company in the

limits aforesaid, shall suffer such punishment for offences
there committed as the Company’s President and Council
shall think fit and the quality of the offences require,

and in case of appeal the offender shall be sent home for
punishment.
And for the better discovery of offenders,
all persons

may

be

examined

on

oath

before the Com-

pany’s President and Council, touching the same.”
In
the grant of the island of Bombay, in 1669, the Court of
Proprietors, or the Governor and Committees of the
East India Company, were authorised “to make and

publish, under the Company’s seal, laws and constitutions

for the good government of the island and its inhabitants,
and to impose

punishments

the taking away of life

and

penalties

extending to

or member, when the quality of

the offence shall require it; so that the punishment and
the penalties are consonant to reason, and not repugnant

820
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to, but as near as may be agreeable to, the laws of England, and subject to the provisos and restrictions contained in the Charter.” The proviso was that the offender
did not appeal; but as every man sentenced to death

was pretty certain to appeal, it would not seem that
these Courts had any great power over the life of
the
an offender, so long as they respected the letter of
:
Charter.

It was, probably, this restriction which
so

Courts,

ineffective

established,

for

rendered the
restraint

the

of

At all events, in 1726, the Court of Directors
crime.
“ there
laid atthe foot of the throne a representation that
Bombay,
was great want at Madras, Fort William, and
for the

of a proper and

competent power and authority

in
more speedy and’ effectual administering of justice
capital
of
civil causes, and for the trying and punishing
That
misdemeanors.”
and other criminal offences and
be
to
not
is
plaint
they had good reason for this
stall remain of the pro-

The

‘doubted.

which

records

period,
ceedings of the Courts of Justice anterior to thisin which
exhibit some

men

curious instances

sat in judgment

names

to

sentences

of the

manner

in their own cases,

against

and

prisoners whom

put

their

they them-

selves had really prosecuted. Strange charges were made, |
and stranger punishments decreed—but they are to be

judged, not by a reference to the state of our judicial
or in India at the
administration, either in England
present time, but to what it was, even in Great Britain,
at the close of the seventeenth and the commencement

of the

eighteenth

century.

Such

an entry, as the fol-

lowing, has a strange appearance in these days, but,
a century and a quarter ago, there may have been noIt is taken from the records of the
thing startling init.

Court of Justice at Bombay:
« July 5, 1724, a woman

named

Bastook, accused of diabolical

practices, having been before whipped for the like, it appearing to
proceed from her ignorance, which leads her sometimes to mingle

162
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afterwards

she thinks effectual
eleven lashes at the

which
receive

rice and other foolish ceremonies,
to enre ‘sick persons, ordered she

church-door, and

321

she and all persons that are found

guilty of the like, do such penance in the church as customary.”*

So ignorance was to be whipped, and to stand in a
But as not very long before
sheet at the church-door.
at the stake in England
burnt
was
ignorance
the same
at

there was nothing,

that

in sual

very noticeable

time,

்

a sentence,

Certainly the plaint of the East India Company at
this time was not without just cause.
But the remedy
which was sought to be applied, was scarcely a Snide

better

September,

1726,

which

really did but little to

tive justice}

advance

2 rogue

and

௨

raseul.’?

On

inquiry

being made who was down on duty that
time of night, one Matthew Bogle was
fixed upon, who denies it; but the corporal of the first guard declaring that
3¢ was bim and no other, and the officer
of the guard confirming of the same,
and two witnesses to the insult, besides

Mr. Braddyli, viz.

the

these ‘tribunals

interests

of edbataa-

These Courts were to consist of a Mayor

Court took
* ALS. Records. —This
s,
cognisance also of military offence
to be
and sentenced insolent treopers
Take the following specimen,
flogged.
rewhich I have extracted from the
cords of the Court:
Wor« Court of Justice at Bombay, the
—
Chief .fustice.
Hope,
shipful John
having
April 15th, 1724,—Mr. Braddyl,
last
r
been much insulted by a troope
walking
Monday night, when he was
rid
almost
been
outwith his lady, having
him
over, and Mr, Braddyll calling to
he
bidding him take care and keep off, if
returned in answer, ‘God d—n you;
you
shoot
% had a pistol I would
Mr.
through the head for a farthing.’
you so ??
Would
*
ing,
answer
yll
Bradd
ho again returned, ‘ Yes, I would—you
are

Letters Patent

The

established

the

by

little

gained

Justice

of the Mayor’s Courts.

establishment

of

disease.

the

than

Captain

Montague

and Ensign Mainwaring, both at the
¢ime in the same place with Mr. Brad-

ayll, the Court considering the circumthe voice agreeing (no other
stances,
trooper at that time being at the fort),

the corporal’s confirmation,
the
plainly proved, and nothing to the. ae
trary but a plain denial, the Court
condemned him to receive thirty-nine
lashes

in the

public

bazaar,

sent on board one of
vessels, there to serve

and

to

be

the Company’s
during the Go.

yernor’s pleasure, without

pay.”—( Mr

Braise ieee
was one of the Court
ட
Tie
i
110 and signed
the sen+ The Mayor’s Court of Ma
existed before this, but with
a
fined judicial constitution, and lesa ex.

tended

powers.

“They

have

a

ma

ட

and aldermen,” says an old Sutton
at
the commencement of the eighteenth
century, ‘‘ who exercise the same autho-

rity

as

in

corporations

Quarrels, small

debts,

in

and

England

other

busi-

ness of the meaner sort, are decided by
them at 2 Court of six Aldermen held
twice a week in the Town Fall,
Black
merchants
commonly
apply to this

Court,

bat

Europes

அ

favor of the Governor.
whey
on
net sati ficd with the Mayor's
they ae ¥ appeal to a higher J once
ve ere = much money they have court,
little
oe

With

@

great

ere a judge allowed

deal

of

formalit

by the Com

presides, who, on the report of a
gives
a final decree

Y.

of European

ட்

)

ed

baie
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of whom,

with

the Mayor

were to be British subjects.
They were, in fact, composed of the Company’s mercantile servants—men of the

slenderest legal
training.
criminal,

tent,

attainments,

and

the

‘They undertook all kinds of business, civil,
and prerogative—but were, to a certain ex-

controlled by the

executive

Governments,

were constituted Courts of Appeal.

Council

slightest judicial

and

the members

thus often brought

The

of the Mayor’s

into collision;

and

which

President and

Courts were

between the two,

I fear that neither law nor justice was treated with much
respect.
I have

little

doubt

that

the

excesses

committed

by

these early Courts have been considerably exaggerated
by writers, who, not belongmg to the privileged class of

Compan:’s servants, looked askance at their doings,
and magnified their misdeeds.
But making every allowance for these exaggerations, it would still appear that
justice was administered in a very arbitrary mannez, and

that

very
had
the
and

law

was

held

It was

account.

of little

a story

current in those days that as the Company’s Courts
power only to inflict capital punishment for piracy,
widest possible interpretation was given to the word,
men were hanged as pirates who had committed some

offence

that had

no

sort

of Likeness

factors; they hang none but pirates,
though, formerly here, have been men
put to death for other crimes, wheuce
Tam apt to think that the Governors
had then great powers.”—-[-decount of
the Trade in India, by Charles Lockyer,
‘he same writer adds: “ Law1711.]
yers are plenty, and as knowing as can
be expected from broken linendrapers
and other crack’d tradesmen who seck
their fortunes here by their wits.”
* “A private trader,” said one writer,

“if he has the misfortune te janur the

displeasure of the Governor,
is soon
found guilty of piracy.” Speaking of the

Mayor’s Court of Madras, he says, ** In

matters of consequence, a few pagodas,
well placed,could turn the seales of Jus-

The

it.®

to

laws

tice, the cause generally going according
to

the

favored

inclination

of

the

(.:-

yernor.” Another writer, the well-kno» i:

Captain

Hamilton,

who

was an inter-

loper, says: “If any private trader 32
injured by the tricks of a Governor,
and can find no redress, if the injured

person is so bold as to tails of lea telionis,

‘The
he is infallibly declared a pirate.”
captain gives one or two instances of
word.
the
of
the extensive application
“ ‘They have no martial law,” he says,
“at Wort St. George, so they cunnot

jnflict the pain of death any other way

for
¢han by whipping or starving, ouly
have
piracy they can hang, and some
Mr.
that
been so fond of that privilege,

Yale

hanged

his

groom

(Cross)

for
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state

a

to

up

wound

were

piracy

against
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extreme

of

stringency, and the Company’s servants, maddened by
the insolence and audacity of the imterlopers, doubtless
abused the power which was vested in them by those:
laws, and committed

excesess.

grievous

many

But such as they were, these Mayor’s Courts existed
-As time wore on, the evil of a -defor half a century.
administration

fective

apparent.

more painfully

became

of justice

So long as these tribunals took cognisance only

of cases, civil or criminal, in which the hangers-on

Factories
shipping,

concerned—such

were

small traders

as deserters

of Portuguese

of the

the

from

or Eurasian

stock,

native dubashes, speaking the English language, and
others who lived upon the English connexion—the evil
and an imconsequences of an ineffective judicial system
But
limited.
ly
comparative
were
perfect judicial agency
on
when
when our territorial dominion was extended—land
of
the banks of the Hooghly we became occupants
subwhich we called our own, and the natives of India
mitted themgelves to our authority and protection, it became obvious

the
that we required something more than

of administering justice according to the laws of

power

England, and that the whole question of judicial
nistration demanded our most serious thoughts.

admiThe

natives of India knew nothing of English law, and if
they had known anything of it, would have seen at a
glance how utterly inapplicable it was to the social condition

of e1 ither

Mahomedans

or

Hindoos.

very sanguinary code in those times.
offences,

which

in the

eyes

to English

We

had

a

There were many
present

day

have

astrange effect with the word “ capital” prefixed to them.
The

enormity of these

crimes

no

native

of India

could

And yet the people of
possibly be made to understand.
brought within the
were
ta,
Bengal, in and around. Calcut
riding two or three days’ journey off to
take the air?—probably for horse stealing, which Mr. Yale, perhaps, regarded

¥

Jt
as an act of land-piracy.
mentioned, that பணை வகை
.
period anterior to 1726.

2

க ட
oe
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network of these laws, and were sometimes made to feel
their terrible significance.
The powers of the Courts

were extended

by law;

our judges

made

other

exten-

sions for themselves; and the natives of India were
hanged for the commission of acts which they believed. to

be justifiable, if not commendable, in the eyes both of
God and man.
One example of this will suffice.
It is
given on the authority of Mr. Verelst:
‘In the year 1762 a native detected one of his women in an
act of infidelity.
Throughout the East women are wholly subject
to the will of their masters, and every husband is the avenger of
his own wrongs.
The man, therefore, satisfied of her guilt, proceeded to punishment by cutting off her nose.

Tie was arraigned

at the Calentta Sessions.
He confessed the fact, but urged that
he had done nothing to offend the laws and customs in which he
had been educated—that the woman was his property, and that
by such customs he had a right to set a mark upon her for her

infamy—that he had never heard of the laws by which they tried
him, but desired to put one question to the Bench—Did they
believe that if he had known the punishment to be death, he would _
ever have

committed what

they now called a crime?

The man,

notwithstanding this defence, was condemned and hanged—for if

the Court possess jurisdiction, they must proceed according to the
English laws.”

This state of things could not be long endured.
people

beneath

cowered

this

terror —a

new

The
terror

doubly terrible, because they could not discern the shape
It might meet them, at any time, in strange
thereof.
places—-come upon them unawares, and destroy them
suddenly in their sleep, ere they had time to understand

danger

the unexpected
In

this

extremity

they

that

was

presented,

coiling around them,
in March,

1765,

petition to the President and Council of Fort Watton,
setting forth “the general consternation, astonishment,

a

~ and even panic with which the natives at all parts, under
‘the

dominion

example

of

the

of Radachurn

English,

Meitre.

are

They

seized

by

this

find themselves

.

14
TERRORS

OF

subject to the pains and penalties
are

utter strangers,

and

unwillingly to incur them;

of laws to which they
ignorance

through

liable,

are
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THE

as they are no ways interested

in those laws, they cannot tell when they transgress them

many things being, it seems, capital by the English laws,

which are only fineable by the laws of your petitioners’
forefathers, subject to which they have hitherto been

bred, lived, and been governed, and that till very lately
under the British flag.” The hand of the English lawyer
was plainly discernible beneath

transparent covering

the

of this petition,* as beneath other petitions of much more
recent date;

but it really represented the feelings of the

more intelligent native inhabitants of Calcutta and the
was abundant
surrounding country. At all events, there
reason on their side, which
petitions.

there is not always in native

Tt is characteristic

that as soon as they. began

of the

of Bengal,

people

to obtain some little insight

into the powers of the Mayor’s Court,

the class of ofences which the

Court

and to understand

competent to

was

unish with extreme severity, they began to avail themselves of the existence of those powers as an instrument

of oppression among themselves, and to set forth charges
one against an other

them most perilously
lish law.

But

of such
under

a

the

as would

character
heavy

the

a time was now approaching when

ring

of the Eng-ம்

hand

necessity

seriously at the whole question of
of looking more
could no longer be withstood
ration,
administ
internal
a
The Dewanee passed into our hands; and although
it. became
rators,
administ
as
forth
stand
did not at once
our duty to keep a watchful eye upon the system, which
* The petition was primarily for the
passed on
remission of tt he sentence
The peti.
forgery
for
Mettre
urn
Radach
further
tioners are made to say: a And
that the
your petitioners are advised
I
ousand
ர errone
said indictment w as very prisoner could
said
naught, and that the

not have

b

ர

he been versed wee

ட்

had

make his
exception thereto—Lord Chi
uef Justice
¢ th
that
saying,
Hales
is great
in indi
ed ள்
exactnessrequir

life is at stake.’ ”

ciments where
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under

the

double

Government,

and to endeavour to give if more beneficial effect. The
Mayor’s Courts had yet some years of life remaining;
but the-evils of which I have spoken diminished under a

growing conviction, on the part of the chief servants of the

Company, that English law was wholly inapplicable to
the usages-of native society.
We began now, more and
-more, to look into the practice of the Native Courts, and
to endeavour to understand

the laws

which

their

own

magistrates administered.
A great and solemn duty was
now spreading itself out before us—the duty of infusing |
the principles of English justice

into the administration

of the Mahomedan law—of regulating and purifying the
dispensation of that law, and improving existing institutions, rather than demolishing them. During the years
intervening between the grant of the Dewanee, and our

open assumption of the duties of Dewan, the Company’s
servants had acquired some knowledge and experience,
which might be turned to profitable account.
But they
were not then.competent

to take

into

their

own hands

The
the entire management of the Courts of Justice.
a
been
have
would
period
early
that
at
experiment
character
the
well
too
dangerous one, and Hastings knew

and the attainments of his associates to incur so formidable a risk.
When, therefore, by the public announcement that
the Company

racter

had determined

of Dewan,

the whole

to stand

forth in the cha-

responsibility

of the civil

administration of the country was thrown upon the
President and Council, Hastings, though he was prepared t6 turn his supervisors into collectors of revenue,
was

not

prepared

nistration

to

deliver

of criminal justice.

into

He

their hands the admi--

established

in each

of Judicature—a civil and a crimi-

district two

Courts

nal court.*

Over the former the European collector of

* Known as the “Dewanee Adawlut” and “ Fouzdaree மமம்.

gs
DISTRICT

COURTS.
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each district was to preside, on the part of the Company, attended by the provincial native Dewan, who
with his officers was to be appomted by the President
and Council.

Over

the old Mogul judicial

others

the

officers were to preside, with two Moulavees, or Mahoservants

European

immediate

no

had

The Company’s

the Jaw.

medan doctors, to expound

the business of these criminal courts,

superintend-

general

of

sort

svas ordered toe exercise a

connexion with

But the collector

ence over their procedure—* so as to see that all neces-

sary evidences are summoned and exantined; that due

weight is allowed to their testunony, and that the decision passed is fair and impartial, according to the

proofs exhibited im the course of the trial.”*
At the same time were established two superior
courts, which were to sit at the chief seat of Government-—the one known as the Sudder Dewanee Adaw-~
Int, and the other as the Sudder Nizamut Adawlut.

The first of these, or chief civil court, was to be pre-

sided over by the President and two members of Conn*‘ chief
cil; the latter by a Mahomedan judge, or

of

officer
attended
officers.
same

justice,’

and

Nazim,

the

law
by a sufficient staff of Moahomedan
the
court
this
of
procedure
Over the general
to

control was

and

be exercised by the President

-Council as was vested in the
vincial criminal courts.

These

by

appointed

Sudder Courts

were

pro-

the

over

collectors

Courts of Appeal

from

the different civil and criminal tribunals in the provinces.
Their precise powers and duties were clearly
defined;

whilst,

regulations
down

whole

and

at

for the
publicly

a siucere

the

same

announced.

desire

to secure

* General Regulations for the Admi1772-—
nisivation of jaaliee, August 15,

many

time,

furtherance

of justice
They

subsidiary

were

exhibit

on

laid
the

equal justice to the

Colebrovke’s
ume.

Digest,
West,

8

Supplementary

vo.
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people—to

protect

the rights

>

of all men

without

en-

couraging the litigiousness which is so formidable an
ingredient in the native character.*
As the first essay
towards the establishment of a judicial system for our
‘new territories, these Regulations of 1772 are very
creditable to our

infant

administrators.

And

it must

not be omitted in any statement of the benefits they
conferred on the people, that the

oppressive

exactions,

under the head of fines and fees, which had fed the
revenue and paid the law officers, under Mogul management, were abolished, ‘‘ conformably to the wise
and

humane

instructions

of

our

honorable

masters,

who, from the same spirit of equity have renounced the
right, hitherto exercised by the country Government
and authorised by the Mahomedan law, to a commission

on

the

amount

of all

debts,

and on the value

of

all property recovered by the decrees of the Courts—a
practice repugnant to every principle of justice.”+
Such were

the Regulations

in force

throughout the

Presidency of Bengal when the “ Regulating Act’’ was
passed.
The thirteenth clause of this Act recited, that
‘whereas his late Majesty George IT., by Letters
Patent, dated January 8, of the 26th year of his reign,
* Thus, on the one hand, it was
ordered‘ That
as nothing is more

conducive

to

the

prosperity of ony

country than a free and

easy access to

justice and redress, the collectors shall
at

all

times

access,

from

be

ready

to

receive

the

- petitions of the injured; and farther to
prevent
their being
debarred this
motives

of interest,

par-

tiality, or resentment, in the officers or
servants of the Cutcherry, that a box
shall be placed at the door of the Cutcherry, in which the complainants may

lodge their petitions at any time or
hour they please. That the collector
shall himself keep the key of the box,
and

each

court-day

have

such

urgees

as he may find in it read immediately
in his presence by the Arzbegyy of tlic
court.”
And on the other it was de~
creed—“ That as the litigiousness and

Perseverance

of the

natives

of this

country, in their suits and complaints,
is often productive, not only of incon-

venience and vexation to their adversarics, but also of endless expense and

actual oppression, it is to be observed,

as a standing rule, that complaints of
so old a date as twolve years shall not
be actionable; and further, should they

be found guilty of flying from the one

court to the other, in order to prevent
the
and protract the court of justice,
nonparty so transgressing shall be
suited, and liabie to fine or _punish“persons
that
again,
And
ment.”

found

guilty of preferring groundless,

be
Htigious, or vexatious appeals, shall

punished at the discretion of the Sudder
by an enhancement
Dewanee ace
ப்

ம

வடட
Cireuit to
தத் the Committee ofAugust
15,

Council

of Fort

1772.—-Colebrooke’s

William,

Digest,

Supplement.
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to the said Company

constitute Courts of Civil,
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his Royal
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Charter to

Criminal, and Ecclesiastical

Jurisdiction, and which Charter does not sufficiently
provide for the due administration of justice, &c., it is

therefore enacted that it shall be lawful for his Majesty
to erect a Supreme Court, to consist of a Chief Justice

and three other Judges, which said Supreme Court
shall have fuli powers to exercise ali civil, criminal,
admiralty and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and appoint
such

and

clerks

salaries as shall
General

and

other

be

ministerial

approved

Council,

&c.,

officers,

such

with

of by the said Governorand

also,

shall

be

at

all

times a Court of Record, and a Court of Oyer and
Terminer, and a gaol delivery, in and for the said Town
of Calcutta, and factory of Fort William in Bengal
and

the limits

thereof,

the

and

factories

subordinate

The old Mayor’s Court was superseded by
thereto.”’**
this new tribunal; and English lawyers went out to
approved

the most

administer English law after

West-

minster model.
Then began the great strife, the history of which has
been written in language so attractive, that few are
disposed to censure the exaggerations with which it is

A great

crusted over.

and

scandalous error was com-

mitted by Parliament in not more clearly defining the
jurisdiction of the Crown Court; and the new English
Fudges were not disinclined to take advantage of the

obseurities of their

Charter.

They

carried with them

to India the most inflated ideas of the beauties and
benignities of English law.
They went out to save,
of maintaining order
Instead
and they destroyed.
and preserving peace,
they
threw
the
settlement
* The Letters Patent which the King

was

empowered

in

the Regulating

Act

to grant, was dated 26th of March, 1774.
Yt contained

a

great

many

clauses in-

tended to detine the powers and jurisdic-

tion of the Supreme Court—which had
been

ing

less clearly

Act—but

stated in the

Regulat-

it still left them

vague and uncertain.

very

.
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into confusion, and engendered the most unseemly
strife. Instead of a blessing, they conferred a curse
I believe
upon the people—instead of security, terror.
that they were honest and able men—that they believed

they were fufilling the intentions of the Legislature, and
shielding the people from

wrong;

but they went out

with the most exaggerated ideas of the inefliciency and
the turpitude of the Company’s Courts, and belicved
that so long as they were in antagonism with the Com.

pany’s servants, they were nobly fulfilling their mission
The whole admias representatives of English law.
nistration

of the country

was well-nigh

brought to a

Ut is charitahle to swppose that these
stand-still.*
ermined Interlopers, fresh from Westminster Hall and
the Inns of Court, did not know what they were doing.
They had little acquaintance with the system of internal
government, which the Company’s servants had built
up on the basis of the old Mogul administration, They
knew nothing of the language, the institutions, the chaThey scarcely
yacter and the usages of the people.

knew a Mahomedan from a Hindoo, or the difference
But it was ever wpbetween a Cauzee and a Dewan.
permost

in their

thoughts

that

they had

come

out to

administer the English law, as it was administered at
Westminster ; and they believed that it was their first
duty to uphold the dignity and to maintain the integrity

which they
of that “perfection of human wisdom,
inscribed on their banners when they went out to fight
There were evils,
the Company and their servants.
son.”
* “Every class of the population,
says Mr. Macaulay, “ English and na-

tive, with the exception of ihe ravenous

pettifoggers,

who fattened on the mi-

sery and terror of an immense community, cried out loudly against this
fearful oppression. But the judges were

If 2 bailiff was resisted,
immoveable.
they ordered the soldiers te be called

out.
If a servant of the Company, 12
conformity with the orders of his Go-

the miserable
and Impey’s
withstwith
nt,
ernme
catchpoles,
who,
writs in
their hands, exceeded the insolence and
rapacity of gang-robbers, he was flung
The lapse of
into prison for contempt.
of
sixty years—the virtue and wisdom
have
many eminent magistrates, who
during that time administered justice
in the Supreme Court, have not effaced

from the minds of the people of Bengal
ihe recollection of those evil days.
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worse than

the

field of corn

but

remedied;

to be

doubtless,

disease.

The

the

man

to drive out a hare

remedy

who

rides

331
far

was
down

a

or pheasant that is

nibbling at his crops, is a faint emblem of the Supreme

the first years

Court during

of the

Act.

Regulating

The new Judges went out to India to eradicate certain
administrative defects, and they rode down the whole

administration of the country without a feeling of
Well might it have been said in the petiremorse.
tions which were presented to Parliament, that unless

yelief were granted

to the Company,

they would soon

have ports without trade ; possessions without revenue;
and laws without inhabitants.
The prayers of these petitions were not unheeded.*

The excesses of the Supreme Court were taken into
due consideration by Parliament, and, in 17 81, an Act
was passed (21 George IIL, chap. 70) defining and
Practically, the evil had somelimiting its powers.+
what abated before the new
operation. The Judges may
* The

petition from

the British sub-

was
jects in Bengal, Behar, and Orissa,
drawn up by Mr. Shore, afterwards
It set out by sayLord Teignmouth.
oners
ing that “ Whereas your petiti
and
observed with the deepest concern Act
affiiction, that at the passing of the
it,
to
us
orge III.), and previo
had been proன ன்ஷ்ரக eon
ர
pagated,

and injurious ideas entertained

of the princiyies and practices of the
British subjects residing within these
provinces, frou which if was jnferred
that they required more vigorous restraints aud cosrcions than have usually
been

impesid

npon

Englishmen,’

ae,

4 Ju wee enacted “that the Court
should ot have, or exercise, any jurisdictica ic any matter concerning the
reyentc, af concerning any act or acts
collection
the
in
ordere:} or done
thereo!, according to the usage and
regulapractice of the country, or the
l and
jations of the Governor-Genera

It then went on to Senne
Council.”
be subject
the description of persons to

Act was brought into
have seen the error of

to the jurisdiction of the Court.
The
old Act had rendered ail persons in the
employment of the Company amenable
to the Crown Court, and the judges
had decided that all the Zemindars,
and revenue-farmers, and contractors,
were

servants

of the Company,

and had

issued process against them.
‘“[he new
Act decreed that “no person shall be

subject

to the jurisdiction of the Su-

preme Court for or by reason of his
being
a
landowner,
landholder,
or
farmer of land, or of land-rent
. . .
or those who are his under-tenants in
virtue of his farm.
. . . within the
Provinces
of
Bengal,
Behar,
and
Orissa.”
It
enacted
that
judicial
officers in the Country Courts should
not be liable to actions in the Supreme
Courts for wrongs done in their judicial
offices; and
expressly declared
the
mecompetency of the Court to determine
any indietsicns or information

against

Council.

the

Governor-General

and
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their ways, or they may have been subjected to private
influences ; but the confusion into which the settlement
had been thrown was fast subsiding, when the Legisla-

ture formally curtailed their power and crushed their
licentiousness.
From this time, to the present, the
Crown Courts have maintained themselves in a state of
comparative quiescence, and though, ever and anon,
they have come into collision with the Company’s
servants, there have been none of those open scandals

and insolent outrages which in the first years of the
Regulating Act convulsed society, and well nigh-ever.
turned the administration.
Meanwhile, the Company’s Courts were in process ofgradual improvement.
From time to time certain
changes had been introduced by Warren Hastings and
his

associates

in

the

Government,

but

they had

not

been moulded into “ any general and uniform system.”
But in April, 1780, they took shape in gertain Regula-

tions which gave the Company’s servants a more clearly
defined judicial character then they had been invested
Under these
with under the Regulations of 1772.
ex
appointed,
been
had
Regulations the Collectors

officio, Presidents of the Civil Provincial Courts; but
now distinct judicial officers, from among the Com-

pany’s European servants, were appointed to preside
in these Courts, under the title of superintendents of
Adawlut, with instructions to hold their
Dewanee
Courts “ three times in, every week, and as frequently
as

occasion

may

require,

but

that

பழம் பணிலம்

shall

be

termined except in open Court, and in the presence

some of the principal officers.”*

de-

of

These Courss wore

to take cognisance of all ordinary civil business ; but
Revenue suits were to be decided by the Provincial
Councils.
.
* Regulations passed by the
Colebrooke’s Digest, Supplement.

:
Governor-General and

Ouurt,

.
a6.
April 11, 1780.

EXTENSION

In

1781,

OF

EUROPEAN

another
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change

was

imtroduced,

$388

which

brought the Company’s servants into a still closer connexion with the administration of justice in Bengal.
The Judges of the Civil Courts were invested with the
power,

as

persons

charged with

magistrates,

of

the

active violence, within

apprehending

Dakoits

and

commission of any crime

their

respective

or

jurisdictions—

but they had no power to try them.
And in this state,
the administration of criminal justice being still in the
hands

of the native officers, Lord

judicial

system

country.

As

of Bengal

much

Cornwallis found the

on his first

had been

arrival

in the

done, as under all cir-

cumstances could have been reasonably. expected; to
bestow upon the natives of India the blessings of a
mild and equable

dispensation

of the

law, and

imper-

. fect as were these initial efforts, it is still apparent that
the system which Warren Hastings introduced, and
the practice which he enforced, were great improvements upon those of the Moguls.*
Lord Cornwallis went out to India with definite instructions from the Court of Directors,
siderable discretionary power.
On the

but with eonsubject of the

adniinistration of justice, the Court declared that it was
their desire ‘* to accommodate their views and interests to
the subsisting manners

and usages of the people, rather

than to any abstract theories drawn from other coun.
trics, or applicable to a different state of things.”+ And,
having thus

enunciated

general

principles,

the

sound-

ness of which is not to be questioned, they proceeded
to deliver themselves of specific instructions.
They
ordered that the Provincial Civil Courts should be again

placed

under

the

superintendence

* See fur a very fair statement of the
advantages conferred upon the peaple
by

our

earliest

administrative

efforts

itr. Shore's (Lord Teignmouth’s) Minute
of Feb.

10, 1790.

of the

Collectors,

$ Letter to the Governor-Generaleral in3,
Council, April 12, 1786.

—
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and that the administration of criminal justice should
remain as before, in the hands of the Mahomedan

officers.
Accordingly a series of Regulations, “ revised and adapted to the system established by the
orders of the Court
27th of June, 1787,

They re-

for the information of the people.

Bengallee,

voked

of Directors,” was passecon the
and translated into Persian and

“ that the

all former Regulations, and ordered

office of judge of the several Provincial Courts be
respectively held by that person who hath, or Shall
hereafter

charge

the

haye,

respective place.”*
lations for the

the

of

revenue

im

each

On the same day a series of Regu-

administration of justice in the Criminal

Courts was passed by the Governor-General in Council.

the Regulations of 1781, were

Collectors, as under

The

in their several

empowered to act as magistrates

col-

lectorates; but these powers were now to be extended,
Before, the magistrates had been authorised only to
apprehend and commit ; now they were empowered “to
determine,

and

hear

without

any

reference

to

the

(or native criminal) Courts, all complaints

Fouzdasry

or prosecutions

brought before him

for petty offences,

or
such as abusive or calumny, inconsiderable assaults
corby
proved,
affrays, and to punish the same, when
poral

punishment,

exceeding

not

fifteen

rattans,

or

cause

be

fifteen days ;
imprisonment not exceeding the term of
or limbs
but that in ali classes a ffecting either the life
greater
a
to
of the party accused, or subjecting them
punishment

remitted

as

than

above

above

that

prescribed

nearest Criminal Court.”
at the administration

specified,

to

the

the hearing of

of criminal justice ;

and it was

bodily into: our hands.
not long before it passed.
series

On the 8rd of December, 1790, a new

lations was issued.

the

We were beginning to nibble

The preamble

of Regu-

set forth that “ the

hedabad, Patna, and Dacca.
* Special exceptions were made of Moors

FIRST

numerous

EFFORTS

robberies,
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murders,

and

other

885

cnormities

which have been daily committed throughout the
country, evinced that the administration of criminal
justice

was

still

in

a very defective

therefore the Governor-General

state,’’

and

that

in Council had deter-

mined “ to resume the administration of criminal justice throughout the provinces.”
Courts of Circuit
were accordingly created—four in number; three for
the province of Bengal and one for the province of
Behar—and over each of these Courts of Circuit were

to be superintended by two covenanted civil servants
of the Company, to be denominated Judges of the
Court of Circuit.
The Sudder Nizamut Adawlut, or
chief criminal court, which was to be established in
Caleutta, was to be presided over by the GovernorGeneral and members of Council, who were to exercise
all the powers lately vested in the Naib Nazim, or chief

minister of justice.

. But although

the Mahomedan judges were thus re-

moved from office, the Mahomedan law was still left
supreme in the courts.
One of the Regulations of the

New Code emphatically ordered ‘that the decisions of
the Court be in all cases regulated by the Mahomedan
law.?*
The Mahomedan modes of punishment were,
however,

to

Regulations

be

renounced.

of 1787

It has

recognised

been seen that the

the cruel punishment

of mutilation, which was practised in the Fouzdarry
Courts a quarter of a century after we became the
rulers of the land.
But on the 10th of October, 1791,
Cornwallis ordained “that the punishment of mutilation shall not be inflicted on any criminal in future.’
Tustead of the loss of two limbs, an offender was to be
sentenced to fourteen years’ imprisonment; and instead
* One or two

exceptions were made,

as.for example that “ the relations of 1
murdered man be debarred from par-

E
doning the offender.” 2BButasubsequent
ption,and
Regulation modified this exce

decreed
should
should

that
pardon
not be

if the

heir

of

the

slain

the murderer, sentence
passed by the Courts of

Circuit, but the case forwarded
Calcutta,to the
Sudder, or chief court, at
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of the loss of one limb, to be imprisoned

and kept to

hard labor for seven years.

But the time was now approaching when all these
shifts and expedients were to give place to one definite
and comprehensive system of judicial administration.

The benevolent mind of Lord Cornwallis had long been
brooding over the defects of the existing Regulations,
and the discouraging results of all that had yet been
done for the protection of the inhabitants of the British
Provinces in Bengal.
He believed that the establish-ment of the Courts of Circuit and the reorganisation of
the Police had conferred

substantial benefits

upon

the

people.
But it was painfully obvious that the Civil
Courts, presided over as they then were by the revenueofficers, had been converted into instruments of oppres-

sion,

and

that the inhabitants

of the provinces were

groaning under the wrongs which had been inflicted
upon them by officers in whom the fiscal and judicial
authorities

had

consummated
originated

no
the

so unwisely combined,

in the other.*

remedy,

great

been

evil

There seemed,

unchecked power.

it was

individual in the district whose

or property is not,

at

person

some

time

or

other, within the reach of his authority.
Such power, vested: in an individual,
and ata great distance from the seat
of supreme control, excites terror in

minds

of the

them with

‘protection; and

as

people

instead

confidence

they

can

of

in its

form no

Judgment of our government but as it
is thus shown to them in our repre-

sentative

the

encouragement

pressed

collector,
for

to rely upon

there

them

The

is little

when

our justice

op-

for

relief.
By
the
operation of these
eauses we are to account for whole
Provinces silently submitting for years

to oppression and for the mal-sdminis-

for this

greater

clear, would rather

* “Tn these various capacities,” said
Lord Cornwallis, “there is not an

the

indeed, to be

in the existing state of things,
of

people,

inspiring

and who

in one capacity the injuries which they
part

submit

of

to the

having
never
tration of collectors
reached the ear of Governmeni, until
despair getting the better of the terrors
of power, the people flock to the Presidency to impeach their oppressor.

When the complaint has been brought

before the Government, what is the
result? If the inquiry into the conduct
of the offender is to be made on the
spot, there is no court of justice in
which if can be made.
The offender
himself
is the sole and chief magistrate

of the country.

-

-

If the inquiry

is to be made

in Caleutta, by whom

up

and

is

it to be conducted?
The time of the
supreme Government cannot be given
to

a long

iniricate

investiga-

tion’ —[Afinute of Lord Cornwallis,
MS. Records.)
written by Mr. Barlow.
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oppression than undertake the difficult and dangerous
work of endeavoring to obtain redress.
With these facts before him-—-surrounded by wise
counsellors—-by the recommendation of some ‘of the

ablest servants of the Company, and with the encouraging approbation of the judges of the Supreme
Court, Comwallis determined to strike at the very root
of the existing system. The first thing to be done was,
«to

vest

the

collection

of the

révenues

and

the ad-

With a
ministration of justice in separate officers.””
very different appreciation of the relative importance of
the two offices, from that which

day, he proposed

to appoint

obtains in the present

the

collectors

existing

judges of the Civil Courts,* whilst their head-assistants were appointed to. the different collectorates, for
said

which,

the

minute,

Government

will

“they

be .

At the cities of Moor-

found sufficiently qualified.”

shedabad, Dacca, Patna, and in the vicinity of Calcutta,
Provincial Courts, each presided over by four judges,

were to be established—their jurisdiction over the
different collectorates to be co-extensive with that held
as judges

by them

appeal

to

these

was

A right of

of Circuit.

of the Courts

Courts

to lie

from

the

several

district Courts, and from them again, in civil business,
to the Sudder Dewanny Adawtut, or Chief Civil Court
at

Caleutta,

and

in

eriminal

business

In order

Nizawut Adawlut, or Chief Criminal Court.
* The judges of these “ourts were
also to be magistrates im i.cir respective districts.
Ithink that sone of the joint reand Barlow on the
marks of Cornwallis
uilicial office, may
degradation of the
be vead with
time: “The

eat the present
advai
adraiistration of justice

was considered as « subordinate duty
attached to the office of collector of the
To this (ay, all Regulations
veronues.
respecting the administration of justicc
were passed in the revenue-depariment,
although notwo departments of Govern-

ment

can be more

unconnected

than

Sudder

to the

finance and the administration of justice—nor can any reasons be assigned
why the name and business of the one
should

be merged

in

the

other.

(Con-

sistontly with the same principles all
salaries and emoluments continue to be
annexed to the office of collector of the
revenuc.
The collector receives no
salary as judge of the Court of Justice,
or as Magistrate of the district.
These
two offices are considered as ay: pendages

to that of collector, and the dutics of the
i; ee
த
ee
oreo still wheuever
y interfere with tho:

1725. Records.)

ட்

}

டடத
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to expedite the gaol-deliveries, two of the judges were
to take one-half of the division, and the two others the
other half, and thus, it was said, “the duties of the
Circuit would be rendered, easy to them, and leave
of the

ample time for the discharge

Court.”’*

duties

of a

Civil

The judgeships, so established, were to be con-

sidered appointments ‘the first in importance in the
The persons selected to fill them,” i¢
civil service.’”’—

was added, “should be distinguished for their integrity,

abilities, and knowledge of the manners, customs, and
languages of the natives, and their allowances should be

greatness

proportionate to the

The

of their trust.”+

judges of these Courts were also to be judges of Circuit.

Such

new

the

was

But

civil service.

constitution

of the

Company’s

the judicial reforms of Lord Corn-

wallis were not confined to this redistribution
different

agencies

for

internal

the

of the

administration

of

I have shown how keenly alive he was
the country.
to the evils of that uncontrolled exercise of power, on
the part of the European functionary, which placed the
native suitor naked and bleeding at his feet. Lager to
remedy this great evil—to give the native inhabitants
of the provinces the means of redress against all
arbitrary exactions and illegal usurpation of authority,
be perhe proposed that “native individuals should

the
mitted, under certain restrictions, to prosecute
for injuries
officers of justice in the Courts of justice,

properties
which they may sustain in their persons and
ட

in opposition to the existing regulaticus.”

Having defined the

agency to be

administration of justice, Cornwallis

tion to the
ம

great

ini
டன

subject

fiecioraéton

the judicial character should havegiven
the
great satisfaction to the judges-of
Supreme Court. On the marginof that
part of the minute, which sketebed

turned his atten

of Codification.
a

of

woe

Whether

and the dignity
PAnpeul,
to the oftie Of
்
ம attach

judge, Six William J
tem

in the

exployed

ப 20128.

any material addition to It.
—

ats ays

18 80 perfect that I cannot suggest
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they were “laws,” or whether they were “regulations,’’*
which were now to be passed. by the supreme authority
in India, there was no one point on which Cornwallis
and his advisers felt more strongly, than on the necessity of giving them

permanent expression and substan-

tial shape, for the guidance alike of those who were to
administer

and

those

who

were

to

appeal

to

them.

The Regulations were to be numbered, arranged,
printed, and circulated.
They were to have a -home
in every Government office, and to be transmitted to
the authorities in England.
Hitherto they had existed
partly in manuscript, partly in a printed shape, on
detached slips of paper, to be lost with the greatest
ease and consulted with the greatest difficulty.
All

this was now to be reformed.

And in order that the

greatest possible amount of knowledge, experience, and
legislative ability might be brought to bear upon the
framing of these Regulations, the Company’s servants

were to be invited to send in their suggestions through
the authorised channels, and point out the expediency
of making new additions to the code, or modifying and

amending any of its existing provisions.‘ Order and
regularity were to be substituted for perplexity and
confusion, and instead of an exclusive unintelligible
system, there was to be one seeking the largest, possible
publicity, inviting discussion, and coveting the ready
comprehension of the people for whose welfare it was
designed.
Tn all honesty and sincerity this was sought.
But
it was

not

in

ail

respects

attained.

Nothing

could

have been more simple than the original design of this
great judicial reformation; but when it came to be
moulded into shape, when the great principles for

which Cornwallis and

Barlow

contended

came

to be

shaped and fashioned into Reculations, they lost much
* See ante, pages 91-2-3, for the cotemporary discnssions on this subject.
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perplexing details. An over-anxiety to improve and
perfect may have led to the complication of forms of
procedure, and what was designed to give full effect to
the protective machinery, to some extent, may have
embarrassed its action, encumbered its movements,

and

But I cannot think otherwise
restricted its utility.
than that it was a great work, and that to admit the
existence of some practical defects, is. only to admit
its humanity.

Tt is no new thing—it is nothing peculiar to Bengal
that justice should defeat its own ends—that the very

earnestness and
coil upon itself.

Jaboriousness of its efforts should veIn two ways now, was this obsery-

able. hat justice should be cheap and the judgmentseat accessible, are two of the first essentials of a pure

judicial

system,

and

Cornwallis

endeavored

to secure

both the accessibility and the cheapness of the Courts.

But he did this for the benefit of a people out of measure

the numaddictedto litigation; and it scon followed that

that
per of suitors so blocked up the doors of the Court,
and
the judge was not accessible to the most clamorous,

Tf seemed, too,
eager to administer the

justice was not attainable at any cost.

that the new English judges,

to the Regulaw strictly and conscientiously according

lations, and to observe all the prescribed formalities,
business accubrought so few cases to an issue, that
wrung

the people
mulated fearfally upon their files, and
t a laggard was
wha
k
thin
their hands in despair to
tions on

of the Regula
English justice with the weight d no + keep pace with
its hack. In good truth it coul
character. And so it
the litigiousness of the native
es which seemed to
happened that the very rsmeatosur the srvatitude of the
entitle our administrato
their hurt.
people, worked grievously to
was too cheap, and
It then appeared that justice
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A supposed remedy

that our Courts were too accessible.

Its application has been
“jay very close at hand.
Jt
was
proposed to make justice
severely condemned.
by

and, therefore, the Courts less accessible,
suitors from their
taxing litigati on and so frightening
The old system of the deposit-fee on the instidoors.
d,* and for a time this meatution of a suit was revive
dearer,

sure

seemed to have

the desired effect.

But

although

the subordinate judicial agency had been greatly inRegisters of the
ereased by the authorisation of the
ent of duly
Courts to determine suits, and the appointm
of small amount,
qualified nativest to decide on disputes
ily

the

accumulation

of busimess

only temporar

was

beginning of the
kept down; and it was found, at the
us nuniber of
rmo
eno
the
was
new century, that su eh
of the suitors
many
that
s,
undecided cases on the file
one district it
in
on
and
isi ;
must wait years for a dec
of events some of
avas said that in the ordinary course
witness the adjudication of
them would hardly live to
The evil was always admitted—always
their suits.t
The judicial agency was from time
striven against.
but still justice was in arrears. The
;
reased
to time inc

jadges

despatched a greater amount

of business,

but

The fatal tendency
still there was an
the meshes of the
o
int
h
of the people o { India to rus
be repressed. §
law was not to
accumulation.

2 Regulation
* And subsequently by
the lowesé
requiring that, jn ail but
should only be
courts, law proceedings r bearing the
valid when written on pape
.
்
Government stamp.
s,” after+ Known as * Commissioner
wards as Moonsiffs.
of
ber
% It appears that the numof Januist
causes depending on the
uve Courts of
ary, 1802, before the re the judges
Appeal was, 8825 befo
Zillah
and
of the twenty-eight City the registers
re
hefo
62;
12,2
Courts
courts 17,906;
of the last-mentioned
commissioners
and before the native
further, that
appears
Ib
431,021.
been

the number

of causes which had

decided in the course
of th
௫
eeding period (from 1795) ie
Courts of Appeal, 667; by the City and
ge ம ட்
by their registers

41294;
sioner

and
by
ace

the

i
native

igs
commis-

n 1840, the Committee of the
of Commons, in theiy fifth eg

|

that up to that time the evil had’ little
abated; but that credit was due to the
European functionaries for what the
had done;

and. added

that,

“in com

ப்

rison with what is commonly one
rienced in Europe, the advantage on
would probably be
நீ‘point of despatch
?
pane to be in favor of the courts of
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The accumulation of undecided causes was, doubtless,

@ great evil. But there was evil, too, in the haste with
which, at a subsequent period, efforts were made to

keep down the

accumulation.

There

was 2 tendency

to estimate the zeal and efficiency of our judicial
officers, not by the soundness of their decisions, but by
the number of them.
Men decided a certain number
of suits and the official returns showed that they were
not inactive, This foot-rule system, encouragéd by the
higher authorities, who applied so false a test to the
efficiency of their officers, doubtless bore bad fruit in

its day.

evil we

Thus ever whilst endeavoring to avoid one

fell into

another.

Even

the

stamp

system,

which was intended to suppress unjust litigation, had
a tendency to foster injustice.

The

stamp gave a sort

of respectability and validity to all the proceedings that
it covered. It seemed to have the Regulations inscribed
on it, and it carried men through a world of chicanery
and fraud—often of violence and oppression.* Indeed,
this outside

show of the Regulations covered a multi-

tude of sins. Men of weak judgments and indolent
habits were apt to become mere formalists under their
shadow, and never to give a thought to anything
beyond the letter

of the written law.

But

I aro not

sure that this is peculiar to our possessions beyond the
seas.
Of the immediate results of our new system of
criminal justice something must

be said before I pass

on to consider the general effect of the Cornwallis
system, and the changes which were subsequently in-

troduced.
* «J
“a
ticket

When

our European functionaries were first

remember,” writes a friend to
{almost blush in my
case,
eto, where a ain

trate, being called upon to justify his
conduct in having allowed numbers of
respectable men to be arrested and

brought into the station on charges preferred by a set of men known to be

professional Goindahs, or informers,
said in his reply, wi pn could I do?
Gately
The complaints were all a

2 pro 88
stamped 8-anna poe easel
a ae
PT mr ne
issued on. gach
2
B
the
joined a

more.
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brought
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to

face with
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crime

of the

country.

they were startled by the hideousness of the picture
that presented itself, and believed that the inhabitants

of India were the most demoralised people in the worid.
“The sketches of national character, which appear in the
answers returned to the interrogatories circulated in
1802 to the judges and magistrates, are limned with
so harsh a pencil, that we must believe either that

they were grossly exaggerated, or that the people have
When asked what had been the
greatly improved.*

effect of our system wpon the moral character

of the

people, they answered that it had been various—partly
advantageous, partly disadvantageous; but that the
Siz Henry Strabalance was in favor of the former.

chey, whose authority is usually cited against the
Cornwallis Regulations, declared that violence of all
kinds,

except

never

done

Dakoitee, had diminished,

and

that

the

whether

the

poor looked up to the law for protection as they had
number

before.t

To

the question

of crimes had diminished

conflicting

answers

were

they had increased, others

since 1798, the most

returned.

Some

that they had

said

that

diminished;

and the causes both of the asserted increase and deAll,
crease were almost as various as the respondents.
not
had
that Dakoitee
howerer, seemed to agree
* Take, for example, the following,
from the evidence of Mr. Paterson, of
Dacca:—*“ Their minds are totally uncultivated; of the duties of morality
They possess in a
they have no idea.
great degree that low cunning which
of
depravity
generaliy accompanies
‘They are indolent, and grossly
heart.
sensual. They are cruel and cowardly,
Thoy have superinsolent and abjact.
stition without a sense of religion; and,
- in short, they have all the vices of
savage life without_any of its virtues.”
“In my opinion,” he said, “the
system has little direct influence on

the morals of the
people.
Th
probably,
வக
aoe
Neen
than formerly. Chicanery, subornation
fraud and perjury, are certainiy more
common.”
But he added, “Oppression, cruelty, violence of all sorts, ex~
cept that of Dakoits, are grown much
less frequent.
The
ill-treatment. of
-women, of servants, of slaves, have
nearly ceased.
The same m
i
of the corporal severities
கவித க
ercised in collecting the revenues. The
poor look up to the laws, and not as
heretofore,

to a patron

for protection,”
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diminished ; and many attributed this to the complicity of the police.
One gentleman replied that the
leniency of the British Government was not at all cal.

culated

“to ameliorate the moral character of men so

prone to vice, and ready to take advantage of every
species of liberty granted to them.*

As represented by figured statements, the results of
the new judicial system, during the first ten years of its
operation, do not wear a very fayourable complexion.
But these figured statements scarcely afford a fair test
of the results of our administration.
It was generally

admitted by the Company’s judicial officers that the
country had improved under our rulet-—that popula-

* Answers to Interrogatories.—A selection from these was published in the
Appendix to the Fifth Report.
I quote

from a complete set in MS.
ர் Take a few of the answers
terrogatories.

to in-

Mr. Webb, of Shahabad,

emphatically answered—“ The district
isin a state of improvement in every
particular.
I found my
opinion on
experience.
Ihave ne particular facts;
the improvement is too notoricus to
require them.” Mr. Paterson, of Dacca,
answered—-* When I look back to the
effect of the famine in 1787, I cannot
but conclude that the district is in a
state of improvement with respect to

enltivation

and

population’?

Mr.

Paterson added: * There are, however,
Jarge tracts of the Zillah which still
show the effect of the above-mentioned
famine—and which from the vast depopulation orcasioned by that scourge are

so overrun with jungle and annoyed
with elephants and other wild beasts,

that they have become almost deserts.”
Mr. Wordsworth, of Rungpore, answered

—~—* T am of opinion that the popalation

of the district under my jurisdiction has
increased considerably of late years,
and that cultivation has been greatly
extended within these last six years.”
Some of the answers to the following

question are still more significant:
“ Are

you

of opinion

that

the

in-

habitants in general of the city under
your jurisdiction, consider their private

rights and property secured by the
present constitution
of the couniry
against
infringement, cither by the
executive officers of Government, or
even by the supreme executive authority itself, or by individuals?

Mr. Webb,

of Shahabad, briefly an.

swered: “In my opinion they do.”—Mr,
Paterson, of Dacca, nuswered: “Those

who frequent the Courts of Justice, or
who by their connexions with thoge
who do, and are enabied to form a
judgement of the principles on which
the

regulations

are

framed,

acknow-

ledge the security of their private righta

and property.

Those

who

have

not

that intercourse (which is the greater
mass of the people) still entertain their
old jealousies and prejudices, nor will
it be easy to inspire them with confi.

dence in that security, which the insti-

tutions of the Government are intended
to afford, as they have no idea of power,
but what is absolute and arbitrary ;
and under that notion, consider the
regulations of the Government as tem-

porary only—liable to be rescinded and
altered at pleasure

rity

which

enacted

by the same autho-

them.

It must

reguire a long experience to change
these sentiments.
The idea of a supreme executive. authority prescribing,

laws and Hits for itself, is not easily
conecived by them:”—-Mr. Wordsworth,

of Rungpore, made
answer; “T an
clearly of opinion that the inhabitants

7 FA.
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increased, and that there was

a greater sense of the security both of life and property
our

administration,

waliis and

Barlow was not

under

Mogul.
few

as

Such

years.

material

than

of

that

under

the

Such a system as that introduced by Corn-

to be tested hy a trial of a

it was,

any

for nearly forty yours, and it is

modifications

that where

not easy to believe

without

it lasted
there

any de-

has bcen

pasture from its leading principles, the change
contributed to the happiness of the people.* .

has

All through the administrations of ‘ord Wellesley—
of Sir George Barlow—of Lord Minto—of Lord
Hastings, and of Lord Amherst, the Cornwallis system

of internal administration continued in force, only with
such modifications as the mutations of time and circunstance naturally engrafted upon it. - But in 1828, .

Bentinck arrived in India.

Lord William
Governors

who

Cornwallis,

succeeded

he

Of all the
most

re-

As
sembled that benevolent and upright statesman.
had
He
Bentinck.
was
so
reformer,
a
Cornwallis was
abundant time to devote himself to measures of domestic improvement,

like a curse upon
trative energies.

for

no

miserable war was

sitting

bis arm and paralysing his adminisNo honester man ever went out to

and no man ever addressed himself to
India;
solution of difficult problems of government, and

initiation

of

dangerous

experiments

in general of the district under my
private
their
consider
jurisdiction,
rights and property to be secured by
the present constitution of the country
either by the
against infringement,
executive officers of Government, or

even by the supreme executive autha-

.
rity.”
of
* Not to interrupt the continuity
the narrative, T may state here that the
Mayor's Cour t of Madras was abolished
in 1797, when, under 37th George Iif.,
chapter .142, a Recorder’s Court was

with

a

the
the

larger

established.
‘This, however, was but
short-lived; and, under 39th and 40th
George III, chapter 79, the Supreme
Court of Madrag was established three
years afterwards.
The Supreme Court

of Bombay was not erected until 1823,

under Act 4th George IV., chapter 71,
when the Recorder's Court was abolished,
In respect of the Company’s
eourts, the Bengal system has been substantially followed in all places subject
to the Regulations. The local variations
seateely call for detailed notice.
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Of some of the acts, which

his

administration

ilustric:s,

ag

the suppression of Suttee, and the extension of Native
Agency I shall speak at another time.
TI haye hero
ouly to do with the changes which be introduce: into
the judicial system of the country.
These cheges
were great and sweeping.
He abolisiicd the Provincial Courts.*
These Courts,
it must be
nowledged, had, in progress of tine,

sunk

into

something very different from what

wallis and Bavlmy had contemplated

4% has been

seen how

Coi-

in their erection,

eager they were to rais¢ the

dignity of the judicial character—to appoint to these
Provincial Courts some of the’ ablest men in the
country.
And yet Lord William Bentinck spoke of
them “as resting-places for those members of the

service who

bilities.”

were

The

service,

under

deemed

successive

gradually treading down
which Cornwallis

unfit

for higher responsi-

fact is that the revenue branch
administrations,

the judicial.

had

of the
been

The very evil

and Barlow had sketched so forcibly

in their inaugural minute had been asserting itself,
with progressive virulence, ever since their removal
from the scene of their labors. And now Lord William
Bentinck found’ the Provincial Courts of Ajpeal and
Circuit, which were to have been objects of ambition
to the ablest and best men of the Company’s civil
service, little better than refuges for the destitute and

incapable.
I do not doubt that under this degradation

judicial
wofully

service, the
inefficient.

of the

Provincial Courts had become
They required picked men to

render them efficient, and they had been presided over
*The Provincial Courts of Appeal
and Courts of Circuit, in the Madras

Presidency, were not abolished till some
time afterwards.

ris
THE PROVINCIAL
by

the

refuse.*

As
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Circuit

they

were

especially defective.
They held a gaol-delivery twice
in eyery year.
The period between commitment and

trial was infinitely too long.

The prisoner was kept,

in confinement, and the

unjustly, perhaps, for months

carried

were

his witnesses

and

prosecutor

from

away

their homes, to eat theivy hearts out around the walls of
the Court-house, whilst all their affairs were being enincrease

to

the effect of which was

Any measure,

gulfed in ruin.

number

the

fail to be a blessing to the people.
This Lord William Bentinck accomplished.
which

system

the

at the mode

merely

But he

He struck at the very root

did much more than this.
of

not

could

gaol-deliveries,

of

Cornwallis

had

of procedure.

not

initiated,

It was

a great

of gaol-deliveries, but it

thine to increase the number

wag not necessary to this end that the functions of the

jadge and the tax-gatherer should
in ihe same person. Lord Wilham
the Provincial Courts, and turned
missioner’ 3 into Judges of Cee:
e
e finance an:
:
i

were to

They

ig

a

pean

again be combined
Bentinck abolished
the Revenue ComThey Lp ae a ட்
criminal justice o

look after the

judgment
Company’ s coin, and they were to sit in

i.

hee

of the

ரில

Court

oF 4 Wiliam

take.

பன்னா

னா!

of

Dixectors

Bentinck himsel: soon found that it

So he transferred
civil

judges,

deney to deteriora
ர்

ao

may Pea
0101

1

tle

am indebted

in

magnates

with one another,

i

and cach cling

duties
that

of the
they

for this suggestion to an

intelligent and experienced friend.

perhaps at varie

7

and

the

decreed

ing to his own prejudices, without a
chauce of having them rubbed off by a
- contact with superior intelligence.
I

tthe minds
* Tg is probable, also, os nad a tenof these provincial
ea ey a system
which

experienced Mein.
protested against it ;

and most

ablest

ட்

ane சன்

and

say that this plan was not a successful

the Ole ely
ச =

of

blending

gang-robberies—a

upon

House

Somerset

-
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should hold a gaol-delivery

every: month.

no objection to this arrangement,
judges had sufficient time

for

There was

provided

that the

the due discharge of the

circuit duties without neglecting their other obligations, and if their new duties were compatible with the

old.

But this was not the case.

The

civil judges,

under the existing system, were also the magistrates.
It was necessary, therefore, to divest them of their
magisteral duties.
So another class of functionaries
was to be found to take up these dropped responsi-

bilities; and, accordingly, they were flung to the collectors.
The warmest admirers of Lord William
Bentinck and his system admit that this was a mistake.
The new arrangement worked as badly as could have
been expected, and few reasonable men could have
predicated anything but failure as the result.
The

office of thief-catcher was of course postponed to that
of the financier; and the department of Police was
the worst regulated of any branch of the administration. The whole system, indeed, was that of the
degradation of the office which ought to have been
dignified and exalted.
But instead of this, by the
reversal of the Cornwallis system, the protection of life

and property was declared to be a matter of minor importance, and the responsibilities of the criminal judge
and the police magistrate were flung about from one
class of public functionaries to another, as though it
muttered not by whom they were assumed as an appendage to other graver duties.
But

there

other

were

William Bentinck

reforms

of which

by Lord

instituted

too much cannot be said

in praise. .When Lord Cornwallis projected his scheme
of internal administration,

he

had

to

look

no

further

than Benares for the limit of its field of operation.
Lord

William

Bentinck

nearly to the Sutlej;

found

an empire

extending

and yet there was but one Court

NATIVE AGENCY.
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of final Appeal throughout the whole Presidency of
Bengal.
Suitors had to travel a thousand miles in
search of justice, to brave a new climate and mix with
a new race of men.
It could not, therefore, -be other

than a blessing to the people to establish a Court of
Appeal
William
bad, to
And he

in the North-West Provinces of India.
Tord
Bentinck erected a Sudder Court at Allahawhich appeals lay from all the local judges.
relieved the pressure upon those judges by an

extension of native judicial agency and the enlargement
of the authority of the native servants of the State.
The enlargement of the judicial machinery of the

country, by means of an extension of Native Agency,

of
had been for some years contemplated by the Court
had
they
1824,
As far back as the year
Directors.
:
written :
‘“*We

are

satisfied

secure

that to

a prompt

of

administration

cases, native functionaries
justice to the nativ os of India in civil
e them to dispose, in the first
must be multiplied, so as to enabl
as appears to us,

description, and,
instance, of all suits of that
stake, their decisions being,
t
without regard to the amoun at
this check may
course, liable

to revision under

where

appeal,

of

be

perhaps, is of no less importdeemed indispensable ; and what,
and
being subject to a constant
ance, their general conduct
in
ies
of the European functionar
vigilant supervision on the part
of
duty
the
be
It should

stationed.
the districts where theyhearare appeal
s, but

the latter not only to

to inquire into

and report

the native agents
riodically, on the efficiency of d the degree of
an
to Government pe
s,
eye
ir
ately under the
employed more immedi
; whilst it
are held by the community
they
estimation in which
dcservthe
rd
rewa
ernment to
should equally be the care of Gov
ure
leas
disp
its
er,
mann
ked
mar
ing, and to testify, 1 the most
r.
an opposite characte
against persons of
.

”

2

a

subsequently
clearly expressed were unt
The wishes thus ed
il the year
not
was
it
but
;
many times repeat
wae

that, under
2

the

administration

of Lord

Wil-
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steps

were

taken

recommendations

in

of

India

the

to

Court.

Then, for the first time, the claims of the people of
the country to a due participation in the duties and
emoluments

of

public

employment

were

publicly

recognised.
Lord William Bentinck placed in their
hands a large share of the judicial duties of the country,

and there is uo doubt
ing of the machinery

that thereby the effective workof justice was greatly improved.

I shall speak of this important
rally in another place.

subject more gene-

I have here only to do with its

effects upon public justice. In 1831, a higher grade of
native judgeships was established.
Previous to that
period there had been but two classes of native judges,
with very limited powers and very small salaries. The
higher class was known as “Sudder Aumecns,” the
lower as “ Moonsiffs.”
The Moonsiffs, originally denominated “Commissioners,” had been appointed by
Lord Cornwallis to relieve the pressure on the Euro-

pean judges.
termine

rupees.

suits

In 1798
relating

In 1803,

instituted, with
100

rupees.

they were empowered to deto

accounts

not

the office of Sudder

exceeding

Aumeen

50

was

a jurisdiction extending to suits of

In 1821,

after

some

intermediate

en-

largement of the powers of both classes, the Moonsiffs
had been empowered to try suits extending to 150
rupees, whilst the Sudder Aumeen took cognisance
of cases to the amount of 500 rupees.
In 1827, the
authority in the latter case had, been doubled, and
the Sudder Aumeen, if so empowered by the Sudder
Court, had jurisdiction over cases extending to 1000
- rupees.
;
Lord William Bentinck now established. a stperior
class of judicial officers, known as “ Principal Sudder
Aumeens,”

with

enlarged

powers

and

higher

sala-

|
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ries.
They were subsequently authorised to try cases involving property to any amount; and an appeal
lay from them to the European judges.
The highest
sum not to
year——a
a
7202.
was
officers
salary of these

be estimated according to our English ideas of income,
but to the requirements of the natives of India and
the general wages of the country.
The machinery of civil justice having thus been
greatly enlarged, the expediency also of a more extensive employment of uncovenanted agency
eviminal branch of the judicial department,

itself
it was
by the
of the
should

in the
forced

But
on the minds of our administrators.
not until the year 1948, that an act was passed.
Legislative Council, reciting that the exigencies
public service required that this department
be strengthened by a larger employment of un-

and
covenanted agency,

empowering

both the Bengal

in any Zillah or
and Agra Governments to appoint
district one or more uncovenanted deputy-magistrates.
Under this act several excellent public officers have
been appointed, selected from all classes of society—
natives,

Europeans,

and

men

of

mixed

blood.

The

fall magisjocal Governments are authorised to confer
has
authority
the
and
terial powers on these officers,

effect.
sometimes been exercised with good.
was made to
attempt
further
ல
time
About this
e

general

efficiency of

the | machinery of

improve th
stice, by the elevation of the superior
eriminal ju
Their
known as “ Darogahs.”*
native police-officers,
of thர
* The 1e dutie
dutil s’
ப வவ
briefly stated
formation by the Dal
rence of a heinous

thus
e@ Darogah ட are ju-

occur
க்
ends, he is reotice thereof to the

the
quired to submit a eel himself totigaynagistrate, and Redan ary jmyes

spot, to hold 2 pre’ a he sends forthe
On his arriva. ved party, takes
tion.
2ggTe on and the depoproseentor or depo
siti
concisely his

makes such
sition of his witnesses, and
r,
inguiries a8 may appear to him prope
and, if the case be proved, டநட
proceedings, together with the defendant, to take his trial before the magisIn cases of simple burglary ud
trate.
n to hold
theft, the Darogah js forbidde

any investigation, unless a petition ,is
presented to him by the injured party
or he be ordered to do so by the magis-
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salaries, which had been inexpediently low, were now
considerably raised. But they still continued inadequate
to the required end; and the department of police still

demanded

the

most

vigilant

superintendeuce

of the

European officer to restrain it from becoming a mighty
engine of injustice and oppression. From the very
first our administrators had contended in vain against
this gigantic evil, the evil of a corrupt police—a police

continually in league with the greatest criminals
country, receiving their pay, sharing their
screening their offences, and probably carrying
nocent men to the magistrate’s court in their

in the
spoils,
off instead,

From the time when, in 1792, Lord Cornwallis, declaring “the establishment of an efficient police

throughout the country, whereby offenders may be
deprived of all hopes of eluding the pursuit of the offi-

cers of justice,” to be “as essential towards
crimes,

committing

people from

deterring

as the speedy and im-

partial trial of offenders when apprehended,” had taken
the management of the police immediately into Government hands, we have been endeavouring to secure
the services of a well-organised detective force; but
continually acknowledging that this very Police is the
weakest point of our administration. Ifthe remedy had
been as apparent as the disease we should soon have eradicated the latter. But crime in India was so vast, and
its organisation so intricate, that it seemed hopeless to
construct out of such materials a police force really effee-

tive for the protection of the country.

We had, indeed,

to contend against difficulties unknown in this country.

To convey to the untrayelled reader some idea of what
these difficulties were, and at the same time to show
how our officers have endeavoured to overcome them,
trate.”—[ Calcutta Revi
|

os
bition,
the

%

which

European

ல

may
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I proceed now to the consideration of some of those
great crimes, which

from

generation

to generation

have

rendered both life and property frightfully imsecure in
India, and of the efforts which, under British administration, have been made for their suppression. I do not
know that there is any subject to which, in such a work

as this, ampler space should be devoted than to Tnucczs
and DAKOITER.

Bod.

THUGGEE.

CHAPTER
Thuggee—Increased

Knowledge

of

the

IL.

Habits

of

the

People—Its

Results—

Antiquity of Thuggee—Its Progress—Manners and Customs of the Thugs—
Thuggee Expeditions—Efforts for the Suppression of Thuggee—The Thuggee Department
— Colonel Sleeman and his Associates
— Complicity
mindars—Success of our Efforts—-Decrease of the Crime.

of the

Ze-

THERE is nothing more remarkable in our recent connexion with the East than our increased knowledge of
the manners

and customs, the literature and the religion,

"We had been

the vices and the virtues, of the people.

nearly two centuries connected with them, by ties at least
of commerce, before we knew very much more about the

natives of India than that they were a race of black people,
with bare legs, carrying the greater amount of their
apparel piled up

on the top of their heads.

We

looked

upon them for a great number of years simply aot people
to be trafficked with—a people with whom Jf was our
In
mission to drive hard bargains for vaustin or silk.
time we came to look upon them as @ people to be subdued; and then, having subdued them, we began to
regard

our

dusky

subjects

as

so

maby

millions

of re-

venue-payers—people from whom it was OUP duty to
extract so much in the shape of rent or taxes In TCcog-

nition of their subjection.
years, we looked

upon

them

Then, after another lapse of
as a people to be

e invented, as has been seen, new

governed.

codes ofelaws for

their restraint and correction, and we did our best,
whilst keeping them in order, to protect their properties
and their lives.
But it is only within very recent times

173
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that we have thought is worth our while to Know anything about the natives of India, and to turn our kuow-

ledge to profitable account.
The study of books in India preceded the study of men.
Learned ovientalists, at the close of the last century, tool
counsel

with

the

and

Pundits

Moulavees,

and

wrote

elaborate dissertations upon the Hindoo and Mahomedan

they diligently translated for

codes and seriptures, which

the benefit of the Christian world.

authorities

they derived a vast

From

these ancient

deal of very recondite

information, which did nat, however, in our commerce
That which,
with the people, preve to be of much use.
set down
not
was
know
perhaps, we most required to
anywhere
down
set
Tt was not, indeed,
in these books.

stamped, broadly and
in written characters; but it was
deeply —seemingly, incleed, ineffaceably—upon the heart
It was not, however, of that kind
of Indian society.
It was not blazoned upon
which be who rms may read.
pagodas. An Engtish
the
the mosques OF inscribed upon
end of the country
traveller might make his way from one
s with which
to the other and see nothing of the thing
aintance.
it was so profitable to make, permanent acqu

knowledge of the
He acquired the seautiest possible
He passed through
habits and customs of the people. but he only saw the
,
them, perhaps lived amongst them
look

did not desire te
surface of society- Perhaps he
Perhaps be beheld feebly some
ll.
heneath the outer she
care
eries which he did not
indications of hidden myst
ch for his snc~
Certain it is, that he left mu
to fathom.
have
clear light of day. We
ceasors to drag into the
1௦
But honer is still due
much to learn even ROW
e revealed — for
catemporaries

for அம்மம்

they

hav

|
by deep probings and subtle
what, by stubborn imguUirles,
,
ded
prehen
e mastered, andi ldcomdo
for India
anatomisations, they hav
cou
we
t
tha
t
t
s
wa
e
ttl
lLa
ad.
expose
our

and
othing of the people whom Providence
until we knew som
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How could we address
had committed to our care.
ourselves to the remedy of the evils which were preying

upon the vitals of Indian society, whilst we had no distinct understanding of what those corrosive evils were ?
I do not write this in condemnation or reprehension
of our predecessors on Indian soil. It was natural—
almost necessary, indeed—that there should have been
There are truths not to
such short-comings as these.

be

arrived

at except by long

and patient induction.

There are secrets buried deep beneath the surface which
it is a work of time and toil to extricate from the decepInstitutions, purtive clay which clings around them.
almost
mysterious,
strange,
a
of
darkness,
in
veiled
posely
the
escaped
have
to
likely
were
incredible character,

notice of the

European

It was long before we

eye.

suspected the systematic war against life and property
which had been carricd on for years in almost every part

It was long
of the country from Oude to the Carnatic.
before we could bring ourselves to understand that
organised bands of professional and hereditary murderers

and

depredators,

recognised,

and indeed, to @ eeriun

extent tolerated by their fellow-men, were preying "pon

the uninitiated and unwary sections of society, and cimmitting the
thought and
fine arts, and
nay, indeed,

most monstrous crimes with as much foreingenvity as though murder were one of ube
robbery a becoming effort of human, skill;
glorying in such achievements, aS acts wel-

come to the deity, and bringing them to perfection wha

a chedue observance of all the ceremonial formalities of
rished religious faith.
ese things. B
But in time we began to understand th

obtained a clue and we followed

We

it up, until the hideous

mystery was brought out into the clear light of day.
There

is not an intelligent reader

at the present

time

who does not know whata Thug is. ‘The word, indeed,
has been adopted into our own language, and has been

(62
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applied to other depredators than those who worship the
Goddess Davee.

It is well known that a Thug is a pro.

their

found

We

fessional murderer.

soon

as

fearful trade, amd

carrying on

the Thugs
as we

to uncer-

came

stand them we made war upon, and struck them down.
The servants of the East India Company have extirpated
by
Tt is an exploit worthy to be celebrated.
Thugges.
every writer who
menis

of

undertakes

the English

to chronicle

the East—one

in

achieve-

the

it is im-

which

possible to dwell upon without pleasure and pride.

Of the antiquity of Thuggee there is no doubt.

creed

of its votavies if had,

of course,

Everything monstrous and abominable

a divine

in India

Inthe
origin.

has the

te recoramend
sanction of some puerile or obscene legend

The legend
it to the superstitious and the depraved.
is preposterous
which declares the divinity of Thugegee
know a more
uot
do
I
even for ap Oriental fradition.

farrago of absurcliabsurd chapter in all that monstrous
that which sets forth
tles, the Hindoo mythology, than
gigantic

how

the

Goddess

Kalee

made

war

upon

4

plood became a destructive
monster, every drop of whose
of these demons generated other
demon; how the bl ood
th was in a fair way to be overrun
demons, until the ear
ng
the goddess hit
d; how ் at length,
od;
vic s bro‘oo
py the noxiou
creating from the celestial
110௦
ட் n the notable expedient of
trenchant arm two men, to
னா which exuded from her or waistbands, with, euler
.
n Akerchiefs,
«whom she gave ha
ச ngulation without shedding
to destroy the demons by stra
ng been so
w, the demuvs havi
ho
d
an
d;
oo
pl
of
a drop
ap
s gave Site aon
destroyed, the grateful goddes
to her

myrmidons,

and

told

them that

ene

on:

i oe

a profitable trade
their descendants might carry on
ments upon the human
cercising the destroying insple imay toHis We
ee cended
be des
of course, cla
ss.
SD e.Oa nyThe Thugs,
pac
the
and

roes, and
பரம் these unbegoiten he

are very proud

of
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descent.
“Tama Thug of the royal records,” said one
of these professional stranglers; ‘I and my fathers have

been Thugs for twenty generations.’”*

And what was this royal profession of which the
members were so proud?
It was simply the cowardly

strangling of unsuspecting travellers in remote places,
generally committed under circumstances of falsehood
and treachery of the deepest dye.
These Thugs, leagued
together in a great brotherhood of crime, having taken
the

sacrament

the country

with all

murdering

possible

in

solemnity,f went about

their cold

bloodless

style all

the unwary wayfarers whom they could seduce into their
10115.

There

was

nothing

fromm ordinary travellers.

to

distinguish

these artists

They assumed many different

disguises, and played many different parts.
They Sepa
rated on the road, strageled into the towns and villages

in little parties of three and four, and met as though they
were strangers to each other.
* Thevenot,

who

travelied

in India

in the seventeenth century, has given
an account of the Thugs, from which if
appears that in those days they em-

Ployed female

deenys:—“Thongh

the

Perhaps
with

her,

one

and

of the gang

finding

her டடக்

offers her his assistance, ibe sen
accepts; but he hath “a
நட் ம் ர்
her wp bebind him on
ண்ணா ரட் aoe

she

throws

the snare a

ace

ரக

road I have been speaking of, from
Delhi to Agra, be tolerable, yet hath
it many inconveniences. One may meet
with tigers, panthers, and lions upon
it; and one had best also have a care
of robbers, and above all things not to
suffer anybody to come near one upon
the road.
The cunningest robbers in
the world are in that-country.
They
use a certain slip, with
a running
noose, which they can cast with so
much sleight about ama
neck,when

come running to = ‘earl பத
complete what she-hat
ரர் ளீ
yj The sacred alee
en the Thugs
coarse sugar.
Accord ey into
and
the deity entered large. S ietanti“it, don,
there was a kind of
ன வற the comwhich wrought mgt Seth
they demunicants.
At 2 “a sugar changed
elared that the வரோம்! Th னம் விண்ணை
their whole nature. nage
Cue
edith

they

the

are within

reach

of bir

that they

never fail, so that they straugie him in
a@ trice.
They have snother cunning

trick also to catch trav
: they send
out a handsome woman upon the road,
who, with her hair Aishevelled, acems

be'all in tears, sighing and complaining of some inicfurtune which she

Dretends has befallcii her. Now, as she
takes the same way that the traveller
oen, he easily falls into conversation

and strangles him, oF a ele He
him, until the robbers,
வ டட

nature

of
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of
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‘in the world.”
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a more boy; and 3

I were to live &
Id never be able

thousand years, I ape
”
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travelled in some state, as a man of rank, accompanied by
numerous attendants, and a few palanquins or doolies, in

which were said to be the ladies of his family, though in
reality they contained little but the implements of their
with

disguised,

so

road,

the

On

profession.

nothing

about them to awaken suspicion, these traders in death
by accident, into the

fall, as though

would

other wayfarers, and watching

on the skirts of some jungle, or in some

secluded

place

would

throw

upon a convenient watercourse,

bordering

company of

a favorable opportunity

neck
the murderous waistband or turban-cloth round the
One
death.
to
him
do
of their victim, and scientifically

the other
man threw the fatal noose, another, seizing
round the helpend of the rope or cloth, drew it tightly
pressing his head
less wretch’s neck, the two together

whilst

hands,

disengaged

with their

forward

a third

to the ground.
seized him by the legs and threw him
work was quickly
There could be no resistance. The
the property
The

done.

and very

secured,

was

body

goon

then

the

stripped,

corpse

buried.

was

The

miraculous silence, soon
consecrated pickaxe, plied with
If a stranger approached.
dug a grave for the body.*
decently
they jaid a cloth
whilst they were thus engaged,

of the murdered man,
and reverently over the carcaselifted wp their voices and
and kneeling down peside it,
.
beloved comrade.
wept, over the death of a
their cleverness.
Various were their artifices—great
locahty

actors.
They were; indeed, consummate

were

a dangerous

one,

te

j

the
so-

country

seventh day?

If the

much

frequented,

Is it not our

standard?

forged Witt od with
* The நில
ormalities, was held
lemnity, aud oi tion
by the Thugs.
prescribe
certain
in especial yener® bury the dead with
Tt was forbidden Oo it it was the

ரி ever heard, when digging
Js its
the grave, by any but a Ziwg? And
can any man ever swear to a falsehood
upon it?” Another asked, “¢ How could
we dig with any other instrument?

symbol of their pr0 ©." hy the goddess
worship it,” said
left, it ar

consecrated; and we should never have
survived the attempt to use any

any other ம

ost

to Colonel

ரு

anda legacy

Slecmau,

“every

This is the one appointed by Davee and

other.
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they would throw up a slight enclosure of canvas, pretending that their women

were

bury the body within it.

Or, warned of the approach of

travellers

by one

of their

behind the screens, and

scouts,

some

clever member

of the gang would throw himself down by the wayside,
and simulate the spasms and convulsions, or the exhaustion and prostration of

a dying’ man;

and

whilst

the

sympathising travellers were gathering round him and
administering such simple remedies as were within their
reach, his companions would conceal the body of their
victim, and clear away the traces of their guilt.
Sometimes the locality favored a readier and easier mode
of disposing of the corpse, which was flung into a neigh-

bouring river, or dropped into a convenient well.
Thus were these murders—systematically, artistically—

perpetrated, with an adroit avoidance of detection which
seldom or never failed. Human life in India is not of
much

account.

corpse

A

fills nearly a whole

ment.

In

India,

county

the

by

with

in

wayside

horror and

even a humane

passes it by on the other side, and

England

astonish-

English gentleman

is only so far con-

cerned at the spectacle, that probably his horse has shied
at it, as it would at the trunk of a tree.
Every one is
accustomed to the sight of human bodies drifting down

the river—floating islands inhabited by gorgins birds of
prey;

or if you should

chance

to

reside

in

a villa

on

the river-side, you are not concerned by the knowledge
that the round white balls which dot your lawn like
snow-flakes, or with which your little children are play-

ing, are so many human skulls.

Still less do the natives

of India, by whom the European gentleman 1s ae
in. due time, with this apathy, bestir themselves, ho

or soul, about these

‘
y

indications of our frail நற

Death in India comes in many sudden shapes.
1
tain Moodoo-sooden, or Rungoo-Lal, is missing from

ட்
his
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accustomed place, or does not reach the end of a journey
(should ary one expect him), his anxious relatives take
it for granted that he has been bitten by a serpent—
that the cholera has preyed upon his vitals, or a wild

No descriptions of the missing

beast has eaten him up.

onc are inserted m the newspapers, ond no members of
the detective police are employed to discover the cause

Somehow or other he has been
of Mis disappearance.
has gone dead,
Mur-gya”—He
“
absorbed.
And

hundreds of natives

that

so it happens

disappearance

;* and their
disappear

of India

is either hardly

noted, or it creates no astonishment or alarm.

A journey

in India ig au affait of many months; and mumerous
are the perils which beset the path of the unprotected
hecatombs

whole

it is that

Hence

pedestrian.

were

snerificed to the Goddess Davee, aud no one took account

likely to be missed were not

Travellers

of the victims.

They suffered
the Thugs.
especial objects of regard with
way untheir
on
pass
to
es
noticeable personag

such

Or, if tempted

heeded,

by the

largeness

of the

spoil

betrayed into a
which glittered before them, they were
of procedure,
mode
departure from their ordinary cautious
more than the
they summoned to their aid something
common artifiees of their profession, and surpassed themselves in cunning

skill.

and

nave written
the
chee wroteகம்me in4 few
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It

dead

is

of

nob

cholera, snalh yy 2 correct estimate of
eople murdered aneasy to anes
ie og, ATAtive News:
the rmumber
ie (ihe Semuchir Duspan) of areat

Sometimes
respectability,
“one hundred
average, cight

month.

It

the very envi-

in 1838 declared that
Thugs slaughter, on an
hundred persons in @

is not,

therefore,”

added

the writer, “going beyond the truth
to affirm that, between the Nerbudda
and the Sutiej, the number murdered

every year is not less than ten thouThe writer caleulates that
sand.”
within these limits 2 hundred Thngs
wero ahrays out on their murderous
expeditions-—probably many more were

so entployed, “And this calculation only

relates te @ certain tract of country.
Tam_ inclined, however, to think that
the individual performances of the
‘Thugs is here somewhat averrated,
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ronments of the marked man favored the escape of his
murderer. The Thugs always knew their men.
They
never threw the noose without previously acquainting
themselves

with the circumstances

of their victim.

If

they murdered a Company’s Sepoy, on leave to his native
village, carrying his savings wrapped up in his waistband,
they knew

that it would

be long before he would be

missed, either by his own family, or the adjutant of his
regiment ; and

that,

if missed by the former,

his dis.

appearance would be attributed to ordinary death, or if
by the latter, to desertion.
If they murdered a confidential public or private servant, bearing treasure from
one station to another, they knew that the absence of the man, or. the party of men at the accustomed. place,

would be attributed to the dishonesty of the treasurebearers; and that whilst the police, if set upon the track,
were in search of him, they would be far away from the
district through which his journey had lain. They took
care

to leave

behind

them

no

living

witnesses of their

guilt.
If they hunted down a man of note, they
destroyed all his attendants.
They always went for-

ward ; they never presented themselves in a town of
village through which one of their victims had passed,
So that even if they went on, riding the horses or
wearing the clothes of the men they had murdered, their
appearance excited no mistrust. They had always a
ready

story

at

command.

character to assume.

They

had

always

@& given

They understood each other tho-

roughly, and they acted in concert, though often they
appeared to be strangers.
They had a secret dialect of
their own ; but often more serviceable than this were the
secret signs by which they silently communicated with

each other.
They played their parts, indeed, with consummate address ; and they passed on unsuspected to
pursue their dreadful

cality.

trade

in. the

next

convenient lo-

For such localities they had keen and disciplined
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eyes, as artists have for the picturesque or sportsmen for

good covers ; and their faces sparkled and their hearts
swelled

when

they

chanced

on

these

good

murder-

grounds.
It might seem from this account of the depredational
excursions of these professional robbers, that they were
men

without

a local habitation or a name, flitting from

place to place, and never establishing for themselves
such social connexions as were likely to cause their
migrations to be matter of observance, or, indeed, to
But such was not,
attract any kind of continued notice.
for the most
belonged
They
case.
the
means,
by any
their wives
left
they
part to particular villages, where

and children ; and they outwardly followed some peace-

They cultivated the fields—rented a few
ful calling.
acres of ground—or, perhaps, embarked as agriculturists

on a larger scale, and employed laboring men to work
Their occasional absence from the village
under them.*
Sometimes the real cause
was necessarily remarked.
it was a matter of open
often
was not suspected ; but
and
A Thug set out on his dreadtul journey,
notoriety.
departure—
his
every one in the village knew the cause of

|
except, perhaps, his own wife.
to
Tt was not, indeed, a matter of much concernment
set
the villagers that these migratory murderers should
return
and
places,
out upon their journeys to remote
‘They did not murder their
richer than they went.
benefited by the
neighbours. Indeed, the village directly
The Zemindar,
blood-money that was brought home.
or head man,
dake from 20
the* following, from

had an immediate
aR

rovers:

ப

i

nees

of

I re-

5 oe for abouta
Colonel inSleeman
my ow runtoulee working
year and a balf fe as @ cultivator, for
upon my own fie hs of land, and em-

mained

i manted, TAO pera the villagers knew
என்வன who went from home
oe

interest

occasionally, but

in the

success

they knew

not thatT

was so murderer.”—Again: “TI remained

in my own

this,

rented

house for two months after

cultivating
three or

in my

four

fickls, for

heegahs

I

of land,

chiefly, however, as a blind to conceal
that I was a'Thug, and to mako a show
that Iwas a cultivator.
on Thuggee.”

I started again
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of the
nioney,
in the
indeed,

expedition. A certain amount of tribute, or hushwas always paid to him; and the police officials,
same manner, were bribed into silence.*
Often,
the brothers, or other near relatives of the village

police,

were

themselves

members
have

of the Thug

been

gangs; and ‘Thugs

known to wear the official brass-

plates on their breasts which

stamped them

as. Govern-

ment employés.
The protection of the Zemindars often
went the length, especially in the native states, of overt

and violent interference,

and

pitched battles have been

fought in defence of the tribute-paying
extermination has threatened the gangs.f

made

criminals when
The payments

by the Thugs and other depredational leagues, of

which I shall

speak

presently,

formed no inconsiderable

item of their revenue.
They looked to it, indeed, as to
a perennial source of income from which they could

make good any deficiencies in the amount of the Governand

claim,

ment

sometimes applied the screw with such

by their in-

freedom that the unhappy Thugs, alarmed

creasing exactions, migrated altogether from the extortionate village, and sought a resting-place where they
might dwell without

murder-gotten wealth.

so openly was
came from a
home by the
the extension
wtfter
eve

of my

my

journey,

village,

At one time, it may be added,

the traffic carried on, that merchants often
distance to purchase the plunder brought
migratory gangs; but it would seem that
of the Company’s judicial machinery, and

4emindar,

the

disgorging so large a share of their

some

was

obliged

Ragonauth

present,

for

to

Sing,

the

whole village knew that I was a ‘Thug,

and the Zemindar would haye had me
but for these presents.
mM Th irons
thus propitiate their Zemin-

dave Thugs
‘

01809

ig

Agent,

y

the

Saugor

euards,

Regent, Bayza Bhace, was

, at the suggestion ofthe British

» to send out

a detachment

of

them.
was

The head
determined

to

mar

pro

tect

consideration of the வ கட்

them

tn

¢ the booty

நறு என்றம்

they had always 81VO0 ©) dives wore

took place, in wie “oe aie (sovernorBencamp vd William
lost, while“| the
the Bayza Bhace,
India,
General
The
Pagers:
nae
tinck, an
Thugs

all

mace *

&

guise, with the women but were soon
after taken.”
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the greater vigilance of its officers, soon

indicated

the

necessity of greater caution in the disposal of the spoil.*
It may be doubted whether any class of natives ever
followed

their

peculiar

avacations with

a Keener relish

than these Thugs.
They were brought up from early
youth to the dreadful trade.
Thuggee was to them not
merely a profession.
It was a religion.
They believed
that the Goddess Davee smiled down upon their exploits,
and communicated with them through the agency of
certain recognised sights and sounds.
They performed

ceremonial rites in propitiation of the deity, and then
looked. eagerly for the anticipated omens.
No augurs,
in remote ages of classical antiquity, ever consulted the
auspices with more solemn outward observances, or a
firmer inward faith in the expected revelations. A larger
range of deity-directed signals was, however, embraced
in the

code

of

these

Eastern

soothsayers.

Men

and

women, of different kinds, and im different situations,
were pressed into the service as omens, and various

animals, wild and tame, were believed to have the same
the

from

commission

goddess.

There

seems

been no harmony and consistency observed
* The following, from a very interesting Report, by the late Captain Lowis,

on River Thuggee, contains a very deeided opinion on the subject ot the
gomplicity of all classes of the village
:—s “To conclude, there
communitie
seems no doubt that this horrid crime
has been fostered by nearly all classes
sandholders,
y
— the
of the communit
the native officers of our courts, the
police, the village authorities~all, I
think, have been more oY less guilty.

meaning

My

is not,

of course,

that

every menvber of these classes, but that

individuals, varying in number Mt each
class,

were

eoncerned.

The

Foujdaree

மர
police gomastahs have, in many and
stances, been practising Thugs;
the

chawkedars,

or

village

watchmen,

It is much to be feared
frequently so.
that men so reapectable in position as

to have

in the inter-

to make it seem alniost incredible that
they should give protection to such
criminals, have, in fact, done so, for té
appears out of the question that the
total population of a village shoukl be
Thugs engaged in the regular practice
of Thuggee, and several of them frequently

apprehended

on

the

gravest

suspicion of that crime, without the
cognisance of the Zemindars.”
I have alighted upon only ane
statement which militates against this
general assertion, and, perhaps “ proves
the rule.”
<A Thug, named Dhosua,
examined by Captain Paton, at Lucknow, declared
“we only thug from
necessity, not from pleasure —it
is
fearful business.”
But I could pite up
proofs of the relish with which -they
pursued their trade.
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preting of these divine manifestations.
Thus a lame
man and 2 dancing-master--a potter and an oil-seller,
were equally unpropitious.
Of the brute creation, the
donkey and the jackal were regarded as the most important members, and various were the sights or sounds of

encouragement, or warning, eagerly looked for from the
unconscious beasts. Certain months of the year, and ceriain days of the week, were proscribed as of ill omen ; and
it was necessary that they should regulate both their diet
and their toilet in the manner of which Davee was supposed to approve.
If they were fortunate, they ascribed

all their good fortune to a due regard of these heavenly
directions,

and

if misadventure

befel them,

they

attri-

buted it, with praiseworthy candor, to their own misinterpretations, or neglect of the omens through which

the goddess had frequently vouchsafed to make known
her wishes to her people.
“ Even the most sensible
approvers,” writes Colonel Sleeman, “who have been
with me for many years, as well Mussulmans as Hindoos, believe that their good or ill success always de-

pended upon the skill with which their omens were
discovered and interpreted, and the strictness with which
One of the old Sinthey were observed and obeyed.
twelve others, from
of
presence
in
me
couse stock told
Hyderabad, Behar, the Dooab, Oude, Rajpootana, aid
Bundeleund,

that had they not attended

to these omens

they could never have thrived as they did; and that in
ordinary cases of murder a man seldom escaped after
one of them; while they and their families had for ten
generations striven, though they had murdered hundreds
of people.
case

‘could never

‘This, said he,

had we not attended
to

been intended for us.’

with him from his soul.”
When once the omens

omens,

have been the

and had

not omens

Every Thug present concurred
had

shown themselves

to be
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propitious, and Davee had smiled down upon the enterprise, murder became not only a religious duty, but a
pleasant task.
No compunctions then visited the en-

lightened Thug.

“And

do you

for the persons murdered—never
asked

Colonel

Sleeman

of a

never

feel sympathy

pity or compunction ?”

Thug,

who

had

turned

approver. “ Never,” was the answer.
“ How can you,”
pursued the English officer, “ murder old men and
young children, without some emotions of pity—calmly

and deliberately as they sit with you, and converse with
you—and tell you of their private affairs—of their hopes
and fears-—and of the wives and children they are:going
to

meet,

after

years

of absence,

toil,

and

suffering
?”

And the answer returned was: “ From the time that the
omens have been favorable, we consider them as victims thrown into our hands by the deity to be killed,
and that we are the mere instrument in her hands to
destroy them; that if we do not kill them, she will
never be again propitious to us, and we and our families
“ And,” queswill be involved in misery and want.”
tioned Colonel Sleeman, “‘you can sleep as soundly by
the bodies,

dered,

and

sleep

being

still

meals with

as

the answer was:

and eat just the

discovered.”

those you have mur-

the graves of

eat. your

And

ever?”
we

or over

These

much
“Just
we

same——unless

last

doe

words

appetite
the

as

same—
of

are afraid

not

indicate

the fulness of faith which we should have expected to
find in such a worshipper of Davee ; for it was the

professed belief of the ‘Thugs, that af the omens were
properly

observed

discovered.
Tndeed,

such was

and

interpreted, they never could be

.

their

confidence

—

in

the

5

protective

power of the goddess, that they believed that she would

not only, if religiously served, shield them from harm,
Nor was
but visit with her wrath all who injured them,
Their
this belief confined exclusively to the Thugs
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ravages were regarded with something of superstitious
awe even by influential chiefs,
At least, such was the
statement of the murderers themselves, and there is
other evidence to support the supposition. When Colonel
Sleeman asked an approver if he knew any instances of
influential natives suffering for acts of enmity or opposition to the Thugs, he was answered: “A great many.
Was not Nanha, the Rajah of Jhalone, made leprous

by Davee for putting to death Bodhoo and his brother
Khumoolee, two of the most noted Thugs of their day ?
He

had them

trampled

under

the feet of elephants, but

the leprosy broke out wpou his body the very next day.”
“Did he believe,” asked Colonel Sleeman, “that this
ptmishment was inflicted by Davee for putting them to
death ?” “He was quite sensible of it,” was the answer.
“Did he de anything to appease her ?” was then asked.
“ Everything,” replied the approver. “ Bodhoo had begun
a well in Jhalone; the Rajah built it up in magnificent
style; he had a tomb raised to their name, fed Brahmins,
and consecrated it; had worship instituted upon it—but
all in vain; the disease was incurable, and the Rajah
died in a few months

a miserable death.

The tomb and

well are both kept up and visited by hundreds to this
day, and. no one doubts that the Rajah was punished for
putting these two Thugs to death.”

This was but one of

many instances which Colonel Sleeman’s approvers wete
One man, when asked if be knew any
eager to relate.
other cases of the same kind, replied, “ Hundreds! When

Madhajee ScinJiah caused seventy Thugs to be exec uted

at Multoun, was he nof warned in a dream by Davee
that he should icleage them? and did he not the very
day after thou: execution begin to spit blood ? and did
he not dic within three months ?” Then other witnesses
were ready with other proofs of the omnipotence of awe,
chiefs surreal
and told how, when certain Rajpoot

இதமா Thues, all their families were afflicted, how they
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all perished, ‘‘ not a child lefi;’ and how

imposed
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who

had

the certain fines upon the gang, the very day

that he took the money lost his only son, “and the best
horse in his stable; and was himself taken ill, and died
soon after a miserable death.”
But they all acknowledged that even Davee could not withstand the good
fortune of the Company. ‘The Company's good fortune
is such,” they said, “that before the sound of your drums,
sorcerers, witches, and demons take flight—and how can
Thuggee stand 2”
Thugegee did not stand—it fell.
The great work of
rooting ont these monstrous depredational leagues was
accomplished in a few years by the energies of a few

European officers. Up to the year 1829 but little had
been done to suppress the abomination.
Occasional
evidences of the crime had presented themselves some

years before, and a few gangs of professional murderers

had been arrested. In 1810, General St. Leger, then Commander-in-Chief, issued an order cautioning the troops,
especially the Sepoys, about to proceed on leave to their
homes, against “a description of murderers denominated
Thugs,” who infested the districts of the Doab, and other
parts of the Upper Provinces.
About the same time

come of the more active of our magistrates in Upper
India had succeeded in securing the persons of a

number

of these

murderers,

but

although

several

of

them confessed, and the property of the murdered men
was found in their houses, the higher judicial authorities.
did not consider that the evidence was sufficient to con“Mr. Wright apprehended seventy-six, of
vict

them.

mea de confessions which strongly crififty-nine, who denied.
Those
minated the remaiming
released
alike
who denied, and those who contessed, were
by one sweeping order from tee Nizamut Adawlut withand sent back to carry
out security of anything else ;"*
whom

seventecn

well, joint magistraze, Etawah, to XZ. Wauchope, magistrate,
* Letter from G. Stoc
oh:

idefcund, December,
De
Bindelcund,
1814
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on their old trade, emboldened

by impunity

and. suc-

cess,

These were

but

fitful

efforts

resulting in nothing.

The subject excited little general interest, and no organised efforts, on an effective scale, were made to root
out the enormous evil.

Indeed, its extent was imperfectly

known even to the best informed of our officers until
about the time which I have indicated, under the government of Lord William Bentinck, operations were formally

commenced,

and

a regular

suppression

of Thuggee

nobleman.

And

so

“ Department”

instituted

vigorously

for

the

by that enlightened

was

this great worl

prosecuted—with such remarkable intelligence, and such
admirable perseverance were all our measures shaped,
and all our projects executed—that, ten years afterwards,
Colonel Sleeman, to whose benevolent energies We ay

under Providence, mainly indebted for the success of the

undertaking, was enabled to write:—‘In 1880, Mr.
George Swinton, who was then Chief Secretary to the
Supreme Government of India, and our best support in

the cause which Mr. F. C, Smith and I had undertaken,

wrote to him to say that he feared success must be
considered as altogether unattainable, for he had —_
given to understand

by

those who

appeared to be

ணை

informed on the subject, that the evil had tense பகத
root in all parts of India, and extended itself to almost
every village community.
There were certainly ப டன
time very few districts in India without these resi¢ ent
gangs of Thugs ; and in some, almost every village on
munity was more or less tainted with the தாட் “ . .

‘there was not one district free from their deprecanon
No man aware of the fearful extent of the evil sa

ever have expected to see so much progress made 10 ue
suppression within so short a time ; because BO MAN
could have calculated on those many extraordinary oe
binations of circumstances upon. which our _
us
us
behoves
1
which
chiefly depended—combinations
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gratefully to acknowledge, as Providential interpositions
for the benefit of the people entrusted to our rule—
interpositions which these people themselves firmly believe will never be wanting to rulers whose measures are

honestly intended, and wisely designed for the good of
their subjects.”*
How this great work was
These vast criminal leagues
the

ignorance

nothing

to

accomplished is soon told.
had hitherto thriven upon

of the British

suppress

them,

authorities.

for, indeed,

we

We
knew

could do
little or

nothing about them. They were mighty secrets—hidden
But
mysteries—dimly guessed at, not at all understood.
trade
this
that
now Sleeman and his associates, resolved
of Thuggee should no longer be any more a mystery than

tailoring or carpentering, began to initiate themselves into
all the secrets of the craft, and were soon, in their knowledge of the theory of the profession, little behind the
SC
professors themselves.
this information was
all
that
said
be
Ii need not
derived from frequent

intercourse with the Thugs them-

Our officers having apprehended

selves.

some of these

‘profes sional stranglers, selected the likeliest of the party,
of pardon,
and by holding out to them promises, not only
but of employment, soon wormed their secrets out of
In a little time Sleeman and his associates had
them.

learnt from these

“ approvers” all that was to be learnt

the whole art
from them—all the mysteries of their craft,
of Thuggee—how the murder-gangs set out on their
they conjourney, how they propitiated the goddess, how

sulted the omens, how the victim was first beguiled, how

the noose was

thr own,

how

the

body

was

buried—how

trade, how generathey brought up their children to the
osperously and

tion

after generation

securely,

and

of

Thugs

how it happened

lived

pr

that the

native

chicts

J?

று as Sheen

Oe

ublished Rens Fommitted by

the Thug gangs of Upper and Centra
்
Calcutta, 1840,
India.
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either protected or stood aloof from
English were ignorant of their doings.

them, whilst the
Everything that

these approvers, turning their hacks for ever on Davee,
and bowing down before the irresistible ékéal of the
Company, now revealed—and they were tolerably loquacious in their revelations—as carefully noted down,

and the statements of one informant collated with those

of others.

Jearnt

From

not

these men

only

the

whole

Sleeman

theory

and his associates

and

practice

of

Thuggee, but gathered no small amount of knowl
edge
concerning the gangs that were in actnal operation,
and

the men who were connected with them. With such
clues as the approvers afforded, it was now easy to hunt

down the different gangs which were scattered over
the
New
country, and many large captures were made.
approvers were brought upon the lists of the “ Depart.
ment,” and new ganos were hunted down.

Many crimt

nals were thus brought to trial, convicted, and sentenced
either to be hanged, transported, of imprisoned.*

These captures struck terror into the hearts of the

whole fraternity of Thugs.

And far more terrible than

the Engtish officers, environed with the prestige of that

irresistible ikbal of the Company, which was acknow
* One or two extracts from Colonel
Sleeman's Reports will suffice to convey

condemned to death, tally tenet
inrprisonment for life, ae ee

au idea of the extent of these captures

imprisonment,

at Dakhola, Captain Borthwick having
heard

ceived intelligence of the i

party of horse to apprehend them.
horsemen

hension as 80011 88 8 oy

and their result
Whens:
they arrived

of their proceedings, detached a
The

Again:

and three

“ Capt. Borthwick

ect

ee

nee
these gangs, arranged for t ரம் ் ree
ன்னால். He

came upon the gangs unawares, while eneamped outside a vil-

turned from one of their ரு
டன் 4
proceeded with Capt.

Sage, and

about 200 of the Jhowrah ௫,of

Reeused

them

of stealing

crim ; they were glad to have an
Spportunity

of clearing

thenselves

this
ded accusation,
Paniedunfoun
the horsem

the

Purpose

Mediately

of

so accom.

en to the village for
of being examined j im-

on thoir arrival they were

came upon their villages reer

light,

them

and

80

comptes

that the capture

0 tin

மாரா
a

hey to

rand

ரிக

escape

Aft aie
made ap-

Thugs ; four ef whom W rape
eloven
் வரின் to limited
‘ ,
ad thirtee release for
praes

்
provers
்
, ப

Seventy-four tried by Colonel Stewart

want of evidence.”

2 Reaty nine were made

a

‘gang was effected eae
ofa single individual—in a

எல ப rey eeeat to Captain
்
Borth-

isa

ox

Tere of

ent,

n

d
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Icdged to he too powerful for Davee to combat, and his
well-armed, wellsnounted followers, was the knowledge
that their own brethren were turning against them, and
that ever at the stirrup of the Thug-hunting Englishmen
went one or more apostate members of their own mur-.
derous

Guild.
Jt was plain to them, now that all their
there was no safety any
revealed—that
were
secrets
of the dominant
ignorance
the
from
longer to be derived
in the Commight
they
power—that let them go where

pany’s territories, the Thug-led Thug-hunters would be
Some endeavouring to find in the
upon their track.

neighbouring native states a fair field for their operations,

or to obtain service under the native chiefs, fled hastily
across the boundary-line; but there, too, the Philistines
were upon them. English humanity was not brought to
o1.n
a stand at the con fines of the country subject to our
From
regulations, and g uarded by our own police.
at
influence
our
Hyderabad
Northern Oude to Southern
officers,
political
our
the native Courts, and the labors of
and
same results ag in our own provinces;

produced the

even there some, hopeless of eventual escape, and weary
of
of a life of unceasing anxiety, rushed into the presence
feet, and im-

the English officer, flung பனகல் ab is
as approvers.”
plored him to receive them
cers

i

not
a?
* Indeed the i
in the Deccan ane rasting chapter
constitute the least 1° ¢ Thoggee-sup-~
in the great history elite dificulties
pression.
to be

There bee: ae who

overcame

operated

by tho difficnities

such

Captain Malin the native states—
as are here set fort, ட ates “exists

colm: “ No analogy,” Be 3 in the Thug
between the proceeds jerritories of

ing

the object

on which

they are em-

ployed, dave not openly at any rate
throw any obstacles in their way. In
the Nizam’s territory, however, the case
is very different; a few of the principal
Talookdars
ness

to

evince

afford

me

the greatest readiprompt

assistance

whenever called on by Goverment to
Their authority, however, does
doso.

not extend to the villages held on military and other rent-free tenures with

or any other
Department within th
the Honorable Companys those which

which their districts are studded, and
the Potails of which aifect to attend to

are carried on in the m of police can

their immediate superiors.

seli-reculated

state,

oe Nizam's

fjomi-

former, the
nions, in whieh no ag
this duty are
be said to exist ae
ம which the
parties charged
armed with a warran tive thrown open,

enter ot

es

and the police, }

ல் aiding or further~

no

orders

but

these

emanating

from

The couse-

quences frequently are, that when a
Thag is traced into a village of this
class, the gates are shué in tho face of
the pursuing. party ; or should they

have been allowed to enter from igno-

ae 4
aed
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But great as was the personal energy and ability
brougkt ta bear upon the suppression of the crime of
Thuggee, 1¢ was

hardly probable that our officers should

have achieved. complete success unless armed with peculiar
powers—unless a certain relaxation of the law, warranted by the extraordinary character and the extreme
enormity of the crime, had been legalised. by the Supreme
Government.
For some years we had been trying men

accused of Thugece; but they had almost invariably
escaped.
It had been difficult, to a degree perhaps not
readily

appreciable

by

English

lawyers

or

any

other

residenis in this little island of Great Britain, to convict
men, upon clear judicial evidence, of specific acts of
Thuggee.

The migratory character of the murcler-gangs

the vast extent
number of local
personal

of country which they traversed—the
sereens and fences—the difliculty of

identification—the

craft

and

subtlety

of

the

offenders themselves—the unlimited amount of false
swearing and of false impersonation which, at any time,
they could bring into our criminal courts—were obstructions to the course of justice, under a strict interpretation

of the existing law, which were seldom or never ovelcome. A timid or even a cautious—perhaps I ought to

write

a “ conscientious”

even a notorious Thug
of the

commission

judge, would be sure to acquit

of satisfactory evidence

for want

of a specific

offence.

Some

of the

causes which I have recited contributed largely, also, to
the embarrassment of the question of junisdiction.
A
murder was committed

the murderers
some
அனர

hundreds
of the object

were

in

one

part

apprehended

of iniles
of their visit,

of the country, and

in

distant from
the

are
producpt;
when contem
ed, and
treated
ated wate
with orders,
the utmost
if the party do not quietly
qui
take their
பய
they are generally forced to
the pin ¥ me மமம் men stationed at
na ora by the he armed
part ofகபட
the Jagheerdars,
டட

selves.

sequen
ce
my
men

another,
the

scene

perhaps
of the

Serious collisions have ay 1 of
peaigty Sens
arisen, at i,times
have

1
treated with
wounded, and at others
;
the greatost indignity. [பவ்ய 2 Balcoin io Captain Reynolds,
Preface to
(1
in StSteenan’s Report.
Captain

4 Boy
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atrocity.
To limit. the jurisdiction in such a case to the
particular Zillah in which: the crime was committed, was

to throw up all sorts of difficulties and delays, and almost

‘These impediments to
to ensure the prisoner’s escape.
the strict and prompt administration of justice were wonThe more complicated.
derfully protective of Thuggee.
the procedure of our
formal
more
the
the machinery, and

courts, the better for these professional stranglers. They
of
ihrove wpon the legal niceties and the judicial reserve
the

tribunals,

English

scorn,

to members

Accordingly an Act

(2

the Company's

was

passed

Tmay

Act XXX,

a

acted, that wha

ce

(1) * Itis herebyen-

ner before orafter the
eThues,

16
gang* itories
e
either within பகம் ம்
of the Hast மயங்க wrisonment. for Life

a) ‘And it is hereby,
punished with ;
with hard labor. ws person a00Us ed of
enacted, that every Puishable by this
P
t which
the offence made
é
ried
bY
BUY Of to ty
him,
been cope! munitted with-

her “ம ச ௦0003
2
the contrary, in ny

gits,e-

a

or having belonged, to a
amenable to imprisonment
time, prisoners accused of
the jurisdiction of any of
locality

notwithstanding.

gulation contained,
n0
itis hereby enactofed,any that
* 3) Andshall,
person
on a trial

= உ ghall be proved to

belonged, eit
Act, ‘toany
g
of this
passin
ட்

ன்in ட் icவ 1.
anything to

which

ass of proscribed offenders.*”

cantly short,

ent

Ae
= heas et
we 336.

have

by

of the | Mahoalleged offence, and the formality
a preliminary
Futwah was dispensed with as
The

ம

aou
would

1836,

in

Courts, without reference to. the

to the trial of this cl

have

of Thugs.

of the great fraternity

man convicted of belonging,
gang of Thugs was rendered
for life, whilst at the same
Thuggee wer e made liable to
of the
medan

to

wisely determined, therefore, after due conby the supreme Government of India, to
case of. Thuggee an exceptional case, and to
regurelaxed application of existing laws and

It was
sideration
make the
sanction a

lations

our Regulations

laughed

and

court
accused of the offence made punishable
re any Futwah from
by this Act, requi
any law officer.”
A supplementary Act (No. XVII.
of 1837) decreed that “any person
charged’ with murder by Thuggee, oF

with the offence of belonging to a gang
of Thugs, made punishable by Act No.
XOCX. of 1836, may be committed by
magistrate,
joint
gistrate,2, orOl
any ma the
within
territories of the East India
Company, for trial before any criminal
person on
court competent to try such
such charge.”

3

Sip
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goorl ellect of these enactments were soon felt. ‘Fhey
Were all tiet
the Throesee
ab ihe
«Pisce needei
Thneges officers
Tea to1
121316
enalsle
them to carry out the வும்
in
placed
was
which
works
oercat
ther 1
the
hands.
Tue strong defences of the Thug gangs
were now struck down
They had no longer our ignorance on the one side, and our judicial over-serupulous-

ness on the other, to protect them.
So the work of
suppression went on bravely.
The gangs were hunted

down;

our gaols were filled with Thugs;

and -condemnation

were

no

conviction

longer unattainable

ends;

and a great institution which had existed for centuries
was broken up in a few years.
I do not say that there is no
at the present time,

in any

such

part

thing as Thuggee,
of the Company's do-

minions, It is probable that still an occasional traveller
may, from time to time, be strangled by the wayside.
But the

cases

are few

in number,

and

comparatively

insignificant in character, The system 18 destroyed ; the
profession is ruined; the Guild is scattered, never again

to be associated into a great corporate body.

‘The craft

and the mystery of Thuggee will no longer be handed
down from father to son.
A few English officers, acting

under the orders of the supreme

administrative

autho-

if we
rities, have purged India of this great pollution.
have done nothing else for the country, We have clone
this

one

good

thing.

It was

a great

achievement-

a

great victory. And it is one to be contemplated withOut any abatement of satisfaction, or any reservation of

praise.

It is a greater exploit than the conquest of Sindh
or the Punjab, or the annexation of Pegus and the

-Rames of the commander of that little army of Thug-

hunters antl of his unflinching lieutenants, ought, in every
History of India,

to have

honorable

mention, and

by

“very student of that history to be held in grateful re-
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‘

membrance.

I cannot conclude this chapter better than

by the mention of them.
wick,*

Ramsay,

Reynolds,

= Two examples of gangs captured
by Captain, now Colonel, Borthwick,
are given in o note at page 372, from
Colonel Sleeman’s Report. But the first
of these is so remarkable, not only for
the interesting character of its details,
but alse from the circumstances of its

being an account of the capture of, I

uclieve, the first considerable gang of
Dacoits convicted and punished in any

part of India, that I am induced to give
in this place an amplified version of the
story almost in the words that it was

related to me :—“ Captain Borthwick

was at the time Political Agent of the

western division of the provinee of
‘Malwa, in which the principality of
Ratlam is comprehended.
The chief of
this state was then a minor—a circum~-

stance which occasioned

a more fre-

quent and minute interference in the
administration of its affuirs than commonly characterised our political control
over the native states of that provimce.

So sittiated, the Political Officer was

necessarily kept constantly informed of

They are Sleeman, BorthMalcolm, Etwall, Hollings,
evidently Thugs.
transpired

that

At the same time it
six

or

eight days pre-

viously, about which time it was supposed that the murders must have been
committed, a large body of travellers
had passed through that part of the
country along the highway towards
Hindostan.
They had the appearance,
and, indeed, gaye out that they were
pilgrims returning to their homes, after
having paid their devotions at a shrine
of peculiar sanctity in the western part
of Guzerat. All this tended so strongly
to excite Borthwick’s suspicions that
these travellers were the authors of
this atrocious deed, that he resolyed
upon taking immediate measures for
arresting them.
It was observed that
they were travelling very leisurely, but,
after the lapse of so many days, they
could hardly have proceeded to a
distance of Jess than 100 miles,
Resolved, however, upou making the attempt to effect their scizure, and hayine obtained from different persons,
who had well observed and even con-

all that transpired, both by the AkhbarNowese, or news-writer, whom he had
stationed in the principality for the

versed

with

some

of them,

a full de-

reading ‘the report, Borthatiees
impression was that the crime ba

they were despatched, that they came
Having satisfied
up with the gang.

scription of their appearance, he despatched a party of native horsemen,
under the command of a smart and
purpose, and by the minister himself of
officer, in pursuit of them,
the state. In the course of almost intelligent
indi- with the strictest orders, when once he
these
from
communications
daily
with them, not to lose sight of
viduals, Borthwick received a1 secoust came upuntil
they were secured and
them
stating that five bodies of the Bunuyah d~* brought in for exantination. F urnished
or Sudoolcar class had been discovcre
n of the supposed gang,
in the jungle, a few paces from the high with a descriptio
and with requisitions on the local ausouththe
to
road, ten or twelve miles
thorities of the villages and districts
ward of Rutlam, the capital of the state, through which they would have to
They were slightly covered with ae
pass, calling upon them in the name of
oe
and had the appearance of having
the British Government to afford him
recently nrurdered. The part el a every assistance in their power to effect
country where these bodies were state
this object, the party set out in pursuit.
to have been discovered, was a es It wag only at the village of Dekhola,
fested by prodatory Bheels, வா —
about 150 miles from Rutlam, whence

committed

by

them.

The

en
val

un athe
ம

atrocity of it, however. determined

British agent immediately to De
to Rutlam and investigate a ae
a
The inquiry was accordingly
menced; but it had not procee bl eal
before Borthwick ‘saw that the Bhi the

were in no way concerned
ணட
murders, but that the perpetrators

himself that they were the people of
whom he was in pursuit, the officer
went to the principal man of the place
and presented his requisition for aid;
but finding the latter was unable to
give him the assistance he required
(the village being 4 small and poor

one), he had

recourso

to a piece of
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Lowis, Graham, Paton, Kiiddell, Ludlow, Birch, Miles,
Marsh, Whiteford, and others of good service and good
strategy, which is worthy to be held in
remembrance for the sake of its own
cleverness. as well as for its excellent
results. The Government of India had
established a strict monopoly of opium
over Malwa, which had then existed for
some time, and these very horsemen
formed 2 portion of the body of truops
employed by Captain Borthwick, and
posted at the different commanding
outlets to prevent the unauthorised

export of the drug.

So it occurred to

the officer, on finding the village could
not supply him with means sufficient
to use coercion, to take advantage of
this circumstance —-to denounce the
gang as smugglers, and charge them
with having contraband opium in their
possession. Too glad to find there was

not the slightest insinuation thrown out

as to their real characters, they were
eager with their offers to submit their
luggage at once to the officer’s inspection.
This, however, not suiting his
purpose, he pretended that no inspection at so paltry a village, where there
were no authoritics of sufficient importance to testify to the result, would
be satisfactory to the British Agent,
and signified his desire to have it made
ata place where it could be effected in
& more open and authoritative manner.
After some hesitation on the part of
the gang tley agreed to go back with
him to Bhulwara, a stage to the southward of Dekhola, which they had passed
a day or two before. At Bhulwira there
was a large body of Sebundies, or police
soldiers, which, on arriving there, the
authorities, in compliance with the
requisition presented by the officer,
placed ‘at his disposal.
He now considered he had sufficient means to make
a capture of the gang, and thinking it
no longer necessary to disguise his susPicions and intentions regarding them,
openly charged them with being Thugs,
and declared his determination to carry

them before Captain Borthwick, to be
subjected to a strict examination.

Boldly and clamorously they attempted
to repel the charge.
They declared
themselves to be innocent and inoffenlve people returning from their pilgrim4ge to shrines in the west of Guzerat.
Yo all this he paid no attention,
but

was not 2 little
being presented
leaders, which
passport of the

staggered on a paper
to him by one of the
was asserted to be a
English Government,

under the protection

of which he (the

leader) declared they were travelling.
This caused doubt and avxiety to the

officer, which, however, was m some
the
mensure appeased by considering

strictness of his ordcrs, and in feeling
assured that if it came te pass thata
mistake had been made, every allow-

All his
ance would be shown to him.
d
fears, however, were speedily dispelleof
sm
by one of the gang, in 4 paroxy that
fear, coming to him and confessing

they were Thugs,

and offering, if his

lite were assured to him,

a full

to make

This
disclosure of all their proceedings.Captain

was a contingency for which
prepared
Borthwick had fortunately
the instant
him, and he accordingly on
r from
separated this proffered approve

mothe gang, and kept him from that with
urse
ment away from_all interco
mean wills

In the
his comrades.
after deCaptain Borthwick himself,
party Sons
spatching the officer and
ve
:
Hutlam, proceeded to Joura,
north ் ந
town twenty miles to the
the
the result of
former, there to awatt

ae

ரு

be had taken.

measures
rom ie
Ree
wards he received a
ப 2
ma ்
ei
officer of the success
D
speedy
was
rhich
i
gang a
தம் at Joura with the
ப

ick ம்

y

Borthw
tion 5 iis pentered upon the examina
ர் a ees
Of the information ¥
rover.
a
part WR ne
றான் elicited, that
one
pecan
tained afailand particularthe gang ce
murders committed by
Rutlam un i 1 oy
the time they passed.
s க a
Deleiela
at
en
were overtak
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Many of these were afterwards distinguished as

agents for the suppression of professional Dakoitee. Bus
to this important subject I must devote another chapter.
murdered person wae deposited was
pointed out. The several bodies were

disinterred, and each instance was
yerified by the village authorities
nearest to the spots. Thus a complete
corroboration of the approver’s state~

ments

was

obtained ; and

other ap-

provers having come forward, the guilt
of the garg, individually und coillectively, was fully established by 2 mags

of incontrovertible proof.”
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CHAPTER

III.

Dakeitec—lts Anti
quity——Measures of Warren Hastings—Horeditary Robber
Castes—Their Customs—Local Dakoitee—Complicity
of the Zemindars and

Moostajirs— Effects on the Suppression of Dakoit
— Appointment
ee
Special Commissioner for Lower Bengal—New Act—Gcneral Remarks,

of a

THE efforts of these energetic and indefatigable officers
at the head of the Thuggee Establishment had. hitherto
been mainly directed to the suppression of that great
crime which gave the name to their Department.
But

When they had reason to believe that their measures had

broken up the greater number of gangs,

and suppressed

the activity of the evil, if they had not wholly rooted it

out, they began to addyess themselves to the eradication
of another foul disease

of cognate

origin and

kindred

aspect, which, if not so terrible to contemplate, was more
extensively disseminated,
effects upon the general
people..

and scarcely less fatal in its
peace and happiness of the
oon

It was no new thing to the comprehension of English

residents in Tndia at this time that robberies, attended

with violence, often, indeed, with murder, were frequently
committed in dwelling-houses by gangs of armed men.

For three-quarters of a century had these gang-robber
been known as Dakeits, and every one in India, or, s
1ndeed, every one with the commonest knowledge
of India
and her affairs, knew well that Dakottee, or gang-robbery,

Was & crime of very frequent occurrence in all parts of
dostan. Ever since we had established police-bands
to capture, and law-courts to try, offenders of any kind,

(4
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we had been capturing and trying Dakoits,

and passing

laws against them, tinged with more or less of the severity
or the leniency of the times. In the days of Warren
Hastings, when a sori of unscrupulous vigor, not in

effect so Injurious to humanity

as it seems

to be in

description, was brought to bear upon the disorders of
the country, it was decreed that not only should every

village, but

convicted Dakoit be executed

in his own

that the village should be fined

‘‘ according to the enor-

mity of the crime, each inhabitant according to his
substance, and that the family of the criminal should
become the slaves of the state, and be disposed of for
the

convenience of the people, ac-

and

benefit

eeneral

cording to the discretion of Government.”*
ral Regulations

for the Ad-

% Gene
st, 1772.
ministration of Justice, Augu
ded by the
This measure was recommen
imbazaar.
Committee of Circuit at Coss they suph
The arguments with whic
We have judged
port it arc curious:-—“
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it necessary to add to the rogu
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ooh we
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t of our
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no
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English
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ee
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thetanners oe state of
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country.
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instances of their ™

Hr
ecting

2
lity ;

dea it Hh

wi
loses,

ingensibi
the
ereatest
an example, but
thercfare, its e fect ag
the forms and

when executed in
J all
the
terress of law 12

midst

of

the

neighbours
minal;

and relations of the

when

eessories

to

these are treated

his

quilt,

and

his

cri-

as ac-

family

deprived of their liberty, and separated
for ever from each other, every passion which before served as an incentive
to guilt, now becomes subservient to
the purposes of society, by turning
them from @ vocation in which all they
hold dear, besides life, become forfeited
by their conviction; at the same time
their families, instead of being lost to
the community, are made useful members of it, by being adopted into those
of the more civilised inhabitants.
The
ideas of slavery, borrowed from out
American

colonies,

will

make

every

modification ef it appear, in the eyes
of our own countrymen in England, a
horrible evil. But it is far otherwise
in this couniry ; here slaves are treated”
as the children of the families to which
they belong,

and often

acquire a much

happier state by their slavery than
they could have hoped for by the enjoymeut

of

liberty,

so

that

in

effect

the apparent rigor thus exercised on
the children of convicted robbers, will
be no more than a change of condition, by which they will be no sufferers,
though it will operate as a warning on
others, and is the only means which
we can imagine capable of dissipating
these desperate and abandoned

which

subsist

on

the

distress

socicties

of the
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But aithough in those days our early administrators
were not without some general knowledge of the habits
of this ‘‘race of outlaws, living

state of warfare against
that

from father to son in a

scciety,”* though it was known

Dakoitee was something

more

than an

accident, a

easual blot, a superficial excrescence, it had been but
imperfectly ascertained to what extent, and in what perfection, it was an integral institution. But when the
same process that had been applied to the exposition
of Thuggce, with all its systematised enormities, its,
erceds,

and

its rituals,

was

brought

to bear

upon

the

kindred crime of Dakoitee, there was found to be as
much system in it, as stern a faith, as engrossing # superstition. It was seen then that Dakoitee was the normal
condition of whole tribes born and bred to the profession,
that there were robber-castes in India

just as there were

soldier-castes or writer-castes, and that men went out
to prey upon the property of their fellows—and, if need
be, on their lives—-with strict religious observance of
sacrament and sacrifice, strong in the belief that they

were only fulfilling their destiny, and domg good service
to the deity whom they adored.
.
.
Ido not mean that there was no such thing as accimen

Dakoitee—that

dental

general community.”

bred

not
om

The logieofthis

to

born

and

the
கட்

ந்

ரா

In

predecessors

seems rather to halt in the concluding

fair general Imowledge

passages; for if the sale of the families
of the Dakoits was calculated to better
their condition and enhance their happiness, it could not have operated as a
very effectual warning.
‘The Commit-

—‘“ ‘The Dakoits of Bengal eee iduals
the robbers
in England, 1க
ee
db
ரி we
driven to such desperate

tee

of Cireuit

mended

severe

the

and

seem

to have

proposed

deterring

recom-

measute

as

punishment,

a

and

then taken the greatest trouble to demonstrate

that it would

be

no

punish-

Tent at all_— Letter of the Committee of
Circuit at Cossimbazaar, August 15,

1772, ta Colebrooke’s

Digest.

Supple-

, Warren Hastings (1773).

The fol-

mentary Volume. ]

wee

description of the Dakoit bands,

tten eighty years ago, shows that

o1

the ot like

sudden want.
They are re they are
profession, and even by birt
Gee and

formted
their

into regular

are

ன்

families | subsist

which they bring

all,

wretches

by

pom

ee

therefore,

who

have

24107

ப

spoils

Seca

ட

ney

நபர்

hemselves
இரவை.

in a state of declared war*
ர]
maent, and are, therefore, f its

ள்

டன்
”

ot ee

ae

cluded from every benefit oF ee அனை
—[ Letter from

the Committee

to the Council of Fort William,suv it
Cossimbazaar,

brooke’s Digest.

August

15, ச if ரம்ப]
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profession

never,

under

the

883

force of accidental circum-

stances, took to Dakoitee for a livelihood—but that it
was established upon a broad basis of hereditary caste,
and was, for the most part, an organic state of society.
“TY

ancestors—

trade of my

the

always followed

have

Dakoitee,” said Lukha, a noted Dakoit, who subsequently

same

manner.

this profession

train boys

in the

any

honest

my caste, if there

were

é.e., not robbers, they would be turned out and

persons,

kept

not

In

we

“and

said another,

me,”

before

held

ancestors

“My

approver.

became

The

with us.”

robber-tribe

the

of

one

Budducks,

as

known

to

belonged

first of these

a

largest

; the
and most exclusive of the depredational castes
Sometimes boys
other was of the tribe of Hurrees.
were

“I was hitherto

adopted int 6 these robber-castes.

converted
a Beree by caste,” said another approver, “ and
one of Jeeteen
into a Kheejuck (another robber-tribe) by
distressed,

of that caste, who, seeing me begging and
gave me maintenance.”
took me under his protection; and
and took
robber-caste,
a
into
Sometimes they married
inherited
hey
slpahines
up the trade with their wives.
Singh, a
‘Man
side.
the profession from the mother's
said the same Jukha,
very noted Jeader of Budducks,
whose evidence T have above quoted, “awas a Gosacn

and not a Dakoit, but
by whom

syornan,

he

he

united
Man

had

a Budducik

himself to

had

This man

Singh.
ன வதன! 40

enterprises.”
been engaged in & hundred
deeply inte-ரு
thrown upon this
by the light
British o flicers,
Such, read
2
உட
Brit
ல
our
dei

பதில்

=

investigations of
resting subject by therobber
-castes of India; the Budducks,
tary
svore the heredi
ன

2

.

=

=

ர

ட

others.
s, the பமவவிடு, and
the Kheejucks, the Hurrce
men, Were for the most
The gangs, composed. of these
uniformity.

iveness and
part distinguished by their exclus
with all becoming
them
tee was conducted by

Dakoi
solemnity;

it was, like Thuggee, a mysterious institution
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not

to

be

lightly

approached—one

into

the hallowed

precincts of which admission was to be obtained only by
formal initiation.
But though there were robber-castes,
and many gangs of Dakcits composed of these exclusive
fraternities, all Dakoitee was not of this constitutional
character.
There were gangs of a less formal and select
kincd—gangs composed of men of different tribes,* often
strangers

to each other;

and there were Dakoits

not

of

the hereditary class, lay members, as it were, of the profession, who troubled themselves little about presiding
goddesses, and set about their work in a less scientific

way.

But although in these gangs mightebe disccmmed q

fusion of many castes, they all seemed to rally round the
men of the hereditary robber-castes, without whose
agency they believed that they could accomplish little.
“A

convicted

Dakoit in the Purneah

gaol,’

writes

an

intelligent officer of the Thuggee Department, to whose
investigations we are indebted for much of our know-

ledge of the robber-castes of India, “from whomI sought
information, confessed to me his having been with three
different cang-leaders, with whom he hac been concerned
in ten different Dakoitees within the Purmeah district.

These

gangs

were

promiscuously

composed,

but the

nucleus was composed of the robber-castcs, and he laid
it down as a rule, well known by the robber fraternity,

that no gang could retain ifs organisation and efficiency, »
without an admixture of the ‘ janam chors, a he styled
them, or “born robbers,’ This man was one of the industrial

castes

which

are

* « The Budducks,” said an approver

of one of the local Purneah gangs,
predate

With

men

of

their

aie

the

24 miles), others only 1 orme 2eess
lie (2eeior

them

the different men are not in one place,
remote

robber-castes

caste

people of all castes, and the houses of
distances

the

4 miles), therefore, those

others; and we in this
alone, ofandtheno country
depredate with
various

by

“de-

part

put

called

one

from the other, some 10 or 12 coss (200r

are well

known

to ட்

who live far Qf 1° Mo
Moostajirs and

5 ae

Ee

members

eee all know each

of the gang, then, ues duis and 3400other, but only
the E vid ae
stajirs know all, %"—-[dsvidence
Afistry.]

ofef Bokhui,
t3

ர
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clownish-

term for simplicity and

‘ janwars, a common

ness in India, but by which is here meant the uninitiated.
He assured me that his ‘ costed, or teacher, was a Dosad
robber-caste),

notorious

{a
told

proposed

he

when

that without

him

the

oceasion,

one

on

that

and

this man

himself,

to set up a gang

e the
assistancof

robber-castes, no gang ever was or ever could

hereditary

esta-

be

blished, for that to them alone had descended, through a

long line of ancestors, the ‘elm,’or secret lore necessary
for the purpose.”*

This at all events was something to know—but there

was much

more to be known.

hereditary robber-

The

castes constituted the aristocracy of depredatisiial crime.

They were the leaders and instructors of these organised
pivots
ers
— the
of robb

bands

which the

upon

whole

Every gang was more or less regumachinery turned.
lated by them, but every gang was not manly composed

The most noticeable thing of all was the
of them,
extraordinary extent of these depredational leagues—

the thousands of members

There

that they numbered.

seemed, indeed, to be a network of organised plunder
It was a
the country.
spread over the whole face of

suggestion

tremendous

which

and baffled the comprehension

the

staggered

even

credulity,.

of men accustomed.

But they set
to the excesses of great criminal leagues.
they could,
all
themselves to work vigorously—to learn
as they had
an d do all they could — believing that
stricken

down

Thuggee,

Dakoitee

not

could

stand

up

Company.
much longer before the ikbal of the

of the
The first approaches to a full understanding
great
any
on
stumbling
subject were made without
)
The greater the segregation of this or that
. difficulties.
elass,

the

easier

idiosyncrasies.

ig it to trace

out

Now the Budducks

and

to illustrate its

and Khejucks

“not only exclusive, but migratory castes.
« MLS, Notes of Captain Hippisley Marsh,

2௦

were

‘They carried

.

.
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their

on

homes,

set out in

entirely of their

fellow-advénttrersy

their

of

as

Budducks

observances.of the

and

practices

Khejucks,

composed

It was as easy to elicit a full revelation

own fraternity.

of the

gangs

own.

their

a distance from

at

depredations

and

or

Thugs,

the

our previous investigations into’the physiology
Indeed,
of the one, facilitated owr enquiries info» the habits of
and

the other,

so

Thugs,

the

with

them.
They

‘They offered up sacrifices,

various disguises.

assumed

directly to the truth.

many ,pémts of analogy between
secret dialect, and secret signs.

There were
‘They hada
As

guided“us more

with

Budducks,

the

the

goat

‘was the favorite victim: «They consulted the auspices,

They had the same overflowing; faith in the cry of the
rey swore oaths of fidelity and secrecy. They
jackal.
were

altogether the same sort’ of comfortable religionists,

with the same utter disregard for the happiness of their

fellow-men.*
The ordinary practice of these

gangs was to set out,

after the usual ritual preliminaries, in parties of thirty,

or

forty,

as travellers,

disguised

or pilgrims, or

bird-

good
catchers, or anything else that might promise
The principal implement of
chance of concealment.
d they
their profession was the spear. The spear-hea
carried

them,

with

about

* Captain Marsh says that the habits

and organisation of the robber-castes of
Purneah were analogous with those of
the Budducks of Western India. “ It is
wonderful,” he observes, “how perfectly

similar are the habits and organisation
of the Western

robber-castes
No Budduck

Budducks

of the

can

and

Purneah

of the

district.

exist without wine—

t.e., fermented liquor—ditto, the robbers

of Purneah.
No Budduck reaches full
manhood without being initiated into
the mysterics and dialects of the caste

wditto, the robber castes of Purneah.

- ன்
nade ever heartily consents to
first € ௪௦0), but will escape it on the
castes Sk op uunity — ditto, the robber-

of Purneah.

The little land they

concealed
till is
their
gang
house

on

their

persons ;

to make a show, and sereen
only
No Budduck
veal profession.
a
would ever dream of attacking
and.
without the preliminary rites

the
e-—ditto, the gangs of

sah of Kaie
ry Budears of Purneah. Eve ion of
a
liar fash
duck Dakoit has & pecu and loing, so
,
girding his preast, back
t to bis moveas to offer no impedimenhim from blows,
ect
prot
to
and
ments,
by any description
a fashion not used
tto, the Purneah
—di
men
ble
cea
pea
of
I have learnt
robber-castes. All this and sper own
from their own lips
an unfinished demishowing.”—[Erom
Captain Marsh to
m
fro
officiel Letter
Major Sleeman-]
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the handles they either converted into walking-sticks, or
buried in a convenient place.

in advance,

One of the

party sent on

or some confederate at a distance—a

corre-

sponding member of the society—either brought or sent
in tidings to the effect that he “had his eye on a rich
house.”
A full description of the locality—of the build.
ing itself, of its inhabitants, of the probable meaus of

defence, as far as they could be ascertained, was communicated to the leaders of the gang; and then the
night and hour of the attack being determined upon,
the gane was duly mustered, and an estimate formed of
If the party
its adequacy to the intended enterprise.
were not considered strong enough to secure success,
some “auxiliaries” were called in. These were mem-

bers of robber-tribes, or local Dakoits, resident in the
neighbouring villages. With their party thus augmented
they took counsel
plan of operations.

together, and determined on’ their
li was their policy then to separate

for a day or two before the meditated attack, and then
to meet ‘at a given hour—an

hour atter

night-fal—and

They then colto advance at once to the enterprise.
lected the handles of their implements, fixed them into

the spear-heads and axes, prepared their torches, divested
themselves of all their superfluous clothes, and advanced

*

a, nocturnal surprise.

oe dre

With flaming

they
torches, and. spears glittering in the broad light,
suddenly on. the sleeping inhabitants of the doomed

came
house,

pricked

Thus

and

them

either roused. them
up

with

the

with

points

of

their noise,

or

their _ weapons.

suddenl y startled from their sleep, finding them-

bers their
selves surrounded by armed men, whose num
appy merchants, or
fear greatly exaggerated, the unh
om muster either their
bankers, so surprised, could seld

senses or their courage

sufficiently to conduct
2௦2

an

effec-
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tive defence. - If by any chance the resistance was obsti-.
nate, the Dakoits, who had not always the stoutest hearts

to sustain them, were in a fair way to be beaten back.

But

greatly in’ their

chances were

the

A party

favor.

So it

suddenly surprised is always at a disadvantage.
often

happened

luckless

that the

confused,

inhabitants,

bewildered, panic-struck, like people under the influence
of a fearful dream, did all that they were directed to do
—pointed out the places where their wealth was hid
den,
and went

like sheep to the slaughter.

. Though the ritual formalities of which I have spokey
may have been peculiar to particular classes of Dakoits,
the mode of procedure here described
seems to have
been common to all. With the more demonstratiy

© part

of the business, indeed, we had been long acquainted,
What we now discovered was not only the very
curious

inner history of the social organisation and rel
igious environments of Dakoitee, but 211 the secret mec
hanisyy
of those screens and defences, only dimly know
n before,
enabled

which

the

great

crime

to

run

riot

over

the

influential

man

jn

whole length and br eadth of the land. That the loc
ation
in an Indian village of numbers of professio
nal robbers,
ever and Anon setting out on depredati
onal journeys, and
returning with much spoil in their hands, should
be unknown either to the villagers, high or low, or ta the
rural
police, was clearly an impossibility.
It was a matter,
indeed, of notoriety in the village.
It could not be
otherwise.
In such cases, amongst us, kn
owledge is
exposure and extermination.
A gang of robbers could
not exist for a day in an English village after
their location wer
e

once

discovered.

Every

the neighbourhood would be eager to secure their cap
ture
and

imprisonment,

and

the

soon beat up their haunts.
versed.

county constabulary

would

But in India all this is re-

The Squirearchy and the police

are

alike inte.
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rested in the protection and sustentation of Dakoitee.
The Zemindar and the Thannadar grow rich upon it
They do not foster the rank weed for nothing. Dakoitee
The head man of the village
is highly remmnerative.

He has his
shares the spoil with the successful robbers.
He is a harborer of thieves on a
scigneural rights.”

large seale. They come and go freely, wointerruptedly,
so long as they are disposed to pay for the privilege; and
as their very existence depends upon the payment, they
to
must perforce submit to the exaction. They are, so
wha
speak, the servants or children of the great men,
clothing, and
supply them in time of need with food and
make

moneyed advances to them when they set out upon

Indeed, the robber-gangs

their expeditions.

* Brom the depositions of Budduck
we gather &
approver, nadied Lukha,
dar
full-length picture ofa model nsZemin
at last
exacko Dakoit
s
of this kind, ச whose ciat
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drove a profitable asso
9
clean aff his estate.
005 of this
“Five hundred rupeess after detailover
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boot
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kur Dhotal age
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ட
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And again, after
one-fourth ©

of
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kur Photal Sing, the.
the booty to Thaeea”

Jandlord of Sepr
spoil, however, did
"Phe fourth of the He grew more கோ
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“Jo five or
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ety
saf
i
home in
cted from 22 shaae
re.
Dhotal Sing, afexa
pooty as his nd,
this
rth
pouous
than a fou div
the arapaci
buttoe
but
ide
ed,
vid
we
h
ras
Ththe e re
got us all §
landiord
us all the gold ni
and cating fromus இ a
ட
ballian, gave
I
உ

plored
espRte, bUG he lyAM தாக
்
நகலாக this man’s 6
solemn

rupees

each.

128 fo renin,

+

again to behave

eree

oo

-_

ee
they CO
Zt seems that
ப் பக
main; bot in & ம்ப old tricks*
as at bis
்
and
I got about 8 டன
ar பவம் andhad ue sooner got bom
rupees, bat we

are often

cate with
than Thakur Dhotal Sing propri
etors
his son and the other joinedail, ted our
us
seized
estate,
the
of
our back, and demanded a
arcs behind
of our booty. We brought out
fourth
ove of the two lundred rupees, and declaved that was all we had gained by

the enterprise, but they would not be-”
We protested and remonlieve us.
strated, and told them that we would
eave their estate, as it would never do
for us to take all the risk and trouble
of Dakeiter, and for them to take ail
They were ஐ senseless set
the profit.
of peasants, and ali we could say seemed
to tonke no kind of impression upon

thent—ae we conimitted Dakoittees on

others, they committed them on ns.
They were & short-sighted people, or

they would bave seen the advantage of
observing the same good faith with
us that we aways observe with our
ஷை.”
This time they acted up to their

fareats,

and

PDuakoit,

“the

betock

other villege:
SDhotal Sing,”

themselves

says

the

chief of Sepreea,

fo an-

l-used
was

a

rapacious man, andused to extori frora
‘us, in some mode or other, a good deal
qnore than the fourth of our busty,

which we considered the seigneural, or
Zemindaxee right; so we went to reside

in the

village

distant.”

of Bigholeo,

not

tar
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attended either by one of these landowners in person, or

by a delegate from his immediate family.
between them is of the closest kind.
to the well-being of the other.

The

The connexion

Each is necessary

bare outside fact of this criminal participation

of the landlords was no discovery of modern times.
It
had attracted the attention of Warren Hastings,* who
saw at a glance that it was wholly impossible to suppress
Dakoitee without proclaiming the responsibility of the
Zemindars as accessories to the crime, and in all cases of
conviction punishing them with as much severity as the
active offenders.t

He would

have

made

short work of

these nursing mothers of crime, and hung

up the fattest

Zemindar with as little compunction as the leanest
Dakoit.
As I have said before, the most vigorous mea-

sures are often the most humane;

that if these

recommendations

and I have little doubt

had been carried out and

persevered in, and a heavy blow thus struck at conniving

landlords, we should not now be hearing, after the lapse
of three-quarters

of a century,

that around

the imme-

diate seat of the supreme Government—almost under the
* See Proceedings

of Governor

and

quoted in
19, 1774,
Council, April Digest,”
supplementary
Colebrooke’s
volume. —

“ At this time

I have repeated com-

plaints from all parts of this province

of the multitude of Dakoits which have
infested it for some years past, and
have been | guilty of the most daring
and alarming excesses.
I know not

whether the knowledge of these evils
has been officially communicated to the

menmbas of the Board.
To me it has
only
com. through
the channel
of
Private information, as T do not recol-

Tet ty have heard the slightest intimaVon
of them from the Zemindars,
me

m ers, or other officers of the revenue;

Pore tay appear extraordinary, but
ae
am assured that the Zemindars
‘einselves too frequently afford them
pee ion and that the Ryots, who are
© principal sufferers by these ravages,

an estadare not complain, it being
the 1Dakoits த to
plished maxim with every
information

punish with death
given against them.

of t he recommendation
«That such of the
Zemindars or farme vs as shall be con-the
victed of having neg 100600 to assist
r trust,
in the execution of thei
‘dors
loss
responsible for any
கடு
ர
onduct, or othersustained by such. qisc
to the nature of
wise fined according
{ The words

are worth quotivg:

but

that

all persons,

of

the offence;
ession, who shall
whatever degree orprof
g fees or other
ivin
rece
of
be convicted
அதம yobnts
gme
led
now
ack
pecuniary”
or of
aoe
be
to
m
the
g
win
bers, kno
1D, any shape at
g
ivin
conn
or
abetting
djudged equally
their practices, shall bea
and punished with
,
them
with
inal
crim
be immediately
death; and that this
t the province,
made public throughou
—[ Warren

00%

1774, ut supra]
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Beh

shadow of the vice-regal palace itself—* gang-robberies
have inereased to such an extent that a feeling of general
insecurity has arisen in the minds of the people of these

districts.” These are the words, not of Warren Hastings,
but of Lord Dalhousie, The Governor of 1852 only
repeats

the complaint of the Governor of 1774.

The

immunity which the landlords have enjoyed in the inter-

val has been the main cause of the perpetuation of the
We have been much too slow in our interference
evil,
with their vested interests in robbery and murder. Lord
Cornwallis, when he re-organised the Police Department,

in 1792, proclaimed that landlords, convicted of being
accessories to the commission of a robbery, should be
“conrpelled to make good the value of the property,
So that, even if the regulations
stolen or plusdered.”*

had been put into effect against the Zemindars, it would
have been merely a matter of calculation with them—a

mere question af profit and loss—the balance being pretty

if is not strange,
certainly in favor of the former.
therefore, that under such reguiations the landlords con-

tinued

to

carry

on

the

old

trade,

and

participate

to

largely uy the professional emoluments of the Dakoits.
*
Warren Hastings complained that the farming aystem

had a tendency to extend and perpetuate this evil.

And

the same fact is insisted upon and demonstrated on the
evidence of the Dakoits themselves, by the present peneThe small Moostajirs,
ration of British functionaries.

indeed, are the great harborers

promoters of Dakoitee.
without

“There

ato

rt ener

great.

could be no Dakoitee

the Moostajies,” was the statement almost inze of land

பண்ன ககன

of Dakoits—the

கட்

robberies

neidered re-

committed

ia

னு natates or furrag, unless
ear te ட்
convived
they part
that any
be proyed
shallrobbery,
ofthe
received
‘atit the

property wiuinn or plundered, harbored
the ofenders, aided, oF refused to give

effectual

assistance

ance in

their power

to

prevent

their

escape, or omitted to afford every aseist-

to the offfcers of

Goversment for thelr apprehension,
cases they will be
in either ofto which
make good the value of
compelled

the property stolen or plundered.
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variably made by the approving Dakoits examined by
Captain Marsh and other officers.*
Old European resi-

dents in the

Mofussil confirmed this testimony.

“Tt is

my tirm opinion,” wrote an Indigo planter of long standing

in Purneah, “ that each and every native Moostajir
must

of necessity be a Dakoit leader, because,
in the first
instance, he must know the character of resid
ents in his

villages,

otherwise

he

would

be

have unprofitable tenants; and,

constantly

secondly,

subject

to

because it ig

utterly impossible that large gangs could
assemble and
cross the country in different directions at
night without

being stopped by the heads of villages,

and

as the ap.

provers themselves say that no gang will dare to move
out without a Moosiajir, it appears to me beyon
d all

doubt that one or two Moostajirs
of every Dakoit-gang.”+
11 would

are the actual leaders

seein, too, if the evidence of the approvers

is to be trusted, that if there could be no Dakoitee without
the assistance of the Moostajirs, neither could there be
Moostajirs without the assistance of the Dakoiis.

“There

is no petty Moostajir,” said one man, “free from conhexion with Dakoitee j; and whoever has a repugnance
se
4

A

few

specimens

on this hea
302 0,
Repor ts, will

OT a ined 1
cont
suffice :

of the
in
1

th 6

evidence
Official

Question.
If the Moostajir be
not in
eague, canuat the
Practise Dakoites? profession Yr
“i
robbers
Auswer.—Tt cannot
be done without
the யாகவா]
Moostajir,—[
Rays
ny
J
| Evidence
of Hazarce

Que

stion —Can there be
Without Moostajir
s?
: Answer,—Ther

eri

i
no Dakoitee
tan
14
be no Dakalo
e}t

Without Moostajirs,
wBAluence, the Th for, through thes
ay hold of Us rebanh People cannot
bers fro

Question.—Since the Moostajir knows

he has
xe
ay ae

robbers

in jiis villages, does he

no effort to turn them out?
he grins much by

உட

maining, why should he turn them out?
He keeps them

for his

own

ae

at
* Shubban, approver. |
ட
அண்ட this true, that without
a Moostajir or Sirdar, no Dakoitec can
J
lace?
ட
"a அடிக்கனிர் the Moostajirs do not
join, and there be no Sirdar, how could
poor robbers commit 2choittee# without
the command of the Moostajir and the

Sirdar no Dakoitee oan be carried on.
Under disguise of landbolders the Moostajirs set Dakcitee on foot,—-[ Evidence of
Thubban, Kuraria.\ _
.
+ Tovidence
relating
printed in Calcutta.

to

Dakoitee,
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to connect himself, will not take a Moostajiree.” “Without being a rogue,” said another man, “a Moostajir’s
profession could not . 2 carried on.

come up to the Moostajirs.

.

class

No

of rogues

If there were no

.

.

robbers in the village, then none would take Moostajivee, and now every class of men become Moostajirs

in this hope that they may share in the spoils of Dakoitee”
purposes of Dakoitee.
he

manage

cannot

said

of villages,”

‘« Moostajiree

.

.

without

;

third, ட் Is

a

taken for

By becoming a Moostajir

forming

a

with

connexion

Dakoits.” There is every reason to consider this evidence
It relates, however,
to be trustworthy, as far as it goes.
almost entirely to a particular part of the country ;* and
the extent to which the evil prevails in other parts may

But the complicity,

not be safely predicated from it.
after one fashion or another,

of the landholders,

whether

Femindars or Moostajirs, in the depredations of the
Dakoits, is not local and accidental, but general and con-

The same system, with
tinval.
ations, which prevails in Bengal,

Varislight superiicial
prevails also in Oude.f

The landholders are the arch-offenders.
Associated with them, 1n the protection
active criminals, are the equally corrupt

more

of the

members

of the

Warren Hastings
This was no new discovery.
police.
Superintendent
any
as
fact
the
of
had as clear a perception
the Indian
although
But
of Police in the present day.
lled—

lary force has been modelled and re-mode
ons
am system has been tried and then another,
ee

oes

dexeatettan

of organisation that has yet been

at-

be equally
lly inefficacious for the
tempted has been found to
strict
* The Purneah dis ce tions, of course
+ With certain vart

dependent

மறம்

landed பல்கு

oe

வடு e of the
்
16 which
nee evicence of a

tie

have quote
in Oude, the proBudduck practising

we

tecting landlord was x powerful Zemindar. In the instances cited by the
Khejucks

of the Purneah district, the
offenders
were principally
்்
small Afeostajirs, or Revenue-farmers.

territovial

a
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protection of life and property, and the detection and punishment of crime.
Instead of protecting life and property,

these

men,

under

whatever

name

they

draw

a

certain amount of salary, whether they belong to the
tegular police, or are the village watch, only protect
rapine and disorder.
To such at least point their own
unaided instincts; but European superintendence, though
powerless hitherto

to convert

the Indian

police into an

effective body, has done something to control its excesses.
There is still much more to bedone.
It is tha weakest
point of our Indian administration.
But to break up a
gigantic league of this kind, a confederacy between the
landlords

and

the police so contrived,

each playing into the
almost

every effort

hands

to convict

se glossed over—

of the other—as

to bafile

the suspected offenders of

actual participation in the delinquencies of the Dakoits, is
a work

of no

very

easy

accomplishment

for a handful of

European strangers.
The network of this foul conspiracy
stretches up to the very doors of the magistrate’s cut-

cherry.
It embraces
all classes, from the wealthy
Zemindar and the influential Amlab to the il-paid and
insignificant village watchman, who, perhaps, is a member of arobber-caste.* . The more intricate the machinery
* See

the

following

evidence

of a&

Dakeott approver:

Questign.-—What class of people become Chokeedars (watchmen) ?
Answe:-—Dosaud, Hurree, Kurraria,
&e., &c. (robber-castes) ; these princi-

Answer.—-No:
keoitee, but know
Whoever leaves
he does so with
Cheokecdars; and

they do not go on Daall about the Dakuits.
his house for Duhuitee,
the knowledge of the
they do not go on De-

hoitee for thig reason, that in a viliage

pally furnish the Chokeedars.

all kinds of people dwell ; ifany person

Question. —In the course of the montis
what does such person realise ?

Buskundaz,

Answer.—Two

rupees

a month

for

each Chokeedar is levied on the Ryots ;
aud they (the Chekeedars) realise a great
deal from thieves and robbers and DaAoits, and this is the real reason why
they

undertake

to

be

waichmen-—
to

foather their own nests—clse mo one
would willingly yndertake so detestable
an occupation.
Question. —Do the Choheedars ever go

on Dakpoitee 2

-

*

should be discovered absent by the Vaheu~

Thaniadar

be would be reported to the

(native

police

superinten~

dent), therefore, the watchmen at night
do not leave their village, but go on the
rounds #and set robberies on foot, and
take share from robbers and Dakoits.—
[Evidence of Doha, Mistry, taken by
Captain Marsh, July 19s 1842.)

Again:
Question. — Are

your caste (Hurree)

the

Chokeedars

all thieves ?

of

Answer.—They call themselyes Cho-

.

[ 73
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of our own law-courts, and the more extensive our police »

ances
establishments, the more subtle become the contriv
by which

endeavour to cloak the crimes

the conspirators

Eighty years
which they are all interested in concealing.
ago, Warren Tastings regretted that a the regularity and
courts
precision which have been introduced into our newincrease

causes of the
of justice,” should be ‘‘amone the
Tt isnot to be doubted, I fear, thatபற in these
of robbers.”
machinery which we have
days the more compl icated
stration |
introduced in furtherance of the improved admini
of justice has had a tendency to raise up so many screens
functionary
or barriers between the eye of the British
ant the erimnes svhich are committed around him.

Upon this subject, in its general bearings, important as

But this is the
it is, I cannot now afford to enlarge.
of our
proper place in which to speak of the elincia
Tt. is
oe
present system upor the great crime of
PrOof these
a distinguishing feature of the pains
wae ட்ட
mee
adapt
they
that
fessional depredators
ட் ic ் ட
ஷா
ட
wonderful precision, 0 the legal

brought to bear poe ato

wD ett wuotion,4 és

a
a ன் i
very engine which is designed for chet
வியப்பா
ther
adapt
They
nstrument of1 defence.
the more intricate 1b 1s the greater are

ci

instrum

ee
ae

vot evasion and escape. “The Buglish,”
of great intelligence and eepencnce a
anடவ officer
லம of these criminal leagues, ‘ having divided
ee

the intricacies ©
;

igtricts an

ental

ee

Se

4 Thaunas, the robbers have
:
: fon to
and

maxim

see

qué

ives by divisions to Thannas, in order to
made it a
¢ real and actual influence over the
attach thems"
= h
theiy paymasters-—

bribe
.

every

0
man into
a league
- .

b த்
enciple வித
a ir ea
pri
the
d ars, and by thie
ecd
kee
robbery and Pakoitee

,: en
ecelt
4

;

wil

to sacrifice much
»,

coe

8
are robber
dars of {ho Hurree caste

in order

to retain

dence of Jhoomuk, Dakoits.— [Evi
Captain Marsh, July

and ee,
‘Hurr
ere taken 6y

|
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a little

in

certainty

and

safety.

Now

the

two

classes

which have supreme actual influence among the village
population

are the Thannadars

(with their myrmidons)

and the Revenue-farmers (with theirs).
These then are
the persons held in the pay of the Dakoits.
To ensure
regularity in this necessary particular, a robber-division is attached to a Thanna, and a subdivision to a particular form,
This robber-division is under a Sirdar
(or chief)

duties

of robbers;

to pay

monthly

and it is among

with

his

respectively of the Thannadar

own

the

first

hand

the

of

his

shares

and the Revenue-farmer.”*

Nor does the corruption, as I have already intimated,
stop here.
“ The Sirdars,” says another writer, an intelligent

and

zealous

in their palkis

magistrate,

‘are

meb

(palanquins), and arrange

who

travel

all these little

affairs first with the local police, next with the magistrate’s Amlah, and eventually with the Sessions’ Amlah
and the law officer."+

“In short,” to use the comprehen-

sive words of another civil officer, the bighest
on such a subject in Bengal, ‘‘the whole plan
our rules of evidence, and

got up to meet

authority
has been

it is carried

on

with the help of our ministerial and police Amlah.”f
Whatever we have done, indeed, the Dakoits have turned
our doings to their

own uses—our

revenue

system,

our

police system, our judicial system, have all been impressed
Whatever may have been our adniinto their service.
nistrative organisation, they have adapted to ib, with consummate skill, the organisation of their criminal leagues,
aud out-manceuvred us at all points.
ட

Nor did the triumphs of these astute criminals stop short

என
பவ அகம
Tne same, Sirdars Coe PA Fangs and 10 பணி
Overy
robbers located within one Thanna (or burglar gang five வண்ட ப
police division):—* T calculate toevery

‘Thannadar four Revenue-farmers resi-

. dent in a Thanna;

on every Revenue-

farmer’s farm four Sirdars (or chiefs)
eae

their reapective
9

every

divisions of rob-

Sirdar

four

Naib-

1x 4X4x4x4x5

of

the

Thanna.’

depredational

f ALS. Correspondence.
4 Lid.

ட்டது

ட்ட
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even at the doors of the Sessions Court.

the very judgment-seat.

So

—

397 —

They reached to

protected

by the Amlah

it would have been hard if the Dakoits could not have
brought into court. any amount of false evidence to secure

their acquittal. It never, by any chance, happened that all,
or even

were

the most influential, members

of a robber-gang

arrested; and they who were at large never failed

to exert themselves to obtain the liberation of their more

unfortunate comrades who had fallen into the grasp of
False witnesses were readily obtainable from
the law.
among their own people, willing and able to swear him
off

The mannerim which this evidence was got up was

“It is quite out of my
often very clever and interesting.
power,” writes Mr. Wauchope, magistrate of Hooghly (of
whose services I shall come to speak presently), to the
Superintendent of Police in the Lower Provinces, *' to describe on paper the delight with which the Dakoits with
me talk about their exploits—of the pleasure parties which

Kartich Koura,

2 famous Sirdar, used

to take from Cal-

cutta to hig native village, whence they never returned
without committing one or more Dakoitees; how on one

of these occasions their Sirdar had three of his fingers cut

off; how he was arrested and committed to the sessions;
or the roars of laughter with which they give the details

of the trial before the judge, where he was acquitted on
still
the evidence of a most respectable Brahmin, and a

more respectable fKait—the first being Sirdamund

Tha-

g, and the sccond
koor, a first-rate Jeader in the gan
lately
Syud Mytee, now an approver with ‘me, and only டரா
.”* ட்
sentenced te transportation for life
nisation as this Was
orga
A system 5௦ complete in its
nary judicial machinery
ordi
the nces
n alby offe
dow
to be4௦ putacci
not ied
, and by the ordinary
dent
appl
ministers

of the law.

It was

apparent

* ALS. Records,

that,

as in

the

998.
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ease of Thugese, a necessity existed for the adoption of
specific measures of a more stringent character, and of a
less regular type.
Neither the law courts nor the law
officers, as then constituted and appointed, were suf-

ficient for the suppression of an evil so complex and so
exteusive.
It was

Something more required to be done.
in the

month

of April,

1837,

that

the

first

attempt was made to suppress Dakoitee by means of
special measures directed to that one end, and a special
machinery employed for their execution.
Sa Charles
Metcalfe

was,

at

this time, Lieutenant-Governor

of the

North-Western Provinces. The subject had been for some
time pressing urgently upon the consideration of the
authorities, and the time had now come for action. A
Commission for the suppression of Dakoitee was established; and Mr. Hugh Fraser, a civil servant of good
capacity, was appointed Commissioner, with a liberal staff
of auxiliary subordinates. Special powers were conferred
on him.

Throughout the whole of the North-Western Pro-

vinces he was invested with magisterial authority. All
the magistrates were instructed to co-operate qe ety
and the police were directed to render every பணிய வ்
assistance to his agents.

But the year and a halt, during

which the Commission was in operation, were distinguished
There was an attempt rather
by no important results.
to strike at accidental symptoms, than to probe down ma
It aimed rather at the ரமப.
the seat of the disease.
of Dakoits than the suppression of Dakoitee. The great
subject itself, in all its length and breadth—in all its intricacies and complexities—was not sufficiently studied.
But Sleeman had reduced Thuggee to its elements, an

he was obviously the proper

mau

to submit to a similar

process the kindred crime of Dakoitee.

indeed, acquired much available

the

professional

robber-castes;

He had already a

information regarding

aud

his associates in the

5]
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Thuggee Department had approved themselves to be hen

of the right stamp to co-operate with him.

The union of

the two offices of the General Superintendent of measures
for

the suppression

for the suppression

of Thugeee

the

Commissioner

of Dakoitee, seemed,

and

indeed, to be

recommended by many important considerations, not the
least of which was the peculiar fitness of the man who

had long held

so worthily the former appointment;

and

now Lord Auckland, at the end of the year 1838, being at
Simlah, and holding in his own hands the government of
the North-Western Provinces, determined to unite the
two offices under the superintendence of Colonel Sleeman.
At the commencement of the following year the junction
was formally effected, and from that time all the measures for the suppression of Dakoitee under the Bengal
Presidency, with the exception of those in the Lower Pro-

vinces, which were conducted by the “ Superintendent of
Police,” were under the direction of the man who had
done so much to root Thuggee out of the land.
The same system now which had been employed so
successfully for the extirpation of Thuggee, was brought

into play against the great fraternities of Dakoits.
man’s

head-quarters

were

to bein Rohilkund.

sistants were spread out all over Upper India.

SleeHis as-

The plan

_ now to be pursued was simply, as described by Sleeman
himself, to hunt down the Dakoits by a simultaneous,
vigorous, and wvell-sustained pursuit throughout all

parts

of India, and thereby to break up their little communities,

and compel them to blend

with the rest of mankind in

public service or private industry, and by degrees to lose
their exclusive feeling, and forget their exclusive lan-

guage.

And this was to be done, firstly by the agency of

informers, who were to set our officers on the track, and

* enable us to detect the offenders; and secondly, by specific legislative enactments, to enable us to punish them.
There was no scarcity of informers.
Our gaols were
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full of Dakoits.

It was astonishing what a mass of ser-

viceable information was locked up within our prison-

walls.

The

whole

art

and

mystery

there to be had for the asking.
knowledge,

was

and rejoicing in the opportunity of giving free

vent, in voluble discourse,

of

of Dakoitee

Professors proud of their

bygone

days,

to the cherished reminiscences

talked

without

stint

to

the

British

officers about
their depredational
achievements,
and
openly avowed the eagerness of their desires to be again
at the exhilarating work.
They could not understand
that their profession was not as honorable
as it was

lucrative
had

and

no

exciting,

remorse.

They

They

had no

gloried

in

shame,
their

and they

exploits

as

sportsmen do, and talked over:a successful gang-robbery
with its attendant murders as our European gentlemen

talk over

their

boar-chases

or tiger-hunts.

‘“ Whilst

talking over their excursions,” wrote one
of
ண்ட்
assistants,* “which were to me really very interesting,

their eyes gleamed with pleasure, and beating their
hands on their foreheads and breasts, and muttering
some

ejaculations,
now

lot, which

they bewailed

the

hardness

of their
again

their never being able

ensured

to

participate in such a joyous occupation.
it was a
pleasant life, and a hicrative employment, beside which
the hard labor and

& sorry figure in the

doostanee.
prison,

if he

When

slender earnings

eyes

asked,

would

not

of honesty

cul but

of the work-eschewing

after
on

many

regaining

years
his

கமய.

spent

liberty

in
be-

take himself to honest courses, the gaol-bird would
always return the same discouraging answer: “ No, no,
shaking

Why

his head

and

laughing,

“ that would never do.

should I become an honest man—worall
k fey a

the sun, rain, and

all weathers,

five or six pice a day!
டட விம், W. M. Ramsay.

and

earn what?

Sn

We Dakoits lead very ugreeahle-

See Colonel Sleeman’s Bhudduck Report.

Calcutta,
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and comfortable lives.
When from home, which is
generally only during the cold: season, we march some
fourteen or sixteen miles a day, for perhaps a couple of
months, or say four at the outside—commit a Dakoitee,
and bring

home money sufficient
to keep us comfortable

for a year, or perhaps two.
When at home we amuse
ourselves by shooting, and visiting our friends, or in any
way most agreeable—eat when we please, and sleep
when we please—can what you call an honest man do

that ?”*
But however discouraging all
viewed with regard to any hope

this may
that may

have
have

been
been

entertained of the reformation of Dakoits, the freedom
with which the convicts spoke of their professional

achievements

promised

well

for

the

success

of

our

‘The Dakoits,

endeavours to root them out of the land.

indeed, were not to be reformed—they were to be extirIt was characteristic of English be 2volence that
pated.
we should have been slow to resort to such a remedy as

this—_that we should have sought rather to convert these

depredational tribes into industrial classes by holding
out to them sufficient inducements to honest exertion.
But ali such projects were seen, upon a closer examination, to be w orthy only of an Utopian country, and a
Saturnian age. People talked about buyin g up Dakoitee
——about

sending

out a general

invitation

to

these here-

of land
ditary robbers to come and settle upon grants
a life
live
appropriated to them by Government, and to
days.

of

peaceful

integrity

for

the

remainder

of

their

But “the difficulties and risks of such a measure were,

as Colonel Sleeman well remarked, ‘* little understood.
Our territories did not contain one twentieth part of the

and
great body which we should have had to collect;
by
them
collect
to
we should have found it impossible

mere invitation, without offering them

as little labor, and

® Substance of conversation held with Captain W. M. Ramsay.
2
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as much

luxury,

as they

then

enjoyed in

their wild

state, with all the same hopes of rising to wealth and

distinction.
We should have had to give a leader of
robbers and murderers, with his four or five wives, more
pay than we give to a native commissioned officer, who
had served our Government faithfully thirty or forty
years, who had his breast

covered

with

medals,

and

his

body with honorable scars.
Had we at any time increased the labor from absolute idleness, or diminished
their subsistence from

absolute

luxury,

they would have

been off to their native forests and ravines.”*
AD

this

was

undeuiable.

The

arguments

against

50

wild a project as the establishment of colonies of reformed

Budducks, to be supported. at the expense of the industrious inhabitants of the country, were so conclusive, that

the scheme was soon reasoned down.

Indeed, we had

begun to discover by this time that humanity, like ambition, some: ves “overleaps itself, and falls on the other
side.”
Nothing is more remarkable in the history of
Dakoitee than the fact of the large number of notorious
offenders who have escaped conviction and punishment,
partly through the agency of false witnesses and the corruption of the native officers of our law courts, anc partly
through the unwillingness of the European
tionaries to convict and

except

punish,

judicial func-

in. cases

substan-

tiated by the ciearest possible evidence of the commission
The judicial axiom that 16 1s better
of a specific offence.

that twenty suilty men should escape than that one mnocent man should be punished,

however

sound

it may be

in the abstract, had not certainly, in its application to the
case of these great depredational

leagues,

any tenutently

to advance the interests of mankind.
Such tender mercies as were exhibited, with the best possible tt நய,
by our enlightened European functionaries, were 19 effect
cruel, Seventy years before, Warren Hastings had clearly
* Colonel Sleeman’s Report.

Coleutta, 1849.
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discovered, the impossibility of suppressing Dakoitee by
‘judicial proceedings in harmony with our refined English
ideas of justice,

and a strict observance of rules of evi-

dence as recognised in our English law courts.

He saw

that such mercy was in effect unmerciful, and that there
was no real humanity but vigor.
As time advanced,

and

the

machinery

of our law

courts

became

more

complicated, and our European law officers became more
and more the representatives and exponents of the high
abstract principles of Western civilisation, if was not

likely that the scruples which stood in the way of a larger
srowth of real justice and humanity should have been
less influential wpon the decisions of our judicial tribunals. The Dakoits, indeed, from generation to generation, laughed at us and our law courts.

‘Do

that we shall succeed in extirpating you?”

Ramsay.
been

put

“Tf you go on in the

way

the

you think

asked Captain
Thugs

have

down,”

was the answer, “you certainly will;
but in the customary way, that is, requiring proof to con-

viet of specific acts of Daiostee, never—it is impossible—
we should go on increasing from year to year.”

These words, which were spoken in 1839, contain the

pith of the whole question of
evil laid bare and the remedy
until 1843 that the remedy
seen that in 1836 an act was

Dakoitee-suppression—the
suggested. But if was not
was applied.
It has been
passed for the suppression

of Thuggee, declaring that any one proved to have

be-

specific offences should

be

longed at any time to & Zang of Thugs should be hable
to conviction and punishment on the general charge, and
now it was proposed that a similar exemption from the

necessity of convicting for
applied

to the

case of professional Dakoitee.*

“It is

‘Ihe reader, ‘beating these words"in
the, AG longed
ofsystematically
எனக preamble
em- mind, will perceive that the specifica-

to certain
tribes,
Ployed a eae

on their lawless pur-

tion

202

contained

in them

subsequently
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hereby enacted,” said the new Act--No. XXIV. of 1843
— that whoscever shall be proved to have belonged,
either before or after the passing of this Act, to any gang
of Dakoits, either within or without the territories of the

East India Company, shall be punished with transportation for life, or with imprisonment for any less term with
hard labor.”
The Act at the same time gave general
jurisdiction to all magistrates to try offences of this class
wheresoever committed, without the formality of “any
Fuiwa from any law officer.”
Tt was impossible that
such alaw

as

this

should

not

be

productive

of salutary

effects,
The difficulty of conviction of a specific offence
was great to a degree not readily appreciable im this
country.
For these gangs of Dakoits, for the most part,

depredated at a distance of some hundreds of miles from

their homes; and the necessity of bringing witnesses
irom remote places to give evidence im our law courts
was 20 evil of so intolerable a nature, that, whatsoever

might have been the sufferings of men, whatsoever their

hopes of justice or their desire after revenge, they shrunk
from the long journey to the distant tribunal, and silently
submitted to their wrongs,*

Nor were these the only legal measures adopted for
the suppression of the great crime. _Dakoitee was not an
terriuvories. |

enormity peculiar ta the Company's

On

the

contrary, both Thuggee and Dakoitee had thriven with
peculiar luxuriance in the native states.
Oude, indeed,

ad. long been the hot-bed of both.
that in these native

victed,

and sentenced,

subsequently contrived
embarrassed

the

Bengal

as Thugs
to

avoid the

Government,

page 409.
great loss audin-

convenience which the necessity of this

alteadance involved, i¢ was found that
the sufferers

did

sil in

their power

and

Dakoits,

but had

escape ; and, having escap ed;

and compelled the passing of another
the application of the
Act,
formergeneralising
one.—See post,
* *To

It often happened

prisoners had been tried, con-

states

to

conceal

their

suet

denied that they
tacked, when te

ee eo teeahs

ey west sucrebers of
<eilled or wounded

their family had been the world been
and ali they had in ". Budduch Me-

carried off.”-—--[Siemav

port, 1849.]}
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had not only returned to their old trade of robbery and
murder, but had fearfully persecuted all who had contributed to their previous detection.* An Act was therefore passed, declaring that all prisoners convicted in
native states by a tribunal in which

an European

cove-

nanted, servant was one of the presiding judges, might be
received into our gaols to undergo their sentence."t
It
is a feature, indeed, of our English administration in

India, that, in all our humanising measures for the suppres-.

sion of Suttee, Female Infanticide, Thuggee, Dakcitee,

and other kindred abomimations, we have not stopped
short on the borders of the provinces subject to our own

regulations.
utmost

We

have

to indoctrinate

exerted

the

native

our

influence

courts with

to the

our own

views, and have seldom failed to elicit their acquiescence

and assistance.
been

given.

Grudgingly,

perhaps,

these may have

princes

has fallen greatly

The zea) with which

been prosecuted by the native

such measures have

But we have had British officers at
short of our own.
their Durbars to see that their promises are fulfilled, and

in reality the measures which they have authorised have
been practically our மம்
*% ©

Bither.” says Sleeman, “ fromthe

கண்டன அவ connivance ofthe guaras,
or the wish of the officers of such courts
to avoid the cost of maintaining them.”
_
+ Act X VIM, of 1843.

t Since the British Government in
the great work of extirpatiag Thuggee
India have entered more heartily mto

contemplated seizure of a gang of Da-

kolts was to thwart the undertaking
knew, the Aumils
( for if the ifCourt
the Aumiis knew, the
knew; and
Dakoits knew what was going on), and

yet was Unwilling to co-operate without
An example
of this is worth giving. In 4822, the
to

the consent of the Court.

and Dakoitee, and have sot only issued
specific enactments, put appointed an

widow of q jemadar of Dakoits went
the judge at Cawspore, and stating that

earry out

the plunder taken by her late husband’s

especial and independent Departmentto
the native
princes and chiefs have rendered us
fore assistance than they were wont

the detection and appre

she had been refused her legitimate of
gang
assdciates, boldly denounced thecertain
to the British funetionary. A
village in the Oude territory was named

to do, when
henaion of Thugs and Dakoits was lefs
to the ordinary civil establishments.
before the adoption of these
Indeed,
3, it was often found «
பள் ஜமான்

as the place in which-property captured
in several Dakeltees would be found,
and the houses of the receivers were

nicate with the Court respecting the

of the woman's story was confirmed, .

indicated by the woman.

Immediately

cover of a
afterwards the judge, under visited
the
work of difficulty to obtam the hearty
tiger-shooting expedition,
eo-operation of 2 British Resident at @
truth
the
and
him,
to
out
pointed
village
commuto
that
felt
native Conrt, who
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Thus aided by special

legislative provisions, Colonel

Sleeman and his colleagues set to work as vigorously for
the extirpation of the Budduck, and other professional
robber-gangs, ae they before had done for the extirpation

af the Thugs, and, learned in all the mysteries of the
cralt, and aided by professional approvers, they hunted
down Jarge gangs, culled ness approvers from the list of
detected culprits, and carried on

able success.

Aud

whilst

in

the

the war with remark

upper

provinces

of

Bengal these energetic officers were thus vigorously employed, in the lower provinces My. Dampier, the Super-

infendent of Police, with oue or two of the old assistants

in the Thugeees Department, were abont the same excelJent work.
But although the haunts of a large wumber
of robber-ganes were beaten up, and Dakoits were cap.
tured and catalogued by hendveds, Dakoties was not
¥ do not underrate the services of Sleeman
Suppressed,
and his detective pélice.

Those services were

An immense deal of good was accomplished.

very great.

If they did

nothing else, they drew away the veil which shrouded
We have adwanced a long
the mysteries of Dakoitee.

Way towards the cure of a disease when
thoroughly to understand it.

E believe

we have learnt

that Dakoltee is

now thoroughly understood,
But the ‘ Depariment
actually captured {as T
this—they
than
more
did much
have seid) and either punished or turned into approvers

vast numbers of Dakoits.*

But, like all men of earnest-

ness and enthusiasm, they were run away with by an
idea, The idea was a new and a striking one. Tt was
the information he
obtained ts goad account, wrote to ky:ne

t
tachment had nat pracesded far, when
ம்
ied him,
and
the
Resido
nt’s
heart
faile
ன
after a march oF pre ட ப வலக

him to eend out a detachment of joenl

Residens

was reealicd.

ofieer in the capture of the gone. The
sidené consented nok witheut some
eeruyle, and the Naziy was sent wifhi

are
bat uot carried nto the 2 real liberty
indulgently treated, wut ட தல
in fact.
they have sone. ate
9
3

Gn

returning

€ager to turm
at

to Cawnpore

Lucknow,

the judge,

suggesting

traons to aid the agents of the

to

uivif

¢ Worle t4 accompany the party and
_ BOI out the offenders, But the de.

[BTSs £¥e

* ‘he approvers eee

victs.

selves axe con.

Sentence Js Lean

prisoners at large, for

,

Ie.

upon aust
5
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the great idea of the

hereditary

It was a very important

205"
.
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robber-tribes

of Tadis,

and a deeply-interesting subject

but they gave themselves too exclusively to it. This
matter of the professional robber-castes was a great
feature of Dakoiiee, but it did not in itself constitute Dakoitee.
Sleeman and his associates struck at the rob-

ber-castes,

and I believe that they were well-nigh ex-

tinguished.
At all events, as great brotherhoods of
crime, they were utterly broken up and dispersed.
Still Dakoitee was not suppressed.
Subdued in one
form and in one part of the country, it seemed to

take a new

shape and to break out in another place.

The general effect

of such

measures is

to urge

the evil,

against which they are directed, into more
demonstrations—to drive the offenders into

remote
distant.

parts of the empire, to carry on their depredations beThus, some little
yond the reach of central supervision.
time

ago,

there

when

was

a great

against

outcry

the

practices of the London beggars, and these professional
mendicants were, for a time, hunted out of the metropolis,
it was observed by all dwellers in the home

there

was

a vast

increase

of rural

counties that

mendicity.

Bengal the effect was directly the reverse of this.
koitee, like Government,

began

to centralise

Calcutta was surrounded by banditti.

But in

Da-

itself, and

The men

consti-

tuting these gangs did not apparently belong to the hereThey seemed rather to
robber-tribes of India.
ditary
comatus
male up an ‘ndistinct and heterogeneous posse

brotherhood. Whether
than a great homogeneous guild or
of men who bac lost
these gangs were partly composed
“a onger

and, unable
their occupation in the provinces,
se
“
atic exclusiveness,
to preserve their aristocr
reand
,*
of Dakoitee
.
|
into the general mass Le
tune
oemeeines to the usual conditions of that misfor
ena
* It

would appear

ட

chope’s last report, whi

. Wauue had not

seen on writing this, that they were.—
See p. 412.
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which is said to bring together strange bed-fellows, I do
not pretend to know; but I grieve to say that an alarming

increase of Dakoitee in the lower provinces of Bengal
has recently manifested itself, and that only last year

gang-robbers were swarming, in a state of intense activity, under the walls of the Supreme Court of Calcutta.
It was at the commencement of the year 1852,
that the Superintendent of Police in the lower proviuces of Bengal submitted to Government a letter received from My. Wauchope, magistrate of Hooghly,
“forwarding a list of 287 Dakoits concerned in 83 Da.
kontees.”
In this letter the magistrate reported that the
287 Dakoits mentioned by his approvers were connected
with

only three gangs;

least

thirty-five

and he added,

that he

knew

at

gangs committing similar depredations

within fifty miles of Caleutta.
Of the Dakoits whom he
had catalogued his approvers could give him no detailed
account;

unlike

the

Budduck

and

Khejuck

approvers,

they seldom knew the parentage or caste of their confederates; but it was ascertained that, for the most part, they
had come from some Mofussil village, which they occasionally visited,
Chandernagore.

and located themselves in Calcutta or
To arrest the progress of the evil, if

was now suggested by the Superintendent of Pohce that

a Commissioner for the suppression of Dakottee in Lower
Bengal should be appointed, armed with special powers, to

operate under the provisions of the Act (KXIV. of 1843)
for the suppression of professional Dakoits, pelonging te
certain tribes systematically employed im carrying On

their lawless pursuits.
added,

‘TI feel perfectly convinced,” he

* that unless the Thuggee

system is brought

1114௦

operation against these gangs, we shall fai] in puting
them down.”
Fortunately, it was not dificult to pame an officer well

qualifed for the performance of this important work.
‘The Hooghly magistrate, who had sent in the list of 287

266
MR. WAUCHOPE,

Dakoits, was Just the man for such

.

an

A409

enterprise.

Mr.

Wauchope, an officer of rare energy and intelligence, had
studied well the habits and practicesof the Dakoits, and had
a large acquaintance with the personal composition of the

principal gangs in the neighbourhood of his court.

On one

occasion a notorious Dakoit chief was brought up before

him wnder an assumed name.
The man loudly declared
his innocence—protested he had never been concerned
in Dakoitee of any kind,
Myr. Wauchope

offence.

or even

suspected of such

an

heard him out, and then laugh-

ingly replied that the story was doubtless a very good

one, but that it was not good enough for him—that he
knew something more about the matter; that the man,

to his certain knowledge, had been arrested under such
& name, as concerned in such a Dakcitee, by the magistrate of the twenty-four Pergunnahs, and again in Howrah,

under another name, for participation in another Dakoitee ;
that his real name was so-and-so, but that, to distinguish
him from another Dakoit of the same name, he went by
‘a certain nickname in the gang—and by that nickname
Mr. Wauchope called him. Astonished and alarmed, by

this display of knowledge—all his secret history thus laid
bare by one whom he had thought to cozen in the old
way, by hard lying-—the unhappy man felt that he was

at the mercy of the English magistrate, and cried out,
“Pardon me, my lord; Iam ready to tell you all I know.

It was plain that this was the kind of man to deal with

the old Bengal Dakoits, of whom
“ they

would

confess

never

unless

it was truly said that
they

saw

that

they

an from whom there was little
ere in the hands of a m
80 Mr. Wauchope was recomட் no hove of escape.”

பணக ந் the office of Special Commissioner for the

suppression of Dakoitee, and Government sanctioned the

anpointmaaat.*
ம

although

But
de

on the

* The appointment was ina Sally for

26th of April, 1852, experimen

the

man

was

one year, to be reported

piration of that period.

ready, the
on at the ex-

:
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Act was not.
<A question had arisen, in the course of
the preceding year, as to whether Act XXIV. of 1843*

could be brought into operation against the Dakoit
bands of Lower Bengal; for although the wording of the
two first sections was of a general character,

to include

m

and seemed

their provisions all kinds of Dakoits prac-

tising in the Company’s territories, the preamble only spe.

cified certain tribes of professional robbers;

and to these,

therefore, the operation of the Act, strictly interpreted,
might be limited.
The principal judicial authorities were
at variance on the subject, and the supreme Government
had expressed its unwillingness to alter the existing law
unless it were clearly shown by a judicial decision that
its provisions were insufficient.
It was proposed, there
fore, that the legality of the application of the Act in
question to the case of ordinary Dakoits should be tested
by certain trials in the Hooghly Court, and the decisions
This, however, did not go far

of the Sudder thereupon.

One man was tried under the
to solve the ambiguity.
doubtful Act, and the Sudder Court sentenced him to be
transported for life. But it was understood that the

; and it
judges were not all of one opinion on the subject

was possible, therefore,

that the next case might meet

with a different fate.
of GovernIn the mean while, however, the attention
ment had been called, through another channel, to the

alarming increase of crime
A petition had
Bengal.
respectable inhabitants of
Hooghly, and Kishnaghur,

in the lower provinces of
been received from several
the districts of ae
setting forth that ve ts a

such an extent that t ere
gang-robberies had increased to
ட 6
throughout
was

a

general

country—an

evil

feeling

mainly

insecurity

of

to

be

attributed

to

the mm

efficiency of the police, and especially the village ne This was not an appeal likely to be disregarded. An
Act
* See ante, page 404.
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“ for the further repression of Dakoity and other crimes
in the lower provinces of Bengal” was drafted, and
read for the first time on the 27th of June, 1851.
The
preamble set forth

thai,

‘whereas

Dakoitees

and other

heinous crimes are of frequent occurrence within certain
zillahs of the Presidency

of Fort William,

m Bengal, and

whereas it has been doubted whether the laws in force against Dakoits and professional robbers can be put in
force, except in the case of those who belong to certain
tribes referred to in the preamble to Act XXIV., 1843,
and

it

is expedient

that

such

be

doubts

removed,

and

that further provision be made for the more regular and
due appointment of the village watchmen ;” and the first

1843,

section decreed that “the provisions of Act XXIV.,

shall apply to and be put

in force against all persons be-

longing, or who have at any time belonged to, or robbed
in company, with any gang of persons associated for the
purpose of practising robbery or extortion, and every
such person shall be deemed a Dakoit without reference
to the tribe or caste to which he belongs.” _
The results of Mr. Wauchope’s appointment, as far as
they are yet apparent, are

of the

most satisfactory kind.

He was appointed provisionally for a year, and ordered
In the
to report progress upon the expiration of it.
his

to
mean while the accounts, which he has furnished
comsatisfactory
immediate superior, are of the most
plexion.

He

reports,

within the first

six months

of his

He has
of crime,
operations, a Very large diminution
and
gangs;
hunted down and broken up some extensive
that the
the immediate result of his active measures is,

number of ascertained cases of Dakoitee within
diction are shown, in 1852, to be only one-half
which were committed. within a corresponding
the preceding year; aud seventy-five per cent.
those,

withm

@

similar

space

of time,

just

assumption of office in the spring of last year.

his jurisof those
period of
less than

before

his

But there

.
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is one great impediment to complete and permanent
success, Which Mr. Wauchope reports to the Superintendent of Police.
Speaking of the detailed results of
his labors, he says: ** In all, about 1250 men have
been denounced as Dakoits—131 have been arrested ;

47 of them from

Calcutta;

well-known Dakoits,

take shelter there.

driven

almost

all of these are

by the Mofussil Police fo

The arrest of so many criminals in

Calcutta has dispersed the

gangs in that city, but un-

fortunately they have not far to go for a place of
refuge.
The French settlement of Chandernagore is
now

swarming with

Dakoits

driven from Calcutta, op

the remnants of Mofussil gangs.
From the French
territory they sally ont and commit depredations in
the neighbouring districts. They are perfectly safe, be.

cause, having for the most part assumed false names,

T cannot call on the French authorities to deliver them
up. Neither can my people follow them into the foreign

territory to discover their places of concealment.”* Here then the matter rests for the present.
The
result of all our recent efforts for the suppression of
Dakoitee seems to be this—that very much has been
done to break up, and indeed to exterminate, the great

depredational leagues, consisting of members of robber-

castes, often entirely composed of men

of one caste,

which have been from generation to generation governed by fixed laws and observant of ancient religious
usages——that the more regular and complicated machinery of preedatorial crime which the Budducks
and Khejucks, and other ‘cognate tribes, had long kept

in vigorous action, now either moves languidly, or not
at all.
done

And. so far, Sleeman
great

things,

and

and his associates have

rendered

Iife

and

more secure in the provinces of Upper India.
_ * Mr.
_ DAS.

property

But to

Wauchope to Superintendent of Police, Lower Provinces, December 2, 1852,

Records.
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establish a reign of terror among any class of criminals
in one part of a country, is naturally to drive them
into another.
Many were convicted and punished;

many, it is to be hoped, alarmed by the new dangers
which surrounded their profession, fell back upon
But some,
the peaceful calling of the husbandman.
jt

of the

seems,

fragments

scattered

great

the

of

Jeagues which had been broken up in the Mofussil,
sought a place of safety under the walls of the Su-

There they were met by
preme Court of Calcutta.
a vigorous and experienced Company’s officer, who,

armed with new powers
soon

Legislature,

assured

under a special Act
them

that

of the

they had

mis-

calculated their chances of bumunity im that part of
the world. Another resting-place was, therefore, to be
sought; and they found it in the French settlement
They knew that they were not
of Chandernagore.
safe within the Company’s territories, and they
found

a little

themselves

slip of foreign

out

Dakoitee

seems

1 doubt

whether

of reach
now

land

of the

Company’s

to be in

a desperate

ever

be restored

it will

to locate

whereon

officers.

strait,

and

to its old

vitality and vigor.

Ever since we have had any connexion with the inthe
ternal administration of India, Dakoitee has been.

curse of the country.

There is nothing more difficult

to ascertain correctly than the statistics of crime.
js almost impossible to discriminate between an

It
in-

and an increase or decrease of committed offences
to
crease or decrease of detected ones. What appears
be the increased criminality of the people may, after
all, be only the increased vigilance of the police. T see
little room to dowbt that throughout the country gene-

Even if there
rally Dakeoitee has greatly decreased.
improved
்
had been no improvement in the police, our
to
sufficed
have
themselves
by
revenue-systems would

ழ்

நதர,

diminish

Dakoitee.

Although

there

gangs of hereditary robbers, who,
profession, and proud

of their

doubtless

were

delighting in their

descent, were born and

bred to be Dakoits, and followed the hereditary calling
respectively of all the ordinary inducements to crime
and of ail accidental circumstances, there were many
others who were

who

driven to it, in hard famine

took to it when

times,

agriculture was precarious and

provisions were scarce—the relatives or connexions,
perhaps,
of members
of robber-castes, who were

easily persuaded

in such seasons

to adopt

a4 service

which could not fail, so long as there was any property
to be

plundered.

And

the

members. of the

robber-

castes themselves, who were often agriculturists as well
as depredators, were roused into unwonted activity
At all
when the crops were failing around them.

events, it has been ascertained, beyond all question,

that, in seasons of scarcity, Dakoitee has always increased.

Now, as the tendency of our revenue-systems

has been to develop the resources of the country and
to prevent the occurrence of these

it is reasonable

to believe

seasons of scarcity,

that Dakoitee

must have

subsided, to some extent, under the healing influence
of general prosperity.

“Whatsoever has a tendency

to

as this.
civilise the people must diminish such an evil
its
violent in
That Dakoitee is far less insolent and

demonstrations—far less sanguinary and unscrupulous,

mn the early
and less openly defiant of authority, than
is a fact that admits of no

days of our administration,

Dakoitee is now in comparatively few cases
dispute.
murder. At the close of the last century
with
attended
Dakcits to
it was no uncommon thing for gangs of

dll, with brutal torture, the unhappy wretches pieces,
whom

to
they had plundered, to hack their ofbodies
successful
theix
trophies
and to hang the bloody
on
passed
they
as
crime on the neighbouring trees,

RECENT RESULTS.
to commit

new

atrocities,

2.04

flushed with

AIS
victory, and

carrying everything insolently before them.
It may be

said that, after

all, what

T have written

only goes to show that Dakottee has not been suppressed.
It is very true that we found Dakoitee in
that if we were to quit the country toand
India,

morrow, we should leave it there. All that £ have
attempted to show is the increased vigor and policy
of our measures, and the symptoms of eventual sucWhatever
cess which have recently been developed.
suppression
the
for
wisely,
aud
earnestly
has been done,
of this monster evil, has been done within the last

twenty years.

to “ abolish

But it is no easy thing

crime.”

Even in the

with the

most

countries,

best-governed

elaborate detective establishments,

and
the

science of crime is perfected under the very eyes of the

The greatest evils that can exist under the
police.
sun are seen, known, and understood by our detective
force, and yet nothing can be done to eradicate the

disease with which they are so familiar.*

ample, the following
Tak
*
last annual Fefact in the
ர்
melanc
aeholy tack
port of My. Davis, the Chaplain of

te:—* It is a fact much

to be

Newga
regratted that the metropolis contains
topaags of men who not only live
gether for the purposes of stealing, But
who educate young persons of profligate habits in the micat yeady and dexSome are
ferous methods of stealing.
instructed how to pick pockets, others
how fo use falsc keys and picklocks;
are
some,

not

far

advanced in

orime,

to proinduced to give information and
The
cure impressions of valaable keys.
yet
not
1s
aw against such persons
Youth such as I have
strong enough.
referred ta are clothed by their em-

platforms, in the
concerts,

they

pump-rooms, and

disarm

they were the
ployers as well as. if parents
. They
children of respectable
d im
are fed extravagantly and indulgelarge
‘stop to their iniquity.
Some are taken to all the
vice,
towns and glaces

of fashionable resort

in the kingdom, and obtain great plun-.
pockets
der by their skill in pickingtaught
that
They are so dressed and so

in first-class railway carriages, on the

suspicion.

at
The

detective police will readily point out
to the magistrates several establishments for such education in different
parts of the metropolis, some of which
ave visited by them almost daily iu
consequence of their notorious character.
In some of them as many as 20
or 30 boys have been, and probably
are now, kept in constant occupation,
well fed, handsomely clothed, strictly
guarded and taken out by the elder
offenders, and by them violently beaten
if they give auy information. to- others
or umbrage to their thieyish masters.
These persons are frequently seen by
the detective police, who know their
names and nicknames, and watch their
Movements, but have no power until
some overt act is committed to put a

Men and boys

of this dangerous character are seldom
convieted of great crimes, which circumstance shows that a distinction

should be made

between great crimes

and great oriminals.”
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There is one
they whose

great difficulty with which in India,

duty

it is to endeavour

to suppress Da-

koitee, have to contend, but of which nothing in
these days of a kindred character is known in England

—TI1 mean the curse of evil landlords, who harbor

and

encourage Dakoits, and gorge themselves with a share
of the spoil.
I cannot help thinking, in this case, of

that old mythological simile, which did such good
service in my school-boy days—drawn from the story
of Hercules and the Hydra. He had no sooner smitten
off one head, than another sprung up tauntingly from

the bleeding carcase of the monster, and

so he might

have gone on for ever, if the serviceable Tolas had not
cauterised the wound with a hot iron, and burnt out

the-productiveness of the Besh.
It appears to me that
if we would thoroughly suppress Dakoitee, so that
smitten down in one place it may not spring ‘up in
another, we would do well to apply the searing-iren to

the productive Zemindars.*
*

Jt

must

be

borne

in

mind

that it

has been my design in this chapter to
treat of one great series of operations
under the Bengal Presidency.
What

I have written must be regarded

rather

as an illustration of the subject than ag
a general treatise on Dakoitee,
்
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IV.

The Company’s Civil Service—Its Rise and Progress—the
Causes of its Exclusiveness—Native Agency—Present

Cornwaffis System—
State of the Service.

Iw the early part of this work I have briefly spoken of
the rise of the Company's service and its first organisation.
I have before me a copy of the first complete list
of the Company's civil servants ever sent home to Eng-

It
Jand. It would not oceupy half a page of this book.
was compiled in 1615; and it contains thirty-two names.
Twenty-one of these were factors, and

the rest

‘attend-

ants on the factory.” They were stationed at four different

places. The civil servants of the Company are now spread all over the Regulation Provinces. of India; and instead of
managing the trade of a few petty factories, preside over
the internal administration of an immense Empire.
Warren Hastings turned the merchants into reventre~

Tord Cornwallis turned them into judges.
eollectors.
The natives of India were thus stripped, little by little,
of all the oitices they had held under the Moguls.
The _
new

mci

so employed were

predecessors.

doubtless
ட்
்

better

than

their

The system was infinitely better than any

whieh Hh had preceded itt

The system, indeed,

was
better
.

than ibe men; and it kept the men greatly in check.
But, afzer all, it was only an experiment, and the wonder

is that, all things considered, both the men and the sys.
tem did not turn out much worse than they dic.
25
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There was one thing which, more than: any other, secured the gradual improvement of the Company’s civil
servants.
In the old times, their recognised pay was
little better than a name.
In England it would have
been the merest pittance. To think that any man would
have

taken

a&

six

months’

voyage,

and.

braved

an

un-

healthy climate to earn it, was simply an absurdity,
which no man for a moment entertained. “The factor
had

other

means

recognised mens;

of

privileges which were

ceeded,

growing

rich.

Partly,

they were

partly, they were unrecognised.

and he made

granted

to him

he

The

generally

ex-

up for what was wanting in his

legitimate profits by practices which are only to be
palliated by a reference to the temptations which beset
his career.

But all this was in time amended. Clive and Hastings
had both recognised the expediency of paying substan.

tial salaries to the Company’s servants, so that the temp-

tation to grasp at illicit gains might be diminished, if not
‘The civilians, in those days, were
wholly removed.
slowly rising out of the pure mercantile state, and

But, under
asswnivg some administrative importance.
Lord Cornwallis, the administrative character became
All the most important offices of the
fully developed.

State, fiscal and judicial, were held by the covenanted.
servants of the Company; and it was fitting that they
should receive fixed salaries in proportion tu the dignity
of the offices which they held and the responsibilities

Even under the Infincice of this
-entailed upon them.
sit
saving change, men who had been டிம்மி. 15
braced
suddenly
not
loosely to their obligations, were
up into

a rigid observance

of official propriety;

Dut, as

the old men made way for a new race, who had not
been stalic«! in the Augean stable, the character of the
With the morality of the
service greatly improved.

Ten

their intelligence rose also; they began to take a

21]
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pride in their profession and

41.9

an interest in the people.

They were trained and disciplined, too, for the service.
Colleges were established for their instruction alike in

the learning of the East and the West;

and in time they

became not only the best. paid service in the world, but
.
one of the most efficient.*
And as the character of the English gentlemen as
administraters continued to improve, the debasement of
During the
the natives of India became more complete.
first quarter of the present century they continued in
of dreary

a state

of the faculties—no
of the

ligence

of progress within or without.

sign

surprising in this.

nothing

was

There

There was no awakening

stagnation.

people

India

of

had,

for

The

intel-

many years,

been held in small esteem by their rulers; and they
were not likely to rise much above the level which had
een. practically assigned to them by those who shaped
the destinies of the nation.
* Although

I think that under. the

circumstances which had arisen in India,
the “Regulations” were much. wanted
to remedy the prevailing official Jaxity,
Lam weil inclined to admit that theroughly good men were likely to get on
I find the folbetter without then.
lowing account of the simple style in
the Bombay
of
which old Mr. Forbes,

civil service,

administered

in

justice

Goozrat about the year 1780, which
certainly furnishes 2 refreshing மோட
trast to one of our Regulation courts :—+
“I dedicated one day in the week, and
more when necessary; tothe administration of justice, in which I was assisted by four principal Bralumins; the

Cazea

and

three

Mahomedans,

con-

versant in the laws of the Koran; with
some respectable merchants, and the
These persons
heads of other castes.
me, in doubtful cases, and
advised
especially on points relating to the re-

the
ligious ceremonies and customs of was
The carpet of justice
Hindoos.
spread on the Jarge open hall of the
Durbar, where the arbitrators agsem-

bled;

these J always

agreeably

to

ancient

attended,

and,

custom, referred

Our

system,

indeed,

had

the decision to a punchayut, or jury of
five persons; two were chosen by the
plaintiff, two by the defendant, and the
fifth by myself, from
among
these
elders.
I had by this means the satisfaction of pleasixz:*100,000 inhsbitants,
who only made ‘one appeal
to the
superior Courts at Baroche or Bombay.
Iwas delighted with the simplicity of
their mode of proceeding. Mrom having
been an alderman and sheriff at Bombay, and for some years worn the black
gown as a pleader in the courts of
justice at that Presidency, I was not
entirely unacquainted with English law n

but had I equalted Blackstone in knowledge of British jurisprudence, it would
have availed little among a people completely attached to their own customs,
and jnfluenced by the prejudices of
caste.
I was, therefore, happy to accommodate myself to their usages,
{
believe I may truly say that not a present was ever made to an individual
belonging to the Adawlut, nor was a
court fee under any description ever
exacted.”
— [Forhes’ Osiental Memoirs.

vol. il, p. 2.]
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Under

the administration of

Cornwallis, as I have said, all the higher offices of

the State had been conferred on European gentlemen—
the Covenanted Civil Service of the Company.
The
practice thus instituted had been followed by subsequent |
administrators; and the official condition of the natives,
in course of time, had rather deteriorated than improved.
Jn fact, it was not only that the highest
offices were conferred on the Europeans,

but that none

but the lowest were bestowed upon the natives.

There

may have been, in 1790, some wisdom in this. Perhaps
it was not so much that Cornwallis and his advisers
mistrusted the native, as that they mistrusted the

Exropean, functionaries.
Cornwallis found his higher
European agency, not in the state which had roused

the energies of Clive to the great work of “cleansing
the Augean stable,” but very far removed from the
purity

present

and

which

efficiency

day.

He

saw,

it has

doubtless,

attained in the

that the native

functionary in the hands of bis European colleague, oF
superior, might

become

a very mischievous Sat

ready-made instrument of extortion —and he deஅரன்
termined, therefore, not to mix up the two
nies
wr
ait
that,
probable
is
4
perilously together.

many of the higher European judicial functional °

would have exerted themselves

to secure the ap PO

pain al
ment of their own tools to offices immediately

them, and bythrowing upon the native judges

wae ore

the
duty of deciding cases in which teir patron ‘ie
interested, work the mine of corruption benea
ont

soil, and so cover the worst abuses.

The native 48 ‘he

in such a case never betrays bis employers
European functionary would have
L
may not, therefore, 1

say, have

been nus

natives, so much as mistrust of the Huropeam®
deterred Cornwallis

5°

and his advisers from Bux

ட் P
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he two agencies in the general administration of the
country.
But

to

the

state of things

a very different

statesman

Indian

when,

forty

under

which

later,

years

the British legislator,

and
the

itself

presented
of the

terms

new

Act,

was to be thenceforth governed,

India

came ‘to be weighed and

considered.

The European

functionary was then an honest and enlightened English
gentleman, who performed a fixed duty for a fixed salary,

who had little temptation to yield to besetting influences,
and who would not have yielded, if he had heen beset.
There was no danger then, as far as he was concerned,
in

bringing

fmetionaries.

him

inte

immediate

contact

with

native

There was far more likely to be a gulf
any bond of fellowship hetween

between the two, than

Tt was, at that time, indeed, as expedient as it
country a larger
was just, to giv a the natives of the
The system of
administration.
share in its actn al

them.

exelusiveness

had

b

een

pushed

too

far.

tide,

The

Act of 1883, for the
indeed, had turned before the
better government of India, was hot on the legislative
forge.

But, in that Act, there was for

the first time a

of
specific recognition of the equel claims of all classes
the
in
community to employment

the Anglo-Indian
he said how great
Compauy’s service ; and it need not
to give to
caleulated
an impulse such a recognition was
the progress of native education.
this prin.
The 87th clause of the new Act in which
:
:
It went
brief, but emphatic.
was
ed
di
bo
em
was
le
cip
d be it enacted,” it said,
straight to the point :—* An ritories, nor any natural
d ter
« that no native of the sai
resident therein, shall by
born subject of his Majesty e of birth, descent, color,

, piac
reason only of his religion
e,
ed fron holding any plac
or any of them, be disabl
said Company.”

er the
office, or exmployment, und
There

was

nothing

in the whole

Aet, viewed

in

al
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significance, more important

something

influence

than this;

which in effect might

upon

the

future

administration

India, or it might be a mere nullity.
that

the mere

removal

shape they may

have

of legal

but it

have a mighty
of British

It was obvious

disabilities, whatever

taken before, would

not open

the higher offices of the State to any class of men, so

long as there were other barriers to their admission,

just as Operative as though they were constructed by
an Act of Parliament.
The primary effect of the
clause

was,

Court

of

of

course,

Directors

a

to

place

in

the

discretionary

hands

power

of the

to

confer

writerships and cadetships on young Rajpoots or
Parsees.
Lverything, therefore, depended upon. their

practical

interpretation

Parliament, though
all colors and
disability.
It

of the

it opened

law.

But

the

Act

of

the services to men of

creeds, did not remove one other great,
did not open the doors of office to in-

competent candidates for admission.
There were,
henceforth, to be no external disqualifications.
The

disqualifications were to be all from within.

_ in any view of the

case, a matter of the

Tt was,

gravest

im-

portance in the eyes of the Court of Directors, and
one to which it was incumbent on them to give the

profoundest consideration.

sideration;

They did give it this con-

and having maturely formed them,

they

placed their opinions on record, and forwarded
them to
the supreme Government of India.
They decided that

if, as they believed they were justified in assuming, the

people of India were not yet ripe for employment in

the highest branch of the public service,
it was
clearly the duty of their rulers to render them so with
the utmost possible despatch.
It was desirable, they
said, that by the

improvement

of the

native mind the

people of India should be qualified to compete
disadvantage

with

their European

is the language of the Court:

competitors.

at no
This

|
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By
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clause 87
of

his

OF THE

of the Act,

birth,
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it is provided
-or color,

that no person, by

shall

be

disquahfied

from

holding any office in our service.
்
It is fitting that this important enactment-should be understood, in order that its full spirit and imtention may be transfused
through our whole system of administration.
You will observe that its object is not to ascertain qualification,
It does not break down or debut to remove disqualification.
as conducted principally
Government
our
of
range the scheme
through the instrumentality of our regular servants, Civil and
To do this would be to abolish, or impair the rules
Military.
which the Legislature has established for securing the fitness of
the functionaries in whose hands the main duties of Indian administration are to be reposed; rules, to which the present. Act
College at
take to be,
India, that
distinctions

the

in

a material addition

makes

relating

provisions

to

the

Hayleybury, but the meaning of the enactments we
that there shall be no governing Caste in British
whatever other tests of qualification may be adopted,
of race or religion shall not be of the number ; that

no subject of the King, whether of Indian, or British, or nixed
- descent, shall be excluded, either from the posts usualiy conferred

‘on our uncovenanted servants 1m India, or from the covenanted
with
service itself, provided he be otherwise cligible, consistently
exacted
and
observed
the roles, and agreeably to an conditions,
:
nd
in the otner.
in
ae rn
aa
of this principle, that which will chiefly fall
of natives, whether of the
to your share, will be the employment
ahole

or

the

mixed

blood,

situations.

in official

So far

as Te-

blood, it is
ts the former class, we mean natives of the whole
have,
Legislature
the
of
purposes
the
that
sessary to say,
aS
namely

alee tHe deeree,

been

anticipated.

You

will

know,

and

a Sk seine important respects carried into effect, our
ae
ands
aul tives should be admitted to places of trust, as freely
desire a
as a regard for the due discharge of the functions
Even judicial duties of
faves will permit.
a,
வக்
mec
attached to - ieexiawae are now confided to their hands,
from considerations of economy, but partly also
ன
ae
partly, no dou figs of a liberal and comprehensive policy, still, a
=

=

Sail

கமம்

to some

extent

in

favor

of the

exclusion of them, has been maintained.

offices are appropriated to them;

from

natives,’ to

Certain

certain others they are de-
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to the

covenanted ser-

vice, and the former do not belong to it; but professedly on the

ground that the average amount of native qualifications can be
presumed only to rise to a certain limit.
Itis this line of demarcation

which

the

present

enactments

obliterates,

or

rather,

for

which it substitutes another, wholly irrespective of the distinction

of races.

Fitnessis henceforth to-be the criterion of eligibility. _

_ To this altered rule it will be necessary that you should, both
Practically, perhaps,
im your acts and your language, conform.

no very matked

indifference of results will be occasioned.

The

distinctions between. situations allotted to the covenanted service,
and all other situations of an official or public nature, will remain
generally as at present.

Into'a more

‘

particular

consideration of the effects that may

result from the great principle which the Legislature has now for

the first time recognised and established, we do not enter, because we

would

avoid

disquisition of a speculative nature.

But

there is one practical lesson, which, often as we have on former
occasions ineuleated

it on you, the

once more to enforce.

present subject suggests to us

While, on the one hand, it may be an-

ticipated that the range of public situations accessible to the
native and mixed races, will gradually be enlarged, it is, on the
other hand, to be recollected that, as settlers from Europe find
their way into the country, this class of persons will probably
furnish candidates tor those very situations to which the natives:
Menlof European enterand inixed race will have admittance.
prise and education will appear in the field, and it 7௪ by the
prospect of this event that we are led particularly to impress the
Jn every view 1t 1s
lesson already alluded to, on your attention.
of those AMONnE
India,
of
people
important that the indigenous
. them who by their habits, character, or position, may be induced

to aspire to office, should, as far as possible, be qualified 19 Soest
their European competitors.
fence there arises 4 powerful argument for the promotion of every design tending to the improyement

of the

natives,

whether

by

conferring

on

them

the

advantages of education, or by diffusing among them the treasures
For these desirable
of science, knowledge, and moral culture.

results, we are well aware that you, like ourselves, ave anx1oUs;
and we doubt not that, in order to impel you to increased ex-

ertion

beyond

for the

promotion of them, you

will

need

a simple reference to the considerations we

Suggested.

no

stimulant

have

here
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these wishes

and

opinions, we

must guard against the supposition that itis chiefly by holding
out means and opportunities of official distinction, that we expect
our Government to benefit the millions subjected to their auWe have repeatedly expressed to you a very different
thority.
Facilities of official advancement can little affect the
sentiment.
bulle

of

the

people

under

any

Government,

and

perhaps

least

It is not by holding aut ‘incentives
under 2 good Government.
to official ambition, but by repressing crime, by securing and
guarding property, by creating confidence, by ensuring to industry the fruit of its labor, by protecting men in the undisturbed enjoyment of their rights, and in the unfettered exercise
of their faculties, that Governments best minister to the public
wealth and happiness. In effect, the free access to office is chiefly
valuable when it is a part of general freedom.*

Ever since this admirable letter was written, the natives
of India have had a larger and a larger share in the administrative agency of the country, and have been better
‘The system,
qualified to maintain their official position.
of judicial
grade
as now established, is this. The lowest

He is selected from

officers is that of the “Moonsiff.”

before a
among persons who have passed an examination
Commitlocal Committee, and is approved by a Sudder
suits fo
try
{o
He is empowered
tee at the Presidency.
more
to
amounts
His salary never
the amount of 301.
higher
next
the
than 2002. a year.t From these MoonsifS
Aumeens—are
grade of judicial officers—the Suddex

of 1002.
‘Their jurisdiction extends to suits
chosen.
From
year,
a
A201.
to
2402.
frora
Their salary ranges
Aumeens
Sudder
these Sudder Aumeens the principal

There is, at present, no limit to the jurisare chosen.
diction of this latter class.
The administration of civil justice is at present almost
Ar

in

entirely

in

the

hands

of

these

native

officers.

al lies from the lower, to the higher grades.

pirespect

of

all

suits

above

Di
tonrt of of Directo
* The Conrt
rs1s to the Government of India, Deceniber, 1834,

5002,

}
agi,

whether

tried

But
by

The
of long
the Moonsifts,
howto berated,
likely ere
aro salaries
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Aumeen,

or

by

the

European

Ziliah judge,* the appeal is only to the Sudder Court,
or chief tribunal.

The Principal Sudder Aumeens are

thus placed on a level with the highest European
functionaries, except the Sudder judges, with this reservation,

that

however,

the European

judge has the

power of withdrawing any suits from the native courts,
and trying them in his own.
Tn the dispensation of criminal justice the natives of
‘India

have

“cluded

less

from

share,

it.

A

but

class

they

are not wholly

ex-

of deputy magistrates has

been established, the members of which are sometimes

vested by the local Governments with the same powers

as are possessed

by the European magistrates.

In

this capacity they are competent to pass sentences ex.
tending to imprisonment for three years.
Beyond this the power of the European magisextend.

not

does

trates

All

cases

se

demanding

verer punishment are sent to the Sessions Judge,
who is empowered to sentence to 14 years tmpri-

extent

this

If

sonment.

of punishment

does. not

appear to meet the criminality of the case, it is
sent, with a written letter from the Sessions judge,
stating his opinions, to the chief criminal court, or

Sudder Nizamut Adawlut.

If the Sudder judges con-

cur in the opinions of the lower court,

the

is not one demanding

and the கண்டகம்

punishment of ட்டா

ae

8If ப
sufficient for one judge to try the case.
sents from that opinion, or capital punishmens’ os the
to be demanded, the caseis heard by two judges on the
bench.

On the whole, it may be said that the extended em* In

all such

cases, whether original

suits or appéals, the European judge is

competent

the

court

to withdraw

of

the

Aumeen, and dispose
but in either case the

to

the

Sudder.

the

case

principal

from

Sudder

of it himself—
appeal lies only

Very

few original

suits,

however,

ef

sided by
the
see from

European judges. that under the Goofficial statistics,

vernment

of the

Ke rth-Western

Pro-

i 20 original suits

vinces, in 1849,
tat nearly 45,000
were 80 decided, 77 Toate judges ,

were decided by the »

்
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ployment of native agency in the administration of
justice has worked as well as there was reason to expect

—but not so well as to lead any unprejudiced observer to
believe that in not throwing open the doors of office more
unreservedly to them any great mistake has been committed.*
It appears to me that nothing can be sounder
more beneficial in practice, than the system
or
in theory,
by which a people, long deprived of power, are gradually
restored

to it.

The

of restoration

process

can

hardly

be too gradual. We need look for no better proof that
the Court of Directors, when reviewing the famous 87th

clause, did not look too disparagingly upon the qua-.
lifications, and too grudgingly upon the claims of their
native servants, than the fact that the passage I have
ச
SNe
quoted, though written twenty years .30 (and those
years have witnessed great improveme..s in the moral
and intellectual character of the class of Government
emptoyés), is ay applicable to the present state of things
as if it had been written to-day.

The admission of the natives of India to the highest

offices

of the

State

of time.

is simply a question

“I

believe,” said a distinguished member of the Company’s

service,t before the Committee of the House of Comfor
mons, “that our mission in India is to qualify them
that
“
continued,
he
also,”
say,
I
governing themselves.

* Mr, Halliday, who has had the best
‘opportunities of observing t he working
of this system ‘of native agency, and
whose testimony is entitled to great
weight, when asked by the Committee
3s “Ig the
ட்
eee ote sania of the naoe ne
tives of India gencrally, that the law as

them as compared with the confidence
they have acquired in the Europeans,
there is not generally in the minds of
the natives such a complete reliance
upon the impartiality and incorruptibility of the courts under native judges
as could be wished; but I believe it will
grow up in the course of time, espe-

ministered
administer

my

it is,

is impartially and honestly adauthorities who
the
by
if?”
replied,
“Speaking of

the native courts, that is to say of the
courts presided over by natives, without desiring to attribute to them faults,
imustsay that at present, owing tothe
ong experience of the natives of the
corruptibility of their own countrymen,
and their aon want of confidence in

cially as the courts
observation

manifestly

and

improved

themselves within
knowledge

in regard

have

to in-

tegrity and trustworthiness, and a3 the
natives know and see them to improve,
their suspicions of course will be lulled,
and they will gradually sequire in them
the same confidence that they have in
the courts presided over by Europeans.”
+ Mr. Halliday.
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the measures of the Government,

for a number of years

past, have been advisedly directed to so qualifying them,

without

the

quences

upon our

came

their

1883,

the

slightest
duty

reference

to

administration.”
to

review

the

Court of Directors

any

remote

Long

clauses

had

conse-

before
of the

it beAct

of

continually exhorted

their servants in India to prepare, through the agency

of improved systems of education,
the natives of the
country for higher official positions than they had yet
been qualified to hold.
And these exhortations had

not been thrown away.

Whatthe ultimate effect of their

great educational measures must be, it is not difficult to
conjecture.
Our mission will be fulfilled sooner or
The only question is a question of time.
later.
In the mean while, though the administrative agency

to which the

internal

management of the country is en-

trusted is not without inherent defects, it seems to be a
matter of extremest difficulty to suggest a safe substitute
for it.
There has been an outcry raised of late against
the Company’s courts and the Company’s judges; but

some

of

the

best

authorities

are

of opinion

that

the

natives of the country have unlimited confidence in both.*
There may, perhaps, be some local exceptions, nae 49
stances of occasional malversation have from time

fe line

been made public.
But in almost every case in which a
civil servant of the Company has been charged with cor-

rupt

practices,

a brother

has been the accuser.

civilian

There is no effort to sereen the delinquent, but rather an
* Take, for exanyple, the following
passage from Mr. Talliday’s evidence
‘ before the House of Commens:—“Hare
they (the natives) complete confidence

as tu the acuiencss _ oe
some of the sues ys the acuteness
that, as compared, Vi ் native judges
and intelligenceo th En lish judges

(the Company’s) Courts by the English
Judges?
As far as regards the integtity of the judges, their confidence is
complete; they have little or no notion

are often in the minc an
‘and in the
fault; but in the அ
கல வட English
honest and earnest
டகர நவ
judges to do justice ae
"nai
the

lish judge; it scarcely ever enters into
their imagination.

highest

in the administration of justice in those

of the possibility of corrupting an EngThey may, perhaps,
ave sometimes a difference of opinion

those

man

qualities

and

men,

possible

mm

the

is

aes

con

Halliday's Evidence}
்

ie

natives at

“

[ந

்
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earnest desire, on the part of the general body of the service, to bring his offences to light.
As to those judicial

inconsistencies and. other

bétises which have been

so freely from the records

cited

of the Company’s Courts in

Madras, it appears to me that nothing could be easier than

to cite from the records of any courts an

equal

array of .

I have a great respeet for the
unintelligible decisions.
Englis!: Bench, and the utmost faith in the honesty and

ability svith which justice is administered in this country ;

but if incomprehensible decisions, startling sentences, and

foricus inconsistencies are to be cited as proofs of incapacity aud corruption, it would not be difficult to fill a
volume with such proofs eulled from the Assize Intelligence coniained in a six months’ file of a London
journal.*
It is admitted that there are many defects in the
existing systemf—that justice is administered by men
habits
wanting in judicial training, perhaps with no legal
,
acumen
of mind, and somewhat deficient in ordinary
these
But there are, probably, even greater wants than
_-a want of knowledge of the people—knowledge of
their character, of their language, of the habits of their
There is always, more or less, an imper-

every-day life.

knowledge
fect acquaintance with these things. <A right
outside
the
see
only
of them is not easy to attain-——we
of the

disguised

natives,

for

better

or

for

worse,

But

of the
this is an evil not peculiar to the condition
from
exclusive service of the Company, but inseparable
Under
the East.
our position as strangers and aliens in
would
it
than
felt
less
is
it
,
indeed
the existing system,
If young men expressly educated
be under any other.
for the service, taught perhaps from early boyhood to
read reports of cases which he has
printed report
* The fact is, that + the represents its heard decided, and admitted that he
of a case ae sy aa with much. should never have known the reason of

பட் even

ப்

forthe

of newspaper readers.

amusement

Every mon has

the decision if he had

in court.

not been himself
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look forward to an Indian carecr, proceeding to India at
an early age, perhaps to a home whither his father and
brothers have preceded him, cannot sufficiently enlace
lus interest and his affections with the realities of Indian
life, how mnch less likely is one, coming at a comparatively

mature age, ‘resh from the Inns of Court, to acquire a
competent krowledge of the things in which, with all
his advaniy acs, the writer is avowedly deficient ?* |
Tt was

said

by Canning,

during

the

debates

on

the

India Charter of 1818, that there could not be anything
radically wrong in the system which had protiuced all
the able Company's servants who had given tcu evt* I think

that

evidence regarding

Sir Edward
the

Ryan's

appointment

of

Englisi: barristers to Indian judgeships
ja quite conclusive on the subject. “ Do
you believe that the administration of
justice would be improved in India by

itarity with fire p<
ald & knowes, at Sie people th uselyes.
It is
facts that the Court hue to deal with;

ane
in dealing with facts m a soa
with infiui ly
that, you are surrounded
are here. ge
Fe you ae

a
14m
i
1
more nse
the selection of barristers from En gland _ the Supreme
and from India for that purpose?—I do
f dealing with facts are
ssil Courts in
not think so; barristers from England,
கவன ‘than in the Mofuin the பட்ட
e
judg
the
I presume, could not go out until perect;
resp
foe
cqnainted wit , தி2
haps of the age of twenty-five; they
Court, indeed, is unathe
பட் par
would hardly be barristers till that
native Janguages,
be
a mn
e
time. I do not know what would tempt
the witnesses are e
a witne
bu
nage;
Many barristers of that age to proceed
i
is
ஞ்ச Court he is sar
to India, because it is quite clear that
னமாக
, the a tvormey
upon their first arriyal in that country
to the office of the attorney
ல். e ae
they would be quite incompetent to has under him 2 principal
ami ar
manager 1 nac
ve and
nati
thatEEng
fii the offices of judges in the interior. nageonr, the
u os
lish
the Ver
The first thing they have to learn, of
in the
ess
witn
the
lifts
ges: lie
course, is the native languages, which Ta
result
icastesthe theao
munrney
would not be so easily acquired at that pe“fictha
e, Eato bethe com
atto
age as at the earlier age at which civil
Z ne
to the மட
Servants proceed to India; they would
ட் mmunicates it
after ail 1 act
have no opportunity of acquiring that Sogo is called in Court then examine
species of judicial training to which I es Jiminary Jifting, he is uage, by iver
lang
have before alluded; namely, becoming
Pe Court in bis own
were men of sy
familiar with the natives in the transpe ters, who in my timeis ணக
he
ity,
abil
action of business in the various ways
ee raisary
and ட் ve
in which civil servants obtain
ததக in the sameway;cement 2 i
that
men
com
the
from
familiarity in the office of the collector. sifti
*3 office, and bis மணக aot
Leal
Not possessing this knowledge of the
the judge ] ius
languages, nor thig familiarity with the
a S aieee examination,
ட்டு தக
manners, and usages, and habits of the
bene constantly பிர.the
a
i
natives, I do not see how they could
i
what
வஸ் a sifted. Now
come efficient judges in the interior இ
க
of an English
of the country, especially with reference
eT bet he position
sil, totally devoid
to this; it is not the knowledge of the would be ¢

Science of the law which is 86

much

required in the Mofussil Courts, it is
the administrative art which ds so 76-

Suited, and that van

only

arise from

family are aad
without the
of all t
A
civil servants
information wh ch the
species of training to
acquire by the allud
ed ?”
which I before
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dence before the Parliamentary
years later the same remark might
pungent

addition:
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Committees,
Forty
be made,—with this

The system cannot be radically wrong

‘which has produced the able Company’s servants whom
the Queen's Ministers have selected from time to time,

not merely to govern

cate them
thrown

Crown colonies,

the

from difficulties

into which

but to extri-

they have

by the intemperance or incapacity of men

been

who’

When
have not been trained in the Indian service.
arise
do
great colonial embarrassments arise-—and they

sometimes—it is commonly to the talent, to the temper,
to the discretion, to the firmness, and to the integrity of
some servant of the Company, that the perplexed Mintster looks for the saving hand that is to extricate him
trom his dilemma.
Yet these men are

said to be the minions of a corrupt

The ‘patronage of the East India Company, it
system.
is sometimes alleged, is at the bottom of all this vile mess
most
of administrative uncleanliness. Justice is put to the
of
miserable shifis that the friends of the thirty magnates
Leadenhall-street may draw so many thousands a year

the conclufrom the territorial revenues of India; and
to.
Court ought
sion is, that therefore the doom of the
-I am told by the
be sealed without hesitation or delay.
why, if I send a
Chaplain of Newgate that the reason
er, th runs

bank-note,

or & ring, or a wateh-chain 1n a lett

no small risk of being

stolen by a Yetter-carrier is, that

filled up by panies
‘the vacancies in the Post-oflice are al
by members of
ener
er-G
recommended to the Postmast
Parliament.”*

To this system

ஐ
2 I may aa well ae oe கட்த மன் ce

which E refer, 19 ள் * vatehfal care of
கனாக். ervants

to inquire,

பப
ose oe one a ங் their habits of
should
from time to time, 1nt0

life and pursuits in pants

of

ட
of
‘on
apply to the publici estat
the country. ‘The raoral rep: ota into
ousshatப வம் கர the
servants but
Public
Consideration,

Mr. Davis

attributes the

ublic service where we meet with most
ப ப்வச்ள்
Fuiliotes is the Post-office.

cases, involving, as they do, not ல
a serious breach

ic
cases
of domest
have
description,

earnest attention.

of public

ரி x i

miseryd tha
my
engage

mos ti

In more than ope

the
i
pamphlet I have
tittle
cishotest parties among those eraployed
by the Post-office, in the hope, by some
dressed
addre:
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occurrence

of

a crime

“involving

cases of

domestic misery that baffle description.” From this we
may learn the great lesson, that a mischievous adminis-

tration of the patronage of the State may not only be coexistent with, but be fostered and encouraged by, an
institution on which the liberties of the country are
And if letter-carriers’ appomtments
mainly dependent.
are so jobled between Ministers and Members ot Parliament, how would writerships and cadetships fare in
the same immaculate hands ?
such appeal to their better feelings, ta
correct their errors, and if possible prevent the crime.

I should like still more

+o be done in this way, so far as it can,
without offence

and with

hope of suc-

cess; but I greatly fear that some por-~
tion of this unenviable distinction In
servants of the Post-oflfice, namely, that
@ preater number are convicted and
transported in that than any other de-

partinent, arises in some measure from
the manner of theit appointment,
As
far as I can learn, but I speak only

amour, the vacancies in the Postmfilled up by parties reco by
eneral
mended 10 the Postmaster-G
It is easy to
members of Parliament.
to
oe

imagine
£

that

for services rendered
hey
ate glad of any

these கம கட்ing a kindness
for
ம
9!
nity

in sexving ther,
ன் எள aad activity
such a rigid
be
not
may
e
ther
Hence
life and habits of
past
the
inte
iry
ingu
ed as seoms essenthe men recommend
.”

ortant
tial in a duty so imp
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PART Iv.
CHAPTER
The Non- Regulation Provinces-~Civit

and

1,
Military

Adminisirators—Evils

of

Fixelusiveness—Simdh—Defects of the purely Military System-—Sir Charles
Sapier’s Govermmment—Arcacau- Inigrovement of the Pravince-—The Panjab
ation—The Lawrenees--Mr. Mansell-—the Sub—The Board of Adnrinistra
ue—Financial

ement
o¥dinate Administrative Machinery—Setil
ant General Resulie.

of fhe

Reven

Thave said enough
J wave done with the Regulations,
s,
of the manner in which the affairs of these province
and
wue
Reve
d
fixe
our
to
ect
svhich have long been subj
the civil servants
Judicial systems, are administered by
There are provinces, more recently
of the Company.
bow down to the
brought under our rule, which do not

letter of the Regulations, but are

governed

and simpler fashion—by an executive
of civilians and partly of soldiers, upon
imto which the spuit of the Regulations
4 minnner 2s fo Cause it to harmonise

after a rnder

composed parily
a nixed system,
is mfused im such
and blend itself

t he sprit of native institutions,
with all that is good im
ges of the country,

al usa
and to be respected in the lec
Under the
The Non-Regulation Provinces are these:—Beng: al Presidency are the Saugor and Nerbudda terriAssam, Arratories; dalous and Jhansi; Mairwarra;றகாக; 12% ஏ.
vinces 8 வி
can, and the ‘Penasserun pro
pore,
tricts on the South-Western froufer, as Sumbul

Ramgurh, &e. ; the Cisne)

states, inclnding Umballah,

நச

ABA

THE

Loodhianah,

NON-REGULATION

Khytul,

Ferozepore,

PROVINCES.

and

the

territory re-

cently held by the protected Sikh chiefs; and the whole
country of the Punjab.
These are subject to the con.
trolling

authority

of the

vernor

of Bengal,

and

Governor-General,

are administered

the

Go-

by oflicers

or

ap-

poiuted by them.
Under the government of the NorthWestern Provinces are the Dehra Doon; Kumaon and
Gurhwal ; the Butty territory ; Ajmere; Nimaur; Jaunsar
and Bawur.
Under the Madras
jam; Vizigapatam; and Kurnool.

vernment of Bombay
The system under
are administered has
as successful in the
In Arracan we have
and

the

results

have

government are GanAnd under the go-

are Colaba, Sindh, and Sattarah.
which the affairs of these provinces
generally worked well. Ti has been
North-West as in the South-East,
tried it for a quarter of a century,
been

as advantageous

to the go-

verned as they are honorable to the Government.
10.
the Punjab we are only beginning to try 1!—we are in
the first stage of the experiment ; but the brightness of
the dawn promises a brilliant mericlian success.

his

It must not, however, be assumed that, because ned
less elaborate and less costly administration has a

every purpose of government in the provinces a hs

ie

it has been applied, that therefore the more © ட் டன்
and expensive machinery which we have sct = ler te ட,
the Regulation provinces

has

been altogether

a mis

The fact is, that the extension of our empire has .

ட

ee

1

us closer and closer to the outskirts of oa
ne
that having to do with a ruder people, we eine sy
diently subjected them to a ruder system of ee
Ss De.
Bengal had been a quarter of a century 12 OF
7 mye

fore.Cornwallis and Barlow framed thei famous mest on
tions.

But imagine what Napier in Sindh,

a

on

the Punjab, Dixon in Mairwarra, Bogle in Avract) &

any other British officer among @ rude people hee ¥
brought under our rule, could have made of those
Regu-

Aja
THE

ADMINISTRATION

OF

SINDE,

|
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lations which the ablest lawyers in India pronounced. to
be worthy of Justinian. What a people suddenly finding
themsclves under the sovereigniy of a new set of rulers
Most requires, is a government very little in advance ot

that from which they have been transferred. All abrupt
and violent changes are as injurious to the constitution of
a nation as they are to the constitution ofa man.
Ifyou
find a creature dying from inanition, and begin to gorge
If you take a
him, you are sure to kil him outright.
dr miard suddenly from his stimmlants, the chances are
that you cure him of his drunkenness only by sending

him to his grave. Changes for the better must be graIf
dual, or they are likely to be changes for the worse.
we find a people groaning under a despotism, we must

A. little tyranny is absolutely
be despotic ourselves.
necessary at such times to the welfare of the people, and

Doubtless

to

suited

is best

government

to the feelings

of

a state

such

habits

and

society.

Napier were

of Sir Charles

the rough ways

better adapted

a mihtary

on the whole,

to bé doubted that,

it is not

Beloo-

of the

chees, after the conquest of Sindh, than the refined
tenderhesses and the judicial niceties of the gentlest and
wisest statesman that ever loved and toiled for a people,
“‘Unsophisticated human nature,” it was truly written
by the conqueror of Sindh, “ and military nature, must
both be studied in dealing with barbarians ; they would
ar from a civilian arrangements

not be

tion,

lott

behests

of

crossing
a

mission.”*
But we

rush

must

their

soldier

prejudices;

chief

they

suited

yet

would

to civilisa-

to
bow

the
in

stern
sub-

be careful, in such esses, that we do not

from one extreme into another

equally dangerous.

saw at once that
Charlesbe Napier
The quick eye of ismSir would
the ruin of Sindh; but,

too much civilian!
those quick eyes a
having seen this, he let down before
r's Administration of Scinde.”
* Sir VW. Napier’s «< flistory of Sir னCharles Napic

By
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shade of strong prejudice, and he did not see, or would
not see, that there might be danger in too little civilianism.
He took into his hands the whole Revenue
and Judicial

management

of the country, and, with

all

his energy and. all his ability, it was too much for him.
In the

Judicial

department

he

may not

have

erred, for he had to deal with men who were

greatly

little

accustomed to technical formalities, and who could better

appreciate summary justice than legal delays. Few clear
headed

and

impartial

men

will

go very WHORE:

wien

honestly endeavouring to administer justice among a
people not utterly vitiated by the contiguity of venal
courts, and taught to rely on falsehood and corruption.
But the settlement of the landed revenue of a country is

a very difficult matter ; and our new military judges had
14

often to decide upon complicated Revenue Cases.

pn

in the adjudication of these cases that they most =
quently erred, for, as they were utterly inexperienced 10

Revenue matters, they were not likelyto be very one
petent to decide upon them.

It was indeed

thing to see these “ military commissions

ment on disputed land-tenures.
them,”

writes one of the Sindh

வன் அ

sittimg in a

“ I have ant on

ர i

and

as

officials,

பிக

peatedly been compelled to swear on the Gospe

would adjudicate and decide on disputed tithes 4௦

AROS

‘ according to the custom of war in like cases.

டன்ன

Sir Charles Napier

did not choose his —

Such men as Brown and Goldney, a ake
unwisely.
ample—I speak of them because I knew ci ன் he
soreible

but there are others, doubtless, well worthy ஸ்
mention—were

suited, no less by thei

tte Lb

ன்

ன

க

their energies, to farther the efforts of their gavant © aa.
But neither they, nor their colleagues, Were experienc
in the work of civil administration.
A few covenante
Officers of the civil service had been sent down to Sindh,
*

MS.
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on the first annexation of the province, to assist in the
details of its revenue and judicial administration ; but

Sir Charles Napier, who had an equally low opinion of
old and of young civilians,* very soon obtained their
dismissal, and the entire management of the country
was transferred to the hands of the soldiers. They were
zealous and for the most part able men-—but they had to
transact business that was new to them, and it is no dis-

-eredit to Sir Charles Napier and his assistants, whose experience as fanciers extended httle beyond the management, under the tuition of a pay-havildar, of the accounts
of a company of Sepoys, that they showld have failed in
the revenue administration of such a country as Sindh,
1 is true that these military administrators, from Sir
Charles Napier downwards, being men of no common
eneroy and ability, might have made themselves proficients

in the civil duties entrusted to them, but that they had the
worl: of war to do, no less than the work of peace. The

restlessness of the predatory hill tribes demanded vigor-

ous coercion, and Sir Charles N apier, pushing aside the
portfolio of the civil Governor, mounted his horse, and
He was not a
took the field against the robber clans.
Nor owas
another.
to
this
as
work
man to delegate such

it likely, when he heard from afar the first mutterings of

கருட is hard ta say whether Sir
Charles Napier thought a young civilian
or an old civilian the most dangerons
person to meddle with a newly-conOF the former, he
country.
quered
said: “Young, and offen very inca~
pable, men are sent to acquure expertence and fortuncs at the expense of the
proprictors’ dividends by misgoverning

‘newly-conquered counizies,

Unlznow-

ing hew to ruje even & settled conniry,
they have to croate every branch of
administration, and must necessarily
manipulate roughly, and, as 1b were,
with

horny

hands,

when

the | nicest

touch js essential—-ineddiing arbitrarily
and ignorantly with social and financial
affairs,

where

crror

may

give

mortal

offence, where parsimony may be folly,

and

extravagance

madness.”

Of

the

old civilians, he says: “Length of residence and sensual indulgence weaken
body and mind, and give only aptness
for official details without enlargement
of

idens;

and

most

of

these

pPersous

generalised
ag Old Indians,
because
fhey have worn out originally vigorous

appetites

and

feeble

minds whilst en-

joying Jarge salaries and the adulation
of black clerks, who do all their duties,
imagine that they only know the Fast.”
—~[Sir C. Napter’s Letters in Sir W.

Napier’s

“Administration

of Seinde.”|

Utrum horun mavis accipe; and at is
clear that in the estimation of Bir
Charles Napier no civilian is fit to take
a part in the administration of a new
country.
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the coming storm on the Sutlej, that he would remain
glued to his desk.

“Where, then, at such times, was the

civil Governor?
Ancd where were his collectors and
deputy-collectors?
Sir Charles Napier was at the head
of his men, and. his military civilians were exerting them-

selves to collect supplies, and to forward them to the
troops moving through the country.
Such distractions
were not favorable to the progress of civil administration
in Sindh. The’necessary European superintendence was
withdrawn,

and the native officials were left, In many

places, to carry on the work by themselves. And how
it was carried on may be gathered from the statements
of a writer, thoroughly acquainted with all the details of
British administration in Sindh, who declares that the
system in force at this time might vot unfaithfully be described as “the retention of all that was oppressive or
evil in the old system, the discarding of all that was
useful, and adding much evil of our own; whilst expertence and honesty were exchanged for inexperience m the
the subsuperintendence, and. fraud and oppression

ordinate branches.”*
The fact is, that a slight infusion
of civilianism was required, and this Sir Charles eee
All the evil 1s here tracea ©
had impetuously rejected.
to the exclusiveness

of the

system.

The Tea

were not merely military men in civil capacities.
were

military

men

their civil duties by

military character.

distracted

from

the

demands

made

upon

They. were

a

o

them m fae

ண்ட

not permitted,

ahd uninterruptedly, to accommodate themselves te
new duties;

but whilst

they

ought

fully settling the country, they were
for the coercion of refractory tribes.

But although Sir Charles

to have

௦

been மயன்

maturing measures
.
.

Napier, being bike aan

earnest, energetic men, imbued. with strong Pug
* Caleutia Review, No. xxvii. Art.:
“British Administration of Scinde”—

ee

= sf

UCnees

written with

ms to be
a paper which see
nese
aud impartiality.
remarkable fair

2,
AMELIORATIVE

fell into

this

extreme
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of anti-civilianism,

cordingly, I believe that he really had

Sindhians sincerely at heart.

and

erred ac-

the good of the

He professed himself to be

anxious, “ whilst fastening on the country a strong military

gripe, to apply all softening and healing measures to the
vanquished race—all protective and encouraging measures
to the liberated population
;’* and I do not doubt that he

was. Slavery was abolished by a stroke ofthe pen. It had
not existed, among the Sindhians, in any very tolerable
shape, but it was well even that the name of such an evil
should cease to have legal sauction.
Infanticide was very
common among the Sindhians.
He exerted himself to
suppress it.
Female life, infant or acult, was held of so
little account among them, that men murdered their

wives with impunity, and believed that it was as lawful
as the killing of sharks.
When Sir Charles Napier
the chiefs asked with
murderers,
the
talked of hanging
astonishment if he would hang a man “ for only killing
his wife;” but he did hang them, and the gallows in time
Then he cisarmed the people, and
abated the evil.
curbed the frequent arbitrement of the sword, and the
blood-spillings of private strife. “He also,” says Si

William Napier, “ put down the practice of Suttee, which,
however, was rave in Scinde, by a process extremely
characteristic.
For judging the real cause of these
immoiations to be the profits derived by the priests, and
hearing of an intended burning, he made it known that
The priests said it was a
he would stop the sacrifice.
"
eee

ssofthesc
circaum-

misgovernment.
The trading Hindoo
ig then attach himself to a system

stances my po. a ae strong military
ening on ae co li softeniug and healing
gripe, to apply li vanquished race, all

‘wider scope for its exercise.
He will,
for his own sake, give timely intelligence
ofdesigns to restore the oppressive yoke

protective an
ap alte ee

have a wonderful knowledge of all that
Charles
is passing.”—[ZLetter af Sir

different

measures

‘
mie oe படகை

ae

must be, whilst fast-

to ன் 16

couraging

measures

ne lation—to make
Jed Mastice pe univer-

strong even- ie w forth the abundant
of the country, and
ae

Steel

repair the terrible evila of the Ameers

which protects his calling, and opens a

of the Beloochees, and the rich Banians

Napier, quoted in Sir Wiliam Napier's
“ Adminisiration of Scinde,”]

:
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religious rite which must not be meddled with—that all
nations had customs which should be respected, and this

wasa very sacred one. The general, affecting to be struck
with the argument, replied, ‘Be it so. This buming of
widows is your custom.
Prepare the funeral pile.
But
my nation has also a custom.
When men burn women
alive we hang them, and confiscate all their property.
My carpenters shall therefore erect gibbets on which to:
hang all concerned when the widow is consumed. ,,.Let

us all act according to national customs.” “No Suitee,”
adds the historian, “took place then, or afterwards." Tt

may

be

questioned,

indeed,

whether

many had

taken

The population of Sindh is, for the most
place before.
part, a Mahomedan population, and Suttee is a Hindoo
rite.

்

On the subject of the taxation of the people of Sindh

the historian must enter with caution.

Jt has been said,

on the one hand, that Sir Charles Napier abolished all
on the other,

he found

which

taxes

the oppressive

that he not

in operation ; and

only greatly increased. them,

but, moreover, collected them in the most vexatious
manner.
It has been said, indeed, that the very courte-

sans of Hyderabad paid a portion of their earnings to the
collector.

Ji

does

appear

however,

not,

impossible

io

Sir Charles Napier,
reconcile these conflicting statements.
on his first assumption of the Sindh government, seems
to have

resorted

to

all the

sourees of revenue5

existing

but at a later period some injurious imposts were abolished
which pressed heavily on

people.

fell with

These
some

were,

the

industrial

energics

of Tie

firstly, a tax upon shops, which

severity

on

the

artificers;

Mahbomedan

secondly, a tax upon fishermen;

and, thirdly, 4 Tae, HC

Hindoo

the

communities,

levied

in

aggregate

on ப்பின்

and villages, and divided into individual portions by the
tax-payers themselves.

By the abolition of these taxes a
ன்

* Ste Wiliam

Napier’s “ Administration of Seinde.

”

BK,

CAUSES OF FAILURE.

ymsiderable

souree

of revenuc

was

AAT

abandoued

where

evyenve was much wanted; bunt i¢ did much to secure
Tt was atter Napier’s
the confidence of the people.
return from

his hil

canipaigne

that

these imposts were

abolished.

To the great subject of artificial byrigation, also, Six
Charles Napier applied the energies of his vigorous

He was eager to increase the productiveness of
mind.
the eountry by om improved system of water supply.
Beyond the tracts of country watered by the Todus itsel{,

this

could

be

effected

only

by

canal-irrigation,

and

im

some parts by the sinking of wells. Te had tvis sincerely
desires.
at heart, but the results did not keep pace with his

labor; There was a scarcity of money, and a searciby of

and such works demanded an abundance of both.* There
were adventitious circumstances, too, inseparable from

it
the character of the lecal government, which rencered
Charlies
Sir
of
impossible that the benevolent impulses
The element
Napier should ever bear the clesivedL fruit.

position,
of foilure lay in the accident of his
Ti is greatly to be deplored that this question of the
with such a
Administration of Sindh has been overlaid
truth is to
the
superincumbent pass of controversy, that

be seen with difficulty glimmering beneath it, let us dig
Perhaps, however, af leaving the
and scrape as we may.
turn to Sir Charles
antagonistic witersou either side, we
fo something
சபக்
letters, we May

Napier’s own official
will now conlike an approximation to the fact. “YT
saying that, though
clude,” he wrate to Lord Ripon, “by
might heve done more
the officers with me and myself
and. better, no one will deny that we have had many and

+ wor ae smo sine aN SAS TO Shae af aur amen

ன க for Sir Sindh, A gaed toad between Sukk
லல
work of ப
a8 an Ae enn
suanessors tO BIYe ef send See
yee
enna, 7
decelane
with
ணன்
@
nent
compere
the tena
Feet to x scheme for
OF af £6 the prothe land commrmications
the
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witht
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great difficulties to struggle withwar
its ufmost

virulence,

the destruction

and pestilence i
of 2 whole harvest

by locusts, and the greatest part of another by a suddeu
and unprecedented fall of the inundation before the grain
was nature, have been amonest the evils afflicting Scinde
In the midst of an extensive military comsuice 1843.
mand, T have had to construct the entire machinery of a

civil government,

assisted by young officers who had at
first starting little or no experience, bet whose zeal and
abilities have enabled them to serve me well; and by
diligence they have

overcome

the great

obstacle of total

want of experience, which was at first almost insuperable

in the collection of the revenue.
How we have succeeded.’
we must leave the world to decide.*
The world,
coulyiless,

will decide that

Sir Charlies

in this paragraph

Vapier has candidly set forth the inherent defects of the
system: under which he administered the affairs of this
important province.
When we consider that the civil
government was conducted ‘tin the midst of an extensive

military command,” and that the collection of the revenue
was entrusted to young military officers, whose qualifications

for

such

duties

consisted in

“a

total want of ex-

perience,” the only wonder is, that the experiment should

have been half as successful as it was.

The administration of the Arracan provinces has been
almost exclusively in the hands of military men; but it
has not been an
essentially military” government in
the sense that Sindh was to be so regarded under the
The chief magistrate of the
rule of Sir Chazles Napier.
province has never been, at the same time, the Commander of the Forces, The civil and military authorities
* Str Charles Napier to Lord Ripon,
quoted in Sir William Napier'’s “Administration of Seinde.”—The reader fee

al

with
vantageously
437, where
pagepassnge
a note, at this
quoted in compare
ae
ir Charles Napier, speaking

of young

ne complains that “ young, aud
oten very incapable, men are sent to

acquire experience and fortunes at the
of the proprietors’ dividends by
See ering

னன் ly-acquired cou Be ye

Not knowing
they

how

country,

have

to

to

rule

7

crenie

eee

every

branch of administration, and must

cessarily manipulate roughly,”

ne-

&e., &c.
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have been distinct from

each
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other,
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never have the

latter had the least control over the former.

It has been

all governing and no fighting ; and thus far circumstances
have favored the development of the system.
But if

such had not been the case, the necessity of coercing any

refractory tribes would not have suspended or impeded,

in so far as related to adequate European superintendence,
‘the entire civil administration of the country.

When the pestiferous jungles of Arracan became a
component part of the British Empire in the East, the
province which it was our new duty to govern was little
Thinly inhabited,
better than a howling wilderness.
scantily cultivated, it presented to ihe outward eye of the
administrator only a discouraging prospect of mortifying
Tt was the very reverse of a land of promise.
failure.
In 1825, Mr. Roberison was appoimted Agent im Axrrahim
can, but the Burmese war then entailed upon
pressing

duties,

the

frov1

of

performance

he

which

could not turn aside; and all that he could do in the way

of internal organisation was to maintam the heads of
in their
villages or tribes, Known as ‘f Moosoogrees,

several posts, and to place some portion of the country

under the old chiefs, who, after many years of exile spent
to
under our government at Chittagong, now returned

good service to the
their native land, eager to render
the unportance at such a

British.”

ரு

Clearly percetving

of ௫ onciliating

the, Mug

chiefs,

Mr.

Robertson. .

with
abstained from anything like a vexatious meddling
details.

upon

But

his

departure

Arracan,

from

the

over to Capsuperint endence of the provice was made
acquainted
largely
stature,
tain Paton—a man of gigantic
with

the

native

languages—especially

the

Bengallee—

but slenderly endowed with administrative talent and
discretion. He had been summoned round from Calcutta,
i

* They rendered impor

to our army,

not only

tant

byP

service

occuring

ordinary supplies,

but by furnishing us

with the means of housing the army.
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where he had held the office of police magistate ; but he
talked better than he ruled, and amidst so much to

disput and to discourage—for the troops were dying like
sheep with the rot, and there was a general impression
that the province would be abandoned--it was little hkely
that the work of internal administration should proceed.

with any good effect.

The treaty of Yandaboo was con-

cluded, and then a Commission,

of which Captain Paton

and Mr. Richard Hunter of the civil service were the
members, was appointed for the civil government of the
country.
It did not work well. Mr. Hunter was 4 Toan
of those ordinary business qualifications which make useful public servants in settled offices, the duties ot which

are clearly defined and well understood. But something
more than this was required.
Everything went wrong.
The Commissioners irritated the chiefs, whom Mr.
Robertson had placed in authority, and upou sciie
rumor of disaffection disbanded the Mug levy which he
had raised.*
But Paton died, and Hunter left the

country; and Captain Dickenson, who had commanded
the first Mug levy, and was employed, I believe, in ள்
reconstruction, was then appoimted Commissioner. ட் 6

was a man of good parts, but of a quick temper ; od ie
unhappy dispute with a subordinate aggravate
a

natural invitability, and added nothing to his eflicioency ட
an administrator.
Little progress was made ue
5
rule.
But better times were beginning to dawa upes
the province.
;

Most the year 1835-36, Captain Bogle, who —
in

political

was

charge

appointed

of

an

extensive

to the Arracan

பண்பலை

_—

ள் ட் ore

Commissioncrem),

a

this thne the unhealthiness of the province still contmuec
* This
aba

time

and pative

the

:
levy had
when

troops

pestilence.

ment, Thoreover,

done good
both

I

were

our

service

European

prostrated by

furnished

employ-

to some of the more

‘
turbulent natives ee

offerwise

troubic,

nuight

and who,

untry,
given tie

deed,

Dakoits.

on

HUST?

bandment of the corps,

the

who
some
dis-

regular
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to be a proverb,
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no uncommon

AAD

thing, at certain

seasous of the year, to find more than half the European
officers attached to the civil and military establishments

either prostrate on their beds, or cruising about the Bay
of Bengal in a state of doubtful convalescence.
I have
heard it said, that in one year half the European population died during the rams.
The deadly fevers of the
country, too, struck down the natives of Hindostan—

soldiers and servants, by scores. An order to embark for
Arracan was held to be little better than a death-warrant.

A few days often did the work.

A single ride along the

skirts of one of those pestiferous jungles would send a
young man, in the full flush of youthful health and
vigor, to his grave within a week of his arrival in the

province.

.

But within the space of a very few

years Arracan

ac-

quired a new reputation. Men who had narrowly escaped
svith their lives from the influence of the destroying

climate, or who remembered how their friends, one after
one, had returned, gaunt scarecrows, from that deadly

coast, after a few months, or perhaps a few weeks of absence, were startled when they read in the Calcutta papers

that English gentlemen and ladies im the vice-regal
city were making up pleasure parties to proceed by steam
AM any
to Arracan, for the sake of the fine sea-breezes.

went; and all returned strengthened anc exhilavated.
The province, under Bogle’s management, had lived
into
down its bad reputation, and was actually growing
து
a fashionable sanitarimm.

This was oply one of the results of the activity and
The
sood management of ow military administrators.
of our principal
pestilent jungles in the neighbourhood

the soil;
stations had been hewn down, and. burnt வம் of who had
They
done.
been
had
this
than
but much more
into our hands in 1825,
seen the wilderness wlhich passed
(
ntry some fifteen years
cou
ng
the
2 ted on visiti
wer
் e dcligh
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afterwards, to find themselves in one of the most prospe-

rous and well-governed provinces under the Presidency

of Bengal.

Arracan, indeed, was fast earning for itself

the name of the “granary of Southern India.”

A large

export trade in rice was established, and the ports,
which had before been wellnigh deserted, were soon all
alive with shippine.
The prosperity, of the cultivators _
continued to increase.
Every man’s rights were clearly

determined; and every man knew precisely the amount
which was due by him to the Government. Many carried
a memorandum of their liabilities, written on a scrap of
palm-leaf, rolled up into a small cylinder, and fastened
into a hole through the lobe.of their ears.
The vast improvement which has been, effected in the »
internal condition of Arracan is the work entirely of
military administrators.

No

civilian

has

been

officially

employed in the province since the time of Mr. Richard
Hunter.

Tn Bogle and Phayre

the Government

of India

possessed two officers of strong natural sagacity and unwearied perseverance; and. they were not suddenly taken
from their regiments to be turned into judges and col‘lectors. The former had served for some years in Assam,
under one of the ablest civil administrators in India, and
something at least of his efficiency may be attributed
to

the

advantages

of

that

training.

His

success

clearly

shows, that under the government of military officers,
the civil administration of a province may be so cons
ducted

as

to

confer

extensive

benefits both

on

the Go-

vernment and the governed ; but it does not show that

it is safe to place untrained

men,

clever captains and

active adjutants, fresh from their troops or companies, 1

responsible offices, demanding administrative experence

such

as is not acquired from the study of the emer

book, or the Articles of War.
்
But of all the experiments of government which have

recently been made, the greatest is that which has for its

RLS
LAHORE UNDER THE REGENCY.
scat the country beyond the Sutlej.

4407

W hen that ereat ar-

tillery battle of Goojrat had been fought-—when the Sikh
Empire lay prostrate at the feet of the Governor-General
of India,

and

an

order

had gone

forth

declaring

the

kingdom of Runject Singh then and for ever effaced from
the catalogue of Indian principalities, it was no insignificant problem which presented itself for the solution of

our Indian statesmen.

No tract of country, so vast and

so important, had been annexed to our British dominions
in the East since, at the dawn of the present century,
those

“North-Western

Provinces,”

which

now

form

so

flourishing a part of our Indian Empire, were first brought
under our rule.
to be “settled.”

The Punjab, being conquered, was now
We had tried, in other parts, various

kinds of ‘settlement.’ We had subjected new provinces
to different forms of administration, from the purely civil
to the purely military, and we had recognised more or
less of defectiveness in all the great experiments which
had been made, and with an amount of success shedding
no faint honor upon the character of our Indian administrators.

But the difficulties encountered had been great,

and. errors had, dowbtless, been

committed.

It was now

would profit by
to be seen how far our Indian statesmen
and turn to
the lessons of a ce ntury of varied experience,

d to them by their
fruitful account the legacies bequeathe

predecessors.
Tf this were a great

work

now

Lord. Dalhousie, it is certain that
it with unusual advantages on his
not to us a new country; the
A considerable tract of
people.

to be undertaken by

he addressed. Himsell to
side. The Punjab was
Sikhs were not a new
country, known as the

] and
Jullmdur Doab, the lands lying between the Sutle
since
ever
nistration
Beeas, had. been under British admi
over the
our first triumphant entry into Lahore. And

large expanse of territory still left nominally in the hands
af She infant sou of Runjcet Singh, our British officers

க்க
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nae. been exercising that kind of influence which every
Esglistiman of the right stamp may derive from his
official position at a native Court, and which, in the present instance, fay exceeded the ordinary extent to which
the dominion of superior intelligence is asserted.
A
Council of Regency had been established at Lahore, and
a. British military officer, well versed in diplomacy, had

been appointed nominally to assist its deliberations, but
This officer was Henry
substantially to control its acts,
Lawrence, a captain of the Bengal Artillery, who had
been

for some

years evaduating im the school of diplo-

macy, and had, on the death of Major Broadfoot, in the
conflict of Ferozshahur, been summoned by
Lord Hardinge from N epaul, where he was then Political

murderous
Agent,

to

conduct

our

negotiations

with the

Sikhe,

T

shall come presently to speak more in detail of bis character and qualifications, It is enough now to say, that
bya British officer, aided by a staff of assistants, young

and enterprising men of both services,” from the commencement of the year 1846 up to the மக of the fimal
cissolution of the Sikh Empire, the civil affairs of the

Punjab had. beew chiefly administered.

a corrupt and selfish Durbar, Lawrence

TH supported by

and his associates

hac been gradually compelled to come forwe rd, far more
than they desired, in the character of achninistrators. Tn-

themselves to the work of advising and
stead of confining
g the Sikh officers, and preparing them to take,
instructin

on the withdrawal of the British, the entire government
into their own hands,

our Enelish officers had often been

fo Toma
necessitated, in spite of their honest endeavours pesos
to assume

in the background,

oa more

prominent

in the actual direction of affairs. The formality of the
Sikh Durbar was there, bat the real adminisizaiob Was
service;

கடத்த அல்ப

பதா Gack,Wane Aa:

eos
Herbert Taylor,
Edwardes, James
OLE, Lumsden,
Nicholson,

new, Bowring:
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and the broad stamp

of British benef,
ட
£
Even.
fen
of general tranquillity, the development of the resources of a neglected

waseS upon it, .

After the maintenance

country was the chief thought of the Enslish officer ் nd
he worked as strenuously towards the attainment at thi
great end as though the couniry had been actuall
ன
own.*

டன்ன

Therefore I say, when the “settlement” of the Punjab
became, by our actual possession of the country, a matter
of primal concermment to the Governor-General, he ad.
dvessect himself to the task under such advantages ag
have been seldom enjoyed by his predecessors.
To use
a vulgar but expressive phrase, he had something

to go

He had not to commit the government of the
upon.”
country to the manipulation of unskilled hands.
It was
not altogether a vague experiment on which he was

ahout ic enter.

‘here were British officers at his dis-

posal, with Lawrence at their head, who Jmew the
country well, and had already initiated a system of inbest results.
ternal admiristvation which promised the
connexion
in
well
so
The men, who had already done
whor he
to
e
thos
y
with the Sikh Durbar, were obviousl

rnment of the
might, with safety, entrust the further govethe recognised
as
couniry, openly and independently, h they had underwhic
ning
trai
rulers of the land. The
They knew the country ;gone was of the best kind..
ady, under their
and they knew the people. And alre
Colonel Lawrence,

anxiags

to have a

had been eure
* & The whole country taxation laid
veyed, and the sysicm 0: f

ny

simple

Sikh

customs,

justed, and oppressive duties aud Go»

_
mon from their own tanks, assembled
fifty

கட

a

xed ் prineipl es; the
பப
தத
3 been

Yernment monopolies of ali
A census had been
lished.
the population and trades
determined; and the Purbar
the outlay of 36,0904
tioned
and bridges, to be {nereased
Sess
Btn e of the 0 owner:
when the etat

fiscal
re-ad~

sorts abomade, and
of Lahore
had sanc-

en roads

te 60,0001
wed.”
மக
7 allo

பிக
0 இரச்சித அணக மரிmay
be added, க.
ட
1849.) To this it

administered

code ழ் அ
reduced

by

founded
to

the most

writing

on

and

respectable

for the purpose at Zuahore some
Sikh heads of villages, grey-beards of
good local yeputation, under the jmmieSingh ;
diate superimtendence of Lena

code

and they had 2otually prepared the
before jit health compeHed Colonel Lav-~
yence
னல் to proceed to Evgland.—[ags,

ஓ
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benign influence, the land was beginning to recover from
the exhausting effects of years of continued misrule.
Lord Dalhousie had. no prejudices, for or against any

particular class of Company’s officers. He recognised the
merits and the claims of both services. And he believed
that the form of administration best suited to the Punjab
would be one embracing a judicious intermixture of the
civil and military elements—one in which civilians and
soldiers might meet on equal terms as executive officers,
and the qualification for employment should he simply

the individual capacity of the officer seeking to be emsloyed.
It was necessary that at the head of such a
body of administrators there should be some supreme authority, combining the advantages of local knowledge,
military energy, and experience in civil details. But to
find such a man was more than difficult.
It was impossible.
Colonel Lawrence had local knowledge and
military energy. He had more civil experience, too, than

most

soldiers,

Revenue

for he

Survey,

and,

had

been

long employed in the

as a political

officer, had atten-

tively watched the systems of government in the Native
States.
But something more than this was needed nd
place so great an experiment beyond the risk. of ப்ப,

It seemed fit, therefore,

to Lord Dalhousie to place ee

government of the Punjab not under the entite naw

=

ர

a single functionary, but to appoint a Board ofBenton

;

tion, combining in the persons of its several mem ey

the necessary administrative qualifications.

At thre

ற 2

this Board was placed Colonel—then Sir Henry
rence,. who

knew the Sikh country,

the Sikh people well;

the Sikh St

ர்

ட

a man of rare energy ane ட்

sagacious in council, prompt in action, and. of 80 may
resolution that all difficulties vavished before
his ware

querable will.

He had almost

everything

களை

து

= a
ட்

his post but physical health ; and in the ன
பர் at
charge of his duties, in his eager, restless benelicence,

RAD
SIR

HENRY

LAWRENCE,
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this want he took little account.
Often was he moving
from place to place, far away from all the appliances of

-givilised life, at a time when his weakened frame required,
the comforts and restorataves of a well-ordered home,
His friends often trembled for his safety; but he never

thought of himself, He had work to do, and he would
doit, He krew how much depended on his own personal
energies, and whilst there was any seed of his activity, he
was not one to be still.
But what rendered Lawrence so peculiarly fitted for
the post was this, Though largely endowed with that

rendy

vigor—-that

selfrclant

promptitude

of action,

which is alarmed by the presence of no responsibilty, and.

deterred by the intervention of no false seruples—though
he was prepared to strke suddenly and effectively, and

great
was quite the man jn an taminent conjuncture fora
and. suecesslul coup, bis desire ever was to evoke, not the
fear, but the gratitude of the people, to elevate and enHis benevocourage them, nat to coerce and repress.
a sirong
that
knew
He
lence was of the vight kind.

Government is in the end a merciful Government—that

of sense—
want of vigor is want of kindness anc want
nist do
ruler
a
that in such a country as the Punjab

an easy-chair.
something more than study Bentham in
to crush any
But whilst ever on the alert, ever ready
his முண்டம் was
dangerous manifestations of disaffection,
t continually prooding over the

means

of advancing

what me ஜேஷ்ட
happiness of the people. Heandknewthatthatthis could
a ்
most neaded was repose,
ut i
secured by a display of vigor at the right tne a
kn.
us
that
government
was towards a kindly paternal
a
of
welfare
er directing

colon
loug-oppressed|

heart.

people was

lim, and the
g dearest
t he thought

to his

Punjab ; bus
He disarmed the pop’ ulation of the
1oy_
ப ul eraplo
9 them new fields of peacef

he opened5 out t
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ment, and gave back to them the long alienated right of
culfivating their rich lands in security and peace.
Associated in the Board of Administration with this
large-minded

captain

of

artillery,

were

two

Bengal

civilians. Myr. Mansell had long been favorably known,
throughout the Presidency to which he belonged, as one
of the ablest financiers in the country.
a thoughtful nature,

and,

original tun of mind;
ideas,

with

much

somewhat wanting,

I am

but he was

promptitude,

indeed,

He was a man of

imclined

to think,

of an.

not one to put his

into

action.

He

was

im energy and activity, and

his abilities, though of a very high order, found more
congenial employment in a settled than in a new country,

He was not quick enough and enthusiastic enough for the
work that lay before him; and he was, doubtless, glad
after atime to be relieved from duties better suited to
men of a more sanguine temperament and less abhorrence
of responsibility,
His colleague, Mr. John Lawrence,
had been in charge of the administration of our first

territorial acquisition in the Punjab—the Jullindur Doab

—and he had acquitted himself, in that capacity, with
He was a first-rate civil officer.
remarkable address.

The extensive experience which he had acquired in.the
North-Western Provinces of India had been stored up 2௦

his mind, as something too precious to lose, and was Te
ready to be turned to the most profitable account.
178
understood both the Revenue and the Judicial systems of
He knew the native character ; was
the country well.
familiar with native institutions; and thoroughly a

in all those matters of agricultural detail Seger tit

ae

was to him nothing new or mysterious.

how

very life itself of a rural population.

A

sett க்

He knew

the boundaries of estates were determined ; how their
productiveness was to be increased ; how revenue was ie
be raised in a manner most advantageous to the State,
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And with all this ex-

tensive knowledge were united energy and activity of the

highest order,

He had the enthusiasm of youth with the

experience of age; and envy and detraction could say
nothing worse of him than that he was the brother of Sir
Tlenry Lawrence.
Of such materials were formed, on its first institution,
the Lahore Board of Administration. In communication
immediately with the Governor-General, and aided by a
staff of civil and military assistants, of whom I shall
presently speak more in detail, these three members of
the Lahore Board conducted the entire internal administration of the great country conquered by our arms.
They worked together—separately and collectively.
In
respect of detail work there was a division of labor; but
all official papers were circulated to the three members
of the Board, and each member recorded his opimion on
every

question that

that all matters

came

before

of importance

them.

were

The

resulé was

well and

carefully

cousidered by the catire Board, whilst cach incividual
member brought his own particular experience to bear
upon the illustration of administrative details.

The

system

of administration.

1846,

was

followed

in

introduced by

1849,

when

the

Lord

states in

and Trans-Sutlej

Hardinge into the Cis-Sutle)

entire

country

The great province was
syas subjected to our rule.
divided into four cominissionerships, and each of these

commissionerships

were

divided

imto four or

five dis-

tricts.*
The Deputy-Commissioners, who are placed in
charge of. these districts, perform all the functions of
Magistrates and collectors, and are invested with some of
the offices of the Judge.

attached
௬

To each district, moreover, are

one or tivo assistants,

istricts

of Hfazareh and Pecomimencenient
ae 2, Lent directly under the Board;
rere,
டம st ft the

chosen

from

the

cove-

but thoy have since been created inte
an independent commiasionership under
Colonel Mackeson,
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nanted services, and also an uncovenanted. extra assistant,
all of whom ave employed in the courts, civil, fiscal, and
police.
To these last-named appointments natives are
eligible; and it has been greatly the desire of the Board
to induce the Punjabees to accept employment of this
kind, and also to take service as Tehsildars, Thannadars,
&¢c.; but hitherto no great success seems to have crowned

our efforts ai the employment
Punjab,
of rules

of native agency in the

The Punjabces are not very expert in the use
and regulations, and though these are pressed

into the service, much

less in this part of the country

than in the provinces of India, it may still be questioned
whether they are not too extensively employed.
Tt may be doubted whether airy men im any part of

the world ever addressed themselves to the great work of
governing

a conquered

easy and the burden
pose

and

benevolence

people, so as to make

the yoke

light, with more singleness of putof

aim

than

Lawrence

and his

gifted associates,
It was their desire “to make the basis
of their rule a light and equable assessment ; ல
க்
hearquick
a
and
;
police
uninterf
ering
vigorous, though

ing in all civil and other cases.”%
And they seb to work
with an untiring energy, a resolute perseverance, and a

disregard of all selfish considerations, with scarcely a
parallel in the history of Indian Government.
The Be
venue Survey was pushed forward with all possible de-

spatch (Henry Lawrence,

as I have said, had once cee

a Revenue-Surveyor), and the revision of the settlemen ட

which few men in India were more competent to super-

intend than John Lawrence, advanced with rapid. eon
The term of years for which t :
towards completion.
assessment was settled varied according to the nature 0
the land.

village

The contracts were principally mace with the
communities, which exist in a more perfect state
* AIS. Correspondence.
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in the Punjab than in any other part of our Eastern possessions. . In tfacts of country alyeady brought into a
high state of cultivation, the settlement lag been made
for thivty years, but where the tract embraces considerable breadth of waste land, and is readily improvable, the
assessment has been fixed only for a period of ten years,

The amount of the assessinent is considerably lower than
The reductions,
it was under the old Sikh Government.
varying from five to fifty per cent. may be set down

at

an average of about twenty-five per cept. on the whole,
or

a total amount of thirty lakhs of rupees.

The difficult and delicate question

of the resumption

of rent-free tenures had to be dealt with by the Board of
They found in the Punjab large tracts
Administration.

of Jagheer Jand, of the annual value of twenty-five lakhs
on
Much of this had been held by the chiefs

of rupees.

the condition of their furnishing certain quotas of troops

to the Durbar ; and now that this contingency no longer

to
existed, it seemed that the claims of the J agheerdars
But there has been no
this kind of immunity was gone.

hasty resumption.

These rent-free tenures are imquured

iato and reported upon, and not until a thorough imvestimeasure
gation has been instituted, and the justice of the

clearly ascertawed, is any J agheerdar

deprived

of his

lands. Even then the resumption is generally so ordered
the priviag to press sith as little severity as possible. on
bull of
great
the
whilst
leged classes though, doubtless,

by our IMmnovathe industrial population gain mightily
by the
sufferers
are
Punjab
the
of
tions, the aristocracy

change.

‘This, however,

is inseparable fom

a system

of the industrial
which has for its abject the emancipation
they had.

which
classes from the wretched thraldom to
We.could
Sirdars.
the
of
been reduced by the tyranny

the few.
not elevate the many without depressing
while
the
efforts
of
the
ட் Board . for the
W
In the mean

suppression

of crime,

and

the

protection

of life and»
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property, have been at least partially successful
.
A
vigorous, well-organised detective police has already done
go00d work in the Punjab.
Dakoitee is said to be wellnigh suppressed.
We have hunted down these robber
gangs, brought them to Justice, and made quick
work of

their punishment.
During the first year of our independent administration, nearly a hundred Dakoits
were

publicly executed,

some six or

eight

at a time.

And
such terror did these vigorous measures
strike into the
profession at large, that Dakoitee is now said to be
more.

rare

in the

provinces.

Punjab

Tn

the

than in any part

suppression

of the

of minor

Regulation

offences

admitted that we have been hitherto less successful; itandis
in the dis pensing of civil justice the Punjabee Courts
have not achieved all that was desired.
Earnest endeavours, however, are being made to simplify the law, to ex-

pedite its administration,

and to render

justice accessible

to the meanest cultivator in the land.
These are stereotyped expressions, often meaning nothing; but in the
mouths of such earnest-minded men
there is a veal significance in them.

as the Lawrences
The Punjab, as I

write, has been less than four years under our rule. I
should think legs hopefully of the ultimate result if its
Administrators insisted upon the perfect success of their
experiments in every department of the state.
But they
claim for themsclyes no such extraordinary merit.
They

onestly acknowledge that they have not been uniformly
Successful, and are candid: enough even to drop a hint
that perhaps they have attempted too much.
the external signs of progresy in this newly-acquired

country, Uhave already spoken,

But the Lawrences are

not ten to attempt the regeneration of the Punjab only
by striviigs from without, The great agency of education
's being brought to bear upon the inner life of the people.
. a ot that much has yet been done in this direction. These

“te too early days, indeed, for us reasonably

to expect

2350
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that anything should have been done.
that already a good English

But we know

and vernacular

school has

been established at Umritsur, and that the Board of
Administration are devising measures for the extension

of their educational machinery, especially with a view
to

service,

public

employment

for

neers and medical practitioners.
Of the financial results of the
something

Punjab

For

many

years

in

bare

mention

engi-

as

annexation

be written

should

the

useful

those

in

instruction

their

and

sciences which will fit them

of the
place.

this

of the

the

for

Punjabees

the

of

training

practical

the

possible

kindled
acquisition of the dominions of Runjeet Singh.
in
English
the
of
minds
the
in
a fever of expectancy
of
idea
grand
the
grasped
imaginations
Their
India.
annexation
whose
a country of inexhaustible wealth,
to owr own territories would supply a general remedy
the word
for all our financial diseases, and strike
« deficit’?

for

ever

of the

out

vocabulary

of

Indian

Omne itgnotum pro
Chancellors of the Exchequer.
of the exceeding
7727237300. Much had been related almost fabulous
splendor of the Sikh Court—of the
lue
or

of

the gems which
ee of the Sikh

the gorgeous
of the inde-

upon
and

shone
chiefs,

ul gel
scribable splendor of the jewels:
horses.
their
of
glittered upon the trappings
now

are

little of the natural

a
me ர
கப்தில்
a

Se
=
்

oe

aed

ee

ட
வரிa len

thing
:

ne
me

of the eountry,

resources

or

ything but our grosser senses to bear upon
Otherwise we
பாட of its reputed wealth.
reflected that it was hardly in the nature
ன் a country so governed should be a rich
The

dream,

however,

of a hostile

was

collision

one

from

which

us;

awakened

soon

somehe annexation of the Punjab became
்

ym

more3]-Doracdo
tha

gorgeous

a

El

an

object

of vague

.
adh efore
dissolvere

our

ecupidity,
eves,
PP.

the

and a
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ruder reality looked us in the face. It was then openly
doubted whetber such an extension of empire would .
not

rather

aggravate

than

xelieve

our

financial

em-

barrassments-—whether with a frontier extended to the
Indus we should not be poorer than before.

And such, indeed, judged by present results, is ac.

tually the case.

The

Punjab

is not yet remunerative.,

Some little time must elapse before the revenues of the
country can be made to exceed the cost of its protec.
tive and administrative establishments.
The estimated
amount of revenue for the years 1851-52 is 180
lakhs
of rupees,*

with

about four lakhs of additional

in the shape of proceeds of confiscated Sikh receipts
property
and refunded charges.
The total expenditure is egtimated at about 120 lakhs of rupees. This leaves only a
surplus of 14 lakhs for the maintenance

troops posted in the Punjab;
of

the

of the regular

and, asa jarge reduction

army

might

have

been—indeed,

it cannot be

argued

that

the

would

have

been, effected but for the annexation of the
Sikh states,

military expenditure is

not fairly chargeable to the province.
course, that

4

is true, of

the possession of the Punjab has enable
d

us to withdraw a considerable body
of troops from the
line of country which constituted our old
frontier, and
that a deduction, on this score of
frontier defeuce, must

be made from the gross charges of
the regular mnilit ary

* Ofthis more than a hundred | akhs is derive
d from the land-revenue,
T
may
ag well set down the several items
43 contained in the Company’s last
கடை
finance letter:
Land Revenue,
Sayer.
‘
ட்

a 122arree

ம

;

5
a

-

3
a

*

&

Customs

Post Office
Stamps ன்

ow
.

@

.

௮

்

்

«

ல

Judicial fees, &e, |
த
Sale of Presents
7
Miscellaneous Receipts

Total

:
ஸ்

=,

.

.

.

ம்
.

.

Rupees.
1 03,00,000
,
:

28,00,000
1,50,000
1,00,000

90,090
10,000
55,000

230,095,000
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establishment employed beyond the Sutlej.
Still, the
cost of the regular troops fairly chargeable to the
Punjab absorbs the estimated surplus, and leaves a
balance against the newly-acquired states.
ii is necessary, however, to a right understanding
of the financial results of the acquisition of the Punjab,

that a more minute examination should be made of
the last balance-sheet. Although the cost of the regular troops is not set down among the charges, there is
a considerable defensive establishment—an establish-

and Military Police which

ment of those Local Corps

Lawrenee so judiciously established—charged against
the province. Under the heads of “ Civil and Military
Police’ and “Local Corps,” there is an entrance of
To this extent, therefore, 1t pays
40 lakhs of rupees.*
‘This is a charge
for its own defence and protection.

which I havdly think can be further veduced without burdening the Indian treasury to alarger amount

for the maintenance of regular troops.
Under the head

of “ Political Pensions,

&c.,’’ there

As these penis an entrance of 18} lakhs of rupees.
pensions, ter/ife
sions are principally, if not entirely
ex-

minable with the present recipients,
penditure will gradually disappear.

this item of
The charges

of

revenue collection amount to 174 lakhs of rupees, and

the judicial charges to nearly 14 lakhs.

is probable,
former,

cannot

be

The latter, it

The

advantageously reduced.

at first sight, appears

to

be

somewhat

jmmo-

with am knowderate, and altogether irreconcileable
administra-

uncostly
ledve of the generally simple and the cost of collection
ணை machinery of the Punjab, for
deren os
little short
that this is
ference to

curred

ஒத0-த], ௩13௫
0
ட
heads, is
அவ்வகை
sonclude
7 ooby a reof 47 la khs,
to be accounted
for
by
ப்ட 
wpenses
inthe கக் ச்ஸ் uipment

by the levying

of Pethe eximate

for the preceding year

The increase
had been only 15 lakhs.
a Tees oF ie த
sorption of large tracts of Jaghcer land
has compelled them to grant : compensation to the Jagheerdars, in many

cases, in the shape of life pensions.

-
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one-seventh

generally

of the

land-reventte,

it is less than

one-ninth.

But it is to be rerfiembered that hitherto in the Punjab
we haye had not merely to collect, but to settle the

revenue.

.

But there are other

items which,

as time advances,

will undergo a gradual process of reduction in the
ordinary course of events.
The “ extraordinary
charges’’ will be greatly diminished, for many of them
are incidental to the oceupation of newly-acquired
territory.
Sixteen lakhs and a half are set down as
the estimated cost of « Buildings and Works” for the
last

financial

current

year.

reproductive

This

js

not

to

be

regarded

aS

of capital

on

works ; and it would be false economy

to

expenditure,

but

as

an

outlay

desist too soon from such profitable expenditure as this.

ft is to such a wise outlay of the public money that
we must look for the permanent blessing of a surplus

Fevenue.

But the years of such necessary expenditure

are not many, and we may look forward to ௨ not very
remote period when the outlay on public works will
diminish as the revenue increases. A niggardly policy
at such a time would be an erroneous—indeed, an eXtravagant

one,

The

Punjab

has

vast

capabilities,

but

it has suffered, and is still suffering, from the aioe? of
long years of misrule, and it demands all the fostering
care of a wise and benevolent
Government
the waste of vital energy resulting from. ato Sysateren

which struck in its greed of present gain at see vies.
sources of productiveness, and paralysed the industry
of the country.
.
டா
Returning to the administrative results, I thinks

t da
justified
in
saying
that
they
have
hitherto
most satisfactory appearance; and that no presente”
pure’y =i ©
administration, like that which obtains in the Regu

a

tion provinces—no purely military goyernnient like that
ட
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which Lord Ellenborough established in Sindh——would
have accomplished so large an amount of good within se
limited aspace of time. The success of the experiment is
to be attributed partly to the system, and partly to the men,

Under no other system could so many rare administrative qualities have been fused into one governing body—
could so marly excellent parts have been combined into
one excellent whole. No system of agency wil work
well where the agents themselves are deficient in the
which

qualities

contribute

Indolence

to success.

and

dulness will render inoperative the besi-devised schemes
of Government. But there are, on the other hand, modes
of administration so faulty in themselves that no amount

of energy and ability can wholly overcome their inherent

defects,
men;

Lord Dalhousie was, doubtless, fortunate in his

but

it was

only

because

recognised

he

the

ex-

pediency of establishing a system of administration, to be

carried out by a mixed civil and military agency, that he
of
xvas enabled to associate these men in the G overnment
He brought the two
the Punjab.
each other—and
with
competition

services into friendly
such men as Henry

and John Lawrence-——Mansell and
gomery and Macgregor — Edwardes
and

Melvill

Abbott

Mackeson—Montand Cocks—Lake

and Bowring—al

found scope for

the exercise of their several qualities, and each, alter tis
kind, contributed to the “full force and joint result” of :

the entire success.
But we must not, therefore, as I have

.
said, hastily

tion has
assuine, that because this system of administra
countries, the more
syorked well in these newly-acquired
our old
costly and exclusive system which obtains in

Two
ke,
Regulation provinces Is altogether a mista
right
the
to
very important considerations are necessary

The one is that the miltunderstanding of the matter.
nt generatary administrators, both of the past and prese

tion, 3 who have distinguished themselves so greatly in all
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the Presidencies of India, have been and are the élife of
the service.
We should err if we were to regard ‘the
Munros and Malcolms, the Sutherlands and the Law-

rences, only as average specimens of the class to which
they belong.

And

the other consideration

to be kept

steadily before us is this: that it is one thing to administer the affairs of a newly-conquered country, where

population is meacre, wealth scanty, and rights simple;
and another to deal with those more complicated rela.
tions to which property in its accumulation and trans-

mission has given birth in the more
peopled

districts which

have

long

settled and thicklybeen

under

our

rule,

The Punjabee system is admirably suited to the Punjab,
but it would be a dead failure in Bengal.

.

Moreover, in these settled districts, we have got the
“ Regulations” for better or for worse, and they are to be
handled skilfilly only by men who have been trained,
Whether
from their youth upwards, in the use of them.
any other system than that now in force, if adopted a
century or half a ceniury ago, would have eueiomies

greater benefits on the country, it is now of little use to
inquire,
I have my opinion on the subject, and elsewhere I have expressed it. But if I had taken an oppo

site view of the question, I should still perceive plain} ள் :
and admit freely, that it is one thing to apply @ kentiaiire

system
to a new country,35 where virgin
soil presents itself
¥
ஞூ
for our experiments, and another to pull down a0 exist
ing system, and to introduce a new one svhich might have

been adapted to the people as we found them, but

ie

tainly is not to the people as we have made

் d

idea of turning
ea

ன்

them.

clever adjutants into Zillah judges, an
2

:

.

7௨

ஐ

conception

hoisting dashing majors into the Sudder, 1s ® CONSE

"worthy of the man who made a consul of his horse.
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af British Oficers—Mairwarra— ்
Progress of Civitisation— Humanising Efforts
—Outram and the Bhee) Corps—
Bheels
-—The
andeish
Mairs—C
the
and
Dixon
Colonigs—-Reclamation of Savage Tribes— Augustus

Ovans and the Bhesl
Cleveland—Guseral Results.

en in the
Tury are good thin gs of which 1 have spok
that there is
preceding chapter. T do not think, indeed,
fer of these provinees
any reason 10 doubt that the trans
attended with
to the dominion of the British has been
s

Our English ruler
substantial benefits to the people.
viousness of their obfiava not now chargeable with obli
nity, and agents of
gations as representatives of Chyistia
es with
Civilisation. Every year they address themselv
work of social regenera:
greater earncstness to the good
solemm convictions——
tion; every yeat they bring their

onsible men, loaded
solemn convictions of the duty of resp due discharge of
with a weight of obligation, of the
will have to give strict
which, io the utmost tittle, they and. effectually upon the
account——jo bear more forcibly
for the govern-

measures
practical consideration of their
r their rule.
unde
ght
brou
ns
natio
ment of the

work did not restrain
I wish that the necessities of this
with the
me from dwelling at a length commensurate
inrportance and the attractiveness

these

civilising measures——upon

of

the subject

the successful

upon

efforts

acquisition of new tracts
which have been made, 03 the
le thus newly brought
of country, 16 reduce the peop isation unknown to
civil
under our rule to 4 state of
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them under their native masiers.
J am afraid that very
litile of all this is known in England.
Iam afraid the

general impression is, that in India, when the work of
subjugation is done, we think only of the work of taxation—that war and revenue are the only two things
earnestly considered

by the

British officer in the East—

aud that, so long as we can successfully prosecute the
one and make a good show of the other, he is happy and
content in himself, and vastly applauded by his masters,
But

history

there

can

be

of India,

no

greater

truly and

error

than

this.

sufficiently written,

The

would

contain many a chapter, full of cheering facts, illustrative

of the brighter

side

of English

conquest in the Hast.

The “ Victories of Peace” and the “riumphs of Civilisation” are not the stereotyped promises of florid orators
at home, but the substantial performances of men,
striving and toiling under the fiery skies of India, and
sacrificing often life itself in their efforts to elevate the
social condition, and to increase the daily happiness of
In such
the people by whom they are surrounded.

chapters

of Indian

history

would

be found many pic-

tures not to be dwelt upon without feelings of national

pride and Christian gratitude—pictures of English gentlemen in the deep recesses of a strange country, isolated
noble work
from their kind, devoting themselves to the
of reclaiming the savage people of a newly-acquired

province, and making their way, slowly and. painfully,
through jungles of ignorance and barbarism, folly and

superstition, to the great reward of full success. Such
success is often the only reward which these good, deeds

secure to the man of peace and the agent of civilisation.

He may win the approbation and the confidence of’ his

employers, but I only utter a threadbare commonplace
when I add that-a brilliant charge of horse, or an assault
on a petty fortress, will secure for hum more popular
yenown, and achieve for him, by the unpremeditated act
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of a casual half hour, more honorary distinction than can
be acquired by years of philanthropic toil.
It is the
glory of such men as Cleveland and Witkinson, Dixon,

Ovans, and Macpherson,

that they have labored

on in

the cause of humanity, without any of the ordinary encouragements and incentives to exertion, unknown to
their brethren at home, almost forgotten by their brethren
in India, without the stimulating and sustaining aid of a

single note of popular applause.
And yet வல் great things have been done in India
bya few European officers—perhaps by a single EKuro-

pean officer, located in the heart of a newly-acquired
province, and surrounded by rude barbarians, slaves to

the most degraded superstitions, and habitual practisers
Look at the case of Mairwarra.*
of almost every vice!

Thirty years ago we found in that country a race of
savage marauders—with little or no regard for human
life or liberty—murdering their daughters, selling their

mothers,
shame

every

committing

and without

atrocity

without

They were many

of them

kind

remorse.

of

fugitives from other states—-men whom society had
of
spued out—the rugged: elements of a fearless race
and
profession
by
indeed,
‘They were robbers,
bandits,
and:
by practice. Everywhere they took what they could,
with
strife
kept what they could, and lived in continual
uncomTheir vicinage was always
their neighbours.
fortable —

often

and

when

Provinces,

and

dangerous —

we

came

into.

them up. In 1821 we.
contact with them we sw allowed
t these freebooters:
ugh
bro
subjugated the country, and
.
;
der British rule.
ed
plish
accom
been
tion
absorp
of
act
No sooner had the
the
of
than the British officers, to whom the * settlement”
ust loole
ச ஞு அந்த மாங்கனி

the Chumbul
ட.
which
Arabala hills,
to Goojrat.
Delhi
from
of the
Government

று or

India,

‘It

is bounded,”

contiguous to Ajmere.
says

Colonel

Dixon,

‘ by Ajmere ta the north, and separates
river and the
Meywar in the east from Marwar on
almast
stretch
It is under the the west; to the south are the hill possessions of Meywar.
North-Western

2

—
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new country had been entrusted, began to address them.

selves to the work of humanising these wretched people.

“The duty to be performed was of no
was one of considerable anxicty and
people had been conquered without:
exercise of any extraordinary force or

ordinary cast; it
difficulty.
The
calling for the
much solicitude.

This had proved a matter of comparative case.

now to gain their affections,

We had

to command their good will

in following the path pointed out to them, to win them

over to habits of industry, arid to habituate them to
customs of civilised life.
‘We had to prove to them that,

im subduing them, our chief source of solicitude was to
uuprove their social condition, and in all respects to administer to their comfort and welfare.”
To effect this, it
was necessary, in the first instance, to put down the open
violence of these marauding clans by an imposlag display
of force.
‘When we first took charge of the district, au-

thority was openly set at defiance. Armed bands paraded
The servants of
the country, or occupied the passes.
Government were cut off; prisoners were rescued.

was no
desperate

safety on the public ways.
banditti is was

There

‘Lo control these
hie

necessary to show that on

_ side of constituted authority there was a power stronger

And. this was speedily
even than their lawless ferocity.
done.
‘
It is the rule of the British Government, in these
cases, to make the rude barbarians themselves the agents

of their own, civilisation,

We abstain, whenever such

forbearance is possible, from a display of foreign ள் த
Be
Tn Mairwarra, as elsewhere, it. was deemed ae
raise a local battalion, composed of the people ° 12௦

country, and to employ their energies in the sup Tie tha
of crime, and the support of the civil authorities.

establishment of such corps another object 1¢ விரக
opens a field for the exercise of a world of

i

4

.

ie நன்கு

it reduces to discipline, and holds out objects ௦4

௮௦1௦0
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able competition,

who

men

have
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hitherto

warred

against their neighbours on their own account, and lived
in a constant state of predatory strife,

The Mairwarra local battalion was placed under the
command of Captaiy Hall, of the 16th Bengal Native

tInfantry—an officer who, tm the quartermaster’s depar
ment of the army, bad exhibited considerable ability and
“force of character—and who, now virtually invested with
the political charge of the cowutry, brought all his energies

to bear upon the reclamation of these savage tribes. The
Mairs, disciplined after our European fashion, proved. themnal
selves to be good and loyal soldiers, and the crimi
combinations, which had thrown the whole district inte
confusion, were

who

suppressed

constituted

the

the brethren

by

robber-gangs.

And

of the men

this primal

Hall took the next great

measure accomplished, Captain

essed himself
step alone the road of civilisation, and addr

rty by the
to the permanent protection of life and. prope
the chawith
ing
keep
introduction of a judicial system in
e.
peopl
racter and the requirements ofthe
The Mairs had always had the most

justice.
into

primitive ideas of

degenerates
It had been of the wild kind which

revenge—or

of trial by ordeal.

else it had.

ascended. only to the scale

Either the contending parties, backed

reby their sympathising Kinsmen, resorted to the arbit
down
ment of the sword ; and plood-feuds were handed
Or the accused
among them from sire to son.

was

ting his hand
challenged to prove his innocence by thrus
But under
shot.
ot
red-h
4
ing
grasp
or
oil,
into boiling

r system was introBritish government & new and bette
offences, resort
Except im the highest class ot
duced.
ration _system—a
was had to the Punchayut, or arbit
system well adapted to the temper and condition of the

people, whick worked

with the best results; and was

d. to the
one of the most important renietial agents apphe

cure of all these social oe

H

3

is a strong argument,”
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says Colonel Dixon, “in favor of thissystem of dispensing

justice, that during

the last twenty-six years, the period

of our rule in Mairwarra, no appeal has heen made beyond
the superintendent of the district.”
Hitherto the
But the plough was the chief civiliser.
land had been so
cared to possess it.

and, without

difficult of cultivation that no one
Mairwarra is a mountainous district,

artificial means

fell was soon lost.

of retention,

the rain that

The falls of rain, 400, were uncertain.

Sometimes the water supplies totelly failed; and. cultivaIn 1832 there had been a
tion was at a stand-still.
great drought, and the country had been nearly depopulated.
The indusirial energies of the people were paraThey lost all faith in agriculture
lysed by this calamity.
as a means of subsistence, and fell into their old marauding

habits.

This, indeed, in a greater or a less degree, was

the result of every drought, and droughts were of frequent

occurrence.

To

remedy

this evil, it plainly

appeared

would be not only to increase the financial prosperity of
the people, but to open out the sources of moral reformation, and to reclaim them from their Jewless ways.

Nothing could be more readily comprehensible than this,
or seemingly

more easy

of achievement.

Compelicd by ‘Ihealth to abandon his post, Hall was
succeeded in 1835 in the charge of Mairwarra by Captain

Dixon, an officer of the Bengal Artillery, whose zeal in ee

cause of humanity, evinced when in no responsible politic d
employment, had secured for him the good opinion an
confidence of Sir Charles Metcalfe, who now selected him

for a post in which his benevolence
for active expression.
The trust
Dixon
confided to better hands.
duties with all the energy and zeal

might bave free scope
could not have been
entered upon his new
a
of a man whose

‘4s in the good work.
He saw at once what was ee
ee
Eager to develop ie
of the country.
great want
of an unyielding soil, and to stimulate the industry
‘tiveness

ADC
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of an விவரி

people, he addressed himself to this ereat

matter of the water-supply,
secure it.
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He

appealed

and left untried no effort to

to Government.

He appealed

to the people.
Money and labor were both soon at his
disposal; and the great want was supplied.
By a ju-

dicious management of the water-supply, by the digging

-of tanks and wells, and the construction of embankments
the wasted jungle was soon reclaimed.

The plough was jie

Every man was encouraged, by small
active operation.
advances of money, to apply himself to agricultural
The financial results of the experiment were
pursuits.

highly favorable. The moval results were more favorable
A large number of professional robbers were constill.
farmers,

verted into industrious
the land.*

and

peace smiled upon

cr ented, by his exertions, a class of
on’s next effort was to settle
peaceful agriculturists, Dix
this neglected land.
ity of busy ivaders in
thus

Having

a commun
ed principally upon
Hitherto the Mairs had depend
Itinerant
ir supplies.
Ajmere and Nusserabad+ for the
their
but
es,
hood at tim
dealers visited the neighbour
al
loc
the
of
Sepoys

to the
transactions were confined
population they had no
l
With the genera
battalion.
The
rs.
They scemed to mistrust the Mai
commerce.
ed
ear
app
it
on
& great one, and to Dix

object, however, was
It seemed to him that.
of no very difficult attnaimment.
found traders to.
if a city were built there would soon be aar sprung up at
baz
ious
Soa city with a spac
imhabit it.
Three
It rose with the rapidity of magic.
his bidding.

e the bazaar was
months after the laying of the first ston
we

sums

the

ட்

tt

ene

amounted

to

last eleven years

the

outlay on

on works of irrigation plus

241,112

7 upees;

Whilst

period the exces® ofrevenue

during that
year of
beyond the summer of the first
sent,
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the present 5incunsbent’s
க
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ig
:
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for
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ர்
45
36
1835in
v
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g
ursin
After reimb

public
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there

is a sur-
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This

niary
large amount 1s our gain ina specu
moral
far as affect the advan
point of view; as the
the
,
people
improvement of
ne
cai
ue
ட்ட
்
i
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Bad eieioale
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opened for traffic. At first the Mairs had looked coldly
and mistrustfully at the proposal,
They thought that
the location among them of a party of foreign traders

would only have the effect of subjecting them to unaccustomed exactions.
But they soon found the advantage

of the undertaking, for it supplied them with profitable
employment; and they learnt in time thas the settlement
of capitalists among them, and the centralisation of trace,

must be beneficial to indigenous producers.

By the Ma-

hajuns, or traders themselves, this want of confidence
was reciprocated.
Ag they brought in their merchandise
to the new city, they began to tremble for its safety. The
very quiescence——the seeming forbearance of a race of
men habituated to plunder, roused their suspicions;
and
they argued among themselves that the Mairs were only

helding back until a richer spoil had been accumulated
Within the circle of the new city.
In this conviction, the
trading classes asked that a wall should be built around

the town for their protection;

and what they sought was

granted to them.
The Government of Tadia had watched,
with lively interest, this worthy experiment, had approved.
and applauded the noble efforts of the superintendent,
and

were

in

no

to

Listen

to

case slow

his

suggestions.

Now, therefore, the present “ proposition received the
same favorable attention that had characterised the
Government in all measures referring to the improvement

and happiness of the Mairs.”

And

so the city of Nya-

nuggar was built, and a wall was built around it, and
the Mahajuns brought in their goods, and in a i re

thousand famihes,

time it was reported that nearly two

engaged in varicus manufacturing and conunercial

opera-

tions, were located within the wall.
in the mean while, the agricultural improvements were
going

beg

on bravely.

Tanks

were

being

sunk ; and a regular supply

Secured to the fields.

dug ; wells ட

ணை

of water was being

The jungle was being cleared;

_
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the people, inany after an absence of years, were return.
ing to their native country,

ameliorative efforts.
veturned,

To

drawn

after the lapse
was

report

of four generations,

the lands of their progenitors.
“provement

by the

of our

one village ninety families had

possessing

A

to occupy

general epirit of imlong-deeraded

these

Mairs.

money could no longer be advanced by Governthey cast about for the means of raising it for

When
ment,

themselves; and by the sale of cattle and the betrothal
of thei daughters, sometimes acqnired the necessary capital for the prosecution of the reproductive works, from
which they had been taught to look for such ample
returns.

And with all these great commercial

and agricultural |

changes, the moral improvement of the people was adAs early as 1827
vancinge ‘with prodigions strides.

Colonel Hall had reported ‘the complete and voluntary
abolition of the two revolting customs—female infanticide,
The re-marriage of widows
and the sale of women.”*
was also provided for, and the worst forms of slavery

The predatory habits of the people

abolished.
peared.

They had once

been beyond measure

disaplawless

and intractable. They now became docile and obedient, .
and there was something of child-like confidence in the

reliance which these untutored savages began to place in

the wisdom and Kindliness of the European supevintendent.+ They had, indeed, an overflowing faith in the

manட

; and

2

he was

worthy

* For a fuller neues of this see the
ட
afanlieider

he

ae

degree

of நக்

எய் ப்
aaa,
which it (Mairwarra) has me
syie ee i ன்
arises, however, from the
He may ve
duced by Captaim Dixen. pean:
ட்
aaid to live amongst the

habits indivis sanmtety tooe ie
Tenow
redress not wey
eee ae

pat bo 2383 _
every man’s grievances,
mary ae
them to recoyer from any pecu

they may
other digiculty in which

of their

veneration.

What

involved.
. .
Captain Dison has
no European assistance; but his native
establishment is so admirably நந்தர்.
plined and controlled, that whether in
the construction of tanks, in the assessment of the revenue, or the administration of justice amongst this simple
and primitive people, these establishments conduct all matiers to almost as
happy

an

issue as he could

do himself”

——[ Report of Colona Sutherland, March

27, 1841.]
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Colonel Dixon did, he did
one brother-officer to aid
Mairwarra ; and, assuredly,
undertook. The success of

single-handed; he had not
him.
He worked alone in
it was no light work that he
the great experiment entirely

hinged, in his own words, on the untiring zeal and vigi-.

lance
jects,
from
entire

of the superintendent. “To carry through his proit would be necessary that he disengage himself
all private pursuits and pleasures, and devote his
undivided energies to the fulfilment of the object.

His presence

would be

essential to inspect every large

and small work in each village,

and

to encourage

the

people in the undertakings on which they were engaged.

He must be constantly in camp, without reference to
burning heat or drenching rain; in a word, until all difficulties were overcome, all works of irrigation completed,

and permanent prosperity secured, he must be ௨ slave to

duty.

It remained

would

with

seck personal

him

comfort

to

choose

and

whether he

ease

in restricting

himself to ordinary duties, as is done by some
es
officers, or whether he would face the difficulties and
undergo the toil which must be inseparable from an

magnitude, continuing through a
Happily, little consideration Was —

undertaking of such
long vista of years.

He chose usefulness at
required in making his election,
the expense of personal comfort.”*
And his name ie
live as the regenerator of the Maixs.
It is no § mall
privilege to the compiler of such a work as this, to
chronicle, even in a few imperfect pages, the —_
annals of Mairwarra, and to show how a wild and lames
people were reclaimed by a single European officer taken
from an Expense Magazine.t
.

.

* Dizon's Mairwarra.

-

ல்
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+ It

teresting quarto volume, with abundant
maps,
plans, and graphic illustrations,
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In the mean while, m the same western regions, but
many miles lower down to the south, in that part f he
country with which the English in India first madd oe
quaintance—in

the province

of Candeish,

where one of

our earliest settlements was located—another great ex ont
Candeish, in the old days af Ma.
ment was going on.*
homedan role, and during the first half century of British
sovercignty in the East, was a great and fourisliing
But in 1802 the Mabrattas had ravaged. the
province.

country; and in the following year a great famine had
Gesolated the land. What Holkar and God’s providence
commenced, the mistule of the Peishwah’s officers completed. The province was reduced to a state of anarchy
and degolation not easily to be deseribed. It was, indeed,
for some years, almost depopulated ; and when the ‘people

r old possessions, a new
began slowly to return to thei
darrees ravaged
calamity descended upon them. Lhe Pim
tribes, establishing
the open country, and certain Arab
ourmg
themselves

ghb
in the hill fortresses, lnid the nei

nuiion4
country under heavy conmib
In

this

province

of Candeish

located

were

certain

all about av eighth of the
Pheel tribes, constituting in
settled and
When the country was ina
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in no part of India been celebrated for the regularity of

their habits or the honesty of their pursuits.

In the best

of times it does not seam that these clans were other
than a lawless and unscrupulous people.
Political disorder and social confusion were,

taste.

indeed, greatly to their

They now rejoiced in the convulsions which rent

the province.

Their legitimate

calling was at an end,

and they took readily to the open exercise of a profession,
which before they had secretly practised under cover of

their recognised pursuits.

For many years they existed

merely as a group of robber-gangs—either
aiding the
-depredational excesses of more powerful
marauders, or

working independently for themselves.’

tion often descended upon them.
the penalty,

and

they

were

Heavy retribu-

They knew what was

prepared

to pay it.

They

lived without law, and they often perished without law.
It was no uncommon thing, under native rule, for them
to be massacred by hundreds.
Sometimes, however, a
combined effort of the different clans enabled them to
beat down constituted authority,
On one occasion ten
thousand of the Guicowar's

troops,

sent

to coerce them,

were driven back defeated and diseraced.*
Tt was in 1818, at the close of the Pindarree war, that

certain parts of this once thriving province of Candcish
were brought under British rule. They had been. regularly
ceded to us by Holkar;

but

the Arab

cupied a great part of the country,

driven from it only by force.
The
district, therefore, became necessary.

colonists had oc-

and they

email De

subjugation of ihe
And it was easily

But the Bheels,
The Arabs submitted.
subjugated.
who had never been clevated to the dignified position ot
& recognised enemy, still remained unconquered and anreclaimed, They had suffered too miserably at the hands

of other governments to have any faith in the new rulers,

who now called upon them to enrol themselves as their
* Captain Grahams Historical Shetek.
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They believed that if they came in, they
subjects.
Native governwould be massacred without remorse.

ments would have dealt with them in this way; and they
thought that the English troops weve only waiting for an
or

down

them

opportunity to shoot

bayonet

them

toa

men.

So, although the British flag was hoisted m Candeish,
ancl Britigh rate proclaimed, the Bheels held possession of

the hilLiracts, deSed all authority,

ali Jaw.

and violated

Te was vain to think of settling the country until these

peaple were coerced. There was little protection ‘for life
range of our guns.
or property in Candeish beyond the

Warious measures were attempted without success.
proclamations sere

eiliatory

of no avail,

Con-~

for the Bheels

Recourse was had. to
would not believe our promises.
baffled the
but the country and the climate
arms 5
Major
The

o ur troops.

of

gallantry

Political

Agent,

and eularged
Briggs, a mano f comprebensive knowledge
marauding Bheels;

to pension the
humanity, proposed
but the plan was not officially sanctioned.”
setilements were

landed

offered,

Liberal

this attempt also

but

Lhe Bheels clang to their old habits.

failed.

Song

were suspicious and
oppressing, and long oppressed, they
be
that they were neither to
mistrustful; and it seemert
great civiliser,
subjected nor reclaimed. The effect of that
were
execulions
the gibbet, was (ried ; some sumsmary
place
the
took
while,
ordered; vigorous measures, for a

they were equally unsucof conciliatory echemies—-but

cessful-+
உ

.

பம்

ர

க் ae ito

* Caplan

இத்திரி.

Messrs.

Reports of Golaret 4 "ES.
Giberna and Beye, Directors wero in+ The Coart © that Major ‘Briggs

clined

to

think

_ threw too much SVE
BAYES; put 16

es Be

om

ini hig mea-

th:

5) gone

asion

took himself bo Vi0 3 Robertson, 12 his
Thad failed. pars
Report ont the வ. character OF pis
pobly

vindicates

predecessor.

“ I will

only,

on takin

ப் of the Honorable Caurt’s வலம a
tious, suggest,” he says, “that should

tabular pleture be formed from the
correspondence regarding the Gheels, of

the measures

of Major

Briggs on. the

one hand, and of the repeated rejection

of ali adyances,

the frequent breaches

of engagements, the reiterated agaressions of the Bhevis, and the consequeny
saiferings of the people on the other—
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Ii was time now, after some years of continued illsuccess, to look the matter steadfastly m the face.
The
Court of Directors had. earnestly addressed themselves to
the consideration of the subject, and, taking a most
humane and liberal view of the question, had recommended the continued prosecution of conciliatory mea-

_ sures. They could not bring themselves to believe that
these Bheels, who, if they had been much sinning, had
also been much sinned against, were altogether irreclaimable ; and there were British officers on the spot
who entertamed the same opinions.
It required, it is
true, that a large amount of knowledge and sagacity—of

patience on the one hand, and energy on the other—
should be brought to bear upon the work.
It was,
indeed, ௦ easy task that lay before them.
The Bheels

of Candeish might not be wholly irreclaimable ; but we
knew enough of their character to feel assured that the
civilisation of such a people could only be accomplished,

under Providence, by’such a combination of wisdom and.
vigor, in planning and achieving, as had seldom been
displayed before.
They were a wild and predatory

people, without laws, without ritualities, almost even
Reckless and.
without a rude sense of natural religion.

migratory, they passed from one place to another, throw-

ing up a cluster of rude huts in the course of a few hours,

and delighting not in more permanent habitations.

. improvident, they lived
mouth

;

collected

border

they

hunted

wild berries

as they

down

the

and

roots;

=

Endolent ae

thing like honest industry they abhorred.

could, from

ண,

ம°

game

12

the jungles ;

or,

by

@

foray or marauding expedition,

successful

secured

௨ ae

ciency of phinder to feast them sumptuously for a WALE.
carefully, in all instances,

marking the

dates—it would prove that we begun
with conciliation, and, though one-half
of the crimes of the Bheels are not recorded, continued it longer, it is probable, than was

prodent.”—[ 22S. Re-

cords.]

asequel proved,
The Court, as th ‘ding concilia-

were right in recomm@ yn oatory measures; but tential before, as
sures are never 80 pote ur ability’ to
after we have shown 0
punish.

RAO
CHARACTER

A few days were
the exhaustion

OF THE BHEELS.
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spent in dissipated idleness,

of their stores sent

them

Ishmaelites

and then

forth after new

pillage.

They were the

of that part of the

world.

Their hands were against every man, and every

man’s hand was against them.
Murder and robbery
were habits which sat easily upon them.
They streamed
down. from their mountain-homes, sacked and fired the
villages on the plains, drove away the cattle of the
villagers, and carried off their heat men for the sake of
Drunkenness, too, was
the ransoms they would fetch.

They delighted in long
one of their favorite infirmities.
with burning
themsclves
They maddened
debauches.
It would have been hard to find a more licenspirits.
tious or unscrupulous race, or one with fewer redeeming

qualities. It seemed a matter
ness to reclaim.such savages as
But there were, fortunately,
this time whom the seeming

of almost: utter hopelessthese.
men in Western India at
hopelessness of the task

only inspired with courage, and roused to vigorous action.
Ti was assuredly a great and worthy experiment that was
The more irreclaimable these savages,
now to be made.

the greater the glory of reclaiming: them.

The oppres-

sions of the native governments had driven these people
to desperation, and made them the reckless criminals
The reformatory measures of our benevolent
they were.

of dreadpredecessors had consisted chiefly of a number
the

fal massacres.

The wells had been choked up with

trunkless heads of the offending Bheels.
had

been

hewn

down

and

extirpated.

Whole families
They

believed

that the mark of Cain had been set upon them, and that
it was their fate to be hunted and destroyed—hunted and
destroyed like the wild beasts of the forest—and therefore, Hike the wild beasts, they turned. and stood at bay
Balers civilised men.
To dispel these delusions, and to
win their confidence, was therefore the first. step towards
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the great reformation which our English administrators
yearned

to achieve,

Mountstuart Elphinstone was, at this time, Governor
of Bombay.
Bringing all his quick intellect, his sound

sense, his warm benevolence to bear upon this great
matter of the reclamation of the savage Bheels, he soon
worked his way to the conclusion that, if a few English

gentlemen could be brought into intimate relations with
the barbarous tribes—if they could acquaint themselves
with the habits, study the feelings, and in time win the
confidence of the Bheels, by familiarly associating with
them, and proving that the British Government were

eager only to do them good, success might be eventually

accomplished.

It

was

his

desire

to

turn

them

from

their lawless pursuits by finding other employment, alike
pleasant and more profitable.
If, for example, we could
more convert them into disciplined soldiers and peace-

ful colonists,
of reward,

not

but by

by

proclamations

the immediate

and

influence

vague

offers

of English

officers living among them, it seemed that we might overcome the barbarism

of the tribes in the manner most in

accordance with the suggestions of reason and the dictates
of humanity.

It seemed to him, in the first place,
induce

the Bheels

to enter

our

that if we could

military service—if we

could raise a corps of these savage men, under the
command of British officers—we might win the confidence of a few, and through them of many, and, in time,
make the Bheels themselves the agents of their own
civilisation. He had recommended this course both to
Colonel Briggs and his successor, Colonel Robertson; but

the political agents, thinking perhaps that the arms which

we put in the hands of these lawless men would be turned

against ourselves, had not furthered the suggestion.
events

soon

developed

themselves

which

But

strengthened

RAI
JAMES

OUTRAM.,
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Elphinstone’s conviction. of the wisdom of the measure,
and an order went forth for the formation of a Bheel
corps.
This difficult and dangerous duty was entrusted to an
officer who has since earned for himself one of the
brightest names in the recent
entrusted to James Outram,

gistory of India.
Tt was
then a lieutenant m the

Bombay Native Infantry, who had already foreshadowed.
those fine soldierly qualities which a quarter of a century
He

ripened and refined.

have

was

of continued

action

And
them.
and extent.

he soon had practical proof of their nature
The Bheels were at this time* in the very

then a very young man, full of autmal spirits, active and
courageous; but with all his energies and activities,
tempered with strong sense and sound judement; and
he went about his work eagerly, and yet thoughtfully,
its difticulties aright, but resolute to overcome
measuring

height
their

of their

lawlessness.

were

‘They

carrying on

depredations up to the very picquets of the British

camp, and sweeping off our cattle in triumph.

belief held possession of
encountering their robber

A strange

them, that we shrunk from
bands, or following them to

And they thought that all this
their mountain homes.
corps, and. offering their people
Bheel
raising
of
pretence
was only a
regular pay im the service of the Company,
off
to draw them ito our camps, and to cut them
the Bheels was, for
Sn detail. . And so the enlistment at
snare

some time only, a think talked ot

and desired.

The

1 not come at our call.

ட்

ண்ணா

to show the Bheels

of Outram that he should have desired
at the outset, what

our troops were

them that in no
willing and able to do, and to convines
vengeance
art of the country were they secure from the

of the British Goverument.

on theix own hills;

He longed to attack them

and he soon found fitting opportunity.
* In 1825,
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With a handful of his old regiment he beat up their
quarters, surprised a strong party just as they were about
to start on a marauding expedition, and scattered them
like chaff’ A cry was raised that the red-coais were upon
them, and the Bheels

were

soon

in panic flight.

<A

few

were killed; but far more important, a few were captured,
and the prisoners, whom Outram had taken in their own
mountain homes, enabled him to lay the foundation of his
corps.
oe
Releasing some of his captives, and despatching them
with friendly messages and offers of employment to their
relatives, he contrived to draw the people to his tent, and
soon effected an intercourse with some of their leaders.
With them he went about, freely and fearlessly, in their
jungles. He listened te their stories; he joined in their
pastimes ; he feasted them when they were well, வப் பன

tored them when they were ill; in his own words, he “won
their hearts by copious libations of brandy, and their எப்.
dence by living unguarded among them ;” and it alight

have been added, their admiration, too, by proving how
bold

a hunter he

trusting often

was.

Keen

sportsmen themselves—

to the chase for their daily

are.

something of religious faith in the accidents of the field,

these wild heathens looked with wonder on the exploits
of the Christian Nimrod, and recognised a mighty spirit

in bim.*

It did not seem that he had come among them
ivilisati

* Tam no sportsman myself, but jating to Bheel civilisatiom, 9

T can appreciate all developments of
Manliness, and I know that the fine

chanced upon 4 meni
Outram, Con ee

I

have

(Gop,

following cuto the super-

sPortsman-like qualities of the English
aye Gone much to raise them in the
€stimation of all the hardier Indian

rious anecdote relatt to which I have
stitions of the chase, to Wl"
“phe
made allusion 0
ve the belief that °

the effect which

those who slay & ge

tribes.

It is not difficult to imagine

such prowess must

have had upon the Bheels, especially
When
we learn that during Outram’s
Connexion
with the corps, he and his
Comrades killed 255 tigers;
18 panthers;
42 bears; 19 wild buffaloes; andnumeyous
deers,a number
and other smatier
fame. hogs, Among
of papers re-

Bheels,” he says,

have vaintaia power
a

next world;

over that animal 17
a tiger are renbut that those slain a eae
ta the
dered itereafter 50! con when Cundoo
animal. On the அண்
wounded, he
Havildar was mortally kill the tiger,
implored me to hasten3 to
ing
that as
whilst he was yet alive,
BAYIDE
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as an enemy, but as a friend and
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a companion.

He was

himself, indeed, one of them; and they felt unconstrained
in his presence.
And recruits came in at last—slowly at the outset, it is
true;

but there

was no fear of ultimate success when the
His muster-roll, at first,
beginning had once been made.

contained the names

of five men;

only

but

the number

had soon swollen to twenty-five, and a few months afterAnd in spite of temporary
wards had risen to a hundred.
hindrances—in spite of the occasional recurrence of their
old fears and suspicions, and the false reports of evil men,*
the Bheel corps, once doubted and despaired of, became a
substantial fact.
Outram brought his wild recruits into

familiar contact with high-caste Sepoys of his own regular corps—Brahmins and Rajpoots—and the conciliatory
manners
of the old soldiers, whe

conversed freely with

them as comrades, and courteously presented them with

heetle-nut, went far to rivet the confidence which the bold,
frank manner of their young Jeader had engendered within
them. And soon did they settle down into orderly subjects
, and
had marked the animal down ee
tts
jot scouts to watch him, him, an ்ன்
yobla be attributable to
ன் ட
I
might then die in peace.
hastene Le
in slaying the monster, and

oo

of the fact.

He

7 ன்

off instead, by literally staring him out
of countenance.
Often in critical moments when bunting on foot has a tiger
been turned from mc by my faithful
Bheels; and one occasion when a pan~
ther had got me down, they killed him
with their swords, when rolling witlr
meon the ground, with my head in
his mouth.”—-[ALS. Recards,|
* 4¢ They were told at one time by the
evil-disposed, that the object was to
link them in 4 line like galley slaves,
and to extirpate their race; and for a
jong time there was a fear existing in
the minds of most that this assembly
or corps were merely drawn together to
be destroyed. At the very place where
the
head-quarters
had been
fixed,
Dhuringaun, there had been a most
erucl aud treacherous massacre of those

assure Cund
to hint, but a
just dying when T went
and ae =
sense left to understand ster ற Mee
ely
dint
imme
on,
facti
his satis
gen
Several
expired.
the ae
ண் my interviews swithdeath o:
the
after
Bheel before and
affycted wy a
tiger, and were muchd at
ents oF
the
anxiety he expresse
and resigns
tion
sfac
sati
the
and
time,
டல் ப ம்
tion he evinced at re
i
Bae
the
of danger
asi
of mind and nae
astonishing presence pe i E
ng
i
and almost invariably y eo ப்ட்
ப்
i r they and?ம்
a tige
people under the former Government,
anitoal, அல் அத்
This strengthened their suspicions.”
maimtamed.
from the
bold
front I ந் singly
1நிரு became op - [feport on the Bheals of Candeish, by
Whether the PRO
ன் weret ங்க George Giberne, Esg., Collector, 1828,
osed to a tiger,
ALS, Records.]
ght of turning or
Sather: he never thou

rupning, but caused th e brute is ar

I
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and good soldiers—learning the English drill system with
diligence and attention, and keeping all their old bad pro-

pensities in control.

So peaceful

was their bearing, that

it was soon officially reported that, for many miles around
the neighbourhood where they were encamped, no excesses
had for some time been committed by the Bheels. Indeed,
they not only reformed themselves, but helped to reform

the manners of their brethren, and began to exercise very

efficiently the

duties

of a military

police.

A year

after

the first attempt to establish the corps, Outram wrote to
Mr. Bax, collector of Candeish: “ I believe there is no
offender at large now within many miles of my head-.
quarters,

and

no

robbery

is ever

now

heard

of within

thirty miles of it ; and I trast that in the course of a short

time the beneficial influence of the corps will extend over

the whole province.”*

.

In the mean while our civil officers in Candeish were

exerting themselves

to bring

other remedial measures

to

bear upon the reformation of the offending Bheels. Several
Enropean officers, under the denomination of Bheel Agents,
wete appointed to aid the Candeish collector 1m carrying
out this good work. They were instructed, by every means
in their power, “to preserve the peace of the country 3 a
ameliorate the condition of the Bheels ; to keep a W ae

eye of superintendence

.to their charge;

over those in the range

to inspire

them

with

confidence

ee

10 ட ©

Government;

to encourage them to turn
their on Wwகனான
to industrious pursuits ; to be careful
that those.

pensions were conferred were duly paid;
redress

their complaints

against

against other classes—-under

each

to attend

other,

as

ae

well

=

certain circumstances point-

ing out the means of redress against other classes; to act
45 arbitrators when the parties mutually agreed; 12 சரிக
hend offenders

and commit

them

for

trial, if of a

es

nature—if otherwise, to inflict such punishment as might
i
* Lieutenant
Outram to Mp. Bax, July 1, 1826.

rds.
DAS. Records

: Bay
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; and if advisable, a pun-

chayat of their own tribe might be resorted to; and,
lastly, to superintend such military operations as might he
considered necessary to reduce to order any tribes or bands
committing depredations.”
“fo superintend the Bheels,”
it was added, “ the agents

should

call upon them to give

an account of the mammer in which they obtain their livelihood; to restrict them from assembling in masses; to
prevent them from quitting their regular places of abode
without jntimation of the same, and to check ail assemblage
in hutties under any pretence whatever.
Security should
be taken from all agaiust whom strong suspicions are en-

tertained, and in failure, therefore, the agents are called
upon to report all the circumstances of each ease to the
The agents, to a certain extent, should reward ©
collector.

meritorious conduct in aiding the police, or for remarkable

industry——such rewards as land, rent-free for a given time,

a bullock or plough, or other implements of husbandry or
grain, &c., might be given; they should call an the Potails
for correct returns of all the Bheels in their range of the
mode

by which

they subsist;

and when

not adequately:

provided for, should recommend land and “ tuccavee’ ta be
‘The Potails should be encouraged to assist in progiven.

moting these objects;

and on their distinguishing them-

selves it should be reported, &¢., and
tion should be bestowed.”*
‘

marks

of approba-

Such substantially, stated in official language, were the
measures by which it was hoped the reformation of the
erring Bheels might now

be accomplished.

And

all this

svas to be done mainly, as Outram had done his work, by
mixing familiarly with the Bheels—by disarming them

then

suspicions—by

friends.

showing

that we

were

of

really their

The great thing was to convert them, if it were

possible, into an agricultural population—to convince them

that there were better modes of earning a subsistence than
* Reporton

the Bheels of Candeish, aoe

Giverie,Esq., Deolea Collector, 1898,

—
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by ravaging the country and plundering their neighbours;
and to give them every facility for entering advantageously upon their new avocations.
Immunity was, therefore, granted for past offences, with written engagements
to this effect.

At the same time grants of land for cultiva-

tion were given to them, under the signature of the Bheel
agents, and formally recorded.*
And soon a number of
péaceful little colonies were established, and a number of
ploughs were at work.
:
The foundation of these Bheel settlements was laid by
Mr. Graham, then assistant to the Candeish collector, in
whose hands was the charge of the Agency until the autumn
of 1825, when it devolved on Major Ovans, whose name

has since become especially identified with these measures.
The experiment was at first considered a hopeless one;
and, doubtless, the difficulties in the way of its success are

not easily to be exaggerated.
But the might of mildness
by one the chiefs} were
One
triumphant.
was everywhere
induced to present themselves

at the Agency, பன் DREGE

their grants of land, their written engagements with the
Bheel agent, and, perhaps, the advance of money 0 farm-

stock, which was necessary to enable them at once to commence their operations. Many kindly influences were set

at work to secure the adhesion of these men to the great
veformatory scheme.
“ The Bheel,” wrote Major Onan,
in a very able report
* The

following

is

a

of these

translation

one of these engagements:
Seow
“ To
Bheel, of the village of

“You

Pergunnah,
have livedin

the

ன்

proceedings, submitted

to

is written

and

cultivate,

of

,

hills, and

Plundered the roads and country of the
Sirkar, and committed thefts and various
crimes;
now you
ti are e preventedட
petitioned
and have

pardoned you will tea ar கம்
and that if Tuccavee be given to you
ட
You will cultivate

and

this

Kowl

presented to you that you may remain
itivate, and thus
ன்
in your village,
ee
this, if you
ain your livelihoo
e, your former

கதவம்

commit any OP eee

dered

as

for-

crimes will not be coe
ns wer both
given, but you லட
ன்ன
Bheel
Signed)
for them
and theததக.
new oe Agent.”

_ [கிழம் Girahan’s க
ea
T use the word mos
These he
ader.
Eneli

ப்
Biba were
’

The Bheels clussistence; on this your prayer Pe Deen Soe Naicks.” the
ட
the Sirkar has shown tered together under
,
and
considered
ofthese men, and submitted படவா
“Vor to you, and has this once pardoned
guidance.
to thelr
crimes, and has given you for in all things,
your
support Tuccayee and land to
your past
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Sir John Malcolm, then Governor of Bombay,
fully susceptible

treatment.
—by

of being worked

“ is wonder-

upon by kind and liberal

By attention to his little wants and petitions

a present

to his women, and by showing

that you

take an interest in him and his affairs, anything may be
done

with him.

The true secret,

however,

of the

power

we now possess over the minds of this wild people is, thatthey feel themselves secure in the faith of our ‘kowls’ (engagements). This they never did before; and it is owing
to this implicit reliance on the sanctity of our word that
they submitted themselves so readily, and have re-esta-

blished

themselves

so generally

with

their

wives and

children in the villages on the plains, where upwards
of six hundred families are now settled at the plough
alone.™*

reliance was to be placed on the

But although much

good feelings of these poor people, it was hardly to be
supposed that the erratic desires and habits of a life were
to

out in

be rooted

afew

months.

Ovans wisely deter-

mined, therefore, to surround the colonies with a cordon
He established a system of registraof mild restraint.
enabled to deal with the Bheels of
was
tion, whereby he
the Agency

each in his own individual distinctness.

They

were required never to leave their village, even for a day,
without

the permission

was
this theruleAgency.
at

of the

Naicks or Potails ; and if

infringed the offence was

at once reported

A darogah, or police superintendent, was
duty it was
appointed to each talook, or division, whose
that these
see
to
and
to proceed from village to village,
one of
colony
every
in
revulations were enforced, whilst
the
upon
report
and
inferior sank was appointed to control
proceedings of the colonists.
the only
Nor was the establishment of these colonies
hands of
the
under
shape
took
்
ameli orative measure which
re-organise
to
now
thing
great
a
the Bheel agents. Itwas
* Major Ovans to Sir John Matcolm, August, 1880.
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the police of the country, and to call the Bheels back
again to their old profession of village watchmen.
In-

denting upon each village for the materials of this protective body, and providing for them the means of subsist.
ence in such a manner as to warn them against the neces-

sity of ever

again

resorting

to their old predatory ways,

“he established an effective village police.
In conformity
with their ancient usages, he placed these men under the
supervision of salaried

superintendents,

residing

in their

own villages, and entrusted with the preservation of the
general peace of the district ; and nothing could have
_ worked better than this organisation of Bhee! police.
The good effect of these humanising measures was soon

apparent.

At the very commencement of 1829, the col--

lector reported that the province was in the enjoyment of
entire repose,
‘(For upwards of five-and-twenty years,

he wrote, “ Candeish has been subject to regular organised
bodies of Bheels headed by desperate leaders.

The enor-

mities committed by them have been so often stated that
on the subject no remark is required.
But how satisfactory it is to report that the past year is the first ei
this long period, during which not a single gang or leader
of Bheels has existed.
The liberality of Goversment-—~
the ansiety and exertions of its agents towards the reform

of this class, is now amply repaid.

The same

a

per

exist.
Their evil propensities can certainly not
be vad
eradicated; but the wise measures in force have correcte

the one and checked the other.”*

-

ர்

From this time the civilisation
of the Bhéels, un 4
the superintendence of our English officers
, a muxe
agency of soldiers and civilians, proceeded rapidly
ன்
consummation.
Qecasional local outbreaks showed that

in parts which

our influence had

not yet reached, the

natural character of the Bheels remain
ed unchanged ; ut
®ven these grew more and more rare, a8 our operations
* My. Giberne’s Police Report, January, 1829.

Records.
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proceeded, and the country which had once, across its
whole length and breadth, been visited by continual fierce
spasms of unrest, was soon lapped in general repose.
“The

districts,”

to use

the

comprehensive

language

of

one of the ablest of the Bheel agents, “ formerly the scene
of every outrage, where neither life nor property were
secure, now enjoyed tranquillity ; the roads formerly.
hazardous for the armed party, were traversed at all hours
by single

the formidable list of crimes

passengers,

had

dwindled down to the report of a few petty thefts, and
the Bheels, from outcasts, had become members of the
society, daily rising in respectability and appearance,
and becoming useful and obedient servants of the State.
It was matter of astonishment to behold the rapid
change produced. by the liberal system of Government,
a vace

in

beings,

of miserable

who

without

cover their backs, and hardly a morsel

into

their

and

herds.

had

mouths,

shortly

so

a rag

to

of food to put
sued

before

for

life

and food from the foreigner, and were now fat and
sursleek and decently clad, living in their own huts,
their
rounded by swarms of healthy children, ploughing
of flocks
own lands, and many in the honest possession
.

.

-

The

Bheel

now

feels

a relish

for

and life
that industry which renders subsistence secure,
m the
Ryot
the
peaceful and c omfortable; he unites with
laid

and

he once ravaged
cultivation of th ose fields which
traveller, and the prothe
waste, and protects | the village,
were formerly the objects
erty of Governme nt, which

heretofore
of his spoliation; the extensive wilds which
are
afforded him cover during his bloody expeditions,
now smiling with fruitful crops ; and population, industry
and opulence,

are progressing

throughout

the land,”*

This was written towards the close of 1843.

The jan-

it reflects
guage of the Bheel agent is not exaggerated.
not yet
is
whole
the
Indeed,
no more than the truth.
«

Captain Graham's Historical Sketch.
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were anything to qualify our admiration of
humanity of Colonel Dixon in the Mair.
if is the fact that this able and benevolent
has thought less of educational measures
have expected or desired.
There is no
like

the schoolmaster.

He

was

not

for-

gotten in the Bheel country.
Outram introduced him to
his rude levies—and the civil officers soon dotted
the
province with schools.
A new generation of Bheels is
how springing up, among whom the lawlessness and yio-

fence of their

tribes

are

meré traditions.

«A quarter of

a century has passed since the work of civilisation com-

Menced.

The

crooked

ways

have

been

made

straight,

and the rough places plain; and now a new race,
trained to habits of peace and industry, ave gradually
replacing the old marauders who had been bred and nurtured
in violence and wrong.
‘There can be no fear now of a
relapse.
The schoolmaster hag taken the young Bheel
in hand; the life of an outlaw has no charm
s for
து
He has been brought within the pale
and he is well contented to abide there.

of civilised

hfe;
.

i need hardly say that such measures
as
கலவிக்
the earnest support and warm encouragementthese
of the Com-

pany.

mended

The Court of Directors had from the first eee
the adoption of

towards the erring Bheels,

kindly,

believing

conciliatory
that

ae nat

they were

oo

irreclaimable; and in April, 1835, they wrote
out ட் ் ன்
Bombay Government to express their hearty, unqua
d
ல
approbation of what had been Gone.
“ From the period,
they wrote, ‘when measures of severity wees பண்ட
அன
and conciliatory means resorted to, the rapine
and sor
der which

had prevailed for years previously வக

sensible diminution, and

any

in spite of the strongest a ‘the

for thei: suppression, almost immed
iately

ceased

, a
oe
admirable conduct of the officers to
whom the (iat ae
executive duties were confided, especially
of Major Ovaas
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and Lieutenant Outram, has been. the means of effecting
a complete change in the habits of the Bheel tribes.
They have universally abandoned their predatory habits;
they are now a prosperous agricultural community; from
among them a corps has been formed, which has attained
‘so high a state of discipline

efficiency that to its pro-

and

a degree of security

and by its means

degree confided;

in a. great

is now

tection the tranquillity of the country

both of person and of property appears to be maintained,

which is searcely excelled in any part of India.

what
‘This signal ‘justance,” continue the Court, ‘of
we have so often impressed upon you-—the superior effi-

cacy of conciliatory means in reducing uncivilised and premost
datorv tribes to order and obedience—is one of the
;
India
British
of
gratifying events in the recent History

will imand we trust that the suecess of your measures
as well as the
press upon our Indian Governments the policy,

eases.
humanity, of pursuing the same course in all similar
the
by
adopted
first
This wise and benevolent policy was
some
late Mr. Cleveland in the district of Bhaugulpore,
success in
fifty years ago, and was attended with singular
a state of
reclaiming the Hill people of that district from
of thaf excellent
the utmost barbarism ; and the memory
the
held

officer is, we understand,

in

even

reverence,

at

as
present day, by the rude tribes that inhabit the hills
of
portion
well as by the inhabitants of the more civilised
the district.”*
த.
a gis,

incider

te—-Althouch I have
of
ihe name
ened

Ree

vonnexich. with

ட் Y

Clevetant ea

subject த்

ந

civilisation

help

this great

savage

of

experiencing

tribes, 4 fe ak ome and sclf-reproach
a feeling ad this affectionate notica of
as

his

the

co

bt

above

Iabors ட் Directors.

the aoe

anxious,

79%

ihe

most

letter

of

I have been

part,

to

draw

ong from more recent his-

my வ த ம ‘ood deeds of one, which
tory; but ao ee of twenty-cight had
reclaim the savage
h to he
க்whom
“தமம்
soe by
was surrounded,

deserves prominent notice in such a
[ven now Emay do
volume as this.

something

history

to repair

of the

the omission.

of the

civilisation

The

Hilt

people of Bhaugulpore is well sketched

in an early volume of the Asiatic Researches, from which I may not disft:.

advantageously exhume

“Colonel

these hills,

Brown,

forwarded

of

in his

account

to

Government

in 1779, observes that it was about fif-

tcen Fears sinec the Fill people had any
government among themselves of a ge-

neral nature, during which period they
had become dangerous and troublesome
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I trust that these pictures will not be thrown away.
They are to be pondered over thoughtfully, and I would
unpleasant warfare I have been well
informed, by offeers who wre with
Captain Brooke, that his gallant con-

to the Low Country, that their ravages
had been the more violent, as they were
stimulated by hatred against the Zetheir chiefs by treachery. . The colonel

mindars, for having

cut

taended.

மம்தா

that

ineficacy of opposing bim in the field,
and invited the chiefs to wait upon
him, and negotiate, when he gave a
feast to those who came in, and made

have

added,

interregnum

off several
during

of

duct

that

or dissolution of govern-

ment, it was a common

practice for the

Zemindars on the skirts of the hills
to invite the chiefs in their vicinity
with

their

adherents

to

descend

and

purchased;

this

(from which

it may not be a strained

former

in

inference, that the machinations of the
that

a

pelled the latter

fatal descents,

ereat

necessity

measure

which

the

com-

to such frequent and

when

these public and

private incendiaries were making large

Strides in ruining

districts), that

these

once

Captain Brooke

fertile

was

stationed with a corps of light infantry
to avert their utter destruction.
On
this duty it ig well known that he

acquitted

himself

with

great

credit,

from bis uncommon exertions and suc-

Cess
in pursuing the unfortunate mountaineers
inte their hilis, where numbers

டபக் whavoidably fallen ; for it
3

apres

nquestionably

necessary

them with a “Wreadfal

Furruckabad,

near

eae
districts, that the peaceable
6
to
went of the mountaineers ought

period of double treachery on the part
of the Zemindars, and predatory hostilities on the part of the mountaineers

cause of

from

the
eoueluded with the Hill Chiefs by that
Mr. Augustus Cleveland, sencould possibly be atteined: he was these
of
s1ible from the rapine and desay

couid boats, without danger of being
plundered, put to for the night on the
south side of the Ganges between the

were

road

late

could not pass with safety between
Bhaugulpore
and Furruckabad,
nor

at

com-

Captain Brooke, and he, it wil be
the
alluwed, laid the foundation for
most permanent and happy, settiement

the low country bordering on the hills
waa almost depopulated, and travellers

It was

the

on

salt and tobacco from the bosts, alt
friendly intercourse was at a stand,

places.

much

Calgong, to protect the Dawks, on
.
which duty they still continue.
“From this and other meusures of his,

from the difficulty of obtaining

before-named

tivo

conciliating the minds of the discomHe placed them
fited mountaineers.

at other times, from their engaging
the chiefs to make predatory incurSions, ta which they were strongly incited, no less from a desire of plundering their more
opulent ueighbours,

than

be

place, he was succeeded in the command of the light infimtry by Captain
Brown, who made further progress in

for which, and for the passage through
their lands, the mountaineers divided
the booty with them; thus, at ont tinie,
from repeated acts of treachery in the
Zemindars, the mountaineers were provoked to take ample vengeance
on

and their unhappy Ryots;

not

We made them sensible of the

them presents of turbans. But before
estiblishment took
any permanent

and

plunder the neighbouring Zemindarees,

them

could

to

eee of

Ur Prowess; and in this harassing and

and

while he was acca

ie es
ciling them to become subject
li ue
British Government, he bestowed to the
presents, in money and clothes, women
anc
chiefs, and to all the men
Of his pence
who canié down to him.
ao
rosity they speak with கப்பற்

ட்டு ] °y
for the blessings and benefit ais an
derive from the wise and an
ao 2
conditions which he granted,
அப்பை எடடா me
were confirmed by

க
6 ்
they will ever have reason +
ie ்
ful: as long as that Govan which
ey
¢
the comforts and happiness exer pager
must
derive from them
t ahr a
their obedience. ‘To engage
aly
in the
fidenee, Mr. Cleveland, oe ee a
part of his intercourse wae

ட்டன
taineers, entertained all ட a
an i enicte
their services as archers, of
ல ட்
‘
many of the relations (por
amen yas
not
were
they
officers;

rangers, though they Very ள் O 5 eee
—
ask their discharges) bound
soupy at S mae
any limited time; the
eres a
fAuctuated, an
constantly

eae
=
quently, J underatand, above am
~ he clothed them,
1ம்
formed,
hey were
annie
than two years after they

அக்ரி
AUGUSTUS
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hope benignantly, by those who affect to believe that our
eareer in India

has

been

one of continued spoltation and

from the confidence he had in their
attachment and fidelity, obtained firearms for them,

in the

use of which,

I

may venture to observe, that they are
expert, aud have address; and I cau
also without hesitation assert, that they
are capable of as high 2a degree of discipline as any native corps in the ser-

vice; and I trust I shall have the happiness

Tix-

to prove this in due time,

elusive of having thus employed so
many of the mountaineers, Mr. CleveJand fixed the salary of ten rupees per
month for each chief of a Tuppah, three
rupees ditto for each of his Naibs, and
two for the Maungy of cach village,

en-

from which there shall be 4 Man

rolled in the hill rangers; but from
such as stpply nota man, the inferior
Maungy receives no monthly allow-

ance.

In

consideration of these esta-

are
blishments, I understand the chiefs
nat only responsible for the peaceable
but
deportment of their own adherents,
pound to deliver over all delinquents

peace
aud disturbers of the publiccollector,
within their own Limits to the the chiefs,
to be tried by an assembly of
either at Bhaugulpore or Rajamehall,
ever been
as already related.
customary on these

ம Pg

It has
occasions

the

to feast?

memory

of

the chiefs 80 assembled;

when

any re-

port is to be made to the collector, itis

the duty of a Naib to wait on him with

it, shouid

the chief be indisposed

otherwise prevented.
“rom these happy
arrangements, digested
land, whose name ought
to the natives of the
lands, the ease, comfort,

or

and admirable
by Mr. Cleveto be dear both
hills and lowand happiness

of the former is ensured (for which they

are grateful, and speak of him with
reverential sorrow),
and peace and
safety secured to the latter; and if they
have any goodness, they ought not to
be less thankful.
These solid and essential benefits are attended comparatively with but a trivial expense, and
must ultimately be an advantage to

Government.

Ihave

been

Jed to say

more on this subject than I intended;
yet it may not be thought foreign to
jt to add, that the Aumlah and Ze-

mindars

erected

a monument

to the

memory of Mr. Cleveland, nearly in
the form of a pagoda, and that another
was also erected at the expense of
Government, by the order of the Honorable
the
Governor-General
and

Council; on which is the following in-

seription:

Augustus

CLeveLaNnD,

Ihsq.,

Rajaroahan,
Late collector of the districts of Bhauguwlpore and
y,
Who wit hout bloodshed or the terror of authorit
benevolence,
and
e,
means of conciliation, confidenc
the
only
Employing
Attempted and accomplished
.
of the lawless and savage inhabitants of the
The entire subj ection
Jungleterry of Rajamahail,
i த lands by their predatory incursions,
neighbo பநப
had Jong infested the with a tast e for the arts of civilised life,
்
Tuspired them
aya
to the British Government by @ conquest over their minds;
attached them
, as the most rational, mode ef dominion.

ane

‘The most permanentor- General and Council of Bengal,
The Govern
and for an example to others,~
honor of his character,
In

this monument to be erected.

Have ordered
onன the 13th at January, 1794, aged 29,’ 7
He departed this life
go afflicted by the intelligence of his
able, are
pro
18
i
death, that his health was severely
Few of my readers,
=
ae
put
ns
ope
injured by the blow.
After a while he
்
acquainted ‘ith the
Bishop

nquginted with
there is gave vent to his sorrow in verse, and
1, Journal,” in which cellent
an elaborate “ monody ” was the result.
க்ஸ்
“ex
this
of
ice
not
ng
There is so little verse in this volume,
a becomi
வனி
e
.
man
that perhaps I shall be forgiven for exng
you
was the cousin
and
tracting a few lines from the piece:
:
3 f John Shore, who was
ee
deeds his wisdom plann’d,
the
tel)
History
« Let
Ee
s oer a barbarous land.
et
Wis bloodless triumph
aword of justice gleam’d,
Bright im his hand the
eyes benignant beam’d—
But mercy from her
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historian,

ina work

which is laid before me whilst I am writing these sheets—
it is the first sentence of his book—has truthfally written,

‘There are many kinds of war and many degrees of
heroic renown, but the highest praise is due to these who

by their victorious arms have opened new scenes for the
civilisation of mankind, and overcome barbarism in some

important portion of the world.”*
This overcoming of
barbarism is very pleasant to write about.
It seemed a
very difficult thing to achieve in Mairwarra and Candeish,

but English benevolence and English energy accomplished
it at last; and the victory has been complete.
The sevvants of the Company have reclaimed men whose savage
propensities had been aggravated and seemingly perpe-

tuated by the cruel discipline, the unscrupulous oppression
of their native masters.

Instead of endeavouring

to extir-

pate, we endeavoured to civilise them.
The good work
was done.
It was done by the personal energy—the
fearless courage—the patience and charity of a very few

English gentlemen hoping against hope, and finding possibilities in the impossible.
And mercy won the eause;—the anvage band —_
Forsock

their haunts

and bowed

to his command j

And where the warrior’s arm ia vain assail’d,
His gentler skill o’er bratal force prevail’d—
As some fond sire mistrusts his darling son,
With fostering care he led wild nature on;

And now, where Rapine mark’d the blood-stained ficld,
The well-till’d glebes a smiling harvest yield;
Now mended morals

a

check the lust for spoil,
And rising letters prove his generous toil.
The traveller seenre pursues his way,

Nor dreads the ruffian ambush’d for his prey;
And gaping savages with ravaged eyes, .
See their lord’s name in magic symbols rise.
Humanity surveys her rights restored,
ல

And nations yield, subdued without a sword.

YT need hardly say that thesa lines are

Mareviicable to the civilisation of the

Ranke's Civil Wars and
én the Sixteenth and eneone
of *France

Bheels, as to the civiliள்
8) Mion
ofandthethe
hill-people of Rajmahal.

Centuries.

Translated by MW. A.

7
த i ்

Garvey.
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Operations in Goomsur—The Hill Tribes of Orissa—Religion of the Khonds—
Prevalence cf Human Sacrifice—Efforts for its Suppression—Captain Mac-

pherson—~His Measures and Suecess—Subsequent Efforts—Gencral Results.

I cannot dismiss this subject
noble illustration of the truth

Jast chapter.
and

another

I have taken
from

without adducing another
with which I prefaced the

one

Bombay.

I

example
now

take

from Bengal,
a

third

from

Madras.
In the district of Ganjam, which lies on the northern
frontier of the Madras Presidency, is the Zemindarry of
It was tributary to the British Government;
Goomsur.
might have continued, but that the
relationship
and this

tribute was not paid, and, after a vain attempt to bring
about an amicable arrangement, resort ‘was had to 4

military force. Early in November, 1835, the. British
troops occupied Goomsur. ‘The adherents of the Zemindar
The
Martial law was proclaimed.
fired on our camp.

forfeiture of the Zemindarry was declared. A reward was
And
offered for the apprehension of the offending chief.
before long if became

clear

that

we

were about to be in-

volved in an inglorious but difficult campaign.
‘The whole country, indeed, was now in a state of open
Favored by their local knowledge, the inrebellion.
surgents fred from their hills and jungles securely on our

advancing troops.

We

warred against invisible enemies;

rest was
and one invisible enemy greater than all the
striking down our people by scores.
The pestilential
climate was doing its sure work. Everything, indeed, was
against ‘us.
We had not a friend in the district.
The
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people abandoned their homes at our approach.
Nothing
but forsaken fields and deserted huts greeted us as we
advanced.

No offer of reward—no

threat of punishment

—brought in adherents to our cause.
It seemed altogether a hopeless, profitless adventure.
We were being
beaten by an enemy whom we could not reach, and
perishing in a country which we could not hold.
The

Zemindar fied to the hills.

ceived him with hospitality,
tection ; but

he

was

not

him to death;

tribes re-

and promised him their pro-

suffered

demption of their pledge.

to lve

to

see

the re-

It seemed that we had hunted

for in the

himself down

The Khond

first panse

and died.

Twenty

of the chase he laid

years

before,

the ladies

of his Zenana had been dishonored by a British force, and
now, with his dying breath, the Goomsur chief, solemnly

as in the presence
suffer the capture
advancing troops.

of their gods, bound
of his

family,*

in

the tribes not to
any

event, by

our

A. detachment of British soldiers was sent forward to
penetrate the mountain passes, and

to secure

instance, successful.

of the Goomsur

the family of the deceased.

The

possession of

The attempt was, in the first

family

chief

were seized ; but the tribes, eager to redeem their pledge
to the utmost, came down upon a party of our troops, who
were escorting some members of the family, overwhelmed

them in a dificult defile, and put to death seven ladies of
the Zenana,

to save

them,

as they

believed, from threat-

‘ened dishonor.
offending

pledge.

Heavy chastisement descended upon the
tribes; but they had partially redeemed their

.

There was then a lull in our operations. The pestilence
which fell upon our troops compelled a season of inactivity.
But with the cold weather the war was recommenced.
fresh force of all arms prepared to attack the tribes

their mountain homes.

A
™

We demanded their unconditional

* Captain Maepherson's Khond Report.

Calcutta, 1842.

4
OUR

submission.

chal chiefs.

FIRST

We

KNOWLEDGE

demanded
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the surrender of their patriar-

We demanded the betrayal of the officers of

the Goomsur Zemindar, who had trusted themselves to
the protection of the tribes.
But they refused to bring
either their guests or their patriarchs to the scaffold;

and so our troops were let loose upon the land.
IY need
not dwell upon the history of this “httle war.’ I only
wish to speak of ifs resulfs.
Here, on this chain of hills
skirting the great province of Orissa, our English officers
were first brought face to face with a new and a strange
people.
The tribes of whom I have spoken were the
Khonds.
Up to this time, the English had known nothing

of the Khonds,

the English.
a short

And the Khonds had known nothing of

They had dwelt for nearly a century within

distance

intercaurse

of each

between

other,

them.

but

Now,

there

bad

therefore,

civilised white men, after the first excitement

been

no

when

the

of war

was

over, began to inquire into the nature and habits of the
heathen

barbarians

by

whom

they

had

been

opposed,

they found that they had been brought into contact with
a people possessing religious creeds and rituals, national
usages and social customs, utterly unlike any

with which,

im all their ethnological experience, they had ever made
acquaintance before.
ல
at first, to our unaided comprehension, something
—
rather vague and astonishing than clear and inteHigible.
We only caught glimpses of what we desired ta know.

We haa for a long time, indeed, only a dim perception of
Their external
the religion of these strange people.
usages and ecremonials were speedily revealed to us, sa
it was only after the patient investigation of years, that
we learnt all the articles of faith upon which these eae

And then it was mainly, if
and ceremonials were based.
borious
cesearc
hes of ane man-——r
e7, to
the
la
ட
Se
aac
by
the best feelings of humanity, that
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we were indebted for our knowledge of the
‘the Khond tribes of the Orissan hills.

inner

life of

The officer of whom I speak, Lieutenant Charters
Macpherson, of the Madras Army, during the Goomsur
war, in 1838-37, had been employed in the survey
of a part of the country at the foot of the hills; and
being naturally a man of a thoughtful and inquiring
nature, and of an energetic benevolence of the best kind,
he no sooner obtained a little general outside knowledge
of the peculiarities of the Khond tribes than he formed the
determination of pushing his investigations far. beneath

the surface, and of mastering the whole subject of the
religious and social life of the strange people who had
awakened such a kindly interest within him.
Goomsur was subjugated—pacified—and the
tribes of that district became British subjects.”
were

owed

other tribes who

many

Khond
There

no allegiance to us, and

But it was enough
with whom we had ‘no intercourse.
for Macpherson to prosecute his inquiries among those
with whom his official duties brought him into contact,

and he spared no pains to acquaint himself intimately with
ail the peculiarities

strange

of this

variety

of mankind.

One of the first things which had arrested his attention
was the painful fact, that among these people the barbarous

sacrifice

of human

rite

was

observed—that the

tribes were in the habit of offering up to their deities
living sacrifices purchased or bred for the purpose.
And it was mainly with the humane desire of rooting out
these abominations that Macpherson now labored to
render himself familiar with the social institutions of the
Khonds,

and

with

all

_ * Goomsur was exem

Jection to the ee
twas not

until

some

peculiarities

the
.

ae

time

after-

wards that he discovered how female
infanticide was with other Khond tribes,

with

some

faith

of the dark
of the

more

tribes of Central
ee
practice held ini no and
dishea
ee |

civ!’
ivilised

aie
aries

rally observed by the heads o
asa matter of social convenience.
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iniquities as

What this belief is may be briefly told. The Khonds
are divided into two great sects.
They have cestaincommon articles of faith
They all believe that the
Supreme Being, or God of Light, the source of all good,
eveated for himself a consort,

whe

became

the

Earth.

Goddess, and was the source of all evil. The Supreme
Being, the source of good, created the world and loved it ;
and the Earth-Goddess became jealous of God’s people.
Then she rebelled against the Supreme Being, and introduced moral and physical evil inte the world, and from
that ime there was strife between the powers of Light
and Darkness.
And so far this is the common faith of the Khond
But here begin the divergences of scetarianism.
tribes,
The issue of this great strife between the powers of
Light and Darkness

is the grand

subject of dispute

be-

The one believes that
tween the two contending sects.
the God of Light utterly overcame the Harth-Goddess,

and has ever since beld her in thrall, employing her as
the agent of his will—the instrament of his rule, The
other holds that the Earth-Goddess is still anconquered;

that she holds in her bands the balance of good and evil
that the destinies of man are under her control—and

that. whatever of happiness is vouchsafed to him is only

by her sanction or coneession, by the dispensation off
blessings in her own gift. ox the withdrawal of that an-

tagonism which might prevent their emanation from the
of
God of Light, And thus regarding the supremacy
a
of
the Earth-Goddess, they recognise the necessity

of
Bl by the worn
propitiation, and they believe ன
human
the power of Yarkness, through the agency of
sacrifice, her favor ean be purchased for the tribes.

by this one great sect of the Khonds the
:
n a ifice is esteemed a sacred rite.
- abomination of huma
Therefore

2K
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The atoning efficacy of the sacrificial blood is an article of

faith among these barbarous people, cherished with as
much solemn conviction as it has been by some of the
most civilised nations of the world.
very lively, operative faith, one that

It is necessarily a
can never exist in

a state of semi-animation; if must bo everything or
nothing toa man.
If he entertain it at all, it must bea
part of his daily life. It must enter largely into all his
worldly

calculations.

state of his crops,

The

the

health

condition

of his

children,

the

of his flocks and herds,

his immunity from the ravages of wild beasts, from
the assaults of his enemies, from the storm-blast and the
lightning-streke,

all depend

upon

the

observance

of this

one ceremonial rite.
To neglect it is, in the belief of
these people, to draw down upon them the anger of the
Earth-Goddess, and with it all human ills.
Of all superstitions it is the most enslaving; for it is based on fear,
abject fear of immediate retribution.
‘The worshipper of

Tari Pennu,

or the Earth-Goddess, dare

act of propitiation.

All

that

he

not neglect the

has is too immediately

under her almighty control.
The Mexicans, before the Spanish invasion,
human

victims by thousands and

bloody

oblations which

sacrificed

tens of thousands.

they offered

‘The

to their false gods

are too stupendous in the recital for human eredulity to
entertain.
And yet their extent is susceptible of proof.
No such wholesale sacrifices as these ever defiled the
country of the Khonds.
The victims were comparatively
few.*

were

They

furnished

by

a regular class

of pro-

curers, who either supplied them to order, or raised them

on speculation.

They were bought,

perhaps, from their

parents in hard famine-times, or they were
* It was
the number

very difficult to ascertain
of victims offered up every

as many portions of
yrar—espec
he Khoud ially
country were unvisited by
Our officers,

As

far as I can

arrive at

kidnapped on

an approximative estimate, it may have
been about 500 a year.
But even this

approximation

great diffidence.

I venture

upon

with

ret
ITS CEREMONIALS.
the

plains;

or

were

perhaps

the
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children

of

the

pro.

curers themselves.
Devoted often in their childhood to
the Earth-Goddess, they were suffered to grow up as
consecrated, privileged beings, to marry wives, to hold

lands, and flocks and herds, and other worldly goods—
cherished and endowed by the community, for whom they

were to die, and in spite of the tremendous

curse that

overshadowed them, leading happy lives to the last.
It would seem that these human sacrifices were of two
kinds. Principally they assumed an associative character ;
they were the joint offerings of certain tribes or villages
on the occasion of their public festivals.
But sometimes
they were individual—exclusive—intended to avert the
wrath of the Earth-Goddess, when there was special reason
to believe that it had been awakened ayainst a particular
ட்டி
family, and could only be so averted.
“The periodical common sacrifices,” says Captain Macpherson,

“are generally

so

by tribes and divi-

arranged

stons of tribes, that each head of a family is enabled, at
least once a year, to procure a shred of flesh for his fields,
and

usually about

time

the

his

when

chief crop

is laid

In the protective virtue of this shred of human
down.”
flesh the worshipper of the Earth-Goddess had unbounded

faith. A representative of each tribe or village was sent to
the place of sacrifice to obtain it, whilst

home, in rigid fast and

his

brethren

at

solemn prayer, awaited his return.

Lound to a stake, the victim received the first signal blow
from the officiating priest, and then the crowd of attendant
deputies rushed forward with | their axes, completed the
sacrifice,

bones.*

and

tore

the

quivering

leaves, carried home

to the

village,

grass in some public place, where
attended

one

o

flesh from the Meriah's

The human shred was then carefully wrapped in

by the priest,

laid

on a cushion of

the heads

of families,

went out to give it solemn

generally received
bat there were

ox

recep-

other modes of immolation. Sometimes
the victim was destroyed by a slow fire.

2
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tion.
Then the priest divided the sacred flesh into two
parts—one of which he buried in the ground, whilst the
other he subdivided into minute particles, and distributed
‘among the attendant heads

excitement followed.
wrestling

and

of families.

A scene of wild

There was shouting and holloaing—

fightino—heads

were

broken, and houses

thrown down.
‘This over, the recipient took his apportioned remnant of the sacrifice, and buried it in his
favorite field.
‘Then they returned to their homes—ate,
drank, and were merry.
Three days of ritual observance
followed; on the fourth, “ the people assembled at the place
of sacrifice, slaughtered and feasted cn a buffalo, and left
its inedible portions as a gratification to the spirit of the
Meriah.”*
:
Such is the history of these human sacrifices as ascertained and recorded, after much laborious inquiry, by Captain Macpherson.
But, long before we had this amount

of knowledge to base our remedial measures upon, our
English officers had been endeavouring to root out the
horrid custom from the hill districts under-our rule.
As
early as 1836, the broad fact had been announced by Mr.
Russel; and it was afterwards ascertained that other
Khond

children,

tribes were

in the habit of murdering

in their infancy,

purely as a matter of family

convenience.

Indeed, among some

the case when

a woman's

female infant was

their female

first

spared.|

of the tribes, save 1n

child was a girl, no single

These were lamentable facts,

which early arrested the attention of the British authorities, bat until the Zemindarry had been formally resumed and

the

settlement

of the

country commenced,
it

‘was not probable that our consideration of the yemedial
measures to be adopted should take any definite shape
* Macphersov's Accounof
t the Relvion

in Orissa. “Transactionsof
the Khonds
Ofof the
Asiatic Soctety.—At the place
Bacrifice there were three days of feast-

ing, attended with much sensual license.

+

ர் Villages,”

says

pherson, “ தக்

withou

may be seen
child.”

ட

பட

ப

a single female

25h
EARLY

But

as

soon

REMEDIAL

as these

MEASURES.

objects

had

Russel began fairly to consider the
ing

the

abolishing

of

this
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been

attained,

Mr.

“ best mode of effect-

barbarous

custom.”

In

an

elaborate paper on the subject, he declared that he was
“fully impressed with the belief that it can be accomplished only by slow and gradual means.”
He sincerely
believed that “a Jaw denouncing human sacrifices and
providing for the punishment of persons engaged therein
would, as a general measure, prove abortive, and involve
a compromise of character which
‘6 Tn my judgment,”

he

added,

should not be hazarded.”

“ our

aim

should

be

to im-

prove to the utmost our intercourse with the tribes nearest
to us, with

so reclaim
influence

the

view

them from
rather

to

civilise

and

the savage
our

than

enlighten

practice,

power.”*

In

them,

and

using our moral
these

views

the

Madras Government entirely concurred.
‘Time and the
do their slow
to
left
be
to
were
contact of civilisation
work.
Jt does not, however, seem that this resolution was
persevered in to the entire exclusion of all active efforts
for

the

suppression

which from time
attack incidental

of

the

But

practice.

the

measures

to time were’ adopted seemed rather to
symptoms than to strike af the root of

On one occasion, for example, Captain Campthe evil.
bell, assistant to the collector of Goomsur, ascended the
ghauts, with a party of armed peons, just before the
periodical season of sacrifice, and rescued a hundred
In 1838, Mr. Bannerman, the collector, went
victims.
himself upon a tour of inspection among the Hill tribes,
and determined to surprise a Khond village just as the
people were preparing for the ceremony of .the sacrifice.

“The

preparations

for

the

ceremony,”

“he

wrote, ““ ap-

The entraitce~to the
peared to have been completed.
hamlet, which was in the form of a square, had been newly
fitted up with wickerworks, gudin-the ceiitre, closet
* MS, Records, quoted in the Calcutta Review.

We
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the rude village idol,

had

about forty feet

on the

high,

been

in the shape of a bird, with

top

erected a bamboo

pole

of which was an effigy

peacock’s

was the stake to which the wretched
been bound, previous to the sacrifice.

feathers.”

This

victim was to have
“ A young woman

from the plains’ had been prepared for immolation; but
she was rescued by the British officer from her cruel fate.
And subsequently seven other victims, concealed in different villages, were reluctantly given up to him.- He attempted to reason with the chief people; but he,found
that their perceptions were somewhat clouded and obseured
by the strong liquors which they had drunk, in anticipation of the murderous festival, and nothing came of the
controversy.
No new light broke in upon the mind of the
benevolent British functionary; and on his return from
this expedition he could only report that, sensible as he

was of “the anxiety felt by Government to put a stop to
the

barbarous

could

but

custom

“ feel

of

sacrificing

difficulty

in

human

proposing

victims,”

any

he

practicable

measure with the view of earrying its humane wishes Info
effect.”*

சி

.

There was a suggestion, however, in his report, which
I have said that the Meseemed worthy of all attention.

riah victims were supplied by a regular class of procurers.
It had been decreed that no compassion should be shown
They were, therefore,
to this abominable race of men.
when

occasion

offered,

apprehended#

and

tried

th

One

criminal courts.
But it was not easy to satisly all the
formal requirements of these tribunals, and to substantiate,

by a regular chain of recognisable evidence, as evidence =
considered by such courts, the actual
offence as set forth in the indictment.

commission of
‘This had been

the
the

difficulty in the cases of Thuggee and of professional Da-

a
koitee, and it had been found necessary +0. authorise
certain relaxation of the law for the purpose of checking
* Report of Mr. Bannerman.

BLS. Records, quoted in He Calcutia Remew.
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the progress of these crimes.*
Mr.

Bannerman

SCHEME.

It was now

that a similar relaxation
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suggested

by

of the law should

be authorised in the present instance, and that a regularly

appointed officer should have

the power

of dealing

sum-

marily with persons charged with the offence of trafficking
in human life.
This measure had, I believe, the approba-

tion of the Court of Directors.
It seemed a good idea to
strike terror into the minds of the procurers, and so to stop
the inhuman traffic.
But it does not seem that any special |

enactment emanated from the Legislature.
In fact, for some two or three years after these expeditions to the Hill country, great as was the desire of both
the civil and military officers in the Goomsur country to
suppress the barbarous practice, and praiseworthy as
were their efforts, little or nothing of an effectual character was really done.
Lord Elphinstone was at this time
It must be recorded to his honor,
Governor of Madras.
that he was deeply interested in the painful subject, and

that he addressed himself, in an earnest and enlightened
spirit, to its consideration.

In an elaborate minute on the

subject, written in 1841, he acknowledged that hitherto
our measures for the suppression of Meriah sacrifice had
been attended with little success; and he recommended a
more

systematic

and

comprehensive

scheme

than

any

which had yet been tried—_though some of its details had

been

previously

— embracing, jirstly, the ,
recommended

opening of routes and passes through the wild tracts inhabited by the Khond tribes 77 secondly, the encouraging
of commercial intercourse between the hills and the plains
by all available means, and the establishment of fairs and
marts for that purpose; and therdly, the raising ofa semimilitary police force from among the Hill men.
“And the
better to carry out these

objects, it was

* See the chapters on Thuggee
Dahoitee—ante, pp- 354—380.

and

proposed

that

a

special agent should be appointed, under the Commissioner
this project.
+ I cannot say much for

The idea scems to have been that of a
read leading from nowhere to nowhere,
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of Goomsur, to proceed into the Khond country, to obtain
the assistance of a petty Rajah on the other side of the
Hills, towards the opening of the communication.
This
measure was sanctioned by the supreme Government;
but when delivering their assent, they thought it necessary to issue a caveat to the effect that the Agent “should
cautiously approach any inquisition into human sacrifices,
and confine himself very closely to the immediate purposes
of the Mission.” »
The officer to whom this Mission was entrusted was
Captain Macpherson,* of whose first acquaintance with
the Khond tribes I have already spoken. He had sent in
an elaborate report upon the social and religious institutions of these strange people-—indeed, had brought to-

gether

a mass of information

relating

to them,

which

sufliced at once to indicate that there was no other officer

in the service to whom
could be more

this difficult and delicate work

advantageously entrusted.

teristic earnestness he set about his

work;

With charac-

but. at every

step as he advanced, formidable difficulties met the inquirer.
They were very much the same difficulties as, in
the Bheel couniry, had stared Outram and Ovans in the
face. There was the extreme unbealthiness of the climate,t
and

the

seemingly

insuperable

mistrust

af the

people.

But Macpherson determined to brave the one, and to
spare no effort to overcome the other.
Sickness assailed
him; his Hfe was threatened, but be did not turn aside

from his purpose.

The people fled at his approach.

The

r.
But Macpherson did not despai
be
Ue halted; he waited ;
he did everything that could
done to assure the tribes
4 man of
; to prove that he was

villages were deserted.

* Captain2 Macpherso
erso
n,n, duri
during the
anit exploring expedition, had suff
ered
na severely in hig heal
th, that he was
Mpelled ta seck change of air
at
the
ees G
Hope.
He returned to
abe. be ene cold wea
ther of 1840-41,
1Y the direction of Lord Elphin
-

stone,

he

wrote th @ elaborate

report

@ f our information
0 nd customs of
ers
mann
ர
respecting the
ரானா.
ds.
Khon
the
which is the basis

wife 202 SBIPE attends of te

Mission were atruck down by fever.

ASK
EFFORTS

OF

CAPTAIN

MACPHERSON,

peace; and to bring the fugitives
And little by little he succeeded.

DOS

back te their homes.
In the neighbourhood

of the white man’s camp, the villagers who had fled at
his approach, soon began to shake off their fears.
It was
plain that he had not come among them to destroy the
people and desolate the country; so they emerged from
their protecting forests, and a few of them, doubtfully and
tistrustfully at first, came unarmed to the British tents,
and _ kindness. and were received with encouragement
Then others, who had been anxiously awaiting the restlts
of the experiment, cautiously crept forward, and were in

turn

encouraged

and

And

assured.

tended for his favor, and
learnt

He

reach.*

what

from

the

then

Macpherson

halted again; and againuntil hostile tribes con-

moved forward into the hills;
the people come around him;

sought

he

lay

within

themselves

Khonds

his
what

were their social institutions, and he learnt—but with
greater difficulty, and often longer delay——what was their

;

religious belief.

From any direct interference with the practice of
human sacrifice, Macpherson was at this time precluded

But he cautiously felt

by the nature of his instructions.

no

before him, and spared

the ground

pains

to ascertain

the state of feeling among the Khond patriarchs regardino the wishes and intentions of the British Government.
Aa

this

much he soon ascertained.

pressions prevailed among them.

‘‘ Two general im-

The first was, that the

This view
Government was indifferent to the sacrifice.
was founded upon the fact, that no decisive and compre-

hensive measures had been adopted with
taken place.
while partial interference had
that

was,

second
.

line ofthe
between
was* The

ட

although

n’s advance
country
of
OTS
் in-ம
trac

and non-sacri
habited by the sacrificing

Government

respect to it,
4 The
. =

certainly

disap-

ficing sects—among the latter of which
female infanticide obtained.
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proved

and desired

the abolition

of the practice,

it was

conscious that it had no just right to interfere with it.”*
Tt was plain that no spasmodic efforts for the suppression of the abominable rite could be attended with
any general or permanent results.
Macpherson did not,
therefore, attempt to rescue any particular Khond victims.
But he exerted himself to imbue the chief with a thorough
knowledge of the views and wishes of the British Government; and he especially endeayoured to impress them
with

the

conviction

that

our

“ designs were

those

of

paternal benevolence alone.”
In this he was at least
partially successful.
He mixed familiarly and conversed
freely with them.
Ue made the men presents of cloth
and tobacco, and gave them money to purchase liquor.
At every station he distributed beads among the women,
who received them with expressions of gratitude and
delight.
It was his object to conciliate them by every
means
that he

in his

tain homes.
benefit, and
shake

power;

and

had no hostile

he

design

soon
in

made

his visit

them

believe

to their moun-

He had no lack of ‘argument, either, for their
perhaps he may have done something to

their belief in the efficacy of human

As time advanced,

it seemed

sacrifice.

to Macpherson

that his

prospects of success were beginning to brighten.

In the

month of June, 1842, “ the two tribes of Goomsur, which

were best known, most under influence and most accessible, freely and intelligently consented to place them.

selves in practical subjection
on the condition

of receiving

to the British Government,

its protection and justice.”

They “ stipulated that Government should support them
with its whole authority in making this diffident and
trembling movement.”}
Nay, indeed, they sought more
than this.
Still clingmg to the old belief in the retri* Captain Macpherson to Mr.

“erman, April, 1842.

MS, Records.

Ban-

+ The same to the same, September,

1843,

MS. Records.
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butory power of the Earth-Goddess,
they

should

have

full

permission

gods the British Government
its servants

In particular,
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they demanded that
to

denounce

to

their

in general, and certain of

as the

grand

authors

of their

apostacy, and so to render us the vicarious recipients of
the divine wrath.
But although even such doubtful concessions had some

encouragement in them, it did not seem that, until we
could more securely establish our position and our influence as their rightful rulers and protectors, that any
permanent advantages would result from such uncertain
demonstrations

as

these.

‘I

said

conceive,”

Captain

Maepherson, “.the establishment of distinct relations
with these tribes as subjects, to be the necessary basis of
the authority by which, combined with influences derived
from every source within our power, we may hope to effect

the suppression of the rite of sacrifice.

The

relations

which I propose to establish are for the nearer tribes—
For
submission to laws directly administered by us.
our
of
acknowledgment
practical
those more remote the
"®
This
matter
of
the
administration
of
justice
supremacy.

all
among the Khonds was the great pivot upon which
These
Macpherson’s measures subsequently turned.
strange Hill people had a wild unsatisfactory

settling all disputes amoug

themselves,

and

method of

they were

tribunals to
eager for the establishment of better ordered
which,

in their difficulties,

they

might betake themselves

They saw at once, indeed, the
for substantive justice.
advantages of this appeal to a power beyond the “a of
t a
all sinister influences, and they were glad to divest
responsibility
selves of the undivided and unsupported
and em
difficulty:
of
which entailed upon them a world
strife.
internecine
barrassment, and often involved them in
7 ,
to Mr,
2127" Bannerman
* Captain Macpherson

st, t, 1842.
AuquAugus

17)

Records.
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Macpherson undertook to preside over their judicial
councils, and they hailed the offer with delight.*
It would have been something to see one of. those
primitive Khond Courts—Maepherson, under a tree, in a
Khond village, sitting on a chair, with his chief people,

native

assistants

and

others,

on

their

carpets

on

either

side—the Khond chiefs sitting opposite, in tiers, three or

four deep, according to their rank—the plaintiff and defendant volubly pleading each his own cause, and bringing in his several witnesses—and the fluctuating crowd

of people

in the

ceedings, made

background
up a picture

eagerly watching the pro- -

as

suggestive

to the

inner

sense as it was striking to the outer. The case was
stated. The witnesses were heard. Then the chiefs, one
by one, were called upon fo pronounce their opinions.
And soundly and intelligently for the most part these

opinions were pronounced.
Then all having been heard,
and nates of their several decisions taken, Macpherson
proceeded to state what was the collective result.
The

judgement whieh he then pronounced was the judgment of |
the chiefs themselves , and they never doubted that the
final decree of the Court was a correct exposition of their
wishes.F

This great boon of pure and systematic justice warked
mightily among them. “The result,” said Macpherson,
“surpassed my expectations. A movement begat which

gradually acquired foree and distinctness.
The estimate
formed by these tribes of the value of the justice dis-

pensed, which relieved society from the accumulation of
public and private

questions

by

which

if was distracted,

was higher than I could have imagined, and the direct
* It was hig especial abject
to
fupersede their் authority, "Due not
ta se.

4
Court

the
support,
்
c administration
Of jastion,

Oorea,

sed on a in the Khond
.
language,werebutcarne!
it ae ரத் கட்க
through which dia
ott divas
communicated
Khonds.

i

with

the

~
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derived

from

Dut that justice was

not
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its administration was
less important, regarded

as a means of subjecting the people to the infaences

best calculated to sway them.
The adherents and the
opponents of the religious change sought it alike.
But
none could sue for it without full exposure, in some measure, at the discretion of its dispensers, to all the general
and personal influences which cauld he devised to promote
the extension and confirmation of the movement.”®
And
under these influences, after a little while, 124 victims

were voluntarily given up to the British officer.
Nor was the assistance thus

rendered

to them

administration of justice the only benefit which

in the

they de-

rived from their close connexion with the British.
Increased facilities of traffic with the Low Country were

afforded to them,
to the
dealers

Hitherto they had been much exposed

chicanery and
on the plains.

extortion of the merchants and
These wild mountaineers were no

match for the astute traders of the more civilised districts,+
r* Captain Sfacpherson, to Air, Banne
MS. Records.
man, September, 1943,
reThe following illustration of the

sulis of this administration of Justice,

taken from the letters of Macpherson’s
moonshee, Baba Khan, is worth reading, for more reasons than one:
“My master had not at all an incli-

nation

to punish

those

prisoners

as

those that steal in the Low Country, for

ering
<hese had thougtt that in plundorders

they only obeyed the Rajal’s
had not
and the Deity’s will But if he
s and
done so, the sacrificing Khond
on thefts
those others who carried
. The
syould not be in future afraid thieves
principal singieader of these
but

frst;
could not be apprehended ataward
ed te
on heating the punishmentmost
sa
the prisoners, he came in
master,
sively of his own accord to my

his feot, at
and prostrated himself at of A
in
fall length, holding a vit
cus om

his mouth, which is the general Or ன்
in surrendering to & nnaeaut a oF
begged my master’s pardo

the = டட
tion, and declared that
's (Bri ல்
Sirear
the
now
is
ry
count
t cannot He
பெரம் 8), and_that
as the

and
myself anywhere in its hills,

Khonds having given over sacrificing
victims, so will d give up robbery from
this day, and will never commis thefts;

and if there be any others that rob, he
would bring
theni to my master’
Whereupon the poor flow was pitied
and forgiven.
He has now reformed,

and associates with the pest of Khends

very honestly, subsisting himself entirely by work and traffic.”
"
+ The Will people, however, langhed
Ab the superior civilisation of the Low
Country, and reasoned about it in a
very amusing manners
“The Khond witnesses

whe

eane

tg

give their evidences against the prisoners Kved in Gunjapilly, a villige of
Soondera Singh’s, granted te him by
Government.
One morning on a sunshiny day, while Scondera Singh was
coming m his’ palanquin to see my
Master with these Khonds, oue of them
remarked with astonishment and laughter, “See! that palanguin was made in
the Low Country; it Is very beautiful,
painted with colors, fixed with boards,

fined with eloth, and iron fixed to it—
how well it looks!

Another said, ‘ The

senses of the Low Country people are not

worth a cowry,

How many men must
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aud when they came down from the hills to buy and sell,
bringing their turmeric (it is the best that is sold in Lon-

don) to market, and taking back in exchange scarlet cloths,

brass pots, and other commodities in demand among them,
they were generally overreached and defrauded. Especial

protection was now given to their trade.
They were
enabled to buy and to sell on better terms than had ever
been obtainable from their neighbours.
Fairs were esta-

blished for their especial advantage; and soon they found
themselves in the enjoyment of such commercial prosperity
as they had never even dreamt of before. This was something readily intelligible to the most obtuse, and appreci- |
able by the most apathetie; and greatly it tended to

strengthen

and

perpetuate

British

Khonds.

influence

among

the

But these successes, great as they were, had some element of discouragement in them.
And for a time, Mac-

pherson was perplexed by new doubts and opposed by new

difficulties.
In spite of the pledges given, occasional
sacrifices, from time to time, were consunmmated.* His
authority was obviously insufficient for the full accomplishinent of so great a work.

Government

had

not

declared

themselves with sufficient distinctness, and there was an
enemy in the way,
One Sam Bissye,f a Hindoo hereat) have taken—how much troub
le in
Making the palanguin!
They felled

wood, sawed it into planks, placed
them
together,

and formed them
lanquin—and then it is onlyinto a pacomfortable for one individual
and great
wastage of money, whilst
on account of
me person many suffer much
labor.
fthat man were to walk
and go, he
ead Save his money
and not give
srounie to others. Is not this
a wise
பகற்
Tf a quarter part of
the
பந் அவ ட பயம் by Soondera
Singh on
wot
பெறப் was spent on purchasi
ng
Meat and the marr
es for Bimself, and ow-bones of
all was so
y him,

it

is limbs

ந்

would

give vast

, be palatable to
np eth
and a fill his stom
ach for n
ம்

°nE time to his heart's content.

‘The

tenn?

Khan,

try people have,I think, fittle
Ea 5. Comnespnndenas of Babe.

Moonshee.|

;

+ These, however, were very few.
vas always 2 stall recusant miட்
desired to practise ae
ee

against the wishes of the general

body.

But the tribes collectively never “wi
ofvered, and their anger ages the
.
eptions was preat.
i
eee
மகா? அம் சன to describe oe kin ட் o
a
He was
position of this man.

agent or minister to the tribes, manag

ing their internal affairs, and a
orien
cating, om their behalf, wit
Bat a
ல்ல
He was rich,
Courts.
He ao geen
great personal influence.
of the tri es
set over the general hody
our
the British Commissioner, on
by

first settlement of the country.
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ditary

of%ice-bearer,

whose

TO

SUCCESS.

influence

with
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the

tribes

had

been diminished by Macpherson’s ascendancy, was striving
manfally to neutralise all the efforts of the English officer.
Ile declared that the authorities, to whom Macpherson
was subordinate, had

sanctioned

the

continuation

of the

sacrifices; he promulgated a dangerous report to the effect
that the British were about to tax the

tribes;

and

for a

time it seemed that the machinations of this man would
arrest the onward progress of reform.
In spite of shattered health, the English officer set himself bravely to work to counteract the evil influence of
the wily Hindoo. Watching his opportunity, he contrived
to blacken the face of Sam Bissye in the eyes of the tribes,
and to exercise his own authority in matters very dear to
them, so as to increase his own influence over them, and
to prove that the higher authorities were with him.
Ina
little while the overthrow of Sam Bissye was complete.

He was suspended from office, and seized
*Tyom

the interesting letters writ-

ten by Captain Macpherson’s moonshee,
I take a passage or two, illustrative of
the evil machinations and the pevishOf the former,
ment of Sam Bissye.
the writer says: “Last season the old
wolf-faced Sam Bissye summoned the
Khonds, on whom he hed engrafted

toid
nectarious (nefarious?) words, andagreed

them ‘Captain Macpherson has
and
with the Government to assess
, for
raise taxes in the Khond country the
up
his own profit, when you give
he 18
Meriah sacrifices; consequently
allowing you all very civilly.
now

inue from.
Should you, therefore, discont
us will be

sacrificing, the whole of
it is very
utterly ruined, and, also,
rites,
wrong to desist from our sucient
If you hearken to the adyice of Captain

the sactiMacpherson, at least performSam Bis

fice in secret.’
was with Mr.

This season
Bannerman),

the wn

in the
lector, while we were refurn
he pe
country, and after our
பவனா
ceeded to his country and
ae
them
all the Khonds, and told
me

B.

has

given

sacrifice

six

victinas,

‘Mr.

body

permission

and

my

ட

whole

ace
is affected with leprosy, 00

as a criminal.™

count of your having discontinued the
sacrifice.
Come and see; I am going
to kill a sacrifice.” He gaye them food,
and liquor to drink, and asked a Mullick, a chief man in Rissinghuy, a friend
of his, whether be would kill a sacrifice
now

or not—that

leave was

granted

by

Mr. B. He replied: ‘If you give me தம
thority Iwill do it. When Sam Gissye
gaye bis consent a victim was saerificed,
aud the flesh was taken away by the
Khonds. A sacrifice was also executed
at Rodunghia, but very secretly, and
immediately buried.
This is the way
Sam Bissye is throwing severe obstacles
in our way.”
Another instance given in the same
letters has double value, as an illustration, partly of Sam Bissye’s influence—partly of the domestic history of
these Meriah sacrifices.
Such a complication of misfortunes as is here described might well have sent a wavering
Khond back to his victim-medicine.
“My master questioned Jeetoo Mullick.

‘Why did you sacrifice?’ He answered:
‘My family were sick. A barn fell un~

awares on ny wife, and she died; a
tiger devoured my buffalo; and another
woman died in childbirth; and 7 aisa

ட்டு
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And fora while the tide of suecess was turned in his
favor.
In May, 1844, he was able officially to report to
the Madras authorities: “Ihave the high satisfaction to
state that the great season of sacrifice is past, and that
there has been no apparent tendency to sacrifice, in any
part of the Khond country of Goomsur.”
So far as the Goomsur tribes were concerned, Macpherson’s success was well-nigh complete.. But now arose
the great question of the extension to other tribes of these
great ameliorative measures.

The sacrificing iribes

were

scattered over a portion of the 11111 districts of Orissa
partly under the Madras, and partly under the Bengal Presideney.*
Macpherson’s authority extended only to the

former;

and

in the

tracts

subordinate

to the

Government, though efforts had been made
the inhuman rite, they had not assumed
was dangerously ill.
Then
Gunda
Mullick told me,‘ What are all these
sufferings? Why not sacrifices victim?

Iwill go and take Sam Bissye’s per-

Mission to offer

that he has

got

one,

as

I have heard

permission from

Bengal

to suppress
a sustained

attendants, brought a goat, some oranges
and yams, to my master, and one rupec
laid ‘at his fect, and stood before him.

My master then told Sam Bissye as
foliows:

‘Government

has

sent

orders

the

to suspend you, and you are suspended

fice victims?” Yhen I told Gunda M.
that ‘I have no victims to sacrifice, and
am unable to go just now. Youhad

finement? When Sam Bissye heard
this, he stood as a post of wood, not
uttering a single word, and all those

Sircar (British Government) to sacri-

better go for me.”
Upon which Gunda
M. said: ‘You have a piece of land in

Hodzogher,

and I will procure

youa

Yictim for it; then sacrifice and get the

from this day, und to be placed ia con”
present at that moment, were an as
less as a flock of sheep, flocked together

in the evening.

one began

Awhile,

after

to disperse, a lagen

a

20

better of your sitkness.”
Then Gunda
M. went to Sam Bissye and related of
Jetoo’s ailment.
Sam Bissye stated to

their minds as the same sheep, when a
tiger gets into the flock and devours x
large sheep out of it. The மரதத கய்

him, that although the Sircar prevents
you from sacrifice, donot yourelinquish
it, as that is the most precious medicine,

like a jungle hog, Madara Poricha, Wag
wasalways Sam Bissye’s right ang! he
also there; but weapous were
<i els
from him, and he ordered into confine-

The moonsheg, in another place, thug
own
his
after
relates,
graphicall

ment, with Sam Bissye, because i was
cae
accused of robberies. | When the

and no other medicine is worth,”

fashion, the story of Sam Bissye’s
seizure:—“
While my master sat on a
chair, the Zemindarry
Sherishtadar of
the collector's

cutcherry, the

principal

assistant agent’s magietrate’s moonshy,

with Soondersing and myself of theasSistant cutcherry, and ‘several of the

went to take them into மதம் *
Saux Bissye told the twenty Eons ae
came with him, ‘Ob children, YO ae
But my master told him that he ha
nothing to de with them, nor they any-

thing with
dence.}

him.” — [LMZS.
il

Corresponded, i

irdars and principal men of the vil | * And partly, it might be added, in
Bes, Bissye
Ryots, Peons, &c.,standingaround,
am
came up with twenty Peon

the Nagpore territory:

ges
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themselves

that

it was plain the Government had no very strong impressions on the subject of human sacrifice—that, indeed,

their desires and intentions respecting the suppression of
the

practice

were

anything

but

clearly

manifested,

and

that probably, after all, they cared little or nothing about

the matter.

The two Governments seemed not to be acting

in concert with each other, if it were not indeed altogether
acts

would

above him.

This

the crotchet of a single inferior officer, whose

authorities

the

supported by

not be

was, indeed, a stumbling-block in the way of the movement; and Macpherson represented the difficulty te.the
It was plain that if his labours were to be
Government.
ex-

more

authority

with

invested

effectual, he should be

Nor were his representations
tensive and more defined.
Early in 1845 he was appointed Agent to .
without avail.
the supreme Government for the suppression of human
sacrifice and infanticide in the Hill tracts of Orissa.
Macpherson’s course was now comparatively easy.
This authoritative manifestation at once convinced the
tribes

what

will

the

was

of

supreme

the

Government.

therefore, with these mew powers, and surArmed,
rounded by the prestige of authority, the Khond Agent
stepped at once across the boundary and began to extend
Boad,

inhabiting

tribes

to the

his effort

under the

Bengal

watching with intense
‘experiment that had

district

the great

They

Presidency.

interest the progress

of

been

had

of the great

been going on in Goomsur.

Moved

by a strong spirit of inquiry, they had crossed the border,
attended the Goomsur councils, mixed familiarly with the
proselytes, and received from them distinct ideas of the

advantages
and the

of the relationship subsisting between

British

already

broken

Agent.

in

upon

The

the

new

mind

light,

of the

indeed,

Boad

them
had

tribes.

They not only understood the nature of the change, but
they clearly saw its advantages.
had
and prosperou s the country Sx

‘They saw how peaceful
become,

and how happily
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their neighbours lived under the reformation.

a great living argument,

and speculations,

indeed,

in support

There was

better than

of the

all

theories

advocated

change.

The Goomsur tribes had ceased to defile their hands
with the sacrificial blood of their fellow-creatures 3; and
yet there had been two unusually healthy seasons, and
two unusnally abundant harvests.
Providence, in this,

had wrought
the result

mightily for us.

with

wondering

The

Boad

admiration.

tribes

viewed

They called

us

Boora Pennu’s people—the agents of the God of Light—
and believed that superhuman

power was in the hands of

the people who had done such things.

Earth-Goddess,

It was Maecpherson’s wont,

I believe, in all his argu-

ments with these poor people, to
abomination of human sacrifice,

error than

The wrath of the

it was clear, could not avail against us.

as a great practical

deal tenderly with the
rather as a religious

crime.

He

did not fail,

indeed, to tell: them that other nations had, at different
periods of time, clung to a belicf in the efficacy of human

blood as a means of propitiation, but that as those nations

had advanced in civilisation, they had abjured the false
faith, and abandone
d

the pernicious

practice.

And

he

especially dwelt upon the fact that our own nation, once
sunk in darkness and barbarism, had practised the unhallowed rite; but that since we had abandoned and
denounced it, we had become the kings of the earth.
These arguments were now repeated to the Boad tribes,

and listened to with marked respect.”
In the mean

was

while, in the Goomsur

set upon the great reformation,

dent

inaugurated

the

appointment

of

country, the eran

and

a brilliant inci-

the Khbond Agent.

On a given day, the entire body of the Khond
pared,

in

their

several

villages,

tribes pre-

publicly

to

perform

a

of the religion

of

the God

of

simultaneous ceremony of final abjuration of their murderworship, and their adoption

only fair, however, to say that

the waemae

cre by no means wanting
. ™ polemical adroitness, for they eats

tended that it was not impossible that,

by reason of their sacrifices, all the
world had been saved.

asd
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Light.

And

really

now

THE

the tribes

believed that

permanent,

OF

the

BOAD

of the

TRIBES.
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reformation

was

sect

complete

and began to associate with them

and

as brothers.

They were no longer polluted by drinking the same
water, and using the same fire; and they welcomed the’
erring ones, fully and unreservedly, into their own fold.
Then

the

Boad

tribes,

seeing

how

matters

had

pro-

gressed in the Goomsur country, prepared to follow the
They declared, not that all
example of their neighbours.
along they had been in error—that their worship had been
false—but
lemn

farewell

Taking,

by

so-

of their

doctrine

distinctive

of the great

them

therefore,

upon

was now imposed

that a change

the triumph of the God of Light.

sect, by a stupendous act of immolation, they slaughtered
120 victims, and with this valedictory offering to the EarthGoddess, declared that they had turned their back upon
prepared

to

take

state

in this

Knowing that they were

pherson

;

;

her for ever.

advantage

of mind,

of it.

But

Maca new

element of difficulty presented itself, and it needed some
The Rajah of Boad, a
address to deal with it aright.
tributary chief of influence and authority over.the tribes,

looked askance at his operations.

It

was

Macpherson’s

desire to ally the Rajah’s power with his own, and when
he went into the Boad country, the man promised to assist
him with all the influence he possessed over the tribes.
A meeting was then arranged between the Rajah and the
British
chiefs.

officer, in

the

presence

of

the

Khond

assembled

But sinister influences had been at work upon
him; and when the time came, he was ready only with
vague assurances and delusive protestations.
He said
- that the tribes were opposed to the abandonment of ‘a practice which

had been

observed

their ancestors—that he

by

remote

generations

could only so far overcome

of

their

obduracy as to induce them to give up a few victims—and
he promised that some twenty Meriahs should be handed

over to the British Agen’,

grey
L

were

all, he

said, of
4
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whom he had distinct cognisance.
Macpherson held in
his hand an authenticated list of some hundreds of Boad
victims, but the Rajah still continued to protest that he
could do na more with the tribes,
So Macpherson appealed to the assembled Boad chiefs,
who bad heard the Rajah’s declaration.
He had brought
with him some of the ablest end most zealous of his proselytes, and he now called upon the people of the other district to hear what the men from Goomsur had to say of
the great change which had been effected. Well and
earnestly the converts bore witness for the truth. Eloquent

and

striking

were

their

enunciations.

But

the

Boad chieis declared that they needed

not this evidence

to convinee them.

the

They

had

crossed

border

them-

selves, and seen with their own eyes the grand results of
the reformation.
advanced.

They knew all that the

Goomsur

men

They admitted, too, that the great oblation of

which I have spoken was intended to be a final act of
sacrifice, and they declared their willingness to surrender

all the victims in their hands. And in the course of a few
days a hundred and seventy were in Macpherson’s camp.

In the mean while Macpherson had given the Boad

tribes a specimen of the manner in which he assisted the
Goomsur Khonds to settle their internal disputes. A day

was spent in the investigation of a difficult case.

And the

adjudication was so satisfactory, that one of the staunchest
of the opponents of the proposed reform cried, “ Now we
understand the magic by which the Goomsur Khonds have
been gained.”
;
Finding the Boad Khonds were in this satisfactory state
of mind, and always desiring to practise as little imterference as possible, Macpherson now prepared to withdraw

across the border, and to leave the rest to be worked out
by

the

Rajah.

But

it

soon

appeared

that

this man,

Wrought upon by evil advisers, was bringing all his வமல்
influence to bear upon the counteraction of the Agent's
desipns. He spread a report that it was Macpherson’s

2,62
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intention first to disarm, then to tax them, and to reduce

them
that

to a general
of the

condition

Khonds

loss of liberty was

of

of servility identical with

the plains.

great.

The

horror

It was intended

of' this

by the

in-

sidious circulation of the report, to incite the Khonds to
rebellion; and by these, and similar representations, he induced them to demand back the victims they had surren-

dered.

Victims no longer, for their atoning efficacy had

been destroyed—their sacred character profaned—they
The responsibility of their
were given up to the Rajah.
safety, and the onus of this retrograde movement, were
thrown upon him; but, indeed, without this protection
safe.

have been

they would

no fear after this

was

There

pollution of their being sent to the stake.

Fearing that he might be visited by the displeasure
his
of the British Government, the Rajah now declared

But
willingness to co-operate zealously with Maepherson.
Rebellion was
a storm was impending over the country.
The people were
breaking out on both sides of him.
These moveGoomsur.
in
and
rising both in Ungool

ments

were

sacrifice ; bub
intend,

in his

it devolved

upon

capacity,

political

of Meriah

question

the

with

unconnected

to super-

Macpherson

which

the operations

And here the inquirer, who up
then became necessary.
to this time has been intent on tracing only the beneficent

measures of 2 British officer engaged in an honorable
of civilisation and humanity,
warfare, as the champion
superstition, finds himself
and
with barbarism, cruelty,
, into a sea of troubled controversy~xyom

plunged, at once

:

்

which he hastens to extricate himself.

.

.

வய

The disturbances.

upon the
in Ungool and Gcomsur brought new actors
‘The political and military authorities came into
scene.

collision.
ordered

General

Dyce,

Macpherson

out

who

of the

commanded
country,

and

the

troops,

sent

in

a

string of charges against him,
Sir Herbert Maddock,
wen was then Deputy-Governor of Bengal, and President
of the Council, dismissed Macpherson and all his assist-
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ants, down to the lowest native servant of the Mission,
and with that his connexion with the Khonds, for whom

he had done so much, was brought precipitately to a close.
I make no comment on these things.
It is sufficient

to state that one of the ablest of the Company’s civil
Servants} was Commissioned to inquire into the charges
against Macpherson—the substance of which was that
his maladministration had driven the people to rebellion,

and was keeping it alive among the tribes-—and that the
result of the inquiry was a most honorable acquittal
upon every charge. “ Captain Macpherson,” said the Governor-General in Council, “has, with a very little exception,

cleared

himself

and

his

administration

of all

General Dyce’s ‘accusations ;” and he would have taken

an

opportunity

of evincing

in Macpherson,

to return
two

to Europe.

assistants

of

the

g

the whole

of this

three months and a half, from

Khond

period of

the first
constantly,
in good health or in bad health,
scouring
these unwholesome jungles and
hills,
accompanying the troops
in
all
their
Movements, and present with
them in
erery action; .... and my opinion
those Proceedings is, that: they wereof
conducted with rare spirit
and energy,
in Gullery, he was

and with great skill, and that they re:
ce great credit
em,
Dr.

Wen

on the conductor of

Cadenhead

was

afterwards

ஐ

gbrincipal assistant in the South
Mtior
agency,

and

compelled,

confidence
by ill health,

That justice was rendered

* It would scem, however, that Sir
Berbert Maddock had
resolved
on
Macpherson’s removal before General
Dyce’s charges bad heen received,
¢ Mr. John Peter Grant.
} When, in 1844, Capt. Macpherson
was driven by sickness from hig post,
Dr. John Cadenhead, of the Madras
army, was appointed to act for him,
and carried on the Khond work for
above twelve months with entire success.
At the close of the inquiry referred to, the supreme Government
adopted the following estimate, formed
by the Commissioner of Dr. Cadenhead’s recent conduct and service
s :—
“Durin
outbreak

his undiminished

had he not been

on the

as-

Agency,
of

tion of the
றவ ரர

Dr.

to the

Cadenhead}

extensive Zemindarry
was selected for the

important.and delicate task of beings

its rude and turbulent population under

the immediate authority of the

eae

That duty he executed so ene
ment.
command the entire approbation o aa
official superiors, while, by his unceas: ட் 5
devotion to the interests of the people,
alike in the lines of public and os private duty, he gaived in an oxy படற
degree their confidence and at ection.

of private

Amongst his works

age us

lence may he noticed the கபட es
a school, which opened in Ap தன்
ee teat
with seyen pupils, who soon
ae
to sixty, including youths of the es
The ee om
families in the district.
tuition was that of Dr. Duff, of ம்

On

Dr.

Cadenhend’s

ஆ

க்

death, the ன் oe

Le
bitants of Sumbhulpore petitionceache
te maintain the
Government
—
The Commissioner warmly நி தடப்
கடட
oe
their petition, “not only for

per
good which would accrue from
4
manent establishment of ae ee
—
under Government peironeee,
ட்
a
monument of the active isEs
nT
teristic benevolence of the

The

Government

tioned the sum

immediately

of 2407, per

its efficient maintenance,

கா்

annum
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and Lieutenant Pinkney, by immediately appointing them
|
to offices of equal responsibility.
But although Macpherson had been removed from
office, and soon after the conclusion of the investigation
into his proceedings he was driven home by the warnings

of a constitution shattered by long residence in the
Khond country, the good that he had done lived after
him. It does not seem that, during the disturbances
which rent the country, his proselytes fell back into their
The
old errors, and resorted to their old evil practices.

Khond

agency survived,

had been

though Macpherson

recalled ; and Colonel Campbell, who had long been employed in that part of the country, was appointed to fill his
place. The good work is going on, under diminished difficulties, towards a prosperous conclusion, It was obviously,

indeed,

a work

of which

be also the

middle

the beginning may almost be
and

said

to

feet

would be visited with the

the

end.

The

Khonds

offered human sacrifices because they believed that in no
other way they could propitiate the Earth-Goddess, and
that their failure to lay these dreadful offerings at her

infliction of the most

The
terrible calamities to which humanity is exposed.
first
The
“
case.
a
premier pas was everything in such
operations,” it is traly said by Colonel Campbell, ₹* among

a wild and strange people, always the most difficult and
the most hazardous, having been successful, those of
ceeding 868 sons, if the same principles are adhered
The sacrificing Khonds
are mere gleanings.”*
made the terrible experiment, and yet the earth
and
yielded her increase with unwonted prodigality,

suc-

to,
had
had
the

estilence, which walketh in the darkness, had never been
And the result was, that in the minds of
ன் idle before.

all the intelligent men in the Khond
Khonds were by no means

districts—and

the

wanting in intelligence-—the

* Colonel Campbell to supreme Government, April 10, 1852.
ர
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omnipotence of Tari Pennu,

the Earth-Goddess,

sank

down into a delusion and a sham.*
But although the way was smoothed by thes
successes for all subsequent efforts, the later e initial
operations
in the Khond country ought not to be pass
ed over with

this brief incidental

notice.

Colonel

Campbell

, as I
have said, has been carrying on, with
undiminished

success,

the

good

work

commenced

by

Macphers

on.
He has pushed on his inquiries and exerted
his authority among tribes unvisited by his predeces
sor, and the

result of each new visit to the hills,
in succeedi

ng cold
Seasons, has been a progressive diminuti
on in the Oxtent of the great crime.
Tribe after tribe has yielded
to
the good influences of the Christian offic
er.+

Victims
have been brought in; pledges have been
subscribed ;
and the promises’ which have been free
ly made have
been faithfully performed. The last report of
the Agen
for the suppression of the Meriah sacrifice contains t
the
most cheering evidence of the progress
work; and it may reasonably be hoped that ofa the good
few
years of continued activity, animated by the same more
hu-

manity and intelligence, will see the utter extinction of
* The Court of Directors Watch
ed
these proceedings with the preat
terest, and wrote out to recoest inmmend
the samo mild, conciliatory
measures
as Cleveland and Ovans had
prose
cuted
with such good success.
4 We would
recall to your recollection,”
“ the happy effects produced they said,
mer period by the benev ata forolent and
judicious arrangements
of Mr. Cleve-~
land, the then Collector
of Bhaugulpore, to effect the civilisation
of the Hil
tribes of that district,
who bear a &trong
Tesemblance jn many parti
cular
s to the
barbarous tribes in the
Goomsur country.
Similar meusures have
also been
Successfully pursued
to improve
the
Condition of the various
Bheel tribes
in different parte of
our
terri
tory.
”
Courts Letter, June
16, 1847.
"Ass

tI

must
at least one extract
from Colonel give
Canipbell’s

last Teport, in

i

ration

of the character of his pro-

Pu
the difficulties which he
has overcome.
One of the tribes regarding his approach with fear
a Bus:
picion, “I used my best endeavours,
he says, ‘for several days to meee ee
these wild people, but they either
id
not comprehend me, or Hens
soma
underhand influence at wor. a ae Le
could not detect. After repeate rk oe
and demonstrations, emboldene a ந
a
smallness of the force at a an oral

and excited by liquor, about t ee me

dred of them attacked my cainp, 8 ட்ட

ing and yelling more like demons thar

=

a oa
by =! ce a
men, suppor
i
i
neourag
acs antl hela which சண்டியன் the
camp, but a steady and
ace
vance

soon drove them off,a few shots over
their heads, which did no harny

pleted the
rapidly

rout,

over

and we

pores

the mountains

till

aie
ன

they

Lo

FINAL
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the barbarous rite throughout

all the tracts of the

Orissan hilis.*
were lost in the jungle dells on the other
side. The next day delegates arrived
from the several villages of the confederation, and the day following, all came,
mate their submission, delivered up

Campbell’s report, touching upon the
subject of the colonisation of the rescued Meriah victims, to whom grants of
land were made by Government, will
be read with considerable interest:—

their Meriahs, entered into the usual
agreement to forsake the sacrifice of

“ The several Meriah families settled as
cultivators in Goomsur, are doing very

established, and my camp was

(those originally established) have this

human beings for ever; confidence was
crowded

with our late foes, gazing with astonish-

ment at all they saw. The whole popu‘lation of the neighbouring Mootahs, including those of Chinna Kimedy, were

intensely watching the result of the

strugele at Lumbragaum, the successful termination of which exercised a
most favorable influence on the proceed-

ings which followed in the large Mootah
of’ Sirdapore,”
* ‘The following passage from Colonel

well—about

a

third

of

the

number

year, for the first time, paid the rent of
their land.
From a third the full
amount waa collected; but remitted to

support them
seed;

and

a

till next harvest and for

third

or

more,

recently

settled, are maintained at the expense

ofthe state. By thenext harvest [anticipate that nearly all will be in a con-

dition to support themselves.”
—[ Colonel
Campbell to the Supreme Governnient,
April 12, 1852, ILS. Records.]
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CHAPTER

Iv.

Suttee—Tis Antiquity—lIts Origin—General Features
ward Manifostations—Suttee under the Moguls—its

of the Practice—Its
frequency

Rule—Tirst idea of its Suppression—Lord

Amherst—Lord

—Opinions and Instructions

of Directors— Views

of the Court

under

out-

British

William Bentinck
of

the

Com-

pany’s Serrants—Suppression of Suttee in the British Provinces—Our Efforts
in the Native States,

dw the preceding chapters I have endeavoured to’ show
the

manner

in

which

the

ehergics

and

activities

of

British officers in India have been put forth for the civilt-

sation of savage tribes inhabiting tracts of country brought

under our rule, within comparatively recent periods of
Indian history, and not subjected to the formai adminis-

trative system embraced by the Regulations.

In con-

' tinuation of this interesting inquiry, L propose
to devote
the two following chapters to the consideration of certain

specific measures of the same humanising tendency,

not

confined to any particular tract of country—measures for
the suppression of those abominations of cruelty and

unrighteousness, engrafted wpon the social institutions

the country,

of

which generation after generation of priest

ridden Hindoos, in their ignorance and credulity, have
practised.
Foremost among these abominations is the unholy
custom of “ Suttee,” or widow-burningWhence
came—what its origin, it is hard to say:
Religious

sanction

it has

none.*

The

come to this conclusion after
Mr.

* Thave
much
conside:
‘
j
i
and inquiry.
: his ration
Ward, in
4 Account of tbe

Hin-

great

Hindoo

lawgiver

eight
less than
doos,” quotes5 no sacred
ritings
ட்ழு writ
from the Hindoo

texts

in Tecommendation of the practice —one of
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Constructively he legislated

ordained it not.

against

it. .

All that can be said positively on the subject is, that it
was an ancient custom handed down to the present
generation of Hindoos, from remote periods centuries

before Christ.

Little mhore is known about it than this.

But many

conjectures have been hazarded.
It has been suggested
by some that the custom was instituted to check an ill
habit common among Hindoo wives, who were, it is

said, addigfedto the vice of poisoning their husbands.

Others attribute it, in no small measure, to the selfishness of surviving relatives eager to possess themselves of
Then, again, it is
the widow’s share of the inheritance.
said to be only the wahappy result of the degradation
to which the Hindoo widow is reduced—~a cruel escape
These are
from the miseries of a more eruel existence.
of the
expediency-side
the
different shapes assumed by
not
are
But more tolerant interpretations
question,
an
is
it
that
wanting; and charity sometimes asstuues

euthusiastie desire to win Heaven for her lord and for
herself, that guides the Hindoo widow to the funeral
;
ப.
pile of the departed.
and
atrocity
Of courses has a traditional origm. Every
traditional
of
absurdity if Hindooism has some sort
origin.

It is gaid of Suttee,

that on the demise of the

mortal part of Brahma, his wives,

inconsolable

in

their

and burnt themmisery, determined not to survive him,
wives of the chief
selves with his corpse—that the
this heroic
Rajahs and other great personages followed
to
currency
example—and that the early Brahmins gave
Pet

4

¢ ந ஸ்வர

tut may be

which is otc. the ன ட ae yee
claapoimted ஸ் with
fe Lode
ae
women
with
மப படம்
stipium
nter thee, the parent
rified butter, cy
றா not be sepaand void of aes

of water, that.
rated from hes xeellent husbands,

be

n jewels apiong women.”
io uniohd
2

ome

high

authorities,

howeter,

as

ponosea Ray, Colebrooke, md Wilis the correct interthatthethistext.
son, deny
on of
pretati
The subject is
nce,
in its practical
importa
much
eq
af
relations to the question of Suftee-sup~

n in the native states, that J

pressio
shall advert to it again in a note at the -

end of the chapter.
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doctrine,

that

the

spirits of

those

heroines,

then.

purged of their guilt, ceased from their transmigrations
and entered into Paradise without farther probationé
Others of less note, encouraged by these promises, sought
the privilege of dying in the same heroic style, and Suttee
became engrafted on the customs of the Gentoos.
But
for alt this, it can hardly be said that widow-burning
was ever a national custom.
At no time has the practice
been so frequent as to constitute more than an exception
to the general rule of self-preservation.
Still, even in
this exceptional state, it was something very horrible and
deplorable in Christian eyes, and something to be sup-

pressed, if suppression were possible, by a Christian government established in a heathen land.”
But horrible and deplorable as was the practice, even
a Christian writer may say, that there was often an unearthly grandeur in the bearing of the deluded woman,
which filled the spectator with scarcely less of admiration
than of pity.

You

saw

a young

eyes, perhaps,

a little more

than

woman—one,
a

in

child—ascend,

our
with

heavenly composure, the fimeral pile of her husband, and
with an unaltered.
death.
You saw

countenance resign herself to a cruel
her calmly and gracefully performing

the’ last offices due to the dead, and the last courtesies
to the living; serenely decorating her person, as for a
bridal, and in an unbroken voice repeating the formulas

of prayer dictated by the unpitying priests; then walling
with steady tread around the pyre,

mounting

it without

a shudder of fear, and perishing without a murmur.

ile

martyr, in the grand old times of Apostolic Christiamity,

cied with a nobler fortitude, than often did these unhappy
women, under the curse of a degrading superstition. But

ib was not always in this wise.

Sometimes the miserable

victim went feeble, trembling, in a state of pitiable reluct-

ance, to the funeral pile, was forced upon the sacrificial
faggots by the bamboos of the by-standers, and held
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‘down among the flames, while the noise of the surround.
ing drums and the shouts of the spectators drowned the

shrieks of the wretched woman, as the flames gathered
closely and destroyingly around her.
‘There are not many of my readers who have not perused, in some volume of travels, or of ethnological research, a touching narrative of the self-immolation of a
Hindoo widow.
I have a pile of books before me, from
any one of which I might take a fitting illustration ; but
I do not know any better than the following, which is
given in
narrated

old Mr. Holwell’s tracts.
The
occurred more than a century

Company’s

Russell’s

Francis

other

gentlemen

chiefship.”

of

the

details were written down

clock on
thus runs
Mahratta
he had
eighteen,

in

factory in Cossimbazaar,
The

factory

incident here
ago, “at the

the

-.author

were

at thetime.

time
and

present,
‘ At five

of Sir
several

and

the morning of the 4th of February, 1742-43,”
the story, ‘died Ram Chund Pundit, of the
tribe, aged twenty-eight years ; his widow (for
but one wife), aged between seventeen and
as soon as he expired, disdaining to wait the

time allowed her for reflection, immediately declared
the Brahmins and witnesses present her resolution

burn.

the

of the

As

the family was

Cossimbazaar,

of no

and her relations

to
to

small

consideration in

left no

argument to dis-

suade her from it, Lady Russell, with the tenderest
humanity, sent her several messages to the same purpose ;.
the infant state of her children (two girls and a boy, the
of
eldest not four years of age), and. the terrors and pain

the death she sought, were painted to her in the strongest
She
She was deaf to ) all.
loring.
ely d colorLad
livnke
ண
2 கர % tha
y Russell, and sent her word she

commended her chilhad now nothing to live for, but re
When the torments of burning
dren to her protection.
were urged én terrorem to her, she, with a resolved and
calm

countenance,

put her finger into the fire, and held it
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there a considerable time ; she then with one hand put

fire in the palm of the other, sprinkled incense on it, and

fumigated the Brahmins.
The consideration of her children left destitute was again urged to her.
She replied

that ‘He who made them would take care of them.
She was at last given to understand she should not be
permitted to burn ; this for a short space scemed to give
her deep affliction, but soon recollecting herself, she
told them death was in her power, and that if she

was

not allowed

to

burn, according to the principles

of her caste, she would starve
finding her
thus
peremptory
cbliged at last to assent.
The

herself.
Her friends,
and resolved, - were
body of the deceased

was carried-down te the water's side early the following
morming.
The widow followed about ten o'clock, accom-

panied

by three

very

principal Brahmins,

her

children,

parents, and relations, and a numerous concourse of
people.
The order of leave for her burning did not
arrive till after one o'clock, and it was then brought
down by one of the: Soubah’s own officers, who had
orders to see that she burnt voluntarily.
The time they
waited for the order was employed in praying with the
Brahmins and washing in the Ganges.
As soon as it

arrived, she retired and stayed for the space of half an
hour in the midst of her female relations, amongst whom
was her mother.
She then divested herself of her
bracelets and other ornaments and tied them in a cloth,
which hung like an apron before her, and was conducted

by her female relations to one corner of the pile. On the
pile was an arched arbor, formed of dry sticks, boughs,
and leaves, open only at one end to admit her entrance.
In this the body of the deceased was deposited, his head

at the end opposite the opening.

At the corner of the

pile to which she had been conducted, the Brahmins had

made a small fire, round which she and the three
Brahmins sat for some minutes. One of them gave into
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her hand a leaf of the bale-tree (the wood commonly
consecrated to form part of the funeral pile), with
sundry things on it, which she threw into the fire; one
of the others. gave her a second leaf, which she held over
the flame, while he dropped three times some ghee on it
which melted and fell into the fire (these two operations

were preparatory symbols of her approaching dissolution

by fre); and whilst they were performing this, the
third Brahmin read to her some portions of the Augh-

torral Bhade, and asked her some questions, to which she

answered with a steady and serene countenance ; but the

noise Was so great we

could not

understand what she

said, although we were within a yard of her.
These
over, she was led with great solemnity three times round
the pile, the Brahmins reading before her; when she
came the third time to the small fire, she stopped, took
her rings off her toes and fingers and put them to her
other ornaments; here she took a solemn majestic leave
of her children, parents, and relations; after which one
of the Brahmins dipped a large wick of cotton in some

ghee, and gave it ready lighted into her hand, and led
her to the open side of the arbor. There all the Brahmins
fell at her feet. After she had blessed them, they retired
weoping.

By

his

cane,

two

steps

she

ascended

the

pile

and

entered the arbor.
On her entrance she made a profound reverence at the feet of the deceased, and adShe looked, ir
vanced and seated herself by his head.
silent meditation, on his face for the space of a minute
Observing
then set fire to the arbor in three places.
that she had set fire to leeward, and that the flames blev
from her; instantly seeing her error, she rose, set fire te
Ensign Daniel
windward, and resumed her station
with

separated

the

grass

“and

leaves

on

th

windward side, by which means we had a distinct vier
of her as she sat. With what dignity and undaunted

countenance she set fire to the pile the last time

an
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assumed her seat, can only be

conceived, for words can-

not convey a just idea of her.
The pile being of combustible matters, the supporters of the roof were presently
consumed and in tumbled upon her.”
Simply and truthfully told, and with an authenticity
of detail, abundantly corroborated by other narrators,
this story may be taken as a fitting illustration of the
unholy practice as it existed under the Mahomedan
Governments, and for too Many years under our own.
But the account is less curious in. itself than it is for the
comments which accompany it—comments which exhibi
t
the state of feeling among English gentlemen before
the
conquest of Bengal regarding a practice at once so dreadfuland so absurd. “If we view,” says Mr. Holwell, “
these
women in a just light, we shall think more candidly
of
them, and confess that they act upon heroic as well
as
upon rational and pious principles ;” and then he
proceeds to show how their “ideas are raised to a soothing
degree of dignity befitting angelic beings.” j “ Although
these principles,” he adds, “are in general so diametrically contrary to the prevailing

fair countrywomen, who (from
tion)

in

captivating

spirit

and

genius of our

a happy train of educa-

amusements

and

dissipation

find

charms sufficient in this world to engage their wishes
for
2 perpetual residence in it, yet we will depend
upon
their natural goodness of heart, generosity,

that they will, in future, look
on
sisters of the creation, in a more

light than probably they have
deem that action an infatuation
ciple. Let them also recollect
affords illustrious examples in

and candor,

these, their Gentoo

favorable and consistent

hitherto done; and not
which results from printhat their own history
both sexes of voluntary

sacrifices by fire because they would not subscribe even
toa different mode of professing the same faith.”
There
Was little hope for the suppression of Suttec
, whilst the
question wag argued in this manner by the
most intelli-
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gent of the Company’s servants.

was not always so regarded

principles to be respected
well himself admits that
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The practice, however,

as one based upon
by Christian men.
“there have been

angelic

Mr. Holinstances

known when the victim has by Europeans been forcibly
rescued from the pile. It is currently said and believed
(how truly we will not aver) that the wife of Mr. Job
Charnock was by him snatched from this sacrifice.”
I have said that this practice of Suttee has never been
anything more than an exceptional abomination,
It
never has been universal throughout India—never in any
locality has it been general.
‘It never,” says Elphinstone, “occurs to the south of the river Kishna; and
under the Bombay presidency, including the former
sovereignty of the Brahmin Peishwas, it amounts to

thirty-two in a year. In the rest of the Deckan it is
probably more rare.”* Mr. Forbes, who lived during
the ercater part of his life in Western India, and mixed
largely with the people, says that he never saw a Sutiee.
In Bengal and Hindostan Proper, it has been more common—I

believe, that inno

part

abomination flourished more
neighbourhood of Calcutta.
Under

the Mahomedan

of the

than

country has the

in

the

immediate

Governments

the

practice of

Akbar, it
Suttee seems at least to have been tolerated.
is true, discountenanced it, and by something more effec-.
His abhorrence of the cruel rite

tual than empty words.

was expressed by an act of personal interference.

On one

occasion when other means had failed to save a doomed

widow from the funeral pile, he rode out to the place of
cremation and carried her off on his horse.
But it does
not

seem that his successors exhibited any like noble in-

ன்
ன் Mr.

*

வவ
ar

henotes of his

Ormie in sae

Historical i
=

io

ae

ede-

that three hundred

றலை

burnt
RS

க

with

in ene
Naique of Tanjore, who died

theல்

which we suppose to be the honest
enthusiastic

lamenting
heathens

2M

credulity

the

of

infernal

they wished

but

missionaries

state

of

ro convert,”

the

-
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stances of humanity.
The Hindoos were compelled to
obtain the permission of the Mahomedan officers before
a widow proceeded to the sacrifice; but this permission
was never withheld.
It seems, indeed, to have been a
source of profit to the local authorities. The Mussulman
governors had their pickings before the Brahmins came
in for their share.
It seems, however, that some compunctions bubbled up in the midst of their cupidity, or
that they made a pretence of endeavouring to dissnade
the wretched creature from burning herself, for Taveruier says, “The governor, finding that no persuasion
will alter the woman’s resolution, but more especially

perceiving by the signs which

his secretary makes him

that he has received the coi, in a surly manner gives the

woman

leave, bidding the devil take her and all her

kindred.”

Ab ‘And, practically,

for

a

great

many

years,

it must

be’

adinitted, this was our own mode of dealing with the
evil.
We let the women burn according to their plea-

sure—or acconding to the pleasure of their friends—or
according to the pleasure of the priesthood.
Indeed, we
officially recognised the right of these poor people to
destroy themselves by issuing regulations 9gainst the
A circular
compulsory performance of the ceremony/
order of the Nizamut Adawlut® of Bengal set forth the
particular circumstances under which the performance of
uttee would be illegal in the British provinces, and 5௦

recognised its general legality.

The result, as might be

expected, was that the i
_ * April 10,1810.
Mr. Harrington,
ina minute, dated Feb. 19, 1827, says
that Mr. 1. Colebrooke prepared this

order—but Mr. Colebrooke denied the
charge, alleging that he was at the
Cape
when the order was issued.
{ The Bombay Government,
ever, ciaiined credit ‘for having

be

ig

At.

greater
16a

wiadom

marked

im this

difference,”

howacted

matter.

wrote

Warden, in a council minute,
“in

steadily increased. t
he

2
rn*
pursued by the twevg Gove

i
policy

en
fore the purpose of crnmen
i
Gov
supreme
The
Suttee.
oe
rs,
orde
ular
has promulgated eine ognitionof the
taining as well a rec
its

ceremony a8

a prohibition againstbay
The Bom
has, on the contrary (ex-

compulsory performance.

Government
cept

in

the

instance

which the pile was

and in respect

of

the

form

in

to be. constructed,et

to which

I now

regr

.
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Tt appears by the Bengal returns from 1819, that 650

cases of Suttee were reported, of which 421 were said to
have occurred in the Calcutta division alone. The latter
number was 43 in excess of the gross amount reported
The rethroughout all the Bengal provinces in 1815.
ported increase, it was alleged, might be partly attributable to the greater vigilance of our officers, It might not
have been, it was said, so much that more cases had
But
occurred as that more cases bad been detected.
making all due allowance for the result of the more.
energetic inquiries that were instituted, I fear it must
still be admitted that the circular orders which had been
issued in 1810,* with the humane intention of diminish) g
the extent of the evil,in reality tended to increase ft. aie
Courtenay Smith, one

of the ablest and best judges who

ever sat on the Indian bench, officially declared that
these orders had “spread and confirmed the execrable

usage.”

It is true that many offenders had been tried

and punished for abetting the illegal, or irregular performance of the rite, but it was of little use to strike at
accidental symptoms—to prune the offshoots and. excrescences, whilst we were laying manure to the very root
vil itself.
ha ube very grievous and intolerable evil—that
எ
the abomination was one to be deplored and execrated
this
by all Christian men, need hardly be asserted in
place;

consent,

but the

Company’s servants although,

they deplored

and

:
the xethat we interfered at, al) Rep ae en-

eognitionary pti
ரான்
tirely 27 Cee
rear and
nently broug
0. visions.
prohibitionary ee equally

and promienforced its
. -« « Tbe
remarkable.

execrated,

with

one

were not all of

clearest and most unmistakeable manner. Would they not have legalised

murder if they had issued an order
decreeing
that
the
people
should
thenceforth only kill each other with
.
,
regulation swords?

effects have ii declinedin the oldand = * April 10, 1810. See also circular
Tt has gradua 3 endent on Bombay,
orders of 29th April, 1813, January,
under Bengal.” 1815, 25th of June and 11th September,
new provinces depel
but seems இ ட erat that in pre-- 1817. The police were instructed to
pattern

of funer

ascertain

that

the

ceremony

me, on
‘
seribing
# regula
overnment recogformed in conformity with
pies ட்டி பலன் the practice in the
the Shustre.
nise
e leg
am
2

was

per-

the rules of
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one opinion regarding

the duty

authoritative

least by time.

interference

Many

with

doubted

or the expediency of
a custom

and

hallowed

at

wavered — were

timid and irresolute—mwilling to take the initiative and
recommend the withdrawal of the constructive sanction
which had been given to the ceremonial murder of
Hindoo women.
But the Court of Directors had for
some time been brooding over this painful subject—

“the killing,” as they described it, “the killing (and that
in the most horrid mode) of an individual at the desire
of the party slain ;” a great movement had taken place
among them and clearly perceiving their duty, as a
Christian Government, they did not hesitate to declare

their righteous convictions, and to endeavour to secure
their practical enforcement.
“It is undeniable,” they
wrote, “that in tolerating the practice, under any regulations or restrictions whatsoever, you tolerate what you
have virtually forbidden in those regulations, and afford

the natives grounds for concluding that the practice of
Suttee was to be excepted from their operation.”

.

They then proceeded to state the ground on which
they believed that the toleration of the practice might be
They urged—aisily. That Suttee 3s not
withdrawn.
founded on or enjoined by any Hindoo law, and is only
recommended, not enjoimed, by the Shustres; and as to
the law, it is, on the contrary, continually discouraged by

their most eminent and venerated lawgiver, Menu, whose

decree for the guidance of widows is thus translated by
“Let a widow emaciate her body by
Sir W. Jones.
living voluntarily upon pine-flowers, roots, and. fruits, and

let her not when her lord is deceased even pronounce

Let her continue until death
the name of another man,
forgetting all injuries, performing harsh duties, avoiding

all sensual pleasure, and cheerfully practising the mcomparable rules of virtue,

which

have

been

followed

by

such women as were devoted to one only husband,” &c.
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2ndly.

That

other

barbarous

5838

customs

and

unknown

_ Hindoo practices had been prohibited without dangerous

consequences —— without even exciting disaffection or
murmur,
ardiy. That the British Government having
ceased to recognise the impurity of Brahmins without any’

evil consequences, there could be no ground for supposing that the abolition of Suttee would have an ill
effect. 4Athly. That there is a great difference of opinion
on the subject of Suttee among the Hindoos—that 16 18
discountenanced among the upper and ‘educated classes
_~that in some districts it is unknown, and in others of
Sthly. That the practice was not perrare occurrence.

mitted by the Foreign States when they held power and
territory in India.

And lastly, say the Court, “ which we think in itselt
conclusive of the practicability of abolishing the practice,

or, at least, of the salety with which it might be prohibited, that in many instances it has been actually and

exciting
effectually prevented from taking place, without
part
the
on
interference
even a murmur, by either direct

or by a
of the local authority, or by refusal of permission,
crithe
by
procedure similar to that which was adopted
have
we
of the _#illah of Masulipatam as

minal judge
recently noticed.”
This was written in 1824.

Governor-General of India.

men around him,
men

on

the

submitted to them,

pench.

was then

There were some very able

and there were,

Sudder

Amherst

Lord

The

some very able

too,

question now

to be

and to all the leading civil and po-

lene’
was one of the
t hree presidencies,
litical officers in the
led
ort
t pressing imp ance. Cal
deepest interest and. the mos
enunciated

upon,

,
to express freely their opinions

they

legal, its social and.
their views upon all its religious and
re or since,

perhaps befo
political bearmgs; and never,
been 80 thoroughly
has any question of Indian policy
rd to
sifted and

so minutely

explored.

I can

only

affo
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give a few illustrations of the varied opinions which were
recorded in response to the inquiries then instituted by
the supreme Government.
Foremost amoug those who

recorded a strong opinion

in favor of the withdrawal of all authoritative sanction
of the cruel vite was Mr. Courtenay Smith, one of the
judges of the Sudder. “There would be no discontent,"
he wrote,* “no disturbance-_no general disturbance,
certainly, anywhere; and if any local and. partial disturb-

ance occurred it might be put down as easily as any
breach of the peace.
Our native military, were it neces-

sary to call them in, would assist as readily on this as on

any other
stain will
before its
- +». So

occasion.... T sincerely hope that this foul
be removed from the Company's Government
final expiration, supposed to be near at hand.
long as having the power we want the will, or

having the power and the will, we want the energy to
abolish it, it may be fairly doubted whether we are de

jure valers of the country.”

Mr. Alexander Ross, another judge of the

Sudder—

aman of a benevolent and thoughtful nature, whose
quiet manner and retiring habiis were the exterior of
moral courage and resolution of a very high order, thus
wrote with reference to the report which had been

called for from the Nizamut Adawlut—‘ In the report
on Suttee now to be submitted to Government, I thinik
the Court should again urge its total abolition.

:

My opinion is that an enactment prohibiting the sacrifice

of Suttee would be regarded by the native army with
nearly total indifference, as the civil enactments of the
Government generally are.”

Another judge of the Sudder, Mr. R. H. Ratiray,
when called upon for his opinion, boldly declared that
© recommended the authoritative suppression of Suttee,
and was prepared personally to give
* Nov. 1, 1926.

effect to his recom-
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mendation.
tion

‘I

prepared

would

with

have,”

a studied
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he wrote,* “a regulaperspicuity,

explaining

in simple but forcible language the religious, the
moral, and the legal grounds upon which this rite,
abborrent to God and man, could no longer be tolerated; and by this enactment I would abolish the
sacrifice at once and for ever. I would net recommend
for execution by others what I should shrink from or
If this danger be apprehended, and as
evade myself.
an executive officer my personal services can aid this
consummation so devoutly to be wished, I am as ready.
to support it as T am to urge the measure; but I

maintain that nothing is necessary to its accomplish.
ment but the expressed fiat of the ruling power.”
conscientious

But there were able and

Company’s service at this time, who
pediency of any

thoritative
domains.

extinction

of

in

Suttee

in the

doubted the ex-

measure.

comprehensive

men

for the au-

Company’s

the

At the beginning of 1827, Mr. Butterworth

Bayley, one of the most distinguished and experienced

adininistrators in the country, drew up an elaborate
minute, in which he recommended that experiments

the Nonshould be made in the first imstance in
About the same time Mr.
Regulation Provinces.

Haxrington,

who

in this suggestion,

fully concurred

~ sdrew up a Regulation, declaring the inhuman practice
of burning

or burying

alive

the

widows

of deceased

by our criminal
{lindoos, to be illegal and punishable
yet

courts.

He

did not believe that the time had

an order,
come when publicity could be given to such

About
but he submitted it for future consideration.
a
the same timo Mr. C. B. Elliott, after expressing

very

strong opinion regarding

the

gality of the custom, recommended
* August 26, 1828.

iniquity

and ille-

that the experi-
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ment of abolition should be made in the Ceded and
Conquered Provinces, because the practice was com-

paratively rare in that part of the country, whilst it
was rife in Bengal.

_

Upon a review of all the opinions that had been laid

before

him,

Lord

Amherst came

to

the

mortifying

conclusion that ii would not be wise to authorise any

direct interference with a hoary custom which the

priesthood had an immediate interest in maintaining
myviolate.
It appeared to him that the wisest course
would be to trust to the progress of education, and to
leave Suttee to die a natural death.
“T am not prepared,” he wrote, in March, 1827, “+o recommend
an
cnactment prohibiting Suttees altogether. .... . 1
must frankly confess, though at the risk of being con-

sidered insensible to the enormity of the evil, that I
am inclined to recommend our trusting to the progres
s
now making in the diffusion
natives, for the gradual

Superstition.

of knowledge

suppression

among

the

of this detestable

I cannot believe it possible that the burn-

tng or burying alive of widows will long survive
the
advancement

which every fear brings with it in useful
and rational learning.”
.
Nor did further consideration and farther informa-

tion induce him to modify this opinion.

“The reports

of our different officers,” he wrote in the
following
year, “do not appear to me to point out any specific

course short of absolute prohibition,
barbarous

the number
I think
except

practice

there
on

the

could

be

by which பனை

suddenly

checked,

of victims very suddenly reduced.
js

reason

oceurrence

to

of

believe
some

and

yery

expect

general

or

But
மலடி

sick-

ness, Such as that which prevailed in the lower par ts
of Bengal in 1825, the ptogress of general instruction
and the unosten

tatious exertions of our local officers -
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will produce the happy effect of a gradual diminution,

and at no very distant period the final extinction of
the barbarous rite of Suttee.”’*

But the period

of Lord Amherst’s tenure of office

was fast drawing to a close.
Before the year in which
this minute was written had expired, his successor was
occupying the vice-regal chair. The high moral courage
of Lord William Bentinck faced the abomination without shrinking.
He knew that it was his duty, asa

Christian statesman, to incur some risk with so great .
an object before him as the emancipation of the

country from the cruel slavery which an interested
But he did not
priesthood had long xiveted upon it.

fling himself hastily and heedlessly into the good work.

He
fie advanced with energy, but with caution.
themdeclare
to
sought the,opinions of all qualified

selves

with

authority

on

the

subject;

and having

weighed these opinions—many they were and
conflicting—he deliberately formed his own.

most
One

thing he knew, which greatly encouraged and sustained
The Court of Directors had, some time before,
him.

clearly
spoken out in plain, unmistakeable language,
and
question,
enunciating their views of this great
adduced
be
could
combating all the ar euments that
ernor-General,
Gov
The
.
rite
the
of
against the abolition
leaving England retherefore, if he had not before
t, or listened. to
ceived the instructions of the Cour
that he would be suptheir recommendations, knew
if he struck a blow aut
ported by the home authorities
his
He did not needlessly protract in a
the abomination.
was
he
once
tate when
investigations, oF hesi
n
re the year 1829 had wor
position to decide. So befo
r,
in the Council Chambe
to a close, an act was passed
penal enactments, the
prohibiting, under stringent
1828.
+ Minute of Lord Amherst, April 10,

Published Papers.
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practice of Suttee throughout the provinces subject, to
ow rue.
The importance of the measure induces me
to give the Regulation entire:
A Regulation for declaring the practice of Suttee, or of
burning op
burutag alive the widows of Hindoos, itlegal,

Criminal Courts.

and punishable

Pussed by the Governor-General

the 4th December, 1829.

The practice of Suttee,

or of buraing

by the

in Counetl on

or burying

widows of Hindoos, is revolting to the feelings of human

alive the
nature.

ft is nowhere enjoined by the religion of the Hindoos as an im~
perative duty; on the contrary, a life of prety and retirement
on
the part of the widow is more especially and prefera
bly inculeated,
and by a vast majority of people throughout India the practic
e
not kept up or observed. In some extensive districts it does is
not
exist; in those in which 3: has been most frequent, it is notorio
us
that in many instances acts of atrovity bave been
perpetrated
which have been shocking to the Hindoos themselves,
and in

their eyes unlawful and wicked.

The

qmeasures hitherto adopted

ta discourage and prevent such acts have Fated of
success, and the
Governor-General in Council fs deeply impressed with the éon-

viction that the abuses in question cannot be effectually
put as
end to without abolishing the practice altogether. Actuated by
these considerations, the Governor-General
in Council-—with ont
imtending to depart

from one of the first and most
nt principles of the system of British government in India, importa
that all classes

of the people be seoure in the observance of their religion
s usages,

50 long as that system can be adhered to without violation of the
paramount dictates of justice and humanity—has deemed 16 right

to establish the following rules, which are hereby
enacied
be ts
force from the time of their promulgation throughout theto terri
tories immediately subject to the Presidency of Fort Willkam.
1, The practice of Suttee, or of burning or
burying aliva the
widows of Hindoog, is hereby declared illegal,
the Criminal Court.

and punishable by

TL. First. AML Zemindars, Talookdars, or other proprie. tors of
land, whether Malguzaree or Lakheraj; all Sudder furmers am
under-renters of land af every description;

Sars: al} Naibs,

and other local agents;

all dependent

all native

Talook-

officers em-

aq
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ployed in the collection of the revenue and rents of lands on the
part of the Government or the Courts of Wards; and all Munduls and other head men of villages, are hereby declared especially
accountable for the immediate communication to the officers of
the nearest police-station of any intended sacrifice of the nature
deseribed in the foregoing section, and any Zemindars, or other
description of persons above noticed, to whom such responsibility
is declared to attach, who may be convicted of wilfully neglecting
or delaying to furnish the information above required, shall be
Hable to be fined by the magistrate In any sum not excceding two
hundred rupees, and mm default of payment, to be confined for any
period of imprisonment not exceeding six months.
Second. Immediately on receiving intelligence that the sacrifice
declared ileal by this Repulation is likely to oceur, the police
“Darogah shall either repair in person to the spot, or depute his
Mohurrir or Jemadar, xccompanied by one or more Burkundazes
of the Hindoo religion ; and it shall be the duty of the policeofficers to announce to the persons assembled for the performance
of the ceremony, that it is Hlegal, and to endeavour to prevail on
them to disperse, explaining to them that in the event of their
persisting in it, they will involve themselves in a crime, and
become subject to punishment by the criminal courts.
Should

the parties assembled proceed, in defiance of these remonstrances,
to

carry

the

ceremony

into

effect,

it

duty of the

shall be

the

places of

abade,

police-officers to use all lawful means in their power tc prevent
the sacrifice taking place, and to apprehend the principal persons
the event of
aiding and abetting in the performance of it; and in
shall enthey
them,
apprehend
to
the peace-officers being unable
deavour

to ascertain

immediately

their

communicate

names

and

the whole of

and shall

the particulars

magistvate, or the joint magistrates, for his orders.

to the

.

.

this
TU. Should intelligenoe of a sacrifice, declared illegal by
have
shall
மே
after
until
Regulation, not yeach tie y lice-afficers
inta

netually taken place, er + ald the sacrifice have been carried

effect before their weirs

at the spot, they will nevertheless in-

case, in like
stitute a full mquiry vito the circumstances af the
and report
death,
unnatural
of
occasions
ofer
all
manner as on
to whom.
magistrate
the
of
orders
and
them for the informacon

may

they
iv

be subordanute.
uired to be mac
vst On the receipt of the reports req
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by the police Darogahs, under the provision of the foregoing
section, the magistrate, or joint magistrates, of the jurisdiction in

which the sacrifice may haye taken place, shall inquire

into

the

circumstances of the case, and shall adopt the necessary measures

for bringing the parties concerned in promoting it to trial before
the Court of Circuit.
Second. It is hereby declared, that after the promulgation of

this regulation, all persons convicted of aiding and abetting in
the sacrifice of a Hindoo widow, by burning or burying her alive,

whether

the

sacrifice

be voluntary

on

her

part or

not, shall be

deemed guilty of culpable homicide, and shall be liable to punish-

ment by fine or by imprisonment, or by both fine and imprison-

ment, at the discretion of the Court of Circuit, according to the
nature and circumstances of the case, and the degree of
guilt
established against the offender; nor shall it be held to be any
plea of justification that he or she was desired by the party sacrificed to assist in putting her to death.
Third. Persons committed to take their trial before the Court
of Circuit for the

offence

bail, or not, at the

above mentioned,

shall

be

discretion of the magistrate,

admittcd to

subject

to the

general rules in foree in regard to the admission of bail.
V. It is further deemed necessary to declare, that nothing
con-

tained in this Regulation shall be construed to preclude the Court
of Nizamut Adawlut from passing sentence of death on persons
convicted of using violence or compulsion, or of having
assisted
in burning or burying alive 2 Hindoo widow, while laboring
under a state of intoxication or stupefaction, or other cause 101
peding the exercise of her free will, when, from the agoravated

nature of the offence proved avainst the prisoner, the Court may
sce no circumstances to render him or her a proper object of
mercy.

The event justified the expectations of those who
believed that no danger would result from the publication of this

experiment,

prohibitory

and

enactment.

a successful

Tt was

4 great

one.

Tis success was
aught
with
a
great
lesson.
‘The
prime
beeen
_ nan governments is a want of faith.
A bold
policy

* Senerally a successful one,

It is always successful

ate
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when the boldness is the result of a strong determination to do what is right, and to leave secondary cou-

siderations

to themselves.

We

have been continually

conjuring up bugbears
in the
discover, upon a nearer approach,
merest conceptions of the brain.

distance only to
that they are the
If we could only

believe the great truth, that a righteous policy is sure,
in the end, to be a successful one, how much groundless
alarm and unnecessary anxiety we should be spared

in all our dealings with our fellows.
In ouxy own provinces the work was now complete.
The promulgation of the Act gave the death-blow to
Suttee throughout the Company’s dominions.
had

But

it

a living reality in other parts of India, and

still was
many

homes

in the

native

states.

The

British

Government knew well the existence of the evil under
the rule of the native princes, but at first they rather
desired its suppression than sought to suppress it by

any direct exercise of their influence or authority.

these native

states we

political or diplomatic
ministration
hibited

from

of the

have

In the internal

officers.

are

they

country,

interfering;

In

always a staff of British

but

expressly

imfluence

the

ad-

pro-

of these

representatives of the paramount power at the native
Courts, though it may differ according to the personal
character‘of

considerable.

the

functionary himself,

is in all cases very

It is the influence partly of SapeTiar a

telligence, partly of the weight of authority derived from
the

accident of his

postion.

Without

any direct inter-

to control, he
ference, any open attempt to dictate or
officials,
native
che
with
intercour
se
may, by friendly
y inஏர்
15%
and a gentile insinuation of serviceable trut.
To
reforms.
stil sound opinions, and bring about. great
few
் , during the அதி
this in fluence was் exercised

extentafter the
Poet at eae

suppression

of

Suttee in the

British

BAg
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provinces, to induce

our

native allies

to follow our

ex-

ample, Ide not pretend to know. I believe, however, that
Little was done until about the year 1840, when a great

movement

seems

to have

been

made

in Western

India

and the Guicowar, and several princes of less note,
prompted by our British officers, issued proclamations to
thetr subjects prohibitory of Suttee.
ட்
But

of all the

efforts made

made in Rajpootana

count

in the native states, thas

is the most noticeable, both on ac-

of the obstacles to success, and the energy and

adroitness

with

which

they

were

overcome,

In

that

part of India nothing of the kind had ever been attempted before.
Colonel Sutherland, Political Agent in
Rajpootana, one of the most distingnished Oriental
ciplomatists, a man of equal courage and humanity,
had never conceived the idea of interfering with an
ancient custom

held in

such

high

tive people.
_ It was supposed to be “ against

vernment” to interfere with

esteem by these sensithe

principles of Go-

such things.

But

there was

one of his assistants, at that time in ch arge of our political

relations

with

the

Jyepore

state,

brooding over the great iniquity,

who

had

long

been

and thinking whether

something could not be done at least to mitigate the evil.
Major Ludlow

had achieved great success in an effort to

induce the states to co-operate in

a measure

tending

to

check the crime of female infanticide; and it occurred to
him that, perhaps, bis influence might be exerted with the
same result to check the kindred abomination of Suties.

But he was obliged to tread warily in such a work—warily

but very firmly.
First of all, he won over the F mance
Minister to his cause—and, through the Finance Minister

he contrived to enlist the sympathies and stir the convictions

of the High

officer told upon

Priest.

The

arguments

the sacerdotal mind,

of the

British

and in less than
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IN RAJPOOTANA,

six months he put forth a document,

publicly

declaring

that the right of Suttee had no warrant in the Hindoo
Scriptures.* Such a manifesto as this was not without ity
due effect on the minds of the Jyepore chiefs.

cil of Regency began to waver.

The Coun-

Some of the small tribu-

tary states actually abjured the rite; then the Jyepore Go‘vernment, on the 23rd. of April, 1846, publicly declared
the act illegal; and before the end ofihe year eleven out

of the eighteen Rajpoot states had publicly renounced
Other states subsequently gave in their adhe.
The most important recent adhesion is that of the

the rite,
sion.

Rajah of Joudhpore. Of the same clan (Rhatorc) are
the chiefs of Bekaneer and Kishengurh, who may be
expected very soon to follow the example of Joudhpore.
* There is a very interesting record
of Colonel Ludiow’s measures in Raj-

in the
pootana, in a recent article
doubtless
Quarterly Review, which has
public.
yendered them familiay to the
Tgive the account of Ludlow’s first step:
s,
‘kg an essential condition fo succes
and on pain of having his operations
summarily suspended, Major Ludlow
He
was compelled to wark unscen.

determined, if possible, to induce two
or

threc

trustworthy

natives to undertelce

and

the

influential

cause;

to ply

drawn
them with the critical objection by defrom the older Scriptures; and
to remain
claring his own. resolution

declayed
neutral till public opinionthe had
ambition of
jigelf, to excite in them
a person
taking the lead. He found
purpose in
ably adapted to hig

admir
of the Court at
the VWinancial Minister
Seth Mawhich he was aecredited. sect whose
to a
nick Chund belonged
ia all its forms
distaste far destruction

East. The Oswal
35 singular even in the slay
the meanest
tribe do not wilfully
One

resulf

for this ten-

.
form is, that
derness for life in every
Suttec. To the
of
prove
disap
they
therefore, and 0
Binancial Minister,
Major Ludlow
jis own head Moonshee,
all the arguments he
communicated
use; ant i ப
thought likely to be of
௦ ன்
themsclver
charged, they betook
Warily,
+=
e.
Jyepor
of
High Priest
animal...

and as if on their own account, they
pressed this important diguitary with
the omission of all mention of Suttee in
the Code of Menu; with the inferential
prohibition of the rite in the dennnciationus contained

in that work

against

suicide; and with its promise to widows
living chastely of eternal felicity with
their busbands—whereas even the writings which counienanced the sacrifice,
limited the duration of its recompense
to the comparative bagatelle of forty-

. Major Lud~

five millions of years...
low

wound

up

arguments

these

by

a

shrewd appeal to national pride. Suttce

(urged his emissaries), unwarranted Dy
Menu, was the evident invention of
some degenerate race, whose women
were worthless, and whose widows, if
they survived, would bring reproach on
To such if
the memory of their lords.
The honor of Rajpoot
might be left.
lwusbands was in safer keeping, and the
fair farne of their daughters tas aspersed
by the mere retention of so disgraceful
The High Priest received
a security.
these representations with surprising

eandar.

was

im less than

induced

to put

six months

forth

he

a document,

in which he adopted all the theological

arguments, and declared authoritatively
that the self-immolation of widows was
less meritorious than their practising
‘tho Hving Suttee of chastity and devotion.’”
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With

SUTTER,

the exception

of Oodepore,

the Rajpoot.

states,

which are not yet ranged among the abolitionists, are,
as regards position and influence, comparatively uninportant.

In distant parts of India, the good example. was
largely followed ; and before the end of 1847, the Governor-General, Lord Hardinge, announced that “ Suttce,

Infanticide, and Slavery, are prohibited throughout the
territory* forming the remotest Hindoo principality of
1018.”
* Cashmere.
{ Ina note at the commencement of
the chapter Leaid that I should refer
again to the alleged sanction given by
the Rig Veda to the practice of Suttee.
Lhad collected some authorities, from
the writings of Colebrooke, Ramolun
Roy, &e., but the attention of Professor
Wilson having recently been drawn to
the subject, he examined, I believe, the
* doubtful texts. At all events, in a lecture delivered in January to the Asiatic
Society, he thus settled the question,

and I am quite satisfied withthe settlement:—“ It was searcely to be expected
that any warrant sheuld be found for

the burning of widows, as that practice

is not enjoined by the lawgiver Menu,
a later authority. One passage in the
Rig, cited ag authority, has been verified, but with a very unexpected result;
for the only passage relating to widowhood inculeates the very reverse of selfimmaiation.

In fact,

it seems

almost

certain that they did not burn but bury
their.dead.”
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of Offspring among

the Hindoos—
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| in this Christian country it is to be feared that the dark
This
crime of infanticide is painfully on the increase.
judges
wise
by
late
of
said
been
has
least
much at
on the bench, and by earnest writers in the public journals; and the records of owr criminal courts unhappily
It is a grave
show that this is no imaginary complaint.*
fact, wretchedly significant of the state of morals amougst

us. Still it is only a ccime—incidental, exceptional. tn
some parts of India it has been, for many generations, a

டட

.

custom.)

in the
Tt is curious to contrast the causes of the erime
question
the
swo countries. Asagacious Rajpoot arguing
to the cir
with us, might, perhaps, 19௦4ம் triumphantly

England, m
eunistances which engender the crime In
among bs
justification of the custom | which obtains
a
own

people.

prevention

of

It is,

he

might

say,

But
,
instituted.
actice has been
on.
ti
ca
im
st
ju
the
e
faci ig not to prov

pr

கலு
ட்
teas in
hig very interesting
* Mr. Raikes, ae ட் x Jth-Westert

volume of “Notes of cava: “infanticide
ae அன
கு ன் Except the land
is a world-v
e
e

that

i

those very

fl,

ite dea

ae

to

the

¢

=

demonstrate

ன

the

Saxon forefathers,
we ean 1
of : our . own Sa:
1
scarce name a country unstained by the

Would to .
blood of its infant ehildren.”
God that we were free from the stain?
a
IN
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In England infant life is secretly destroyed

by unmar-

riéd females.
Tn an agony of shame and terror a poor
gil who has become amother, but is not a wile, strangles
or suffocates her illegitimate babe.
In all probability
she has been betrayed and deserted, and there is a male
offender, of whom the law takes no cognizance, more

guilty than the actual murderess,
Still, it is the unchastity of the female that is the proximate cause of the
ermne.
The Rajpoot assumes that unchastity is the
necessary condition of unmarried

life.

And

to preserve

the purity of his daughters, and the honor of his family,
he murders his female children a few hours after their
birth...
Marriage, in both cases, is the remedy; but the dit
ficulties in the way of its application are diametrically
the reverse.
In England, marriage is honorable; but
cclibacy is not disgraceful,
In India, celibacy és disgraceful.
An unmarried daughter is a reproach to her
parents,

and

a

reproach

to

herself.*

Indeed,

more

less, the birth of a daughter is always a calamity.
a disappointment

in the

first

instance,

because

to

or

It is
beget

sons is glorious in the estimation of a Hindoo, and there
cammot be ioc many born inte his house.
And it is 2
care to him alterwards, because marriage is a necessity,
and the circle of suitability is narrowed by the exclusive-

ness of caste.
The higher the social degree es பட
infanfamily, the greater the difficulty. © In Engiand
ticide is peculiar to the lower orders ; in India it is
peculiar to

In England

the higher.

it is the

degradation ; in India the activity of pride.

male and fernale infants are murdered with
lessness.

the latter.

In India

the

destroying

But in both

occasion a number

equal reck-

hand is laid only on

cases, it is the non-attamment

_* ®So great a disgrace,” says Ward,
in hig aécount of the Hindoos, “is incurred by remaining unmarried, that.
Of one

actively of

In England

of old maids

were married to an aged Koolin ee
min, as his friends were carrying lita io
the river to dic.’

73.
EXTENT

OF THE

CRIMn.

SAF

of honorable marriage in esse, or in
posse, which impels
to the commission of the crime.
,
In a couniry where polygamy is common, and
concubinage not dishonorable—where an unconnec
ted man,
indeed, is rarely to be found—it might seem that
women
would be too much in demand to war rant, at any
stage
of existence, the dostrnction of female life.
And, in
truth, the customs of the country are such that any
widely-diffused system of’ female infanticide must be
wholly incompatible with them.
Their co-existence
would be a physical impossibility.
The number of
child-murders, committed in the worst of times, has
never been sufficiently great to have any general effect
upon the population.
But confined as it has heen to
certain

localities,

life, viewed

in

and

to

certain

connexion with

tribes,

those

the

sacrifice

limits,

has

of

been

something terrible to contemplate,
It has amounted,
indeed, to an almost total annihilation of female life in a

large number of high-caste families:
The infanticide of which I ark now writing is, the
systematic female infanticide of Central and Western
asHindoos has
the
fChild-murder among
India.
sumed ole forms, but the evil has been less extensive,
and more easily repressible when it has, been the growth
of religious superstition, and has taken a more overt
In the latter case, it has been ann
and violent shape.
open sacrifice, with the intent of propitiating one of the

In Southern
bloody deities of the Hindoo mythology.
and Eastern Bengal, children of both sexes have Hees.
Here,
offered up by their parents sacrifices to Gunga.
however, the object that is sought io be attained by the
commission of the atrocity, is the very opposite of that
which the Rajpoot of Matwah, Jusselmere, or Goojrat
seta before hira when he commits, or decrees the com.

mission of the crime.

have been

In Bengal and Orissa these sacrifices

consummated ட்

ee

N

of a vow,

and are
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thank-offerings in return for a favorable response to the
prayers for offspring with which childless women have
wearied

their

gods,

when

the

curse

of barrenness

has

scemed to press heavily upon them. Slaves to a dreadful
superstition, they vow to offer up their firstborn to Gunga
if the deity will answer their prayers.
In the fulness of
time the vow is consummated.
The child, doomed from the hour of its birth, is suffered to live long enough to
root itself deeply in the affections of its parents, and
then, on a given day, is deliberately thrust into the cruel
stream.*

These, however,

are

exceptional

cases—acci-

dental crimes.
The law can reach them, and has
reached them; and it may be said that they ate now
almost blotted out from the catalogue of Pagan atrocities.
The love of offspring—the desire to surround
themselves with children—has driven these wretched
people to offer up these dreadful sacrifices to their false
gods.
But among the Rajpoots of Central and Western
India, i¢ is the desire to lessen the

number

of their chil-

dren that impels them to destroy the infant life of their

female offspring.

‘There is nothing of a religious sacrifice

about it.
It is simply a matter of convenience.
In
very many parts of the world infanticide is a common
thing—a rite, a custom.)
But I believe that in no part
of the world is there “anything nearly resembling the
female infanticide of which I am now writing.
.
(In all parts of India the desire for offspring is very
strong.

A

childless

woman

* “The people in some parts of India,

particularly

and

of the

frequently

the

inhabitants

eastern

offer

their

parts

of Orissa,

of

children

Bengal,
to

the

Goddesa Gunga.
The following reason
4s assigned for the practice: When a
woman has been long married, and has
no children, it is common for the man,
or hie wife, or both of them, to make a
vow to the Goddess

is a miserable woman——a
children, the
proper

or

nine

stances,

eldest is Housished

age, which

years,

when,

may

Be

according
on

to

i ee

Gai
cum.

ன் day,
art Yt

appointed for bathing in i 5 an them
the river, they take the child ள் ; hud is
and offer it to this goddess; t a fh th ன்
encouraged to go further ee ee
i
into the water 3111 it is see
7 i ன்

Gunga, that if she
by the stream, or ag
ee
ad :
= bestow the blesof
sing
children upon
its inhuman parents.”—[ Ward
on
on
they will devote their firstborn
Hindoos.]
ner. If after this vow they have |

re

the

2.7௪
RATPOOT

hissing,
her.

a reproach.
She

is

She

despised

by

HONOR.
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believes that a curse is upon

herself,

and

scorned

by

her

husband.
She thinks—and if she gives birth to children
who are taken away from her by death, the same
thought comes upon her—that she is thus afflicted for

some

grievous

sin

conimitted

in a

pre-existent

state.

The parental instinct is as strong among them as among
any people in the world.
And even where the parental
instinct is not, the tenderness with which strong bearded
men devote themselves to the care of young children,
is as touching as itis remarkable.
Is is net indifference,
therefore, to infant life, out of which this horrid practice
emanates.) It is simply the existence among these “ chi--

vairous ” Rajpoots ofa strong delusion, which some call
honor, some pride of birth, and others grossness of ignoranee, deadness
what you will.

of couscience—~ barbar
—- devil
ry—~
ism

It is hard to designate the feeling aright.

I shail not

attempt to provide the fitting nomenclature.
It would
of exscore
A
define.
to
than
illustr
to
ate
be better
readil
honor
y
Rajpo
ot
amples of the strange working of

suggest themselves; but I know

not one more striking

than the following, which Mr. Forbes, an old Bombay
civilian, has set down in his ‘¢ Oriental Memoirs re
“ About four years before my appointment to Baroche,’
he writes, of the last quarter of the eighteenth century,
“some Mahomedans, walking through a village where a
family of Rajpoots

resided, approached

their house,

and

accidentally looked inte a roor wh ere an elderly won
ns ; they saw her at
te ed uo insult
They intend
was cating.
. But this accident
red.
reti
ly
her meal, and. immediate
12 dy் for which, on
ய
occasioned a disgrace on the Rayy
She at that ting
her part, there could be no expiaiten.
i
ja
lived with her grandson, a finc young man,
trespass ;
absent when the Mahomedans egumitied thei
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on bis return home she related the circumstance, and her
determination not to survive it.

She therefore entreated

him earnestly to put her to death—a step which she had
only deferred that she might fall by his hand.
The
youth's affection and good sense induced him to remonstrate with his venerable parent, whom he endeavoured
to dissuade from her purpose, by alleging that none but
her own family knew of the disgrace, the very men who
were the

imnocent

cause

of it being

unconscious of the

offence.
Persevering, however, in her resolution, but
unable to persuade either her grandson or any other
person to perform

the sacrifice,

she

calmly waited

until

he next went from home, and then beat her head against
the wall with dreadful violence.

On his return he found

his venerable parent in this agonising

She again
release

entreated

her

from

he would

misery ;

he

and

shocking

state.

finish the sacrifice, and
then

stabbed

her

to the

heart.”*

This is Rajpoot honcr—Rajpoot chivalry. It may
be called by ennobling names, but, in reality, 1 1s nothing

but

the

densest

barbarism.

It is easy

to under-

stand, and even to admire, the feeling which impels the
Tartar warrior, at the approach of a victorious enemy, to
slaughter his wives and children.
All nations, more oF
less, comprehend

aphorism,

ereat

the

“ Death

is better

than dishonor.”
We know what
is that dishonor
which follows the assault and capture of a hostile town.
But the dishonor ineurre? hy an old woman seen, by a

pe agree seat வ Ge any | RERUN STAG of urban
an hal
ஆ

,

.

5

இ

Worth telling, if only asa. proof
those

days

such

க்

a

»
:

airocitics

we

this in

any plea of i
txom the just venge

ee
©

dnglish laws,”

was

secured

; the

a

mur-

eter, sent to Bombay for tal, and
confined in the common
nricon until
© ensuing sessions.
ihe தலாம் jury

petty jury,

of natives,
found him
condemned
him gw death,
டப
a Jo
their

judges

Rajpoots

says Mr.
as

்

and

dignifie

caste is stamped ட

this young man

pos

ட

The
ட,
high

tenance;

மம் ail,

1

ட் nob4 onl only
saw bim receive his sentence,
with composure, but with a mingled look
of disdain and delight not casy to de-
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passing stranger, in the act of eating her dinner, is not
The only thing that is very
very readily appreciable.
clear about the matter, is that, if a woman is so easily
dishonored, it were better that she should cat her
dinuer in a place where curious travellers cannot see
her.

the turgid sense of honor

But such beg

chivalrous

these

flates

of

diserace

the

Rajpoots,

unmarried
are more

which all. Hindoos

which

that

strange

it is not

disgrace

daughters—a

inof

or less sensible—should be

An overweening idea of
keenly appreciated by them.
the necessities of caste and the suitability of matrimomal
alliances renders marriage a matter of difficulé achieveA husband is to be found for the Rajpootnee
ment.
On no
damsel among the members of her own caste.
account must she ally herself with

one

of inferior rank.

or
Within this narrow circle she must find a husband,
end
Nor does the difficulty
the family is disgraced.

with the attainment
doos there is always
of course, according
casion of marriage

Among the Hinof the husband.
money, varying,
of
waste
4 wretched
to the rank of the parties, on ocAmong the people of
ceremonies.

whom I am speaking, it is a point of honor that these
press
festivals should be celebrated at a cost which must
heavily upon the

financial resources of men with whom

poverty and pride are too often yoke-fellows.

of sஎட
serve, aeon
so

i

ரத்ந வு மயிர்

himself

parent,

of

It is not

oh aad
பணத் எடுப camel
except.

by permit-

honorable,

transferred

that

sconer

the

to another

he

was

stdte of exist-

filial affection to
and the honor of
was no longer de-

Jiowever inclined the
ence the better.
Government might be to clemency, it
would evidently have been fruitless;

laws would he survive the ignoniiny
of having heen confined with European
culprits and prisoners of the iowest
castes, with whom he had been com-

the disgrace, and the sentenee of the
Jaw was executed, in the hope that it
might prevent others from following
his example.

5

i

nd

bumanily ம
pe Sie
hepe

ting

sirable; nor, if acquitted by the English

pelled’ to

eat and associate

in & come

the

noble

:

Rajpoot

would. not

survive

நந
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convenient, therefore, that daughters should grow up in
+he

house.

They

must be sarf-kerd,

or cleared away,

Such are the causes of female infanticide as it exists in

certain parts of Hindostan.

for it.

There is no religious warrant

The Hindoo Shastres are sufficiently clear on the

subject of the enormity

of

child-murder.

Indeed,

it ig

almost the one exceptional case of a barbarous custom,
that has not the sanction expressed or implied, by precept or example, of the monstrous faith which these
people profess.
There are, doubtless, some obscure
fables,

some

dim

traditions,

among

them,

in

which

it

+6 pretended that the origin of the enormity is to be
found; but even these do not impute to it
4 divine

origing- No god

commanded

example of its perpetration.

the horrid rite, or set the

The patron saint of female

infanticide is at best no better than “a powerful Rajah.”*
It was not likely that on such an iniquity as this the

English in India would look with passive unconcern.

[¢

was an evil very palpable to the understandings of men,
but the proper remedy was not equally apparent. It

was,

indeed,

something

very difficult to deal with—an

abomination propped up and sustained by feelings deeply

implanted

without

in

such

men’s

hearts,

rendings

and

social and domestic system
the most dangerous results.
* Colonel

Walker

says:

‘ The Jha-

rigahs relate that a powerful Rajah of
their caste, who

had a daughter of sin-

gular beauty and accomplishments, desired his Raj-goor, or family priest,
to affiance her ta a prince of rank and
descent equal to her own.
The Rajgoor
travelled
over
many
_ without discovering a chief

of the requisite

lemma

qualities.

the Rajah consulted

goor, and

he

advised

disgrace which would

him

countries
poasessed

In this di-

the Raj-

to avoid the

attend

the prin-

and

not

to

revulsions

as might
Still

be

the

be

eradicated

of

the

whole

fraught

with

effort was

to be

cess’s remaining unmarried, by having
recourse to the desperate expedient of

putting
Rajah

his

was

daughter

long

to

averse

death.
to

this

The

ox-

pedient,
The Raj-goor at length removed his scruples by consenting to
load himsclf with the guilt, and to be-

come in his own person responsible for
Acall the conscquence of the sin.

cordingly the princess was put to death,
and female infanticide was from tha¢
time practised by the Jharigahs.”

JONATHAN DUNCAN.
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made-—made, wheresoever British influence extended,
not merely in districts under our immediate admivistration, but in parts of the country where the native princes
held dominion; and we could only exercise indirect

control over the acts of the people through

the agency

of the British Residents at these foreion Durbars.
And
it is to the honor of the Company and their officers,

that, in spite of all discouragemients and denials, all difficulties and all obstacles, they have now for half a century been engaged in this good
an amount of success which, if
least meet reward and glorious
painful labor it has cost.
In the van of those active
officers, who have endeavoured
practice, stands

Jonathan

work, and have achieved
not full and enture, is at
compensation for all the
and benevolent British
to suppress this inhuman

Duncan,

\many years Resident

fe
of Benares, and afterwards Govertior of Bombay.
was a simple-minded man, of enlarged benevolence, who,
wheresoever his lot was

cast in the

East, made for himn-

self'a place in the affections of the people
was

surrounded.

been Brehmanised by long residence

he

by whom

said of him that

Mackintosh

in India;

he had

but the

word, coined for the purpose by the accomplished ReInasmuct:
corder of Bombay, conveys but a halftruth.

as that Duncan knew the people of India well, conversed
with

them

as freely as though

they had

countrymen, and from long intercourse
contracted some Oriental rust, which, in
fresh from the literary coteries of the
was something new and strange, he had
ised.

But

the

word

unfitly

describes

been

his

own

with them, had
the eyes of one
English capital,.
been @rahinanthe

character

of

one who regarded the people around him, from. the
highest to the lowest, with deep paternal interest, and
whose enlarged toleration and extended sympathies partook not at all of the cruel exclusiveness of the priestly
He had been Indianised inaristocracy of Hindostan.

த்த்க்
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deed, but not
things, which
courages ; and
were done in

Brahmanised.
He had no toleration of
Brahmanism not only tolerates, but enhe set himself against the iniquities which
the name of the religion, and sanctioned

by the priesthood of the country.
And foremost among
these miquities was the female infanticide of Central and

Western India. He had first been made acquainted with
the existence of the evil in the neighbourhood of Juan-

pore,” about the year 1789;

his removal

and had subsequently, on

to Western India, clearly traced the exten-

sion of the cruel system to the provinces of Cutch and

Kattywar.

“Tam

well assured,” he wrote, with respect

to the former, “and. it is, indeed, here generally believed
(and being so, it is my duty not to keep such enormities,

however

sanctioned

Government),

by

usage,

from

the

knowledge

of

that it is no unfrequent practice among

the tribe of Rajkoomar to clestroy their daughters, by
causing the mothers to refuse them nurture ; Whenc
e thiy
race of men do often, from necessity, marry into other

Rajpoot families.
The greatest exception to this melancholy truth that I can find is, that men—-and these the
more wealthy Rajkoomars—will sometimes spare and
bring up their female issue, especially when they happen

to have none of the male ine.
This horrid custom ig
said to exist also among some other tribes, more especially in the Vizier’s dominions, and it is thought to be
founded in the extravagant desire of independency enter-

* Sir John Shore, in 1794, speak
s of
this in @ communication to the Asiatic
Society :-—~* That the practice of
infanticide,”

he says, “should

ever be so

neral as to become a custom with 8௦
any
sect or race cf people, requires
the nost
muexceptionable evidence to
gain belief;
and Tam sorry to say that the
general
practice, as far as regards femal
e infants,
39 fully substantiated

particular
Juanpur,
BGenares,

Oude.

koomars

tribe

on

with

the

respect

frontiers

a district of the provinee
adjoining to the country

Arace

to a

of
af
of

of Hindoos called Raj-

reside here; and it was

dis-

covered in 1789 only that the custom of
putting to death their female offspring
had long subsisted, and did actually
then very generally prevail among

them,

The Resident at Benares (Mr. Duncan,
afterwards Governor
eircuig

which

he

of Bombay), in a

made

through’

the

country where the Rajkoomars dwell,
had an opportunity of authenticating

the existence of the custom from their
own confessions; he conversed with
several; all unequivocally admitted it,

though ali did .not
atrocity.”

fully

admit

its

ATS
ENGAGEMENT

WITH

THE

RATKOOMARS.
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tained by this race of men, joined, perhaps, to the supposed necessity of procuring a suitable settlement in
marriage for those devoted females were they allowed to
grow up, and the disgrace which would ensue from any

omission in that respect.
Nor is this species of atrocity
of recent institution ; for a similar prejudice, as existing
among the Indians, was known by the ancient Greeks
and Romans, as is found in the relations they have left of
this quarter of the world.”*
This was written in October, 1789, and is remarkable
as containing the first official notice of the subject of
female infanticide in India.
In less than three months
from the day on which Jonathan Duncan announced his
discovery of the

horrid

custom,

he wrote to Lord

Corn-

wallis that he had taken measures for its suppression.
“T have prevailed on those situated within our frontier,”

he wrote,
practice,

“to
to

agree to renounce

which

effect

they

in future this horrid

have

entered

into

the

engagement which will be found translated in the accampanying extract of my proceedings.”
The words of the
covenant are worth quoting:—“ Whercas,” proceeds this

curious

document,

“it hath

become

known

to the Go-

vernment of the Honorable East India Company, that
we of the tribe of Rajkumar do not suffer our female

children to live; and whereas, this is a great crime, as
mentioned in the Brehma Bywant Purana, where it is
said that killmg even a fostus is as crimimal as killing a
Brahman; and that for killing a female or woman, the
punishment is to suffer in the Naraka, or Hell called Kat

Shutala, for as many years as there are hairs on the female’s

body, and that afterwards such person shall be born again,

and successively become a leper and afflicted with the

jakhima ; and whereas, the British Government in India,
whose subjects we are, hold in detestation such mur* Jonathan
Infanticide.

Duncan

to Lord

Cornwallis,

்

October

2,

i789.

Moore's

Hindoo
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derous practices, and we do ourselves acknowledge that
although customary among us, they are highly sinful; we
do therefore hereby agree not to commit any Jonger such

detestable acts, and any among us who shall Grhich God
forbid!) be hereafter guilty thereof, or who shall not

bring up and get our daughters married to the best of
our abilities among those of our own caste, shall be ex-

pelled “from our tribe, and shall neither eat nor keep
society with us, besides suffering hereafter the punishments denounced in the above Purana and Shastra. We
have therefore entered into this engagement.—(Dated

Vth December, 1789.9”

For many years it was
had been observed,

to
the
the

murder

their

believed

and that

female

that this engagement

the Rajkoomars

infants.

But

had ceased

excellent as was

intention of the covenant, and undeniable as were
truths set forth im its preamble, this great measure

had everything in the world
tical stccess.

to recommend it but prac-

Meanwhile, happy in the belief of the beneficent issue
of his ameliorative efforts in Central India, Jonathan
Duncan, now appointed Governor of Bombay, was en-

deavouring,

in like manner,

to suppress

custom as he found it to exist among

poots of Cutch and Kattywar.

agency

he employed.

the barbarous

the Jarecjah Raj-

He was fortunate in the

In Major Walker

he found

an

officer combined in whom were the purest philanthropic
zeal, sound intelligence, and unfailing perseverance. The
difficulties to be encountered were many and formidable,
The natives around him declared that the custom would
never be suppressed until the Company should take possession of the country in their own name.
But, in spite
of these discouragements, Walker entered -on the great
undertaking with sanguine expectations

conceived,” he said,

“that

effect the relinquishnent

reason

and

of a barbarous

of success.

“T

feeling would
custom:

uncon.

2.30
BFFORTS
nected with
passions of

the
the
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principles of society, and which all the
human
mind, and all the forms and

maxims of religion were combined to destroy. As it was
evident, also, that the most disinterested humanity had
led the Honorable Company to interfere for the aboli-

tion of female infanticide, I conceived that this reflection,
and the respect due to their mediation, would have dis-

posed

the Jareejahs to comply with

a request which

it

was scarcely to be supposed could be at variance with
their own sentiments.”
All this, however, was a mere
amiable delusion, and Major Walker was compelled presently to acknowledge that ‘sentiments of nature and
humanity have no influence with the Jareejahs,” and
reluctantly to abandon his favorable expectations of
success.
Undaunted, hewever, by the discovery that nothing

was to be hoped for from the good feelings of the Jareejahs, Walker began now to turn his thoughts towards a
new course of action.
It was a distasteful—a sickening
game that he was called upon to play.
The amount of
selfishness and bigotry——of falschood and avarice--of
cowardice and chicanery—that he had to encounter, can
hardly be over-estimated. But the English oilicer looked
it all steadily in

the

face.

He

made

this

great

matter

of Female Infanticide the subject of continual discussion,
oral and written, with the Javeejah chiefs.
He believed
that it would be no small thing to familiarise their minds
with the idea that the practice of female infanticide, so
long unquestioned, was something at least of questionable
propriety—something which other nations, and especially

that
power

great
in

nation

from

India, regarded

which
with

springs
horror

the
and

paramount
detestation.

And, at all events, from this constant obtrusion of the
subject there came this amount of good— that the
chiefs seeing how extreme was the eagerness of the
British Government to carry this point of the abolition

of Female

INFANTICIDE,
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Infanticide, betheught

themselves

of turning

our solicitude to profitable account, and. trading upon
humanity.
These chivalrous Buipoute seemed not

willing to yield, for
assent

to

the

a

our
wun-

consideration, at least an outward

proposals

of

the

British

officer.

And

it

seems to have been mainly in expectation of some advantage to themselves that at last they consented, in a
cowardly reluctant manner,

the other forward,

each

to become

endeavouring

parties

to

an

to

push

engagement

similar to that which Mr. Duncan had extracted from
the Rajkoomars
in
the neighbourhood
of Juanpore,

- They did sign the covenant at last; and Major Walker
saw many 2006 reasons for believing that they would
fulfil the promises they had made.
And so it came to be
considered that, both im Central and in Western India,
Infanticide had been suppressed by Duncan and Walker;
and learned writers in Encyclopadias, and in brave inde-

pendent quartos of their own, set forth the
announcement without a deubt of its truth.
But though Duncan
was not in their power

and Walker
to command

gratifying

deserved success, it
it.
They were the

pioneers of humanity and civilisation in that direction,
and bravely they labored with axe and hatchet to clear
away the dense jungle of barbarism that lay before them;
but they did not apply the fire to the root, and the

noxious

wilderness

delusive
believed
alike in

clearings
that the
the East

soon

heard of the abomination,

to suppress it.

sprung

up

again

above

the

they had made.
For a while it was
horrid custom had been suppressed,
and the West; little or nothing was

and no new efforts were made

But about the year 1816 it was officially

announced that the Rajkoomars were murdering their
children after the old fashion.
Mr. Shakespear, then
acting as Superintendent of Police, reported that though

the Regulations

of 1795

and 1804

“‘ contain provisions

for the prevention and punishment of the inhuman prac-

251
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tice prevalent among the tribe of Rajkoomars of causing
the fernale pylants to be strangled to death, there is reason
to believe that this practice still obtains amone them to

nearly the
degree

sarne

extent

as formerly,

of caution Is preserved

though

a greater

to prevent Aictestion: த் கபி

the: Governe-Creneral in Council expressed his regret
that “the mcasires adopted by Mr. Duncan whilst Resident at Benares, and the provisions of the Regulations,
had failed to preven: the inkuman practice.”
‘The same
lamentable tidings came also from Western India. Major

Carnac,

Resident at Baroda, officially reported

to

the

Bombay Government, that ‘the abolition of the inhuman
practice in Cutch had not been accomplished.”
And in
the following year Captain Ballantme reported, with
reference to the Rajpoots of Goozrat, that “ the object
of onr interference for the suppression of this singular
custom has too generally failed to select any individual
party for the just vengeance of Government and offended
pature.”
Yo make the extent of the evil, as then existing,

more

apparent, this

energetic

officer

drew

up a sta-

tistical report, containing a nee
of all the Jareejah
families known in Kattywar, with “the age and number
of their

female

offspring

saved,

or

now

living,

since the

engnseenetteh of the. Infanticide arrangement by Colonel
Talker in 1808;” and from this census it appeared. that
devine
the space of ten years only sixty-three female
Ja weejah childsen had been preserved in the whole of
Kattywar; that in none of the

large zalooks, or estates,

of the Jarecjah chiefs, was

there more

child

some

to be found, and

in

not

than
even

one
one,

Smalls
though

containing four hundred families.*
Such, in spite of the
laudable efforts of Duncan and Walker, was the result of
our first humane efforts to suppress this dreadful abomination,
But this

mortifying

discovery

* Parliamentary Papers, quoted
summary L have mainly followed.

in

the

moved
Culcutta

the

Review,

Company’s
whose

admirable
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and

the

ரா
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Company’s

servants

to

order,

and

to prosecute new efforts for the suppression of the ereat
erime. ‘The Court of Directors wrote out to the Bombay
Goverment, “enjoining them in the most serious. and
earnest manner to be unremitting in their endeavours to
accomplish this humane object in the countries where
British influence can be felt and exerted.”
But it was
not

very

servants

clear,

of the

even

to

the

Company,

most

humane

how

these

and

energetic

varemitting

¢n-

deavours were to be prosecuted, so as to accomplish the
great object.
The difficulty, mdeed, was very great,

and, seemingly, insurmountable.

Some of the most large-

minded men, believing that we could make an impression
on the evil only by the adoption of measures so ob-

jectionable

that

it might

be

questioned

whether

the

remedy were not worse than the disease, seemed, in
spite of the strong instincts ef humanity which urged
them

forward,

almost

inclined

to

counsel

an aclherence

for the future to the old measures of moral discouragement, which had proved so abortive in the past.
The
great standing difficulty was this.
The general prevalence of the crime was acknowledged.
Its results were
sufficiently apparent in the fact, that the number of
female children to be found among the Jareejahs was
only one-sivth of the

number

of males.

But it was ditt

ficult—indeed, impossible—to bring to
of infanticide without such an intrusion
privacy of high-caste Rajpoot families
garded with horror, and resented with

light specific acts
into the domestic
as would be re.
indignation. This

systematic child-murder,

indecd,

was

altogether an affair

of the Zenana. The mother was herself the executioner,
She rubbed the nipples of her breasts with opium, and
the babe sucked in poison with its first milk.*
Every.
* A significant hint from the fathers,
not conveyed

in words,

generally sealed

the
fate of the
child.
“Simtook
Ram,
minister of Amjherra,” writes
Sir John Malcolm in his Central India,

“told
dum

me
Singh,

he

was

sitting

the present

with

Pre.

Thaksor,

when

he heard the birth of a female child
whispercd
in his ear.
He saw him
preparing
between
his
fingers
the

282
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thing was done so secretly behind the purdah ; even the
very birth of the child was so little noised abroad, that
the disappearance of whole families of female children,
one after another, in individual succession, could not be

clearly traced. Public notoriety pointed vaguely to the
general fact. But the lips of all who were competent to
speak to individual offences were closed. No man will-.
ingly bore witness against his neighbour. How, then,
were we to penetrate the obscurity, and break down the
exclusiveness

of

domestic

life—an

exclusiveness. so

jealously guarded, so religiously maintained, that it
almost seemed as though dishonor would enter the
female apartments with the sunbeams or the west wind?
It was proposed that hired informers should be employed;

but the proposal did not find favor in the eyes of au-

thority. Mount-Stuart Elpbinstone—a statesman of equal
wisdom and humanity—set his face steadfastly against it.
“No effectual check,” he wrote, “can be imposed on this
atrocious practice, so long as it is so completely congenial
to the general feelings of the people, unless by employing
hired agents, as proposed by Major Ballantine, whose

duty it should be to detect offenders of this description ;
and such a measure would lead to so much intrusion into
' the most private and domestic proceedings of the superior

castes

(among whom

would be open

alone infanticide prevails),

to so many

abuses

on

and

the part of the

informers, that I do not think the chance of success
would compensate for the disaffection which it would
create. It may also be doubted how far we have a right

to interfere to such an extraordinary pitch with the
private life of a people, with whose civil government
and internal policy we

cern.

do not pretend to have any con-

We must therefore be content to follow the foot

fatal pill of opium (the usual signal),

little girl (added Simtook Ram), now

live: his request was granted, and this

daughter.”

but he implored that the child might

eight years of age, is always called my

20

.
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steps of our predecessors (without attempting to go
beyond them) in their most meritorious endeavours to
discountenance this enormity; and we may safely flatter
ourselves, that as the manners of the people become
softened by a continuance of tranquillity and good order,

they will gradually discontinue

yore inconsistent with reason
instinct.”
This

was

written

in

18931.

nothing very hopeful in it.
to be tried again.
Moral
left

to

work

out

their

a practice which is not

than repugnant ta natural
There

was,

seemingly,

The latsser-fuire system was
discouragements were to be

slow

results.

those natives,” writes Sir John

“In

speaking

to

Malcolm, with reference

to the Rajpoots of Central India, “who enjoyed superior

rank and station under the authority or control of the
British Government, I have always expressed my horror

at selfimmolation

(Sutiee), and my

hope that through

their influence in society, and their desire not to outrage
the feelings of their European superiors, it would in time
be

abolished.

But

with

regard

to

infanticide

I have

ever, when it was mentioned, stated my abhorrence of
the murders that were commitied under the plea of this
usage, and refused to see those who practiced it.
Such
sentiments,” he added, “were never known to give
offence.”
In Western India the same discouragements
were at work; and they were not wholly without success.
Many good and able European officers, among whom
may. be especially named Colonel Miles; Major Barnewell, and Mr. Blaine; and, subsequently, in the regions
of Cutch, Henry Pottinger and Alexander Bures
exerted themselves to put down the abomination by

such gentle, moral force as they conceived themselves
jastified in applying, and the result was not wholly a
blank.
It is officially reported, that whilst the number
of female children belonging to the murderous tribes in
Kattywar, preserved from destruction in 1808, only

28%
SUCCESS

32,

to

amounted

IN

it had

MATIRWARREA.

risen,

5G3

to

1817,

in

63;

and in

In Cutch, the numbers had increased
1824, to 266.
from 938, In 1823, to 148 in 1826; and, a few years
later, Captain Burnes reported that the number had
211.

visen to
census

of more

This

last calculation

than

a hundred

from

made

was

villages, in which

a

it was

ascertained that there were, at the same time, 1167 male

children;

the

the boys,

to

girls being thus shown,

be little: more

in proportion to

as one

than

These

six.

to

returns, however, must be received with some caution.
Tt is difficult to obtain a correct census of the people in
these Rajpoot villages; and. the returns, therefore, must

be regarded rather as approximations, than as accurately
ascertained results.

Tn the interval, however, of which I am now writing,

between

the years

1820

and

1830,

there is one successful

episode in the history of this great war agaist infanticide,
which

is worthy

of especial

Among

recital.

the rude

Himself
people of Mairwarra, Colonel Hall had exerted
1827,
dist,
July
dated
report
a
to some Purpose5 for in

abolition of
he reported “ the complete and voluntary
and the
ide
‘infantic
e
——femal
the two revolting customs
closely
were
‘‘
“ Both crimes,” he wrote,
sale of women.”

the heavy expense
connected, having had their origin in
The sums were payable
attending marriage contracts.
for the rich and
by the male side, were unalterable, equal
whatever in favor of
the poor, without any abatement

the latter.

What

first established

the

payment

is un-

and even a
known; but it was so sacred and inviolable,
necessitous
partial deviation so dispraceful, that the more

. . . Hence
of the tribe would not incur the imputation.
The sums payable were beyond the
arose Infanticide.
means

of so many,

that

on hand after maturity,
thus imposed

daughters

necessarily

entailed immortal

remained

disgrace, and

a necessity for all female progeny becoming

victims to their family

honor
௦

On the establishment of
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British rule, both evils gradually diminished...
. . .
Female Infanticide was at once prohibited, and though
many,

no doubt, still fell secret

sacrifices from the erent

facility of undetected destruction, yet the danger, aided
by improved feeling, increased the survivors so considerably, as to force upon the Mairs a due sense of the root

of the evil, and a general wish for its removal by a
reduction of the regulated sum of contract; but they
were averse-—indeed,
their long-established
nestly entreated that
authority, binding all
This was promised in

declared their inability—to alter
sacred custom themselves, and earit might be done by an order of
to obedience by heavy penalties,
a general way in case of necessity;

but as there were many points to be settled, and it was
advisable to ascertain the general feeling with accuracy,
as well as to avoid interference, if possible, a general
punchayut was strongly urged either to decide the
matter, or, at all events, aid in the framing of appropriate
regulations. After the lapse of a few months allowed for

consideration, the whole was settled in public punchayut,
and its resolutions

were

confirmed without the slightest

alteration; so that the proceeding originated with, and
has been carried through by, the inhabitants themselves;
nor has there been a single petition against 11, either

es
| ம
They
pending or subsequent to adjustment.
a
அமலம் ல
the sum payable on marriage contracts,
a ;
a
right of subsequent sale, and fixed a years
as
caste,
from
or 200 rupees fine, with exclusion
i
=
ர
The ape
punishment for deviation.”*
Mat.
nel
Colo
cuine expectations of
justi
ds, his sucWriting
than twenty years afterwar டது
அன்
move tha
ting more
Wai
—
cessor, ‘Colonel Dixon, says: “ Thus Infanticide
its death-blow through the diminution of t 6 ae atin
நனை
attending on marriage, which was now eae
the reach of all sections of society.
Yor many ys
arra.

dfairw
rongs Mat
;
* Report of Colonel Hall, July, 1827, quoted in Dizon'

ne.
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past no female children have heen put to death.
‘The
practice has fallen altogether into desuetude. Indeed, so

greatly have the ideas of the people changed on this and
other usages since

the

mtroduction of our rule, that the

commission of such an_act would now be viewed as a
most heinous crime.”* *
Thos the first wnegiivocal success resulted from the
establishment

of

sumptuary

regulations.

But

it

was

easier to deal with these rugged Mairs, just rescued from
a state of extreme barbarism, than with the “ chivalrous”

Rajpoots of Central and Western

India.

It is not im-

probable that if the British, or any other Government,
had undertaken to portion the Jharijah girls, the dreadfal custom would have been annihilated. The plan was,
indeed, proposed, and negatived. by the higher authorities.
And the extreme alternative of putting down the abo-

mination by force was rejected upon the ground that the
Rajpoots of Western India were nof our subjects, but

our allies, and that such a mode of procedure would be

In 1831 Sir
inconsistent with the terms of our treaties.
John Malcolm, then Governor of Bombay, went down to
Boo} and addressed. the assembled Jharijah chiefs on the
enormity of the crime so prevalent among them.
He

told them that so strong im England was the fesling
that the nation would call
against such abominations,
upon the East India Company to sever their connexion

with

a people

so

polluted.

scemingly

The chiefs,

abashed, falsely denied their participation in the prevail-

ing guil t-—-and promises and. pledges were not wanting.
“ chivalrous”

Rajpoots

Indeed,

the

English

officers became more

chary of their promises and

were

pledges—and

and more

at

no

time

now, as our

energetic in

their efforts to put down the abomination, these promises
and pledges became more and more plentiful.

Tu Central India, promises were as readily made and
* Dizon's Mairwarra,

்
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as readily broken asin the West,

Many earnest-minded

men were exerting themselves, about this time, in Rajpootana, to push forward the good work. Distinguished

among these was Mr. Wilkinson, whose name ig ever ts be

held in remembrance

by those who

would

record the

goou deeds of the Company's servants, He was a man of
the kindliest and the most catholic sympathies, of large

intelligence, and unwearying perseverance.
He lived
and toiled for the people, and he died, at his post,
amongst them, warmly loved and deeply deplored.
Al
that earnest desire and energetic action could do to wean
the Rajpoots of Central India. from the accursed practic
e
of Infanticide, was now done by this full-hearted
civilian,
He assembled the chiefs; he addressed them; he
reasoned

with them; he exposiulated
persuaded them

to adopt

with

them;

certain

and at last he

resolutions, by an ad,

herence to which it seemed probable that the miquity
might be suppressed. And many of the petty sovereigns
of Raypootana not only undertook to prohibit the practice,

but

issued

proclamations

declaring

it illegal.

Other

officers in Central India, as Colonel Sutherland, Captain
Richards, Captain Ludlow, and others, had. been exerting

themselves

many

in

the

same

good

encouraging promises

cause,

and

there were

and seemingly genuine res

nunciations to reward their labors.

The Rana of Oudipore,

the chief of the independent

sovereigns of Rajpootana, was forward to set the example
——a potential one—of prohibition; andin J. anuary, 1834,
Lord William Bentinck wrote to express the “pure and

unmixed satisfaction” which he felt, and to utter words
of further encouragement; but all these promises and

renunciations were mere unmeaning words.
and

chiefs

had

not

been

convinced,

The princes

or they feared to

reduce their convictions to practice. At all events,
Wilkinson, who had labored so long and so diligently,
and whose heart was so thoroughly in his work, was
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forced back upon the mortifying conclusion that no real
of the mag-

impression had been made upon the minds

after he had ex-

Only tivo months

nates of the Jand.

plained. to the chief people the enormity of the crime of
infanticide and received their assurances of renunciation,
he ascertaied that two of their number had since put
The promised proclamations
their daughters to death.
no pains were taken to
but
might have been issued;

He fownd, in the course of his circuits,
circulate them.
that some of the states had not even heard of the prothe

hibitory edict ; and, under

government of that very

Rana of Oudipore whom Lord Wiitiam Bentinck
commended,

it was

had

so

some of the people told My. Wilkinson that

“that female

true they had heard it whispered

time before along

some

infanticicle had been prohibited
with the killing of peacocks.”
still Mr. WilkinAll this was very discouraging—but
He
influence,
son did not despair of the effect of moral
Brahmins io write
secured the services of some Jearned
which he circucrime,
pamphlets condemnatory of the
too, of

He bethought himself,

lated. among the people.

of pictorial

the effect upon their minds

representations ;

“It has been my object,”
but all this was of no avail.
and general feeling
he wrote, to excite such a genuine
a voluntary abandonment
of execration as should lead to
inveteracy
Sull, when we reflect on the
of the practice.
s with which
of habit, and the extreme tardines

new

be idle to hope
ideas are spread in the world, it would
be effected by
will
that the abandonment of the practice :
taken.”
the measures already

while

a

great

experiment

was

being

(In 1831, Mr. J. P. Wilinitiated im Western India.
Civil Service, was appointed
In

the

longhby,

mean

of the Bombay

Political Agent in Kattywar.

He

soon began

to give

Infanticide,
his thoughts to the painful subject of Female

and

collected

all

the

information

he

could

acquire
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had been

practice and all that

dreadful
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Reviewing the labors of
done towards its suppression.
his predecessors, and deriving wisdom from the past, he
sent in an elaborate report to Government, in which he
took a retrospective view of the results of our bygone
future

of

plan

a

out

sketched

then

efforts, and
ceedings.

pro-

The measures suggested by Mr. Willoughby were these,
be taken

should

that steps

First,

a complete

to obtain

census of the Jharijah population, as without it no data
could exist for computing the number of female infants
who were born, and thence deducing an approximation to

the number actually destroyed.

Second, that every Tha-

upon

rijah chief should be called

to furnish a half-yearly

register of all the marriages, betrothals, births, and deaths
occurring amoug his tribe residing in his district; and
that, if he failed in this obligation, or furnished a false
return,

he should be severely punished.*

that the

. Third,

should furnish an annual report on the

Political Agent

subject of Infanticide, together with a register of all
marriages, betrothals, births, and deaths that have oc-

curred among the tribe within the year reported on.
Fourth, that a proclamation should be issued by the
British Government throughout Kattywar, requiring the

-Sharijah chiefs to enforce

the observance of their Infan-

ticide engagements, and noticing in terms of approbation
or condemnation their adherence to or departure from
these engagements, and guaranteeing to all able or willinformation

ing to supply

the

crime,

* Mr. Willoughby,

in the admirable

Report which contains thesesuggestions,

shows that this important
not escaped the

attention

matter had

of the Court

of Directors. ‘This is no new suggestion,” he says, “on my part, forin the
correspondence

allusion
many

tnade

years

on

to

ago

Court of Directors,

my

records

instructions

to

the

I find

issucd

Honorable

that in addition to

commission

to the

relating

in proportion

a reward

to the rank

such intermediate
come necessary,

of

of the

reports as might be-

one

general statement

should be submitted at the end of each

year,

showing

how

far

the

amended

system had been acted on and observed,

what deviations are known or suspected
to have been made from its rules, and

what

measures

forcement,

with

pursued ‘for their
an

number of lives saved.

estimate

en-

of the

.
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and the protection of the British Go.

Fafth, that every
vernment.
be enjomed to make it an
marriage contract on giving
chief that the issue of the
of

presents

Sivth,

that

made,

out of the
members

inferior

MEASURES.

Rajpoot in Kattywar should
express stipulation in every
his daughter to a Jharijah
wnion should be preserved.

cloth,

‘ufanticide

Fund,

cf ihe Sharijah

should

மேட,

money,

be

to the chiefs and
preserved

tribes who

their female children.*

These measures, approved and sanctioned by the
higher authorities, were pushed forward with promptiThe vigilance of the British officers
tude and energy.
was not without its results.

In the course

of eighteen

months, it was reported that seventy-three female infants
were preserved by the Jharijah tribes; of these, forty, it was

sud, would have perished but for our homane intervenStill, in spite of all our efforts, there remained the
tion,
infants
lamentable fact, that at least one-half of the female
was,
It
parents.
remorseless
their
born were murdered, by

however, no small thing to convict certain

offenders of

now brought
specific acts of infanticide ; and charges were
‘The
Rajkote.
of
and fully established against the chief
oceasion,
the
barbarous insensibility evinced by him on

He was
proved him to have little claim to forgiveness.”
fined 12,000 rupees, to be paid to the Infanticide Fund;

payment.
and his estate was attached as security for its
througheffect
salutary
most
This conviction produced the
cases.
cther
by
out Kattywar, and was 8000 followed
evidence of
Another petty chief, convicted on the clearest
oe te

gina
fines

Snticide

ம்

i
“ander

29,0068

Band

was

composed

yupecs,

esta-

of all

Ypposed

s af the
upon the inibutaries for preache
peace or other miacondnet, and ofrealiee.
Mohsull
of
gation under tho head
Phe British Government get the exGuieowar,

Prom this source occasional remissions
of tribute, presents to the chiefs, and
e
pecuniary nsastance ou the marriag
granted
of their daughters, have been
to those who have prac fleally renounced
the custom; and another mode of testi~
fying approbation to those who hare

preserved

thelr daughters,

is

by

post-

Highness the
tribute to
to consen § poning the payment of the
being subsequently piduced
Wil
suit their eonvenience.”—~ fir.
that all fines imposed upo¥ his tribuample.

His

Boe ea

ebe cimilarly appropriated.

சரக்க
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the same offence, was sentenced to suffer

twelve months’

These

imprisonment, and to pay a fine of 3000 rupees.
were followed by other cases of detection and
ment,

But though

the

evil

sensibly

punish-

dimimished

under

Here
these influences, it was not entiv-'y suppressed.
and there a case was brought strugeling into light, but
scores of cases of cruel child-nurder, |
of the purdah, escaped detection and «
Perhaps, it would have

been

rnreasonable

to

expect

in such a case anything more then progressive improveIi was, indecd, the hardest task that we had ever
ment.
set ourselves—the hardest we have ever set ourselves
IT believe that in this country, where we all of us
since,
live comparatively out of doors — coram populo—an
extensive system of Female Infanticide might be carried
JI believe that married women in
on without detection.

England might murder their sucklings by hundreds with-

out suspicion.

A little seemingly accidental neglect—a

little want of active care at particular periods, will snap
the thread of infant life, and give no sign of premeditated
crime.

But the nursery of the Hindoo woman,

even

of

the poorest, is surrounded by social screens and. fences
which, however flimsy may be their material structure,
are morally so impassable, so impenetrable, that the vigi-

lance and activity of authority is utterly bafiled and reI¢ was this that rendered the task so
pelled by them.

best and
difficult-—that rendered success, even under the
uncertain
,
most encouraging circumstances, so vague and
a
was
1
us
before
obstructi
ons
With such formidable
ஜலம் thing to make any progress.

Ti was a great

thing

enabled to write:
that the Bombay Government should be
origmating nm
crime,
the
of
“The complete suspension
ignorance, prejudice, and false pride, must doubtless be
and
the work of time;

yet,

looking

back

to

the | past,

secing how much had been accomplished within thethatlasta

ngly to hope
few years, they were encouraged stro

௨67
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steady and constant .perseverance in the
operation would, in the end, be rewarded

measures in
by fall and

complete

success.” )

Mr. Willoughby, promoted to higher office, quitted
Kattywar in 1835, and was succeeded in the Political
Agency by Mr. Erskine, who continued the good work
“which

had been

pushed forward

so

energetically by his

predecessor.

But it was plain stil that there was much

to

In

be

done.

1837,

upon

a census

of twenty-seven

districts, it appeared that there were 1422 boys, and only
409 girls.
with Mr.

In 1841, Captain Jacob, who was associated
Erskine on this great field of humanising

labor, reported. that the number of males under the age
of twenty was 2923, whilst the females reached

the

en-

couraging amount of 1209, little less than one-half of the
The result, indeed, led
entire juvenile population.
must be highly gratifying
“Tt
observe:
to
Captain Jacob

to those benevolent men who had labored for the suppression of Infanticide, to see the progressive return to
the order of nature, in the relative proportion of sexes,
that roust be attributed to their labor atone;” and called
forth the commendatory remark of the Bombay Government,
Nor
of the
afford.
in the

which I have quoted above.
were these anticipations of the gradual suppression
I-cannot
horrid practice unjustified by the result.
improvement
to trace, year by year, the progressive
appearance of the census. of the male and female

But, perhaps, the good effects
population of Kattywar.
may be best illustrated by
measures
of our humanising
details contamed in the
cheering
passing on at once to the

two last Infanticide Reports which

into

official record.

year

1849,

from

has long been

the way

have made

(Im the Infanticide Report

Kattywar,

of which

zealously employed

Major

in that

for

Lang,

the
who

province, is

now Polkitical Agent, there is this cheering announcement :

“The proportion

of female children

to males in all the
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tribes is now so nearly equal, and the progressive increase
of the female population so regular, that if the returns
cain be depended upon in other respects, there would ap.
pear to be every ground for believing that the practice of
Infanticide must have become almost entirely extinct in
And then he goes on to report these enthis province.”
«‘‘ When

couraging statistical facts.

was forwarded with my
1846,

census for 1845

the

of the

Report

25th

of August

there were two Jharijahs with five daughters endh,

19 with four, 105 with three, and 387 with two. . ...
By the returns now submitted there are one Jharijah sith
six daughters, 11 with five, 49 with four, 159 with three

and 522 with two.”*
though

less

detailed,

that the female

The Report of the following

is equally

Jharijah population

ஸ்

ல்லை

It

satisfactory.

has increased to a

greater extent than the male. ‘The former had increased
during the year 1850, by 186; the latter only by 149.
“The only accusation of Infanticide,” writes Major Lang,

‘¢which was brought

forward

during the year under re-

view, was that reported in my letter of the 25th of September, 1850, which was found on investigation by my

assistant, Captain Barr, to be entirely groundless.”f But
to make the progressive results of these great measures
fully apparent, it would be well to give a brief tabular
statement of the male and female Jharijah

Kattywar,

extending over

1850, inclusive :f
* Major Lang to Bombay Government.
AMS. Records, December 31, 1850.

have omitted the details of the smalier
tribes, which are no less gratifying.
{ Mujor-Lang to Bombay Government,
ALS. Records.
December 26,1851.
{Well might Mr. Willoughby, when

a seat in the Bombay Council gave him

an opportunity of commenting on such
results as these, congratulate himself
on the success of his measures.

“J trust I shall be pardoned the ex-

he wrote, “of the high grapression,”
tification I have deriyed from tho perueal of this and other similar Reports,
establishing that the success which

the six years

population of

from

1845 to

exhas attended our micasures for the InFemale
tirpation of the crimv of
Cutch
and
Kattywar
from
fanticide
more
has been far greater and much
rapid

than

the

have anticipated.

most

sanguine

could

lt was my good for-

originator of
tune to have been the
s of which
these measures, the succes to the viainly to be attributed
i
in which I dealt with
பலவன
ore
nticide beseveral proved cases of .Infa
| I recollect
fore LI left the province
ion I valued,
that, by some whose opin invaded too
I was thought to have oot domesof Rajp
strictly the sanctity

the measures Thad
tie privacy; and that

SUCCESS
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iyrannous

resist.

mendicancy,

which

the

Rajpoots

feared

The exorbitant fees claimed by these men,

woud

have

cursed the

grudging

the estimation of the proud
loried

him

levied

upon

these

large

with

ridicule,

the

luckless

sums

and

giver,

father.

of money

or, worse still in

sensitive

constituted

Rajpoot, ‘pile

the

It was

were

to

who

heaviest

tax

admitted

that

reluctantly paid—that.

the thraldom of this aristocratic custom sat heavily
upon the tribes.f
They would have escaped from it if
they could, but they feared to take the responsil sility of
such

an

mmnovation

upon

themselves.

The

Durhars

timid and hesitating, though not unwilling to co-ope rate
for the suppression of what they knew and acknowledged
to be an abonunation, shrunk from an authoritative
demonstration without the open support and encourage.
ment of the paramount power.
They were fearful
indeed,

of taking the

initiative in such a procedure

; lant

if they could push ferward the British Government as
the instigators of the needed reform, they might venture
to co-operate with us and
tuary enactments which

set their seal upon
our officers were

the sumpeager to

suggest.

Colonel SutherThe right men were in Rajpootana.
land, Major Thoresby, and Major Ludlow, all gave their
hearts to the work.

The two

objects were

great

these:

firstly to limit the influx of these bards on the occasion
keep

ceremonics—to

nuptial

of

foreigners,

who

swelled the

* I¢ig said that the Rana of Odeypore, though in an impoverished state
at

the time, gave

the chief bard,

2

Jakh

of rapees

The profession,

to

being

2 luerative and net 2 laborious one, is
considerably over-stocked,
The Joud-

pore

Vakee)

stated

that

there

were

20,000 Charans in Marwar, and some~
times 4000 or 5000 graced the nuptials
of an important chief.

4+ This is very clearly stated by one

of our political officere in Rajpootana,

who has been forward in the good work

out

chorus

the

incursion

of hungry

of Infanticide-suppression.

having
should
the rite
tent in

of

appli“ Far from

prejudices to combat (43 we
unquestionably have us regards
of Suttee, and to 4 certaia exthe question of Surna), we shall

with us
jn the course proposed carry Rajpoo
t
the sense of the whole of the
forced

been
tribes, who have hitherto
of custom to
reluctantly by the tyranny
“-[22௪destroy their female offspring.
Pe-

jor Ludlow to Major Thoresby.

பட்ட ன

DLS,

is, of Charans and Bhats not

|
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cants ; and secondly, to fix a ratable amount to be
paid to the domestic bards who were suffered to have a
legitimate right to enrich themselves

on

these

occasions.

St was not difficult to persuade the princes of Rajpootana
‘to enter into engagements for the enforcement of’ these
measures, anid to issne edicts enunciating them. . Thus,
instigated. by Major Ludlow, the Jycpore Durbar, which
was then the organ of an infant prince, sent forth “a
proclamation of the Raj of Jvepore made by Major
Ludlow

and

forcible

denunciation

the

Council

ef

of the

Regency,”

containing

crime of Infanticide*

a

and

a clear specification of the suggested remedics.
The lawfal tax thenceforth to be paid was not to exceed a tithe

of the

ammual income of the father of the bride.

This

was to be the maximum sum payable by the Jagheedars,

to
but people with a less settled income were allowed only
disburse

a smaller amount.
The Jyepore authorities
enforced these regulations with good effect; aud Ludlow

had

pards
drawn,

to

able

soon

was

report

that

successfully

been

incursion

an

unsatisied, without

ungorged,

and

resisted,

of

had

a breach

forcion

withof the

peace.
The other states,
’ Nor was this all that was done.
through Ludiow’s instrumentality, were induced to folThey responded, mdeed,
low the example of Jyepore.
with acclamation to the appeal, and followed the letter
of the Jyepore proclamation.
Not one of the states,
the foreign bards
admitted
issued,
were
‘edicts
after these
+o

their

nuptial

ceremonies.

belonging
மக்க
nate
5 scented a

sic. loetenmauuarabummaisety
tad
mete
extent of their demands.
The act of

poots kill their female daughters at the
birth, and the cause syould appear to

in the

distress

and

so glad were the

far-off

eee te i” jacked scents carrion,
|
and hurried in flocks to their prey.
*
Tt ig notorious that many Rajexiat

Indeed,

annoyance

Infanticide
2

sin,

great

is a grievons tyranny and
attaches

which

those who perpetrate it, and

to

refuture by Ghats, Charans, &c., are &e.”
in this proclamation, &e.,

arising from the demand of Tyag (nuptial presents) on marriage occasions

மய
[சீசீ

the abuse and revilings showered by

causd tollitur effectus,

made by Charans, Bhats, &¢, and from

alike

the sove-

yeign in whose territory it occurs, and
therefore the
amounts receivable in
Records, |

here very

Cause and effect are

plainly indicated.

Subqié
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tyranny

to rid

themselves

they

which

under

INFANTICIDE
entirely

had

of the

groaned

intolerable

so long,

that

வில
they made the proclamations an excuse for not ர
to the claims of their own “ Bhats,” and “ Charans,”

whom they now learnt to send away empty-handed
under the pretext that the order of the Durbar for heh
the

be

must

payment
terror

of

first obtained.

Rajpootana.

Their

These

people

influence

is

were
now

thoroughly broken down; and they dare not even enforce the payment of the tithe permitted by the Sump்
்
tuary Regulations.

The effect of these measures on the great crime itself
in Central India does not so distinctly appear as in the

case of the Jharijah and other tribes of Kattywar,
much

as

the

results

are

not

represented

by

ee

a detailed

But it is not to be doubted
census of the population.
A. change
that at least one great thing had been done.

had been wrought in public opinion.

It was clearly the

@ tax which
interest of all classes of Rajpoots to resist
embarrassoften involved them in frightful pecuniary
was
There
done.
was
that
all
Nor was this
ments.
In
to their purses.
something more than an appeal
real
only
the
lay
e
wher
Jyepore, Ludlow, seeing clearly

remedy, exerted himself to appeal

to their intelligence.

d to encourage the பிபி
He did everything that he coul
es. And neither Suttee, nor
sion of education in the stat
mor human sacrifice, nor any
Infanticide, nor Thuggee,
can long stand up against 80
other kindred abomination,
mighty a conqueror as that.
Inression of Female
These measures for the s upp
of
tes
the Rajpoot sta
fanticide in Kattywar and in
an
rs tood by the Europe

Central India, it must be unde

reader, were

carried

on

not

East India Company, but in

of the
withi nthe dominions
ive
the t erritories of the nat

l
© nly a moral contro
princes over which we exercise
y
ma
it
But
British Resi dents.
through the agency of our
provinces,
n
ow
ur
asked whether, all this time, in 9

‘be

AQ

|
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there was no such thing as Female Infanticide.
am afraid it must be answered that there was.
tent to which the crime was perpetrated, under
immediate rule, was very limited; and it was
to one or two collectorates.
But still under
eyes of British authority child-murder was

some

time,

unchecked.

‘The Purdah

And I
The exour own
confined
the very

going

on, for

screened it from

our sight.
It was long before we ascertained the fact.
And when we did ascertain its existence, both in Western

and Central India, the evil appeared to be one not easily
to be held in subjection. It may be thought that nothing could be easier than to drag the offenders

into our

ctininal courts, and to convict them of the capital offence.
And so it would have been if a woman had beaten out
the brains of her child against the walls of the cutcherry
or the magistrate’s house.
was in secret, nothing was

Bat perpetrated as the crime
more easy than accusation—

nothing more difficult than conviction.

he Regulations,

powerful as they were, could not deal with this abstruse
;
abomination.
The districts in Western and Central India, under
which it was discovered that the crime of Infanticide
was practised by certain

tribes, were Ahmedabad,

in the

Bombay Presidency, and Mynpooree, under the governIn Ahmedabad
ment of the North-Western Provinces.

the existence of the crime was first brought to the notice
of Government by Mr. Fawcett, at the end of 184 Tn
The disparity of the sexes had been pointed out to him
by a native fanctionaty, and he knew the meaning of
that terrible sien.

The

native

exert himself to bring the chief
ment tending to annihilate the
were not unwilling to discuss
sembled and set forth the facts
the truth of the charge, they
extreme costliness of ae
P

officer was

instructed to

people mto an arrangeThey
dreadful practice.
They இக்.
the subject.
Adinitting
of the case.
said it was simply the
ceremonials which com-
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pelled the people of the child-murdering tribes fo suppress
the growth

of female

They

life.

knew

that it was

a

great evil; and they entered into an agreement to reduce
the sums paid, on these nuptial occasions, to less than an
But, I fear that those comeighth of the old amount.*

and

observed;

pacts were not

that the great evil was

“ Past experience,” wrote Mr. Willoughby,

uusubdued.

»
in a Council-minute, “ has unhappily elsewhere proved,
that written agreements are insufficient to extirpate the
offence, unless unceasing vigilance Is exercised to secure
And he then, in 1848, recom.
adherence to them.”
mended that an annual census of the castes, in which the
offence was supposed to be committed, should be for.

warded
should

to

Government;

and that the

Sudder Judges

be requested to issue a circular to all magistrates,

directing them to institute inquiries as to whether the
crime was perpetrated in any part of the country within
their jurisdiction.

The result of that investigation was,

that only among the marked tribes in the Abmedabad

and the Kaira collectorates were there any indubitable
Broach was sustraces of the existence of the atrocity.
| pected, but upon closer examination the suspicion was
shown to be unfounded.+
* The compact

fifty-eight

was

villages,

entered

inhabited

into

by

by

the

Lewa Koombee tribe. The chief people
promised to reduce the expenses paid
them from 3806 to 450 rupees. The Lewa
Koenibees of the city of Ahmedabad
afterwards cane into the arrangement,

and undertook to reduce their expenses

to one-third of the whole amount,—
[Aginute of Mr.
Willaughby, Sept. 9,
1848-—1851. MS. Records)

+ Ia one of the answerg returned, a

éircumstance is mentioned which illus-

trates the benefits derived fram the pub-

Heation of those summaries of facts
which make. up the staple-contents of

treyiew articles ;”"
“Opposed to the conclusions thus
_ derived,” wrote one of the magistrates,
«J confess to having approached the subject with no knowledge of niy own, nor

did the records of this magistracy in any
way assist mo; they were absolutely
silent on the subject. Neither should I
up to the present

time have

improved

my stock of information, but for accidentally meeting with an able article
in the Calcutta Review for August, 1844,
from which, it appears, that Parliamentary Papers have been published
giving the results of all the inquiries
set on foot into the practice of female
infanticide in. Central and Western
India; and I must here be permitted to
snggest respectfully that a copy of this
record would be of material importance

in every Zillah, not only as conveying
the most authentic information hitherto
collected upon a most interesting topic,
but as leading the uninformed into approved channels

(42.9, Records]

of further inquiry,”—
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Turning now to another part of the country, I
would show what has recently been done in the neigh-

A. statement on this sub-

of Mynpooric.

pourhood

ject was recently drawn up by Mr. Charles Raikes,
Originally
magistrate and collector of that district.
subsequently
was
it
periodical,*
published in a local
shape,

in a detached

printed

and, in accordance with

that system of diffusiveness of which I have spoken in
another part of this work, widely circulated by order
of the Government of the North-Western Provinces.}

I cannot do better than quote from this paper the fol-

lowing statement
“« Many

of encouraging facts:

(none,
of our readers will recollect the famine of 1838

indeed, who were then in the N. W. Provinces will ever forget
when
it), when mothers sold their children for a morsel of bread,
and
caste,
of
distinctions
the
even
obliterated
hunger
the rage of
Dhom.
the
of
the Brahmin might be seen devouring the leavings

Nowhere did hunger and disease press heavier than in the plains

Whole villages were depopulated, and every
of the mid Doab.
the wants of
effort of public or private penevolence failed to meet
relieve the
to
much
did
Government
The
population.
a starving
sufferers at the time,

but

a merely

temporary assistance was not

sufficient, and it became necessary to lower the revenue demand
was
in many villages. Mr. Ufiwiu, then collector of Mynpoorie,
his
and
revision,
this
of
amount
the
fixing
in
in 1842 engaged
RajChehan
the
of
villages
the
of
midst
the
camp was pitched in
In the course of his proceedings it was found desirable to
poots.
by the famine,
ascertain how far the population had been affected
ten villages in take
to
determined
and with this object Mrz. Unwin
these villages,
of
each
in
house
one
selecting
each pergunnah, and
to count im person every head init.

* In so doing,’ we use his own

words, ‘ I observed what previous information led me to expect,
that no single Chohanee (female Chohan), young or old, was
I remarked this to the Zemindazs and people themforthcoming.
selves,

who,

of course, were in numbers all about me on these

cause,
கன்னம், easel told them I knew the

them in future’
me

fri azine.

ன்

த

in
sent cean embodied
eget pleasant
instructive
Raikes’
Mr.t te

oc-

and should look after

volume
of “Notes a on the North-Western
ம்
ர்
Provinces of India,” from which I now

quote,

2P2
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‘* Mr. Unwin acted with zeal and discretion, and above all things

(in India) with promptitude.
At once and on his own responsibility he established a system of watchful inspection, which was
thus described by the officiating magistrate of Mynpoorie (in

1848), in reply to a call for information
Directors:

the Court of

from

“ ¢ In Chohan villages the watchmen are ordered to give information of the birth of a female child forthwith at the policestation.

A burkundauze goes to the house and. sees the child, the

thanadar informs the magistrate, upon which
that after one month the health

reported.

The watchmen are further bound

if any illness attack

an

order

to give information

a superior

the child, when

(either thanadar, jemadar, or rachurrir)

is passed,

child should be

of the new-born

police-officer

at once goes to the vil-

lage, sees the child, and sends a report to the magistrate.

In sys.

picious cases the body of the child is gent for and submitted to the
civil surgeon.’
< The effect of Mr. Unwin’s measures was soon felt in the dis
trict. Amongst other incidents we may quote the following, as
partaking of that almost grotesque character which in these matter-

The Government had
of-fact days seems peculiar to India.
watched Mr. Unwin’s proceedings with approbation, and took an
early opportunity to notify in a public manner the interest which

was felt in the success of his measures.
2 There is at Mynpoorie an old fortress, which looks far over
This has been for centuries the
the valley of the Esun river.

stronghold of the Rajahs of Mynpoorie, Chohans

whose

ancient

blood, descending from the great Pirthee Raj and the regal stem of

Neem-rana, represents la créme de la creme of Rajpoot aristocracy.
Here, when

a son, a nephew,

௭ grandson, was born to the reigning

chief, the event was announced to the neighbouring city by the

loud

discharge’ of wall-pieces

passed away, and no infant
within those walls.

and

matchlocks;

daughter

but centuries had

had been known

to smile

து

of Mr. Unwin, a
“ In 1845, however, thanks to the vigilance

Rajah of that day.
little grand-daughter was preserved by the
and a letter of con,
nment
Gover
the
to
d
notifie
duly
The fact was

despatched from
gratulation and a dress of honor were at once
னு
head-quarters to the Rajah.
honor to a
« We have called this incident, the giving 4 robe of
grotesque ©
a
er,
daught
grandhis
y
man because he did not destro
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When.

one ; but it is very far from being a ridiculous incident.

the people see that the highest authorities in the land take an

interest in their social or domestic reforms, those reforms receive
The very
an impetus which no lesser influences con give them.
next year after the investiture of the Rajah, the number of female
Fifty-seven Rad
infants ‘preserved in ‘the district was éredfed/
were precighty
and
hundred
one
1846,
in
;
1845
in
been saved

served; and the number

has gone on steadily mereasing

ever

This is the best answer to those who would sneer at the

since.

paternal style of government, and who would advocate mere red“ Influence is everything in Hindostan.

;

;

tape, law, and bayonets for the people of India.

Indeed in all countries

good government, like true religion, depends upon influences and.
motives quite as much as upon mere rules and resirictions., Ia

England, influence does much; in India, we repeat, 1 does ail.
To go against the Jaw is nothing to the native of India, but he
When a governrarely consents to go against the magistrate.
men are to rule
of
instead
codes
when
in,
ment of mere law comes
the better.
ships
their
to
off
are
Iinglish
the
India, the sooner
of the
influence
the
by
supported
influence,
local
what
see
us
Let

Government,. but

sanction,

scarcely assisted by legal

for the suppression of female infanticide in Mynpoorie.

done

has

In 1848,

not a single female Chohan infant was to be found in the district;
at the present moment there aye fourteen hundred girls living,
extract from
between the ages of one and six. We subjoin an
The girls
the official Registers, from 1844 to 1850, inclusive.
year, are
the
of
end
the
at
alive
born during the year, and still
only enteréd.
ase

|

:

|

oe 8 ட்ட

6
1846.| 1847.1 | 1848,| 1849. 1850./Total.| "SoinneAtay,
1945.)
y44|
|
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Name
|
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; “To check these results, a census of the entire Chohan population of the district, of six years old and under, has been made in

the present year.
The plan adopted was, first to call wpon the
village accountants to report the number of boys and girls, up to
the age of six, living in their respective villages.
These returns
were then ¢ested as closely ag possible by other independent
officials, and, as the result of that examination, the number of
females was reduced eleven per cent.
The return thus corrected
is as follows, and is given for perguhnahs, not for the thannahs,
noted in the former table:
Boys 6 years | Girls
6 year
ae aie
. mod andes:

Names of Pergunnahs.

297

194

wee

876

219

Kurhul_
...
ast
ate
aie
ee
Koorowlie...
Mustifabad and Shekoabad_...
at
Kishnee Nubbee Gunge...
ue
ves
ee
Munchuna
vee
Bhowgong..Aleepoor Puttee ...

52
33
474
261
364
283
2

33
3௪
299
102
246
150
3

Ghurour

Souj

ith

...

axe

wv

ae

a

eee

.

Total...

2161

1263"

¥ will only add to this that Mr. Raikes himself has
been active in this good work, and that he is now, I

believe,

pushing

undiminished

forward, with

success,

the

unabated

good work

energy and

of which

he is

here the exponent.
One more illustration of the good results of British
interference must be adduced before I bring this chapter
The practice of female infanticide was very
to a close.
prevalent

on those Orissan hill-tracts,

where Macpher-

for the
son and Campbell achieved such great things
of
some
In
suppressio n of the rite of human sacrifice.
e
femal
no
that
’ the tribes it pr evailed to such an extent,
was
first child
infant was spared except when a woman’s
s were to
house
ed
hundr
a
a female. Villages containing
ce had
practi
The
iid.
c
a single female

be seen without

, very difits origin in the social customs © f the people
Rajpoots,
the
from those which obtain among:
ferent

AOD
AMONG

KHONDS,

I have heretofore spoken.

-of whom
Captain

THE

Macpherson,

“is

constancy

Bs

far,’ say.

‘So

to her husband

from being required in a wife, that her pretensions do
n the eyes of either sex
not, at least, suffer diminutioin
when fines

are levied

on her convicted lovers;

while,

on the other hand, infidelity on the part of a married

man is held to be highly dishonorable, and is often
punished by the deprivation of many social privileges.
A wife, moreover, may quif her husband at any time,
except within a year of her marriage, or when she
expects offspring, or within a year after the birth of a
child; and she may then return to her father’s house,
or contract a new merriage; while no man who is
wife

without

a

himself

and

may,

without

entailing

disgrace

on

his tribe, refuse to receive any woman

who may choose to enter bis house and establish herNow, a bridegroom gives for a
self as its mistress.

wife of these tribes in which so few women are brought

up, a large consideration im cattle and money.

The

sum is chiefly subscribed by his near relatives and his

branch
who,

of his tribe, and is paid to his wife’s father,

again, distributes it amongst

the heads of families

of his own branch. But, when a wife quits ber husband,
he has a right to yeclaim immediately from her father
the whole sum paid for her; while the father, at the

same time, becomes entitled to levy a like sum from
any

new

husband

to whom

she may

attach

herself.

is at once
And, it being observed that every man’s tiiibe

answerable for all his debts, and bound in honor to
enforce his claims, it will be understood that these resti-uiions and exactions, whether to be made betwixt
persons

belonging

to different tribes

or to

different

branches of the same tribe, must be, even in the
difficulty and
4
simplest cases, productive of் infinite
vexation ; while they have

given

vise to three-fourths

_
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of the sanguinary quarrels and hereditary feuds which

distract the Khond country.
Thence, say the Khonds
_7~*To any man but a rich and powerful chief, who.
desires to form

and

sudden

daughter

connexions,

restitutions,

is a curse.

and is able to make

and

large

to his tribe~—a married.

By the

death

of our

female

infants before they see the light, the lives of men
without number are saved, and we live in comparative
.
,
peace.’ ”

I cannot afford to trace in detail the efforts which
were

made

by Macpherson to

root

out this

custom from among the Khonds.

dreadful

His exertions were

chasacterised by the same energy and the same success

as had attended his great crusade against human saczrifice.
To use his own words: “ The practice of female
infanticide was suppressed in the greatest portion of

the Khond country of Souradah, including Coradah,
before the middle of 1844, and early in the present
year throughout those Zemindaries—that the measuxes by which that change was accomplished mate-

rially affected the system of life and the chief interests
of the Khond tribes, their aim being to establish an
ascendancy over the Khond population founded upon a
sense of benefits derived from their connexion with the
Government—such as the benefit of justice, and that

of protection in their intercourse with the low countries, and to remove the principal causes of infanticide,
by preventing or settling disputes connected with pres
«To this
-perty involved in marriage contracts, ஸ்ட
roust be added,

at least, an allusion to the interesting

fact that the female victims, whom
rescued, were

given

from

age, in marriage to men
that these women

* Capt. Macpherson

put

time

to

Macpherson. hat

time, when.

of the Khond

of mpe

ae

forth their influence most

to2 Mr. Halliday, Nov. 11, 1846.

J£5. Recorss.

aD:

suc-

29k
AMONG

cessfully to wean
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the people

from
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the hoary custom

which had dwelt so cruelly among them. f have every reason to believe that in this part of the

country the efforts of our British officers have been attended with complete success, and that the good results

of their humane

offorts are likely to be abiding.

The

last report from the Khond agency contains these encouraging words :—‘ The lateness of the season,”’ says
Capiain Campbell, “and the difficulty of procuring a
sufficiency of water for my camp, prevented my visiting
the infanticidal tribes, but many of the chiefs and a

great number of the Meriah females, who had been mar-

ried to Khonds of these tracts, visited me at Sooradah

with their childyen, and from them I learnt with satis-

faction that female children were now generally preserved; and in cases where they were destroyed it was

done with

great secrecy, and not openly as in former

An officer of the Sebundies, well acquainted
times.
with the infanticidal tribes, and employed im superintending them,

confirms this report.’’*

These good deeds require no gloss—I leave such state-

It would be difficult ments to make their own way.
to supply a fitting commentary, and impertinent to com.ment upon them in language not rising to the height
‘There are works which the
of so great an argument.
English will leave behind them, mightier than any ma-

terial fabrics which human skill can fashion and human
labor construct. Let us rear what great substantia)
oe

3

ay—and

even

in such

works

we

are

far cuepassing
far
surpassingtho Moguls— History will be able to record nothing better of British rule in the Kast than that

under the Government of the East India Company the

widow ceased to burn herself on the funeral pile of her

husband—the mother ceased habitually to destroy the
* Colonel Campbell to the Government of India, April 10, 1852.

MS. Jtecords.

—
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infant life of her daughters—men ceased to purchase
and to rear children for sacrifice to a cruel goddess— .
murder ceased to be a science and its practice an honor-

-able profession—and that many wild tribes, by the con-

ciliatory efforts of the servants of the Company, were
weaned from a life of rapine, and raised from a state of
barbarism, to become peaceful agriculturists and civi-

lised rational men.*
* Thave said nothing in this chapter
aboutithe suppression of Female Inianticide

in Cutch,

not because I was un-

eI
mindful of the subject, but tobecaus
extend
could not afford any further
the dimensions

of this

chapter.

I be-

eve that very gratifying progress has
been made in that part of the world.
My friend, Dr. Duff, when in Western

India, was assured by the Rao (how
interesting must have been a conversation

on

such

a

subject

such men) that there
some years, @ gradual

between

two

had been, for
diminution of

the great crime ; and the assertion was
satisfactorily proved by detailed statistics.
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PART V.
CHAPTER I.
Native Edvcation— Parliamentary Euactments—- Encouragement of Oriental
Literatyre—Rise and Progress of the Tiindoo Collese—Substitution of the

English System—Lord William Bentinck’s Measures—Native Ageney-—Hdu-

cation in the North-Western Provinces—In Bombay-—The Jubbulpore School
of Industry—The Roorkhee College—Missionary Efforts—Statisties of Edu~
cation,

In the fwo

preceding books, T have treated

largely of

what may be called the institutional crimes of India.
I

have

shown

how buman wickedness, on

a gigantic

scale, has been fostered by error and superstition ; and
how the servants of the Company have brought all

their humanity,

all their intelligence, and all their

energy, to the great work of rooting

out the enormi-

ties, which from generation to generation have grievI have shown how they
ously afflicted the land.

have toiled and striven, and with what
to win

the benighted

savage

great success,

to the paths of civilisa-

ton, and to purge the land of those cruel rites which

There is
their false gods were believed to sanction.
nothing in all history more honorable to the British

nation than
It

the record

is impossible

to write

of these humanising labors,
of them without

a glow of

pleasure and of pride.

But noble as have been these endeavours, and great

as has been the success, which up to a certain point
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has attended them, there is something incredibly pain. ful in the thought that, after all, they are fixed upon
an insecure basis;

that

hitherto

the

action has been

rather from without than from within; that we have
not generally made an abiding impression upon the
native

mind;

and

danger of relapse.

that,

therefore,

there

is

always

In many of the cases which T have

selected to illustrate the
civilisation, it will have

great victories of European
been seen that it was the

weight of external authority and personal infiuénce
which, more than anything else, enabled our country.
men to push forward their civilising measures to anything like a successful termination. The grand obstacte
to

complete

and

permanent

success,

was

the

eross

ignorance of the people—that twofold ignorance which
includes the darkness of the intelligence and the dead.
ness of the

heathens

moral

sense.

to a living

Jt was hard to awaken

belief in the

the

absurdity of the

superstitions to which they bowed themselves, and the
wickedness of the practices which they observed.
In most cases, I say, the people yielded to the influences of authority, or were moved by self-interest, to
conform outwardly to the wishes of their masters—but
they were seldom convinced.

It was

a sreat thing to

bring about even a diminution of these great crimes,
which had inflicted so much misery upon countless
_

thousands of our fellow-creatures. But having achieved
this amount of suecess, our
officers by no means

thought that the work was complete.

They felt it might

often happen that the people, withdrawn from the im-

mediate sphere of these good influences, would subside

into their old evil ways—that, indeed, we might be
only casting out devils, to return again to find their old
habitations swept and cleansed for their reception, and
to wanton. there more riotously than before:

and

they

one and all said that the only certain remedy, to which

௨95
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they could look for an abiding cure, was that great remedial agent—-EDUCATION. |
.
In many cases, the men of whose benevolent labors
I have spoken, did their best, with the slender means
at their disposal, to employ this great: remedy in furtherance of their more substantial outward measures ;
but such

educational

efforts were

necessarily local

accidental, and of limited application.
had

established

Schools

of

Industry,

Thus
at

and

Sleeman

Jubbulpore,

for the children of the Thugs; Outram had put to
school in Candeish, the little Bheels, whose fathers he

had veclaimed; and Macpherson had turned to similar account his opportunities in favor of the victims
whom he had rescued from the hands of the sacrificing
Khonds.

And,

doubtless,

these

benign

endeavours

But the disease,
will bear good fruit in their season.
the very life
into
at which we have to strike, is eating
a great and
by
only
is
it
and
of the whole country;
comprehensive

effort that we can hope to eradicate it.

Tt is only within a comparatively recent period that
the education of the people has taken any substantial
shape in the administration of the British Government
There was a sort of dim recognition, in
in the East.

some

of the early charters, of the Christian

duty of

instructing the Gentoos ; but it was not until the
year 1813 that there was anything like a decided
manifestation of the will of the Government in connexion with this great subject.
The Charter Act,
passed in that year, contained a clause, enacting that
< » sum of not less than a Jakh of rupees in each year
shall be set apart and applied to the revival and improvement of literature, aud the encouragement of the
learned natives of India, and for the introduction and
promotion of a knowledge of the sciences among the
inhabitants of the British territories in India.’’* What
© Act 53rd George Lif., chap. 155, clause 43.

்
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this might precisely mean was not very,clear; but it
seemed

to

Oriental
days in

than of European
which the former

digious

point

rather

account.

of a practical

to

Nothing,

the

however,

character emanated

the

Legislature.

left

to

The

accumulate,

money

and

not

encouragement

learning, and
was held to
for

of

those were
be of prosome

years,

from this decree of

thus

until

appropriated,

ten years

was

after the

Act had passed did the iocal Government take any
steps to carry out its intentions.
Then a Committee
of Public Instruction was established in Calcutta, and
the arrears of the Parliamentary grant were placed at

their disposal.

Such, in a few words, are all the noticeable officiali.
ties of native education up to the year 1823.
But
there was a movement going on of which no record is

to be found in official papers.
All that the Govern.
ment even at this time thought of doing for the education of the people, was through the agency of Pundits
and Gooroos ; but there were men then in Bengal who

held Oriental learning at its true worth, as an instrument of civilisation, and thought that better things
were to be found in the writings of the great masters
of the English language.
First in time, and foremost
in enthusiasm among these, was Mr. David Hare.
He

was a man of arude exterior and an uncultivated mind
—by

trade,

I believe,

a watchmaker.

He

lacked

the

power of expression both in oral and written discourse.
But for these wants a large infusion of earnestness and
perseverance in his character did much to atone; and

he achieved what learned and eloquent men might
have striven to accomplish in vain. He originated the
Hindoo College of Calcutta.
He stirred up others to
carry out his designs.

The seed which he scattered fell

on good ground.
Sir Hyde East, then Chief Justice of
' Bengal, took up the project with hearty good will;

|
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a public meeting was

in his house for the furtherance of this great obThe scheme was fully discussed by European and

native gentlemen—and a few days afterwards, at an
adjourned meeting, it was resolved that an institution
should be founded to bear the name

of the “ Hindoo

College of Calcntta.’”? A committee and certain officebearers were then appointed to give effect to the reso.

்

Intion.

Tt is generally the fate of great undertakings to be

assailed

by

difficulties

outset,

at the

slowly into full suecess.

and

to

struggle

Hindoo College

The

of Cal-

cutta, in its infancy, put forth nothing but indications
In January,
of a complete and bumiliating faiture.

1817, the school was formally opened in the presence
of Sir Hyde East, Mr. Harrington, and other influenUpwards of 60002. had been raised
tial gentlemen.
by private contributions to.give effect to the benevo-

But for some time there
lent views of the projectors.
only
were thirty members on the committee, and
twenty pupils in the school.
months

the n umber

on the

After the lapse of a few

books

there for six years it remained.

rose to seventy,

and

Every effort was made

to the natives of
to render the institution acceptable
All sorts of compromises were attempted.
Calcutta.
were taught in
The Bengallée and Persian languages back, awed by
hung
the school—but still the people

with the dan-~the efforts to make their children familiar

college, indeed,
gerous literature of the Feringhees. The
native supand
European
was almost at its last gasp.
came

porters

were

alike

deserting it, when

Mr.

Hare

He sought the sustaining hand of Goto the rescue.
he sought.
vernment; and he obtained what
have said, the
This was in the year 1828, when, as I

attention to
local Government first turned their serious

the subject of native education.

They acceded to the

.
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request that was made in behalf of the Hindoo College ;
and stretched out their hands in time to save the institution from the premature extinction that menaced
it. They had money then at their command for educational purposes, and although the encouragement of

Oriental learning was uppermost in their thoughts,

they consented to contribute towards the funds of the
new institution, and undertook to erect a building for
its use.*
But having granted this material support,
they naturally desired to exercise some authoritative
control over the proceedings

of the managers.

It was

proposed therefore to appoint, on the part of Government, a Visitor ostensibly to see that the money-grant

was

properly appropriated,

but really to watch over

and direct the management of the institution,
at first the Baboos resented; but there were

This
some

among them who were ready candidly to acknowledge,
that after seven years’ operation the college had pro‘auced nothing better than a few “ krannees,’+ and
that little in the way of enlightened education was to
be expected, except from a larger infusion of European

energy and

talent into the agency employed to carry

out the designs of its founders.
The native managers yielded; and a medical officer
in the service of the Company was appointed in the

capacity of Visitor to sive effect to the wishes of the
Government.
The Indian medical service, from that
remote

period when

assistant-surgeon,

Joseph Hume

called

himself an

down to the present time, when the

science of William O’Shaughnessy is about to annihilate space between the Indus and the Cauvery, has

been. bright with the names of distinguished men.
* That is, ib was resolved to construct

a building which would answer the pur-

poses both of a Sanskrit and a Hindoo
.
"
college.
A krannee is a clerk, in a Government

or

other

office—but

the word

is

hardly translatable

as it by no means

into

But

our language,

represents

the high

‘intelligence of the clerks in our own
publie establishments, or in our banking
and mercantile firme.
:
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J do not know that there is one member of that profession who has earned for himself a wider European
reputation than Horace Hayman Wilson.
He it was
who, a quarter of a century ago, was appointed by authority to bring into good working order the fast-failing institution.
A man of very varied accomplishments,*

but with a predominant taste for Oriental lite-

yature, he was not likely to push to an excess the great
educational reform which was now beginning to take

he threw no common

But

shape in Bengal.

de-

strength;

exhaustion,

activity;

became

paralysis

amount

his hands

Under

of energy into all his proceedings.

The institution was soon in a state

cadence, stability.

The Hindoo College be-

of vigorous energetic action.

old bigoted Hindoo

the

Even

came the fashion.

Ba-

boos sent their childven there without reluctance ; and

in the course of a few years, under Wilson’s auspices,
the class-lists contained the names of four hundred
young B engallees, many of them of good family and
position, and all eager for the new knowledge which
was opening out its fascinations before them.
But still there was nothing like a decided movement

The Orientalists were

in favor of European learning.
par amount alike in
yincial towns,t and

த
really

the Vice-Regal city and
Wilsou

தப்பட்ட

பத

டப்ப ட

Hi is written
not overcharged.
by one who கdiffere : சண
Tram
ben
i
ninfinmany essential ட அபர
வப
euced by perso
the days of the ‘adhas united in Limton, 7 accurate,
le Crich
mirab
ey cud
vast
and appasu ‘
nite talents and accomplish-

Se
ments,
ணம
oe

society

man of

Sanskrit scholar, a
ர#1 p nrofound
a philosopher, and a poct,
கட்
ட time the lite of
mactical

ம்

ay

And

clear-headed

a TF rile stage asan

ama-

to

cline

literature,
on the fustoty,
ee oa
ee
a

Gulebrasice himself has
ன்னா so much
and so well,
His works show all the
erudition of the German school, without
its heaviness, pedantry, and conecit;
and his style is the best of all styles,
the style of an accomplished English

gentleman."—[Calcutia Review.)
+ The

in India

oldest

the Mahomedan

in

1781,

educational

supported
unex

Madressa,

the auspices

founded by Jonathan Duan.

place.

Be

has

2a

institution

by Government,

be

his

the

ee

Hastings.

in

the Pro-

among

was

த் eS professor’s chair as the

eee Sentai ct Oe our time, he seemed
always

himself

is

established
of

Warren

About ten years afterwards

=the Sanskrit College,

at Benares, was
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chief of them.

“ Previous

the present

principal

Review

Public

of

to 1885,”

of the

says

Hindoo

Instruction

in

Mx.

College,

Bengal,

Kerr,

in his

“ all the

larger educational establishments, supported
vernment, with the exception of the Hindoo

by GoCollege

of Caleutta, were decidedly Oriental im character.
The medium of instruction was Oriental.
The mode
of instruction was
Oriental.
The whole
scope of

the
old

instraction was
prejudices, and

Oriental, designed to conciHate
to propagate old ideas.”
இறட.

fessors and teachers of the Oriental languages were
Stipends were given to the students in
liberally paid.
Large sums of money were
Colleges.
the Oriental
spent on the printing and the translation of books,
But under the influence of such a system, little progress was made in the enlightenment
Tndia.
Such efforts did not rouse

sleep

of

knowledge.

apathy,
The

or

stimulate

whole

failure, consummated

thing,

of the natives of
them from the

their
indeed,

appetite
was

a

for

dreary

at a large expense.

Nothing was clearer than this fact.

It was as clear

in Leadenhall-street as 1 was in Caleutta.
The Court
of Directors, before the clese of 1830, had openly
recognised the expediency of a vigorous movement in
favor of European
education, and had written out

simultaneously to
Presidencies,

subject.*

the

clearly

Government
enunciating

ange of the letter of the 18th of February,
18299, to the Bombay Government:—
“Jt is our anxious desire to afford to
higher

all

the

views

three
on

The letters which were then despatched

* See, for example, the following pas-

the

of

their

classes

of

the

natives

of

Tudia the means of instruction in Huro-~

to the
science, and of access
pean
The
Europe.
literature of civilised
to the
given
be
character which may

classes possessed of leisure noi natural
influence, ultimately determine that of

We are sensible,
the whole people.
moreover, that if is our duty te affurd

the

to

the best equivalent in our power to
these classes for the advantages of which
the introduction of our Government has
deprived them; and for this and other
reasons,.of which you are well aware,
we are extremely desiroua that thei:

education should be such

as to qualify

them for higher situations in the civit
government of India, than any to which
natives have hitherto been cligible.”
The letters to the Bengal and Madras
Geverninents are in the saine strain.

244
MEASURES

OF LORD

W.

BENTINCK,

India were conceived in a liberal
spirit.
There was no reservation
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and enlightened
of the truth in

them,
They admitted that our assumption of the
adininistration of the country had so far been injuvious to_the higher classes of the people of India as
that it had deprived them of official employment; and
urged that

it was,

afford them
Nothing

therefore, the duty

“the

better

best
could

equivalent
be

offered

of the

in

their

than

State

to

power.”

that

sound

European instruction which would gradually qualify
them for restoration to uiuch of the official employLord Wilment of which they had been deprived.
of the
head
the
at
time
this
at
was
lian Bentinck
judgment
unaided
own
His
Government of India.
had led him to similar conclusions; and he was well
prepared to lay the axe to the trunk of the ercat
tree

of

Oriental

patronages,
was

not

until

1885

all its

with

learning,

ifs monopolies

thinking

that,

and

privileges

But

and endowments.
that

as

the

it
old

Charter of 1813 had been buried, the errors to which
it had given birth might die with it, gave the death.
blow to the Oriental system, and in a famous minute,
dated Maxch 7, thus declared his opinions :—

« [Wis Lordship in Council is of opinion that the great object of

the British Government ought to

be the

promotion of European

literature and science among the nations of India, and that all the
best
funds appropriated for the purposes of education would be
alone.
n
educatio
English
on the intention of bis Lordship to abolish any college or
d not
eTt is.
" employe
appear to be
school of native learning, while the population shall
affords,
it
es
advantag
the
of
inclined to avail themselves
the practice
« His Lordship in Council decidedly objects to
during
students
the
which has hitherto prevailed, of supporting
of
effect
only
the
s
that
conceive
n.
He
the period of their educatio

such a system can be to give artificial encouragement to branches
of learning, which, in the natural course of things, would

perseded by more

uscfal ன்.

—

ட

be su-

he directs that no stipend
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shall be given io any student, who may hereafter enter at any of
these institutions; and that when any professor of Oriental learning shall vacate his situation, the Committee shall report to the
Government the number and state of the class, m order that the
may

Government
pointing

be

expediency of ap-

upon the

to decide

able

a successor.

‘¢ Tt has come to the knowledge of his Lordship in Council, thata
large sum has been expended by the Committee in the printing of
Oriental works.

Council directs that no portion

His Lordship im

of the funds shall hereafter be so employed.
‘ His Lordship in Council directs that all the fands, which these
reforms will leave at the disposal of the Committee, be henceforth
employed im impar ting to the native population a knowledge of
English hterature ani d science through the medium of the English
language.”

irreNever was any reformation more complete andbefore
aghast
stood
this. The Orientalists

sistible than
it, for there lay their idol broken at their feet.

The Pre-

sident of the Educational Committee, Mr. Shakespear,
But
disgust.
had thrown up his office in anticipatory
other side
there were men of higher intelligence on the
and
Bentinck,
William
Lord
__men who had prompted

eager

were

now

these

were

* T had

and

Macaulay

written

this

before

the

ap-

pearance cf Mr. Cameron's “ Address
fo Parliament on the Duties of Great
Britain to India in respect of the Education of the Natives,” made me ac-

of Mr.
quainted with the Janguage
cf
of the 2nd
minute
Muacauiay’s
, in
February, 1835, in which he reviews
n
a masterly manner, the whole questio

on.
of Government patronage of educati
Leannot refrain from quoting the conclusion of this paper:
«T would strictly respect all existing

usly
interests. I would deal even genero fair
had
with all individuals who have
on.
provisi
reason to expect a pecuniary

But I would

strike at the root of the

bad system which has hitherto been
I would at once stop
fostered by us.

the

and

of

Arabic

=F would

abolish

printing

books.

the

Sanscrit

and

the

Sanscerit

Madrassa

College at Calcutta.

the great seat of Brahmanical
Delhi, of Arabic learning.
If
the Sanscrit College at Bethe Mahometan College at
do enough, and much more

in my

enough

than

former

The

Trevelyan.*
Benares is
learning;
we retain
mares and
Delhi, we

among

Foremost

him.

support

to

opinion,

for

the

If the Benares and
Enstern languages.
Delhi Colleges should be retained, I
at

yould

pends
who

recommend

least

niay hereafter

that the people
their own
systems of
bribed

by

that no

given to any

shall be

sti-

students

repair thither,

but

shall be left to make

Choice between the rival
education without being

us

to

learn what

they

have

The funds which
no desire to know.
our disposal
would thus be placed ab
larger மட்
would .enable us to give
College at
couragement to the Hindoo
in the prinCalentta, and to establish

cipal cities throughout the Presidenciesin
of Fort William and Agra schools

௫6௦
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seated

himself

in the

from ]that timei English

iv:

resident’
and
aw 8 he beenchain;
doe
as domié

vaca

nant in the chief Government schools throughout India

°

as before it was languid and depressed.
But by the reader
the great educational

7

ignorant of all the bearings of
controversy which twenty years

ago agitated the learned world of Bengal, and was
echoed in the other presidencies of India, it must not
supbe supposed that Lord Wiliam Bentinck and his
verthe
of
ion
degradat
porters ever contemplated the
not
aimed
was
The blow which they struck
macular.
country
at the living but at the dead languages of the
which
__at the Sanscrit and the Arabic—at languages
were not employed

as vehicles

of interconumunication,

the
and which contained little in their hooks to elevate
mind,

to invigorate

or to facilitate

the understanding,

The importance of the vernacular
the business of life.
was admitted ; perlanguage as a medium of instruction
Court
The

sincerity.
haps, with no great heartiness and

urged upon the
of Directors, however, had consistently
the
local

Governments

extension

the

nt that the
the opinion of the Governme
to remain un-

present system ought
he
changed, I beg that {may of
to retire from the chair
I feel that I could
mittec.
smaliest

use

there.

I

permitted
the Comnot be of

feel,

also,

my counte4hat 1 should be lendmg
believe to be a
nance to what 1 firmly that the pre-

mmere delusion. I believeto accelerate the
sent system tends, not
but to delay the
progress of truth,
errors. I
patural death of expiring
at present no
conceive that we have
e name of a
right to the respectabl
n. We are
uctio
Instr
c
Publi
of
Board
public money, for

a board for wasting
are of less value
printing books which

than

printed

the

on

papes

was

while

it

the

now

And

of indigenous | education.®

might be
which the English kmguage
aell and thoroughly taught.
Lordship in
«Tf the decision of his
I anticipate,
Counei should be such as nce of my
orma
perf
the
on
enter
shall
¢
and
zeal
the ereatest
with
duties
be
Tf, on the other hand, it
aiactity.

the

of promoting

expediency

which

was

they

blank;

are

for

giving artificial encouragement to absurd history, absurd metaphysics, absurd physics, absurd theology; for vaising up 2 breed of scholars who find

their scholarship an encumbrance
plemish, who live on the public

and 3
while

they are receiving their education, and
whose education is so utterly useless ta
them that, when they have received it
they must either starve or live on the

public all the rest of their lives. Entertaining these opinions, I am naturally

desirous to decline all share in the
responsibiliby of a body which, unless
it alters its whele mode of procceding,
L must

consider

not

merely

as

uscless,

2
Dnt as positively noxious.
“7, G. Macauzayr.”
* See the Court's letter to
பனம்

written
in September, 1829: “ We must
put you on your guard against a disposition of which

we

perceive

some

traces

:
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in nowis

authorities declared themselves

educational

willing to deprive the people of the most ob ious
olan
of acquiringஐ information ion. thrrough the spoken
means
a
a

aes

of

country;

the

and

directed

all

in

that

colleges and schools the cultivation
ee
1
i
vernactlar sho
‘ hat
an
hand
hand
go
*
of the English language.
oe

10 was
couraging
country,

Adam,

in furtherance
the

study

that in

the

a gentleman

of the spoken languages

beginning

of 1885,

of considerable

of en-

object

of this great

local

Mr.

of the
William

experience

'
and of a thoughtful inquizing mind, who had originall
gone

out to

India

as a Baptist missionary, but whe

had lapsed into Socianism,

and become the editor of a

Lord William BenCalcutta journal, was despatched by
to inquire into the state
tinck on a special commission,
He
gal and Behar.
Ben
of indigenous education in
with great earnestness, and
prosecuted his ing uiries
of information relating to
amassed an immense store
, the
ular schools, and, indeed
the state of the vernac
se
of native society in th&
condition
general

more
ae Comuntitiee, and 1 still unve ge neral
to
Committee of Delhi, may
jn the local
be
e 0 f what
derrate the importanc knowledge among
ful
done to spread use h the medium of
the natives, throug
in their own lanpooks and snetruction
lete education,
guages. That more comp py a thorough
which is £0 commence
language, can be
study of the English h of a very small
reac
the
in
placed with
of India ; but
roportion of the natives have becn. thus
who
ves,
nati
intelligent
teachers in colleges
educated, may, 45 the writers and transa8
or
ols,
scho
ati
and
s, contribute in
Jators of useful bookthe more general exeminent degree to r countrymen of 2
thei
tension among
they
irements which
portion of the acqu ned, and may comgai
s
lve
msc
ive
fave the
degree to the nat
municate in some
minds of the native
literature, and to the roved spirit which
community, that imp
es

in

. will theniselv
ibis to be hoped, they
influence of Ieuthe
m
fro
d
ibe
have imb

ropean

ideas

and sentiments.” —

pro[ The

ment
Court of Directors to the Governante
ன்
Bengal, September 28, 1830,
Mr. Willoughby’s Winute.]
the
on
பகன்
பட
east pe ட் | கதத
put

tor

, the Comittee

yjecé
CHINES OF
Public Instruction: i
«The general committee are deeply
sensible of the importance of encoucular
raging the cultivation of the verna
That they do not consider
languages.

of March
that the order of the 7th consta
ntly
precludes this, and they have In the disthis construction.

acted on
that order,
cussions which preceded
cular languages
the claims of the verna
y admitted
were broadly and prominentl
sub-

questions
py all parties; aud the
Government
for the decision of
mitted

the relative

wdvantage

only concerned
side,
h on the one
of teaching Englis
rn languages on
and the jearned Easte
the other.”

ot

MR.

Bo\
ADAM’S

REPORT.

BSD

vinces.
The reports which he furnished to Government are as interesting as they are instructive.
The
great

fact

which

they

set

forth,

clearly

and

unmis-

takeably, was, that there was very little education of
any kind in Bengal and Behar, and that that little was
lamentably bad.
In some thannas, or police divisions,

the per centage
of

education

of educated youth—-taking the period

to

lie

between

the

fifth

and

teenth years—was as low as two-and-a-half.

the

four-

In others

it was much higher.
But it was shown,
that the per
clearness,
equal
same time, with

at the
centage

of adult education was considerably lower.
And Mr.
Adam arrived at the conelusion, “that withm a com-

certain classes of the native

paratively recent period,

population, hitherto excluded by usage from verna- cular instruction, have begun to aspire to its adyantages, and that this hitherto unobserved movement in
native society has taken place to a greater extent in
Such a movement apparently
Bengal than in Behar.

will have the effect which has been found actually to
exist—that of increasing the proportion of juvenile in-

struction as compared with that of adult

instruction,

and of increasing it in a higher ration in Bengal than
in Behar.” This mission did something for vernacular
education ; but, doubtless, it was not much.
The

by Lord

established

system

has been
cessors.

William

Bentinck

maintained with little variation by-his
The Committee of Public Instruction,

sucnow

known as the Council of Education, has numbered
among its members some of the ablest and most enlichtened men who

ever

have

braved the damp

heats

oF Bengal.*

Under their superintendence, encouraged

alike by the

local

the

home

given due effect to this system,

have
Sop:

tary.

and

‘
oe

il

of
with

Education is an
a salaried secre-

It is composed partly of Euro-

Governments,

pean gentlemen
the Company’s

natives.

they

and the result has
(some of them not in
service) and partly of
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been, that with
educational

ber

the

aid of a highly-cultivated staff of

officers,

of Hindoo

and

they have

Mahomedan

rendered a large num-

youths familiar with

the amenities of European literature.

The proficiency

attained in the principal scholastic institutions is such
as is very rarely acquired by boys of the same age in

any other country in the world. I do not believe that
there are half a dozen boys at Eton or Harrow who
obscure passage in Milton or Shaka series of historical questions, ex-

eould explain an
speare, or answer

tending

from the days

to the

days of

much eritical acuteness and accuof. information, as the white-muslined students

Napoleon,
racy

of Alexander

with

as

who, with so much
tion-papers which

ease, master the difficult examina-

it has taxed all the learning and all

the ingenuity of highly-educated English gentlemen
of ripe experience to prepare, would in any such trial.
of skill put our young aristocrats to confusion. ©
All this is past dispute—the proficiency is admitted.
But there has seldom been much more than the proficiency of the clever boy. A very few exceptional cases,
just sufficient to prove the rule on the other side, might

be

adduced

to

show

that

European

education

has

struck deep root in the native mind; but the good seed
commonly fell by the way-side, and the birds of the

air devoured it.
vironments

All the enervating and enfechling en-

of Indian

life,

at

the

critical

period

of

adolescence, closed around the native youth, to stupify
and to deaden both the intellectual faculties and the
The Hookah and the Zenana did their
moral sense.

And in a year or two there was little left
sure work.
of the bright-faced, quick-witted boy who could put
the Penseroso into good English prose, tell you who
were Pepin and Charles Martel, and explain the character of the “self-denying ordinance” as accurately
as Hallam or Macaulay.

|
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The

children

of India were, perhaps,
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the most

im-

pressionable—the most teachable children in the world.
But, left to itself, the impression was soon effaced; the
teaching soon became prolitless. The mere mechanical
The native _
power of reading and writing remained.

students became expert penmen, and remained expert,
penmen to the last. Much of the copying work in the
Government offices had long been done by them. But
it was impossible to read any number of documents so
copied without the conviction that the copyist had
brought the smallest possible amount of intelligence to
The eye seemed to communicate

bear upon his work.

directly with the hand;

there was no intervention of

The process was merely that of the mathe brain.
The member was instructed—but the mind
chine.

was

The

cultivated.

not

tutored boy was seldom

intelligence

carried

into

of

the

well-

the practicalities

;
of actual life.
It was mainly to remedy this evil—to check the re

trograde tendency of which I speak—that under the
administration of Lord Auckland, certain scholarships
were founded in the principal Government

institutions..

Tt was obvious that any system which would have the
effect of riveting the knowledge, which we imparted,

on the minds of the students, and preserving their lite-

yary

ardor from

benefits

on the

portant

stage

early

extinction, would

people.

confer

great.

Of infinite moment was

it

that the native student should not glide away from
beneat.h the eye of his preceptor, just at that most imof

life

when

the

boy

passes

over

the

The scholarship system was debridge to manhood.
sioned to render the effects of all this good Government

teaching rather an abiding influence than a transitory

impression.

Aud

as

far as its

advantages

have

ex-

tended, I believe that there is a solid reality in them.
In all the Presidencies of India scholarships have been
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founded, both in. connexion with the English and
the Vernacular schools. And this alone is sufficient to
associate the administration of Lord Auckland honor-

ably with the cause of native education.
But the good effect of this encouragement was

ne-

Something more was required to
cessarily limited.
give a general impulse to native education, even among
The Court of
the more influential classes of society.

Directors, it has been seen, had always associated native education with official employment, and the local

governments had, partially at least, given effect to the

wishes of the Court. But it, seemed that a more authovitative declaration of the views of Government should

now

respect

to

employment—that

public

of

matter

with

forth,

put

be

this

important

something,

deed, in the shape of a pledge, should he given
educated

garded.

natives,

that

their

Hardinge,

Lord

claims wouid

before

he was

in-

to the

be duly re-

compelled

to push aside the portfolio and take the sword into his
hand,

had

given

his

mind

earnestly to

subject of

the

Regarding it both. in connexion
native education.
with its general effects upon the elevation of the na_ tional character, and upon the qualification of the

people for employment

in the public service, he came

to the conclusion ‘that conformably both with the decrees of the Legislature, and the expressed desire of
the

Court

of

Directors,

those

objects

would

be best

attained by a more authoritative enunciation of the
it
views of Government—by a specific declaration that
was their intention,

thenceforth, to recognise a certain

service,
educational test of qualification for the public
diffusion of
and by so doing, both to encourage the
knowledge,

and

to

raise

the

character of

agency employed in the service of the State.

the native

Whether

might
education were to be promoted that this agency

be improved, or whether these inducements were to be

ஆஃ
LORD

HARDINGE’S

MINUTE.
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offered that education might be promoted, was in reality
of little consequence, so long as the reciprocal action
of the two was secured.
‘Lord Hardinge believed that
both ends could be attained by an authoritative

enunciation of bis views and intentions ; and he prepared
.4 minute,

which

has

since

become very famous in the

later history of native education, wherein, under date,
October 10, 1844, he thus declares the intentions of
the Government :—
Governor-General,

‘The
sideration

existing

the

having taken into his con-

state

of education

in Bengal,

and being of opinion that it is highly desirable to afford

it every. reasonable

encouragement, by holding out to

those who have taken advantage of the opportunity of
instruction afforded to them, a fair prospect of employ-

ment

in the

reward

service;

public

merit,

individual

but

and thereby not only to
to

the State

enable

to

profit as largely and as early as possible, by the result
of the measures adopted of Jate years for the instruction of the people, as well by the Government as by
private individuals and societies, has resolved, that in

every
possible case, a preference shall be given, in the
கட அர of candidates for public employment, to those
who have been educated in the institutions thus esta-

distinguished
blished, and especially to those who have
ee of
es therein by a more than ordinary degr

themselv
merit and attainment.”

of Education, as the general educa-

To the Council

out the details of
tional executive, it was left to carry
it often. hapa scheme at once liberal and wise;an but
original project,

ens that

the

wise

liberality

of

al detail, is purged
passed. through the filtre of mechanic

of all its hearfiness and sincerity, and weakened and
and most
reduced to something narrow and exclusive,minute was

unlike the first design.
subjected

to this

process

Lord Hardinge’s
of

filtration;

and al) its ca-
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tholicity was left behind in the machine.
The Council
of Education prescribed a test, based entirely on the
educational system of the Government colleges,* so
that the pupils of those institutions which had been

established “by private individuals and societies” were
practically excluded from the competition.
The Court of Directors entirely disapproved

-

ட

of this

decision.
“It appears to us,” they wrote, “that the
standard can only be attained by the students in the Government colleges, and that therefore it virtually

gives to them a monopoly of public patronage.” “We
are also of opinion,” they added, “that this high test,
promoting,

instead

of

general

acquisition

who

cannot

hope

to

im

will

of the
pass

effect

English
this

the

discourage

language.

test will

not

- Those
think

it

worth their while to bestow any time upon learning
the English language, at least with a view to employ-

ment

in the public

service.”

men might be well

And

they argued

that

qualified by their general character

and attainments for public employment, although they
were but imperfectly acquainted with the writings of
Shakspeare and Ben Jonson, or, indeed, with the Eng-

lish language at all.
** Where from local cireumstances,” they said, ‘‘the persons whom it would be
most

desirable

to

employ are

found

deficient

in that

knowledge, we would not, on that account, peremptorily exclude them from employment, though other
qualifications being equal, or nearly so, we would allow
a knowledge of the English language to give a claim
to preference.”

Nothing could have been heartier than the wish of
the Court to have ever “at their disposal a body of
natives qualified by their habits and acquirements to
take
to

a larger

share,

and

* The examination was to be similar
that to which candidates for the

occupy higher

situations

in

senior scholarships at the Calcutta and
Hooghly colleges were subjected.
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_. civil administrations than had hitherto been the practice.”
But this liberal desire soon overleapt itself.
For the native students,
encouraged by the known
wishes of the Court, and the declarations of the local

Government,

and

to qualify themselves for office,

so strove

so eagerly sought Government employ, that many
Employment

were necessarily disappointed.

conld not

And this discouraging,
readily be found for them.
though inevitable fact, was emphatically pointed out by

to the superintending ausome of the heads of colleges
of the Delhi College for
report
the
in
Thus,
thorities.

1850, it is stated, that “ several of the more advanced
had,

students

during the past year, been attending the

the view of familiarising

civil courts, with
with
press

not

it

competition,

of

officiating

unfrequently

happened

that from the

this, remarked,

in noticing

principal,

The

busmess.

official

of

forms

the

thenaselves

rethat youtlis, whose qualifications were undoubted,
without any
long

mained

provision.
eollege

quitting

after

the

college

of the
He therefore proposed that any éleve
could

who

a certificate

procure

of his

fitness

whose eourt he
for official employment from the officer
a suappointed
be
once
at
been attending, should

had

pernumerary,

on &

small

salary,

ti

such

time

as

a

«The principal of the Benares
vacancy might occur.
difficulty Was expeCollege also observed, that much
search for emvienced even by his best pupils in their
He therefore
ployment after quitting the college.
of some
examination.
an
of
oposed that the passing
.
successful
the
entitle
should
and high standard
oe
auedeut £63

ediate employment

on a salary of 80 rupees

should

no

exist

vacancy

under Government,
(per mensem) ov thereabouts :

at

the

moment,

the passed

candidate might be directed to prosecute his studies at

the college, and to employ himself vunder the direction
of the

committee

in

the

preparation

of

translations
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vernacular.’’—* A. class,” it was

“* like that of the fellows of our English

.

colleges

would thus be formed, the members of which might be
drafted

off

as

their

services

were

required,

into

the

educational or other departments.”’ -

But these proposals did not altogether meet the approbation of the authorities.
It was declared that
there was no reluctance on the part of heads of depart-

ments

to

ment

colleges

employ the

and

every practicable

the
was

passed

students

schools—that

for

service

all

the

Govern-

other hand

to afford them

made

effort would be

sought; but
employment

encouragement which they
clearly impossible to find

Government

of the

on

candidates

that it
in the

the

urging

claims of a collegiate education ; and that it was inexshould obtain
a general impression
that
pedient
them

among

them
ment

that

such

education

upon

conferred

any right to official employment.
No Governin the world could afford systematically to re-

cognise

such

It

claims.

thing to hold

is one

out

an

inducement to exertion by showing that successful
efforts will strengthen the chances of obtaining official
employment;

another,

to admit that

stitute a prescriptive right to office,

such

efforts con-

All that Govern-

ment could possibly do was to hold out encouragements
of the former class. It was clearly impossible to pledge
இ
themselves to the latter.

-

Tt would

appear

from

these

statements

that

con-

siderable difficulty has attended the efforts which have

been

made

to give

practical

effect to the wise

benevolent intentions of the Court

of Directors.

and

The

design was one of a reciprocal beneficial action—the
hope of public employment giving an impulse to edu-

cation, and education mightily improving the character

But there was a defect in the
of the public service.
did much to embarrass the
which
‘national character

.
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practical working of this admirable
tives of India, when

lean with child-like
Government,
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design.

The na-

once their expectations

are raised,

helplessness on the
instead of exerting

strong

lieve that everything will be done for them.
of

something

arm of

themselves,

conditional, they thought

be-

Instead

that they saw

something absolute in the promises of Government,
and believed that they had only to conform to a certain
test to secure official employment.
this was to give them narrow and

The tendency of
exclusive views of

the advantages of education, and greatly to limit private
enterprise.

;

clearly mischievous

Tt was
look
-and

official

upon
end

of

that the natives should

employment

education.

Myr.

great

aim

therefore,

did

one

as the

Cameron,

wisely when he cautioned the native students of Bengal

‘* Do not imagine,’
against this dangerous delusion.
he said, “that the sole or the main use of a liberal
education is to fit yourselves for the public service; or
only be
rather do not imagine that the public can

offices of
served by the performance of duties in _the
Besides the public service and
Government
open to
the pursuits of literature and. science, there are
highly
the
medicine,
law,
you the learned professions,
honorable profession of

a teacher,

and

that which.

has

but lately become a profession, | civil engineering.’’*
Tt was a great thing that the natives should be encouof the
raged to cultivate their minds by the promise

but it was a still
to rely on them-

of official employment;
greater thing that they should learn

high reward

of indepenselves—to look to education as the means
that in the
it
is
often
So
life.
in
dent advancement
germ of
some
1s
there
designs,
human
of
very best
failure at the bottom.

In

the mean while

* Address

of

the

President

.

a great
(Mr.

Cameron) of the Council of Education

to the

students

under

its superinten-

experiment

dence.—[Camsronws

ment, ge.

going

was
Address

io

Partia-.

—
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In 1845 cirevlar letters
on in the North-West.
revenue-collectors, calling
the
all
to
addressed
were
theiy especial attention to the subject of education,
These letters are a model of sound practical sense

combined

the

with

benevolence.

purest

They

set

forth a general admission that “ the standard of educa.

tion amongst the people is very low ;? and then they
proceed to show that “causes are at work, which

tend

rapidly

to

raise

the

improve

and

standard

the

These
intellectual. state of the whole population.”
causes were mainly to be found in the operation of the
“The people of. Hindostan;” connew settlement.

tinues the secretary of the North-Western Government,
“are

essentially an

agricultural

people.

Anything

their
‘whieh concerns their land immediately rivets

During the late
« attention and excites their interest.
and a map
made,
been
has
* settlement a measurement

a record °
¢ drawn of every field in these provinces, and

«< foymed of every right attaching to the field. The
+ * Putwaree’s’ papers, based upon this settlement, கரட்
< stitute an annual registry of these rights, and are re« oularly filed in the collector's office.

They are com-

piled on an uniform system, and are the acknowledged

15 oroundwork of all judicial orders regarding rights in
“land.” The case thus stated, as between the Government

and the

agriculturist,

the

former

proceeded

to

show the divect interest which every man bad, under

and his
such a system, in the education of himself
‘1+ is important,” they wrote, “ for his own
children.

«protection that
«the land should
ciples on which
“able to satisfy

every one possessing any interest in
be so far acquainted with the printhese papers are compiled as to be
himself that the entries affecting

“himself are correct.
* powerful inducement

There is thus 2 direct and.
to the mind of almost every

“individual to acquize so much of reading, writing,
arithmetic, and mensuration, as may suffice for the

BOS
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knowledge

he

** universal, it is vain to hope that any great degree
“of accuracy can be attaimed in the preparation of

** the papers.’””*
Thus,

for the

first time, was

it plamly

manifested

to the people, that the maintenance of their dividual
¥ights was dependent upon their own power of ascertaining them—that without the rudiments of education
they were

liabie to be wrongftlly dealt with—that, in

short, the

power of reading

the

to

very

An

population.

agricultural

an

of

life

was essential

writing

and

appeal was thus directly made to the self-interest of the
people.

It was something that every one could under-

stand; and was far move likely to be responded to by
the rude peasants of Upper India than any abstract
propositions

regarding

‘the

te be the heginning,

it was

of

value

But

the mind.

duty of improving

jearning

and

It was

to be the end.

not

the

although this was

believed that if self-interest were to lead them a little

way

along the paths of learning,

and

cultivate

would be in-

they

duced by higher motives to advance further in the
“ When the mind of the whole
march of mind.
“ has thus been raised to a sense
said,
was
people,” if
supof the importance of knowledge, it is natnral fo
further,
advance
will
pose that many from the mass

for

literature

the

offers, or even for the pleasure

higher

which

rewards

it

ifs acquisition

occasions.’ +
xy

+s afterwards it was deof time bad
views af the

தனை
She,
நமர் ஜமா
fended te confirm these

connexion between the reyenue-aystem
and the education of the country:—
“@ Subsequent experience has confirmed

the lientenant-governor

iu

his

opinion

that those features of our present revenue-system, which affect the registration of all lauded property, afford the
ich the mass of the
d to a sense of the

If the people at large con-

struction,

tinue as ignorant as they now are, the
system cannot work out for them all

the advantages

it is calenlated to pro-

duce. These advantages are so paipable
to their minds, that when rightly apprehended

cemtive

‘to

they furm

any

the

exertion

atrongest

which

in-

will

secure their attainment.”—[ Government

o/f Morth-Westera Provinces

to Govern~

ment of India, dprid 19, 1848.7
.
* 822,

26
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For the furtherance of these ends the collectors were
exhorted, above all things, to endeavour to carry the

people with them—not to think of introducing novel
and barely intelligible systems among them-——but to
accommodate themselves, as far as possible, to existing
institutions. “ Judicious encouragement,” it was said,
‘would promote the formation of village schools, and
enlist in the work of education the persons whom the
people themselves might select as their teachers and
The preparation of a series
support for that purpose.”
of village school-books was

among

the people.

commenced

for

circulation

Detailed instructions were given

were
to the Tehsildars, or native vevenue-officers, who
to be employed as the immediate agency for the persecution of this scheme; and the utmost endeavour

was made to collect, from all parts of the provinces,
detailed educational statistics wherefrom to construct

the groundwork

of their operations.

it was not the

design of the Government to establish schools of its
own, but to encourage the maintenance of old institu-

tions, and to stimulate the people
fits of the existing system.

to extend the bene-

The statistical inquiries, thus directed, were pushed
To the majority of
forward with hearty good-will.

those concerned in the new settlement it was a conA valuable series of reports was thus
genial task.
of information was collected.

prepared, and a vast mass

The aggregate result was a deplorable picture of the
It was ascertained
_ state of education in Upper India.
cent. of the youth
per
5
than
that “on an average less
who are of an age to attend schools obtain any instruction, and that instruction which they do receive

is of a very imperfect kind.’’*
Government of the North-Western
க
rovinces ie Government of India, November 18, 1846.

the preface to the “Memoir

on

the Statistics of Indigenous Education
within the North-Western Provinces of
the Bengal Presidency,” to which I am

indebted for the information contained
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To, supply this grievous want, Mr. T
proposed the endowment of a school in every
siderable village.

con.

The plan which he desired ம ae

out he believed to be in accordance with the Rollins
of the people and the character of their institutions
He suggested that the endowment should be secured

by small grants of land—that jagheers of from five to
ten acres each, yielding a rental varying from twenty
to forty rupees per annum, should be granted to the
village communities for the purpose of maintaining
But this proposal* did not meet
their schoolmasters.
They
the approbation of the Court of Directors.

acknowledged, in the most unqualified manner, “the
impulse to elemen-

necessity for giving some powerful

tary education in the North-Western Provinces.”” They
declared themselves “ prepared to sanction the adoption.
of some niore comprehensive plan of extending and im-

proving the means of popular instruction throughout
of
the country ;” but they doubted the expediency
sanctioning the proposed plan

pages,
in this and some of the following saya:
Mr. R. Thornton, the compiler, numof a population, which
«Out
and in
pered in 1848, 23,200,000 souls,
more
which were consequently included
l-going
than 1,900,000 males of & schoo in the
as
age, we can trace but 68,200
In
receipt of any education whatever. n of
portio
Prussia nine-tenths of this
be under
the population is stated to most barIn Russia, the
instruction.
, the
chies
barous of the Kuropean monar In India,
proportion is as one to nine. for those
even with a large allowance e educareceiving domestic and privat
Low,
tion, it is as one to twenty-five.it is only
however, as this proportion is, with the
when considered in connexion
ted, thaé it
degree of information impar
of the
conveys any idea of the extent
But it was
deficiency to be supplied.”
e was very
not only that the per centag exhibited
low in comparison with that
of Hurope,
by the educational statistics
of

the state
but that as compared with Benga
l—the
the Lower Provinces of seeme
d to be
Upper
darkness of the

endowments.

of landed

very apparent.
“ Assuming,” said the
from the
“boys
Government,
Agra
commencement of their fifth to the end
of their fourteenth year to be of an age
best adapted for receiving instruction
it is calculated that, in the Lower Pro.
vinees, the per centage of such boys
now

receiving

instruction

varies

from

32 in Bengal to alittle more than 5 in
Behar.
In Bombay it appears to vary
from

7

to

13.

In

Agra,

one

of

the

most favored districts in these
provinces, it is only 53.”
* The proposal was supported by an
argument

notice,

of

“Yt

a

general

is the

kind,

standing

worthy

of

reproach

of the British Government,” wrote the
Agra
secretary,
“that whilst it eon-

tinually
former

making
which it
present
வ
anner

resumes

the

sovereigns,

most

accept

of the people at நலக

2௩2

if

any, even for
considers most
measure will
ம reproach,

endowments
abstains.

of

from

those purchases
laudable.
The
in some desree
and that in a

“ந்தவ்கப்யதர

ன
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் Tt tas, 10. doubt,” they wrote, “the advantages
economical
7 seabed to it, and is apparently the most
Enarrangement for effecting the object proposed.
. dowments of land are, however, open to obvious
objection. They have an inherent tendency to assume

a the character of permanent and hereditary property,

“independent of any reference to the tenure by which
“they were originally held. An actual oceupant, even
‘should he prove inefficient, would think himself de“ nrived of a right if he was removed, and a son would
«claim to succeed to his father whether he were com-

“petent or not.

numerous

such

a vigilant contro]

of exercising

difficulty

“extreme
“over

The evil would be aggravated by the
establishments, and in one or

alienation
‘two generations it might happen that the
the

_ “of yeyenue would

be

of little avail in securing

“ education of the people.”*
Moved

by

considerations,

these

the

soundness

of

them. —
which is not to be denied, the Court declared payof moneyed
selves in favor of the expediency
their atThey were ready, they said, to give
ments.
monthly
of
tention to any plan inviting the payment
expendirect
a
or
sters,
stipends to the village schoolma
to
likely
most
diture of money in any other manner
ge
knowled
of
secure the great end of the diffusion
‘Too thankful for the liberality
among the people.
on the rejection
of these concessions to lay any stress
Thomason now set
of his particular scheme,” Mr.
which should
- himself with earnestness to devise a plan
meet

the

wishes

of

the

Court.

He

frequently

dis-

with
cussed the best mode of accomplishing this object came
all the officers of Government

with whom

he

tour.
into communication in the course of his annual
convicAnd the result of this discussion was @ strong
t 25, 1847.
* Despatch of Court of Directors, Augus
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tion that the system of moneyed payments
schoolmasters was

proposed,
should
but

therefore,

remain

that

in

to village

open to very grave objections.

He

that

the ordinary village schools

as before,

self-supporting institutions;

every

tebseldarree,

or revenue-district,

a

model school should be established at the general expense, ‘fo provide a powerful agency for visiting all
the indigenous schools, for furnishing the people and
the teachers with advice, assistance, and encourage-

ment, and for rewarding those schoolmasters who
may be found the most deserving.”*
‘To each dis-

trict was to be attached a Zillah visitor and three Persunnah visitors—the system being one of visitation

superintendence—and

and

these

officers were to

be

emphatically enjoined “to conduct themselves with the

greatest courtesy both
the village teachers.”
anything that

to the people at large and to
They were carefully to avoid

might offend

the prejudices or be unne-

cessarily distasteful to the feeling of those with whom

they

‘added,

have

reward,

communication.

“will be to persuade,
and

to

that

duty

it

was

encourage, assist,

and

they

will

calculated that this scheme,

ட

was

was

proposed

duty,’

‘Their

confine

when

them-

carried out

in all its completeness, would necessitate an expenditure
A. partial experiment
of about 20,0002. per annum.
in

gested at the same

the

first instance ; and

it was

time that a visitor-general

sug-

should

be selected from among the civil servants of the Company to communicate with the subordinate agency, to
direct and control their operations, and “secure the
‘Phe Court of
efficient working of the entire scheme.
Directors sanctioned the arrangement; and a Resolution of the Government of the North-Western Pro* Government af the North- Western Provinces to Government of india, April

1843.

19,
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of February,

1850,

formally inau-

gurated the plan.

Turning now to the general
appear

it would

from

the

that there are in the Lower

statistics of education,
most

recent

statements

Provinces of the Bengal

Presidency 30 Government colleges
which English is taught—that these

and schools in
schools are con-

receiving instruction in them is 5465;

and that among

pupils
ducted by 283 masters, and that the number of

these 291 scholarships,

of the annual value of 50004.

In the same part
in all, are held up for competition.
of the country there are 33 Government Vernacular

schools, with 104 pupils, and 4685 scholars. The entire
annual expenditure upon English and benevolent

schools in Lower Bengal is about 38,0002.*
In the North-Western Provinces there are 7 colleges
and schools, supported

by Government,

in which Eng-

In these there are 112 masters, 1582 .
lish is taught.
pupils, and 232 scholarships, of the value of about
Besides these are 8 model schools, of the
23002.

origin and intent of which I have spoken.
expenditure in the

North-Western

Provinces

The total
amounts

.

to 18,3502.

Tt appears from the same official record that, under
the Madras Presidency, there is only one school in
which English is taught—the Madras University High
School—with 18 masters and 180 pupils. The number
of Vernacular schools seems to be uncertain.

The gross

expenditure is 43502. Education is in a more depressed
condition in Madras than in any other part of the

Company’s territories.

It

From Bombay the reports are more encouraging.

* In the last Report of Public Instruction in Lower Bengal (1853), prepared

since

these

statistics were made

out, it is stated that,

“during the past

the Vernacular
11,000 pupils,

schools, upwards of
103 were
of whom

Christians, 791 Mahomedans, 189 Arri-

canese, Thugs,

Bhaugulpore Hill boys,

rest Hindoos.”
(1852), there were in the Govern- and Coles—and the
year
ment institutions of Bengal, including

.

304
appears
schools

that
in

PROGRESS
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there

14

which

are

English

Government
is taught,

and 2066: scholars, amongst whom
the

aggregate

Besides

these

annual
there
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value

of

colleges

with

and

62 masters

84 scholarships of
588/.

are 2388 Vernacular

are

divided.

schools,

with

the same number of masters and 11,394 students.
The total expenditure, on account of education in this
Presidency, is 15,0007.
்
It would appear from these statements that the
annual expenditure on account of education in the

three Presidencies is about 70,0007. The Madras returns

being imperfect, the actual number of pupils under instruction in the Government schools cannot be given.

Perhaps it may be estimated at about 30,000.

The number of: scholars in the Government

has, with a few exceptions,

steadily increased.

schools
‘Thus,

in the Hindoo College of Calcutta, in 18383, there were
318 pupils; the last returns (1851) exhibit a total of
Tn the medical college of Calcutta the advance
A471.
In 1835 there were 67
has been rapid and striking.
students

on the books ; the last

risen

to

228.

In

returns show that the
the Dacca College the

ee = risen from 144, im 1835, to 383 in 1851.
In the Midnapore School the number was 45 in 1836,
In the Chitagong School there has
and 125 in 1851.
In
been an advance from 61 in 1837, to 125 in 1851.
cases
These
' Sylhet, from 62, in 1848, to 114 in 1851.
are oj] taken from the returns of the Lower Provinces
There are no comparative tables to the
of Bengal.*

snare extent in the reports
The last Bombay
country.
Vernacular education for the
that in 1851
appear11,088.
it would
and
in 1852,

from other parts of the
reports give the returns of
last two years, from which
there were 10,965 pupils,

I can only gather the progress

in the North-Western Provinces: from scattered fragThus, from
ments in the different detailed reports.
of Public Instruction.
* Tn the last Report of the Committee
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Saugor, it is reported that “the applications for ad- .

mittance to the English class had exceeded in number
those of any previous year, and

the

desire for English

knowledge was evidently on the inerease, whilst the institution generally appeared to be appreciated by the .

inhabitants of Saugor, and was resorted to by the children of all classes.”
From Jubbulpore it is reported.

that

‘‘the constituency of the

during the

past year

by 94

school

had

increased

pupils, a result which

the

head master attributed to the increased favor with
which the institution was regarded by the inhabitants
of Saugor and its vicinity.””.
From the Delhi College
it is reported, that in 1848 the number of pupils in
the English departments was 218; and in the following

year

234.

From

the

last

report

of

the

Madras

University, it would appear that the number of pupils
had risen in the last year to 180 from 173, the number

in the preceding year.

It is clearly beyond the scope of a mere chapter on
Native Education to treat in detail of the different

institutions established and supported by the East
India Company.
But there are two or three, of an
exceptional and so interesting a character, that I must
devote a few pages to them ‘before the chapter is
brought to a close.
I think that the foundation of
the Medical College of Calcutta is one of the greatest
facts in the recent history of Indian Administration.
Half a century ago, a project for the establishment of |
an institution, intended to convey. to the natives of
India instruction in European medical and surgical

science, would

have been scouted

as the

chimera of a

madman. Even a quarter of a century ago, when Lord
William Bentinck first arrived in India, men of sound

judgment and long experience

shook their heads and

said that the natives of India, to whom the touch of a

corpse is the deadliest contamination,
brought

to

face

the

science of

could never be

anatomy

as

European

௧1௦
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students face it in the dissecting-room.
ment,

under

his auspices, was

tried.

But the experi-~
It was tried and

it succeeded.
The Medical College of Caleutta was
founded ; and Hindoos of the highest caste learnt their

not from models of wax or wood,

lessons in anatomy,

but from the human subject.

The beginning was small;

In
but the progressive advancement was striking.
1887—the first vear of which a record was kept—
bodies

sixty

were

dissected

before the students.

In

In 1844 the
the next year it was precisely doubled.
number had risen to upwards of 500. The college was
There was evidently a strong desire
highly popular.
native youths for medical and surthe
of
part
on the
and their prejudices gave way beneath

gical knowledge,

But a greater victory, even than that which was
it,
seen in the dissecting-room, was now soon about
be
to

Jn 1844, that liberal and enlightened
to be achieved.
native gentleman, Dwarkanath Tagore, offered to take
to England and to educate at his: own
students of the Medical College.
The

proposal was

to

communicated

expense

two

Mouat,

the

Dr.

secretary of the college—a gentleman. of a large and
liberal mind, to whose energy and intelligence the
In the
cause of native education is greatly indebted.
assembled

out

the

he made

school

advantages

whether any were
of their
native

and

offered,

asked

inclined to profit by the liberality

distinguished

students

proposal

the

pointed

announcement,

the

countryman.

yolunteered

this,

On

unconditionally

to

three
cross

fellowthe black water. They were all, with a fourth
in our
and
student, enabled to proceed to England,*
Enelish colleges, competing with the best scientific
scholarship of the West, they earned
s.
and earried off high reward

* Dr. Goodeve,
of the college, ofteae

the

professors

tale a third
raised an
pupil at his own expens e,and
additional sum, by priva tesubscription,

which

distinction

great

enabled him

to

take

a fourth.

“ The four pupils whe accompanied the
professor, and startcd in the steamer
Bentinck on the 8th of March, wera
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Of an equally practical,
the

Engineering

Western

but

College

Provinces.

of a different

kind, is

of Roorkhee, in the North-

It was suggested by the progress

of the great public works in the Doab, of which T have
spoken in detail.
Its object is fo afford a good education in practical science both to Europeans and natives
—to train up a new race of public servants, by whose
aid

these

great works

may be

successfully prosecuted

to their completion.
For many years past there has
existed a large demand for skill in every branch of
practical engineering.
Efforts were made for some
time to find the means of special scientific training in
existing institutions, but they were found to be inade-

quate to such a purpose;
ber, 1847, Mv.

and

on the 25th of Novem.

Thomason published a “ Prospectus of a

College for Civil Engineering,” which is now established
at

Roorkhee,

and

on

the

first

day of the

following

year the first pupils were formally enrolled.
By the
middle of 1848 the establishment was completed, the
buildings

erected, and the classes opened.

An institution of this kind is calculated to be of immense advantage, both to the Government and the

people.

It is estimated that the expenditure on public

works,* in the North-Western Provinces, including
those the cost of which is defrayed from the road
Bholonath Bose, a pupil of Lord AuckJand’s school at Barrackpore, who was
supported at the medical college by his
lordship for five years, and was considered by the late Mr. Griffith, the
most promising botanical pupil in the

school—Gopanl

Chunder Seal—Dwar-

kanath Bose, a native Christian, educated in the General Assembly’s Insti-

tution, and employed

for some time as

assistantin the Museum—together with

Surprice Comar Chuckerbutty, a Brahmin, native of Comillah,
a junior
pupil, and a lad of much spirit and
promise.”—[ Report of the Medical Col-

lege far 1844.}

* “The problem, then, for the Government to solve is, how they can
Most economically manage this large
expenditure.
Many
civil engineers,

artificers, and laborers must. be employed in the disbursement.
Whatever
will inerease the science, skill, and character of these agents, will cause a
material saving in the expenditure.
Whatever tends to multiply the number of well-qualified agents will facilitate the operations and cheapen the
It cannot ‘be an unthrifty
supply.
course which appropriates less than one
and a half per cent. of the whole cstimated

minimum

expenditure

to

train-

ing up an efficient agency, and sending
them forth with all the appliances
which may make them intelligent and
trustworthy servants of the State.”—
[Report on Roorkhee College, printed by
order of Government of North- Western
Provinces in 1851.]
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than 580,0002.

It is of the

first dnportance to secure an éfficient and economical
agency for the execution of these works. In no way
can this great end be so well secured as by raising a
class of engineers on the spot under the eyes of British

A great impulse will thus be given to native
officers.
Few things are so much wanted as honoreducation.
able professions attractive to the youth of the country ;
nor are the only advantages those which immediately
“It is
occur to the employers and the employed.
evidently impossible,” to use the words

of the official

exposition of the scheme, “ that an agency, such as it
is desiened to connect with Roorkhee College, should

be

brought

into

exercise in the

of the

midst

dense

population of the Northern Doab, without materially
improving the social condition of the inhabitants. The
certain discoveries of modern science would be substi-

tuted for the crude and mistaken notions which now
prevail on all subjects connected with natural philosophy.

The people would haye

daily before their eyes

some of the greatest achievements of scientific skill,
and they would be taught the steps by which that skill
is acquired, and the means by which it is brought into
the

native

mind, which caunot fail to be highly beneficial.

This

operation.

A. stimulus

will

given

be

is in itself an object worthy of the

to

aim of a great Go-

Jt is a purpose for which the State has
vernment.
parts of the
appropriated large sums of money in all

ட்ரூ ர
11 18
,
ரன
Of one other institution I must briefly கறக ்

one of peculiar

interest.

"When Sleeman and bis asso-

cintes had stricken down Thuggee, it seemed to them
thatit would be a great thing, and, as it were, set the
estacrown upon their work, if a school were to be
* Repact on Roorkhee College, printed
Provinces in 1851.

by order

of Government

of North-Western
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blished, not onlyfor the education of the children of these

convicted murderers, but also for the instruction of
such of the criminals themselves as had been induced
to become

approvers.

With

this

object, a

industry was established at Jubbulpore.

school

of

I believe that

the idea first took shape in the mind of Licutenant
Brown, and that he was the originator of the institu.
tion.
It had, like other great works, a small beginning; but it has now become an important establish‘ment,

viewed

with

regard

both

Within a factory,

moral results.

to

its

materiat

and

a space of

enclosing

350 feet by 224, ave to be seen continually at work, blacksmiths,

dyers,

- carpenters,

spinners,

tape-makers,

earpet-makers,

chintz-printers,

tent-makers,

and

other

artisans.
‘“‘ None of them knew any trade but that of
robbery and murder when the school was established
in 1837.”*
* All now work with the greatest cheer-

fulness, and even rivalry ; manufactures of great variety
and excellent quality are produced inabundance.
. ,
The

whole

exhibits

a

scene

of

industrious

activity

which is highly refreshing, and cannot but exercise
amost beneficial influence on its inhabitants.”+ During
a part of the day the children are instructed in reading and writing, and instead of becoming habituated
to murder from their boyhood, there is every likelihood
of their growing up to be not only peaceful and wellconducted

men,

but

skilled

livelihood for themselves,

artisans,

fav in advance

able

to gain

is procured by the common labor of the country.{
T

am

writing

Company
only

comes

and

of the

their

within

administrative

servants;
my

original

a

of that which

efforts

of

the

and in this chapter it
design

to

give

some

account of the educational system and institutions of
* Colonel Sleeman to Government, July
ALS. Peeords.
23,1846.
+ Police of Mr. Macleod.
MS.

t See for some further information
relative to these schools, Appendix.
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But I cannot refrain from turning

aside in this place to bestow a few words on the great and

successful exertions of private bodies to diffuse, principally throngh missionary agency, the light of knowledge among the people. It would be pleasant to write

in detail of what has been doné by different religious
communities to disseminate European learning in the
large towns, and to promote Vernacular education in
outlying districts, but I cannot do more than illustrate

that has been

and exemplify the good

private efforts of these Christian men.

done

by the

It is not

diffi-

cult to select the illustvative example of the many
Protestant communities who are now earnestly and
diligently laboring in the great cause of native educa-

tion ; there is, perhaps, not one that would not cheerfully acknowledge that the foremost place amongst these
educational benefactors of India is due to Alexander

Duff and his associates—to that little party of Presby-

terian ministers who now for more than twenty years
have been toiling for the people of India with such
unwearying zeal, and with such wonderful success.
Tt was in the month of May, 1830, that Alexander
Duff, a minister of the Church of Seotland, arrived at
Calcutta.

He

was

then

a

very

out

to

young

man,

but

his

Never was
wisdom was far in advance of his years.
high ‘and
toa
devoted
energy
sturdier
purer zeal—never
holy

calling.

He

went

India

charged

by the

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland with
the duty of establishing an educational institution for
adthe purpose of conferring on native youths all the
eduvantages of social and comprehensive European
cation-—an education, indeed, of the highest order,
‘tin inseparable conjunction with the principles of
It was a great experiment—a
the Christian faith.”
few years before it would have been a dangerous one.
But Duff

never so yegarded

it.

He

began

his work;

(22
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and he waited. He opened his school with seven
pupils; and ere long he had 1200. There was never
“any reservation on the part of Duff and his associates.*
It was openly and generally avowed that the Holy
Scriptures were taught in the schools.

But the native

. children came freely to the Christian institution, and
regarded

their

Christian

There are miss

teachers

with

affection.+

schools scattered over all parts of

India, and freg"the. children come to be taught, but
there is not one which, either for the magnitude or for
the success of the experiment, can be compared with
those presided over by Duff and his associates. Bombay
and Madras share worthily in these honors; and the

educational achievements of their Scotch divines deserve to be held in lasting remembrance.
There .are some, perhaps, who, reading

this, may

feel disposed to ask, why cannot the Government do
likewise—why, if the natives of India flock to the

Bible-schools, is the Bible so rigorously excluded from
the Government institutions?
My individual opinion
and profitably adsafely
be
might
Bible
is, that the
mitted into the Government school-rooms, like any
But there are very many able and
other class-book.

right-minded men who think differently on this most
important subject, and there are some who say that it
would be unworthy

of our

such a compromise, and
be taught like algebra
there is a vast difference
in a private school and
superintendence of the

Government

to submit to

that the Gospel ought not to
J know that
in the schools.
between the use of the Bible
in one under the immediate
servants of the Government,

and that what in one case would be regarded with inT. Smith,
W. 8. Mackay, died
* The andRey.Macdonal
at his
d—who
wart,
post—all men of great piety and intel-

ligence.

T For further information regarding

other
these institutions, and for manysce Dr.
st interest,
d
matters of the decpe
Duff’s interesting and cloquent work,

“ India and India Missions.

ஆ
ITS PRESENT STATE.
difference,

in

the

other

might

alarm in the native mind.

create
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irritation and

I shall touch briefiy on the

general subject of Government interference in the next
chapter.
But it is not the object of this work to deal
with controversial matters, or to attempt to settle vexed
questions of so delicate a character as this.

Tt will have been gathered from this rapid sketch
of Native Education, especially as it has progressed
under the Bengal Presidency, that public instruction
is as yet only in its infancy.
I cannot doubt, however, that very much has already been done by means
of this great regenerative agent to advance the proeress of civilisation among the people.
It is true
that when the entire number of pupils under education in the Government schools is compared with
the population of the British provinces, it will be
seen, that our educational schemes are making very

little direct impression upon the minds

of the great

mass of the people.
Butthisis very far from the view
which any reasonable man would take of this great
question.
We can only hope to work upon the uninstructed many through the agency of the instructed
few.*

We

must

trust, as it were, to the contagion of

It is hard to say how many are mdirectly
education.
benefited by the blessings conferred directly upon one
There is a repupil educated at the public expense.
productiveness in knowledge—a diffusiveness in truth
-—which renders it impossible for us to calculate the results of such instruction as is being conferred upon the
* Colonel Sykes, in a very valuable
paper on the “ Statistics of Government
Education,” published in 1845, gives a
table showing “ The employment of the
students who have left the Government
schools and colleges (in Bengal) up to
1839-402 from which it appears that

the largest number,

except that em-~

braced by the comprehensive term
* Miscellaneous,” went out into the
world to teach:
83 became English
teachers; 33, Arabic teachers;
1383,
Persian tenchers; 50, Sanscrit teachers;

20, Bengallee teachers; 4, Hindoo teach-

ers; and 5, Urdu teachers.

°
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people of India by the Government and the Missionary
schools,*
* T should be glad to see a little more
attention given to Vernacular Educa-

stand, has been successfully introduced
into the plan of education pursued in
the Hindoo College at Calcutta.
By

admirable Minute on Native Education,
drawn up by Mr. Willoughby shortly

divided attention to the new language,
there must be a great risk of his losing
the knowledge, at the best but super.
ficial, he had previously acquired of his
own language.
I see no reason for this,

tion, and the Normal School principle
well carried out. It appears from an
before leaying Bombay, that in the principal institutions there the Vernacular

languages are held of less account even
than they are in the Bengal colleges.

The writer says : “ But to revert to the
subject of Vernacular education, ம would
now inquire why, when a boy is ad-

mitted into the English college or school,
should instruction in this mother tongue

cease? Why, in fact, should not the
study of English and Vernacular be
combined ?—a system which, I under-

compelling the student to give his un-

bué, on the contrary, think the study of
both languages,

being

proceeded

with

pari possu, would in several respects be

exceedingly advantageous to the student.
Indeed, Tam happy to observe
that the system of combined fnstruction
pea Bees
heen
introduced here,

though not to the extent
to me advisable.”

whi

*shich

‘

amie!
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Progress of Christianity.

OF all the gtfeat controversial questions, which have
arisen. out of British connexion with the East, not one
has been discussed with so much earnestness and so
much

acrimony

as that

which

relates

to

the

Happily
duction of Christianity into India.
acrimony
the
and
end,
an
at
now
' troversy is
with it. I+ is well, always, that we should be
of exploded errors, and remember that the
strated of the present may

not

have

intro-

the conhas died
tolerant
demon-

been the demor-

There is no subject on which I
strable of the past.
entertain a stronger opinion than this—none, perhaps,
But
on which I have thought and written so much:
written
or
thought
have
might
I
what
T do not know
Many very
if I had lived in India halfa century ago.
good and able men
interference, under

have advocated a system
a rooted conviction that

of nonany at-

tempt to convert the natives of India to the Christian
faith would be attended with the most calamitous reAfter events have shown the groundlessness of
sults.
their alarms;

but

candor

that there may have

admits

been reason, half a century ago, in what

now appears

unreasonable and absurd.
Mary the conversion of
In the reign of Wyalligns ame
s
ச்
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the Gentoos was decreed by Act of Parliament. The
Charter granted to the second Fast India Company in1698 contained a clause, enacting that the said Company should constantly maintain “one minister in
every garrison and superior factory,” that they should
in such “ garrison or factories provide or set apart a
decent and convenient place for divine service only ;”
and furthermore; that “all such ministers as

shall be

sent to reside in India shall be obliged to learn, within

one year after their arrival, the Portuguese language,
and shall apply themselves to learn the native lanouage

of the. country where they shall reside, the better ts
enable them to instruct the Gentoos, that shall be the

servants or slaves of the said Company,
agents, in the Protestant religion.”

or of their
ப

Though the Company previous to this may never
have cherished this great Pavliamentary idea of the
conversion of the Gentoos, by the agency of their own

chaplains, they had not from the very first been unmindful of the spiritual interests of their own people.
Some at least of their early ships took out chaplains,
and it had been the custom for all to receive a sort of
ecclesiastical benediction before braving the perils of
the deep. A farewell sermon was preached on board
by some learned divine, often im the presence of the
governor and committees of the Company.* The prin* Mr. Anderson, in hig very valuable
+ History of the Colonial Church,” quotes
one of these farewell sermons, by Jolin

Waod, Doctor in Divinitie,
published in 1618.

delivered

on

board

The

which was

discourse was

the Royal James,

and is dedicated to Sir Thomas Smith,

Governor of the Company, and his col-

leagues.

It appears that Dr. Wood had

several times before preached

crews

Yndia,

of vessels

about

to

to the

depart

for

A passage im the episile dedi-

eatory, quoted by Mr. Anderson, leaves

a very

favorable

irapression on the

™mind of the general character of the
Ynanagers of the Company, ‘I must

needs

set down,” says the old divine,

“that a8 God hath greatly encreased
your store, so ye have not been back-

ward to impart much and more than
any societie (that ever I could heare of)
to the supply of the wants of his poore

yoembers; your daily reliefe of poore
ministers of the Gospel; your charitie
to prisoners, to widowes, fo orphans,

and

that

to all well-minded
you

finde

to

stand

poore people
in

neede

of

for you in
your helpe, cannot but plead men.
Goe
the eyes of God and all good
your
on therefore (in God’s name) in

noble designs, and resi ye still upon his
many
plessing, who (I doubt not) hath
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cipal

part,

were

on board the ships,

factors

indeed,

ashore

of the

Company’s

627
establishments

and it would seem that the

relied mainly

on the

vessels both for

spiritual and corporeal consolation. The surgeons and
chaplains were not, it would appear, attached to the
factories, but were part of the staff of the generals
captains who came out in the Company’s ships.

and
But

there were godly men at that time among the factors
who longed for something more than this. Old Joseph.
Stalbank, whose letters I have quoted in the early part
of this work, wrote urgently to the Company for
zealous and able divines to teach the heathens, and
“* Pray
counteract the subtie infiuence of the Jesuits.

it not

censure

asa part of boldness

in me,” he said,

“to advertise you of one matter, which may seem to

be much fitter to be
- yan

of or written by another

spoken

than myself, even of your preachers and ministers,

that you send hither to reside amoneg'st us, and to
break unto us the blessed manna of the Heavenly
provide
Gospel—very convenient it will be for you to
that
divines,
solid
such as are not only sufficient and
our
of
arch-enemies
may be able to encounter with the
supmain
religion, if oceasion should so require, those
of the

orters

of the

hierarchy

Church

of Rome,

I

them)
mean the Jesuits, or rather (as T may troly term
Jebusites, whereof some are mingled here in several
places in the King’s dominions amongst us—but also
godly,

zealous, and

persons,

devout

such

as

may,

by

piety and purity of life give good example to
those with whom they live, whereby they will no less
their

instruct
து |

and feed

ore for

you; and

little flock committed

their

so long

as

you = on cotonably Yeek to honour his
the heathea, and cander
state wherein ye
to_advance the affoord
him) will
you many
(no doubt)
live,

comfortable assurances of his love and
dies and soules
favour, both to your be

here

in this life, and

crowne

unto

you with

eternal glorie with himself in the life to

come,’
Mr. Copeland, who afterwards
did good service to the interests of
Christianity in the West Indies, sailed

as chaplain in the Royal James.
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them,

no less

by the

sincerity

of the

doctrine

they

teach them.’**
The earliest mention

of a Company*s chaplain that

T have been able to find is in a letter dated Ajmere,
April 27, 1616.
It is written by Sir Thomas Roe to
My, Lescke, chaplain at Surat.’*’ There was about this

same time at Surat a Mr: Copeland, chaplain on board
the

Royal

James,

whose

name

subsequently beeame

associated with the early history of the West Indian
Church.}
A curious letter, dated “ Swally, March 4,

1617,” relating to the conversion of a Mogul Atheist,
is among the early records of the Company.
On the
it would

factory at Madras,

of our

first establishment

seem that in the absence of a Protestant ministry the
settlers were fain
siastical assistance

to avail themselves of the eccle.
of a Capuchin friar, who paid the

penalty of his toleration by enduring imprisonment for

five years in the dungeons of the Inquisition at Goa.}
In 1655, a Protestant chaplain was ministering at that
settlement.§
«

Joseph

In

Salbank

ta

1667,
the

Mr.

Company,

Agra, November 22, 1617. India House
Records.—Vhere is some obscurity in
this passage as there often is in the
phraseology of these old factors, Whether the writer meant to say that the
‘matter whereof he advertised the Company was “even your preachers and
ministers that (whom) you send hither
{or are in the habit of sending hither)
to reside amongst us”—or “eyen your
preachers
and
ministers
that you
(should) send (some) hither to reside
amongst ua"—is not very apparent. He
may sither have meant thas the Company should send ministers, as there
were none then among them; or that
they should send better ones than those
appointed before.
+ Andersons History of the Colonial
Church.

t See

3

Orme’s

“Historical

Frag-

ments.” The historian states that in
i661 the Presidency of Surat blamed.
the Madras

agency

for

persisting

in

Biving protection to two or three Ca-

Walter

Hooke,

and

in

puchin friars, sithough one of them had
suffered an imprisonment of five years
in the Inquisition at Goa, for accom-

modating his ministry to the convenience of the settlement.
§ There may have been one befora
him, but this is the earliest mention of
a Madras chaplain that I have been
able to find. The passage in which it
je contained is curious on other accounts.

sultation

part of a report of acon-

tis

held at Metchlepatam

(Ma-

ர Next
sulapatam) December 4, 1655.
was had into consideration what pra-

portion of means was thought needful
to be allowed to such of the Company's
servants ag

to

are

reside

Madras-

ab

patam and Metchlapatam, and the
subordinate factories, for thelr necessary expenses, charges, garrison, &c.,
excepted, it was agreed that 30 old
pagodas ‘should be allowed to Mr.

Bdward Winter to aphold the ComVe~

pany’s

houses

gasheeroon,

at

Metchiapatam,

Pettepolice,

and 60 new pagodas

for

Dalecpadee,

the

president

216
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were

elected

chaplains

for Madras.*
But it was not until 1680 that the first
stone of the first English church in India was laid at
Madras by Streynsham Master, chief of the factory,
who carried on, the pious work at his own charge, and
never halted till he had brought it to an end.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century this

church was finished, furnished, and, to a certain extent,
Two ministers were attached to it, each on
endowed.

a salary of 1002, a year. Prayers were read. in it twice
On Sundays, the whole settlement, headed by
aday.
gh
the President, proceeded thither in great state, throu

a

of

street

soldiers,

according

service,

to the

Church.

Bombay.

years

and two

him. andI find
wife ionat
efuretson
his ment
beh
ehon
was
and
this
own
St.

“Jt
Madras in the year 1655. mson
Tho
propounded touching Mr.
ot find
his wife, that if they cann
for their
year convenient passage in at Fort
country, and if they yema

George, they

Company’s

of the

in

the

Anglican

later one was completed

at

From that time there was necessarily more

and his
and two factors, dle minzster_
i eon,
at F Tort St.
chirurg
்
and
wife,
AIS.)
.
Records
eA
oe eda
India
in
ins
Chapla
“
of
alist
* Irom
of the two Comprior to the union
his
in
on
Anders
Mz.
by
given
,”
panies
,” as
4° PHistory of the Colonial Church
India House.
btained by him at the
on the
the firstthatname
ரணம்it  is is certain
ப
there were

i
een
cane
ae

forms

joined

Protestant church was erected

In 1716, an English
in Calcutta,

yeverently

and

sball hare

table—but

diet

Mr.

the

at

Thomson

to the Comhimself is to be referred
salary he shall
pany’s pleasure what
I believe this

to

pile of arched building, adorned with
ம
curious carved 4 work, 2 stately altar,
candiestick,
copper
organs, 2 white
render
very large windows, &c, which

it inferior to the churches

of London

in nothing ‘but bells—there being one
tho
only to mind sinners of devotion,
௦
bution for a set was
Pre heard a contri
.. tted the Company.-but
formerly remiread
on
twice x day;
Prayers are
worship iis most
religious
Sundays

strictly observed.

Betwixt

eight

and

hour of denine, the hell tells us the
le company
yotion draws near; a who drawn out
soldiers is
of above 200
the church-door,
from the inner fort to
ing tf resident.
for @ guard to the pass

and gentleLadies throng to their pewsin, the
yard, 3
take a serious walk
's apnot too hot. On the Governor
conmen

ke up and
proach, the organs stri
is seated; when
tinue a welcome till he
duty of his

the
awe for bis pains.”
the minister discharges
86 isteferred
s apto theanceform
be the same Mr. Thomson he and Mrs. function, according ent
stors for
that
prud
our
by
ted
to in the text, and “min
poin
his
|
ister, an
1
lane.”-—[An Account
"Thomeon are the
note. | ofthetheChur
Indic, Se. Fe, by Charles
de of
in Eng
Trach
pyingCharles
in த் வtheரண்preced
i
ட
ife”
Leekyer, 1711.)
ut
who visited Madras abo ge
Lockyer
5

the year 1703:
>

்

“The church is & lar
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duties of religion,

but, ex-

cept in such exceptional cases as it is to be hoped will
ever be presented by communities of Christian men,
however limited their numbers, there was little genuine

piety and little morality of life. Throughout the remainder of the century, the Compaiy’s ecclesiastical
establishment, like its civil and military services, con-

tinued to grow in numerical strength; and even then
there were earnest-minded men at home, as Dean Prideaux and. others, who were eager to sce that churchestablishment placed wnder episcopal superintendence,

and who would have sent out bishops and archdeacons,
even an archbishop, to take spiritual command of the

small bodies of Christians who were then located in the

settlements of India.
Perhaps such superintendence
might have had an improving effect upon the lives of

the Company’s chaplains.
It would seem that at the
close of the last century they were a money-makin

vyace of men.

There

is a curious entry in the Journal

of Mr. Kiernander, the old Danish missionary, running
in these words: ‘“‘ The Rey. My. Blanshard is preparing

to go to England upon an American
fortnight, worth five lakhs (of rupees).
and

a half

Jakhs.”’*

Jakhs.
This

My.

was

The first had been

at

Johnson
the

ship in about a
My. Owen two

three

and

commencement

twenty-three

years

Indian ministry ; the second, ten years;

a

halt

of 1797.

attached to the
and the third,

thirteen years. An average annual saving, if Kiernander
is to be trusted, of 25007.!
14 is needless to say that
these fortunes

could

not

Company’s allowances,

have

even

been

realised out of the

with the addition of the

ministerial fees, which in India are liberally bestowed.+

These
* See
Calcutta

+ In

churchmen
Kiernander’s
Review.

those

days

must

Journal, in

there

may

have
the

have

devoted

themselves

to

been ne lack of burials—but Christian
marriages and baptisms were few.

SV?
DAWN

somothing more

OF BETTER

lucrative

the burial of the

dead.
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cure of souig and

if was may be readily

conjectured.
But with the new century camie a new

to preside

over the English

the rooms of a Fellow of King’s

race of mon

In

in Bengal.

Church

College, Cambridge,

a little prowp of young men might have been seen as.
sembled when the studies of the day were at an end.
They went

thither

to

hear

such truths as did not fall

very readily from the lips of theix ordinary preceptors;
1
aud what they then learnt was seldom forgotten.

seemed

to be the peeuliar privilege of Charles Simeon

to prepare young mev of large intellectual capacity
and strong religious convictions for the active work of

the Anglo-Indian ministry.

It was, happily, too, in

Held in the
his power to do more than teach.
as Henry
men
such
by
veneration
and
esteem
highest
Thornten and Charles Grant, he had little diMeuity in

farthering the views of bis disciples, and Indian chap-

laincies were readily procurable from Directors of the
Company, who, not nnmindfal of the responsibilities
of exclesiastieal patronage, joyfully ayailed themselves

of every such occasion

of turning

opportunities

their

What Halle and Franke, years
to profitable account.
hefore, had been to the Dauish mission, Cambridge
and Simeon became to the Buglish Protestant Church.
Clandins Buchanan, Henry Martyn,
and Thomas Thomason, were ail of

Pewa Brown,
Daniel Corrie,

them

chaptams

ov. the

Company's

They

obered

the

Bengal.

arders

establishment
of

a

in

Governor-

General, and received every month from the public
They were not nus
treasury » heayy bag of rupees.

sionasies, but the missionary spivit was strong within
them, and in one, at least, it glowed with aS b arming
and as chaste a zeal as in the breast of a Aavier or &

Riegenbalg.

They

were all of them

single-hearted,
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pure-minded

men;

men,

too,

of more than

common

intelectual capacity, and of industry which shrunk
from. no accumulation of labor in a cause so dear to
their hearts.

Of this little band of

Christian athletes

David Brown was the father and the chief,
One after
one, as the younger men followed him to the
scene of
his ministrations, he opened his doors
to receive them,
and send them on their way with
a message of encou.
ragement and advice.
ச்
And as they were speeding on their godly
joumey
other words of encouragement came
to them from

high places

far off across the seas.

It was

no small
thing for them to know that they
had not gone abroad
to be forgot

ten—that good men and great men
were
thinking of them, and praying for them
at home, and
strenuously
supporting

their

efforts,

Chayles

Grant
had not been long in the Direction
before his influence

became little less than that of the Compan
y itself.
Tt
is sight exaggeration to say that for many
years he was not a Director, but the Direction.
THe was aman

of a solid understanding,

of large experience,

a resolute industry which
or

bodily fatigue.

The

took

no account

exhausting

and of

of mentaj

climate of

Bengal
had not impaired his encrgles or unstru
ne his nerves.
fic was always ready braced for work;
the claims of

the country in which

he had built up his fortune,

of
the people among whom he had spent
all the best
years of his life, pressed heavily upon
his mind.
THe
had attained less of worldly distinction in
India than

his

friend

and

neighbour,

John Shore, Lord

Teign.

mouth, but he brought home to England
a larger zeal,
a more active benevolence, and fay greater
strength to

measure himself with his cotemporaries at home
and
take his proper place among them.
It was no small

thing at such a time for a retired Governor-General of

India

to write pamphlets

in behalf of Christian

mis-
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sions, and to preside over a society having for its object
the circulation of the Moly Scriptures throughout all
the dark places of the earth.
But what Lord Teignmouth. did for India, alter his withdrawal from the

scene

of bis vice-regal lahors, was

in comparison with

the busy stirring practicalities of Charles Grani’s new
career, very much the work of a vecluse.
The headpiece of the Company in Leadenhall-strect, the mouthpiece

of the Company

all subjects

of Indian

warm-hearted,

in. St. Stephen’s,

import,

the

oracle, on

of that little knot

earnest-minded

men

who

of

diseussed

ereat measwres of bumanity on Clapham-common,
Charles Grant, whether writing elaborate despatches
to the Governor-General, or addressing the House of
Commons, or imparting his.ample stores of Indian ex-

to William Wilberforce or Henry ‘Thornton.

perience

so tempered the earnestness of his spiritual zeal w"
sound
knowledge and strong practical sense,
whatever he said carried a weighty significance with _

Such a man was much needed

necded

alike

to

over

exercise

the

a

minds

double

of men

at that time.

He was

influence—an influence

of different

classes

in

India, and of his colleagues and compatriots at home.
So, whilst he was writing out elaborate despatches to

as
the Governor-General of India—such despatches
viceroy—
had never before been received by an Indian
and to more than one of the Company’s chaplains in
India, letters of affectionate encouragement and paof
rental advice, he was brushing away the cobwebs
error with which men’s minds

were fouled and clouded

at home, and uttering sound practical truths with
stamp of authority upon them, such as no one
ventured to designate as the amiable enthusiasm
dreamer of dreams and scer of visions.
Conspicuous among his Indian correspondents
Claudius Buchanan. This able and excellent man

the
ever
of a
was

had
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been one of the recipients of Henry Thornton’s bounty,
and had by him, and I believe also by Isaac Miner,
been recommended for an Indian cbaplaincy to Charles
The Director was not slow to recognise the
Grant.
merits of the young Scotchman, and Buchanan was He had jess of the missionary spirit
sent to Bengal.

than Henry Martyn.
less

enthusiastic,

less

He was altogether less carnest,
self-denying.

The

expansive

Christianity of the son of the Cornish miner wandered

out into ilimitable space, far beyond the narrow sphere
of archdeaconries

and episcopal

sees.

But Buchanan,

with a more worldy judgment and intellectual qualities
of a more serviceable kind, believed im bis heart that
the regeneration of India was to be accomplished
And, full of this
mainly by a Church Establishment.
idea, he drew uv elahorate schemes of ecclesiastical exusion, and wrote letter after letter to Charles Grant,
4 to many of the highest dignitaries of the English
curch, setting forth the expediency of a large augmencation of the number of Indian chaplains, and the sub-

jection. of the whole body to the authority of a bishop,
or vather a group of bishops, with a primate at their

“An archbishop,” he wrote, “ is wanted for
head.
India; a sacred and exalted character, surrounded by
his bishops, of ample revenues and extensive sway;

venerable personage, whose name shal} be greater than
that of the transitory governors of the land; and whose

fame for piety, and for the will and power to do good,
may pass throughout

every region.”

His

ideas upon

this subject, indeed, were somewhat exuberant; and
can
even now, after the lapse of nearly half a century,

“ It is certain,” he
scarcely be read without a smile.
the portentous
alarm
more
said, “that nothing would

invader of nations (Napoleon) than ovr taking ® yeligious possession of Hindostan.
able clergy of the English

Vive hundred. respect-

Church, established in our

eo A)
NAPOLEON

AND

TUE

BISHOPS.
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Gentoo cities, would more perplex his views of conquest
than an army of fifty thousand

army
years;

of fifty

thousand

melt
an

of

influence

the

but

British soldiers..

would

away

upright

The

in seven
clergyman

among the natives of the district, would be permanent,
He would be to them in time their mouth and mind,
and speak for them peace or ware’* Buchanan did not
write this to Charles Grant, but to the Archbishop of

The

Canterbury.

sagacious,

Director

large-browed

would probably have smiled at the idea of the overthrow of Napoleon’s invading legions by an army of
five hundred Company’s chaplains, with an archbishop
at their head. But this great political heresy was, after
all, not much more absurd than the orthodoxy bebe

which was, at that time, accepted by a large proportion
of

the

East.

most

intelligent

European

The current faith was

gentlemen

in

the.

not that the Bible would

expedite

beat Napoleon’s artillery, but that it would

How
our overtlrow more surely and more rapidly.
a passage
curious and instructive is it to contrast such

as that which

I have just quoted

from the correspond-

taken
ence of Claudius Buchanan, with the following,
oue
by
1808,
in
from a letter now before me, written
service
Compan. y's
of the most intelligent officers in the
a high civil funeCourt—to
a, Resident at a native

tionary in Calcutta.

The reference, aiso, in this casc

:
is to the rnmoured invasion of Napoleon
the

you express
“ T most cordially assent to all the sentimentsthe converysion
impolicy,

or

rather

macness,

of

attempting

of
of

any more learning,
the natives of this country, OT of giving them
at present possess.
they
than
or any other description of learning,
to have as good.
தம
appear
they
Hindoos,
the
to
With respect

a system of faith and of

to the Moossulmans,

1615

morals as most peopie;

a

with regard.

quite sufficient if we endeavour

“Priendly, ad* The writer adds: ourse is wat ie
erc
int
al
soci
ry,
monito
the hearts ட
wanting to erchain

to con-

people of Hindostan, and to make them
our people.” Nothing can he more true.
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to mitigate their vindictive spirit.

Sir Willlam Jones has in a very few words given us a correct outline of the

only system of government

adapted to this Sonal

‘To give them (the Hindoos) protection for thea நரகக் மார
places of abode; justice m their temporal concerns; indulgence
to the prejudices of their religion;

and the benefit of those laws,

they can possibly comprehend’—I

can assure you கடய 1 சத் இஞ்

ர்

கத.

taught

to believe sacred, and which alone

feel so much anxiety and apprehension from the menaced designs
of Buonaparte, as from the plans which have become so fashionThis alarm hag
able amongst the Puritans of the India House.
been chiefly excited by the perusal of some pamphlets, which have
been lately published in London, and have been issued from your
Bible Societies, your Christian
of bigotry.
You have a Mr.

Socicties, and other corporations
or Dr. Buchanan—an offeer of

your College, who appears to me to have done a great deal of
harm.
For the prizes, which he presumed to offer for certain
Exercises at the University of Cambridge, Iam convinced that

he is a man of wretched and most unchristianlike vanity.
I do
not even approve of your zeal in the translation of the Bible and

New

Testament into

I know

not how

many

languages.

The

Scriptures may appear very admirable to us, who
yenerate them
think they are

are prepared to
as the instrument of revelation.
But I do not
calculated to excite respect and admiration in the

garb of translations, in the minds

of men who

are prepared to

deny their truth.””

Tt

would

be

difficult

to find

a

more

remarkable

contrast than is displayed in these two passages, and
equally difficult to decide whether the one or the other
ig more preposterous

in its exaveerations.

of Company’s chaplains was

A battalion

not less likely to defend

India against the encroachments of Napoleon, than the
Puritans

of the

India

ageressive designs.

Tt was

about

was at its height.

House

were

to

facilitate

his

.

this time that the great controversy

Never at any period was the one
* MS. Correspondence,
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party more strenuous in its efforts to demonstrate the
danger of making a show of Christianity in India,
and never was the other more zealous in its endeavours

to prove the fallacy of these tremendous expectations.
That well-known historical event-——the massacre at
Vellore—came, at an inopportune moment, to stimu-

late and

exasperate the controversy.

wanting,

either

in England

or

in

There

India,*

were

not

writers

and

speakers to attribute this calamity to the alarm excited
in the breasts of the people by the movements of the
very few missionaries who were then suffered to. pursue
their peaceful calling in the Company’s territories.

The people of India, it was said, believing that their
ancestral

usurpers,

faith

by

threatened

was

had risen up

European

the

and

their conquerors,

against

murdered them in their beds. This was but a foretaste,
If the
it. was prophesied, of greater horrors to come.

Bible were mut shelved, and
the

cantonmenits

recalled,

the missionaries

of the White

from

ro.n,

one

end

of

India to the other, would be deluged with Christian
Reason and candor could not but pronounce
blood.
But to many prejudiced
all this a monstrous fable.

minds, it was too acceptable not to be readily taken on
trust, and the fiction found favor
than in Caleutta and Madras.
The currency which the fiction

in

London,

acquired

for

no less
itself

It
disquieted the “ Puritans of the India Jfouse.”’
could not stand the touch of reason, it is true, but
fictions that cannot stand the touch of reason are often

very long-lived and robust, for there are thousands and

tens

of thousands

of people

Tt was casy for such

a man

who

never reason

at all.

as Charles Grant to ex-

but
plode the error in a few argumentative sentences,
misthe
perceive
to
clearly
not
he was too sagacious
:—
chief of its dissemination
* ATS.

Correspondence.
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“I most of all suffer,” he wrote, ‘from the absurd, malevoleng,
and wicked stories, which the weak, the prejudiced, the enemies
of Christianity, have poured forth on this occasion to discredit,
to bring into suspicion, to blacken as dangerous and mischievous,
the few poor and assuredly harmless efforts, which have been
made

under

the

British Governments,

to

Introduce the heht of

the Gospel into India.
Greaéer efforts were made by other
nations, centuries anterior to ouT ascendancy there.
The natives

have

seen converts made

to Christianity,

though in small num.

bers, from age to age. No influence to disturb the public peace
has ever followed.
In our time, what perfect indifference have
the generality of the Europeans

shown

to the

religion

they cal]

theirs—what complacence in the supersiasions of the country—
how utterly abhorrent of everything that looked like compulsion
What have the few missionaries labouring there done buy proposed

.

a message of peace in the language aud temper of peace, reason
and affection ? ‘Was there a missionary, or a chaplain, or ae
ostensible advocate for Christianity anywhere near Vellore ? Bat
Tam hurrying into a subject which requires to be treated with
deliberation and seriousness.
All the disaffected +. she propaga.
tion of the

Gospel,

among

our

here, take this oppexsunity to
missionaries

er

speak

people

of the

both in Indig

danger

to exercise their functions in India.

and

of allowing

Doubtless

pr.

dence and discretion are always necessary in that work—they are
particularly so now ; but if from unworthy fears we should disa.

vow our religion, or even be led to silence all attempts to communicate it to our subjects in @ mild rational way, I should fear
that the Great Author of that religion would be provoked to
withdraw his protection there from us.’

And again he wrote, with how much sound sense,
and with what a clear perception of
the real weakness
and the real strength of all human governments :
“They predict dreadful consequences from the preaching,
‘Phese men, as fay
writing, and itinerating of a few missionaries.
asican judge,

are remarkably

peaceable, humble, pious, and affec.

tionate in their whole demeanour, and pretending to no influence
but what the truth, fairly exhibited,

is calculated to produce.

* AS. Correspondence.
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know that the idea, of converting the natives to Christianity has
always been offensive to many of our countrymen in India, but
chiefly

to those

who

were

no friends of

Christianity in

their own

persons.
And from such mon the ery now comes that the activity
of those missionarics will excite the jenlousy and resentment of
the natives; although no one instance of any expression of such
suspicion or dissatisizction on the part of the natives against the
f fear that these
Government is given, or I belicve can be given.
reports, taken up and re-echocd here, will lead to some precipitate

measure, offensive to God, and all ihe more sevious part of the
community of this country, as well as injurious to the real interests
They have already various
of the Company abroad and ot home.

enemies who will oppose the renewal of the Charter, and if they
mmounts mM
ach upon any principle which, however, disguised
of India, a
natives
the
effect to an oxelusion of the Crospel from
bear them
to
likely
seate
weight will be thrown inte the opposing
down,

“ I have for many years considered the question of introducing

Christianity

among

our Indian subjects.

.

-

Cantion

and

the truths of
prudence are at all times necessary in proposing
conj unctures
partiedlar
be
may
Christianity to heathens; there

are specially
when these, and perhaps 3 degree of forbearance
that they
deliberately
say
to
nation
Christian
a
for
reqguired—but
comes
which
religion
will prohibit th e communication of that
from God

to fifky millions of men, sunk

In idolatry, superstition,

ன் அன்ப
shocking,
and vice, is a proposition so Monstrous and
be assignen for the
to the most retioual and probable cause to
an ¢mpire ta our
vast
conduct of Providence in committing so
34

care, that J tremble at the thought of it and tho consequences

Minor questions are
5 +e
would be likely to produce.
missionaries into
agitated about the irregular entrance of some
labors, after the
their
continuing
of
India, and the jmprudence

matives have shown so much alan {in the reports chiefly I beKeve of Europeans}, but the reat question depending Is whether
the door shall be shut to the entrance of missionaries

info British

India ? Te-would require much time and space to advance all that is

deliberately settled
to be said upon the question, but if ever is is
stgned for the
38 ats
warrant
the
consider
all
ght
7
ian the segative,
n with men
nio
opi
this
d
hol
I
there, and
me
transition et onr empire
=
ற
mine.
of greater

ட
and
authouty

name

than
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As the period for which the old Charter

of 1793 had

been granted wore toa élose, men began to bestir them-

selves in England

about

this

tianity in India.

The

the

religious

mind

of

the

great

matter

question which

of Chris-

then agitated

community

was

twofold,

There was a comparatively small, but most respectable,

party, who believed that the great end to be gained was
an extension of the Church

establishment—who

looked

up to the lawn sleeves of the bishop as the great agent of
evangelisation, and scarcely shrunk from the avowal of
an opinion that the stability of British rule in the East

much depended on the foundation of archdeaconries
and episcopal sces.
There was another, and much

larger party, who took but little account of dignities
and dignitaries—who, remembering what had heen

done by fishermen

earnest-minded

and

tent-makers, sought only that,

Christian

men,

no

matter

of

what

worldly estate, should be suffered, on their own responsibility, as men without any official stamp wpon tiem,
to visit and teach the Gentiles.

These questions,

much

brooded over in private before, were now publicly dis.
cussed. Many and various the opinions expressed—many
and various the exponents of those opinions and the out-

ward shape of the exposition.

Some betook themselves

to the printing-press, and a war of pamphlets commeneed.
Others embodied their views in public petitions, and a heavy rain of memorials then began to descend upon the Legislature.
Others, again, declared
their sentiments before Parliamentary Committees, and
set forth the experiences of their lives in such a manner
as to make the uninitiated wonder how any two men
of similar antecedents should deduce from their con-

nexion with the past such dissimilar conclusions.*
Compare
the
evidence given by
Warren Hastings and by Lord Teign-

mouth.

It ig instructive on more than

one account to read

the examination

of

the latter
Committee

And

in the present day.
The
seemed to know the kind of

man they had to deal with, and assailed
him

at starting by pulling

am extreme

BAR
THE

finally, members
out

with much

PIOUS
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of Parliament, in both Houses, spoke
antagonistic

earnestness,

and

brought

both questions to an issue.
On the 22nd of March, 1813, the House of Sammons
Lord Castlewent into committee on the India Bill.
ease: “ Would it be consistent with the
security of the British empire in India,

that missionaries should preach publicly, with a view to the conversion of
the native Indians, that Mahomet is an
impostor, or should speak im opprobrious terms of the Brahimins, or their

religious

rites?”

To

this,

of course,

Lord Teignmouth replied, that there
might be danger in such indiscretion;

but that no one contemplated the con~

version of the natives of India by such
means; and when, soon afterwards, the
question was put, “Is your iordship
aware that an opinion prevails in India,
that it is the intention of the British

Government to take means

te convert

to the
of the country
the natives
Christian religion?” he answered, without 2 moment’s hesitation, “ மீ never

One would

it, or suspected it.”

heard
have thought that there was little need
after this to put the case hypothetiwitness was

the

but

presently

cally;
asked whether, allowing such an opinion to exist among the natives, the
of

appearance

௧

on

bishop

the

stage

“eT
would not increase the danger.
should think,” said Lord Teignmouth,
in“it would be viewed with perfect the
Determined to work
difference.”
Committee
hypothesis a little more, the
asked him whether, “ were the Hindoos
had an
possessed with an jdea that we religion
their
intention of changing
it
and converting them into Christians,
bad consewould be attended with any
« T will expatiate a
sequences at all?”
question,
little im my answer to that
and he then
said Lord Teignmouth;
exdelivered himsclf of the following
sense of
planation, the admirable good by any‘shich is not to be surpassed mass of
entire
thing to be found in the
the inevidence, elicited throughout
Company's
quiry, upon all points of the
the

Hindoos

and

Mahome-

oth
வ
Governdans, subject to the British
the experience
ment in India, have hed all the public
of some years, that, 12
every attenacts of that Government,
prejudices,
tion has been paid to their
the freest
civil and religious, and that

toleration

is

allowed

to

them;

that

there

are many regulations of Govern-

ment

which

prove

the

disposition

of

Government to leave them perfectly
free and unmolested in their religious

ordinances; aud that any attempt at
an infringement upon their religion or
superstitions would be punished by the
Government of India.
With that conyiction, which arises from experience,
I do not apprehend that they would be
brought to believe that the Government ever meant to impose upon them
the religion of this country.”
But the Committee had not yet done
with

their

hypvthesis,

and

were

deter-

qined not to let the witness, whatever
might be his opinion of its absurdity, escape without giving a direct answer;
so they assailed him.again, by asking,
“ Should the state of things be altered, and
we not observe the conduet we have hitherto

observed,

but introduce

new

modes,

and

enact new laws, for the carrying into
effect the conversion of the natives to
Christianity, would not that be attended
‘To
with disagreeable consequences?”
this, of. course, but one answer could be
given; and Lord Tcignmouth gave that
answer, leaving the Committee to make
what use of it they could.
“If alaw
were to be enacted,” he said, “ for converting the natives of India te Christianity, in such a manner as to have
the appearance of a compulsory law
upon their consciences, I have no hesitation in saying that, in that case, it:
would be attended with very great.
danger.”
Surely this is not the way to
elicit the truth.
I cannot help thinking that the licence given to this kind
of wild questioning, which still obtains in committee-rooms, rather calculated
to embarrass and obscure the truth
than to develop it.
Wilberforce, writjng to Lord Weilesley at the time of
the

last charter discussions, said, “Your

lordship can scarcely conceive, if I may
judge of the House of Lords from the
general condition of the members of
the House of Commons, how ignorant
in general their lordships are likely to
be regarding

India,

and

therefore

how

little they are qualified to ask questions

in committee.”
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reagh was

then

Foreign

House of Commons.

Secretary and Leader

Tt devolved

of the

on him to state the

intentions of Government, which had been embodied in

a series of resolutions.
When he came to what were
irreverently called the “‘ pious clauses,” he seemed to
think that it was

necessary. to speak

apologetically

of

the proposed measure, and expedient to hurry over the
ground with all possible despatch.

‘* Another

resolution,”

he

said,

“which he should

«* propose to the House, would be on the subject of Re-

“ligion.
“on the

He was aware that it was unwise to encroach
subject of religion generally, and
that this,

““ under the circumstances of our Government in India,
“was a most delicate question.
But there Was one.

“reguiation on the subject necessary, even for the
sake
*ofdecency. The Company entrusted with the supreme
“ Government,

in

this

as

in other

matters,

had

per-

‘mitted the free exercise of religion at their settle.
“ments ; but there was no sort of religious control, and.
“the members of the Church of England could not re“ceive the benefits of those parts of their religion, to
** which the Episcopalian functions were necessary,—for
. “example, the ceremony of Confirmation.
He hoped

“that the House did not think he was coming out with
“a great ecclesiastical establishment, for it would only

“amount

to one

bishop

and three archdeacons, to su-

** perintend the chaplains of the different settlements.
“The Company, he hoped, would not think it an en** croachment on their rights, that while British subjects
in India were governed by British laws, they should
“be permitted to exercise their national religion.”
_

The Resolutions, as

I have said, were

stated to the

House on the 22nd of March, but it was not until the
lvth of June* that the twelfth clause, “That it is the
dies There had been some intermediate
Cacussions, ia which
eons

oe

the two

Charles

father and son, haitakenlead-

The younger,

on the

3ist

arch, had made a brilliant speech

in favour of the “ pious clauses.”
must have been a fine thing

It

to see the

two fighting side by side on the floor of

the House of Commons.
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WILLIAM WILBERFORCE.
“‘ opinion of this Committee, that

“the Church establishment
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it is expedient that

in the British territories

‘should

be placed under the superintendence of a

** bishop

and

₹6 provision

three

archdeacons,

should be made,

and

from

that

adequate

the territorial reve-

** nues of India, for their maintenance,’’ came formally
“under

discussion.

It passed without a

division.

The

Missionary clause came next.
That was the field on
which the great battle was to be fought between the
Christian and the Philo-Hindoo parties. The resolution,
worded,

cautiously

as to contain no direct mention

so

of missionaries and Christianity, was: “‘ That it is the
* opinion of this Committee, that it is the duty of this
* country to promote the interest and happiness. of the
< native

inhabitants

of the British dominions

in India,

₹2 and that such measures ought to be adopted as may
<< tend to the introduction among them of useful know* ledge, and of religious and moral improvement.

“in

the

furtherance

of

the

above

That

objects, sufficient

« facilities shall be afforded by law, to persons desirous
“of going to, and remaining in, India, for the puy-

A
** pose of accomplishing those benevolent designs.”
discusthe
special day, the 22nd of June, was fixed for
sion. Wilberforce, who twenty years before had fought
the battle of Christianity almost single-handed, and
who now took intense interest in the great struggle,

had girded himself for the conflict, and gone down to
the House with quite an encyclopeedia of authorities in

His whole heart was
support of his favorite opinions.
and well, tossing.
long
He spoke
in the encounter.
about the testimonies

of the learned with a prodigality

that was quite overwhelming.

He quoted the opinions

other, to
of all the Governors-General, one after the
show that the people of India were the most abandoned

people

torians;

on

the face of the earth.
he

quoted

the

He quoted the his-

missionaries;
பண்ன

he

quoted

the

|
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civil servants of the Company.
He quoted Orme,
Verelst, Scrafton, Bolts, Malcolm, Grant, Mackintosh,

Colebrooke,

Kerr,

Marshman,

Carey, Ward,

and an

infinite number of official reports. He piled up authority upon authority to demonstrate the claims of

this unhappy

and

most benighted people, upon the

Christian sympathies of the British nation.
It was a
noble piece of special pleading, not exempt from exag-

geration—that

exaggeration, which is perhaps seldom

absent from the addresses of a man very full of his
subject, very earnest and energetic, thoroughly conown mind,

in his

yinced

and intensely eager to bring

cenviction to the minds of others.
aims,

the

high

character

and

The grandeur of its

pure

sincerity

of the

-speaker, imparted a dignity and a purity to the address
which

it was

impossible not

to venerate.

It made

an

impression upon the House; it made an impression.
out of the House; it made an impression throughout
the country.
Carefully corrected by the speaker, the ~

speech was published by Hatchard, and found its way
into extensive circulation.
Its course was one of not

unobstructed success.

The Resolution was carried that

night by a majority of 89 to 86; but, after a day or
two, the question was re-opened in another stage of the
business.

On the 28th, the

elder Grant

made

a long

and able speech in defence of the Company.
Mr.
Lushington followed, with a reply to Mr. Wilberforce,
and a defence of the Hindoos, to be answered by stout

William Smith,

who, with Mr. Stephen,

in more than

one good battle on the side of Christianity, had fought
as the lieutenants of Mr. Wilberforce.
On the Ist of
July, the discussion was again resumed, and a very

remarkable speech,

on the wrong side of the question,

was delivered by Mr. Charles Marsh, a gentleman who
had formerly been a member of the legal profession at

Madras.

It created a strong sensation in the House,
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but not an abiding one.
His hearers admired the
eloquence of the speaker, but were not convinced by
his arguments.
The address, which he delivered on
the

Ist

of July,

Christian

elaborate

liberty in India—even

Charter

not

1813—an

has

protest

now

that-a second

nearly expired since it was reported,

be read without the strongest feelings

that such
count.*

against

fine

talents

were

turned

to

can-

of regret,

such

bad

acs
;

This speech. called forth a rejoinder from Wilberforce, distinguished. by no common ability.
Southey
had

ransacked

supply

his

illustrations,

of the little danger,
customs

marvellous

common-place book

from

drawn

to

history,

Portuguese

that attends interference with the

of the people of India.

And now

the speaker,

thus fortified by the erudition of the newly-appointed
laureate, cited Albuquerque with

into

an

elaborate

good

effect;

explanation of the causes

entered

of the

massacre of Vellore (an event which Mr. Marsh had of
course emphatically dwelt upon, for it was the stock
in trade of his party); spoke of the suppression of
female infanticide by Jonathan Duncan and Colonel
Walker, and of the Saugor sacrifices by Lord Welles-

Jey; rebuked Mr. Marsh for speaking of the Mission. —
aries as Anabaptists and fanatics; and compared the
present

contest with

and his friends

had

the

so long been engaged,

He was

pression of the slave-trade.
* «There was little or nothing inthis
address that had not been said before;
but Mr. Marsh assuredly said it better
He said,
than it had been said before.

indeed, everything

that

could be said

upon the subject; and he said it extremely well - ‘A dexterous allusion to
the murder at Blackheath of Mr. and
Mrs. Bonar by their footman, Nichol.
was to the year 1813, what

son, which

struggle,

great

the Manning murder was to 1849; and

to

the

he

in which

for the sup-

followed

still mysterious

by Mr.
affair

of the

alleged attack upon the Duke of Cumberlaud by his valet, Sellis—two incidents which were then exciting the

public

mind—icld

with

something

of

novel effect on ihe House, and must be
regarded as an original illustration of
the superior virtue of the native ser.
vanta, whos sleep at the doors of Angloduthor ta the CatIndian residents.”—[

cutta Eeview.}

.
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Forbes, Mr. William Smith, and other speakers, among
whom was Whitbread, who spoke out manfully in
favor of the Resolution.
«I am charmed with Whitbread,’ wrote Buchanan to a friend, a few days after.

wards, ‘“‘ when he sounds the right note.”
divided ; and there were

The House

fifty-four votes for the clause,

and thirty-two against it. “A hundred members could
not be induced to sit out this important debate. Five
hundred had divided afew weeks before on the Roman

Catholic Relief Bill.
In the House of Lords the Rego.
lution passed without a division,
And

so the victory was gained.

I must briefly speak

of its results.
On the 28th of November, 1814, the firgt
- Indian bishop ascended the steps of one of the ghats of

Calcutta.
His landing, in his own words, “was without
any état, for fear of alarming the prejudices of the na.
tives.”
On Christmas.day he preached his first sermon,

before a congregation of 1800 persons, and administered

the sacrament to 160 communicants, including the judges
and the members of council. “The day,” he wrote to

his friends
Calcutta.”

in England, “will long be remembered in

' And so commenced the episcopal period of Christianity

in India.

its dawn.

nor

There was no commotion—no

excitement

at

Offended Hindooism did not start up in arms;

indignant

to the infidel.

Mahomedanism

raise

a war-cry of death

English gentlemen asked each other, on

fhe course, or at the dinner-table, if they had

seen the

bishop; and officious native sircars pressed their services

upon the “ Lord Padre Sahib.” But the heart. of Hindoo
society beat calmly as was its wont.
Brahmanism stood

not aghasi, at the sight of the lawn sleeves of the bishop;
he preached im the Christian temple on the Christian’s
bara

din;

aud

that

night

the

Europeans

in

Calentta

slept securely in their beds—securely next morning they

அமைய பம.
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went forth to their accustomed work.
massacre;

there was not

a rebellion.

64:7

There was not a
Chowringhee was

not in a blaze; the waters of the ‘‘Lall Digey” did not
run crimson with Christian blood.
The merchant took
his place at his desk; the public servant entered his
office; and the native underlings salamed meekly and
reverentially as everIn the Fort, the English captain
faced his native company; and the sepoy, whatever his
caste, responded to the well-known word of command,
with the ready discipline be had learned under the old
charter. Everything went on according to wonted custom,

in spite of the bishop, and his lawn sleeves, and his sermon

No one looked differently; no one
on Christmas-day.
felt differently; and it really seemed probable, after all,
that British dominion in the East would survive the episcopal blow.
The truth is, that such of the natives—the better educated and more intelligent few—as really thought any_ thing about the matter, thought the better of us for
evincing this outward respect for our religion, and have
All
thought the better of us and our faith ever since.

that was

wriiten

and

spoken,

of old,

about

the Hindoos, and weakening our hold of
ominous allusions to the Vellore massacre,
tions of new catastrophes of the same class,
in their true light, and were valued at their
Mr. Buchanan’s “ sanguinary doctrines,” as

alarming

India; all the
and anticipanow appeared
proper worth.
Mr. Twining

ludicrously called them, in one of his pamphlets, had
now been fully reduced to practice; and yet not a drop
of ‘blood had been shed—not a blow struck —not a
menace uttered—not a symptom of disquiet had evinced
itself

Our

empire

in

India

was

then

‘‘not

worth

a

has it suryear’s purchase ;” and. yet now for forty i
vived that first awful episcopal sermon on Christmas-day.*
Beng al had become accustomed to the great episcopal
* Author

in the

Calcutta Review.
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danger when the bishop prepared to set out on a visitation
tour, and threw Madras into a paroxysm of alarm.
The
Coast authorities had not forgotten the Vellore massacre,

Visions of blood were still floating before their eyes,
Tt

seemed

south

to

would

grievous

them

be

than

that

the

the

the

signal

last,

visit

of the

for

another

as’ Hindoos

and

bishop

to the

rising,

more

Mahomedans

might for once be’ banded together.
But the further
he proceeded the more apparent it became
that the

natives regarded his approach without a feeling
of alarm,
and his presence without a sentiment of aversion.
Native

princes

verence,

and

received

embraced

the

Christian

him

with

bishop

affection,

with

re.

"Native

priests came out from their temples to
welcome hin,
and implored his assistance in their behalf.
He visited
the great pagodas of Chillumbrum ; where
the Brah.
mins pressed forward to gaze at the chief-priest
of the
Feringhees.
They showed him all the noticeable things
of their temple, and, instead of anticipating that
he had
come to demolish it, asked for a little money
for its
repair.
Elsewhere the same fecling prevailed.
A de.
putation of Brahmins from
the Tinnivelly Pagodas
visited the bishop at Palamcottah,
They came respectfully to the Lord Padre to seek
his sympathy and

assistance

as a brother hierarch.

in a miserable

state of depression.

They were, they said,
‘Their church-lands

after paying the Government demands,
yielded so little
that the priests were in danger of starving.
Could not
the head of the Christian Church, they meekly
suggested,
intercede in their behalf and induce Government
to
better their position ?
From that time it became apparent that any amount of

Church establishment that the British Legislature
could

be induced to sanction would never alarm or
irritate the
natives.
The establishment in Middleton's time was

miserably small.

“The

total

number

of clergy,

both

|
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civil and mibtary,” says Mr. Le Bas, in his life of Bishop

Middleton, ‘did not, there is reason to believe, in 1814,

exceed thirty-two in the proportion of fifteen for Bengal,

twelve for Madras, and five for Bombay.

This number,.

small as it was, was subject to continual reduction, by
iliness, death, necessary absence, or return to England;
such, for instance, was the amount of these casualties at
Bombay,

on

the arrival of Archdeacon Barnes, in 1814,

that he found at that Presidency ouly one efficient clergyman.”

can

A more

Church

in

computation

ment

recent writer

India,

is too

on the

Register:
in

the state of the Anghi-

high,

and

makes

says

that

a corrected

this
state-

authority of Mr. Abbott, the Ecclesiastical
On

1814, he found
eight;

on

Mr. Whitehead,

the

arrival

Madras,

five

of Bishop

or

six;

Middleton,

chaplains

resident

effective

and

im

in

in Bengal,

Bombay,

one,

Missionaries under episcopal jurisdiction, or licensed by

the bishop, there were none.
parochial

clergy.”

Anglican Church

ert importance.

From
has

India then possessed fifteen
that

period,

progressively

Under

however,

increased

the Act. of 1833,

the

tn extent

the

bishop

and the three archdeacons, whom Lord Castlereagh

had

apologetically introduced to the notice of the House,
grew into three bishops and. three archdeacons. ட்

Madras and Bombay were raised to the dignity of
episcopal sees; and with this imcrease of ecclesiastical

supervision there was also an increase

of ordinary eccle-

siastical agency. The establishment had gradually grown
under the Charter of 1813; but there has been greater
In 1832-33 there were on the
growth since its close,

thirty-seven
establishment of the Bengal Presidency
. Under the
siaty-one.
were
there
1850-51
in
chaplains;
twenty-three
1832-33,
In
were,
there
Madras Government

chaplains; in 1850-51 there were twenty-nine. Attached
to Bombay, in 1832-33, there were fifteen chaplains;

in

1850-51

there were

twenty-three.

The

total cost
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in

1850-51 it had risen to 112,0002.
Bui

far

more

important

than

1832-33,
thie

96,0002.; in

;

extension

of the

Church establishment, was the removal
barrier which had hitherto restrained the oftidethe of great
Mmissionary labor from

flowing

frecly into

may he said, from flowing there at all.

India

almost, it

It is curious in

these days, when Christian missionaries cover
the country

by hundreds, to think of the dismay
which the efforts of
missionary units excited in the
minds of the members of
Lord Minto’s Government, and
the efforts which were
made to control these danger
ous excesses.
Materials
are

not wanting for a vivid picture of the alarm
which
the mild efforts of the Serampore
imissionaries excited in

the Council

Chamber

of Calcutta;

but

it

hardly comes
within the scope of this work
to enter into such details.
{ would merely speak of the ascertained
results of the
labors of Wilberforce, Charles Grant, and
their Christian
comrades, which. emancipated

the Gospel throughout

our
British possessions in the East,
A vast impulse was
necessarily given to Christian mission
s by the ** pious
clauses” of the

Charter Act of 1813, and all throug

h the
twenty years of its operation the magnitude
of our misslonary works steadily increased,
and the results of missionary labor were more apparen
t.
But in this, as in
every other great
field of Operation, it is

since the passing
of the Act under which India
is now governed that the
greatest strides forward have
been made.
In 1830 there
were 10 nuissionary societie
s at work in India; in 185
0

there were 22.
[In 1830 there were 106
stations; in 1850 there were 260.
In 1830

147

missionaries

in

the

field ; 1a

Such has been the progress
between 1830 and 1850,*
* These
missionary
statistics ate
taken from an elaborate paper, entitled
“Results of Blissionary Labors in
Ty.

made

1850

there

in the

missionary
there were
were 403.

twenty years

dia,” originally contributed by the Rey.’
Mr, Mullins, in ihe C uleutia Review,
and sulsequently published in a
sepa-
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The number of missionaries, mission stations, churches,

and

converts,

entered

under

the

Bombay

head, ் ப

paratively small—_comparatively with the அயன

under
the

the

past,

Western
Surat,

2,

other

how

India,

presidencies—but

great.

Mr. Fyvie, an

spoke
thus of theம்
=

witness in Bombay:
‘* Persons arriving at
cumstances from what
‘When i landed on your
bay, and one service on
deed.

In 1847, on

There

7 ‘ania

Ee
his

American

changes which

(leparture

Y with
from

missionary at

he had lived to

Bombay now visit it under different
cir.
it was tweaty-five or thirty ycars
ago.
shores, there was only one church in Bomthe Lord’s Day, very thinly att
ended insix places

are now
of publie worsh ip on thi
s island for
divine service in English, and a seventh jg no w
building, Thirty
or thirty-five years ago, evangelicul preach
ing was, L fear, bué
little known on this island; but now the case is h
are all devil-worshippers, and worship
the objects of their fear with horrible
ceremonies
and
dissusting
dances,
Vhey continuaily add to the number
of their devils : and singularly enough
in one district, an Laglishman was wars
shipped as such, for many years.
The

appily very

easy passage of so man
y converts from
Heathenisro to Christia
nity. The whole
number,
uow under
instruction, we
reckon to be 52,000.
It must not, however, be supposed that
they are all
true Christians, None
know this better,
or have spoken it more
Disinly, than the
offerings presented on. his tomb, were
missionaries, who inst
ruct.
spirits and eigdrs!
Yet
The Shanars aro
had they only given up thei them.
said to be § the least intellectual people
devil-worship, a great thin r abominable
found in India’
g weuld have
Their Jeng servitude
been accomplished.
But
they
and oppression have debased them
have
a
done more.
They have placed themvery low level: and, though a tew are
selves ander an evangcli
found to possess considerable ability,
cal ministry ;
they regularly attend pabl
the majority are marked py anathy,
more than 17,000 children ic worship :
indifference,
ignorance, and vice, and
ana young
people are daily instruct
are unahie to Camry out a
ed in Christian
process of
schools, some of whom
thought for any length of time.
are being eduheir
cated as teachers, and othe
social bonds, such as those of parents
rs as preachcrs to their countryme
to children, are feeble; and their
n,
Bost of all,
social a goodly mumber have
amusements few.
exhibited
But withal they are
in
thei
r
lives
the
fruits of conversion
a docile and pliant peuple, and decidedly
to
God.
A great improvement
willing toimprove,
has
The causes, which
take
n
place in this numerous
Ied
to
such
body
a rapid
of
Chri
progress of
stian natives ; a great
Christianity anong them, are readily
desi
re is evinced
for inereascd instruction
discernible.
; family prayer
heir religion sat very
is not uncommon $
the public services
lightly on them; their casre js low; the
are well attended ; and
religion of europeans, was, of course,
a large sum in
the aggregate is annu
ally contributed
Jooked upon with faver. In ‘Travan.
for Christian books and
core a special reason oxistod.
for the poor.
Many
Lhe whole Shanar popu
lati
Years ago, General Munro procured an
in number, is open to miss on, 126,000
ionaries ; and,
order from the Rani, that Christians
if sovleties are faititul
, and vissionshould be excimpted from worl: on their
aries faithful, we may hope
, in two or
sabbath, and from employment in the
three generations, ta see
Hindoo festivals.
the whole of
‘These circumstances
the southern provinces
of India enhave contributed
much
towards the
tirely Christianised.”
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different, and has long been so.
there
here.
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Less than thirty-five years

ago,

were no Educational, Bible, Tract, or Missionary Societies
Is not the case now very different?
‘hen one hardly

knew where to look for a decidedly pious person, for the worship of
God in families, and prayer-meetings in public.
In how many
pious families, in this place and at other

stations,

is

the voice of

prayer and praise presented to God, morning and evening, at the
family altar: while weekly prayer-meetings are also numerous.
In viewing all that has been done among our countrymen, have
we no cause to say, ‘ What hath God wrought 1
“Thirty

quainted

years

with

ago,

if any native

Christianity,

there was

become

had wished

to

then no

Bible,

ac-

Tract, or

Christian book in Mahrathi or Gujuratt, to put into his hand.
During the last twenty-five years, however, the Brble has been
translated and printed in both these languages, so that the people
can now read in their own tongues the wonderful works of Ged.
Tracts, discourses, prayers, and catechisms, have been prepared
and widely circulated, and are read by thousands throughout the
Some of the heathen at the
length and breadth of the land.
different missionary stations have believed the Gospel report;
others, an increasing number, are convinced of the truth of
put on
Christianity, but have not yct sufficient moral courage to
converts
the
of
some
:
Christ, and to forsake all for his name

haye become preachers of the Gospel.

When

I arrived in India,

laboring
the American brethren, Messrs. Hall and Newell, were
school.
native
first
their
establish
to
discouragements
amidst many

missionary
Now there are numerous schools at all the different
When I arrived,
stations ; and they might be greatly increased.

with the exception of the two American brethren mentioned,
Since
there were no missionaries in the whole of Western India.
many
forth
thrust
has
harvest
the
of
Lord
that time, the gr cat
from Gre at Britain and Ireland, America, and the
laborers
Let us bless God for this : and pray that
Continent of Europe.
they may be upheld, directed, comforted, and sanctified, and.
No doubt, but in due time, they
their labors greatly blessed.

not.”
or their successors shall reap largely, if they faint

In the whole history of Indian progress there is
nothing that cheers the heart more than the progress of
It was
morality and religion among our own people.
said

of

old

that

we

must

begin

there—that

we

must
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first convert ourselves, and then
erie
people of India.
It is certain that the
et =
Eastern settlement, are not now open
a : ha ம

proach, © Chyistian-man—Devil-man,
version

of

the

heathen,

it

is

‘people have labored diligently

equally

a
sa
10.

As 3

the

OE

canes

tua

ow

for it—that

they

have
done much, and suffered much, in the
good cause—and
that the results, as far as the human eye can discern
them, have well repaid. all this tol.

What the

amount
of real conversion may be, humanity
cannot determine :
it can only speak of the palpable
results, I have now
before me, from the pen of one who
speaks of what he
has seen,* some account
of the encouraging indications
of a change coming,
or come:

‘* Temples are being

allowed, to a great extent, to fall into decay,
while the number of new
ones erected is by no means large.
Ta

those parts where missions have been
carried on most extensively,

a considerable fulling off in the tttendance
at the great festivals
is distinctly observable.
The ewin ging festival,
for iustance, in

Lower Bengal is very different fro m what
it used to be, The
number of idols sold at festiy als is greatl
y diminished, and the
are of far less value tha
n they once
aken place in the vie
ws and in the
spirit of the people at
laren. 1 ormerly they
knew nothing of
what true religion really
is: but they have been
enlightened on
the nature of moral obliga
tion, the duty of love to
to men, and the nature
God, of love
and evil of sin.
Missions have gone
during the last fifty years,
far,
in developing a consei enc
e aMongsy,
the natives, in whom it was
in a deadly sleep, Is not
a great
this
alone

result ?

The ilindogs, too, have
b egun to lay aside
of their old notions,
some
The Brahmins aré no lon
ger 80 highly
honored ; the clever Sud
vras thrust them aside
from place and
power without seruple;
by far the greater increa
se
of wealth and
wisdom has been diffus
ed among the latter.
Tho
usa
nds now approve of female education
; and, in the great citi
es,
the ladies of
numerous families are being
privately taught.
matriage of widows
Eve
n the ro.
is discussed
by the

* Mr. Mulling.

native

நற,

and

its
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advantages
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fully acknowledged.

forward in society,
their fathers did;
Shastras, and look
bigots,
The great
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is coming

body

A. numerous

possessing far more enlightened notions than
a body of men, who put little faith in the
upon the old pandits and teachers as ignorant
contrast between these two parties shows how

great a step has been made in the process of public enlightenment,
The spirit, ற which Bible truth is heard, has also greatly imFormerly, when a missionary preached, he was comproved.

pelied to enter into disagreeable and apparently useless contro~
versies; the same objections were brought forward again and
again; and the discussion was frequently closed, with the praectical

application of broken pots,

dirt,

sand,

and

cries

of ‘ Tari

But now, in all the older missionary stations and even
bol?
The people come to the
beyond them, discussions seldom vceur.
chapels, and often listen to the end: frequenily acknowledging

What is even more singular is,
aloud the truth of what is said.
parts of the
that small companies have been found in various

books,
country, who have gathered @ little collection of Christian

These facts are full
and mect together to read and stady them.
that the word of
furnish,
they
proofs
the
from
of encouragement

good seed, it wild
God, though hidden, is not Jost; but that, ike
ear, after that
the
spring up and put forth, first the blade, then
extensively
so
word,
this
let
Only
the full corn in the ear.

Ghost sent down
known, be applied with power ‘by the Holy
become a thouwill
one
little
from heaven,’ and, at once, ‘the
9
nation.’
great
a
one
sand, and the stnall

I think that these signs are most cheering.

knows
say, t hat

of the

what

they

Bui

indicate.

this I know,

God only
and

may

worthy
the missionaries have proved themselves

confidence

reposed

in

them,

and

that

they have

embarrass the Governseldom or never done anything to
the State,

from
ment, under which, without molestation
ou cement generally from the serand with much enc
ceful
have conducted their pea
vants of the State, they
een
tw
be
ed relations, indeed,

The improv
operations.
themselves
the missionaries and the Government are in
r of the latter.
no small evidence of the better tempe
1 know that it may be said, as it often has been gaid,
much that
that the Indian Government still countenances

ஆ
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to be wrong—much error, வை

it knows

much that every Christian man
out of the land. Iam anxious to
ness. Itis not to be denied that
sented itself for the solution of

eet
must desire to ah ந
state the case with ae fairthe question, when At DEG=
Christian acnunistrators,

was a very difficult one.
The question was not whether
Christianity was to be. supported in India, and heathenism discouraged ; but how far, consiste
ntly with outstanding pledges and existing obligations,
Christianity
could be supported and heathenism discoura
ged.
Whe.
ther those pledges were wisely given—those oblig
ations
wisely contracted—might have been
another question ;
but it is of little
use now

to discuss it.

in legible black and white,
and there was now

There they were

in substantive regulations,

no ignoring them.

It

remained only
for us to put upon them the right
practical construction,
and it was only in respect of this cons
truction that any
difference of opinion could have arise
n among reasonable

and well-informed men.
The practical observation of a sole
mn pledge, deliberately given and distinctly enunciat
ed to the natives

of India, was plainly and unmistakeably
incumbent upon
us, and we should err if we neglecte
d it by goin g in
search of any more remote and speculat
ive, perhaps unattamable, good.

to be

cautious

But

it is our duty, at the

of going

too literal a construction

beyond

same

the pledge—of

to the words of

time,

giving

the obligations
which we have t aken upon oursel
ves,
ர think that
there was a tendency at one time to
run into this ex-

treme.

At

all

events,

the

British- Indian

Government,
from year’s end to year's end, has bee
n growing less and

less tenacious on the score of the
over-strict observance
of these old pledges, and has bee
n gradually loosening
its connexion with idolatry in the
manner least cal-

culated

is

to excite

a great

alarm, or to oce sion offence.

difference

between

active

There

participation

in

ஆல்
IDOL-PATRONAGE.

evil,

and

simple

toleration

1793 had promised
them

the

laws

of it.
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The

the natives of India

of the

Shaster

and

Regulations

of

“to preserve to

the Koran,”

and

to

“protect them in the free exercise of their religion.”
But they had not pledged our Government to interfere in
the internal management of their temples, the decoration
of their idols, and the ordering of their religious processions.
Little by little these errors were swept out of

our administrative system.
From the time when, in
1809, Government decreed that “the superintendence
of the idol of Juggernauth and its interior economy”
should be thenceforth vested in the Rajah of Koordah,
the chains which have bound us to the externalities of the
false creeds of the country have gradually been loosened ;
and now there is Little left of a system which, in these
It was
days, few Christians are prepared to commend.
the
for
compassion
and.
partly, in a spirit of tenderness
poor
heel
that,
more
than
what
given
India

people whom we 13௨1 trodden down with the iren
of conquest, partly from considerations of policy,
at the outset of our career, as rulers, we had been
regardful for the honor of the Hindoo religion
But the error, founded as it was on
for our own.
we then believed to be a sense of justice, has
way to the increased. regard which the rulers of
entertain for the obligations of the religion they

to
profess; and, whilst on the one side they have learned
glad
of
bringers
treat with courtesy and respect the
they
tidings, whom of old they cast out with reproach,
which
have ceased to cherish the abominations against
to
suffered
not
were
the good men whom they discarded
ட
்
do battle by themselves.
be
It is fitting that a sketch of Indian Progress should
Never at
closed with a brief mention of these things.

any time has the

Government

of India evinced, by acts

welof practical beneficence, so kindly an interest 11 the

fare of the people, as within the last few years of its rule.
ட
உ௱
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Ti has bethought itself of hetcer means of securing the
allegiance of the people thin by pampering ther ESIeaES
and decorating

latter

days,

their

loosened

idols.

the

It has

chains

not

which

only, in

bound

of the country to the idolatry, which from

has been the curse of the people,

the

remote

these
rulers

ages

but hag loosened the

chains which bound to it the Gentile worshipper himself,
Tt has been well said that, “as soon as a little follow
could be mace to understand that the earth was 25,000
tniles round there was an end of the Shastre.”
My labors draw on te a close.
In locking back at
what I have written, I find that T have lett unsaid much

that I had comprehended in the original scheme of my
work.
But f think I have written enough io show that
the

East

India

Company

and

their

servants

have

not

been unmindful of the great trust that has been reposed
in them, and that their administration has been one of
progressive improvement—improvement which is now ad.
vancing with strides such as have never been made befcre.
Never were the rulers of India so mindful as now of the
duties and responsibilities which have devolved upon
them, as guardians of the happiness of that immense section of the great human family, which Providence
has
80 mysteriously committed to their care.

years have witnessed more

great changes

erease the

happiness,

prosperity,

the

The last twenty

the

tending

to in-

civilisation of

the people of India, than the antecedent two centuries of
British connexion with the Fast. But the changes which
have been consummated, and of which we are now witnessing the results, are small in proportion to those
which

we have

originated, and of which the

next

cycle

of twenty years will witness the completion. If the great
administrative system, under which our Empire in
India
has been built up, remains fundamentally unchanged,

those will be bright chapters of Indian progress which
will grow beneath the pen of the historian of 1873,
I

a> |
GOD

believe that under

IN HISTORY.

no other
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system would that Empire

have risen to its present height—-under no other
would

it have

survived

shocks

of circumstance.

the

assaults

If India

of time

had

system
and

the

been grievously

misgoverned, we should not have been masters of it
.
.
now.
observed:
has
day
present
the
of
author
acute
An
“The historian knows the end of many of the transac-

If he did not, how differently often

tions he narrates.

he would
thing

to

It would be a most instructive

narrate them.
give

the

aman

materials

for

account of a

the

great transaction, stopping short at the end, and then see
how different would be his account from the ordinary

JT have often thought, when consulting the carly
ones."*
records of the Company, bow different would be my
forecast of the issue of all these rude struggles of
our English adventurers in the time of the Stuarts. if I

had addressed myself to the task of research in utter
ignoranc co of more recent events—if, indeed, I had groped
my way along paths of virgin inquiry, making discoveromance.
ries at every step, as in the pages of a new
a point
at
short
stopped
has
But Tf think that the essayist
where

susceptible of a much more im-

his reflection was

portant application

to which

than that

he

has directed

roughIt is from the difference between our own
it.
nowert
hewing and the shaping of our ends by a higher

that

the great lesson is to be

to
means
the
e
rence
bl
diffe
ea
il
uc
co

of

effect and

the

the

learnt.

end —the

between

the

‘The

inequality

seemingly

magnitude

pettimess of the cause—the

utter

of

irre|

the

unlike-

as,
events censequence of entir
e
lihood, prospectively,knowof tosuchhavea aris
en—the

retrospectively, we
n wisdom,
fusion, indeed, of all the calculations of huma
* Friends in Council,
There's a Divinity that shapes our ends
Rouvh-hew them as we may.

20
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which we

so plainly discem when we look at such an

event as the establishment of our Indian Empire in ifs
inchoate fragmentary state, as with the eyes of a cotemporary

of Bacon

or Clarendon—are

so many finger-prints

of the “hand of God in history,” which he who
would
yead the annals of the Company aright, should dyell

upon with reverence and humility.
.
In the inscrutable manner in which, whilst the
nationalities of the Hast and the West, were breaking

up arounti us, Providence preserved that littis party of
London merchants to work out its eveat designs, is to
be found the key-note of Anglo-Indian history.
Tt
was not for any petty ends that this great miracle was
wrought in our behalf
It was not for any petty ends
that principality after principality was surrendered into
our hands, and the will of the Company became law from

the banks of the Indus to the banks of Irrawaddy.

1

was that the great Christian nation, thus mysteriously
selected, should achieve great things in the Gast, and

finally work

out the scheme of Tndia’s emancipation.

ffow we are now fulfilling our mission, L have in some
sort endeavoured to show.
Physically* and morally
materially and intellectually, we are impressing our
selves abidingly on the conntry and on the people.
i
hope that 1 have shown that the Eugtish in India
have not sat down idly under the weight of their

responsibilities and fallen asleep in the shade, whilst
they ought to have been bearing the burden and heat

of the day im strenous elforts for the elevation
of 9
long-oppressed fallen race.
* ¥ feel that I ought,
intended, in this work,

as, indeed, 1
to have said

sosething of the efforts that have been
made in India te improve the physique

will, dovbiless, do inuch
the people: but, perhaps,

த jpvigerate
the sanatory

measuros, initiated by Mr. J. 2. Maztin in the capital, and radiating thenee

of the people, by means of great sana-

into all parts of the conntry, will still

tory measures.
It is hard to say to
what extent the intellectual and morai
character of the natives of Andia 1

more extensively affect the character of
the people,
Tu the regeneration of the
people of Indja, this will not be one of

infinenced by these causes.

The diffu.

sion of the medical science of the West

the least efective agents.

ஆடை
VERDICT OF EUROPE.
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Indian Empire is the admirati

and the envy of the European world.
There is n
foreign state that does not wonder at the marvellous «
cess

of

ட்ட

only the

not

attended,

has

which

arms, but the progress of our administration
under the burden and the trouble of a new

ட
ee

France,
ணார

Algeria, seeks counsel from the East Inctia Company

aR

to the true mode of governing Mahomedan subjects *
Ausiria looks on with respectful wonder, gravely ட

fessing a right understanding of all the elements of our
national grandeur, except our marvellous Empire in the
Prussia sends forth her princes to sec the great
East.¢
marvel for themselves, and to tell on their return hae
them.
we retain
and how
kingdoms
we conquer

the
in
her
immost
falschoods of our enemies, and yet knows

Russia,

il-disguis ed chagrin, tries to believe

with

heart what is the wisdom
The

marvel

eyes

than

and beneficence of our rule.t

and the mystery

to

our

We

own.§

1847.
* ‘This, I believe, was jn
stated, in
நீ The Duke of Neweastle ry in the
a speech delivered at Uaileybu , in the
lling
summer of 1852, that trave with avery
‘Austrian Tyrol, he feil in
a], who, mm
intelligent Austrian gener
of

&

conversation

on

our

the course
that he could
national resources, said ents of our
understand all the elem o - Indian
sreatness, except our Anglnot underSmpire, and that he could
of adurinistrastand, The vast amount good governtive wisdom, Which the
re demanded,
ment of such an Empi
n.
bafficd his comprehensio Warren’s Z/inde
+ Tam told that De
with the Russian
Anglaise is a text-booc frontier. What
officers on the Eastern of the duties of
are their real ideas
be
perhaps,
may,
states
Christian
fact that Prince
the
from
gathered
Emylish officer, who
Saltiket¥ told_an
elf to bring abouk
hims
ting
exer
been
had
in Rajpootans,
tec
the suppression of suta pity to suppress
that he thought it
prontic, for that in were
anything 50 romacust
1s these
oms
such
as
portion
d
le of India woul
abolished the peop

gcease to be joterestin

are more

think

patent to stranger

too

little

§ Lear the evidence

of the

of another na-

tion, Ttaly, through Sismondi, says :—
“Such as they are, however, the English
are still the best masters that India has
ever had. Wherever in this vast continent their dominion ig direct, it isa
They have re-established
real benefit.
security aud justice; they have given
the people a fecling of duration, and of
something to look forward to; and exactly because they keep themselves
apart, because they do not wish to
direct everything, to cliauge every thine,

they haye permitted Indian civilisation
under them to resunie its natural praAgriculture is rlourishing; the
eress.
arts ate Cultivated with case; popula-

tion

and riches begin to inerease; in-

teligence
Buropean

riakes some
progress;
and
opinions engraft themselves

naturally and gently on the old ideas of
Jndia; in short, the conquercd people
uaye Iuarnt to defend the fureign rale;
the native army is formidable, and there
is Hethe probability that if the road io
ee were opened to the Russians, they
eae

a

strnggle

against

the
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mighty Providence which

out of a petty mercantile ad-

venture has evolved the grandest fact recorded in the
History of the World.
We

truth

should

close

of this mysterious

largely into

dian

never

our

!
administrat
ion.

tummed

the

Company,

away

The
from

ereat

Tt should

enter

of the practicalities of Tn.

face
us

the

against

interference.

all our thoughts

been

eyes

of God

save

hag never yet

when

we

have

done
manifestly wrong.
Often, in the weakness of our faith
,
we have doubted and hesitated; we
have
given
our_scives up to petty shilts and temp
orary expedients, only
to find that the very essence of polit
ical wisdom js to
dare to do right.
When that large-minded director of

Charles

Grant,

unworthy fears we should disa declared that « if from
vow our religionhe
, should
fear that the Great Author of that
rcligion would be
provoked to withdraw his protecti
on there from us,"#
he uttered sentiments which, forty
years ago, wer
declared to be those only of an amiable fanat
ic. But
what was ence believed to be the wild
mouthing of enthusiasm, is now looked upon as the lang
uage of calm
and authoritative reason.
Sinee
our
India
n statesmen
and soldiers began to take
more solemn views of their
duties as Christian men, and

pany have recognised

more

the

Directors

clearly and

the wonderful interposition of Prov

of the Com-

more gratefully

idence in their behalf,
they have achieved an amount
of practical suecess such as
never attended their efforts, when they suffered mani
fold
idle fears and vain vaticinations to arrest the stre
am of
Indian Progress.
* Aute, p. 635.
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(from

SALT

DUTIES.

the Statisiieal Papers relating io fndia, prepared at the India House.]
BENGAL,

Tne supply of salt in Bengal
ture,

conducted

on

aecount

is provided

of the

partly by manufac-

Government,* partly

by imper-

tation, and jn one instancef by private manufacture, under
acystem of excise.
The duty} on all imported salt is two and a
half vupecs per maund

of 82Ibs., or about three

farthings per Ib.

The same rate of duty is levied as excise on salt manufactured by

private individuals; and the Government salt may be purchased at
all times in quantities of not less than 50 maunds, at a fixed price,
which is composed of the cost price, with the addition of twa and

« half rupees per maund, or three farthings per lb.

cost price of production§
irifle

below

one

farthing

The average

is about 80 rupees per 100 maunds,
per

lb., thus

making

the

or a

Government

‘The supply of salt is no
selling price tnder a penny per lb.
longer a monopoly; its manufacture and sale have not been relinquished by Government, bué individuals participate in its provigion, both hy importation and manufacture, under a combined
system of customs and excise,
The system of jfiwed prices and open warehouses commenced in
* ‘The manufacture is carried on, not
by hired labour on the part of the Government,

but by a system of pecuniary

adyanees; the

parties receiving

them

bein: bound to deliver, ata fixed price,

all the salt manufactured. T’robably
100,600 laborers
(called Aiolunghees)
are engaged in the manufacture in the

Sunderbunds

+ Mr. Prinsep’s
rainpore.
.
்
t

the

The duty is

clearance

salt-works
க
levied

of

bonded warehouses.

the

at

at the

salt

.

Narof

time

from

the

§ ‘The salt agencics are located along
the head of the Bay of Bengal, viz. at
Hidgelee,
Tunidook, Chittagong,
Ar-

racan, Cuttuck, Balasore, Khoredab.
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1836-37, when the previous system of fived qualities and pertodieat

sales was abolished.*

Maunds

During the seven years commencing with 1837-38 and ending
:
= 4a. per maunt
Q
ப், The
with 1843-44, the duty on salt was 3rs.
்
annual averaget quantity of sali sold and imported during
that period Was
..cseisesececceeeeeteeceee
eres ee
es
In November, 1844, the duty was reduced to 3rs. per maund, and
the annual average sale incteased tO reser,
er 1

In April, 1847, the duty was Jurther reduced to 2rs. 12a, per
maund, and the annual sale increased to...-............. tte,
’ when sh it
d
ain subjectec
subj
1 to reduction,
49. the duty ywwas again
i

of 82 Ibs.

4,627,093
4,986,917

5,459,909

per maund,
for five years atits present rate of 2rs. Sa.

maser

adverted to, the
Tt will thus be seen that in the five years above
25 ‘
nearly
to
ted
amoun
x
salt-ta
reduction effected in the
ev ceng,;
but it would appear that no further reduction can, for the Present,
be expected consistently with the maintenance of the revenue, the
in 1849 having led to no further increase of con
last reduction
on.
sumpti

NOREFH-WESTERN

PROVINCES.

The supply of salt to the North-Western Provinces is furnished

partly from the lower provinces of Bengal, and partly from the
Sambhur Salt Lake,t in Rajpootana, and other localities on the
western side of India.

or import

The salt of Bengal having paid the excise

duty of 2 rupees 8 a. per maund,

North-Westen Provinces.

The Sambhur

and

passes free into the

other salt, on crogs-

ing the north-western frontier customs line, js subjected to a duty
of2 rupees per maund, and to a further duty of half a rupee§ per
maund

on transmission to the eastward of Allahabad, thus coming

into competition with the salt of Bengal under
2 rupees 8 a. por maund.

an equal

duty of

MADRAS.

At Madras salt is manufactured on account of Government, and
* As recommended
by the Select
Comunittee of the House of Commons
in 1836.
AU the recommendations of
that Committee have now been fully and
fairly carried out, viz.—
Ist. Open
warehouses
and
fixed
prices.
and. Imported salt to be subjected to

} These
averages are exclusive of
the quantities disposed of by retail
sales, which cannot be given with perfect accuracy.
{ The Sambhur Lake belongs to the
native States of Joudpore and Jyepore,
Fhe Allahabad specia] dniy was
fixed by Act 14 of 1843 at one rupee
per maund; but in 1847, and again in

factured aalt,
3rd, The rate

1849, when

the same rate of duty as native manuof

duty

to

be

fixed

below the average of net profits for a
series of ten years (such average having been calculated at 3 rupees per
Teaund),

=
duty.

wus

னா. of duty eee

corresponding reeffected,
were made in the Allahabad

.

2, EST

sold for internal constnption at one
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rupee

per maund,

or

under

one farthing per Ib
The duty on imported foreign salt was
3 rupees per maund, but it has been recommended
by the
home authorities that the import duty should (as in Bengal) be
equal only to the difference between the selling price and the cost
of manufacture; the diflerence between the cost price and the price
at which the salt is given ont for consumption being the duty to
be realised,
.
BOMBAY.

_

In Bombay the manufacture of salt is carried on by individuals,
but subject to an excise duty of twelve annas (is. 6d.) per maund,t
a similar duty being imposed on imported salt. Salt, exported
from this presidency to Calcutta is subject to the above excise duty,
but credit for that amount is given at Calcutta im the adjustment
of the local duty. Facilities are also afforded for the export of salt
to Malabar, ‘Travancore, Cochin, and other places.
PUNJAB.

fixed
The excise duty on salt at the Punjab salt mines has been
Lys
at 2 rupees per maund.
at dds.
it is said, may be laid down at Caleutta

English sali,
oy
per ton, or about 80 rs. per 100 maunds.t
mannds is the
100
per
rs.
65
y,§
authovit
another
According to
could be effected.
lowest possible rate at whieh the transaction
States is laid down
Arab
other
and
Gulf
Persian
the
from
But ¢alé
i is therefore the high
at Calcutta at 40 rs. per 100 maunds.
100 maunds) which
per
rs.
cast of producing Bengal sali (80
m the Calcutta
footing
a
keep
to
salt
|
alone enables English
ட
.
market.
.
ter
-wa
sca
the
g
ed by boilin
on.
ati
por
eva
Tn Benval salt is obtain
ar
sol
of
the process 15 that
ras
Mad
and
ay
mb
Bo
salt
Tn
the

racted mi a pure state from
In the Punjab it is ext
கு
mines.
e, in Rajpootana, overflows during the
The Sambhur Salt Lak subside, a deep imerustation of salt is
t
a
w
ers
wat
rains, and when‘a the the
round.

several miles
deposited op its shores lor
_” By a

one and

Bone ae

I¢ has

sani.

duced to
Soe

aN Te

it.

enut, 48, the scll-

wag

sent ail

க balf

rupees

subsequently been

one rupee, by order

per
a

of the

aunty ow salt on delivery from

விட்டவன்

Was

fixed,

by

Act

27 of

1897,

at half a rupee

per maund.

It

was subsequently ineressed to one rapes

16 of 1844, and reper maund by Act கடல்
present
its
ee
Court in the
the
of
er
ட அவ

duced Pa

f£ Aydoyn on Sali Trade.

S Saisie naeine
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Salt

purchased

at Calcutta

at 1d. per

tb.

the

Government

rice, is sold at Benares (400 miles from Caleutta, where it comes

into

competition with

rupee,

or 2d. per tb.;

the salt from

Rajpootana)

and, moreover,

siderably adulterated.
The
usually estimated* at 12 lbs.
the wages of agricultural
(the rate now paid on the

it is stated

to provide

The salt duty thus operates
the

laborer’s

wages,

by the

amount

then con-

absorb the

esting

the quantity required for a year

as a tax

of about 14 per cent ன்

if he have none but

If he have a wife or children,
increased

be

consumption of salt in India has been
per head per annum; and assuming
laborf at 3 rupees per mensom
Caleutta and Bombay mail-read, and

also to village watchmen), it would, at Caleutta,

of five days’ labor

at 12 Ibs. the

to

himself

to

the per-centage will

of their

consumption.

the Government duty is in nowise

accountable.

ae

provide i

of course

ss

It is to be ob-

served, however, on the other side, that the wife and children
would generally contribute something to the common fund by the
earnings of their labor, and thus again reduce the
னவ
At Benares the purchase of the same quantity of salt (12 Ibs }
would absorb ten days’ earnings, thus constituting a charee of 3
per cent. on the laborer’s income.
But for this additional charee

The

difference

in price is occasioned by the cost of conveyance, profits of trade
wastage, &c., the ordinary charges of commerce.t
:
The pressure of the salt-tax on the laborer cannot be regarded

as severe, lmasmuch as it is the only way in which he contributes

to the pecuniary necessities

of the State; in all other respects he

igs not necessarily subject to taxation.
The preceding remarks apply to the Upper and Lower Provinees of Bengal.
In the territories of Madras and Bombay tha
duty on salt is only about one-third of that which prevails in

Bengal;

bat from other causes the mass of the people are believed

to be in inferior circumstances to those of Bengal.
In Madras they
are still subject to various taxes (moturpha tax, duty en tobacco,

&c.), which have been abolished elsewhere.

A comparison of the amount of salt produced with the numbers
of the population consuming it, will show that the estimate which
assigns 12 Ibs. as the ordinary annual consumption of an individual,

ig nearly in

correspondence

* Report of Board of Customs, Salt
and Opium: Calcutta, 1819.
Also Caicudla Review,

t In

1846,

1847.

2000

laborers

gaged for employment

and Bombay

on the

were

en-

Caleutta

mail-road, at 3 rupees per

head per mensen.—Scee

also

Regulation

ANIT. of 1816, sect. 4.
+ Of these the principal item is cost

with

fact.

ofearriages,

but

the railway now

The

quantity of

the completion

on

of

in progress this will be

greatly reduced in the districts which it

It is computed that the extraverses.
pense of conveying 4 ton of merchannise

will not

quently

eutta
per Ib.

to

exceed

24d.

salt may

Benares

per mile;

be earried from

for

one

conseCal-

halipenny

Bae
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wholesale

and
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retail or impotted

was, in 1846-47,

as

மப்?

Bengal

Maunds of 8oibs.

...

6,166,258

North-WesternProvinces ...,,cjccccaeeuvereevanars
Madras
பவனை
ன
ட்
BBG?
5 niniadleageneauiudesapannemprpnpliggesgernnstere ee

2,670,943
4,587,720
2,573,645

15,998,546
o

31,997,092
27,988,368
pean
1,312,850,772)bs,

If the entire population of British India be assumed at ninetynine imiilions, which

may

the latest official mformation

from

be

considered as about its actual extent, the above-mentioned quan-

tity of ealt would afford to each individual about 13 Ibs., the facts
collected by statistical research thus corroborating an estimate

இ
founded on observation of the habits of the people. |
The following table exhibits the quantity of salt imported into
ail countries, and

Caloutta from

also from

for the last

England,

geven years *

வைவைவனை் ம்

a

pn

pt

nt

LO

ர

|

ae

i

:

|

ப

s

=

cae
240

:

aT "ட

Tanporiell
from all ||
மேப் (பப.
Manis.

Maunds.

502,616

2406, 744
4,515,084

1,628,706

ae

1949-50
ட்

pead-at (the firgé

ne

ix
62x
ne

of
months s of)

|

இதறக,
்

1,561,968

791

970,595

.

டு

௩

3
2,126,84
53,007
1,455,007

* Board of Cusioms, Salt and Gpium.

ர

|

|

|

252,855
752,908

459,303

624,673

ட்
672,052

|
|
;
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STATEMENT exhibiting the Net Revenue derived from Salt from
all sources—viz., Government Sales, Excise on Private Maaufacture, and Cusioms Duty, from the year 1859-40,

;
Year.

1839-40
1840-41
te41-42

Bengal,

மண, Prov.|

Rupees,

Rupees.

.../ 1,61,94,188| 26,90,511
...] 1,63,80,084 ) 24,43,614
| 1'57'50,907| 26811822

அ
1848-4

aye

|

=e,
|

Madras.

|

Bombay.

Rupees.

i

Rupees.

| 33,82,422
| 30,21,805
| 33,67;806

7,835,644

=e

| 12,72,209 | 235,89,299
| 14,58,218 | 9'3s 03791
| 13,42,601 | 2:31,37-196

ல...

5

Tora.
Rupees.

|

16,

2.45/99

709

1844-45
45:

1.1 1,60,42,730| 47,823,645 | 37,81,369
| 4549,09,021 | 87,75,196 | 40,834,090

1847-48
1849-49
கண்ல

...| 1,65,83,668 | 48,26,209 | 419985 | 29:45:00 279,49 7983
...| 141 44,921 | 45,68,642 | 87,00:440. 1 21,0685. | 2:43) 201206
ப்ப
பது
அட
டர?
ot
டட. ]

சதக்

| 18,47,502 2,64,54.946
! 2101109 | 2 4a’19'34~

“1 1 தத்ர | soa7o7i | so8Liss

| 177 568

பட

|

[Having given above the Statistics of the Salt Duties, 1 append

some

remarks,

written

by

a friend

moral aspects of the question.

as they are able.]

in India,

on the social and

‘They a ppear to me to be as just

Of all the great sources of Indian revenue not one has been
50.
much assailed as the “‘ monopoly” of Salt. Itis here that the philanthropist

will find his most pal pable object of censure, the partisan
of

free-trade his most vulnerable point of attack, and the advocate of

the Company his least defensible position.
Now it is conceded at
once, that salt is as necessary a daily condiment to the Indian cultivator as it is to the English peasant:

that

in

a country where

sudden and mysterious attacks of disease are common, it has been
thought
essential to

a healthy condition

of the physical

system:

that im some parts of Bengal it may be manufactured at a trifling
cost and with the

slightest amount of labor by any one who
will
scrape togethez a few handfuls of earth, and yet that
in those very
localities, where it is most readily made, the transport of galt is
only permitted under the most rigid observance of certain forms,
and under the safeguard of authenticated passes, whilst
the

adulteration, the import, the manuiacture
.

or even

.
* Government Sales and Excise Duty
.......00...
Customs Duty on importation by sen...
On passing North-West Frontier customs line

connivance at

Rupees.
1,75,98,287
45,00,G00
53,709,810

2,74,73,097
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the manufacture thereof, are punishable by severe tines and by
imprisonment.
Fora clear understanding of the subject T must
state

first

that

the

of the Agra and the
is supplied from

four

salt

eaten

by

the

inhalitante

Bengal Presidencies

different great sources.

factured by the Bengal Government.

of

including

the

whole

the Punjab,

1. Vho

salt manu-

2. Sea-imported salt which

8. Salt limported imto the Avra Preays duty at Caleutia.
4. Rock salt brought from the
states.
native
sidency from
From all four sources the Government
salt range inthe Punjab
derives some revenue, but as the idea of monopoly is generally

associated

with

the

direct

I will proceed

Government,

manufacture

by the

article

of the

to describe the state

first

things

of

in the salt producing localities “of Lower Bengal, where the laws
against illegal transport, store or manufacture, are hy means of a
preventive

reader

who

along

and

sea.

From

may choose to consult the

above

the tract known

The

in ail thoir seventy.

maintained

establishment

map

of Bengal,

will see

as the Sunderbunds, a number of

of
tidal crecks and rivers of all sizes, by which the waters
way
ther
find
Bengal
of
whole
the
of
Gangetic Delta and
the

hills which

border

the

province of Cuttack in the West, and from

Eastern

frontier

the
!

to _the

the very shores of the

mm the dry season,
Bay northward as far as the spring tide reaches
well fitted
singularly
ie
particles
galine
the soil impregnated with

for the manufacture of salt.

For a great part of this tract, which

and twenty
may be four hundred miles in length aitd ene hundred who subsist
population
increasing
and
dense
a
is
there
in depth,
principally

on

vice

and

fish.

Any

landhelder

in

these

parts,

have enly to lay, out a
were it not for the Salt Laws, would
a suecessiul and
establish
to
order
in
capital
moderate amount of
with the
capital,
without
Any Byot
lucrative salt manufactory.
ol earth,
handsful
few
a
and
sticks
few
&
stew-pan,
a
of
help
would extract day by day, or week by week, salt sufficient for the
But I will take a someconsumption of himself and his family.it docs not appar ently equal
though
what parallel case in England,
fn a well-wooded, weil-watered, and
the present one jnfhardship,
there 1s a large estate, of ten thousand
yich country in England
acres, the proprietor of which is a strict preserver of gure. ©ths
rent, are not permitted to shoot one
Hig
pay ௨ high
tenanis, who
s which
of pheasants and scores of hare
single lead, of ve hundreds
Poaching is visited with cements
devastate their finest crops.
with the gameseverity by magistrates, who have a fellow-feeling
‘Lhe law creates offences, and punishes with
preserving landlord.
Sill, in_defonee of this system it
peor the offences té creates.
footed game, in suc: plenty, 1s
fourand
d
winge
may be said thas
te and the soil; on the
not the spontancous production of the clima

time,
g of pheasants,ட much carc,
d
breeding, ட rearing, 22 d multiplyin
His love of
proprietor.
and money

have been

expended

by the
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field sports helps to bind him to the estate.
ம் 13 eu te
the health and prosperity of his tenants that REN
at of rent
pheasants and partridges, or to the punctua
ites ர fe =
that they should despatch bags of game to the pst
a
own.
Harsh as the system

may appear to a agar

il

aS sone

redeeming points, and it is associated with much that is attractive

in the character of an English gentleman, his delight, in active
exercises, his healthful recreation, his love of a rural life. 1. 1s

looked on by farmers,

the sportsman

positive indifference, rarely with hatred.

press heavily on the poor man who

will say, sometimes with
It does not on the whole

earns a few shillings a, week,

But in the salt-producing localities of Bengal, a sinall proprietor
and a poor cultivator, placed within arms’ length, as lt were, of
this condiment, are, by a code of laws cunningly devised,
carefully
guarded, and enforced to the Ietter, forbidden,
except through tha
intervention

of Government, to procure one single handful
thereof

for their simplest meal,

I believe
allow that
could, with
As to the

that the most avewed opponent of the Company. must
the above are the most damaging accusations which
any just feandation, be brought against the Salt-tax.
stitements relative to the bad quality
and oXcessive

price of the Company's
good

fomndation,

salt, I trust to show that they are without

IY return

to the

locality

Bengal is produced, for, as it is there that inthe which the salt of
salt code is rigorously enforced,it is the inhabitants
of those parts, and those only,
who have any right to ery out against
as aq hardship.
The reasoning which I ventured to adopt in tl neit case
of the opium monopoly, I ray venture,

mutatis mutandis, to apply to this
case also.
‘The law is a dead letter where no
temptation to break ov evade it
exists, even though that
law be in theory harsh, oppr
essive, and
It is no more a hardship to
tell the inhabitant of Patna
or
Ghazepore

unjust.

that he shall not manu

the Sunderbunds that he shall on facture salt, or the rice cater of
than it is to tell an elderly gentno eccount cultivate the poppy,
leman that he must not rob an
orchard, or an Oxford undergra
duate that he is not to play
marbles in the High-street.
‘I will, however, proceed to describeat
brielly the mode followed
by the Indian Government
in making
salt, At and near the spots best suited
to the purpose are situated
the salt agencies, whic

h are six in number,
The land most
capable of producing salt is reta
ined in the hands of Government,
and the proprietors thereof are imde
mnified for the loss of revenue
otherwise attainable from its cult
ivation.
The salt is manufac.
tured yearly,

to the amount fixed by the Boar
d of Revenue, by a
class of men who gain their liveliho
od in this manner, and who receive every year advances ‘in hard
cash for the purposes
nufacture.
These men, molunghees, ag they are termed in of ma.
Indian
parlance, agree to deliver the salt at so much
a maund at the

oS
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various store-houses of Government.

A great portion

of the salt

so manufactured and stored is transported to large store-houses at
the Presidency, where it is sold to the native dealers in this article,
who retail it all over the country.
A certain duty added to the
cost of transport and to that of manufacture is what Government

pretends to levy.

At the present time salt is manufactured at the

different agencies, at an average rather under ene shilling a
maund, and is sold at that price, plus a fixed duty of five shillings
Add to this the cost of transport to the
for the same quantity.

Presidency, and you will have the sum total at which salt is purIn round numchased by the native dealer from Government.
bers it is rather more than six shillings a maund, and a maund

is

.

egual to eighty-two English pounds.

The salt stored in the repositories of Government is a sound,
pure, and healthy edible. Any doubt on the subject may be in-

at
stantaneously removed by an inspection of the great storehouses

the Presidency, near the terminus of the railway, when it will at
once be acknowledged that the stories of the Indian Government
making, by means of an unjust monopoly, a dear and unwholesome article, are so many idle tales. If the salt of Government 1s
system,
adulterated, it is adulterated by the retail dealer, and what
could
whether confined to Government or open to all speculators,
Salt
the
that
too,
repeat,
I
evil?
this
of
euarantee the prevention
they

empire to what
Laws operate differently in other parts of the
tract mentioned
the
In
localities.
do in the salt-producmg

stretching

along

the Bay of Bengal within

the

influence

as
of the

It is a missevere and uniform.
tides, their operation is certainly
‘
to manuprivate individual
any
fox
t,
trac
this
in
with
or,

demean
to transport it from one place
facture salt, to store the article, or
its destination, owner, date
to another without passes specifying
Within this tract, too, pres.
cular
of sale, and other minute parti
boats whatever, adapted

ventive

officers may stop and search any

of their containing salt : and
to sea navigation, on mere suspic1om
police-officers, to
they are permitted, m the presence of regular
in which they
ouse
wareh
er
make a forcible entry into any house
one maund in
ding
excee
salt,
that
n
matio
may have yeceived infor

The limits of the tides are the limits
quantity, 13 actually stored.
armed with these apparently
ents,
lishm
estab
of the preventive
within which the salt code is
short,
in
,
terrible powers—the limits
side of the picture.
vioorously upheld: but now comes the other
the number of inasing
incre
in
‘The practical result of the code

to beggary isnil;
mates of gaols and reducing poor men
y salt to_the

the means

cultivator
iaken to mitigate its severity and to suppl
populan
India
the
of
re
welfa
the
Men who have
are judicious.
counof
tract
large
this
in
that
learn
to
at heart will be glad
son
்
Saad

uy ng

umber of cases instituted against indiv:iduals for the
ல illegal

ee

of

salt

were

in

the

2X

year

considerably

within

two
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hundred, and
the Salt Laws
dozen,
‘That
three millions
to violate the
found

to

the aumber of men imprisoned for offences against
of all kinds did not at the close thereof exceed one
18 to say, in a tract of country comprising at least
of inhabitants, who have every apparent temptation
law, a mere fraction of the population had been

eggage

in

the

iNictt

manufacture.

Let

this resuls be

compared with the results of the operation of the Game Laws in
any three counties in England!
The reason for the fewness of

convictions 1s neither a want of diligence

on

the part of the pre-

ventive officer, nor a want of spirit on that of the desponding
cultivator,
The reason is partly, that Government, anxious to
mitigate the harshness of the monopoly, has directed that, in the
salt-producing tract, where there is most temptation to கல்ட் ட.

ture or smuggle, salt shall be retailed by its own officers at its
own shops, at a price sufficiently low to take away from the
poorest cultivator the temptation of violating the law; and partl
because hundreds of Ryots, too lazy to go as far as the retail sho ப்
do occasionally scrape together a few handsful of earth within dae

precincts

of their

salt without

the

huts,

and

manufacture

cognisance-of the

each

preventive

which individuals have been arraigned

2 pound or go of

officer.

Casas in

for transporting salt with.

out any protective documents, or with documents

of an informal

character, or for transporting more salt than the quantity specified

in their passes, are naturally more numerous than those of mere
ilicit manufacture. But the penalties enforced in these cases fall
on ‘individuals of a very different class from the mere tiller of the
earth.
They fall on habitual and determined smugglers, on merchants who cannot be content with their reasonable gains, on men,
in

short,

who,

under

any Government

or system

in

the world,

would be the first to speculate on the best mode of baffling authority or resisting the payment of any lawful dues. They fall, too,
in many cases, on the very men who derive a direct benefit from
the monopoly, as it centres the traffic of salt in their hands.
Tt is

not in behalf of men like these that philanthropy should be anxious
or sympathy be awakened.

Still, some objector may say, that if the salt monopoly were
abandoned, and every man in the salt-producing localities were

permitted to turn salt-manufacturer, the condition of the pessantry
Would be bettered, and the sources of wealth would be enlarged.

It is impossible to argue
the known

the East.
might,

on a supposition like this except from

character of landlords, and tenants, and speculators, 1

There is ttle doubt but that an individual or company

with a little capital, manufacture salt for the Indian pare

Cheese rate than it is now made by Government, ane! ae

enue i tho Bengal and Behar provinces might be onal

or iE ot the inhabitants of the salt tract would be
7 8

another

question.

Abandon

the

monopoly,

the pete
22d

salt
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would

be

manufactured by every

native

075

landholder

whe

could

command money and energy cnough for the purpose, or by every
foreign adventurer who could obtain a lease of land from the

apathetic or heedless Zemindar.

It is not likely that such men

would quietly permit every tenant on their estates to boil salt in
his own salt pans, and enjoy a new luxury without interruption.
The lcealities in which the salt of Bengal is manufactured are

those in all India where rapacious landlords and their unscrupulous agents are most adept in practising extortion on a peasantry
feeble by nature, enervated by climate, timorous by example, and
vilified by the domination of centurics. Every person conversant

with Lower Bengal will know the amount of dread which a
wealthy Zemindar can strike into his tenantry by his rank and

position, by his armed retainers, by the influence of’ superstition,
by a control more strict than could be ever exercised by any pre-

ventive force of Government, by the unlimited command of evidence to suit every unforeseen ocenrrence ina long course of litigation, and by working on that unconquerable feeling which still

pervades the masses in the East, and whispers to them that such
men are set above the Jaw. The testimony of hundreds of witnesses and the records of litigation

for half a century present us

with one dreary picture of landlords enhancing rents, forcing cultivators to purchase the necessaries of life only at their own markets; deciding disputes in the village on the principle that both
disputanis are to pay. something into the judge’s privy purse,
pretences,
levying every sort of illegal cess on the most frivolous
and making of Eastern society only tivo great divisions, those who

pea~
suffer, and those who inflict, It is idle to talk to 1 Bengali
it
spivit.
manly
a
with
ecting
and
righis
cant about defending his
functionaries
European
open,
courts
are
there
that
say
to
idle
is
accessible, and prompt Justice at hand, which neither maney can
urchase nor power defy. If, mm our own England, it is well

அவை that tenants have been rnined and driven forth houscless,
election they would not vote with the Lord of
8
because ab some
easily be conceived what sort of remedy would
ay
m
it
ot,
the Man
dare to

should
be possessed in law by that Enstern tenant who
lessen, by one penny, the profits of his landlord, or cross the most
;
.
.
trivial of his cherished aims.

alluvial and
The abandonment of the salt monopoly in the rich
the effect
have
ity,
probabil
all
in
swould
saline districts of Bengal,
up-country
of enriching a few individuals, of supplying some of the
ng the Governmarkets with 2 somewhat cheaper article, of deprivi
the free iming
prevent
of
revenue,
of
ment of about a million
port of Liverpool and Manchesicr

salt by sea, and.

of, leaving

the

peasantry of the salt-producing localities in the condition in which
s been.
they batess
ee g this part ட the அம்மலை it is impossible not to
KS
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notice a singularly erroneous

statement which

on the salt monopoly, and which

has

lately appeared

has been read probably by some

thousands of readers in a periodical, captivating from its variety,

usuaily accurate in iis statements, and just in its conclusions.
In
the number of the ‘* Household Words,” for July, 1851, the following are gravely set down as “ Facts about Salt.”
I enumerate

them im due succession, and as far as possible in the author's own
words.
‘ The
The workers,

salt manufactories are situated in dreary marshes,
following their occupation in pestiferous regions

annually fall victims, by hundreds, to the plague or the floods.
The price of salt to the Indian consumer is about eightpence a
pound.
In addition to the vast powers vested in the hands of the
preventive officers, fines may be inflicted on a person who erests
a distilling apparatus in his own house, without any proof of the
same, and at the discretion of the judge.
The monopoly gives
the East India Company a revenue of three millions sterling and
besides acting as an incubus on the energies, the mental resources
aud social advancement of the immense population of Todia ட்
in a great measure engenders and facilitates the Tavages of the

cholera.”
T confess, sv, that Tread the above “ Facts about Salt,” wish
mingled amusement, regret, and surprise.
In a periodical originating with genius and fostered by talent, appears an account so
entirely at vatiance with the truth, and yet so plausible in its appearance, as to be calculated to deceive many a ‘* Houschold,”
whose knowledge of the subject may be confined to * words”
so written for their instruction,
Either from wilful malevolence
or astounding credulity, or “‘ erassa ignorantia,” some points are

mistaken, and others are introduced where they have no meaning
or connexion, in order that the Salt Monopoly of India may appear
in

the

eyes

of grievance-mongers,

real philanthropists,

and

the

English public in general, a monopoly of so “ odious and oppressive a

nature as only to

be

worthy of the old Spanish

Tnguisi-

tion.”
I proceed, however, in due order emphatically to deny, and
to vefute from personal observation, as well as {rom other sources,
every one of the assertions selected above. The “ dreary marshes’
are not peculiar to the salt-producing localities.
They exist
in eight or ten districts, out of reach of the tides.
They are to be
found, more or less, wherever the rice crop is sown and grown:

they are the result

of

the tremendous

down-pourings

of the

rainy season, which falling on « rich, tenacious, and alluvial soil,
convert the whole country for four, five, or six months in the year,

into

one

enornmious

marsh,

not

dreary,

nor

unproductive,

nor

invariably inimical to life, but prolifie “in vegetation, teeming in
yesources and tenanted by thousands, or even millions of inhapitants. That Bengal Proper is remarkable for a moist and humid

and not @ dry climate: that tropical showers which the clayey

“2&8
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soil refuses to drink up, and
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the brilliant sun can only exhale by

degrees, are favorable to the spread of vegetation: that vesetation unchecked is apt to produce miasma: that over miles of

country in districts, where not one ounce of salt is ever manufactuzed, or one clause of the Salt Laws enforced, the communication is carried on in boats from July to November as it has been
step from

eultivator may

that an Indian

carried on for centuries:

his house into his lisht shallop and on his way to the bi-weekly
market pass over an extent of plain converted ito a ‘‘ marsh,” but
covered everywhere with a magnificent rice-crop growing, in water
five and six feet deep-—are

But

undeniable.

are

all facts which

they only prove that those who choose or are compeiled to live in
Bengal at all during the rainy season must often be content to live
on the borders

to manufacture

of a “ dreary marsh,” whether their accupation

salt,

or to cultivate

be

or as a servant of

indigo,

The
Government to do justice between one man_and another,
factories are not selected on account of the ‘* dreary marshes,” but
the marshes will persist in locating themselves in proximity to the
Wioreover,

factories.

out of the six salt agencies where

the mono-

poly is carried oa, only two, that of Hidgellec and that of TumJook, are situated in localities at all remarkable for unhealthiness:
aud as the manufacture of the article can only be carried on
during the dry season from December to May, when there are no
rains, no inundations, and m consequence no miasma, the assertion
that the workers of salt fall victims to the floods, is quite contrary
In making mention of the * plague” as the destroyer of
to fact.
victims, if is difficult to believe that the writer in the “ Honsehold
Words” can have lad any other wish than to see how far he
could impose with impunity. on the credulity of Englishmen.
The non-oesurrence and non-existence of the plague in India is a
fact as well established im science 48 is the non-existence of tropical
vegetation on the summit of Mount Hecla, or of an cternal glacier
The nexé * fact” stated is, that the
on the chalk hills of Kent.
about cightpence » pound, and that
is
consumer
the
to
I
price of sa
thirty millions of public, whose average earnings are three shillings

a week, are compelled to expend one fourth of that pittance in the
r=
or Agra
purchase of salt. Now, in no part of the Bengal

vinces does salt cost
above

the

consumer

than

more

fourth of

the

one el@hth.

. In

one

price; and in many places it. only costs him

the case of the higher price, the increase arises from the carriage

of the article, and to convey salt some four hundred

miles from

the place of manufacture, not unnaturally raises the price thereof

on arrival

at its destination.

still continue

This

to be manufactured

must

be

the

by the Indian

case whether

Government,

whether all the superfluous capital and indignant philanthropy
Manchester be suddenly let loose to improve

on

the

Sunderbunds.

The

Government

the tracts

takes

salt

Or

of

bordering

no part

in the
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transport of Bengal salt, nor is it bound to provide that the article

shall be sold in the districts of Behar for the same price as itis
sold at the retail shops within the tidal Hmits: and if must not be
forgotten, that beyond those limits and their preventive establish.

ments, the transport and the retail of salt is open equally to the
native dealer, the foreign adventurer,

and the champion of suffer-

ing humanity.

‘The next startling ‘ fact” is, that any person who erects a distil.

ling apparatus is lable to a ruinous fine, without proof, at the discretion of the judge.
The writer has here applied to the case of
a supposed distiller, a penalty which may be incurred by land.
holders, who permit the illicit manufacture of gait on their estates.
ft is part of the system of the Indian Government
to take landholders, in consideration of their position and influence, to
assist in
the administration of justice by giving early information
of
offences against the law, and such a provision as that adverted all
to

and misapplied by the writer
exist in the salt code.

in the

‘ Houschold

But itis rarely put in force.

Words,” does
In the

space
of a year it is enforced perhaps on one occasion.
‘The last “ fact”
is, that the monopoly so described raises a revenues of three millions.
¢ raises a revenue of one million.

The

tax on imported. salt and

that levied in the Punjab, which of course are exclusive of this,
have nothing to do with the manufactures as carried on by Govern-

ment.

So much for the * Fuets about Salt,” which when circulated

in India were variously ridiculed and

never slow to comment severely
general administration

on

refuted

the

by the local press,

policy and

of affairs in the Mast.

to arraign the

Zi have done with the sphere in which salt is largely manufactured, and I turn now to other localities out of reach of the tides

which comprise the remainder of the provinces under the Clovernments of Bengal and Agra.

It is a misdemeanor to manufacture

salt in any part of the above localitics, but as the facilities for
manufacture there ave neither frequent nor enticing, as there is no
special preventive establishment for the prevention of smuggling
or illicit traflic, as salt merchants convey their cargoes of salt to
the various marts therein

without

let

or

hindrance, or inspection

by any person, as houses there are never searched, nor boats
detained, nor * poor Indians” punished, it is clear that over a very
large surface of the empire the monopoly does not press with
severity on mental resources or social advancement.
There is, however, one additional unpost laid on the trausport of
certain salt at.the junction of the Bengal and Agra provinces, and

this brings us to another species of salt, supplied by native states,
and congumed in the North-West Provinces.
This duty is levied
on salt which finds its way into those provinees from the inde-

pendent native states south of the river J umna, from the Sambhur
Lake near Ajmere, and from the salt yange in the Punjab.
The

ஆதிப்
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duty has at various times

maund.
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ranged from

Jn the case of salt manulhetured

two to four shillings a,
in independent states,

this duty 1s an extra duty, the first duty having been levied when
the salt crossed the line which separates the British from the
native states. In the case of rock salt from the Punjab, it is the
only duty levied in transit, a line of preventive stations on the
banks of the Sutle} and the frontiers of the Punjab, having lately
been abolished.

‘The

custom-houscs then, extend in a line from

Allahabad to Juanpore, and guard: the frontier of the respective
Governments of Bengal and Agra. But they are only intended to
levy duty on the salt which enters Bengal from Agra, and not on
that which enters Agra from Fengal.
‘This latter salt, whether it
be that of the monopoly of manujacture, or that imported by sea,
once clear of Calcutta and the tidal limits, may travel in any

direction without paying a farthing.
from

the Upper

Provinces

pays

a

Salt descending into Bengal
moderate

duty

of

one shillmg

‘Whe policy
where it enters the Lower division of the presidency.
is to protect Bengal from being invaded by salt from the Upper
Provinces,

and to let Bengal

provinces,

ifitecan.

But

im

Manchester

and

any

salt overrun those

consumer, whether

the

case

he

eats the salt of the Bengal Government, or that of native states,
or the rock-salt of the Punjab, or that of Liverpool, pays for his
condiment, where cheapest a penny a pound, where dearest twoThe
pence, and in some rare instances, twopcence three larthings.

practical result of the salt system may briefly be summed up as
follows:

“The monopoly

or manufacture

by the Bengal Govern-

ment gives a net revenue of abousé a million*—

by

in

the writer

the “ Household

not three millions as

Words

~—-and

this salt

stated
_ supplies the cultivators of Bengal Proper and of Behar, where it
mects the salt from native states and from the Panjab, and unable
Phe
to compete with the cheaper article, retires from the field,
to the exgalt of native independent states, which yearly pays
cheqner about five. hundred thousand pounds in the shape of
frontier duty, supphes the country between the Ganges and the

Famna, and generally the other districts of the Agra Government.
From

Panjab

the salt of the

hundred

and fifty thousand

range

pounds,

Js derived

a revenue of one

the’ condimeni of the

and

by the
stalwark Sikh, the agricultural Jat, and the other dwellers
about
revenue
the
to
adds
sea
by
‘The salt imported
five rivers.
four hundred and eighty thousand pounds, displaces a proportionate

quantity of Sunderbund

or Government

salt, and mani ully com-

even
petes with the salt descending from the Upper Provinces, The
beyend the junction of the two divisions of the Presidency.

result is to place salt within reach of the poorest peasant in India,
* Te

பத்தாம்

will
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eS
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ம

வன்க
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-

‘‘monopoly.”
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at a fair price,

and

to

secure

to

the

Government,

in the Jeast

vexatious manner, an addition to its revenue, which it positively
cannot spare.
In any caso the sale of all four kinds of salt is
naturally affected and regulated by- distance and by the expenses
of transport.

To

reiterate the most

prominent

and

remarkable

of the facts

concerning salt it may be said that in the whole of that part of the
Indian Empire which extends from Peshawar beyond the Indus
downwards to the tidal limits of the Bay of Bengal, the manufac-

ture of salt is not susceptible of the employment of a large amount
of capital. that the salt which supplies the greater part of Upper
‘India, is either the natural produce of the great salt range. of the

Punjab, and as such is the property of the paramount’ power, oy is
manufactured in independent or tributary states: that the d uty
levied on this latter ale on its entrance on the frontier ov dup ing
its transit with the British territories is neither exorbitant, nor

in principle contrary to a sound administration, which must provide
money

to

support

its

armies,

and

maintain

its establishments:

that besides the salt manufactured by Government under a code
of stringency in one corner of the empire, there is a further abun.
dant and increasing supply of this article imported by sea, on payment at Calcutta of a duty

of five

shillings

2 maund:

that it is

certain that no extreme penalties are imposed by the salt tribunals
on men who break or evade the law, while reasonable precautions

are taken to deprive cultivators of inducement to illicit traflic:
that it is an open question whether the abandonment of the
monopoly would ameliorate the condition of those agriculturists
who are said to suffer by it, while, to judge from experience, that
abandonment would cause increased litigation, and loss of revenue:
and that a net revenue of one million of our money is now raised
by the most willing of manufacturers, the native Molunghees,
ainongst & population, to whose substantial social evils or moral
degradation that monopoly does not certainly contribute,

3h
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(B)
THE

OPIUM

DUTIES.

[From the Statisties relating to India, prepared at the India House.]
BENGAL.

In Bengal, the revenue from opium is realised by means of a
No person within the Bengal territories
Government monopoly.
is allowed to grow the poppy

ment.*

under

except on account of the

Govern-

Annual engagements are entered into by the cultivators,

a system of pecuni iary advances,

to sow a cerfain quantity

of land with the poppy, and the whole produce in the form of
opium is delivere d to the Government at a fixed rateft The

engagementsf on t. he part of the cultivators are optional.

The

ordinary consequences

of mo nopoly,

]
increase of price
to

“the consumer, an d restriction on the employment of capital and
industry, are not wanting in the wo rking of the opium revenue
t n of the poppy would doubtless lead
The free cultivatio
system.

in producto the larger outlay of capit al, and to greater economy
t description of land, and
riches
the
res
requi
poppy
the
But
tion.

fore displace other products.
its extended cultivation must there
The price, too, is almost wholly paid by foreign consumers, viz.,
Chinese, Malays, &c.,§ and in obtaining the largest returns with

the smallest outlay, the bes t interests of India would appear to be
consulted.
y was
* The cultivation of the popp
on VIL
prohibited in Bengal by Reguiati Norththe
in
of 1799, sect. 3; and
ation XI.
Western Provinces by Regul

of 1803, sect. 2.

;

.

l
tation of opium into Benga

The impor
being
is virtually prohibited, the ofdutyஷூ or
fixed at 24 rupees per seer,
present
double the amount of its

about
rnment
selling priceat theCaleutta Gove
les.
per seer,

7 + Ehree and a half rupees
or about 3s. 6d. per Ib.
contracts
In the month of August s, and an
Ryot
are entered into with the
of 4 rupees
advanee without interest

per beega (neatly two-thirds of an acre)

granted

by

the

Government.

sowings commence in November,

another advance is made

The

when

of 3 rupees

per beega.
Again, in January and
February, when the crop arrives at
maturity, a third advance of about 3
rupees per beega takes place, to assist
the cultivator in gathering the produce,
The crop is collected by the end of
March.
்

§ Under the Convention of 1813, the
French Government of Pondicherry are
supplied with 300 chests
of opium
annually, at the average price obtained
-at the Caleutta gales.
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BOMBAY.
Opium grown and manufactured within the territories of Bombay 1s held to be subject to the duty of 12 rupees per Surat seer,*

imposed

by Bombay

es imported

Regulation

or brought

into

any

XXE

of 1827,

harbour,

upon

or roads,

opium

oF port, or

place, either by land or sea, within the Presidency of Bombay, or
territories subordinate thereto 3" and this duty must be pad
The object of this heavy duty is to disbefore its removal.

courage its production.

‘The cultivation of the poppy is stated to

have ceased in the district of Ahmedabad in 1839, and nearly so
in

those of Kaira

opium

and

In

Candeish.

has been prohibited.

Scinde

the

production

The Government purchase

of

all that

is produced in Bombay, and supply, through the licensed retailers,
the quantity required for home consumption.
CENTRAL

A

large

revenue

is derived

INDIA.

from

the transit of the opium

of

tion
Malwa through the British territories to Bombay for exportament
Govern
British
the
1831
year
the
to
us
Previo
to. China.
sed
reserved to itself a monopoly of the article, which was purcha

by auction, either at
by the British resident at Indore, and sold
was deemed advisit
year
But in that
Bombay or at Calcutta.
smuggled

of opium
able, chiefly on account of the large quantity S&c-, on the coast, to
,
Demaun
of
ents
settlem
uese
to the Portug
relinquish

the

monopoly, io open the trade to the operations of

a source of revenue, 11
plivate enterprise, and to substitute, as
at a specified rate, ௦
grant,
the
place of the abandoned system,
the Company § terrih
throug
oplum
passes to cover the transit of ining the amount of transit duty, 16

In determ
tories to Bombay.
ison of the cost of transit
was proposed to be guided by a compar
transmission of the drug to
direct to Bombay, with that of the
circuitous routes through

the coast by the cheapest of the more
basis of such a ன்
the territories of native states ; and on the of 140 Ibs. each. oh
chest
per
was fixed at 175 rupees

parison it
official year being unfavourab es
1835, the results of the preceding
y having largely declined,
Bomba
the shipments of opium from
ed, the rate was
while those from Demaun had greatly increas
7
‘
reduced to 125 rupees per chest.
nity for the levy 6
opportu
d
afforde
Scmde
of
tion
subjuga
The
்
35
* Tho Surat seer consists only of
re,
therefo
s,
opiumi
on
duty
the
tolaha;
.
Bengal
in
than
r
somewhat heavie

na
the
he nai
+ By separate treatiei s with
which
and
ind,
l
Centra
tive princes of
were subsequently cancelled.

ahs
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a higher rate.

Down to the period of that event, a large portion

and

That

of the opium of Malwa had been conveyed through Seinde to
Kurrachee, and thence onwards to the Portuguese ports of Diu
Demaun.

route was now closed,

and

it was

reasonably

expected that an advance might be made in the charge of passes,
without risk of loss to the revenue from a diminished demand
forthem.
The rate was accordingly increased, in October, 1843,
‘from 125 rupees to 200 rupees per chest. Upon the principle that
it was desirable to fix the price at the highest amount which could
be levied, without forcing the trade into other channels, a further

increase was made in 1845, when it was determined that the
Under the like views it
charge should be 300 rupees per chest.
.
was, in 1847, raised to 400 per chest..
Poppy seed is sown in Malwa in November; the plants are in
flower in the early part of March, and from that time till the end
During the hot
of April the extraction of the juice proceeds.
weather in May, the extracied juice is allowed to settle, and in
June, and early in July, the cakes are manufactured.
showing

SratremMentT

54-35

ட்

1836-37...

4837-38...

1938-39 ...
1839-40...
4840-41...

... | .

1841-42

1.

4942-23

|. .
1g43-44
1844-45...
1845-46...

1846-47

|). |

ipa7-48

1848-49...

_..

4849-50

the

from

Receipts

Opium

Revenue,

1834-35.

.
Total £ Sterling
Total Com- | ni 2s. the Sicca
‘Net Receipts | Net Receipts
Rupee.
from Bengal. | from Bombay. | pany’s Rupees.

ohms

a

the

from the Year

3,26, 894

12201 613

1,399,009

14,97,202

1,58,64,440

aa

20,08,710

69,87,990
32,60,761
64,96,324

25,43,318
1,17,014
22,46,452

80,38,669

21,48,989

1,67,59,482
4,80,83,454

34,88,78C
37,29,431

1,32,23,4836

25,42,382

2,20,79, 262

59,56,243

1,29,15,296

87,18,549

9,80,07 ,968

72,94,835

2,27,93,387
1,95,82,562

728,517

1,49,20,060

4,33,40,968

1,43, 67,238

77,68,605

14,41,711

1710௧

1,53,49,678

|

95,351,308
33,77,775
87,42,776

1,01,87,658
1,57,65,818

2,02,48, 262
2,18,12,885
2,80,33,505

tence

aS

ae)
316,66
819,635
955,093

1,478,046

1,898,274
2,044,958
2,628,140

60,68, 628

2,88,62,015

2,705,813

88,735,066

3,53,02,803

2,84,57,626

3,309,637

1,66,33,845

1,559,423

2,667 902

al opium, containing 164 lbs., or 80 seers, would cost
அகடம்
விமல் ம
க் ப்ட் seer, 280rs., and sell at Calcutta for upwards of
the Gov பபச a. profit, of about 7s. 6d. per Ib.
;
.
இ0075., 3:16 ¢ Malwa opium, containing 140 lbs., upon which the transit duty of
A geet
ee paid, would afford a revenue to Government of about 6s. 8d.
400rs.

_ per Ib.

ha

i
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following

observations

on the

opium

monopoly

are by

I am indebted for the previous commentary
They have been published in the Morning

the friend, to whom
on the salt duties,

;

Chronicle. |

The opium monopoly, which I shall now briefly discuss, is a subject which presents, comparatively, few salient points, and suggests

no very intricate questions. Its history embraces a consideration of
the precautions by which the cultivation of the poppy is reserved ta
the State alone, of the locality where the poppy can be cultivated,
of its effects on agriculture, and of its financial results.
F irst,
then, I will enumerate the precautions taken to prevent the un-

limited or the indiscriminate cultivation of the plant.
It is an
offence against the law of the Bengal Code for individuals to cnltivate the poppy, Just as much

as it is an offence in England to sell

beer without a licence, to sell spirits within certain hours on Sundays, to harness dogs to a

street or the Strand,

little cart, to collect a mob in Recent.

In both cases a simple

act is created an

offence by the law, though it will naturally be said that the ptinciple of the Eastern Code is capricious and arbitrary, and does not

jead to the protection of morality.

Not only are Indian cultivators

prohibited from cultivating the poppy, without a licence, and then
only for the good of the State, not only are they liable, for an in-

fringement of the law, to see their illicit crops attached and to ineut
imprisonment

or fine;

but

police

officers,

village watchmen,

and

Government officials of every description, are required on pain of
fine, and ability to dismissal, to assist in the suppression of the

legal cultivation, of the manufacture
of the raw material, and of
the sale of the produce.
Tven landholders are not exempt from
liability, and as on the one hand they are liable to be fined if they
do not give the earliest information to the police of illicit cultivation, so, on the other, they are at hberty, in virtue of their position

as lords of the manor, at onec and without any order or decree to

that effect, to attach a crop of the poppy not grown by the permisThe whole aim and scope of the law is in
sion of Government.
fact to reserve to the Government the right of determining where,
in what quantity, and by whom, the poppy shall be cultivated.

So much for the law. The second point for consideration is the
Now, the poppy
tract of country suited to this kind of produce.
is.cultivated with success only in the large central Gangetic tract
which extends from the borders of the kingdom of Oude to Agra
on the west, and to the district of Dinagepore on the south. This
stretch

of country

is

about

hundred in depth or breadth.

five

hundred

miics in length

and two

It follows, consequently, that what-

ever harshness may be imputed to the opium laws, their effects
must be confined to the limits of the above tract. Where there is
no temptation to break the law, there can be no occasion to enforce
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its penalties. In a locality where the poppy will not grow, or will
nat be productive, it is superfluous to tell the Ryot that he must
not there manufacture opium.
In the principal plains of Eastern
Bengal, on the banks of the Lower Ganges, in the whole province
of Orissa, in the

northern

part

of the

Agra

division and in the

Punjab, the whole of the laws for the protection of the opium monopoly are a dead istter.
what

It remains

force the monopoly

then to be considered with

presses on the agricultural population

the great poppy. districts,

which

brings

in

us naturally to the third

point under review.
‘The opium manufacture from the plant
grown within the limits above described, is carried on at two
separate agencies, that of Benares, of which the head station is at
Ghazipore, and that of Behar, of which the head station is at
The system agriPatna, the ancient capital of that province.
culturally is, then, as follows: Itis mo part of the plan to mark out
and reserve a portion of the best lands of a district for the poppy,
or to cultivate it on a Government or home farm, through the

‘The system proceeds on far broader
agency of hired laborers.
principles—those of making advances to any Ryot who may choose
to enter into an agreement to cultivate the poppy for Government.
The Ryot takes the money, sows the field, watches over the
growth of the plant, presses the juice, and conveys 1t to the Govern-

ment factory.
optional

Recruits
fictitious
weht
ee

It is @ fundamental principle to leave it entirely

with every one

to

enter

performance.

There

are,

or not..

or ள். cue

ண

to

eS

to & contract, if becomes

party

such an agreement

into

are not inveigled by the distant prospect of remuneration,
stateménts are not ன
அறை ene aang,
Ae
to influence the wavering,
brought
of authority is never
If, however, a Ryot ene மனாத் 2
tony, or the weak.
mace,

stipulations

consequently,

In

agreement 1s signed,
order that the number of acres, for which an
produce, calculated
of
amount
an
that
d,
ltivate
1
b
al
of

டன வுட் to be the probable veout-turn of the field
leli ed to the officers of
shall be deliver
growth, shall
en | in full
te shall not be

i = ப
அ

cat

DOO

adulterated,

that

ihe

juice

in its primitive sta

-be repaid by
and that the advances made shail cither
. ‘Thereis
means
legal
by
d
vere
in produce, or be reco

an equivalent
ies.
compulsion, and no disclosure of unforeseen contingenc
4
3
other
no
h
whic
e
ntag
adva
The calf sion moreover, enjoys an
He gets at the comkind of cultivation could possibly bring him.
cash equal to onehard
in
ces
advan
n,
seaso
ancement of every
ae

bal

f

the estimated

oat m

commission,

out-turh,

while

for which

he

has

the

he

is subjected

chance

to no

of making his

ern by bringing to the factory, produce exceeding the advances,
No outstanding balances
பத பப் and weight.
ம் பத
ix
at the
i
Se
cu 2 close
unhappy
: suffere
ffered orto eneremain
are
Itivator

fterrorem,

OV

of
. one

season,

in the next.

or

held,

Accounts are -
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squared after the ding is manufactured, and the return is either
set off against the advances, or if any part of the advance remains
unrepaid, it is recovered by legal process, or it 1s written off to
profit

and

and

loss.

In this way lacs

yearly repaid

within

of rupees

a few rupecs.

are

yearly advanced

‘That Government

has

aequired ihe character of a fair and indulgent landlord is easily
seen by the readiness with which Ryots flocks to take advances,
and is proved by the fact that it has occasionally been found
necessary to discourage the cultivation of the poppy and restrain

it within

moderate bounds.

In the year 1849-50, in the smallest

of the two agencies, the amount of land under poppy cultivation

was.in round numbers, 35,000 acres.
Over so many miles of
country there circulates yearly a constant and steady amount of
But to prove the advantages which may reault from a
capital.
monopoly wisely administered, there is nothing like a comparison
between a system as carried

on by Government,

and

a system ag

carried on by individuals.
Such a comparison I find ‘at hand
between the manufacture of opium by Government and that of
indigo by individuals.
Both kinds of cultivation yequire com~
mand of money, constant
supervision, favorable seasons, ancl

agricultural

skill: both

the

articles manufactured

form

a large

and lucrative branch of trade.
The one is manufactured solely
on account of Government, which in this retains some of the old

axading

habits by which

an

empire was won,

The

other, not

restricted, not confined to any particular class, and rarely noticed
in'the Indian code, is manufactured from a plant largely cuitivated in the rich plains of Bengal, and the more sandy districts
of the Upper Provinces.
Under both there is the same selection
of suitable localities, the same system of advances at the com-

mencement of the season repayable by the produce at its close:
the same healthy cireulation of capital: some of the same benefits

exhibited in progressive intercourse and extended agriculture.
. But here the parallel must cease.
Under the Government monopoly, there is no intimidation, no violence or deceit : accounts
are opened and adjusted yearly : 1f the master is satisfied with

the produce, so is the man with his honest gains.
In the cultiyation of indigo carried on by European speculators of ali nations,

Hindoo
there

and

is on

Mahomedan

the

part

landholders,

of the

capitalist

and

a free

commercial
recourse

firms,

to

the

influence of position, to the awe produced by authority, and to
downright force, on the part of the Ryot there is unwillingness,
subterfuge, and discontent.
In addition to this, the disputes

between cultivator and capitalist, or between two capitalists with
their respective tenantry, have been the cause, especially in former
years, of an endless amount of litigation, and a vast imcrease of

agrarian crime.

managed,

and the

It is fair to state that matters are now better
cultivation

of indigo

is at present

carried

on

-

arvexvsx.

1
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_ without bardening the calender or Ming the gacls. But the Ryot
is not more contented, nor richer than before. On the other hand,
by the retention of the poppy cultivation 2n the hands of the state,

benefits fall directly on the cultivator, and indirectly on the landAdvantage results directly to
lord to whom he may pay rent,
the tenant, because the agent of Government deals with him
He signs the agreement: he receives the advances: he
alone.
looks after the standing crop: he weeds and manures: he pierces

the xipe capsules of the poppy: he conveys the drag in its first

elementary condition to the Government factory: the lability
The Zemindar, who is not
and the benefits alike fall on him.
account but is held responown
his
on
cultivate
to
forbidden
only

sible for any illicit cultivation carvied on by his teuants, derives
merely that advantage

from the system which may be expected

engaged in
from the presence of an active and walling peasantry,
But beyond
cash.
hard
with
pockets
their
fills
which
a pursuit
rents,
_ the advantages of a substantial peasantry, ready to pay their

Fle is distinctly forbidden to
the landlord pains no advantage.
which tenants are raising a
om
enhance the rents of those lands
the opium monopoly were
if
doubt
No
Government.
for
crop
and uropeans would imnatives
abandoned ¢o-morrow, many
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advances, and at the close of a successful
steamers plying
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export, for
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the
up aud down
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a
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dozen
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whole
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contingent advantages to secure positive blessings and solid fruits

to the tenant, which

gives

employment to a host of natives, and

places many situations of emolument within the reach of clever

and energetic Europeans, not members of any of the covenanted
services, which is least felt where most strictly maintained, is

surcly deprived of the objectionable features which in the minds

of most Englishmen are supposed to belong to that title,
The last point to be considered in the opium question is its

financial result.
There are twelve sales of the drug during the
year.
They are held at Calcutta, and the clear gain to Govern-

ment after deducting expenses of all kinds, advances, manufacture,
transport, salaries of large establishments
and

incidental or contin-

gent charges, is in round numbers, two millions of our money. But
this addition to the revenue is obtained not from the Indian cultivator or his landlord, nor from suffering provinces, but from
Chinese merchants, and from the consumers of the drug in the
Celestial Empire. The opium manufacture may, if men choose, be
termed a monopoly of the productive resources Of a, large tract of
country, but no inquiry will ever prove that, as a tax, it weighs on

a single individual in any one district: nor will it be easy to per-

suade any man who knows anything of the condition of the Ryot
that an abandonment of the monopoly would be followed by i
inerease of wealth or competence in the apricultural

classes.

morality of the traffic is an entirely different question:
that ground

alone

and

“The

on

were it thought incumbent to prohibit the ma-

nufacture and the export of opium, the prohibition should equally
apply to the drug when manufactured by individuals.
A trade
productive of nothing but demoralisation ought to be stopped while
It originated with

a private house, or with a chartered

company,

or with the rulers of a great empire.
But the truth js that, men
who have been in China, while they describe in striking terms the
fearful effects of the drug on the confirmed and habitual opiun:eater, just as a man

who had been

in England might,

from a few

instances of delirium tremens, descant on the fearful effects of intemperance, allow that a moderate use of this stimulant is attended

with beneficial effects.

Moreover it has been ascertained from the

same trustworthy source that the poppy cultivation is graduall
increasing and 1s now countenanced
by the authorities in the -

Chinese

Empire.

The delicate question of monopolising a culti-

vation, which ends in the surreptitious introduction of 2 compound
into a large kingdom,
a very few years.

may consequently find

its own solution in
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(C)
COTTON CULTIVATION IN INDIA.
[The following
been made for the
is taken from the
THERE are two

comprehensive history of the efforts which have
development of the cotton resources of India
India House Statistics, already quoted.]
்
principal descriptions of cotton-plant now culti-

vated in India, the indigenous and the American.

The indigenous plant of India is an annual, and succeeds best
of the country.
I
The
in the rich black soil found in various parts
American plant, though a perenni al, is practically an annual in
In some parts of India it is grown successfully on the
India.*
Each of
black soil, but it thrives better on the light red lands.
these productions is posses ced of some advantages not inherent in
The Indian cotton is capable of being manufactured
the other.
into fabrics of extraordinary durability, and no less extraordinary
its color is superior, and on this account is it frequently
used in this country in combination with American cotton, to imIn addition
prove the color of the latter; but its staple is short.
to the greater length of staple, American cotton has further adproduction of India; the plant
vantages over the indigenous
a larger pod;-while the
produces more flowers, . and each flowerig smaller
and more readily
pod
the
in
ned
contai
y
quantit of seed
fineness;

separated from the fibre.
been
For a period of upwards of sixty years, attempts have
of
tion
cultiva
the
extend
to
y
Compan
India
t
made by the Has
g
cotton and to improve 1 ts staple,

as well as the modes of cleanin

Seeds from different cotton-growing countries have
and packing.
te exertion; and instrubeen procured; rewa rds offered to stimulasuperior to those in native

ura and mechanical,
ments, both agriculttural
The distribution of sced
ely introduced.
use, have been extensiv
In 1813 the
as 1788.
early
as
ced
commen
|
quality
‘of superior
furthering
of
view
a
with
d,
obtaine
were
can
services of an Ameri
American
and
g,
cleanin
and
ion
cultivat
tin
the desired improvemen
1831, renewed
in
again
and
1818,
In
d.
importe
-ins were then
At the latter period, experimental farms were
efforts were made.
Indian cotton
* Neither American or
same ground in
the
on
ed
ivat
is cult
2
India more than once und to exhausb
i
i
f the soil.—

Evidence before Cotton Committec in 1848
Question 2110, &c.]
்

+ Dr.

Commons

Royle,’ in

Committee

cvidence
on

before

growth

Cotton in India, 1848, Question 481.

¥
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established in the southern

Mahratta

country,*

and in Guzerat;f

but these, after a considerable expenditure, having failed, were, in
1836,

abolished

which

the approval

by the
and

local

Government.

confirmation

of this

In

the

despatch

step were

in

conveyed,

the Court expressed anxiety ‘that no means should be left untried
which might be likely to assist the desirable object of improving

and extending the cotton cultivation on the Bombay side of Tndia.”
And, in the same despatch, a qualified assent was given to a
proposal made in general terms by the local Government,
for
authorising collectors to grant farms of land on favorable terms to
respectable persons desirous of cultivating cotton, and when necessary to make to such persons pecuniary advances, on security.

But previously to the receipt of this permission, the Bombay
Government had determined upon giving a very large racasure of
cneouragement to this cultivation by exempting from land-revenue
for five years, all lands sown with cotton in the Poona and Ahmed.
nuggur collectorates. This proceeding was greatly disapproved by

the

Government

of India,

coming before the Court,

supreme

Government.

that

effect

the

of the

and

on

the

The
notice

Government
to

grant

should be limited as much as possible;
immediate formal

discussion which

sage

their decision was given in favor of the

revocation,

respect

the

of India

had desired

proposed

exemption

but the Court directed its
being

had

to the rights of

those who might previously have taken advantage of it.
In 1839 it was determined to seek information in the cottonproducing districts of the United States, and, if practicable, to
engage there duly qualified persons to proceed to India for the
purpose of instructing the natives in improved modes of culture
The design was carried into
and a better system of cleaning.
effect. Ten Americans, experienced in the management of cotton
plantations, were engaged, despatched to India, and their services
Government tsrms were
distributed in the different presidencies.
Candeish, as were also
and
Dharwar,
Broach,
again established in

Tn the last-named.
experimental cotton gardens in Rutnagherry.
collectorate the cultivation of cotton was not generally practised,

and after a short unsuccessful trial the experiment terminated. In
Broach, the culture of the New Orleans cotton was stated to have
expendiproved a complete failure, and, notwithstanding a large

ture, no good effects were produced on the staple of the

country,

system{

of cotion

At a subsequent period the farms

beyond the limits of the farm.

in Dharwar

were

abolished, and

nd
ry comprehe
hend.
31 tract : of count
* The
ing the British districig of Dharwar
and Belgaum,

hires

in

எம்.

their

and

yarious native jag-

vicinity,

+ Guzerat comprises

is

thus

de-

an addition to

the

contract

the s
four
er Me
the 16 territory ‘¥ of the Guico wat,

British districts of Broach,
and Ahmedabad.

That is, where

grown

.

cotton of a certain
by

the

natives,

description is
without any interference on the part of

*
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eniture introduced both there and in Candeish, i which collectorate the soil and climate are said to be well adapted to the culture

of Bourbon, Egyptian, New Orleans, and other foreign varieties
of cotton.
:
The results of American management in, the Presidency of
Bombay wp to the year 1844, are exbibited in the report* Bom
2B. Mercer, one of the American cultivators, dated
Mr. W.

Dharwar,

which

12th October of that year.

The writer of this paper,

is marked by great clearness, fairness, and intelligence,

affirms that Indian cotton has long been known to possess two
bleaching,
very remarkable qualities: it mills” or swells. in and retains
takes
it
fabric;
substantial
thereby yielding 2 more
color

better

than

American

cotton;

and

$6 would

command

a

supply and_of
good market, provided it were sent jn zegular his opinion, that
expresses
uniform cleanness. Mr. Mercer further
to the manufactures
the capability of furnishing an article suited
and Surat, but extends
of Great Britam, is not limited to Broach
atta corntry, and
Mahr
ern
south
the
ish,
Cande
of

to the whole
lities of the Northother parts of Western Tndia; the capabi eastern and southern
the
of
ons
porti
large
and
Western Provinces,
inferior. The difference of
parts of the Madras territory being
oard.
Broach and Surat, being seu-b
price between the cotton of
to
butes
attri
he
cts,
distri
d
inlan
districts, and that of other more
the
of
ess
badn
and
nce
« difference of handling and the dista
After discussing the comroutes over which the latter travels.and culture (to the second of
parative effecis of soil, climate,
to the
tance), Mr. Mercer comes
which he ativibutes great impor
mode
a
oy
empl
dy
alrea
tracts
conclusion that the natives of large
iple nearly the same as the
in princ
of cultivating the cotton plant
respects to locality, &e. | The
some
in
d
suite
r
bette
but
American,
n article, he says, 28 the
great inferiority of much of the India
production in the fields,
its
to
result of what pefalls it subsequent
red and stored, and chiefly

gathe
that is, in the way in which it is from the seed and prepared for
ated
separ
is
it
h
whic
in
way
rthe
mission to market. At the gathe.
market, as well as im its transfor
commence
d
shonl
ent
ovem
impr
effort
ing, in his opinion, the
made in the cotton sawVarious improvements haying becnsuitable to Indian. use, the
- gin, with a vieW to render it more
at a just conclusion in regard
Court, in 1846, desirous of arriving
ed cotton,
lified in Bombay saw-ginnbales,
to be
to the results,
6000
of
lly
annua
made
year,
directed consignments to be
wing
follo
the
in
d of three years; and
districts,
rent
continued for a perio
diffe
the
of
es
iliti
capab
the
g
tin
ld consist
with a view of tes
nual consignment shou
that the an
directions were given
ment
engage
ee
‘ond ana aed
Government bey' se

the
to receive the produc

oe

* Bast India Company's
Documents.
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of equal quantitics

of New Orleans and indigenous

cotton,

and

should be drawn

from the four collectorates in which measures for

the improvement

of the article were in progress—viz., Dharwar,

Belgaum,

Broach,

and

Candeish.

It may

here

be

mentioned,

that in forwarding to Bombay the account sales of this cotton, the
yesults

were

opinions

competent

stated

were

to

be

highly

pronounced

satisfactory.

on the article

judges, and the prices realised

samples high.

In fact, the question

Very

favorable

by spinners

were

and

good,

other

for some

as to the capability of India

to produce cotton suitable for the use
might thenceforth be considered settled.

of British

manufactures

In 1848, in adverting to the promised supply from the four
coliectorates, the Court intimated their desire that ‘Gov ernment
should abstam from entering the market as laree purchasers of
cotton from American seed, if it found a ready sale amone local

dealers.
The superiority of that cotton being generally FSG
nised in the south Mahratta country, they were of opinion that
Government might confine their operations to the supply of sced

and

the

introduction

of improved

methods

of

gins, &e.

cleaning

்

In the Madras territories, cotton farms were

districts of Coimbatore,

Tinnevelly, and

by

established in the

other

localities,

farms have been recently discontinued, the object for which

were formed having been fully attained,
soil and climate are capable of producing
British market.

It thus appears

that within

the

two

Sona

Vhese

the

by demonsty iting that
cotton suitable to the

subordinate

presidencies

there is a considerable extent of country, the soil and climate of
which are well adapted to the growth, not only of the indigenous
cotton plant,

have

mitted

but also

moreover
of

of

broughé

some

doubt,

the American

plant.

to light a fact, which

viz., that for the

most

The

experiments

might

have

ad-

part the natives are

well acquainted with the proper modes of cultivation, and that
little or no advantage is hkely to be gained from further inter-

ference with

ample

the ordinary course

provision

of seed

of agriculture and

of the superior

of the cultivators (till such time

kinds

trade.

An

of cotton for the use

as, by its general

diffusion,

all

interference, evcn in this way, on the part of the Government
shall become unnecessary) seems all, as far as cultivation is con.
cetned, that can now be beneficial.
The cleaning and packing of the cotton seem, however, still to
be very far from perfect, and the introduction of improved methods

continues to engage the attention of the home authorities.”
The duty on the export of cotton, and
**The services

of some of the Ame-

xican planters, Mr. Blount, Mr. Frost,
and others, have been re-engaged for

the

the

purpose

inland transit-duty
of preparing

machinery,

superintending cotton experiments, &e,
— Vide Couri’s Correspondence, 1852,
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having been abolished, all the encouragement that can properly
be afforded by fiscal regulations has been extended to this produe-

tion.

There remains

another mode

in which

Government’ can

promote the extension of the growth of cotton and the improvement of its quality, viz. by facilitating the construction of tramways and railroads, where the anticipated amount of traffic would

justify the outlay.
In some districts the expenses of cultivation
and assessment are not so heavy as the expense of carriage to
market.

In competition with America for the British trade, India will
But it is
always have to encounter the disadvantage of distance.
not too much to hope that this may be greatly moderated, espethe

as

cially

cotton

require new and

Britian

Great

of

manufactures

to

appear

increased sources of supply. Indian cotton 1s

adapted to varieties of goods amounting m weight to about 75*
‘The
per cent. of the total cotton manufacture of Great Britain.
cultivation has to contend with sundry disadvantages,t but these
are compensated by the cheapnesst of the cost of production
in
this, in many parts of India, being only 14d. per lb., while

America it is from fifty to one hundred per cent. more,§ ranging
é,

.

.

to 3d.

from 2d.

is, however,
The power of contributing to the required supply appear
to be
would
only
which
of
some
circumstances,
by
limited
under control.

The cotton of the lower provinces

of Bengal is

In the north-west the

said to be unsuitable to the British market.

without success,
experimental culture was tried to a certain extentin some degree at,
led,
have
to
appear
incidents
but discouraging
At Madras, 1m-

least, to its. somewhat

premature

provement in quality has been

abandonment.

simultaneous with extended

culti-

it would appear
vation; but from the latest official information
adapted for
presidency,
that
in
lands
the
of
whole
that even if the
after

the supply,
the production of cotton, were 80 appropriated,
and a
consumption
local
for
required
quantity
the
deducting
of the
wants
the
to
proportion
small
to Chima, would bear a very
be

British market.

Looking

to existing

circumstances,

if will

of
the present entire en
seen that, if instead of a part only, Great Britain, 1t wou d not
to
way
its
found
Madras
cotton from

ன ரை

productiveness ofthe

of India, pee

{The nil ot nd inferior yield of the
Indian jaa ‘the combined operation of
outaverage acre,
ரகம
per
cotton
of clean the
lbs, restrict
‘00

அ டட
ட

urn to

while

in

eae

at eee

1838,

tea the eame area gives

he

quantity.

“pefore Cotton Committee,

Manufactures of coarse goods in

ரட்ட
at which

American

and

Indian cotton

.
are equivalent to each. other.
Evidence before Cotton Committee,

1848, fs

ae

769;

also Memo.

Chairman

of

ன்

So tae

§ Vide Bazley’s

Kivi ence, Question

from Mr,

Manchester

Association, page 67, note.

‘Turner,

Commercial
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furvish 2 per cent,
facturers.

of the

supply required

by the

British

manu-

;

For many years past the chief supply of Indéan cotton, both to
Great Britain and the world at large, has been furnished from the
port of Bombay, the greater part being raised in Guzerat;* but a
just view

of the

extent

and

capabilities

of

the whole

of the cotton

Jand lying along the Gulf of Cambay, would lead to the conclusion, that the present growth of Guzerat cotton cannot be inate-

rially increased.
,
Taking the last four years of the tabular statement, at the end
of this paper, the export of cotton from India may be regarded as
having

attained

170,000,000

an

amount

of

Ibs. per annum;}

between

160,000,000

and it would

Ibs.

and

not appear that in—

the present condition of India this supply can be greatly exceeded;

for though the export of cotton from India to Great Britain
fluctuates from year to year (sometimes to the extent of 60 or 70
per cent.),f yet it will be

ment,

that

the

seen, on

increased

or

reference

diminished

to the

tabular

amount

is

state-

invariably

attended by a corresponding diminution or increase in the supplies
* The
India in

total export of cotton from
1849-50 was 165,655,220 Ibs.

94,226,779
lbs. was
the
growth
Guzerat.
CReport on internal and

The Bombay contributions to this total
amounted

to 150,754,963

ternal Commerce.)

~

of
ex-

lbs., of which

+ EXPORTS

TO

ALL

COUNTRIES,
lis.

LBAG-47

ccccccvccsrencenscnctteereeenercecnsennentreapenens

1849-50

.ae-seeee எரனளனைளனைய
எனல அல்லை வல எவன என்கை மாவனையல யவ

த.
ந்தது! அணவவா

செக்க வய சசககக வல்வை
ளவ வவ வவ ளை விலை சரளை 04

169,080,835

-160,317,295
168,631,466
165,665,220

The Exports of 1949-50 are made up as follows :-—

To England.
Ibs.
From

»
»

Bengal

...

Madras ...
Bombay...

To Great Britain.
ப...

‘Total.

‘Ibs.

|

- Ibs.

re
67,203,519

|
|

1,845,977

13,064,980
| 150,754,963
165,665,220

China and other Ports,

Total.

Pee
101,427,947

gai 466
168 631,4€

J

110,690,357

|

OF COTTON.

$+ EXPORTS

1849-50 2...

|

8,098,957
45,117,935
54,974,863

502, 6,023
105,637,028
110,690,357

1848-49

|

1,817,971

27,806

=

To allother Places,

|
|

54,974,863

165,665,220

|

௦9
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to other countries, and that the aggregate annual export from
Tndia remains without variation.
It may, therefore, be fairly inferred, that the quantity of cotton which under current prices

India can export at a prot,does not greatly exceed 170,006,000 ibs.
per annum.
The average yield of clean cotton in India being not more than
100 lbs. per acre, and cotton being cultivated on the same ground
once only in three years, it follows, that to produce the quantity
now exported annually, an area equal to upwards of five millions
of acres, or nearly sight

appro-

be

must

miles,

square

thousand

priated to the purpose.
;
But if by means of railroads the great cotton* field of Berar,

rabad, were

of facility of

placed nearly on an equality in point
maritime

the

with

transport

breadth of

a

then

districts,

cotton

of Hyde-

ruler

or

Nizam

of the

dominions

the

within

gituate

land sufficient for the growth of a quantity equal to the full demand of Great Britain might at once be made available. It is,
however, only by means of a railroad that the territory of Berar
can be placed in a position to become a cotton-exporting
country.
* Byidence

before

on growth of

mittee

Com~

Commens

Cotton

in india,

Questions 1822—4859.
eyed at
+ That cotton cannot be convrailw
ay,
a profit from Berar, except by
case
may be proved by the analogous
of Salb.

-

having puid duty a6 24 rupees

Salt,
per mannd, 1s sold at Benares (400
to the
niles from Caleutte), aceording
Gazette, at 12 Ibs. the
Government
.

ritpee, or 2d. pet lb.

salt is 1d.
‘At Calcutta, the price of up:
per ib., which ig thug made
Duty at 24 rupees per 024,
«
maund of 82ibs.

Cost of nianufacture

-

add.

“4d. perth.
salt for
st of conveyance of charges,
ssary
auat flee and otherthenece
per oh ல
id.
price
therefore enbance
gam
exclusive of the

made

by

e
it is said, takes plac
+4
5
nsi
tra
in
wastage on cotton

manent

In
t on salt.
to be equal to tha
from Madras, dated

the revenne letter

eotton could not be less,¢ but by railway it might be carricd for 23d, per
ton per mile,
Cotton might, therefore,
be conveyed from Oomrawuttee, and
Berar,

in

maris

ectton

other

to

Bom-

bay (400 miles), for gd. per ib., and
thus brought to market at a price
fram 15 to 20 per cent. cheaper than at
present,

it

to

enabled

he

would

com-~

pete with cotton from Ameriva:
i Ton=2240

at

23d,

lbs, 400 miles,

per

mile=

37006.
2
‘Price of cottdn, Berar

Conveyance to Bombay per

rail
ட்
Freight to England
per

ton

surement

of

1375

“+

ல

at

3i.

mea-

-

.
0% per Ib.
உரத்
G2

»

OF

2g

age =

‘teration, which,
The

conveying

of

cost

The

extensively.

19th September, 1948, the rate of loss
on cotton in transit ta the place of
exportis stated at from 2 to 34 per cent,
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(D)
THE

REVENUE-SURVEY

SYSTEM.

(From the Culeutta Review.—Condensed
from the * Manualof Surv eying,” by Captains
A. Smith and Thuiltier, of th: Artillery]

First ofall the settlement-officer, or revenue-coliector, is charoed

with the duty of marking out the boundaries of the Parganahs. on
the ground, and furnishing to the surveyor a rough sketch called
a Lhak-bust, or demarcation map.
With this sketch in his hand
aman goes round the boundary of the Parganah, fixing stations

af its various points, and clearing the ground for the measurement

of lines

and

the

observation

of angles

from

station

to station,

Another man, or set of men, are set to perambulate the boundavies of each village within the Parganah.
All this is preliminary to the survey, properly so called. The revenue-collector

ought to be a year in advance of the surveyors, and the “ linecutters’ must at least keep well ahead of them, sa that no delay

may occur.
The surveyor’s duty is then to run a line from station to station, and to ascertain the length and direction of every

part of it. As this line cannot follow the windings of the boundary exactly, it is carried as near to the boundary as possible
within
itself.

or without; and offsets are measured to the boundary
Every measurement, whether of length or direction, is

entered in a field book.

When

the surveyor has

gone

quite

round the Parganah, and returned to the point whence he set out,
it is evident that on transferring all his lines to paper, in propor-

tionate lengths and in the right directions, the plan ought exactly
to “close,”

or the last line ought

This it will never

do

exactly, but

to end where
it must

do

the first began.

so within

certain

limits of error, and if these limits be exceeded, every effort must
be made to discover where the error has occurred; and, if these

efforts foil, the work must be done over again.
If the amount of
error be within the limits, it must be apportioned amongst the

severa lines and angles.

க

ப

While the Parganah-boundary-surveyor
has been going on with

this process, several parties of village-boundary-surveyors have
been performing precisely the same process with respect to the
several villages within the cireuit.
It is evident that the work of
each one of these surveyors also must ‘‘ close” with itself; and not

350
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only so, but the aggregate of the villages miust just fill up the
Parganah.
If the fields belonging to a village be tolerably large, and with
moderately straight and well-defined boundaries, it seems to be the

duty of the village surveyor to measure and define them, and to
fill up all the topographical information necessary to give a complete view of the face of the country, its trees, its buildings, and
its crops.
‘This is done both by entry in the field book, and by
the construction of what are called “‘ chudder maps,’ which present a general

idea of the

character

of the country.

But if the

fields be very small, and their boundaries very irregular, the survey
of them is handed over

to

a native official, who

much ruder way than that adopted
called the kAhusrah measurement;

conducts

in the main survey.

it ina

This is

and, as it is always checked by

the general survey, since the whole ground measured must always
Gill its boundary, it is sufficiently accurate for all practical
purposes.
Such is the whole of the work performed in the ficld. Sufficient
data are obtained for the construction of accurate maps of the district sarveyed; and the preparation of these maps is the duty of a
portion of the establishment during the period when field opeThe survey department is
rations are suspended by the weather.
yequired to furnish in duplicate a village map, on the scale of one
mile to an inch, and a Parganah map, on the scale of four miles to
These are
an inch, for every village and Parganah surveyed,
the surof
field-books
and
maps
chudder
the
from
constructed
‘These Parganah maps are again
veyors and Ahkusrak measurers.
built up into Zillah maps on the scale of sixteen miles to an inch,
It is also required of the department to construct for Government
military,
all the maps that they may require for any purpose, civil or
Office
Surveyor-General’s
the
in
such as the records stored up
.
i
.
.
construct.
to
enable them
bué it
‘All this seems very short and simple in the description;
process. The
isnecessatily a tedious, and in many cases, a difficult error allowed
village boundaries are so irregular,
are sosmall,

him.

and the limits of

that the surveyor requires

to have

all

his eyes

about

is done
As moreovera great part of the details of the work

by natives who do not understand English, it may be conceived
is not
that the process of constructing a map from their field-books
extent of native
an
such
With
“
amusement.
attractive
a very
agency (say Captains Smith and Thuillier) as is வற் on all
all work in the
the surveys in India, it isa great object to plot
an

‘accuimmensity of labor, and the chances of

field,

Tt saves

வல்ல

ignorant of English may better be

board much
racy are greatly increased. By the aid of the drawing
can be sketched in, and the first impression of a locality is not
Field-books kept by
lost, but at once represented on the plan.imagined than described.
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Tt is always difficult for any surveyor to understand fully a fieldbook kept by another person; but where novices on 10 or 14

rupees per mensem aitempt to keep such records, and hurry on ai
the railroad pace of a revenue-survey in the present age, we do

not envy the person who

has to protract from them.

‘The native

surveyor, who brings in his board well filled, displays-at once what
amount of work he has done; and a superintending officer is able
to see at a glance what
topography so defined.”

We have omitted

confidence
.

to mention

is

to

be

placed

.

on

the

|

that another thing is necessary

in order to make any of these maps complete, that is, the determination of the meridian line. For all that we have said hitherto,

@ map might
any one line
the lines, and
it is therefore

lie in any direction ; but whenever
upon it is fixed, then the direction
the proper bearings of every point,
necessary to ascertain the direction

the direction of
of the whole of
are ascertained.
of the meridian

line at some place within the district surveyed, or rather at several

places, in order that one ascertainment
others.

This

observations.

is done

in

each

For the village

may be a check

Parganah

survey by asti

upon the
IO

MUICAT

surveys, 16 1s sufficient to ascertain,

it by the compass, allowing for variation.

We should also have stated that it is the duty of the survey
department to calculate the area of each field, village, and Parganah in the North-West Provinces, these computations are the
basis of the revenue-settlement.
In the Lower Provinces, where
the permanent settlement obtains, this is not necessary ; birt the

survey is not the less useful in these provinces, as in its absence

much of the land is apt to be lost sight of altogether, small estates
being swallowed up by large ones.
Then when the Jumma or
revenue on these estates isnot paid, and the estates are put up for

sale, it is found impossible to put the purchaser in possession.

To give an idea of the extent to which the revenue-survey in
this presidency has proceeded, we cannot do better than present
the following extract, which exhibits clearly both what has been
done, and what remains to be accomplished:
* From the year 1822, when the revenue surveys first eom-

menced, up to the year 1830, the vate of progress at which the
operations proceeded was extremely limited.
Only 3020 square.

miles,

a little more than half a square

degree, had then been per-

formed in seven years, with ten officers employed in the department

——the annual rate of progress of each surveyor ranging from fifty

square miles to 338 as a maximum:

and at this rate it was esti-

mated that, the area of Bengal and the North-Western Provinces
being 310,000 square miles or 77 square degrees, would require
481 years to accomplish.
The officers employed in those days, °

however, had little or no assistance; and the duties performed

then

by the revenue-strveyor himself,

are now entrusted to com-
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petent asssistants and _sub-assistanis, with large native establish-

ments under them, whilst the surveyor acts as a superintendent
over the whole as-described in a former chapter; the result of
which has been, that during the last twenty years, or since 1830,
the whole of the North-Western Province Districts, all Behar and

Orissa, and a considerable portion of Bengal Proper, have been
completed. No less than 46 districts of unsettled estates, amounting to 101,519 square miles, and 13 districts of Bengal and Behar,

perpetually

settled

miles,

thus

have

estates,

been

yielding

surveyed

an area of 53,295

in detail and

square

mapped, leaving

twenty districts of Bengal, comprising 57,990 square miles, to be
taken up, five of which are now in hand.

“Tn addition to this, the newly acquired territory of the Punjab
and Cis and Trans Sutledge have come under the revenue opera-

tions, and afford a fine field of employment for the department.
“The total area of the British possessions in India, including
Scinde,

Punjab,

Jullundhur

Dooab

and

Tenasserim,

has

been

carefully estimated at 800,758 square miles, and the Native States
at 508,422

square miles, making a grand total of 1,309,200 square

miles as the area of British India.

This vast superficial extent of

territory is confined within a length of 11,260 miles of
boundary. The txland fronticr from Tenasserim round
Himalayan range of mountains to Cape Monze in Scinde
miles, whilst the coasé line from Singapore round the
Bengal,

up

the Native

the Malabar Coast

States about

to

external
by the
is 4680
Bay of

Kurrachee, is 6580 miles

Of

200,000 square miles are already sur-

veyed, leaving about 308,442, almost all wild hilly jungle, and of
:
little value, to be taken up.”
To this we shall only add that about fifteen and a half lakhs of

rupees have been already expended, and that the work 54111: %௦ be
done may be expected to cost about cleven and a half lakhs—a
very moderate sum, certainly,

for the survey of such an immense

the

financial accounts of many govern-

i
of the sums that go into
expended than many
an d better expe
i
empire,

the disbursement
ments,

side

in
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3)
MEMORANDUM

OF THE BAREE

DOAB CANAL.

INDEPENDENTLY of survey, 2157 miles of levelline, with
traverse work, were executed for the Baree Doab Canal project up

to August, 1850.
The trial levelling was commenced on the 8th
March, 1850, and its project sent in complete on the 14th Deceinber of the same year. Said project consists of upwards of 200 pages
of closely-written foolseap, one-half being devoted to the report
{which is illustrated with sketches),

and

the

other to calculations

retained

in

the Canal-office, and

and estimates, with 33 sheets (double elephant) of maps and plans.
A

copy ofall being,

of course,

and another (third) of the greater portion forwarded to the civil
engineer for his own use.
The proposed canal takes out of a
pranch

of the river Ravee

at

Madhopoor,

about 7 miles N.N.W,

from Pulhamkot.
It is to be 466 miles long.
‘The main line
being 247 miles, the Eussoor branch 84, the Sobraon branch 61,
and the Lahore branch 74. There are besides, 22 miles of escape,
making in all 488 miles of channel to be excavated. The capacity
of canal channel,

from its head

to

the

head of irrigation (at mile

30), is calculated for 3000 cubic feet of water per second—a
Kttle above the minimum discharge of the river Ravee—that of the
main line at the head of the Kussoor branch for 2000; of the same
at the head of Lahore branch,
Sobraon

branch,

500;

1200;

line), 1100;

head (mile 30 of main

of the

of the Kussoor branch at its

of the

Sobraon

same

at the head of

at its head (mile 7

branch

of Kussoor branch), 500; and of the Lahore branch
(mile 55 of main line), 600 cubic feet per second.

at its head
These four

lines of canal irrigate almost the entire of the “ Bangur” of the
Doab, which, above Kussoor,

as it were, by three

drainage

is divided

into four mmor Doabs,

lines—the Pussee

and Kussoor

Nullas flowing to the Sutlej, and the Cadyara Nulla towards the
Ravee.
A line of canal takes possession of cach minor Doab.
The main line tails into the Ravee at Turrindka-kow, a small
village about 58 miles above Mooltan, to which place, however,
it
will

hereafter be extended, if possible.

into the

Kussoor

Nulla

a little above

The

Kussoor branch tails

Kussoor.

branch tails into the Putter Nulla below Putter,

and the Lahore branch

into the

Ravee

The

Sobraon

and near Sobraon;

river at’ Manga, a large -

wos"
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town about 26 miles below Lahore.

The slope

of the canal bed

for the first ten miles of its course has been set down

at 6 feet per

mile, being. through boulders the whole way; and even this slope
will probably be exceeded in actual execution,
After the 10th
mile, the

mile;

slope

of main

line,

thence it is 1.4 foot,

The Kusscor z and

vw
Sobraon

the

as the

100th

mile, is

2 feet per

minimum slope anywhere given.

branches

have

a Slope

of 2 feet per

‘mile throughout.’ The Lahore branch has the same slope to mile
45, whence it is reduced to 1.5 foot.
It is proposed that a still

water canal of navigation shall conect

the Sutlej at Hurreekee,

the junction of the river Sutie) and Beas with the Ravee at Lahare,

crossing and being connected with each of the four lines of irriga-

tion canal, which is navigable throughaut. A depét to be established
at Ilurreekee.

Ib was

hoped

that a farther supply of water

Ravee being the smallest of the five rivers) might

(the

be- obtained

from the Beas. On taking the requisite levels and surveys, the possibility of doing so was placed beyond a doubt; but the expense was

found to be so great, that the design

has been abandoned,

at least

Vhe heavy works and difficulties on the cana}
for the present.
are—lIst. The head works, consisting of a masonry drain of 200
feet long across the branch: of the Ravee from which the canal is
taken, with a regulation attached. The slope.of the-bed. of branch
is 27% feet per mile, and foods arise 4 feet ahove the cold weather

level. 2nd. The deep digging through the high bank of the
Ravee, the maximum depth being 60 feet, and the soil full of
8rd. The pas‘he digging works out in two miles.
boulders.
sage of the Jennah torrent bya masonry dam of 300 feet, wath
‘his torrent has a slope of 224 fees
regulating bridge attached.
per mile, and

rises six f.¢

in floods,

4th. The

passage

of the

Ravee branch of the Chakky torrent by a masonry crain 1200 feet

he torrent rises 44 fect ்
long, with regulating bridge attached.
The Chakky i a
nitle.
per
feet
16
of
slope
a
in iloods, and has

most

very ticklish

extraordinary torrent, and

to deal

with,

A

into twe
Little above the pomt of crossing at Goolpoor, it separates
Beag.
the
to
other
the
and
branches, one flowing to the Ravee,

is hoped
Extensive works are now being constructed, by which 1 rains,
be
the main body of the torrent may, during the poms
diverted to the Beas branch, leaving the Haveo branch comparaThese works comprise abouta mile

tively dvy.

of boulder pinds

a
Hasan
and spurs, strengthened by brush and erib work, with bars,
ken,
equal leneth of excavated channel, and of cuts through
drain.
kc. . If they succeed even partially; the immense பட்டவர்
or,
merely, will t ven
estimated for will be saved, as an escape
Sth. ‘Phe rapids and falls required for the panes ௦,
sufficient.
On the main line
overcoming the excessive slope of the country.

‘

= —

by artificial rapids of boulder work,
have to be overcome
i

number byamsgonry falls ; on

(டை.

க்

த

on

the

Sobradifbranch:
oe
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the same, and on the Lahore branch 19 feet in the same manner,
making a total of 239 feet to be overcome by artificial means,
The

of

extent of water-power, however,

the

imagined.

parts

of different

inhabitants

thus placed

at the

country

of the

disposal

be

may

1s will soon pay off the cost of the works required, par-

ticularly as the Punjabees seem to take to machinery much more

kindly than the inhabitants of the North-Western Provinces,

6th.

body of water (120 feet wide and 54

a large

such

The carrying

deep) for about 3 miles along the top of ஐ narrow ndge, which is

tortuous, that curves of only a mile radius have to be given to the

line, and down the sides of which numerous drainages run, requiring constant attention to prevent them cutting back into the
canal.

7th.

The

passage

of

the

same

body of water

across

an

extraordinary hollow about a mile wide and 15 feet deep: heavy

embankment is required
estimated as follows:

here.

‘The probable cost of the canal is

MAIN

LINE.

ப

Boulder and Shingle Bunds, Works for protection
of Hne experiments, &c., &e.
..+6 எனன ளை வைக
Excavation of தவர வ். ப பபப பட ப்ப வட வவ டட வடக வ கவட கடகடவக
of Escapes sseseevess
Ditto

Masonry Works
Contingencics

......
வ

81,760
4,633,263
185,869

997,6௦2
145,029

டட ட ட
னை வை
கைதை ளவ

3,045,623

EKUSSOOR BRANCH.
275,704
158,388
21,704
—

Excavation of Channel ..scsseeereee
Masonry Works ........sesereses
Contingencies ..csccscsssecesesenensentensenrrenuerserspescere
SOBRAON
Masonry

Works

BRANCH,

Contingencies ........6. அல்வா
LAHORE
Masonry Works

ெர்பிர இரசம்

—_

வ வடக கக வக
யப

வவ

16,374

வை

tee

296,424
129,930

TUDES

ர

343,846

BRANCH.

isla tbiortatnininsn SD

....... axe

.....-+-++++

129,205

ட ட.

........0 ர ர

Excavation of Channel

198,267

ப ப ப படவ வவ வக வச வவ கட்க கய

Excavation of Channel

455,796

டப்ப பப்பட்...

21,518

பழய

ப

447,672
eee

Boral Cost of Works, Co2s Ra,

Add Establishment for five years

ccsscscceerevereee

டவல அவக 5

744,000

5,036,937

Grand Total Cost of Baree Doah Canal...

The probable returns are thus estimated.

4,292,937

.

.

already im existence)
It has been ascertained (from the canals
of water per second, is suffi-

that a constant supply of a cubic foot
cient to“irrigate throughout the year 218 acres.
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The average
Hence :—

annual

water

sent

702

also

is

a rupee

In water sent we have 3000 & 218 = Co.’s Rs.
பவ
Set down
)
Mill
L
sent Gat
E!
பெல்பிப் டிவில பரவல
வவ
்டை பெ வா
மியாட் மேயரை 0. கம்
ப வ
ட்ட.
And Canal produce, Sundries, &C., ab
வவ வவ அவக
வ யவ

ச

This gives a ரங்கம் 0... பட

And suppose the amount annually in repairs, Establishments, &C., to DE ccscsecaseeseeeee Mitiminmencms
And we shall have a direct annual return of

Now’for

the indirect return,

acre.

654,000
50, 000
20,00011,000

735,000
90,009
535,000

acer

Giving on the original outlay of 50 lakhs a return
cent. per annuin.

an

of 10.7 per

solely due to the canal, by the

increase of the land revenue :—
é
In the Meerut district (the least irrigated in North-Western Pro-

vinces) the increase of revenue, due to the Eastern Jumna canal,
And in the irrigated portion of that
averages 8 annas per acre.
district, one-third of the village are actually watered. ‘Hence :—
We have 654,000 » 3 = 1,962,000 acres, at 8 annas ...
...
D.D. for increased expenses in the Civil Departments
‘And for Canal ground-rent at the very highest rate,
though one-third of it will occupy is now dense jungle
eee
12,540 acres, at 188 rupees per 200 ACTES ..-..+eecee

And we shall have an Annual Return of

981,000

42,495
23,575

660,000

ப.

915,000

...--es eee

per cent.3 per
Giving on the original outl ay a return of 18.3
canal will be
Doab
Baree
the
from
return
tetal
annum, Hence the

29

en

per cent. per annum.

me

as the inirrigative
"he returns will probably be much more
138 Tupecs per
ge
avera
an
on
pays
t
portion of the Me erut distric
Doab canal
Baree
the
which
gh
throu
land
the
alf
100 acres, while h
rn Jumna
Weste
The
g.
nothin
or
little
t
will run, pays at presen
al outlay, and
origin
the
on
annum
per
cent.
per
36
canal returns
In conclusion,
.

per annum
the Eastern Jumna canal 24 per cent.
ulties in the way of this
diffic
cal
practi
are
there
that
I may add
on of the Ganges canal,
ructi
const
the
im
work, which do not exist
Ist. Sal
stern Provinces.
or indeed of any work in the North-We quantity), is not to be had,
ient
suffic
in
wood,
timbers (or any hard
Dryar Koll, and Chul, all soft
the only timber available being
. prices. 2nd. The carpen, ters of the
woods, and these at very high kmen, yet they, 23 well'as all other
wor
than.
Punjab are very indifferent
and one-third more wages
not excepted,

dem

laborers, Coolies
stern Provinces..
better workmen receive in the North-We

There
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are no jungles at the head of the Doab (where all the heaviest

works are situaiecd) as there are at the foot of the Sewalik hills
near Wurdwar. The villagers also, and civil authorities do not seem

inclined to give Koorah (the dry rubbish of dungheaps, sweepings
of the wvillege, &c.) gratis, as they do on the Ganges cana).
Hence, fuel for burning bricks and lime is most expensive,
4 .
The limestone procurable at the head of the Doab, ign. of
4
quality, nothing like the stone of the Dhoon.
Sth. There
jot
a single hackery in the upper part of the Doab, and if there wag
there

cross

is but one, the main

country roads

road

are about

on which

it could travel.

4 feet wide,

and

between

The

hioh

fences, and are impracticable for any carriage but camels, bullocics,

and donkeys.
6th The people seem most unwilling to cake
contracts for the supply of materinis of any deseription, and are
utterly devoid

of

steadily combined

the

spirit

of speculation’

or competition.

ATI

to raise the price of articles, some of which

were a short time ago tolerably cheap. 7th. ‘There is no building
stone sufficiently hard and durable for waterworks, within 2

moderate distance of the line.

8th.

The Kunkur

does nat appear

to be of good quality for lime, until about halfway between
Betiala and Umnitser.
9th. For the last 147 miles of the main

line, there

are

so few

villages, that it will

be

difficult

te

proctire

workmen in sufficient numbers, and for the same reason wells
‘must be dug all along the line before any building can be erected,
channel excavated, or bricks

made.

The water is 60

feet below

the surface of the country.
These are all serious impediments to
cheap and expeditious work, and must have considerable effect in
delaymg the opening of the canal.
April, 1851.

(0)
PROPOSED

SUTLEJ

CANAL.

[From the Coleutta Review.)

THe practicability of turning the waters of the Sutley to use Jor
purposes

of ivrigation

early

homedan

predecessors,

and

that river still exist,

attracted

several

the

attention

of

our

Ma-

traces of ancient canals from

Such ‘historical records as ate available at-

Bh
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tribute most of them to the period of Feroze so fruitful in works
of irrigation; but it must be confessed, that the alfusion to his

Sutle) canals are so indistinet, and in some cases so irreconcilable
‘with the topographical features of the country, that it is almost
impossible
to make anything satisfactory out of them.
We need
not, therefore, do more than allude to these old works; and we
now

me
்

proceed to detail what has been

done by the British Govern-

4,

To Major W.

E.

Baker,

of the Bengal Engineers,

belongs the

merit of having first clearly and satisfactorily established the perfect
practicability of a canal of irrigation from the Sutlej, and of |
having supplied-such

data as admit of a fair approximate

estimate

-f the probable expense and returns from such a work being
made.
_
Major Bakey’s project does not affect to be the best that could
be framed.
The brief period allowed for his survey made it impossible for him to examine

the

country in that degree

of detail,

which is a necessary preliminary to the actual execution of 4 great
canal.
But he has proved in the clearest manner the following
most important facts; that an immense tract of British territory,
now a desert, is admirably suited, both by the nature of its sotl,
and the profile of its surface, to take the fullest advantage of any

means of irvigation that may be placed within its reach;
Introduction

into this tract of a stream

of water

from

the

that the

Sutle]

is

physically practicable; and that the probable benefit is so great, as

to warrant

in pnderiaking
Government

the

work,

when

means are

available.
.
The tract of country, whose improvement is contemplated by
the Suile} canal, consists of part of the district of Hissar, and
the ‘ Hard
nearly the whole of Bhuttiana, called commonly
Desert.”
It is a bleak, wretched, and (without water): most

sterite Jand.

‘Fhe wells are so deep that artificial irrigation 3s im-

possible: the water is so brackish and impure, that none, save
Natives of the tract, can drink it with impunity; reins are scanty,
and precarious vegetation is represented by a few stunted thorn
bushes, or.a-temporary crop of grass over the great parched plains.

Under

circumstances

so ungenial,

the

population

is necessanily

scanty and lawless, deriving their subsistence chiefly from herds of

eattlé, and addicted to the marauding habits common to pastoral
tribes,
‘The questio n here is, therefore, not to improve agriculture, but
to create it; no % to provide, as in the Doab, for the casual oc-

by the recurrence of az unfavorable season, but to supply
sources of science a substitute for that deficiency of rain, which
is the rule, and not the exception; and finally, to enable an exto beconie,eB!by its Increased
resources,
:
pi
tensive and capaoleble province
and

the
i

progressive
ஞ்.

of its

improvement

2

4

inhabitants,

a source

of
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strength and revenue to the state, instead of being, as now, a
burden and weakness.
ன டு
These are noble aims, worthy of an enlightened and Christian
Government,

and

we

shall

now

briefly

detail

the

measures

by

which it is proposed to attain them.

The river Sutlej, after flowing for between 300 and 400 miles
within the Himalayan range, breaks through the low hills on the
southern face of these mountains at the town of Roopur.
For
twelve or fourteen miles above this point, the stream flows through

a valley, varying from
ranges of hills,

clay

and

sand,

1 to 4 miles in width,

consisting

intermixed

generaily

with

bounded by low

of unconsolidated

kunkur.

‘The

strata of

discharge

is

estimated at 5400 cubic feet per second; the fall is about 4 feet
per mile; and the bed is generally sandy, with occasional layers of

shingle.
்
On judicious and satisfactory grounds, the head of the proposed
canal is fixed at a place called Bunga, thirteen miles above

Roopur.
.
At this point traces of an ancient canal, said to have been excavated by Mirza Kundi, the Governor of Sirhind under Mahommed Shah (probably 1V.), were found, and with occasional interruptions were observed as far to the southward as Sirhind.

To restore this old line, connecting it with the Sirhind Nala,
whereby the stream would be carried in one main channel to

Sungrur, a total distance
appeared

to

Major

Baker

from

the head
the

to be

of nearly ninety wiles,

most

economical

plan. of

delivering the water at a point from which it might be favorably
distributed, by two branch canals, to northern Hissar, and the

The Hissar branch would
Bhutti states**
Bhuttiana branch 100 miles in length.
The

chief, indeed the only,

miles from the head.

difficulties

These are three

forty

be

oceur

the

miles,

.
in the | first

in number.

The

forty

first is

the want of permanence in the bed

of the Sutlej, giving வ

country

‘Chis’ fall is only 40

ல்

ne
anticipate some difficulty im maintaining the canal supply.
if 1s propesed to remedy by building a masonry dam across Bie
bed of the stream, whereby considerable security agaist aster ation
would be obtained.
The second, is the deficiency of fall in the

from

forty-one miles;

Bunga

to Sirhind.

es டு

and, as the depth of digging at the canal head

osed
pest by
d beplan
r at
lablre
avaiMajo
chea
the prop
woulthe
Bake
swu
thee, be true, but that it would be the
question.
think, open to
#8, we
the
, andthan
employthe That
lines
occupation of oldcert
ain
வன
existing river beds, have proved
Ment of்
itfal sources of evil on canals nowin

operation, and we believe that it would

1s

true economy to கர் d them. ‘The
be
levels are almost univer sally Jow, and
bo ql, objections
the channels Ba
ள் irri-’
of serious importa nce in canals of

therefore tps oe
and
on; cana
gati
l, we
eed
if ever underta
Sutlej
ently ் fo mer
ன

be constructed independ
lines,

or

nalas,

even

alt Bue

should entail some additional

டம

expense.
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6 feet, the effective fall available for the eanal channel is only 34
feet in forty-one miles, or 9.9 inches, say 10 inches, per mile.

This is a small slope certainly for an Indian canal; but it might
be increased to 12 inches, by adopting planks, or gates, to the

piers of the masonry dam, so as to obtain during the season of
With even the
irrigation 5 or 6 feet of additional head water.

would be
lower regimen of slope, however, we believe the canal great
imno
of
be
to
difficulty
the
hold
we
found efficient; and
the
The

portance.

third,

is the very deep

ranging

excavation,

in

Airst fifteen miles south of the Sisswwala Nala from 82 to 20 feet.
lead to a
Tt is considered probable that farther examination might

better

line being

serious

consequence

found,

south

of Roopur—a very likely result;

its adbut, even if unattained, the deep digging is not without
all
being
drainage
iH
the
of
admits
it
as
vantages, inasmuch
the
on
case
the
is
as
it,
through
of
passed over the canal instead
much evil and expense.
Jumna canals, where it is the source of so
the project are not of
of
difieulties
the
On the whole, therefore,
at their worst;

resources of the officers who may be

and we doubt not but that the

employed

©
prove adequate to vanguish them all.

;

the works will

on

canal, with works on such
The estimated expense of the Sutlej
of 2500 cubic feet
discharge
a
a scale us to make jt competent to
This
5 estimate is a
250,0002.
or
rupces,
25,00,000
per second, is
to exceed
found
be
ly
probab
woukl
and
one,
liberal and sufficient
cost.
l
actua
the
ly
derab
consi
nt is concerned,

Governme
The probable returns, so far as the
ase of Jand rent as irriwill consist of water rent, and such incre
found to yield.

s have been
gated tracts under similar circumstance
2000
lated that
Ag regards the first item, it is caleu
icts; and,
water will reach the irrigating distr

average

of the Western Jumna canals

rate

the

irrigation of

ag

cubic feet. of
assuming the low

standard, this

the

812,000

acres.

The

to
a, is exactly one Tupee per
average water rent, west of the Jumn rnment from this source
Gove
to
n
retur
acre; consequently the

discharge is competent

per anmunl.
would amount to 3,12,000 rupees ate | of the
estim
an approximate

increase of landTo form
avail ourselves of
we
,
anticipate
revenue which Government may rn Jumna canals formerly given;
Weste
the
of
the statistical table
these canals on the district of
of
wea we asstime that the infinence
forming an opinion = to the
in
guide
a
as
taken
be
Llissar may
same district, and the adjointhe
on
enual
influence © the Sutley
jana.
aie we accordingly find that, while the tate of
pe
in

land-revenue
ana-re Ei
thet

of

ties in the disper square mile of unirrigated locali is 485 rupees,
tracts
ated
irrig
for
that
-. 156 rupees,
e

ea

tn favor of the latter of 329

that the area
S
Again, weWe find
mile. e

on which

rupecs

the

per squar

increased land.
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rent is calculated, bears to the area actually watered the proportion of 2 to 1; hence, as the Sutlej canal actually waters 312,600
acres, the increased land-revenue must be calculated on twice this
area, or 624,000 acres, being 737 square miles.
The increase of

jand-revenue may therefore at once be shown as below: 737
square miles of irrigated land at 329 rupees per square rile ==
2,42,473 vupees.
The

total

்

direct

pecuniary

the preceding sources would

return

to

Government

from

accordingly be 5,54,473

்

both

rapees per

annum, on ah invested capital of 25,00,000 rupees, or nearly
22 per cent.
,
We must not, however, restrict our views to the benefits Government will derive from the project.
We must consider also the

gain to the community, by bringing so large a surface’ of country,
uow

a desert, under cultivation

to

the

same

extent as we find ib

on the Western Jumna canals.
The benefit to the community
will be represented by the gross value of the agricultural produce,
which

the

which now

Sutle}

yiclds

canal will admit

none.

of being

Taking

the

Jumna canals again as our guides, we
produce alluded to as below:
KHURIF

obtained

from

lend

results on the Western

estimate

the value of the

CROPS.
Rupees.

13,000 Acres of Sugar Cane,
of Cotton
,,
52,000
of Rice, Jowar, &c.,
,,
52,000

8

Total

RUBI CROPS.
of Wheat, Barley, &c. at Rg.

,,

195,000

at Rs. e0 aa 1 pe ons
at , 48 == 24,96,
at ,, 38-4== 19,89,900

Gross value of Crops on Sutle}].Canal

48

=

.....-

93,860,000
ை
உ
வட்ட
1,48,85,000

Time will, of course, be required, to create this pene வி the
value of nearly one and a half millions sterling per annum; bef it

is only necessary to compare the state of the Hissar district,
the Western

Jumna

canals were restored, with its aoe

irrigating villages for the last ten years, to be satisfie

=

be Sta

i” Be

ட்டு

ae
ம
y of agriculture
the supply of water, the first necessit
wilhng
and
able
on
populati
a
come
will
there
India,
Western

gucke ws
se
sored
to use it.
The benefits of the proposed canal now mentionec ae
admit

of

being

approximately

estimated

In

money;

others which are measurable by no such standard,

but

ther

Among t

are

லி

are the moral benefits to be derived from introducing agrienlinra
converting
habits among a lawless. and semi-barbarous people,
" them from wandering shepherds into settled, contented, and pros-
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perous cultivators; and the physical benefits to be anticipated from

restoring fertility to a large tract of country, the increased moisture
of which may probably so re-act, as to secure more constant and
more abundant supplies of rain over the adjoining districts, and
"us Improve the condition of those who cannot directly benefit
wy the canal, The numerous traces of former rivers unconnected
with any mountain ranges and the ruins of towns along their
banks, show that these desert regions once enjoyed a fat more
We may hope again
.§enerous supply of rain than they now do.
3 re-establish this happier state of things, and thus to check 'that
“2luge of sand, which threatens to submerge so large a portion of
a
“reir surface, |
The secretary to Government (North-Western Provinces), in
the correspondence before us, justly characterises the Sutlej canal
When the time arrives at which
as “a splendid undertaking.”
Government can carry the project into effect, we trust it will be
‘made even more “ splendid,” by such an extension of its dimensions, as will admit of its bringing into use the entire supply of the
Suilej at Roopur. The sole objection to this is, that for three or
four months

of the year,

the navigation

between Ferozepur ‘and

Ludiana would be impeded; but the extent of this navigation
must be trifling indeed, in comparison with the advantage to the
state and the community from doubling the effective discharge
Major Baker's estimate for the original project is
of the canal.
so liberal, that we believe the proposed extension would be effected
for about one half more than the sum he mentions, while all
We are, therefore, disposed to hope,
returns. would be doubled.

that as the Grand Ganges canal will

provinces

the

civil

administration

render

of

Lord

memorable

in these

Auckland,

Grand Sutle} canal may illustrate that of Lord Dalhousie.

so

the

(G)
THE

JUBBULPORE

SCHOOLS

OF

INDUSTRY.

[From Colonel Sleeman’s Report, July 23, 1846.]

actory is inclosed ina space of 350 feet by 224 feet, form7
க் gra m, with a high Kutchea கணு
all round,
a paralielo
ing ம
with a gateway at each end.
‘There are two centre work slopes

each 136 feet long, by 68 feet broad, and all round inside the

walls are sheds, 12

feet deep,

supported

on

brick pillars.

The

‘10
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sheds are

occupied

by

blacksmiths,

dyers,

chintz-printers, and carpenters, while

modate

the

carpet,

cloth,

and

the

spinners, tape-makers,

large

tent-makers;

buildings accom-

the outer

walls

of

the workshop areall of picked bricks.
The roofs are all. tiled.
The cost of these buildings, over and above the labor
the
prisoners, was 4000 rupees, which has been defrayed out of
of the

funds.

In this factory 324 Thug and

soners,

of both

classes, work

Dakoit

daily

approvers

from

six

=

and

a.m.

to

150 prifive

p.m,
having one hour allowed at noon for rest and food.
The
provers are all paid by piece-work to encourage them, and apthe

best of them receive

over

and

above their

from

diet,

the factory about two

at the rate of about

rupees a month

one rupee four

annas, which they get from Government.
There are about 100
boys, the sons of Thugs, at work in the factory, earning from
one

Tupee eight annas to two rupees eight annas a month by piecework.
‘The wages of the paid agency employed in the factory to

_ teach trades, blacksmiths, carpenters, tent-makers, carpet and papermakers, &c., at first amounted to 180 rupees a month,
It has:
been gradually reduced to one-half, and will soon be dispenséd

with

altogether,

as the

approvers

trades which they were employed

any trade but that of robbery

and

are becoming

to teach.

None

masters

of ther.

murder when the

of the
‘new

factor,

was

first established in'1837.
.
ih»,
The ranges of buildings for the accofnmodation of the ap>
provers’ families form a village near the factory, surrounded by a
high mud

wall.

Each

ranges for his family;
have

proved

by along

themselves

edurse

approver

has

a

separate

house

im

+

and those who have done good service, an
deserving of

of steady conduct,

confidence ‘and.

are

permitted

4

indulgencé

to reside 3n

this villace with their families, subject to surveillance, beimg
regularly called over when the gates are closed of af evening,

and

agai, when

opened

in the morning.

‘Those who

have

no

family ties at J ubbulpore, or whose conduct gives them
no
ticular claim to confidence or indulgence, are confined at niga.
in the lock-ups.
None of the approvers are ironed, aa
ie
‘a punishment for misconduct or breach-of discipline, and + 1:
with temporary exclusion from, the village and fine, are the only
punishments had recourse to, and for these the necessity is
now
any cae
Police
Report
(‘To this I may add the following passage from a Police
Neport,
by an able member of the Civil Service,
Mr. Macleod. |
வன்
T would avail myself, however, of this opportunity of bring ng be
to notice the remarkable success which has attended the
Se Ge

of Industry ” established at F ubbulpore by. Major Sléeman,
al
neral Superintendent for the suppression of Thuggee
and A tt
Keitee, and superintended by his assistant, Captain Brown.
§

-
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ig impossible for one connected with the suppression of crime and

the employment of condemned persons to regard an institution of
this kind

otherwise than with feelings of great interest, an increas~

ing class of persons, who, as “ king’s evidence,” considered them-

selves pardoned,

work,

have had

judicious

and

at first evinced

their scruples

treatment.

All now work with

ness, and even rivalry;

Even

the greatest

novel

to

cheerful-

manufactures of great variety and

cellent quality are. produced
very fair profit.

a strong disinclination

entirely overcome by mild and

in-abundance,

productions have

by the ingenuity of Captain Brown, aided

of ex-

and I believe with
been

turned

ont

by the gentry of the

station, who almost all evince a lively interest in the establish-

ment, and by the great diligence and good sense of Mr. Williams,

The whole exhibits
the superintendent.
activity which is highly refreshing, and

a scene of industrious
cannot bui exercise a

So great a contrast
snost, beneficial influence upon its inmates.
‘nes it afford to the wrangling idleness of a convict gang working
on the roads, that I have been forcibly impressed with the desirablencses

of entrusting

the

greater

part,

at alk events,

of the

prisoners of this and perhaps of all the districts to the same ma்

-

_nagement.

நற்கு the profitable character of the institution, it has been |
md practicable, without loss, to furnish employment to the

|. the inmates, and a school has recently been opened

jldren;
part of
ithin ?.,oy Captain Brown fox their instruction, during.
most adthe
perhaps,
is,
This
writing.
and
reading
> day, in
it is

for
fe and important feature ™ the whele institution;
the mags of
country,
other
every
in
as
this
in
tl known that

the spontaneous
“இற் அ by no means the result of chance, orby systematic, and
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APPENDIX.

into effect, it is complained that injury results to the honest
tradesman. But here, in consequence of the arts: being in, their
infancy, an establishment of this kind, conducted, as i6 certain!

is by Captain Brown in an eminent degree, with combined ‘ski!
and. prudent

moderation, is calculated,

by

the introduction

o

improved methods and new manufactures, to give them an im
mense stimulus. Already has this been the case in a very per
ceptible degree; and I have not the least doubt that if carried o:
with its present spirit, and not deprived of the services of ஜோ,

Brown, it will beget results in this'respect which will extend the:

influence far beyond the confines of the commissionership. 7
promises literally to become a “ schdol of arts and manufactures,”
not only to its inmiates, bus the country around it.

THE END;

C. WHITING, BEATEORT

HOUSE,

STRAND.

